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Introduction and Foreword 

The final volume in this epic. This two-part volume details 
the final confrontation that has been building since the very 
first story. The conclusion‟s far-flung scope encompasses 
most of the conflicts that have played out in the story to date 
as well as adding a new scope and grandeur, more resonance 
and depth. 

I have tried to make volumes somewhat self-contained so 
they can be enjoyed alone even if the back story and ultimate 
outcome are not available to the reader. That was not 
possible with this tale, without revisiting entirely too much of 
what has gone before. Think of this book as the reward for 
the reader who has traveled with me through the previous 
thirteen volumes. 

Like all the best stories in fiction and in real life, this story 
inherits the best and worst of what came before, does its 
best, and sets the stage for the stories that will follow for the 
characters (even though we will no longer travel with them.) 

I am reminded of two Smashing Pumpkins songs: “The End 
is the Beginning is the End,” and “The Beginning is the End 
is the Beginning.” Both titles are true, and I thank you for 
joining me in the search for endings, beginnings, and the 
stories that connect them. 

I hope the good guys win. 

Andrew Shields, Author 

This is a work of fan fiction, adapting material from comic books, movies, and other 
sources. I do not claim to copyright the materials I have borrowed for this. This book may 

not be sold. 
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To Jason, who started it 

To Kyle, who will finally get to see how it all turns out 

To Phyllis, who kept the faith to the end 

To Kristy, who outlasted it
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Kindled in Ashes 

CHAPTER ONE 

Monday, January 22, 2006 

 Somewhere outside, tires screeched; the desolate cry 
echoed and resounded in the shadows of the parking garage. 
Fluorescent lights pushed against the dark as hard as they 
could, and the darkness was thinned to dimness. 

 With a scratch, flame flickered, then bowed to the tip of 
a thin cigarette. The cigarette glowed as the match shook out, 
its feeble incense lost in the first exhalation of the woman 
who leaned against the concrete pillar. “Kroenen,” she said, 
looking directly into the nothingness across the lane. 

 The figure that emerged was dressed in black leathers, a 
greatcoat and matching gloves, boots, and military hat. His 
metal mask was goggled, with slits over his mouth, a sleek 
black steel that shone dully in the light. He stepped forward, 
to attention, and a subtle arrhythmic ticking drifted from 
him. 

 “I thought you might be lurking there,” she purred, her 
voice flavored Germanic. She stepped into the light. Golden 
hair was piled and twisted on her head, her skin had the 
smoothness of a delicately shaded wax mask. Something was 
wrong with her eyes; they were dark, as though the colors of 
her irises could not struggle against the emptiness of her 
pupils. She smiled, her teeth translucent. “Let us do 
business.” Another drag on the cigarette. 

 Kroenen nodded. The woman glanced around. 

 “Soon,” she said. “I got word from my master that the 
time is almost ripe. When we break into the Sorcerer 
Supreme‟s inner Sanctum Sanctorum, there are three objects 
we take, right?” 
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 Kroenen whispered: crystal of agamotto. His voice was a 
leathery rasp almost too soft to hear, the thinnest trace of air 
shaped by minimal interference from his mouth. 

 “Yes, and also Smythe‟s prison, and the Book of the 
Vishanti,” the woman finished. “We must not get greedy, for 
if we are caught then we get nothing.” She paused, glancing 
around, eyes narrowed. “Be wary,” she whispered. “We are 
not alone.” 

 “Damn straight,” rumbled a deep voice. They whirled to 
see a hulking figure standing at the top of the ramp by their 
meeting. The street lights outside filtered in, highlighting his 
impossible girth. He flexed, and they could hear the 
tightening of muscle and tendon from ten meters away. 

 “This is none of your affair,” the woman said to 
Kroenen, her eyes not leaving the giant that stood slightly 
over two meters tall. “Leave. We will continue this discussion 
later.” 

 The masked man nodded curtly, vanishing back into the 
shadows as the woman squared off with the giant. “Who are 
you? What do you want?” 

 “Don‟t play coy with me,” he growled. “I did not track 
you here because of the way you look. I know what you are 
inside.” 

 “Do you,” she replied, her eyes narrowed to glittering 
slits. “Do you really.” 

 His answer was a steady stride, down the ramp towards 
her, his breath a boiling wreath of steam. He was still 
shadowed. She twitched slightly, then turned. The clatter of 
her sprint echoed in the cavernous parking garage. 

 She dropped to slide past the tire stops and under the 
wires, dropping to a lower level in the garage. She landed on 
her feet running; moments later, a wrecking ball slammed 
through the floor above, and the giant slammed down like a 
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comet spraying concrete dust. He ran, his huge stride and 
dense muscle propelling him at unexpected speed. 

 Real fear spurred the woman on as she tucked her head 
and sprinted. She was faster than she looked. She did not 
turn when she heard a wrench of metal and a squeal, or the 
roaring of displaced air. With a leap, she was between cars, 
and the truck her pursuer had thrown whooshed past to 
flatten on the wall at the end of the row, spraying plastic and 
glass. 

 Breathing lightly through her mouth, she hunched over 
as she padded between cars. 

 “How long can you keep this up?” the giant growled. 

 “How long before I slip away?” she shot back, her voice 
bounding around the garage, difficult to trace. 

 “Good point,” the giant nodded. “But here is the thing. 
Your boss gave me the ability to find you whenever I wanted 
to. Because I have something that he wants. Run all you like. 
You can‟t hide.” 

 She rose up with a pistol, firing at the giant. The armor-
piercing rounds dug into his arm and chest as he turned to 
face the puffing squirt of the silenced gun. One arm flexed, 
snatching a car and flinging it side-arm. The car spun into 
others, crashing them together as they rocked on their 
springs, mashing sideways. The woman screamed as she was 
pinned between cars, and the giant jumped. He crashed 
down straddling the cars that pinned his assailant, a foot 
buried in the hood of each car. 

 “Now,” he said, plucking her from between cars and 
ignoring her wretched cry as flesh tore, “I want to talk to 
your boss.” 

 Her blood spattered down on the car from torn legs as 
she gritted her teeth, fighting unconsciousness in the giant‟s 
grip. “You have the shard for him?” she managed. 
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 “Enough games.” He squeezed slightly, and her bones 
rubbed against each other. “Show me your true form.” 

 She resisted only a moment. Then her skin swirled to a 
deep blue, her hair ran crimson, her pale eyes locked on him 
as her face and body shifted to a lithe, voluptuous form. 
Blood still ran from the ragged gashes in her legs. 

 “He‟ll kill you,” she wheezed. 

 “Just so long as we have a face-to-face. I have 
unfinished business,” the giant said as he relaxed his grip 
somewhat, allowing her room to breathe. 

 “Until you bring the shard,” she panted, “your business 
stays unfinished.” 

 “Unless you‟d consider a new proposition,” murmured a 
Russian voice from behind him. The newcomer sounded 
hoarse, his voice almost tortured as though by screaming. 
The giant pivoted, grinding his legs in the cars underfoot. He 
saw a bald man, more pale than white, with staring eyes and a 
thick curling mass of black beard. He wore a simple black 
robe that the light fell into, and he cast no shadow. 

 “Who are you?” the giant demanded. 

 “I am Rasputin,” the newcomer intoned, something 
breathless under his words. “I am here to kill you.” 

 “Kill me?” the giant said skeptically. “Assuming you 
could. That doesn‟t get you any closer to the shard.” 

 Rasputin smiled, indulgent. “My talents lie in different 
directions than those of her master,” Rasputin said. He thrust 
out his hand, his wrist oddly loose as he completed a sign. 
“For example, I do not need to fight you.” He darted 
forward, his hand touching the giant‟s leg. “You see, Cain 
Marko, you are not the only one who can mount an 
irresistible attack.” 

 Marko‟s eyes shot wide as he found himself suddenly 
unable to move. His vast muscled bulk strained against an 
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invisible force. Rasputin mounted the car with fluid steps, 
and effortlessly tugged the blue woman clear of Marko‟s grip. 
He lowered her to the ground beside the car, where she 
curled up in a ball and struggled against the pain. Rasputin 
turned back to Marko. 

 “Can‟t—be—restrained,” Marko gritted out. His muscle 
deepened, he roared against the back of his teeth, and he 
bent his will and might against the binding. It slid apart in 
spurts as veins and sinew surfaced in the overlapping mats 
and bulges of his muscle. 

 “But you can be killed,” Rasputin replied calmly, his 
Russian accent slowing his words, his eyes resonant with 
madness. He looked at the shapeshifter. “Leave us. Go back 
to your master.” 

 She obediently crawled away. Marko shrugged the last of 
the enchantment off, and he stood puffing like a spent ox, 
glaring at Rasputin. 

 “You‟ll never get the shard,” the giant panted. 

 “But I will,” Rasputin disagreed, inclining his head. 
“Because it is tuned to the Web of Light. That is why I need 
it, and why I can find it.” 

 “Then why are you here?” Marko demanded. “Why 
me?” 

 “To get the scent. From your power. To know the taste 
of what I seek.” Rasputin breathed deep, his mad eyes not 
leaving his target. “I will taste it in your blood when you are 
dead. The Shard of Cttrock gave you your power. It will lead 
the way to mine.” 

 Marko wrenched back, snatched a pair of cars, and spun 
with them. Rasputin was gone, and the cars whistled through 
empty space. A razor-sharp pain slid into Marko from the 
side, and he whirled to see Rasputin contemplating a bloody 
sword, slim, sharp with enchantment. Looking down, Marko 
saw the slit in his ribs. 
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 “I can hurt you,” Rasputin explained. “As much as I 
want.” Marko thrust his fist out, but somehow Rasputin 
folded back and away, winking out of existence a moment 
before the blow landed. The sword traced a thin line across 
Marko‟s back, and he pivoted to see Rasputin pointing a mad 
grin at him, the sword casually held. 

 “Sooner or later, I get lucky, and you‟re smashed,” the 
giant growled. “I can take this kind of punishment all day.” 

 “Ah yes, getting lucky,” Rasputin mused from ten 
meters away. “The Web of Light, the life pulse of the planet, 
surrounding it and defending it from other dimensional 
attack. Its immune system is a kind of coincidence; the right 
people in the right place at the right time to avert disaster 
that would shift the status-quo.” 

 He tucked his arms down, flexing, and a gout of green-
stained light curled around sinewy tendrils of mystic energy. 
The blast whipped out and crunched into the giant, flaying 
skin and sinking into his meat. He staggered with a hoarse 
cry. 

 “So,” Rasputin murmured, his soundless steps bringing 
him closer to the staggered and wide-eyed giant, “something 
should happen now. Some hero should intervene. You 
should take advantage of my little speech to buy time to 
execute a clever plan.” Rasputin stopped, five meters away. 
“You are part of the Web of Light and its defenses. And I 
am about to slay you.” 

 “Not a chance!” Marko shouted, and he charged the 
slim shadow. Rasputin flung his arms out to the sides, his 
robe expanded impossibly, and Marko charged into a weird 
nothingness, a shadow that caressed him with unthinkable 
darkness. He fell and fell, unable to understand what his 
senses tried to tell him. 

 Then he was clear, dropping through thick and turgid 
air. He fell into the center of a pit that was thirty meters 
across, and he got a glimpse of cyclopean stone buildings in 
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tumbled ruins, a greenish shadow of sky. A horrid stench 
rose up as he fell, and he slammed down in a sticky, 
gelatinous mass that squelched and squealed. 

 Only then did he realize the gooey mass he landed in 
was covered in eyes and teeth. 

 It gibbered and squealed in an alien language as it folded 
up around him, squirming and twisting at his mass. He let 
out a strangled scream, wrestling, but whatever it was it had 
no shape, only strength, limitless strength. He locked in 
struggle, and Rasputin looked down into the pit 
dispassionately. 

 “They are called shoggoth,” Rasputin called to Marko. 
“Formless, relentless, lethal. That should drain off your 
power.” The insane grin stretched his facial flesh once more. 
“We are far from the Web of Light now.” He chuckled, a 
small and hoarse rasp, and the stones themselves shivered. 
As he rose into the dim sky over the heaving battle, the 
world seemed to darken. 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

Tuesday, January 23 

 The big man mounted the steps of the brownstone 
mansion as the yellow cab pulled away from the curb. His 
hulking trench coat was rumpled, his lantern jaw set, his 
narrow nostrils flared. Eyes squinted with barely restrained 
hostility. He banged on the door with a gloved hand, then he 
glanced back towards the Manhattan skyline, shifting the 
weight of the bag over his shoulder. 

 A moment later, the door opened. A bald Asian man in 
a gi bowed to him slightly. “Mr. Stone, welcome,” he said. 

 “Wong,” the big man nodded, shouldering into the 
mansion and glancing around. “I‟m here to see Strange.” 
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 “He expects you,” Wong replied, gesturing to the door 
of the parlor, off the entryway. 

 Stone‟s footfalls were heavy as he pushed into the 
parlor. He oriented on the slim man seated across the room, 
putting aside a book. The seated man had narrow, saturnine 
features, and his eyes were bright and engaging. Paleness 
streaked away from his temples, flanking the curly thatch of 
his dark hair. 

 “Stone,” Strange said as he rose. “Do you have the 
Cthonian translations?” 

 Stone tossed the satchel down on the table. “Where is 
Illyana.” His tone was flat and grim. 

 “Home,” Strange replied. 

 “That doesn‟t help me,” Stone said through his teeth. 
“For Illyana, „home‟ is another dimension. I can‟t get to 
Limbo without the amulet she gave me that lets me move 
back and forth. I gave the amulet to you when you asked for 
it, fine and good. But I need to see her.” He paused. “Don‟t 
get in my way.” 

 “You must be patient,” Strange said quietly. 

 “Patient?” Stone barked. “I haven‟t seen her in two 
months. What the hell is going on?” 

 “It is not for me to tell you,” Strange said, inscrutable. 

 “Damn straight,” Stone growled. “It is Illyana’s place to 
tell me. So I want to talk to her. Now.” 

 “That‟s not possible.” There was no fear or compromise 
in Strange‟s eyes as he regarded Stone. “All I can tell you is 
that she‟s working through some things, and she has chosen 
to do it alone.” 

 “That‟s not good enough,” Stone frowned. 

 “It will have to be.” 
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 Stone glared at him. “I‟ve been a good little soldier,” he 
breathed. “I‟ve gone on your investigations for the Planetary. 
I‟ve translated Cthonian texts. I‟ve kept my mouth shut and 
sat down and followed orders. But that time is running out. 
My patience is worn out.” He flashed a grimace at Strange. “I 
want to see Illyana.” 

 Strange said nothing. 

 Stone twitched, then turned and stormed out, shoving 
through the front door. It slammed hard behind him. Wong 
stepped into the doorway, available. 

 Strange heaved a sigh, then passed his housekeeper, 
mounting two flights of stairs and following a hallway to 
double doors that sealed off the uppermost room of the 
house. They parted for him, and he strolled inside. The doors 
clicked shut behind him, their mystic seals humming back to 
life. 

 The atmosphere in this space was different, somehow 
almost electric. Shelves lined the walls, filled with books and 
odd curios. Dust drifted in the beam of light that came in 
through the oddly patterned skylight. Strange passed a 
throne, a circle inlaid in the floor, a massive reading stand. 
He opened a box on one of the shelves, pulling out an 
amulet. It was shaped like a horned human skull. Strange 
hung it on the back of the chair, then tightened his fist 
around it, letting his eyes slide closed. Dark flame roiled 
around his outline. 

 When he opened his eyes, he stood in a garden. Massive 
stone blocks were draped in greenery. Polished flagstones at 
his feet. He glanced up at the afternoon sky, listened to the 
click of claws on stone somewhere nearby. He had left the 
amulet in the Sanctum Sanctorum. Where it would be safe. 

 Smiling to himself, he strolled around the stone blocks, 
up some stairs, and into a throne room. A grand throne, 
carved intricately from a single block, dominated the dais at 
the far end. At the base of the dais was a pool of clear water. 
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Off to the side, there was another pool, about the size of a 
hot tub. 

 “Illyana?” he called out. 

 “Just a sec,” came the reply. Moving slowly, Illyana 
passed through an arch into the throne room. Her straight 
blonde hair was up in a sloppy bun, she wore a roomy 
housedress. Her heart-shaped face was set in determination. 
One eye was hidden behind a black patch. She steadied 
herself with one hand, her other splayed across the swollen 
bulk of her pregnant belly. She offered Strange a wan smile. 
“I‟m walking for two these days,” she said. 

 “Have you thought about lowering your throne so you 
do not have to navigate the stairs?” he asked gently. 

 “Bah,” she replied as she undertook the task of climbing 
the three shallow steps. “So! Aside from the comedy of 
watching the sorceress supreme of Limbo waddle around, 
what brings you here?” 

 Strange paused. “Stone is worried and confused. And 
angry. I took his amulet, as you requested, so he cannot 
come and visit. He thinks I‟ve done something to you, or you 
are avoiding him, and he‟s hurt.” 

 “Well, who wouldn‟t be?” Illyana asked, trying to joke. 
She groped backward, finding one arm of the throne, and she 
winced as she levered herself down into the seat. Leaning 
back, she released a great sigh. “I just cut contact altogether. 
What‟s a demon to think?” 

 “I had to use magics to make Stone look human,” 
Strange said, “but his heart already knows the way. He 
doesn‟t want to lose you.” Strange looked her in the eye. 
“None of us do.” 

 “I can‟t just say, „Hey Stone, I‟m pregnant with your kid, 
so it‟s gonna be a half demon. Nifty keen!‟ I don‟t know what 
to say. Or how to say it.” She rubbed her eyes. “Or even 
what I think about it.” 
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 “My offer stands,” Strange murmured. 

 “I‟m keeping the child,” Illyana replied, her eyes still 
behind her hands. “I love Roger Stone. I know it is risky 
being with a demon. But I‟m going to accept those risks, and 
that means accepting their consequences.” She dropped her 
hands. “Even if it scares me to death.” She touched her 
swollen belly again, and something shifted inside. 

 “May I take a look?” Strange asked. 

 “You bet,” she nodded. “Lucky for me the Sorcerer 
Supreme of Prime was also a medical doctor in a former 
life.” 

 “Lucky indeed,” Strange said with a small smile as he 
mounted the dais. He put his hand on her belly and 
concentrated. Then he shook his head. 

 “This is dangerous,” he said frankly. “The child is 
developing twice as fast as a human baby would. Birth is 
going to be… I‟ve never done this before. Stopped it from 
happening, yes. But we may be in for surprises. Ones we 
won‟t like.” He looked her in the eyes, unreadable. 

 Illyana said nothing, returning his gaze steadily. She 
reached out to him, clasped his hand between hers. He stood 
by her, and time slipped away. 

 Strange‟s face hinted at a smile, and he touched her 
cheek with his free hand. “Be careful. Be safe. If you need 
anything, anything at all, call me.” 

 She nodded. “I‟m not leaving Limbo until this has 
happened,” she said. “If I die in childbirth, so does Limbo.” 

 “Let‟s make sure it doesn‟t come to that,” Strange said 
briskly. “Now, since I‟m here, I was wondering if you could 
help me with something.” 

 “Does it involve stairs?” she asked wryly. 

 “No, something a bit more your speed,” he replied. “I 
wanted to check on my apprentice. She is stashed away at 
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Stark International. Could you drop me down the street so I 
don‟t come out of nowhere?” 

 “Sure, no problem,” she shrugged. She squinted at 
Strange. “You know, when I was your apprentice, you didn‟t 
put me under lock and key. As tempting as I am sure that 
must have been.” Her smile showcased dimples. 

 “Well, when you are training a successor while you are 
leading up to a conflict that only comes once every thousand 
years, you take precautions,” Strange shrugged. “Besides, you 
were a bit more rugged from day one. I never needed the kid 
gloves for you.” He smiled. “You were raised a scrapper. 
She‟s going to have to acquire the taste.” 

 “Funny how our greatest strengths are our greatest 
weaknesses,” Illyana agreed, her smile fading. “So. The 
Reckoning. Um… not sure how to even ask. How is it 
coming?” 

 He shook his head. “Every time I leave Prime I feel the 
subtle pressure relieved,” he said quietly. “It‟s building. Prime 
is going to go through several crisis points to determine the 
tone of the next thousand years. And I don‟t even know for 
certain all the forces I‟m up against.” 

 “My ancestor, Rasputin. He‟s still out there,” Illyana 
said. 

 “I‟m sure he‟s lined up for his turn,” Strange replied, a 
touch of bitterness in his tone. “He still wants to destroy the 
Web of Light so his dark masters can move in and annihilate 
the planet.” He shook his head. “It would be nice if for once 
he would stay dead. I should know more by now. I should 
know at least who the big players are. Aside from Rasputin, 
I‟d guess the Shadow King. But I can feel it; there‟s more out 
there. And I‟m not ready.” 

 “Good thing you‟re not alone in this thing,” Illyana 
observed gently. 
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 “Yes, well, do I surround myself with allies, or keep 
them in reserve until I know more?” Strange asked sharply. 
“I don‟t want to make it easy for one of the enemies of 
Prime to take us all out in one fell swoop. I want to protect 
them.” He stopped. 

 “But you need them too,” Illyana finished. “How is 
Tandy taking all this?” 

 Strange looked away, jaw set. “Please don‟t mention her 
right now. Not until we draw the battle lines.” He hesitated. 
“She is safe.” His rigid posture closed the subject. 

 Illyana sighed. “Sounds like putting Bently under wraps 
is a good idea after all,” she said, “and I hear the security at 
Stark International is top notch.” 

 Strange raised his eyebrows. “Because the head of 
special security happens to be your father, working with your 
brother?” he pointed out. 

 “Maybe,” she shrugged, mischevous. “Stark runs a tight 
ship. It is not easy or clever to break in.” 

 “Unless you are a wizard who can move through 
shadows and dimensions,” Strange shrugged. 

 “Yeah, but you know we can never keep them totally 
safe,” Illyana said. “Even if she was at your elbow, sooner or 
later she could take a hit.” She looked down at her belly. “I‟m 
really sorry I‟m out of commission now. When you need 
me.” 

 Strange shook his head. “It‟s a coincidence,” he said, 
“and coincidence is the root of the workings of the Web of 
Light. This is my fight, and I appreciate your help with it. But 
it isn‟t yours.” He offered her a slightly crooked grin. “I owe 
you maternity leave for the good you‟ve already done.” 

 She nodded. “Thanks for the sentiment. I guess I can let 
you go.” Her grin was made somehow more roguish by her 
eyepatch. “Tamam Shud.” 
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 “Tamam Shud,” he replied, and a wild eldritch flame 
swirled around him. When it cleared an instant later, he was 
in an alley down the street from the gatehouse into the Stark 
International compound. 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

 A brief stroll later, he checked through security. He did 
not make it ten meters down the hall before a short and 
stocky man with wild hair bustled towards him. 

 “What‟s up, Doc,” he growled through his grin. “Here 
to see Vicky?” 

 Strange blinked. “Hello to you too, Logan. Vicky?” 

 “Victoria Bently,” Logan clarified. “Vicky.” Grin. 

 “Ah,” Strange nodded. “Yes, that‟s why I came.” 

 “Right this way,” Logan said, turning and heading down 
the wide hallway. “So. Have you seen Illyana lately? It seems 
like forever since we talked last.” 

 “I have,” Strange said. “She has a real fight on her 
hands, lately. But it is something she has decided she has to 
do alone.” He looked over at Logan. “Stone cannot 
understand what that means. But I think Illyana is very like 
her father, and he is very like her.” 

 Logan shrugged, eyes forward. “Had my share a those 
fights,” he said curtly. “You lookin after her anyway?” 

 “Doing my best,” Strange sighed. 

 A tight smile settled on Logan‟s face. “Then that‟ll hafta 
do,” he said. He shrugged slightly, then looked at Strange. 
“Fair warnin. Vicky is getting a bit antsy.” 

 “Really,” Strange said, wry. “House arrest is difficult.” 

 “At the best a times, and these aren‟t those,” Logan 
sighed. “I can‟t get Pete to quit hittin on her.” 
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 “What?” Strange said, stopping, eyes narrowing. “You 
let him hit her?” 

 “Hitting on, flirting,” Logan said quickly. “He‟s tryin ta 
get her to go out on a date with him.” He chuckled. “Though 
I bet she‟d rather he tried ta slug her once and a while.” 

 Strange sighed. “Logan, you know that‟s not why she‟s 
here.” 

 “Oh, I‟ve tried ta discourage the boy, but he‟s got this 
ego, see.” Logan shook his head. “I am so glad I adopted him 
as a growed man, or I‟d be ashamed a myself for lettin him 
turn out this way.” 

 They turned down a hallway marked “Research and 
Development.” Logan led them through three security 
checkpoints on the way to a small laboratory in the basement 
of the wing. 

 “Here we are,” Logan said. “It‟s not cushy, but it‟s safe.” 

 “As safe as we can make it,” Strange agreed. He opened 
the door and stepped into the lab. The walls were lined with 
bookshelves, and there was a bed in the corner by the mini-
kitchen. Victoria Bently looked up from her books, and a 
smile lit her face. Her auburn hair was flattened by the 
fluorescent light, and her eyes were bruised with 
sleeplessness, but her delight in seeing Strange smoothed 
away some of the weariness in her features. 

 “Magista, Strange, so good to see you,” she said in her 
sharp English accent. “I was wondering if you hid me so well 
you forgot where to find me.” 

 “Not at all,” Strange replied. “How go your studies?” 

 “Slow, really,” she sighed, leaning back in her chair. She 
glanced at Logan. He smiled, and slid the door shut. It 
locked with a reassuring click. “I‟ve had some trouble 
adjusting to the space,” she admitted. 
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 “That‟s not entirely a surprise,” Strange said. “Still. I set 
you to studying dimensional anchoring, traveling, invocations 
surrounding the geomantic manipulation. I need you to be 
competent in traveling the ley network, both within Prime 
and beyond it.” 

 “I‟ve made progress,” she said firmly. “I believe I could 
go wherever I needed to in the Web of Light, as long as I 
had the waypoints.” She looked him in the eye. “How much 
longer must I stay here?” 
 “I have the Watchers working on the Scrolls of Skelos,” 
Strange soothed. “When I know more about the Reckoning, 
what we‟re dealing with, then we can be proactive. Right 
now, I don‟t want to react to your death or capture,” he said 
with a thin smile. “And if I am targeted personally, I need the 
freedom of knowing that someone else is ready to take over 
in case I am destroyed.” 

 Her jaw tightened. “I‟m not ready,” she said. 

 “No one is,” he replied softly, “but you‟re the best I‟ve 
got. The confrontation is coming, the Reckoning is building. 
I need you to be ready to assist with geomancy. Illyana is not 
available to me right now.” 

 “And she was manipulating a geomantic tangle when the 
excess of energy destroyed her eye, I know,” Bently 
murmured. “It‟s not a safe game we‟re playing. I‟m doing my 
best, but without your help, I‟m struggling with some of the 
studies you assigned me.” 

 “We have to be strong, and patient,” Strange said. “We 
need to give them a chance to overextend, to screw up. Then 
we can move against them. Unless it‟s a feint. The more we 
know, the better prepared we can be. That‟s why the work 
the Watchers are doing on the Scrolls of Skelos is so vital.” 

 “I must be frank,” she said, “I don‟t believe in 
prophecy.” She did not look him in the eye. “I don‟t know 
why you trust these scrolls to have the future on them. No 
one can know the future.” 
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 Strange seated himself opposite her. “They do not 
contain a prophecy as such. That‟s just a simple way of 
describing what they do. The Scrolls reflect back to the 
reader, showing what the reader wants to see. There are only 
a few, all mad, who can read the scrolls themselves. The 
Watchers are studying accounts of scholars who followed the 
work of those madmen.” 

 “If it isn‟t prophecy, what is it? Why does it have the 
power to shape your decisions?” Bently asked warily. 

 “The writing from the Scrolls peers into the mind of the 
one reading. It re-orders what is already there. So for one 
who is touching the Web of Light, the scrolls look at the 
latent energies tied to coincidence, and they identify crisis 
points. They assign a symbol based on what they see. Then, 
the one reading must have the ability to interpret the 
findings.” Strange shrugged. “The Scrolls have been used to 
identify the crisis points in the last eight Reckonings.” 

 “That‟s a long time,” Bently said faintly. 

 “Indeed,” Strange nodded, rising. “They have only 
begun to make sense in this lifetime, as the Reckoning 
approaches. When the Reckoning is past, if we win then you 
will have a much more free lifestyle. I do regret this.” He 
gestured at the walls. “You are, after all, my successor. We 
can‟t lose you. I need you to be ready to take full advantage 
of the Web of Light.” She looked away, biting her lower lip, 
and Strange narrowed his eyes. “Victoria. Something is 
wrong.” 

 “How was the Web of Light created?” she asked quietly. 
“Where does it come from?” She watched his eyes. “I‟ve 
been studying its function, but we never talked about how it 
came to be.” 

 Strange hesitated, then resumed his seat across the table 
from her. “Long before humanity had history, there was a 
race that ruled the world. It was divided into two expressions 
of a single primal force. These divisions have been called the 
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Seelie Court and the Unseelie Court. They are fey, eldritch. 
Both were capricious and cruel, but only the Unseelie Court 
was vindictive and ruthlessly evil. The Seelie Court was ruled 
by the Queen Mother, the Unseelie Court by the Shadow 
King.” 

 “Fairies,” Bently nodded. 

 “Yes. The Unseelie Court had many different kinds of 
pets and slaves,” Strange continued. “There was one ape-like 
creature that they shaped and molded until it became the 
baseline for humanity. It is because of them that humans do 
not fit in among animals. Humans were created for labor, 
amusement, and food.” He paused. “Does that shock you?” 
he asked directly. 

 “Yes,” she said faintly, unwilling to risk a lie. 

 “Then another force crossed the stars and the 
dimensions. Hoggoth arrived, with a mighty host of 
warriors,” Strange said. “He made war on the Unseelie 
Court, which was not helpful for the Seelie Court, as they are 
different expressions of the same primal energy of 
prehistoric Earth. Hoggoth freed a large number of the 
slaves of the Unseelie Court, but he could not win 
permanent advantage. He retreated back to the aether. He 
became one of the Vishanti, the mighty ones who freed 
humanity.” 

 “Which is why sorcerers still invoke Hoggoth, and the 
Hoary Host,” Bently breathed. 

 “Yes,” Strange agreed. “Later, much later, a mighty 
wizard rose up. The humans had stolen fey magic, but this 
wizard benefited from a century of experimentation with it. 
He discovered a way to defeat the Unseelie Court once and 
for all. He was with a mighty warlord, Kull, king of Atlantis. 
Agamotto and Kull made war on the Unseelie Court. As Kull 
struck down the Shadow King, Agamotto, who was far away, 
lay the foundation of the Web of Light as the Shadow King 
struggled bodiless. This broke the power of the Unseelie 
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Court, and they lost control of the world. As long as the Web 
of Light is intact, they can never again rule, for their Shadow 
King is formless and bitter.” 

 “Agamotto, the first Sorcerer Supreme,” Bently 
observed. “But… how did he… lay the foundation? How 
was the Web of Light created?” Some pain glittered in the 
back of her eyes. 

 Strange leaned back. “The Web of Light is a network of 
energy that penetrates and surrounds the earth, serving as a 
barrier against the invasion of extra-dimensional beings. It 
works on the flexible principle of enabling equal and 
opposite reactions to that which would disrupt the status 
quo, the fate of humanity. But as you have astutely noted, it 
is not tied to the energies of the earth, though that is what we 
use for a quick explanation. It is really tied to the fate and life 
power of humanity.” Strange paused, and Bently watched 
him steadily. 

 “I heard,” she said, “that the Web of Light was created 
from a foundation of a massive sacrifice of a thousand 
human lives.” 

 “So it was,” he agreed softly. 

 “Human sacrifice,” she repeated loudly. “That‟s evil, a 
kind of evil we oppose.” 

 “That‟s true,” he agreed. “And we can afford to have 
those qualms, in part, because of what Agamotto gave us. 
The Web of Light was a puny thing to begin with, but as the 
lives and deaths of humans poured into it, it battened on that 
energy and grew mighty, to the point where it can stop the 
likes of Nightmare and Dormammu and Azahoth from 
sweeping over Prime. With that sacrifice, Agamotto gifted 
humanity with self-determination.” 

 “You approve of what he did?” Bently demanded. 

 Strange paused, watching her. “Agamotto was a 
pragmatist. He was from a race of escaped slaves, primitives 
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trying to emulate the elegance of their oppressors. It was his 
gift to the future, a decision he made so you did not have to. 
Do you think it would have been better to keep all the 
English who died in World War II alive? Was the death of so 
many too high a price to pay to avoid speaking German in 
school? Sometimes leaders would rather have those they rule 
die free than submit to cruel oppression.” 

 “That‟s different, I‟m sure of it,” she said sharply. 
“Death in battle is different from—from ritualistic sacrifice!” 
Her face was heated. 

 “That‟s true,” Strange conceded. “It could be argued 
that those who died in the relentless bombing of London did 
not die in battle. Armies tend to lose more lives to starvation 
and illness than to the weapons of the enemy.” 

 “Are you going to tell me the thousand that were 
sacrificed for the Web of Light were volunteers?” she 
snapped. 

 “Most of war‟s casualties are not volunteers,” Strange 
said mildly. “That has always been true. In this case, 
something more lasting was bought than a fragile peace 
treaty.” 

 “You calmly accept that the Sorcerer Supreme is capable 
of such vileness?” she asked, breathless. “Such an act could 
be required of me?” 

 “The Sorcerer Supreme has always been called a 
necromancer,” Strange said, expressionless. “It was the 
energy of life and death that painfully birthed geomancy. The 
task of the Sorcerer Supreme is to protect the Web of Light, 
which in turn protects the self-determination of humanity. 
For better or for worse. In humanity‟s glory, and in their 
shame. In their beauty.” He looked her in the eye. “In their 
ugliness. Make no mistake. I am not a hero. It is my task to 
maintain the balance. To protect humanity, not to change it.” 

 “Whose task is that then?” she asked, her chin jutting 
out. 
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 He raised his eyebrows. “Theirs,” he said softly. 

 “But surely we could show them the way.” 

 “Are you sure we know it?” he asked. “Humanity knows 
how to transcend their condition. Be kind to one another. 
Live as though we are all interconnected. Give back more 
than you take. This would not be news to anyone.” He 
paused. “Humanity has deep wisdom to go hand in hand 
with its self-destructive drives and ignorance. That was the 
gift of the fey; to be spiritual beings as well as animals.” 

 Bently sat quiet for a long moment, staring at the table. 
“What happened to the Queen Mother? The Seelie Court?” 

 “She accepted that the time of the fey was over. She 
assimilated most of the Court, and kept a small retinue back. 
I have had relations with her in the past.” 

 “And the Unseelie Court?” 

 “Will strike back the moment they can,” Strange 
finished. “They will be part of the Reckoning, I am sure of it. 
And if they win, then they just might be able to take those 
humans that survive and once again enslave them.” 

 Bently shivered. “This is a lot to take in,” she admitted. 
She looked up at Strange, her eyes shimmering with unshed 
tears. “I wish Illyana could come back and be your 
apprentice again,” she almost whispered. “I am no longer 
sure I am the right one for the task.” 

 “Secrets are part of what we do, part of the burden we 
bear,” Strange said softly. “Illyana is pregnant, Victoria. She 
is pregnant with Stone‟s child.” 

 Bently stared. “A half-demon?” she breathed. “And you 
are okay with this?!” 

 “Yes,” Strange said simply. 

 “We are supposed to be making the world safer,” Bently 
said steadily, “not bringing still more monsters into it.” 
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 “I have never yet brought a monster into this world,” 
Strange said, something sad in his eyes. 

 Bently stared at the table. “I—I do not want Prime to be 
invaded, or humanity to be enslaved,” she said. She bit her 
lip. “I just wish it was… a better story.” 

 “So do I,” Strange said as he rose. “So do I.” She would 
not meet his eyes. “It is the story of humanity, we just find 
new ways to tell it as the centuries wear on. It is as 
breathtaking as humanity itself. They did what they had to do 
to free themselves, and even if we cannot understand what 
they did, we can connect with their reasons.” He paused, and 
she said nothing. “I will check and see if the Watchers have 
made any progress. You keep studying. Tamam Shud.” 

 “Tamam Shud,” she muttered. He turned and left. 

 Bently stared down at the diagram of intersections in the 
Web of Light. A mighty shield of souls. Ley lines and nodes. 

 She shivered. 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

 Strange mounted the stairs to the Sanctum, and pushed 
his way inside. He glanced around, noting Wong in the 
kitchen. Strange smiled as he tugged a gun from his belt, 
lined up, and put three bullets in the manservant, the gun 
bucking as the silencer puffed. 

 Wong dropped with a cry. Strange held the door open, 
leaning out of the way as Kroenen dashed up the stairs and 
into the Sanctum. Strange slammed the door, then shifted; 
his hair lengthened and shimmered blonde, he assumed the 
form of a beautiful Germanic woman. 

 “Upstairs, top floor, the door to the Sanctum Sanctorum 
is warded with a number of dimensional sigils,” she said 
sharply. Still gripping the gun, she ran up the stairs at 
Kroenen‟s heels. 
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 Moments later, they were before the warded double 
doors. 

 “When you touch the seal, we will have a matter of 
seconds at most,” the woman said sternly. “Remember. We 
get the Crystal of Agamotto, the Book of the Vishanti, and 
the dimensional prison holding Smythe. Then we get out. 
You cannot go in there with me. The wards will destroy any 
undead that attempt entry. Be ready to get us out of here.” 

 The black mask nodded curtly. Kroenen reached up to a 
concealed crank on his chest. He wound it four times, and a 
subtle arrhythmic ticking floated from him. As Kroenen 
squared off with the doors, his hands flexed, and bladed 
tonfa slid from the space around him. He whirled the tonfa 
with such skill his movements seemed lazy. Then he whipped 
them through a hyperdimensional coordinate, and touched 
them to the door. Some feedback loop was connected as the 
Cthonian magic blasted into the doors; with a silent roaring 
snap, the magic crumbled, and the doors reluctantly creaked 
open. 

 The woman dashed at the doors, kicking them open. 
She raced across the room, her eyes quickly spotting what 
she was after. She slammed the book, scooped it under her 
arm. She snatched a box from a shelf. An amulet caught her 
eye, hanging on the back of the chair, so she yanked it free 
and pocketed it. She dove at the domed cylinder on a stand, 
yanking the cylinder off the stand and racing to the door 
burdened with her prizes. No sooner had she cleared the 
doorway than Kroenen snatched her and spun, invoking dark 
powers, and they vanished through the corner. Gone. 

* 

 As Strange cleared the last level of security leaving Stark 
International, something resonated in his chest—the 
Sanctum! His incredible focus was instantly acting. A mental 
command told his coat of levitation to bring his body to the 
Sanctum as his astral form darted free of his body, crossing 
the turgid swell of New York at the speed of thought. He 
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dropped through the roof as the woman cleared the 
threshold, and he had only a moment to cast. He whipped a 
spell at them as Kroenen carried them through a crevice of 
reality, escaping. Frowning, Strange‟s astral form took to the 
skies, melding with his body as it closed in at high speed. The 
sigil of the skylight, the sign of Hoggoth, retracted and he 
slipped through the skylight into his violated Sanctum 
Sanctorum. 

 “Damn,” he swore softly. The Book of the Vishanti. 
The Crystal of Agamotto. Smythe‟s prison. And the amulet 
of passage to Limbo. “Damn.” 

 Strange did not look at the cruel Cthonian rune hacked 
into his warded doors. He ran down the stairs. “Wong! I 
need you to—” He froze, reaching the doorway to the 
kitchen. Wong lay in a pool of his own blood, unmoving. 

 Strange gathered him up, gently, pulling his bloody body 
up to his chest as his mouth whispered and snarled an 
ancient incantation. Time and space respectfully parted 
before the Sorcerer Supreme of Prime as he stepped away. 

 A moment later, he was before the boundary of a sealed 
dimension. He touched at it with a thought, and it parted 
willingly. He stepped through, and he stood before Illyana in 
her throne room. 

 “Strange?” she said, surprised. Then she saw Wong. “Oh 
no! Put him in the healing pool,” she said, pointing at the hot 
tub sunk in the stone. Strange did so. “Is he—” 

 “A spark of life remains,” Strange said grimly. “He‟s not 
breathing.” 

 Illyana focused, the waters roiled for a moment, and 
Wong‟s eyes shot wide as bullets were pulled out of him. 
Ribbons of blood coiled in the clear water. Wong looked up 
at Strange, his eyes full of pain. 

 “Master—” 
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 “Rest,” Strange said, gripping Wong‟s hand. “You‟ll be 
alright now. Illyana will heal you. Sleep.” He waved his hand 
before Wong, and the faithful manservant slept. Strange 
freed himself, rose, and faced Illyana. 

 “You can heal him?” 

 “Of course,” she nodded. “You got him to me alive, and 
it‟s only physical damage. What happened?” 

 “My Sanctum was robbed,” Strange growled. “Magic 
thieves. Knew what they were after. Kroenen and a woman, I 
think it was Baroness Ilsa. Kroenen is a lieutenant of 
Rasputin, and Baroness Ilsa was one of his protégées in the 
40s. I thought she was dead,” he said through his teeth, “but 
with Cthonian wizards, you can never be sure.” 

 “They got Smythe?” Illyana asked, startled. 

 “And the Book of the Vishanti, and the Crystal of 
Agamotto. And the amulet that allows access here,” he added 
significantly. “The one you gave Stone, that I was holding. 
For safekeeping.” 

 “Damn,” she said softly. “What is your next move?” 

 He half smiled. “You know what I do to those who steal 
from my Sanctum,” he said. 

 “Can you track them?” 

 “I hit them with a sigil, I think it landed on Kroenen,” 
Strange said. “This.” He traced it in the air, using both hands, 
and Illyana nodded. 

 “I remember when you used to paint things with that, 
when you were training me, and I had to find them and bring 
them to you,” she grinned. “You were a total bastard. I 
remember you put that sigil on a urinal mint once. And a 
penny in the Paris subway.” 

 “And I remember when you found them all and brought 
them to me, because you were damn good at that game,” 
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Strange replied. “So make me proud.” He looked down into 
her scrying pool. 

 “Okay,” she said, rocking back and forth to settle 
herself. “Let‟s be delicate.” She traced the sigil in the air, and 
it hovered over the scrying pool. “Now… let‟s see…” she 
squinted, the expression peculiar as her eyepatch shifted. “I 
may need some time.” 

 Strange crossed the room and seated himself on a stone 
bench. “Take your time,” he said quietly. He looked at 
Wong, who slept peacefully, and he schooled his features 
into an implacable patience. 

 Time passed. 

 “Hey, I found it!” Illyana said eventually. Strange rose, 
crossing to the pool and peering down into it. A cavern, 
dark, laced with runes to distort scrying. “If you had not put 
the sigil on him, I never would have found this place.” She 
looked Strange in the eye. “Looks like one of the Unseelie 
Court boltholes.” 

 “So it does,” Strange said grimly. He watched Kroenen 
sitting motionless at a crude table, sitting alone in the dark. 
“What‟s around him?” 

 “I‟m lucky to see him,” she replied, “with all the magic 
wards they have.” 

 Strange nodded. “Looks like a trap. I‟ll have to go spring 
it.” 

 “Whoa there, chief,” Illyana protested. “You are the 
Sorcerer Supreme of Prime, and we‟re on the edge of a 
Reckoning here. Send somebody else.” 

 “Any suggestions?” he asked patiently. 

 “Yeah, send Kira, she‟s tough,” Illyana said. 

 “And vulnerable to Cthonian magic. I can‟t waste her 
this way, if it is a trap.” 

 “Okay,” Illyana said defensively, “what about Stone?” 
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 “No defense against magic, Parker is the same story,” 
Strange said. “Of all of us, I am the most likely to get out 
unharmed. It must be me.” 

 “Yeah, well, the people we‟re talking about are 
dangerous,” Illyana frowned. “Remember when you went 
after Mordred‟s pocket dimension? Got all cocky? Almost 
killed us both?” 

 “I do,” Strange nodded. 

 “Good,” Illyana said, nodding, a bit off balance. 

 “So tell me,” Strange said quietly. “What do you think 
we should do?” 

 She looked down into the pool. “He‟s too well warded 
for me to snatch him out,” she muttered. “This looks like 
Rasputin‟s work. The runes are flawless.” 

 “And now he has the Crystal of Agamotto,” Strange 
continued, “so he can map out the Web of Light and find its 
greatest energy and its weak points.” 

 Illyana scowled at him. “I would much rather you had 
overruled me and gone over my objection,” she muttered. “I 
don‟t want to be the one to send you in.” 

 “You aren‟t,” Strange said with a gentle smile. “This is 
about balance. If I want to know who is behind this, I must 
go myself. I appreciate all your help. Please send Wong home 
when he has healed.” 

 “I‟ll be watching you,” she added quickly. 

 “As long as you are able,” he nodded. “Until the trap 
springs.” 

 “As long as it takes,” she said, tense. 

 He nodded. “Send me in.” 

 Eldritch fire tore up around him, and when it wisped 
away he stood in a dank cavern. Kroenen rose, spinning, his 
chair flying back. Strange tossed a witchlight into the air, the 
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light clear as Kroenen sprang at him with tonfa spinning. 
Strange was startlingly quick as he slapped one blade aside, 
ducked another, then fired a mystic bolt across Kroenen that 
sent him reeling. Another blast knocked Kroenen off his 
feet, bounced him off the wall, and left him face down on 
the floor. 

 Strange glanced around at the walls, the sigils painted in 
fresh blood. “Show yourself.” 

 “See?” said a thickly accented, hoarse Russian voice in 
the darkness. “You must be patient when you are fishing.” 
Rasputin stepped forward, only his head visible as the light 
vanished into his robe and beard. “I knew you would come.” 
A horrid Cthonian incantation tore from him in a moment; 
the runes galvanized, and shifted, clamping shut the 
interdimensional space of the cavern. “It is now too late for 
you to escape,” he whispered, eyes burning. 

 A woman stepped out of the shadows at his side, and 
Strange‟s eyes widened as he saw the woman that had robbed 
his Sanctum. “You?” he said, startled. Then he ducked to the 
side, moving with fluid grace—a ribbon of razored steel 
punched up from the stone and hissed through where his 
torso had been a moment before. He spun, coming up in cat 
stance, alert and ready for the next attack as the steel 
slithered back into the stone and something chuckled in the 
darkness. 

 “You understand,” murmured a deep, alien voice, “I had 
to try.” 

 “Essex?” Strange breathed. 

 The woman tugged a pistol clear and lined up, firing 
with unnatural speed. Strange dove to the side, rolling, and 
he came up with a twist of his fist; magic flared across her 
hands, slapping hard, and the gun twirled loose and clattered 
off the wall. Strange thrust his hand forward, and a gout of 
light shot forward and plastered across her face. She 
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screamed as she staggered back, her face full of light and 
pain. 

 Strange dove to the side as blades whistled and hissed 
after him, and he came up with a barrage of mystic bolts that 
peppered the shadows at the side of the cavern, searing away 
the defenses of the pale man that stood there, his weapons 
retracted to a defensive stance. 

 Before he got a good look, Strange had twirled to flare 
attacks into the shadowed figure on his other flank. 
Rasputin‟s grin was white bone in the curly tangle of his 
black beard, and the attacks slid away from him as his hands 
cranked and twisted into positions that brought magic forth 
to deflect the assaults. 

 His back to the wall, Strange faced his two assailants. 
Rasputin glided forward. The other figure also approached; 
his skin was dead white, with a red diamond on his forehead, 
between eyes so deep and dark they could not be made of 
meat. He was banded in metal, and a pluming cloak of 
razored steel hovered above his shoulders. His lips and 
nostrils were rimed black, and his teeth were smoky and 
translucent. 

 “Strange,” the tall, banded man murmured as though the 
word tasted peculiar. “It has been a while since we last 
clashed. You seem to be missing all your lackeys.” 

 “You are trapped. Ours.” Rasputin tossed a gesture at 
the collapsed woman, extinguishing the light on her face. She 
sagged, unconscious. “Let us finish this. It is time to rid the 
world of the Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 Strange stood in the middle of a sphere of drifting, 
shifting runes. Red energy pulsed in his defenses, and 
wickedly lethal sorcery played across his hands, straining to 
be unleashed. “Perhaps,” he growled. “Or perhaps you‟ve 
just overplayed your hand, too early in the game.” 

 “Prime is weary of you, sorcerer,” Essex snarled. “The 
Web of Light has served its purpose, and now it is time for 
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us to reclaim this world. For our original masters.” He 
glanced over at Rasputin. “And for the darkness beyond.” 

 “We will win this Reckoning,” Rasputin gloated, eyes 
bright. 

 “Prime has other defenders, you know,” Strange said. 

 Rasputin chuckled, his dark mirth oddly terrifying. “We 
will see how they fare,” he whispered, “without their 
precious Web of Light.” 

 Strange said nothing further. A two fisted gout of 
spinning magic burst from him, rebounding from the sigils 
and slashing in at Rasputin. The startled Cthonian wizard 
spun, crying out a vicious incantation from before humans 
had language, deflecting the assault. Strange flared an attack 
at Essex. The pale man darted to the side—Strange sprang at 
him, anticipating his move, and he slapped his palm on the 
gem in the pale man‟s forehead. Essex howled in rage and 
alarm, and razored ribbons spun up around him. But it was 
too late. 

 Strange connected with something primal in Essex, 
touched at his magic, and slipped away through it. The blades 
whistled through mist and air. 

 The Sorcerer Supreme had escaped. 

 “What?” Essex bellowed. “No!” 

 Rasputin and Essex stared at each other for a moment. 

 “Clever,” Rasputin conceded. “Must you always be tied 
into the old roads?” He extended one blackened fingernail, 
and pinged at a quivering razor ribbon that sprouted from 
Essex‟s shoulders. 

 “He didn‟t get far,” Essex growled. “We had best catch 
him before he can recover.” 

 “No,” Rasputin said, curt as he turned away. “He was 
right. We underestimated him, and the defenses of Prime. 
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And now he knows you are back.” He turned, dispassionately 
regarding Essex. “Ask yourself. How can we use that?” 

 A slow smile spread across Essex‟s face. 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

 Illyana was on her hands and knees by the scrying pool, 
anxiously peering into it. She narrowed her eyes, and grabbed 
at the air over the pool. On the other side, eldritch flame 
swirled up, and Strange dropped to the stone, steaming and 
panting. 

 “Are you okay?” she demanded, awkwardly trying to 
lever around and climb to her feet. 

 “It‟s fine, I‟m fine,” Strange replied, staring down at the 
flagstones. “Just—I just need a minute.” He staggered up, 
crossing to a bench, and he lowered himself. He rested his 
elbows on his knees and hung his head, his breathing deep 
and unsteady as steam wisped up from his shoulders. Illyana 
lowered herself onto her throne and waited. 

 “I may have spoken too soon,” he admitted. He looked 
up, his eyes wild, and she felt the tremble in his chest and 
body. 

 “What.” Fear bloomed through her, chilling her blood. 
She had never seen that look in his eyes. 

 Strange dropped his gaze to the floor again, and a few 
long seconds passed. “I know it is the Reckoning,” he 
murmured. “But I did not expect Essex to be resurrected. 
And I never would have expected him to join forces with 
Rasputin.” 

 “Seriously?” Illyana breathed, clutching at the arms of 
her throne. 

 “Believe me,” Strange said bitterly, “I got a really close 
look. The only reason I got out of there alive was because 
Essex could not or would not unplug from the old fey roads, 
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beneath the Web of Light. The ones that let him move 
through Prime like a mortal walks through a department 
store. Rasputin could seal my exits, but he didn‟t seal Essex 
in there. So I managed to connect with that energy, and I 
escaped.” He rubbed at his face. “Barely,” he murmured 
through his hands. “So yes. Essex is the genuine article.” 

 “We were there when he was destroyed,” Illyana said 
reflectively. “Or so I thought.” 

 “And now we have to figure out how he survived,” 
Strange said, dropping his hands. “So. It was 2002. Nebraska. 
The pocket dimension beneath the orphanage. We had 
Primus, or Scott Summers. Peter Parker. You. Kira. Remy 
LeBeau. Stick, though as far as I know he‟s still dead. Blade. 
Matt Murdock. Elektra Natchios.” He shook his head. “I 
thought it‟d be another hundred years before he returned,” 
he said softly. 

 “If there‟s anything you taught me, it‟s that when it all 
falls apart we have to suck it up and win anyway,” Illyana said 
with a wry grin. “So let‟s get started.” 

 Strange nodded. “Illyana,” he said, “you are a comfort to 
your teacher.” 

 She grinned. “Even if I‟m like some kind of demon 
balloon,” she said, patting her belly. “That‟s a fine thing for a 
girl to hear, Strange. Tell you what. I‟ll take Parker and Kira. 
Call them on the phone. See if anything weird has happened 
lately.” 

 “I‟ll take Summers and Blade,” Strange said. “Summers 
is the most likely, and I know right where Blade is. When 
you‟ve talked to Kira and Parker, see if you can find Stick, or 
if he‟s still dead.” 

 “You think he might come back?” Illyana asked. “Essex 
ripped his heart out.” 

 “I don‟t expect him to come back,” Strange shrugged. 
“But I didn‟t expect Essex back either.” 
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 “Fair enough,” Illyana nodded. “That leaves LeBeau, 
Murdock, and Natchios.” 

 “We‟ll see what we can find out with the others first,” 
Strange said. He paused. “You know we are targets now. 
They‟ve made the opening move.” 

 “And they‟ve given up the advantage of surprise in a 
bold gamble. That you beat. Because you rock.” Illyana said. 
“So let‟s get this thing wrapped up.” 

 Strange chuckled. “Wrapped up indeed.” 

 She grinned at him, and sent him home in a wreath of 
flame. 

Wednesday, January 24 

 Water slowly gathered to a drop, which fell and slapped 
across the stone floor of the cave. On the shadowed throne, 
Essex brooded, his flat red eyes smoldering, his face hidden 
behind steepled fingers. “Darkholme!” he barked. “Raven 
Darkholme!” 

 The beautiful Germanic woman darted out of the 
shadows at the far side of the cave, and knelt on the stone, 
abasing herself, her forehead pressed to the floor. “Master,” 
she breathed. 

 “You did well enough, for your part,” he murmured. “I 
never want to see that shape on you again.” 

 She shifted to crimson hair and blue skin. “Yes, Master,” 
she whispered. 

 “Rise,” he continued, his silky voice like a thing alive. “I 
have some new toys for you, and a mission.” 

 She obediently rose, standing before him, gazing at him 
with adoration and terror. “Yes?” 

 “I have not yet told you of some… tools that I 
acquired.” Essex turned to the side. “I found a smart 
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computer. One capable of reproducing itself. And it has a 
magnificent energy manipulation capability. Here are two of 
them.” He beckoned, and two forms walked out of the 
darkness, their steps oddly quiet. 

 They were made of a strange black mesh, with metal 
plating and odd shaped internal components. “These are 
virusites, that‟s my name for them,” he said. “Virusites! Show 
them the cloak. Be… police.” He smiled. The two forms 
shivered, then looked like bored beat cops. 

 “Magnificent!” Darkholme said. 

 “Indeed,” Essex nodded. “They can heal, regenerate 
their energy by disintegrating their surroundings, and 
overcome any attack type. Take two.” 

 “What is my mission?” she asked, eyes only for her 
master. 

 Essex smiled, his smoky teeth glinting. “Slay Victoria 
Bently.” 

 Darkholme nodded. “It will be done.” 

* 

 The sunrise was purpling the sky as Strange strode down 
the gritty sidewalk. His red coat was pulled tight around him 
against a searching wind. Cars swishing past spat up the sand 
the city had put down to guard against ice, grinding at the 
asphalt and concrete. 

 Strange crossed the street, approaching the forbidding 
heap of an abandoned tenement building. He glanced 
around, then navigated the alley and descended a trash-
choked staircase. He rapped at the metal door at the bottom. 
“It‟s me, open up,” he said. 

 He looked up at the camera subtly mounted by the 
doorframe. A moment later, the door opened, and he slipped 
in past the two men with submachine guns. “I‟m looking for 
Giles,” he said. 
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 “You got it, Mr. Strange,” one of the men said. There 
was something haunted in his eyes. “Follow the hall, take a 
left at the end.” 

 “Thanks,” Strange nodded. He turned, following the 
dim hall lit only by widely-spaced bare bulbs. Then a roar 
tore loose somewhere ahead, resonating through the 
concrete. Dust sifted down. Strange blinked, then broke into 
a run. 

 At the end of the hall, and down the left corridor, he 
saw a reinforced steel door guarded by three nervous men 
with assault rifles. They looked up as he approached, 
surprised. 

 “What are you doing here?” one demanded. “This is not 
a good time.” 

 “Obviously,” Strange said. “Where is Giles?” 

 “Here,” said a cultured English voice from the other end 
of the hall. “Doctor! I did not expect you,” he said. He had a 
narrow face with a high, balding forehead. His mouth was 
pulled into an academic half-scowl of weariness, he was very 
tall, dressed in a rumpled sweater vest, slacks, a dress shirt 
with the sleeves rolled up. He was wiping his hands on a 
pink-streaked towel. “What brings you here?” 

 “I came to have a word with you,” Strange said, looking 
at the door. “And this?” 

 “Let‟s talk in my office,” Giles said with a weary smile. 
“Don‟t worry,” he added, turning to the men guarding the 
door. “Whistler, Cain, and Morbius are on the way. Please 
send Whistler in when he arrives, I need to have a word with 
him at once.” 

 They did not look overly reassured as Giles turned, 
beckoning. Strange followed him into a basement storage 
area that had been converted into a library, stuffed with 
books. “I apologize,” Giles began, “but I haven‟t got 
anything new on the project you‟ve set for me. Our 
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difficulties with Blade have been—distracting. The battle 
against the blood lust, against the vampiric pull… Blade isn‟t 
winning. He lost his balance.” 

 “Essex is back,” Strange said bluntly. “He has allied with 
Rasputin. And I need to know how Essex survived his most 
recent death.” 

 “Essex, the scion of the Shadow King?” Giles said, 
blood draining from his face. 

 “Blade was there when we destroyed him, years ago,” 
Strange said. “I need to check with him. See if there might be 
a connection with his unbalancing.” 

 “I know what did it,” grated a voice from the doorway. 
A man limped in, one stiff leg in a metal brace. His off-kilter 
rocking gait swung lanky gray hair in front of his face as he 
maneuvered through the door and around Strange. His face 
was wrinkled and hard, with bright eyes, and he looked like 
he was always chewing at something unpleasant. “A year ago, 
I met Blade when he came up from doin battle with 
Malfalax. In that fight, he had to push too hard, and he lost 
his balance. He‟s been slidin downhill ever since.” Whistler 
lowered himself onto a high stool. “Life usta be real hazy for 
Blade, until a ninja master named Stick did something to his 
chi lines. Quelled the blood lust. Now Stick is dead, and 
Blade‟s balance is lost.” Whistler shook his head once. “I 
sure don‟t want to lose him.” 

 “Lately,” Giles continued, “he has been raging against 
the dawn, then sleeping all day. Cain and Morbius won‟t fight 
next to him anymore. Spear is the only one crazy enough to 
watch his back when he attacks vampire nests. It doesn‟t hurt 
that Spear is already dead himself.” 

 “But those two are so nuts that we‟ve got what‟s left of 
the vampiric community in New York on the run,” Whistler 
said with some satisfaction. “Another year of this and 
bloodsuckers will avoid the city. In New York…I never 
thought it was possible.” 
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 “Let me be clear,” Giles said. “Blade was never friendly. 
But now? He‟s getting more powerful, more efficient in his 
killing when he chooses to be, but more effective even when 
he goes to excess. We are facing hard decisions about what 
to do with him. When he runs out of vampires.” 

 Strange took that in for a long moment, then he nodded. 
“I want to see Blade.” 

 “Come back tonight,” Whistler growled. 

 “Now,” Strange said. 

 He sat calm before the incredulity of the two Watchers. 

 “Yer nuts,” Whistler spat. 

 “Now, hang on,” Giles said to both of them, “Doctor 
Strange is a respected member of the Arcanum. He‟s a 
wizard. Maybe he can look after himself. Besides, Spear is in 
there. He may be able to help if things get out of hand.” 

 “It‟s a stupid risk,” Whistler said frankly. “At least wait 
an hour. Blade will go to sleep then. Right now he‟s throwing 
his dawn hissyfit.” 

 Strange moved to the door. “Please.” 

 Giles shrugged. “Alright,” he said. “Though I still advise 
you to reconsider.” 

 “I need him awake,” Strange said firmly, “and this can‟t 
wait until tomorrow.” He stepped aside, letting Giles and 
Whistler out before him. They followed a hall to the metal 
door, just as a loud bang hit it, and a roar of rage inside. 

 “Goodbye,” Whistler said impassively. 

 Strange regarded the door, and the guards. 

 “Open it,” Giles said to them, nervous. 

 “What?” 
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 “Do it,” Whistler growled. The three guards stared, then 
looked at each other and shrugged. They hauled at the bar, 
then opened the door. 

 Swift, Strange stepped through, and it slammed behind 
him. 

 The room stank of clotted blood and fury. Pitch black. 
Strange tossed a witchlight in the air, and it illuminated the 
whole ten meter square room. Four broken light fixtures 
dangled from the ceiling. In one corner stood a man wearing 
leathers and a ninja hood. Not three meters from the door, 
Blade growled. 

 Blade stared at him with his unnatural senses, even with 
his back turned. Slowly, he pivoted, his eyes boring into the 
intruder. “I know you,” he snarled slowly. 

 Blade was stripped to the waist, his torso and arms 
honed into weapons interlaced with webs of muscle. Black 
tattoos patterned the dark skin of his back, arms, neck, head. 
A short mat of black hair was curled tight to his scalp. His 
eyes were wide, staring, insane, and the balefire of vampiric 
energy surged behind them. 

 He attacked. 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

 Blade‟s instincts had been shaped by martial arts 
training, and Strange barely slid around the first punch and 
kick. Blade sprang at him, and Strange darted to the side, 
slinging a shield of energy up around himself—Blade paused, 
spat. Strange wove a swift spell, and the restraint stung across 
Blade. He struggled ferociously, and the binding began to fall 
apart. Strange stepped behind him, kicked a knee so Blade 
dropped to the ground. Strange knelt, leaning over the 
twitching and enraged half-vampire. Then he rose, pulling 
back. 
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 “You have to let me in,” Strange said as Blade broke the 
binding and leaped to his feet. “I can try to rebalance you 
when you‟re like this. But it won‟t last, you aren‟t stable 
enough for me to get past the symptoms to the problem.” 

 “Maybe I like being this way,” Blade sneered. 

 “You won‟t for long,” Strange shrugged. “You‟re dying, 
and you know it. What about Cain? Morbius? Whistler?” 

 “They can go to hell!” Blade roared, his eyes rolling and 
furious. 

 “Sorry to have wasted your time,” Strange said, turning 
towards the door. 

 With a slithering rasp, a spear shot across the room and 
thudded into the door frame with a resounding boom. A 
chain connected it to Spear, who stood motionless on the 
other side of the room, gripping the chain. Blade and Strange 
looked over at him, and Spear swiftly jerked the chain. The 
spear whirled back to him, he snatched it out of the air. 

 “What do you want,” Blade muttered. 

 “Two things,” Strange said, “but the first is to re-balance 
your chi. Do something about the rage, the bloodlust.” 

 Blade struggled mightily, then crossed the room to a 
dented metal chair. He righted it, and sat down. Strange 
followed him, stood behind him. “There we are,” he 
murmured to himself. “This may sting a little.” 

 Blade said nothing, baring his too-white teeth in a 
contemptuous snarl. 

 Strange let out a controlled shout, firing a knuckle strike 
into Blade‟s back, next to his spine. Something crunched, 
Blade lolled forward in shock. Strange snatched his muscled 
shoulders, rocking him back. He grabbed Blade‟s jaw and the 
side of his head, and tugged hard with another controlled 
shout. A ripple of cracks sounded in the meat of Blade‟s 
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body. Strange stepped back, breathing hard, then he rounded 
to face the half vampire. 

 He jabbed fingers into the washboard of Blade‟s 
abdomen, another strike to the side, and a palm strike to his 
heart. For just a moment, Blade‟s heart stopped. Then it 
chugged to life again. Blade sagged out of the chair, rolling to 
the concrete floor. Strange stood over him, breathing hard. 

 “Whoa,” Blade said, mouth slack. 

 “I do not have Stick‟s skill in this sort of thing,” Strange 
said, “but I get by.” He smoothed his hair back from his face 
as his breathing slowed. 

 Sluggish, Blade pushed himself up to an elbow. “My 
head… clearing.” 

 “You‟ll be asleep in about ten minutes, your energies are 
balancing,” Strange said. “By then I‟ll be gone. But there is 
something else I need from you.” 

 “Yeah?” Blade sounded lazy, unfocused. “What‟s this all 
about?” 

 “The orphanage in Nebraska. When we fought Essex. 
The monster that tore Stick‟s heart out.” 

 Blade gritted his teeth. “What about it?” 

 Strange paused. “Essex is back.” He shrugged. “I need 
to know how that happened. So I am checking with everyone 
who was there. See if there is anything we missed.” 

 “It‟s news to me,” Blade shrugged, “but… I don‟t 
always think clearly. Lately, I lose whole weeks.” His face was 
impassive. 

 “I need to see if you have any suppressed memories,” 
Strange said quietly. 

 Blade hesitated only a moment more. “Do it,” he 
growled. He pulled himself up enough to sit in the chair. 
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 Strange moved around behind him, placed his hands on 
the rock-hard muscle of Blade‟s shoulders. His eyes drifted 
shut. He dropped into the swirling confusion of Blade‟s 
thoughts, hunting for a memory they shared. There. 

 

 The ribbons that held Essex to the earth and to his escapes 
whipped in the wind the heated steel gave off, twirled under the force of 
Primus’s onslaught. They held, for they were more than physical 
material. Blade tumbled beneath Essex and swept his sword; he was 
one with the network, he was an aspect of the shadows of this place, and 
he bade them part beneath his razored blade. 

 Essex’s scream was audible over the sound and fury of the blast 
that shoved him into the molten steel. He twisted clear, shimmering with 
heat and glowing with superheated metal. Springing from the plate and 
out the side of the blast, he managed to get clear and he landed 
gracelessly, rolling and popping up. His boots were intact, and his belt, 
fragments of his pants. His arms were streaked with cooling steel, his 
face a blasted horror as he gasped; ribbon fragments dangled and stuck 
out of his back. He was not recognizable. 

 Strange held nothing back in keeping the room sealed; he was not 
aware of what was happening, so fierce was his determination that this 
thing should not escape. 

 With a whisper of cloth, Stick tumbled up to Essex and touched 
him, here; there— He left himself too open, so eager was he to succeed. 
Essex plunged a hand into his torso, tearing out his heart in an 
effortless gesture. The old man stumbled back, legs suddenly stupid. As 
the small ninja collapsed in a heap of cloth and meat, his students closed 
in. 

 Primus fell back, howling as Essex was very nearly disconnected 
from the network and excess power surged into him. 

 Blade went airborne, and as he dropped he rammed his sword 
through Essex. The pale creature looked at him for a moment, face 
fixed in a snarl. 
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 “Thank you,” he whispered. Essex snatched Blade before the 
ninja could escape. Primus regained his feet, his head quivering with the 
energies it barely contained. Essex closed his eyes, and Blade knew he 
had half a second to earn his life. Not trying to strike Essex, he twisted 
and focused, and managed to slip clear of that deadly grip. He flung 
himself to the side, a bare fraction of a second in time. 

 The blast that tore from Primus burst the blind man’s eyes, tore 
the skin of his face, seared strips of energy from his skin, and roared 
through Essex. The stone behind Essex was shattered, melted, thrown 
away as Essex bore the full brunt of the blast and was riven, 
disintegrated. 

 Just like that, the center of the web of shadows was plucked loose, 
and the strands began to drift and float as their tautness and purpose 
evaporated. 

 

 Strange frowned. “I didn‟t notice that he thanked you. 
During the fight.” 

 “Sorry,” Blade shrugged, feeling disoriented. 

 Strange focused, and once again entered Blade‟s mind. 
He slipped through, unobtrusive, alert. 

 Thoughts, memories, and dreams crowded the middle 
space of Blade‟s mind. The recent past was awash in 
fragments, rage, slaughter. Then the closest Blade had ever 
had to a life. It was behind that, in the haze of his mind 
before he met Stick, that Strange dared not go. 

 In the murk around the time of Stick‟s death, a memory 
glittered with an odd green light. It was armored, buried in 
scar tissue. Strange frowned, and closed in on it. 

 “This may sting a bit,” his body whispered, an 
unimaginable distance from where his psyche probed Blade‟s 
past. He focused, and cracked the memory open. 

 An echo of warpstone gushed out—images of a bouquet 
of corpses—a leering face—depthless pain—Strange 
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grunted, focused, pushed at the memory to form it into a 
sequence. 

 

 Blade on patrol, struggling with Stick’s death—how long after the 
Nebraska incident? 

 

 A woman in the shadows—a gun—not bullets, darts—all dark. 

 

 Waking in a cave, laced with glowing green energy—chained to a 
massive green stone that pulsed with the words of the things in the 
shadows, they chant with a sibilant and wicked tongue—pain, pain—
the woman, the woman who shot him—above, a dozen dead and dying, 
blood spilling down, raining on him—he screams— 

 

 The memory squirmed under Strange‟s examination, and 
he gripped at it. Blade let out a hoarse shout, reliving the 
pain, and Strange bore down, quickly scanning. 

 

 Something hiding inside him—tearing loose, rising through the 
rain of warm blood—burning eyes, smoky teeth, dead white flesh—red 
diamond on its forehead—lives again—a massive hand clamping down 
on Blade’s face—warpstone bursting, pain incredible— 

 

 Strange staggered back, repulsed by the force of the 
sealed memory. He fell to one knee, panting unsteadily. Blade 
fell out of the chair and lay on the floor, spent. Spear 
watched from the shadows, inscrutable. 

 “Darkholme,” Strange managed. “The woman. A 
shapeshifter. His servant. She must have sensed he hid 
something of himself inside you. So she could—extract it. 
Later.” 

 “What—is—that—thing,” Blade gritted out. 
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 “Essex?” Strange replied. “Oh, he‟s ancient. I had hoped 
we stopped him, for a hundred years or so.” He shook his 
head. “I was wrong. But that doesn‟t help you know what he 
is.” He sat down on the floor, took a deep breath, let it out. 

 “Essex was created by the Shadow King. Prime, our 
dimension, Earth… it was invaded repeatedly before human 
history. Nightmare was one of the invaders, to choose an 
example. The Shadow King reacted to losses by trying to 
copy what beat him as he built his next force. The creation of 
the Web of Light was his greatest loss—an energy web that 
surrounds and penetrates Prime. So he created a creature that 
could travel between the old places, the dark places, with the 
same ease that Agamotto could travel the Web of Light. It 
was a Web of Shadows, really. This creature he created, that 
we call Essex, has a name closer to Iesekkss.” 

His mouth shifted to spit out the weird and alien 
word. “Our letters can‟t capture it so well,” he shrugged. 
“The Web of Light protects us with coincidence, making 
sure people are in the right place at the right time to have a 
chance at protecting the status-quo. The Shadow King 
created a creature that was insidious enough not to trigger 
the alarms, who could work long term, be impossible to pin 
down. That was his revenge.” Strange sighed. “That was 
Essex.” 

“I didn‟t mean to bring him back,” Blade said 
through his teeth. 

 “I don‟t blame you at all,” Strange said. “Essex is 
cunning and ancient, and he did not last the centuries by 
being sloppy. He always had a back door. Always. I just 
thought I could seal them all up.” He shook his head. “I 
know all too well that there is always a way out.” 

 “So, what now?” 

 Strange looked him in the eye. “I‟ve been honest with 
you,” he said, “because I need you to know how dangerous 
Essex really is. And because I need your help. Essex has 
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access to the old ways, the deep places, and like all his kind 
he knows how to stay out of sight when I‟m looking. We 
only have a single chance of hunting this monster down, and 
that‟s to get someone who is linked to him. Someone who 
can feel a connection and follow it, across dimensional 
barriers, in ways that make no sense, but have inner 
awareness of the sense of this creature.” Strange watched 
him steadily. 

 “I can look for him,” Blade said slowly. “When I 
meditate.” He paused. “Dimensional barriers… I don‟t think 
I can cross those… but once…” He frowned, puzzled by the 
touch of an ancient memory. 

 “Once you could,” Strange said gently. 

 Blade searched him with his eyes. “I do know you,” he 
said. “From before the fight in Nebraska.” He shook his 
head. “It‟s all messed up.” 

 “I mentioned Nightmare before,” Strange said. “It is a 
creature of unimaginable power, that resides far from this 
dimension. But sometimes he gets close, to feed from the 
power of the human imagination, especially as expressed in 
malleable form, in sleep and dreams. He cannot breach the 
Web of Light, so he sends heralds, or scions. Sometimes 
ghosts. His most powerful herald was wrapped in a stolen 
fabric called the Shroud. It could bypass the Web of Light, 
skiffing through dimensions like you‟d page through a 
book.” 

 “The shroud,” Blade said, almost reverent as some 
memory sparked in his eyes. 

 “You were made to be its host when you were a child,” 
Strange said. “You grew in the shadow of the undead energy, 
of the Shroud, of Nightmare. And you were only semi-aware. 
You did Nightmare‟s bidding. Then, one day, you crossed my 
path. And I separated you from the Shroud. You ran, and I 
kept the Shroud.” 

 “Where is it now?” Blade asked. 
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 “It claimed several bearers, and now one of my worst 
enemies has it. He can use it to breach dimensions. He is 
nearly beyond my power.” Strange shook his head. “And 
that‟s not good.” 

 “So that‟s why I can… I can feel how to move across 
dimensions, even though I can‟t,” Blade said. 

 “Right,” Strange nodded. “So when you and I travel 
together, we will be able to find Essex. I hope.” 

 “Damn,” Blade said, his mind racing. 

 “So you know,” Strange added, “Rasputin and Essex 
seem to be allied right now. So we will be hunting both 
Essex and your Shroud.” He paused. “Stay healthy. Be 
careful.” 

 Blade squinted against memory, fighting the sleep that 
crept through his exhausted body. “I remember. The wind. 
You—you pulled me out, I didn‟t want to go.” He looked 
Strange in the eye. “Could you have killed me then?” 

 Strange hesitated. “Yes,” he admitted. “I could have.” 

 “Why didn‟t you?” Puzzlement creased Blade‟s 
forehead. “I would have.” 

 “I try not to do anything I will regret later,” Strange said 
with a rueful smile. “You never know when the one who 
threatens you today may be your only hope years later.” He 
rose to his feet. 

 A smile threatened Blade‟s face, and he lay flat on his 
back. “Good luck, man.” 

 “Get your team together, when you wake up. Meditate. 
Get ready. When I give the word, we‟ll need to move. If you 
need to reach me, Giles knows how.” He nodded. “Thank 
you, Blade. You give me hope.” 

 “No problem,” Blade said lazily, words slurred by 
drowsiness. 
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 Strange nodded to Spear, who nodded back. Then 
Strange stepped out of the armored room, facing Whistler 
and Giles and the guards. 

 “He‟s stable,” Strange said. “It should hold. If it doesn‟t, 
contact me again.” 

 Whistler and Giles stared, relieved. “Incredible,” 
Whistler grumped. “Just incredible.” 

 “Did you get what you needed?” Giles asked. 

 “Yes,” Strange nodded. “When Blade wakes up, I need 
him to work with his team. He‟s going to do some 
meditation for me, and I need him to be prepared to lead a 
team into the depths of the earth, if necessary. We have a 
demon we need to bring to bay.” 

 “We shoulda knowed about you a long time ago,” 
Whistler said with a sideways look at Giles. 

 “I need to talk to you,” Strange said directly to Giles, 
who nodded quickly. 

 “Of course,” he said. “This way.” He led Strange back 
to his office, and Strange closed the door. 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

 “I need a way to stop Essex,” Strange said. “A sword to 
the chest won‟t do it, and I can‟t find Primus. I marked him 
with a rune so I would be able to locate him at once, no 
matter where he is in the Web of Light.” 

 “So he is not in the Web of Light,” Giles said slowly. “I 
wonder what that means.” 

 “Maybe Essex killed him,” Strange said. “I just don‟t 
know. But I want you to put some Watchers on it. Find out.” 

 “I don‟t have that kind of authority,” Giles protested. 

 “Talk to Dawson, mention me. He‟ll do it.” Strange 
sighed. 
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 “Does Dawson know?” Giles asked hesitantly. “That 
you are, in fact, the Sorcerer Supreme?” 

 “No,” Strange replied. “You are the only one that knows 
that, and we need to keep it that way. Gives me more 
freedom to work.” A grin cocked his face. “You were the 
only Watcher bloody-minded enough to keep at it until you 
pinned me down.” 

 Giles fought a smile. “One does what one can,” he said 
mischievously. 

 “Be in touch,” Strange said, and he nodded to Giles. 
Then he slipped out the door and vanished into the hallway. 

* 

 Late morning sun failed to warm the sidewalk and street 
as Strange approached the mansion. He reached the steps, 
and a gentle touch spoke into his mind. 

 Do not be alarmed, it said. I come in peace. And I am in your 
sitting room. 

 Strange focused for a moment, then mounted the steps, 
entered the Sanctum. “Hello, Xavier,” he said to the bald 
man seated on the couch. 

 Xavier had upswept eyebrows, an aristocratic face, and a 
hairless scalp. He was dressed in a business suit, and he had 
metal braces on his legs. His age was difficult to guess from 
his smooth features. He smiled at Strange. 

 “I hope I haven‟t come at a bad time,” he said quietly. 

 “That depends on what you want,” Strange shrugged. 
“Perhaps we could start with some tea.” 

 “An excellent suggestion,” Xavier said, rising, his leg 
braces whining. 

 They crossed the hall to the kitchen, and Strange put a 
kettle on. “Well. What brings you to me?” he asked. 
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 “I am baffled, and I do not know where else to turn,” 
Xavier admitted. 

 “That‟s not good news, from the most powerful psycher 
on the planet,” Strange observed. “What has baffled you?” 

 “My mind, oddly enough,” Xavier said, totally serious. 
“As I went to sleep Monday night, I had vivid dreams. Vivid. 
Too real to be hallucinations. My brother, Cain Marko. He 
was—he was fighting something. And he was losing.” Xavier 
paused. “You don‟t know my brother,” he explained. “He 
doesn‟t lose fights. So, the image was disturbing enough that 
I searched for him all day yesterday.” Xavier paused. “I know 
how to find my brother. We share… a link, I suppose. And 
he is not on the other end. I cannot reach him.” He leaned 
back. 

 “You think I can find him somehow,” Strange added. 

 Xavier looked down at the table. “I thought… if we 
worked together, from the beginning… perhaps I would not 
have to lose a kinsman.” The rest was unsaid. 

 Strange nodded curtly. “You understand, of course, 
there is far too much for me to be able to search it all in my 
lifetime, much less immediately.” He tapped his chin. “But I 
don‟t have to start from scratch. There is a connection 
between you and your brother. If you will allow me into your 
mind… perhaps I can find that connection and trace it.” 

 “I trust you,” Xavier said simply. 

 Strange looked at him for a long moment. Then he 
turned to the tea kettle, and it let out a whistle. He poured 
the hot water into the prepared mugs, stirred, gave one to 
Xavier. He sat down, blew across his tea, took a sip. 

 “I will help you,” he said. “Please understand. I cannot 
make this my fight. I will try to bring balance.” He looked 
Xavier in the eye. “I think you can understand that.” 

 “I have my own people,” Xavier nodded. “If you can get 
us close, we can handle the rescue.” 
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 “Then follow me,” Strange said. Xavier followed him up 
the stairs, to the hacked door of the Sanctum Sanctorum. 
Strange stepped inside, closing the door after Xavier, and he 
touched the door. It sealed with a fresh, if temporary, 
defense. Strange gestured at the throne in the center of the 
silver circle inlaid in the floor. 

 “You‟ll be safe enough there,” Strange said. “Powerful 
creatures are abroad these days. It does not do to take 
unnecessary chances.” 

 Xavier nodded. “I will open my mind,” he said. He 
closed his eyes, leaning back, then he took a single deep 
breath, releasing it. Strange‟s eyebrows raised. 

 “Very good,” he murmured. He conjured a peculiar 
brilliance in the air, a Light that focused on the bald man‟s 
forehead. Then he let his eyes slide closed as an incantation 
breathed from him. 

 Strange began unfolding Xavier‟s mind, slipping up to 
the astral plane. There was might and order in the delicate 
origami of the mentalist‟s psyche. A thread surfaced, a 
connection beyond rational explanation. Xavier nudged it to 
Strange‟s attention, and the Sorcerer Supreme touched at it, 
connecting. 

 half-brother—so angry—wandering—Shard of Cttrock—
Tibet—news, still alive—shouting, battle 

 Strange frowned, half in his astral form, and he traced 
down the connection. Right clean out of the Web of Light; 
he was amazed that their connection had not pulled taut and 
snapped. It must run awfully deep. 

 A moment later, he was outside the ruined dream city of 
C‟thon. 

 He slipped back along the connection, into his body, 
and he woke Xavier with a snap of his fingers. “This is not 
good,” he said. “Your brother is indeed clear of this 
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dimension. And I got a sense of what has him. You have a 
real fight ahead of you. I cannot get involved.” 

 “But you can help,” Xavier pressed. 

 Strange was surprised to see the slant of the sun had 
changed dramatically. It was late afternoon. “Of course,” he 
said distantly. “I have just the person to get you there and 
bring you back.” 

* 

 “Good afternoon!” the big Russian boomed. “Welcome 
to Stark International.” He was tall, with the heavy 
musculature of a professional bodybuilder. 

 “Hello, Piotr,” Strange murmured. “I‟m here to see 
Victoria.” 

 Piotr led him through the last security checkpoint to get 
to the basement of Research and Development. “Then you 
have come to the right place, my friend,” Piotr said, his 
accent substantial. “Speaking of Ms. Bently. I don‟t suppose 
you could put in a good word for me. I like her very much,” 
he said earnestly, “and when she is allowed to leave her 
secured surroundings I would like to court her.” 

 “Such things are between the two of you,” Strange said. 
“My only part in that is to encourage you to wait until she is 
allowed to leave her secured surroundings. I need her to be 
able to concentrate on her studies.” He glanced at the big 
Russian “It is important. What she is working on.” 

 “Oh, I believe it,” Piotr said fervently. “But I was 
wondering if perhaps you could put in a good word for me.” 
He offered a wide smile. 

 “I can‟t do that, Piotr.” Strange looked ahead as they 
rounded the corner, headed for Bently‟s room. 

 Piotr stopped. “Why not?” he asked, an edge on his 
voice. 
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 Strange continued walking. “Because it is between you, 
and I don‟t want to get involved,” he said. “Here we are.” He 
pushed the page button by the door to Bently‟s suite. 

 A few moments later, the door slid open. Bently looked 
up at her visitor, and brightened immediately when she saw 
Strange. “Come in!” she said. “I‟m so glad to see you. Do 
you bear tidings of the outside world?” Her smile was off-
center and mischevous. 

 “I do indeed,” Strange said, stepping into her suite. The 
door slid shut behind him. “In fact, I‟ve come to collect 
you.” 

 She blinked, then delight warmed her. “I‟ll pack a few 
things,” she said. “I‟m glad to be done with the solitude and 
study. I‟ve had rather enough of the view down here,” she 
added with a gesture to the unrelieved concrete walls. 

 “Good,” Strange said as he sat on the edge of her desk. 
“Because I have a mission for you. Lots of sights to see.” 

 She stopped, and turned. “Mission?” 

 “Oh yes,” Strange said, “and I‟m glad you‟ve been 
keeping up on your studies. I need you to be a dimensional 
guide, to take a group somewhere exotic.” His smile was wry. 
“A rescue mission.” 

 “Where?” Bently asked, trying to sound casual. 

 “To the dream city of C‟thon,” Strange answered 
quietly. 

 Bently paled. “Seriously?” 

 He nodded. “I have a lodestone that will guide you to 
the holy places. The team needs to get to the Temple of the 
Nameless Ancients. The depthless pits of that place will lead 
them to the battle they are looking for.” 

 Bently swallowed hard. “So… I‟m to go alone? With 
their team?” 
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 “Yes,” Strange nodded. “We can go over the finer 
details at the Sanctum. But I anticipate you will go as soon as 
possible.” 

 The door whipped open, and Logan hopped in. He 
squinted at Strange, and sniffed once. 

 “Hadda be sure,” he growled. He turned, bolting. 

 Strange and Bently exchanged a puzzled look, then they 
were racing after him. 

 Logan slid to a halt at a security station, Strange and 
Bently at his heels. He looked into the vidscreen. “We got 
the genuine article here. Divert the intruders.” 

 “Yes sir,” said the guard on the screen. Logan turned to 
the sorcerers. 

 “Look who just checked in to security,” he growled. He 
tapped at the keys of the security station computer, and the 
view changed. They saw Strange, Stone, and Illyana strolling 
down the corridor. 

 “I know yer the real thing,” Logan growled without 
looking at Strange, “because my sniffer don‟t lie. But these 
people. Damn good likenesses.” 

 “What are you going to do?” Strange asked. He looked 
over his shoulder to see Piotr running towards them, out of 
breath. 

 “They checked in to see Vicky,” Logan said, “so we‟re 
sendin them to the motor pool. It‟s the best place in the 
complex to have a fight. Roomy.” 

 Piotr reached them. “I have notified security. The alarm 
will not be used, radios will be silent.” 

 “Good,” Logan nodded. “Now let‟s see what we‟re 
dealing with.” 

 “Why have you not scanned them?” Piotr demanded. 
“That would be swift and sure.” 
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 “Remember the hologram cloak on that black armor 
thing that attacked some years back?” Logan demanded. 
“The one that used you to dent walls?” 

 A stain of color immediately rose to Piotr‟s cheeks. 
“Yes,” he gritted out, “and we don‟t need to revisit that in 
present company.” 

 “She already thinks yer a dork, don‟t delude yourself,” 
Logan sighed. “Now, that thing was loaded out six ways to 
Sunday with all kinds of sendin and receivin gear. So if we 
scan it, then it will know the game is up. And we don‟t want 
to trigger a confrontation until they get to the motor pool.” 

 “Why not?” Piotr demanded. “The narrow spaces could 
work to our advantage.” 

 “Not really,” Logan shrugged. “Remember how they can 
somehow infect matter with their body mass, then drain the 
energy out of it? Hell, I know more about these things than 
you do, and I wasn‟t even here when one attacked. Besides. 
We‟re mostly going to watch.” 

 “Then who will deal with the intruders?” Piotr 
demanded, frustrated. 

 “Logan, come in. I’m suited up,” Stark said over the link in 
the security station. “They headed to the motor pool?” 

 “See you there, Logan out,” he said. Then he took off 
running down the hall. 

 “High strung,” Piotr observed with a weary shake of his 
head. 

 Then they all ran after Logan. 

 They caught up outside a blast door. “What‟s going on?” 
Bently pleaded. 

 “It is Stark,” Piotr confided, not even winded. “He is a 
very great scientist, and he has built himself a suit of armor. 
It has all kinds of energy shooters, and little motors, it can 
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make a man fly and be bulletproof.” He shook his head. 
“Amazing. And he will fight the intruders.” 

 “Alone?” Bently said, startled. 

 “You aint seen this armor,” Logan said with a toothy 
grin. “Here we go. Keep yer head down.” He opened the 
blast door, slipped through with Strange, Bently, and Piotr at 
his heels. The door ground shut, and they stepped into the 
receiving office. It was dark inside, except the light that came 
in through the massive window. They heard a faint clicking. 

 On the balcony, a figure strode into view, his footfalls 
metallic. He wore golden armor with red highlights, it was 
articulated and smooth. There were no flourishes in the 
clean, functional lines of the power armor. Stark surveyed the 
room. A door at the far end opened. 

 “Wait,” said the shapeshifter that looked like Strange. 
“Something is wrong.” 

 Stark touched a button on the greave, and the 
shapeshifter screamed, twitching madly, her skin flashing 
blue and her hair red as she was flung back to skid along the 
floor unconscious. The energy trap also arced over her two 
escorts, but they simply took the punishment without 
seeming inconvenienced. The holographic cloaks dropped, 
revealing two black-armored warriors. 

 Stark leaped from the balcony, his boot jets and 
backpack vents flaring as he sank to the floor, landing near 
the two invaders. “I’ve prepared something for you,” he said. “I 
learned from our last encounter.” 

 The first intruder unleashed a sonic attack at him as the 
second darted back, into the shadows of the garage. Stark 
stumbled back, then the armor force fields modulated and 
dispersed the sonic boom as the windows shattered. Stark 
thrust his hand forward, and a beam of energy shot from his 
palm, drilling the black armor. It spun to the floor, slapping 
its palm down. A shadowy texture spread across the floor. 
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 “Perfect,” Stark said, flicking a sphere at the armor 
sidearm. It bounced once, then popped, spraying a weird 
light show. The black armor twitched, then burst, its modular 
components clattering down in a dervish cloud of 
discorporate dust. 

 The other power armor sprang at Stark from the side, 
and he spun with his repulsor disks flaring. The figure was 
blown back; it somersaulted mid-air, kicked off the wall, and 
drove at him as one arm grew together into a vicious spike. 
Stark sidestepped, the spike drawing sparks from his armor, 
and he clenched his fists; energy crackled around them, and 
he slugged the armor once, twice, sending it reeling back in 
surprise as its head deformed under the disintegrating force 
of the energy field. 

 Its arms cranked back, and acid sprayed from its chest. 
Stark hunched, his armor humming as the force shields 
deflected it before it touched his armor. The intruder spun, 
ready to run, and Stark hit it with a sonic drill that raced up 
and down the scales, resonating painfully in the teeth of 
those watching as they clapped their hands over their ears. 
The armor staggered. 

 Stark cut loose two wide-beam attacks, flaring energy 
across most of the armor. It screamed and toppled, bursting 
apart to dust as it hit the floor. 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

 The shapeshifter was unsteadily rising as Stark turned to 
face her. “Care to try your luck?” he asked sardonically, his 
synthesized voice menacing. 

 Logan strode out of the office, and Strange followed 
him. Piotr and Bently stared through the window, unsure of 
what to do next. 

 “So what d‟ya figger, Doc?” Logan growled. “Are those 
things magic?” 
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 “No,” he replied curtly. “Some kind of science. She is 
another matter,” he frowned. 

 “Darkholme?” Logan blinked. “Really?” 

 “You know her?” Strange said, surprised. 

 “Yeah, she‟s Raven Darkholme. Went by Mystique for 
awhile. And a dozen other names. She‟s a spy,” he said, 
uncomfortable. “Why do you think she‟s magic?” They were 
five meters from her, and closing. Stark stood with his arms 
folded across his chest, his mask implacable, silently daring 
her to run. She seemed to be having trouble just standing, 
and wisps of smoke still rose from her. 

 “You will speak to me,” Strange said, squaring off with 
Darkholme. “One way or another.” 

 “Your title means nothing to me,” she spat, eyes still 
unfocused. 

 Strange snapped a growling hissing string of sound, and 
Logan took a step back, surprised as he warily eyed Strange. 
“Who is your master,” Strange demanded in the peculiar 
tongue. 

 “You‟ll get nothing from me,” she replied, visibly shaken. 

 “Tell me. Or I will chain you to iron,” he growled. “Not steel. 
Iron.” 

 She frowned. “You know who I work for.” 

 “Essex.” 

 She sneered. “He will feast on your heart.” 

 “You are the one that captured Blade. Freed Essex.” Strange 
was unreadable. 

 “I serve my master always,” she hissed. 

 “Misty,” Logan said cautiously, “tell him yer a spy from 
World War II. Tell him he‟s wrong with these crazy ideas.” 
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 She looked him in the eye. “Maybe I never told you 
everything,” she said, cold. 

 Strange turned to Stark. “Do you have a brig that can 
hold her?” he demanded. 

 “Sure do,” Stark replied. “It can stop teleporters, super-strong 
bruisers, cyborgs, you name it.” 

 “Good,” Strange nodded. “I need to question her about 
what her boss knows. But not at this minute.” 

 “She‟ll be here when you get ready for her,” Logan said 
firmly. “Count on it.” 

 “I wish I could,” Strange murmured. He turned to 
Bently. “We have to go.” 

 “Just like that?” Piotr said incredulously. “We hold a 
prisoner for you, against the laws of the land, and you will try 
to pencil an illegal interrogation into your schedule?” 

 “I pay my debts,” Strange replied. He turned to Stark. “I 
have a friend, someone involved in the cutting edge of 
science in this realm. I‟ll give him a call, have him come 
check the remains. Maybe he can lend insight.” 

 “Thanks,” Stark said. “This tech… I’ve never seen anything 
like it.” 

 “You are sure it is not magic?” Piotr muttered, 
suspicious. 

 Strange glanced at Bently, turned, and left. She followed. 
Piotr stared at the wreckage, scratching his head. Logan 
looked Darkholme in the eye. 

 “Here we are again,” he said softly. 

 She had nothing to say to that. 

* 

 Twenty minutes later, Darkholme perched on a bunk in 
a four meter cube cell. Half of one wall was a transparent, 
unbreakable barrier. She sat, patient. 
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 A chair was dragged over in front of her cell. Logan 
spun it around backwards and straddled it, settling in, looking 
her over. She shifted at once, becoming a lovely red-head 
with freckles and shapely bosoms. 

 “Do you like this?” she murmured. “It was always one 
of your favorites.” 

 “That takes me back,” Logan said with a growling smile. 
“To the Project days. God damn we were crazy then.” He 
squinted at her. “So you really are some kind of spooky 
supernatural monster?” 

 “What did you think I was?” she asked, half exasperated 
and half amused. 

 “Didn‟t bother me,” he shrugged. “You were different, 
sure. So was everybody else.” He paused. “I found out I‟m a 
werewolf.” 

 “Old news,” she shrugged. 

 “You always could surprise me,” he said as he shook his 
head. “You knew all along?” 

 “I knew you before the surgery,” she said pointedly. “I 
was there when you were trying to figure out a way around 
the transformations.” 

 “You—I wasn‟t captured?” Logan said, his jaw 
dropping. 

 Her eyes narrowed to slits. “Who do you think 
remembered your name was Logan?” she asked softly. 

 He chuckled. “You always could push my buttons,” he 
sighed. “I was kind of hoping that with the Project over and 
done with, you wouldn‟t be doing this sort of thing 
anymore.” 

 “I‟m not after Stark‟s industrial secrets,” she pointed 
out. 

 “You came for the Bently girl,” Logan nodded. 
Darkholme stared at him, expressionless. “Didn‟t you.” It 
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wasn‟t really a question. He lit a cigar, taking his time with 
the ritualistic action. 

 “I don‟t suppose you brought my cigarettes,” she said 
calmly. 

 “I‟ll get you some, don‟t you worry,” Logan replied. 
“Just don‟t have em yet. What‟s the rush? You aren‟t going 
anywhere.” 

 “We‟ll see,” she said. She shifted her shoulders, and her 
entire posture subtly flexed. She leaned back, inviting. “How 
shall I pass the time?” she wondered aloud. 

 “Sorry, those days are through,” Logan said. “I‟m a 
happily committed man. You know,” he added, pride 
surfacing in his eyes, “I got me a baby son, named Brian.” 
He looked at Darkholme speculatively. “I didn‟t have to steal 
a damn thing to get that gift,” he said. “There‟s another way 
to live, besides takin what aint yours.” 

 “You always were so noble,” she sneered, something of a 
sulk in her tone. “When you weren‟t a slaughtering 
berserker.” 

 “I wonder,” he murmured, pity in his eyes, “if you ever 
got somethin you didn‟t have to steal. Somethin of yer own.” 

 She shivered, and malice crept into her eyes. “You had 
best hope I don‟t escape,” she whispered, unsteady. 

 Logan flinched as his com chirped. He pulled it off his 
belt, checked it. “Well, gotta go,” he said as he rose and 
picked up the chair. “I‟ll be back.” He offered her a smile 
with something sad in it, then he clumped off out of sight. 

 Darkholme curled up in the corner, hugging her knees 
and balefully glaring over them, mute. 

* 

 Dust drifted in the sunbeam that penetrated the gloom 
of the Sanctum Sanctorum. Bently stood, uneasily glancing 
around, and Strange opened a chest. 
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 “I know that you are not entirely comfortable with this 
as your first dimension-breaching assignment,” Strange said, 
his back to her. “Think of it as a test. If all goes well, you will 
not need to engage in the fighting.” He turned to face her. “I 
know you‟d prefer it that way.” 

 “Of course,” she replied distinctly. “Are you certain 
there is no one you‟d rather entrust with this assignment?” 

 “This is what I‟ve been training you to do,” Strange said. 
“I‟ve grown somewhat complacent, with Illyana always 
available to me. She is incredibly adept at dimensional 
movement.” 

 “I know,” Bently replied, struggling to keep her voice 
neutral. “She is a very skilled sorceress.” 

 “True,” Strange nodded. “The only way you will 
technically surpass her is if you get a fraction of her 
experience. I‟m looking out for your best interests,” he said 
with a distant smile. “Now. Here is the lodestone.” He 
handed her a chip of jade-like stone, shaped in a rough 
cylinder that came to a point on each end. A hole was drilled 
through its center. “It will pull towards the pits.” He passed 
his thumb over the braid it hung by. “And the handle… 
made from the hair of one I loved. It will ground you to 
Prime. Help you find your way home.” His jaw flexed. He 
thrust the lodestone into her hand and turned, energetic, 
back to the trunk. 

 She examined the peculiar texture of the stone as he 
moved a few items around. Then he straightened. 

 “This,” he said, “is a blade I once used to kill a were-
jaguar, in Mexico.” He handed her a long, slender blade with 
a peculiar sweep to it, stitched with runes through the steel. 
She took it, and the scabbard that went with it, surprised at 
its lightness. 

 “Keep your wits about you,” Strange said seriously. 
“The Veil of Watoomb is good protection for the mind, 
mentalists don‟t know what to make of it. That will give you 
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a fighting chance if you make a decision Xavier doesn‟t like, 
and you have to stand your ground.” 
 “I can hardly believe this is happening,” she murmured, 
eyes following the wicked curve of the blade she held. 

 He regarded her for a long moment. “It‟s this or back to 
the basement of Stark International,” he said. 

 She looked him in the eye. “You know I would not 
refuse you,” she said, keeping her voice even. “But perhaps 
Kira could come along.” 

 “No good,” Strange said, shaking his head. “She knows 
nothing of dimensional travel, and against some of the things 
there… she feels invulnerable, and she might prove to be a 
liability rather than an asset.” 

 “Stone?” she asked in a small voice. “We worked well 
together.” 

 “He was rescued from C‟thon once, and in his present 
state of mind he may not trust me to send him back there,” 
Strange shrugged. “Also: no dimensional skill, and if it comes 
down to a brawl you may all be doomed.” 

 “I‟m sorry,” she said, struggling to smile. “I‟m—I am 
trying not to be afraid.” She could not slow her breathing. 

 A small, weary smile touched at Strange‟s eyes. “Did you 
think this would be easy?” he asked gently. “What I do? 
What we do?” He turned back to the chest. “Did you expect 
it would be fun?” 

 “I take my work very seriously,” she said, stung. 

 “This is your work,” Strange said. “Now. I need to show 
you how to get where you are going. There is no time to 
make this a training opportunity, and not much margin for 
error.” He did not look her in the eye as his hands traced out 
hyperdimensional coordinates, and the air shimmered, 
resolving into an illusion of light. “This would be 
considerably easier with the Crystal of Agamotto,” he 
shrugged, “but we work with what we have.” 
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 The illusion was a ball of light, like overlaced yarn. The 
ball spun, and she recognized the geomantic overlay of New 
York. Strange shrank the illusion, and the strands of energy 
that flowed across time and space came into view, circling 
and connecting to the Web of Light. “There we are,” he 
murmured, gesturing to mark a landmark for the exit point. 
“And there.” 

 The ball shrank still further, and Bently gazed at the 
journey he described, mesmerized by the flow of the illusion 
of the Web of Light that expanded far beyond Prime. 

 “I can‟t believe it‟s all tied together,” she murmured. 
“And somehow Agamotto connected to it.” 

 “That‟s a story for another time,” Strange mused. 
“Touch the light.” 

 She reached forth her hand, putting it into the illusion. 
She jerked and twitched for a moment as the images, the 
landmarks, burned themselves into her memory. 

 “That should help,” Strange said, subdued. “Do you 
think you can get there? And get back?” 

 “Yes,” she said, surprised to hear the slur in her voice. 
“No problem.” 

 “Don‟t lose the stone,” Strange said. “It is your way 
home. You‟ve never jumped out of the Web of Light like 
this. I believe you‟ll do fine.” His smile was not 
wholehearted. 

 “And there is no one else,” she finished.  

 “That‟s right,” Strange nodded. “Now listen to me. All 
we are doing is giving Xavier a chance to take a team in and 
rescue his brother. We are not on a rescue mission, we are 
assisting his rescue mission. Remembering that might save 
your life. If they run into trouble, you leave them and you 
don‟t look back. Understand?” He looked her in the eye, and 
she found herself nodding. 
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 “That seems a little cold,” she said. “Why even 
undertake this mission if we are not going to see it through 
to the end?” 

 “We are not „undertaking this mission,‟” Strange said 
patiently. “We are helping them with their mission. We dare 
not claim it. Not at this point in the Reckoning.” He paused. 
“This is one of the crisis points in the Scrolls of Skelos. The 
Howling Giant.” 

 “Great,” Bently said through her teeth. “A crisis point. 
Then why am I not on a rescue mission? This makes no 
sense to me. I don‟t want to risk my life if I can‟t figure out 
why.” She jutted out her chin. 

 Strange looked her in the eye, faintly surprised. “What 
do you think we‟re in it for?” he asked quietly. 

 “I honestly don‟t know,” she muttered. “Mentalists, 
giants, demons, magic… sometimes it seems that the world 
would be better off without all the clutter.” She stubbornly 
stared through Hoggoth‟s sigil at the clear sky. 

 Strange leaned back, something sad and reserved in his 
eyes. “Your clothes are in the wardrobe,” he said quietly. “I‟ll 
see you downstairs.” 

 He turned and left. Bently watched him go, then turned 
to the wardrobe, opening it. 

 “You have got to be kidding,” she sighed as she looked 
over the outfit. 

 

CHAPTER NINE 

 Strange stepped into the doorway of the kitchen. “Your 
hot and sour soup smells good, as always, he said to Wong. 
“It‟s good to see you back.” His smile was genuinely warm. 

 Wong turned, bowing to him. “Thank you for my brief 
furlough. I feel much better,” he said inscrutably. “Illyana 
took excellent care of me.” 
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 “Good to hear,” Strange said as he moved to the table 
and lowered himself into a seat opposite Xavier. “How is it?” 
he asked the mentalist, nodding at the dumplings and rice. 

 “I already asked him if he‟d come back to California 
with me,” Xavier said wryly. “He turned me down flat.” 

 “We each have a place in the world,” Wong replied, 
“and I have found mine.” He put a bowl before Strange, who 
smiled at it as he picked up his spoon. 

 “Thank you, Wong,” he said. “Victoria will be down in a 
moment.” 

 “I have her plate ready,” Wong replied sedately. 

 “You are indeed wise,” Xavier murmured, watching 
Wong. “I have dedicated my life to helping people find their 
place in this world.” He paused. “I know how…difficult that 
can be.” 

 Strange sipped at his spoonful of soup, then put the 
spoon down. “Xavier. Victoria will take you back to 
California to gather your team. Afterwards, I need her back, 
with or without you.” His eyes were steady. 

 “I understand,” Xavier nodded. “I will see to it that she 
makes it back, insofar as I am able.” 

 “Well,” Bently said from the doorway, “I certainly 
appreciate the sentiment.” Her smile was crooked, but that 
was not what drew and held the eye. Her hair was up in a 
bun, flanked by the upturned collar of a leather greatcoat. 
Under the coat, she wore a black turtleneck, leather pants, 
and boots that buckled up the side. Greaves were strapped to 
her forearms, over the sleeves of the coat. 

 Xavier rose, his braces releasing a faint whine. “You 
look ready for anything,” he said with a warm smile. 

 “Let‟s hope I am,” she replied, her accent inflected as 
she glanced at Strange. “Shall we?” 

 “Ready when you are,” Xavier said firmly. 
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 Bently nodded, stepping over to the front door and 
hauling it open. Xavier followed her out of the mansion 
without looking back. Together, they headed down the 
sidewalk. 

 “Where are we going?” Xavier asked, his breath wisping 
out with his words in the chilly air. 

 “To the nearest ley line, at the end of the street,” Bently 
replied. “From there, we can merge with the Web of Light, 
and come out in California.” She looked over at him. “I will 
need your help to steer. You must open your mind to me 
somewhat.” 

 “I can do that,” he nodded. “In fact, I may be able to 
guide you.” 

 Her forehead creased. “If you can guide me,” she said, 
her tone flat, “why don‟t you just take the knowledge you 
need and move through the Web of Light on your own?” 

 He smiled, watching his step. “I can touch on the mind 
of an ice skater, but that does not give me the conditioning 
and muscle memory to compete in figure skating,” he said. 
“My body and reflexes are not well informed by pure 
knowledge taken from the mind of an expert.” He met her 
eyes. “In any case, using magic bears a price.” He paused. “A 
price I am unwilling to pay.” 

 Her eyes drifted back to the sidewalk. “It‟s only fair to 
warn you,” she said calmly, “I‟ve only been on one real field 
mission. I did succeed,” she said quickly, glancing at him. 

 “I don‟t doubt it,” he assured her. 

 They walked in silence for a short time. 

 “You said—about reflexes, muscle memory,” she began, 
awkward. “Did you have an accident with your mental 
powers? What happened to, you know—your legs?” 

 Xavier sighed. “I worked for some people who were 
developing ways of making human beings into weapons,” 
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Xavier said quietly. “They paid me to do mental weapons 
research, but I wanted to experiment on expanding my 
consciousness through meditation, a medical régime, and 
whatever else I could get my hands on. So, when they felt I 
had been given enough rope, they sent an assassin to silence 
me.” A bitter smile surfaced. “He cut my spine,” Xavier said, 
“and the trauma from that experience broke the last of my 
barriers, allowing me to actually manifest tremendous psychic 
power.” 

 “What happened then?” Bently asked, surprised. 

 “I gave him the impression he had succeeded, and let 
him report back,” Xavier said. “Then… well, it was a hard 
time for me. I had no direction save regaining the use of my 
legs, and deepening my psychic might through benefiting 
from experiments in the field of unlocking the psychic 
potential of others. I lived in the shadows, behind the scenes. 
I did things… many things of which I am not proud.” 

 Bently reached the end of the street, she felt the ley line 
humming in the bones of her chest. She stepped off to the 
side of the pavement, by a building, and Xavier stayed close. 

 “I tried to get more power than I already had,” Xavier 
said simply, “and I tried ways to walk again at the expense of 
the lives of others.” He shook his head. “All it brought me 
was grief. Pursued relentlessly, unable to see clearly what I 
wanted from life, I joined with some of my colleagues, others 
with special gifts.” Xavier looked her in the eye. “That‟s 
where I found my calling.” 

 “Your calling?” 

 Xavier nodded. “I am uniquely positioned and gifted to 
be the one that helps others with—special gifts, we‟ll say—
integrate into the world.” He paused. “The world should be 
big enough for all of us, don‟t you agree?” 

 “Naturally,” she said with a tight smile. “Look, we‟re 
here. This is it.” 
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 “Well,” Xavier said, shrugging in his coat. “What do we 
do now?” 

 Bently took his hand, leading him down the alley. “We 
go to where the light is,” she said. She released him in the 
dim reek of the garbage-choked passage. He glanced around. 

 “Charming,” he murmured. 

 “You‟d never know to look at it,” Bently said, capturing 
Xavier‟s attention, “but even this crude matter is filled with 
light.” Her hand reached out to steady herself against the 
rough brick of the wall. Then her eyes drifted half closed, 
and for a moment she opened herself to the thrashing sea of 
souls in the aether of New York. 

 Anchoring to Xavier with a hyperdimensional 
coordinate she stitched over his chest with her astral form, 
she let herself be pulled into the steady shine of the ley 
energies. They were whisked into the Web of Light, 
navigating with impossible speed; she felt Xavier‟s 
consciousness bolstering hers, oddly unruffled by the surreal 
interplay of matter and energy. 

 They were expelled gracelessly from the Web of Light, 
toppling on the sidewalk behind a bar. Their flesh steamed, 
recorporated. 

 “You—have done this—before?” she gasped. 

 He nodded, struggling for breath. “Once. With Strange.” 
He looked up at her. “But meditation—very similar—in a 
way.” 

 “The astral plane.” She hauled herself up, and hefted 
some of his weight as she helped him to his feet. “Now. 
Where are we going?” She squinted up at the sun. 

 “Three hours earlier,” Xavier clarified with a satisfied 
smile. “And it‟s California.” He stretched, then shrugged out 
of his heavy coat. “Won‟t be needing this now.” 

 “I think I‟ll keep mine on,” Bently sighed. 
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 “Damned handy trick, popping through the Web of 
Light like that,” Xavier said as he eyed Bently. “Why don‟t 
you and Strange travel that way all the time?” 

 “Strange doesn‟t want to make waves,” Bently shrugged, 
“and it can be dangerous. Besides, our task is to keep things 
running smoothly, not shove energy around and cause a 
snarl.” She peered down the sun-lit street. “Are we close to 
your home base?” 

 “No,” Xavier said with a smile, “but we can call a cab.” 
A moment later, a cab screeched to a halt at the curb. 

 “Nice,” Bently said, raising an eyebrow. 

 “I try to keep things running smoothly also,” Xavier 
said, letting himself into the cab. Bently rounded the back of 
the car and dropped into the other side. 

 Xavier blinked once, lazily, and the cab driver pulled 
away from the curb, merging into traffic. “His mind is weak,” 
Xavier murmured, “and he‟ll be glad to take us home.” 
Bently shivered slightly as she realized the cab‟s meter wasn‟t 
running. 

 “So where are we, exactly, and where are we going?” 
Bently asked. 

 “We are just outside San Francisco, California. We are 
headed to Xavier‟s Academy, offering two year degrees for 
those needing to integrate into society after being outside it 
for whatever reason, also a preparatory school. We also offer 
job-oriented training.” 

 “What‟s the rest of the story?” Bently pressed. 

 “The paranormal aspect,” Xavier said. “All sorts come 
to my school. I find the unusual ones, with the powers of my 
mind. I invite them to come. I train them in how to use their 
powers, and how to get an education, and how to find a 
place in today‟s world. A world that hates and fears that 
which is—different. That which invites them to a broader 
view than they would like, of what is possible. And what is 
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not.” Xavier‟s eyes flicked as they absently tracked the 
moving scenery outside the car window. “Some at the school 
have powers… powers I could not begin to understand.” 

 “Well then,” Bently said, subdued, “I suppose you do 
good work.” 

 He glanced at her. “Yes, I suppose I do,” he said. 
“Perhaps it atones for trying to take the world over once.” 

 She blinked, unsure of whether he was kidding or not. 

 “All that‟s in the past,” he said, resuming his vigil 
through the window. “My work mostly takes the powerful 
and channels their feelings. Ties down the loose cannons 
below decks.” A distant smile touched his features. 

 “Do you just lobotomize those who learn too much?” 
Bently asked, an edge to her voice. “If so, you had best stop 
confiding in me.” 

 “No psychic surgery, except in extreme cases,” Xavier 
said in a voice that was almost dreamy. “My work is about 
influence and opportunity, not coercion and theft. I touch 
minds, shape them, suggest. But I do not kill, and I do not 
wipe memories unless there is no other way to preserve the 
school‟s functionality.” He sighed. “All of us want to be who 
we are and live in the world,” he said. “And that‟s why my 
philosophy is leading to a multi-centric approach. 
Decentralization helps us be a support network without 
being the central authority figure.” 

 “Sounds like you have it all worked out.” Something 
glinted in her eye. 

 He shrugged. “We open our satellite in Sao Paulo next 
week,” he said mildly. “The United States is a land of 
freedom, but at times it can be a bit constrictive.” 

 Neither of them had anything further to say for a time, 
as the taxi wound through the streets, slipping through the 
suburbs. Bently watched the convenience marts and strip 
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malls thin as they headed for the hills. Xavier smiled to 
himself. 

 “I‟ve notified them we are almost there,” he murmured. 
“They should meet us at the gate.” A few minutes later, the 
taxi pulled to a halt outside ornate wrought iron gates flanked 
by stone walls. “Here we are.” With some difficulty, he rose 
from the back of the car, slamming the door. Bently stepped 
out on her side, and watched the taxi cruise away. She did 
not look at Xavier; instead, she turned to face four 
individuals who crunched down the gravel drive towards the 
gate. 

 “Xavier,” said a classically beautiful woman dressed in 
white, with pale hair; she had an arch cast to her face. 
“Welcome back. I‟m glad you were successful.” Her cold 
eyes crossed Bently for only a moment, but Bently shivered 
with the sense that the woman had peered deep into her soul. 

 “Indeed,” Xavier said as the gate creaked open. 
“Victoria Bently has agreed to help us find my brother. 
Victoria, let me introduce my associates. This is Emma Frost, 
headmistress of the school,” he said as he gestured to the 
pale woman. “This is Toynbee, our marketing director.” The 
hunched man bowed deeply with a flourish so dramatic the 
backs of his hands almost brushed the gravel. He glanced up, 
a gleam in his eye that almost suggested madness. His thin 
limbs were corded with muscle. 

 “The pleasure of your acquaintance is entirely mine, my 
dear sweet lady; you have our undying gratitude for your 
assistance with this conundrum.” 

 “That will do,” Xavier said firmly. “Rich Ryder, one of 
our teaching aids,” he said as he gestured to a lanky young 
man with tousled dark hair. Ryder offered a somewhat shy 
smile, a faint blush in his cheeks as he did his best not to 
stare. He tried to dress as an academic, but his collar was 
unbuttoned, his shirt rumpled, and his sleeves half rolled up. 
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 “Finally,” Xavier said, “Marie Saint. She is our dean of 
students.” The lovely young woman nodded. Her chestnut 
shag of hair had a pale off-center stripe in it. She wore slacks 
and a blouse, but Bently‟s eyes were drawn to her gloves. 

 “Pleased ta meetcha,” Saint said in a sultry Southern 
accent. “Let‟s get yall inside.”  

 The six of them started up the path towards the low pile 
of the mansion, and the gates swung shut behind them. Saint 
looked over at Xavier. 

 “Who you got figured fer the strike team?” she asked. 

 “Volunteers only,” Xavier said solemnly. “This one will 
get peculiar.” 

 “I‟m in,” Saint said, and Xavier smiled at her. 

 “I‟ll stay here to run things,” Frost said, “in case you 
don‟t get back. I‟m keeping Toynbee.” 

 “M‟lady is gracious,” Toynbee fawned. 

 “Isn‟t that a little chilly?” Bently said to Frost, cocking 
an eyebrow. “I mean, isn‟t he your friend?” 

 “Of course he is,” Frost said with a puzzled look. Then 
her expression smoothed, with something like pity. “I see. 
You must be new at this.” 

 Xavier concealed a smile, turning to Saint. “Marie, 
would you please take Ms. Bently on a tour while I check 
with some of the students? I don‟t want to take up too much 
of her time with this rescue mission.” 

 “Ma pleasure,” Saint said. “Right this way.” 

 “My lady,” Toynbee said with yet another bow to 
Bently. He turned and followed Frost as she headed for the 
mansion without a backwards glance. 

 “See you later,” Ryder said awkwardly, waving at her and 
following Frost. Xavier sighed, shrugged slightly, and 
brought up the rear. 
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 Bently followed Saint around the side of the huge 
mansion. Saint glanced at her, then nodded to herself. 
“Xavier‟s Academy has classes for adult education, and it is 
also a preparatory school,” she said, a slightly breathy rasp at 
the heart of her accent. “We have a small dorm to house a 
number of students on campus. We are privately funded by 
large, anonymous contributions, courtesy of, well, Xavier‟s 
network,” she said with a wink. “Really, it is a halfway house 
for those who are different. Like over there,” she pointed as 
they walked past the courtyard gate. 

 In the courtyard, there was a fit, handsome young man 
reading by the fountain. A pre-teen boy was working out 
with katas nearby. 

 “That‟s Bobby Drake, and his son Tim,” Saint said. 
“They run Drake Investigations, a private detective outfit. 
The daddy has mystical ninja powers, and the son is a hell of 
an acrobat and martial artist in his own right. Tim is doing 
great in school, and learning from his daddy. They can pull 
back here when things get rough. We help them find a way 
to turn their differences into part of their lives without 
triggering the wrath of the peasant with the torch an 
pitchfork, if you know what I mean.” 

 “Mystical ninja powers,” Bently echoed, her eyes 
lingering on the normal looking man by the fountain. He 
glanced up, meeting her eyes from a dozen yards away. Then 
he looked back down at his book. She shook her head, and 
walked on, Saint at her side. 

 “Tim has people closer to his age here,” Saint shrugged, 
“so he don‟t have to feel so isolated.” 

 They heard laughter, and two young women rounded 
the corner of the mansion. They both stopped and grinned. 

 “Saint!” the first said. “Xavier just called us.” She was 
pert, blonde, and shapely, dressed in the school uniform. 
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 “Any idea what it‟s about?” asked the other, cocking an 
eyebrow. She was lean, her hair dark and coiffed. Both of 
them were in their early twenties. 

 “Ah actually do know,” Saint retorted. “Go find out for 
youself.” She nodded to Bently. “And this is Ms. Bently. 
These here are Kitty Pryde and Skids,” she said, nodding to 
the lean girl then the blonde. 

 “Pleased to meet you, I‟m sure,” Bently said with a tight 
smile. 

 “Catch you later,” Pryde shrugged, and the two girls 
continued towards the main entrance. 

 “This is all very nice,” Bently said in a low voice, “but 
where are we going exactly?” 

 Saint looked at her for a moment. “Ah figured you‟d like 
a bite to eat before we go on our big mission,” she said. “The 
cafeteria is back here.” She paused. “What do you do 
exactly?” 

 Bently sighed. “I can manipulate the energy web that 
encircles the earth,” she said quickly, “and I can take Xavier 
and you and the others to a place far from this earth, where 
his brother is suffering. That‟s really all you need to know.” 
For a moment, her mind flashed back to all of Strange‟s 
incomplete explanations. For a moment, she sensed a deeper 
well of patience than her own. And that was unsettling. “So,” 
she asked brightly. “What can you…do? I mean, why are 
you…” she gestured around at the house, the grounds. 

 Saint smiled slightly. “Ah can fly. Shrug off bullets. 
Touch people, absorb memories, powers.” She regarded 
Bently. “The works.” 

 “How nice,” Bently said, smiling to cover her shock. 
Right next to her. This thing that looked like a woman. She 
did her best to repress a shudder. 

 Saint‟s smile faded, and she continued walking, politely 
failing to notice that Bently widened the gap between them. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

 Saint stood on the spacious back porch, overlooking the 
park behind the mansion. She wore a tight leather outfit. 
Twenty meters away, Bently sat cross-legged on a stone 
picnic bench in lotus position, spine erect, meditating. Saint 
glanced over her shoulder, then turned. 

 Xavier, Ryder, Pryde, and Skids strolled through the 
back door of the mansion, joining Saint overlooking the 
park. They wore leather boots, jackets, pants. 

 “Well,” Xavier said, “I have my volunteers. You have 
my deepest thanks,” he said to them, looking each in the eye 
in turn. 

 “Not a problem,” Ryder said firmly. “You know we‟re 
there for you.” 

 “I know,” Xavier said softly. “Let‟s go see what Bently 
has learned about the lay of the land.” 

 They headed down the porch steps, towards the park 
bench. “Ah don‟t think she cares for our kind much,” Saint 
said softly. 

 Xavier said nothing. They reached the bench, and Bently 
blinked, then took a deep breath and unfolded. 

 “Our best entry point is a ley line behind the waterfall,” 
she said, pointing to the back of the park. She glanced over 
the tough adventurers gathered to undertake the quest, and 
she nodded. “Anything else we need to do before we go?” 

 “Just this,” Xavier said. He looked his team over. 
“Bently is not one of us. She must come back. The rest of us 
accept a higher risk. She is helping us. But this is our 
mission.” Bently tried to smile to them, and they looked her 
over. 
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“Understood,” Saint said coolly. That was all that 
needed to be said. They turned, and crossed the park, 
standing before the stream. 

 “So… how do we… you know,” Pryde said, gesturing at 
the thundering water that fed the pool. 

 “Take my hand,” Bently said, offering her hand to 
Xavier. He did, and took Saint‟s hand, and she took Ryder‟s 
hand, he took Skids‟s hand, and she clasped hers with Pryde. 

 They slogged down into the pool, wading hip deep, then 
they winced as they trudged under the falling water. The 
mist, then the pounding down water, flares of light, 
indescribable sensation of constriction, dissolution, 
rushing— 

 They tumbled down on the hard flagstones, steaming 
and breathless. Pryde retched as Bently unsteadily rose to her 
feet, her lungs hauling the weird, alien atmosphere into her 
body. 

 “Nice,” Ryder gritted out, shaky on his hands and knees. 

 “How—far?” Saint managed. 

 “Distance alone is insufficient to describe the journey 
we have taken,” Bently said, feeling a guilty twinge of delight 
in being cryptic. She brushed dust off her adventuring outfit 
as the others climbed to their feet. Bently gazed around, 
awestruck. 

 The sky was the color of ancient vileness and strange 
dislocation, a greenish squirm across the vault above. They 
were surrounded by a tumble of stones, vast in scope and 
made of a peculiar texture and weight that was alien to the 
intruders. The architecture was built for different shapes and 
sizes of beings than the mind easily grasped, and the weight 
of abandonment sank down through the air itself. Distance 
distorted, and no angles were true and square. Bently cleared 
her throat. 

 “Where the hell?” Ryder managed. 
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 “Better you not know,” Bently murmured. “Xavier?” 

 “I don‟t even have to look,” the powerful psycher 
murmured. “That way.” There was a quiver in his voice as he 
pointed. “We should hurry.” Something hardened in his eyes 
as he stared across the tumbled ruins. 

 “I‟ll scout it out,” Pryde said. 

 “No,” Bently said quickly. “No, we should stay together. 
There are threats here that you may not be prepared to face.” 

 Pryde glanced at Xavier, who shrugged. “We brought 
her for her expertise,” he said. “We should make full use of 
it.” 

 Together, they circled around a toppled pillar, then they 
only hesitated briefly before starting down a lightless tunnel. 
Bently focused, her lips twitching, and a witchlight rose from 
her hand. She smiled, wan in the sorcerous light, and they 
continued. 

 “What is that stink?” Skids asked, grimacing. The first 
tendrils of an unholy stench wafted from the darkness of the 
tunnels; putrefaction, acid tang, rancid meat running to 
liquid, infected stone.  

 “That‟s what we‟re after,” Bently said as the first real 
fear began creeping up her lungs. “Shoggoth.” Her voice was 
almost reverent. 

 The tunnel took a sharp turn, then opened into a 
courtyard. In the center was a pit, thirty meters across. A dull 
swallowing squelch rose up from it in erratic gulps. 

 “It is down there,” Xavier said, expressionless. “And so 
is my brother.” 

 “You sure can pick „em,” Ryder said, the unhealthy light 
exaggerating his pale nausea. 

 The adventurers closed in on the rim of the pit, pushing 
against fear and unnatural foulness they could taste in their 
throats. 
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 “Right,” Bently said. “A shoggoth has no form, it is a 
shapeless jelly-like mass. But it is terribly strong, and it has as 
many sets of teeth and eyes as it needs. It is swift and wicked. 
Do not let it catch you. You cannot beat it. Xavier, can you 
touch its mind?” 

 He paused. “I will as a last resort,” he said quietly. “If I 
must.” 

 “We got this,” Rich said. “I‟ll fly Pryde and Skids down, 
she can phase Xavier‟s brother through it and get him to the 
surface, where Skids can armor-coat them and I‟ll lift us all 
out.” He shrugged. “Saint, you are backup.” 

 Xavier let his eyes drift half shut. “Here is my brother,” 
he said softly, only allowing the faintest echo of the scream 
of pain in his mind to filter to them. “So you can find him. 
And Bently will prepare to get us out fast when we succeed.” 
She nodded, pale and woozy. 

 Ryder looped an arm behind Skids, and one behind 
Pryde, and he rose up from the ground. He flew over the pit, 
then nodded to Xavier, and drifted down out of sight. 

 “Damn,” Saint said through her teeth. “This is 
downright unsettlin.” 

 Bently, intensely aware of the mystic energies latent and 
coiling in everything around them, said nothing. She strained 
for hints that they were not alone, painfully aware of their 
exposed position in a hunting territory for something they 
might not be able to deter. 

 Below, in the pit, the three rescuers saw the 
bioluminescence of the thing that writhed and gibbered, 
churning the stink to unbearable levels. Laced through with 
dark threads, the gelatinous mass did not seem to glow, it 
was merely visible in utter darkness. 

 “If we don‟t make it out,” Pryde said through numb lips, 
“I give you permission to pretend I always loved you.” She 
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tried to flash a smile at Ryder, then she grabbed Skids‟ hand. 
“Let‟s go.” 

 Invisible force swelled around the two women, 
frictionless. They dropped, plopping down on the sticky goo 
of the shoggoth. They felt an echo, psychically, and Pryde 
peered down. 

 “Jesus, this is nasty,” she swore, struggling against the 
bile in her throat as the bulk heaved and squelched below, 
staring clusters of eyes fixed on them as a skritching of teeth 
wore at the frictionless bubble. Skids shuddered violently. 

 “There he is!” she yelled, pointing down. Pryde made 
out a shadow of a form, below in the twitching mass. 

 Pryde shifted, becoming incorporeal, and she dropped 
down through the bubble. The moment she did, she 
screamed soundlessly as something acidic sizzled into her 
formless presence. She vanished from sight. 

 “Kitty!” Skids screamed. “KITTY!” 

 Ryder shot past her, plunging into the body of it. A foul 
bubble burst behind him. Moments later, he roared up 
through a flexing, resistant bulge, a gory figure dangling from 
his fists. Saint swooped down and snatched up Skids as she 
dropped her shield, precisely timed. Tendrils laced with 
tooth-whips twirled up at them as they rose up, giddy with 
speed, out of the pit. 

 “We must go,” Xavier breathed. “It is coming.” 

 Ryder and Saint rose up into the sky, Ryder with a torn 
up and limp form, Saint with Skids. 

 “Back to the temple!” Bently shouted. “We must reach 
the temple to access the network! To get home!” 

 Ryder dipped, scooping up Xavier in his free hand, and 
Saint snatched Bently. Behind them, a massive explosion of 
shoggoth reared out of the pit, slamming down and cracking 
even the strangely hard stone of C‟thon beneath its assault. It 
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squirmed after them as they swooped through the tunnel, 
over the ruin, back to an open courtyard. 

 Bently dropped to her knees, desperately trying to 
meditate as the squeal and roar of the foul monster drifted 
ahead of its mad rush. Ryder laid the rescued figure down, 
and Xavier, who struggled for breath. 

 The gory figure twitched, and Kitty rolled out of him. 
“That is not a good place to hide,” she said, choked with 
pain and blood. Xavier dropped to his knees by the wounded 
man. 

 “Cain?” he breathed. 

 The rescued man‟s skin had been worn off, almost 
everywhere, and his striated muscles were snipped and 
worried. It did not seem possible that he was alive. He was 
near Xavier‟s size and build. 

 “The last time I saw you,” Xavier murmured, “you were 
over seven feet tall, a real giant.” 

 “things…change…” the wounded man rasped, his face 
unmoving. 

 Pryde vomited, over and over, and smoke wisped up 
from her skin as blood sluiced down her arms. “I don‟t 
know—hrlf—what that thing—whrlf—was,” she gasped 
between heaves. 

 “Why are we still here?” Ryder demanded, desperate. 

 Bently rose, fear in her eyes. “This point is closed,” she 
said simply. “We need to find another way out.” 

 “Another…” Skids said. “You are kidding?” she asked 
hopefully. 

 Bently blinked, then pulled a stone from her pocket. It 
dangled on a braided lanyard. She dropped the stone, holding 
the lanyard, and it spun, then oriented. She looked around, 
then her forehead cleared. 
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 “Ryder,” she said calmly, “this isn‟t where we started. 
Over that way.” She pointed. 

 He looked around. “I‟ll be damned if I can tell anyway,” 
he mumbled. But then Saint and Ryder swept the group into 
the air, twisting around ruins, dropping again. 

 “Hey,” Pryde slurred. “There‟s my puke from last time.” 

 “Great,” Ryder muttered. Then Bently felt the warm 
strangeness of the lines. She focused, and the rescuers 
clasped hands. Moments later, the only sound rebounding 
from the tumbled stone was the frustrated scream of the 
shoggoth. 

 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Thursday, January 25 

 Bently sipped her cup of hot chocolate, shrugging into 
the blanket draped over her shoulders. The sun was slanting 
across the park in the early dawn. She looked at the pool at 
the back of the park, remembered sloshing out of it dragging 
badly wounded bodies. Pryde, Ryder, and Cain Marko, other 
rescuers splashing and cursing at her side, a confusion of 
pain and blood. The night had been deep, it had taken a 
distressingly long time to establish they had come back to the 
right place. Weariness lay against her bones, making them 
heavy. 

 C‟thon. 

 She sipped her chocolate again. 

 Victoria, whispered a voice in her mind. Please join us 
upstairs. 

 She shrugged against the feeling of invasion, setting her 
jaw and calling into memory the Veil of Watoomb. Then she 
turned, navigating deeper into the mansion, up the creaking 
back staircase, down the hall to the makeshift infirmary. Saint 
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stepped aside, letting her pass. The room smelled crisp, laced 
with the scents of antiseptic and oozing wounds. 

 Cain Marko was on the bed, heavily bandaged, even his 
eyes and nose covered so only a slit for his mouth broke up 
the solid wrap. Xavier sat at his side, not touching his 
bandaged hand, but palpably present. 

 “So that‟s where you are now,” Xavier finished. “We 
fished you out of the pit and brought you to the school. Rest. 
We will see to it that your wounds are healed. We have very 
good medical care.” 

 Marko struggled, then wheezed out a whisper. “Chuck,” 
he hissed. “You are…good to me…my brother. I…” he 
paused, and his torn tongue touched at the bandaged slit, 
leaving it bloody. “Thank you… saving me.” 

 “We will talk later,” Xavier soothed. He rose, looking at 
Saint. She nodded, her mouth a line, her eyes steely. Xavier 
limped out past her, and Bently followed. Saint stepped into 
the room, and closed the door. 

 “He‟ll be safe with Saint looking after him,” Xavier 
murmured, distracted. He blinked, then looked Bently in the 
eye. “Thank you for your help,” he said seriously. “I sense 
the time will come, when you catch up to the… the monster 
that put my brother in that pit.” 

 Bently swallowed hard. “Seems likely,” she agreed. 

 “If you need my assistance,” Xavier said, his gaze steady, 
“if you can corner that son of a bitch, and there is anything I 
can do, let me know.” His voice was level and calm, but 
Bently vaguely sensed a surge of hostility and rage focused 
and restrained in the mentalist‟s psyche. “I would very much 
like to repay him for what he did to my brother.” 

 “Do you know who it was?” Bently asked hesitantly. 

 “I took the risk of touching his mind,” Xavier said, one 
eye twitching. “A crazy Russian named Rasputin.” 
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 “Ras…putin,” Bently managed. “Of course. That‟s… 
that‟s great.” Her jaw flexed. “I‟ll be in touch.” 

 Skids‟s tread creaked the floorboards as she approached 
with a bunch of wildflowers. “I brought these for Cain,” she 
said with a shrug. “Thought they might cheer him up some 
while he‟s regrowing his skin.” 

 Xavier smiled at her. “Thank you, my dear,” he said. “If 
you like, you can sit with Saint for a time.” 

 “I‟d like that,” she said with a shy smile, and she crossed 
through the door into the sick room. 

 “The others are getting care also,” Xavier clarified. 
“There were some severe injuries, but everyone should 
recover in due time.” 

 “You take care of each other,” Bently noted. She looked 
away. “That‟s good.” 

 “Indeed,” Xavier said. “You are headed back to New 
York now.” 

 “Doesn‟t take a psychic to know that,” she retorted with 
half a smile. “We‟ll meet again soon.” 

 “I believe we will,” Xavier nodded, a strange smile on 
his face. “Give my thanks to Strange.” 

 “I will.” She turned, followed the hall, took the stairs 
down to the grounds, and trudged towards the waterfall. 
“New York, here I come.” 

* 

 Strange lit another stick of incense, then shook the 
match out and tossed it in the trash can. He turned, gesturing 
at the door, and it drifted open before Bently could knock. 

 “I‟m glad to see you in one piece,” Strange noted. 

 “Your lodestone saved us,” Bently replied simply. She 
tossed it to him, and he caught it easily. “We got Marko back. 
Xavier is looking after him.” 
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 “Then it seems we won the crisis point of the Howling 
Giant. Xavier is sure it is his brother?” 

 “He is sure,” Bently agreed, “even though most of his 
skin is gone, and he‟s a quarter his previous size.” 

 “Fighting a shoggoth will do that to you, if your size 
comes from a reserve of mystic energy,” Strange mused. He 
looked Bently in the eye. “Is the world better because their 
mission succeeded?” 

 Bently hesitated, her mind flooded with images of the 
school and its strange students and teachers. “Well,” she said, 
“weariness clouds my judgment. I—I can hardly say.” 

 “Perhaps you should go rest,” Strange said, unreadable. 
“The blade is yours to keep.” 

 “The—the blade?” Bently said, her forehead creased in 
puzzlement. Then she blinked. “Right! The sword. I nearly 
forgot.” She smiled sheepishly, patting the blade at her side. 
“Thank you, thanks for the generous gift.” 

 “Why don‟t you have a lie down,” Strange suggested, his 
voice soft. 

 She nodded, turned, and left. As she did, Wong drifted 
into the Sanctum Sanctorum while the door was open. 

 “Logan Rasputin is holding,” he said respectfully, 
handing the phone to Strange. 

 Strange sighed, and took the phone. “Yes?” 

 “Yer expert,” Logan growled. “He‟s here, at Stark‟s 
place. We have him looking the attack site over.” 

 “I‟ll be right there,” Strange said, and he disconnected 
the phone. He offered Wong a wry smile. 

 “If it‟s not one thing, it‟s another,” he said. 

 Wong nodded reflectively. “Your forces seem to be 
making progress.” 

 “We‟ll see.” 
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* 

 Strange strolled into the motor pool, closing in on a lean 
man who squatted over the dark stain of the matter virus 
warrior‟s demise. Strange smiled to himself, noting the trim 
suit, the sleek ponytail, the gloves. Feeling himself watched, 
the lean man rose to his full height, and turned to face the 
Sorcerer Supreme. His narrow Native American features 
lightened at once at the sight of Strange. 

 “You must be Doctor Strange,” he said. “When you left 
the message with Sue, she told me at once. I got here from 
Nepal as fast as I could. She thinks very highly of you.” 

 Logan cleared his throat, stepping out from behind 
Strange. “Logan Rasputin,” he said. “You remember me.” 

 “Never would have expected to see you here, though,” 
Forge said with a smile. “Anybody chasing you these days?” 

 “No,” Logan replied with a shrug. 

 “Could you excuse us?” Strange asked Logan. 

 Logan shrugged. “Stark is on his way. Make it snappy. 
He won‟t wait.” He clumped away in his cowboy boots, and 
Strange turned to Forge. 

 “Well?” 

 Forge edged up his sleeve with one hand, revealing the 
other wrist and arm to be gleaming metal. He pushed a 
button, slid a switch. A strange hum vibrated in the air, 
setting teeth on edge. 

 “Sorry,” Forge said, “but I need to jam recording 
devices and distort any cameras that might be watching us. 
This is some secret stuff.” His dark eyes were clouded with 
deep worry. “This is my work, alright. Let me start further 
back. Before the Illuminati recruited me, they gave me a 
matter virus. It infects matter, translating it into a 
homogenous network of material that can be drained for 
pure energy, basically allowing for matter to be disintegrated 
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and turned to energy. I used it to supplement the power 
source and regeneration matrices for the most complex 
artificial intelligence unit I could design. I made the Sentinels 
to be bodyguards for me, so I could choose my own fate 
instead of being sought as a resource by corrupt regimes.” 
He glanced around furtively. 

 “But?” Strange said, arching an eyebrow. 

 “But,” Forge growled, “my friends talked me into 
mothballing the project because of the potential danger. Fine 
and good. But when I went back to the base, to check on 
things, I discovered my work had been stolen. Stolen by 
someone better with computers and security than me. The 
project was stolen from a top secret location, without 
tripping a single alarm or trap. Now here it is.” His face 
flushed an ugly red, and his eyes bulged slightly. “Who has 
my tech? Who is using it?” The heat of fear propelled his 
words. 

 “Can you stop them?” Strange asked quietly. 

 “Yes, yes of course,” Forge replied. He glanced down at 
a reading on his wrist. “I built a specialized kill switch into 
them, that should replicate even if they make copies of 
themselves.” 

 “How many might we face?” Strange asked. 

 “Impossible to say,” Forge replied with a shrug. “They 
are built to repair themselves, and they have flexible mission 
interpretation, so they might make as many as they wanted.” 
A trace of bitterness laced his tone. “There could be dozens. 
Hundreds.” 

 “What did Stark do to win here?” 

 “He figured out how to corrupt the conversion code 
when they are infecting matter, so they pull emptiness into 
the replication matrix. Basically, they draw nothingness into 
their base code, and discorporate with the surprise of it.” He 
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shook his head. “Brilliant. But it only works when they are 
acquiring.” 

 Strange glanced to the side as the door opened, 
admitting Stark. The businessman strode towards them as 
Strange looked Forge in the eye. 

 “I‟ll need you close by,” Strange said. “I‟ll be attacking a 
lot of these, and I‟m counting on you to get me past these 
things.” 

 “Consider it done,” Forge replied, nodding coolly. “I 
can get something together in a few hours.” 

 “What‟s going on? What have you found out?” Stark 
demanded as he got within conversational range. 

 “This is technology developed in the underground, real 
bleeding edge stuff,” Forge observed as he tugged at his hair, 
tightening his ponytail. “Incredible, really. And your 
countermeasure? Genius.” 

 “Right,” Stark said irritably. “But these things—at least 
one like it—attacked me previously. Where are they coming 
from?” 

 “Well, maybe someone was testing its infiltration 
abilities,” Forge shrugged. “Your complex has famous 
security; you are a popular target, I bet.” 

 “You have no idea,” Stark said, eyeing Forge carefully. 
“Well, that doesn‟t matter. Let‟s get them tracked down now. 
Deal with them for good this time.” 

 “Right to the source,” Forge agreed, looking to Strange. 

 “That‟s the idea,” Strange agreed. 

 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

Friday, January 26 

 Candles hardly dared to flicker as the wizard hunched 
over the scrolls and tomes spread across the table. He stared 
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at them harder, though they could be compelled to give up 
their secrets if he wished to understand hard enough. At his 
elbow, a legal pad was covered in cramped handwriting, 
crabbed notes in Russian. 

 “The Daywalker, the Turncoat, and the Slayer united 
with the Flaming Dead and slew the Master,” Rasputin 
murmured, his finger tracing a set of runes. “A portent of the 
Reckoning, as foretold by the Scrolls of Skelos.” He checked 
his notes. “The Empty Ship of Souls crisis went to the 
defenders.” His finger traced further. “The Howling Giant 
crisis, to the attackers.” A smile slit his beard, the glint of 
teeth visible below. “I need to find out where some of the 
other signs of the Reckoning happened, like the Desert Trap 
and the Sea Children, and the Unsealed Door. But here, the 
Alien Slave and the Ancient Prince… that is well secured.” 
His finger stopped. “And, of course the Darkchylde crisis.” 
Madness breathed through him as he gazed at the rune. 

 “I know you know I‟m eavesdropping,” a wry voice said 
from the shadows of the doorway. “It might be simpler to 
summarize the portents, the crisis points, and our current 
understanding of each.” A man stepped through the door. 
He was tall, well built, natty in a three piece suit. His wavy 
hair was slightly wild, and there was an aggressive intelligence 
in his bright eyes. He carried a cane, and he absently adjusted 
one cuff. “Just a thought. Because I was there at the crisis, 
the Key of Light. And we won that one, almost carried the 
whole campaign in one clash.” 

 “Perhaps „we‟ did,” Rasputin murmured, “but you 
certainly didn‟t. How many times did the Sorcerer Supreme 
fold you into your own space?” 

 “I prefer not to think about it,” Smythe replied, pale and 
queasy. “Nor about the light he cabled around me to keep 
me the size of a pack of cards. He will pay dearly for that. So 
will his bitch.” He reflected for a moment. “All his bitches.” 

 “You are used to your form again, and ready to serve?” 
Rasputin asked without looking up. 
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 “I am,” Smythe nodded. “To get my sea legs in 
dimensional travel again, I thought I‟d check in on Cain 
Marko. In C‟thon. And I arrived just in time to see the 
shoggoth chase his rescuers as they escaped back to Prime.” 

 Rasputin froze, then rose up, staring into Smythe‟s eyes. 
“What?” 

 “He apparently had a brother, someone named Xavier,” 
Smythe said quietly. “I was too late to intervene. Strange‟s 
tart, Bently, ran them in and out.” 

 “Where is he now?” Rasputin hissed. 

 “Recovering at some mansion in California,” Smythe 
replied solemnly. “We may have to chase him down, we can‟t 
let this stand. But it does get worse.” 

 Rasputin arched an eyebrow, saying nothing. 

 “Essex sent Darkholme and a couple of his techwarriors 
against Stark, trying to kill Bently. I checked into it. Looks 
like Stark dispatched the warriors and has Darkholme in 
captivity.” Smythe looked away. “I appreciate my rescue, 
Master, and I do not wish to be captured again. I only want 
to serve you. I hope you find this report helpful.” He 
swallowed hard. 

 “Of course I do,” Rasputin murmured, “especially as we 
enter the Reckoning. My masters will reward you with gifts 
you cannot even comprehend.” Smythe tried to smile, his 
face pale. “But these developments are most interesting. 
Again, I have underestimated the Sorcerer Supreme and his 
defenders. I must put a stop to that weakness. It seems the 
Howling Giant is still in play. But as for the other news… the 
Shadow King must have tried to assassinate Bently. Essex 
did not consult with me before attempting that. Still, we can 
use this to our advantage.” 

 He strode across the stone floor to the other side of the 
dungeon. “The Americans say, if you want something done 
right, you must do it yourself. But we are not so late in the 
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Reckoning yet.” He looked at Smythe with a strange smile. 
“Already you have fully rewarded any effort to rescue you. I 
find you a faithful servant. But this next part, I must do.” 

 “What is that, Master?” Smythe asked respectfully. 

 “We need to strike, break the rhythm of their success. 
But I do not want to accept much risk, not yet. We must set 
events in motion, then let the Shadow King bear the 
consequences.” He glanced at Smythe, something in his eyes 
sly beneath the madness. “Prime‟s defenses are still in place, 
and the Shadow King is angered beyond reason by his 
failures. He is ripe for a fall. Let us bring it to him by 
pointing him at Strange‟s apprentice.” 

 “But—” Smythe said. “Essex just failed to get Bently.” 

 “Not that one,” Rasputin murmured. “The Darkchylde. 
My descendant, Illyana. She is locked in her dimension. We 
need to know what she is doing in there, and stop it. But we 
are not ready to attack it ourselves. We need someone who is 
heedless of danger, and ready to strike.” 

 “And once the Unseelie Court has her,” Smythe said, 
understanding growing with his smile. 

 “She is ours,” Rasputin finished. “This far into the 
Reckoning, we can begin to plan past the end of the Web of 
Light.” His smile was an eerie crescent of madness and bone 
in the curling thatch of his beard, and his eyes were lamps of 
enlightenment incompatible with sanity. 

 “It will be as you say,” Smythe replied with a deep bow. 

* 

 “You again?” the blonde said, her voice acidic with 
distaste. She crossed her arms over her chest, looking washed 
out by the fluorescent lights of the high-tech cell. 

 “I can leave if you want,” Logan shrugged, hesitating 
with his hand on the back of the chair he planted in front of 
the cell‟s transparent door. 
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 “What do you want?” she demanded. 

 “I brought pictures,” Logan grinned. He hefted a photo 
album. “Figured I could show you my family.” 

 “Aren‟t you afraid I‟ll copy them?” she demanded. “Or 
hunt them down and do what I do?” 

 He sighed. “Pictures or no, yer gonna do what you do. 
And you can‟t copy this,” he grinned, opening the book and 
pressing it against the glass. “That‟s Brian, my boy.” 

 Darkholme looked at the chubby baby, with wisps of 
gold hair and ruddy cheeks, his eyes bright blue. “You sure 
he‟s yours?” she asked sardonically. 

 “Recessive genes, must be,” Logan shrugged. “Hope he 
doesn‟t turn out to be a werewolf. And here‟s Betsy with the 
kid, and Illyana.” He flipped the page, pressed the book 
against the glass again. 

 Darkholme said nothing, oddly silent as she looked at 
the pictures. 

 “Here‟s a family shot, with me and Betsy and Yana and 
Pete and Brian all together. That‟s something pretty damn 
fine. And here‟s a bunch of Brian, and Betsy, and me.” He 
flipped through the pages, walking her through it, and she 
watched without moving. 

 “Neat, huh,” Logan said with a lopsided grin as he shut 
the book and leaned it up against the chair leg. 

 With a ripple of color and flesh, Darkholme became 
Elizabeth, and Logan saw a flawless copy of his woman in 
the cell. Her eyes took a seductive cast as her body language 
shifted to invitation. “Neat,” she echoed in a British accent. 

 Logan shook his head. “That‟s why our thing didn‟t 
work out, back in the Project days,” he said. “You never 
could give me permission to want who you really are, under 
all those shapes.” His smile was tinged with sadness. 
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 She shot to her feet, biting back a hot spur of rage. “You 
smug bastard. You have no idea what I am, any more than 
you knew what you were. All there is, all there can be 
between us, ever, is appearances.” 

 He looked her in the eye. “Looks have nothing to do 
with loneliness,” he said softly, and in his eyes was the look 
of a man at peace. She was motionless, her face frozen. 

 Then the shadows swelled dark in the back of the cell. 
Logan jumped up, sending the chair clattering. “What are 
you doin?” he demanded. 

 “This isn‟t me,” she managed, then the mass 
displacement sensors triggered, coursing electricity through 
her so she screamed and writhed. Something else was in the 
cell with her. 

 Logan mashed in the code with startling speed, and the 
transparent wall slid aside. He leaped into the cell as a figure 
rose from the shadows, catching Darkholme as she fell. 
Logan squared off with a bald man, pale, bushy beard, a robe 
that light vanished into. 

 “No you don‟t,” he said curtly. With a ringing slit, three 
blades shot out of each forearm, through the backs of his 
hands. He took a swipe at the dark figure, his claws passing 
through the shadowed robe with no resistance. 

 The intruder flicked his fingers at Logan, and a burst of 
writhing green and black energy tore across him, flinging him 
from the cell and smashing him off the far wall of the 
hallway. Then, the intruder and the prisoner were gone 
without a trace. Logan moaned, slowly twisting on the 
ground. Then his eyes crossed the photo album, and he 
focused. Reaching up with one unsteady hand, he hit the 
alarm. 

* 

 Darkholme was swept away into the endless dark and 
cold. She dropped to her knees on the unyielding stone of a 
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barren slab. A fierce, chill wind pelted her with grains of 
sand. She looked around, struggling to get her bearings. 

 On all sides, desolate wastes spread. Pockets of soil were 
mere filth, they could not even sustain the springy tough 
thorns that were dead in the pockets of stone. The sky was a 
bruise, and the liefelessness of the place seared her. 

 “Do you like it?” Rasputin asked, standing beside her. 
She scrambled to her feet, staring around. 

 “No, I don‟t,” she said through her teeth. “Where are 
we?” 

 “What‟s left of New York, I think,” he murmured, 
squinting around. “Welcome to the interior of the Shroud. 
While it allows me to carry others through the shadows, 
shadows so deep they are beneath your precious roads, it has 
other uses. It feeds on despair,” he said, his burning eyes 
locking on hers, “so it traps its victims and drains them of 
hope before feeding.” 

 “I fear this?” she trembled. 

 “Consider it a crossroads between our fantasies,” 
Rasputin said, clasping his hands behind his back and taking 
in the view. “I have learned to feed the Shroud‟s predator 
with darkness instead of feeding it with the light of living 
souls. So it takes pleasure in giving me vistas I prefer. In this 
case, that vista lines up with your own.” 

 “I don‟t see what you mean,” Darkholme said, finally 
recognizing a fragment of a concrete building on the utterly 
devastated plain. 

 “This is a world without the Web of Light to protect it,” 
Rasputin grinned. 

 Darkholme‟s breath caught as she saw a lazy tentacle, 
kilometers long, droop from the clouds and sweep a scoop 
of the landscape up towards some invisible alien maw. Then 
the world ruptured, and she dropped into a dungeon. 
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 Cold still breathed off her skin as she rubbed her upper 
arms, looking around, resonant from the shock of the vision. 
Rasputin stood beside her, unperturbed. She recognized the 
smiling man who was waiting for them. “Smythe,” she said. 
“You are looking well, in spite of the decades since we last 
worked together.” 

 “Ah, Berlin. Paris. Warsaw.” He shrugged. “It was a 
different time.” His smile glinted with teeth. “Perhaps this 
time we‟ll win. We were too hasty. We should have waited 
for the Reckoning.” 

 “I suppose you‟re right,” Darkholme said warily. She 
turned to Rasputin. “Why did you rescue me?” 

 “Your task is to take Smythe and go after Illyana,” 
Rasputin said without missing a beat. 

 “I like the sound of that,” Darkholme admitted. “But 
how do we slow her down long enough? She is the Sorceress 
Supreme of Limbo. Are we attacking her elsewhere?” 

 “No, I‟ll get you in,” Rasputin said. He turned to 
Smythe. 

 “This might put a smile on your face,” Smythe said as he 
tossed Darkholme a bag of gear. She opened it, pulling out a 
tough bodysuit, dart gun, pistol, knife. She looked at him 
questioningly. 

 “The dart gun has a lethal toxin, I figure it might slow 
her down even in her own territory,” Smythe explained. “If 
we can take her alive, that would be ideal. We can bring her 
here.” 

 “I see,” Darkholme said, shrugging out of her clothes, 
standing naked before them. She started pulling her clothes 
on, businesslike. The lusts that drove these men had long 
since twisted past mere sex. 

 “While you were on vacation in Stark‟s place,” Smythe 
said, “the defenders made a trip to C‟thon and rescued 
Marko from where we stashed him. Don‟t worry, he‟s a 
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shadow of his former self. But we are going to try something 
similar, raiding Illyana‟s dimension to attack her where she 
thinks she is safe. We think the balance of it gives us a good 
chance of success.” He offered her a winning smile. 

 “You aren‟t worried about her mystic power?” 
Darkholme asked as she zipped up. 

 “She‟s good,” Smythe admitted, “but I‟ve faced the 
Sorcerer Supreme of Prime on his home territory. If we 
move fast and have the advantage of surprise, we can carry 
this off. If not,” he shrugged, “we run and report back.” 

 Rasputin watched her, amused by her unwillingness to 
look in his direction. She finished buckling herself, her 
equipment strapped on. She fluffed her hair out of the back 
of the jumpsuit, and then took a deep breath to focus. She 
looked Smythe in the eye. 

 “When do we leave?” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

 A ripple of Cthonian magic swelled over the sky, and the 
sky shattered. Flame and broken enchantment rained down 
over the assembling demon army of defenders, they snarled 
defiance at the gushing green battering ram that withdrew 
over the throne room. 

 A sphere of enchantment and defenses spun down out 
of the rift, which swallowed shut in their wake. The 
enchantments seared and flared demons who rebounded 
from them, then two shadowy figures were locked in mystic 
defenses, standing in the middle of the throne room. 

 Mystic flame tore and lashed across the defenses, 
scattering them. Smythe was smiling as he looked at the 
realm‟s defender. 

 “I see you—” he stopped, shocked. “I guess it drew you 
out,” he murmured, eyes fixed on Illyana‟s swollen belly. 
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 She stood by the throne, horns kinked from her 
forehead, her legs recurved into dainty demon legs and 
hooves. She was laced by a filigreed mystic armor that 
seemed alive and responsive to her will. And there was raw 
fury in the red pits of her eyes. 

 She answered by thrusting her fingers forward, 
slamming power across the invaders as the demon army 
ringed them in. Skillful and swift, Smythe slid defenses in 
place to deflect the power, angling them meticulously, 
centuries of experience backing his incantations. 

 “How did you get in here,” Illyana demanded. 

 “Rasputin, of course,” Smythe replied. He folded his 
defenses around her attack, twisting—it was a clever move, 
but Illyana countered with her razored gauntlet, lifting it and 
twitching her fingers. Mystic force shot up out of the ground 
and sent him tumbling end for end through the steaming sky. 

 A strange, sideways whistle slid from Darkholme, and 
Illyana hesitated. Her mystic armor shifted, then reshaped 
swiftly and without mercy. With a cry, she was dumped off 
her hooves, dropping to her knees, her steely armor spinning 
like a web, swelling over her hands and yanking her into 
captivity with living steel cords. 

 “Wha—” she began, then her mouth was full of steel 
and she toppled sideways, struggling futilely. 

 “The armor you bear is a witchblade,” Darkholme 
purred, “weapon of the Unseelie Court. And if your demons 
attack me, it will skin you alive.” There was no bluffing in her 
eyes, and Illyana stilled. The demons shifted, uncomfortable, 
glaring at Darkholme. “If you try to teleport,” Darkholme 
added, “it will kill you before you reach the other side of the 
disk.” 

 Smythe climbed to his feet, brushing at his sleeves. 
“Most impressive,” he said. 
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 “That,” Darkholme noted, tasting her words as her eyes 
traveled Illyana‟s shapes with a weird mix of lust and 
satisfaction, “is Logan‟s daughter. And his grandchild.” 
Sadism was written in her posture as she considered what 
was to come. She gazed at the swollen belly. Illyana stared at 
her, cold and motionless, fury hardening in her torso. 

 Smythe snapped, and a nimbus of flame danced around 
his hand. “Sorry, luv,” he said to Darkholme. “But that is an 
unborn child, and Rasputin would give anything to possess 
it.” He shrugged apologetically. 

 Faster than the eye could follow, Darkholme flung the 
knife, and it sank into Smythe‟s chest. He staggered back, 
eyes wide. 

 “Kill me and you‟re trapped here!” he wheezed. 

 She drew her pistol. Then she cupped her hand against 
her side. The flesh shifted, and something within her 
dropped into her palm. She held up an amulet with a horned 
skull, and offered Smythe a tight smile. Then she shot him in 
the forehead. He toppled over backwards. 

 Darkholme approached Illyana, who held very still with 
dozens of witchblade spikes poised at her kill-points. The 
witchblade grew a handle on Illyana‟s shoulder, and 
Darkholme firmly grasped it, then focused on the amulet. 

 A moment later, they passed through a veil of fire, and 
landed in Central Park, night. Darkholme dropped to one 
knee. 

 “Master, My Lord,” she whispered in her own sibilant 
language, “Rasputin will feel his Darkchylde. You must reach me 
first.” 

 Moments later, the shadows shivered, and the tall, pale 
form of Essex stepped forth. Sparing no time for talk, he 
snatched the handle on Illyana‟s shoulder, and he clamped a 
grip on Darkholme‟s upper arm. They shot down one of the 
Old Roads, feeling the taste of Rasputin and his chaos-tinted 
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wrath mere fractions of a breath behind. They navigated a 
tricky etheric passage, springing out of the shadows in a place 
that held a wide orbit around Prime. Rasputin was right 
behind, shouldering through the defenses before they closed, 
steaming and winded with the effort. 

 “She is mine,” Rasputin glared, his eyes staring, his 
madness fueling a terrifying rush of power in his clawed 
hands. He almost did not notice his surroundings. 

 Essex smiled. 

 You will do no such thing, Rasputin, whispered a sibilant 
thought that coiled through the air with the force of 
prophecy, of glacier, of tide. Rasputin‟s stare was reluctantly 
torn from Illyana‟s helpless form to the deep shadow at the 
back of the court. To the throne made from sediment of 
human tears. To the shadows that hung like filmy, aware 
thoughts all around the shapeless form that reigned from 
behind them.  

 Rasputin stood in the Unseelie Court. 

 The edges of the space blurred and shifted with the 
whim of the courtiers, who were arrayed in their barbaric, 
cruel, peculiar finery. There were Sons of Mars, tall and pale 
and lethal. A dozen virusites stood guard before the throne. 
Ancient and wicked creatures regarded Rasputin with a 
strange and curious hunger, already tasting the darkness that 
flowed from him. Clenching his jaw, Rasputin restrained 
himself in the presence of the powers arrayed against him, in 
a dimension that answered to only one ruler. 

 Something like a smile flowed through the Shadow 
King, shifting behind the veils. Better. Leave while I will still 
allow it. 

 Rasputin dropped a courtly bow. Then, he straightened. 

 “I will have her,” he said coolly. Then he stepped back 
into his own shadow and vanished. Defenses clamped in 
place behind him; mystic gates older than recorded time, 
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decorated with a thousand layers of failed attack, reinforced 
with the inhuman malice of millennia of cruelty. 

 Laughter swirled up from the court as Illyana was hauled 
up by a creature whose shape defied three dimensional 
physics. She was tossed, crashing down to roll on bare earth, 
in the middle of a hedge of thorns three meters tall. She wept 
with pain, fear, humiliation, as she felt something in her belly 
writhe in protest. Blood trickled from the witchblade 
killpoints. 

 As jeers and taunts rained down on her, something 
curled in the shadows of the throne, and a pleasure that 
violated all human decency throbbed against centuries of 
frustration. 

* 

 Demons sniffed at Smythe‟s dead body, then recoiled as 
a shadow swelled up and turned into Rasputin. 

 “Sym says you can‟t be here,” growled a big demon with 
a cigar clamped in his jaw. He was so purple he seemed 
black. 

 Rasputin tossed an incantation at him that tore him in 
half and sprayed him across the other demons, who fled in 
terror. Rasputin knelt, touching Smythe‟s forehead, then he 
tugged the knife out and breathed a gentle breath down at his 
servant. 

 Smythe coughed, twitched, then violently sat up. He 
blinked twice. 

 “That bitch shot me in the face!” he snarled. He closed 
his eyes in sudden pain. “Just a moment—body still 
adjusting.” He spat blood as Rasputin rose. 

 “Your wounds will seal in a moment, it is only flesh 
after all,” Rasputin murmured as he looked around. The 
grass and gardens were already wilting. “It seems we were 
outmaneuvered.” Rage simmered under his tone. 
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 “I am sorry, Great One,” Smythe said quickly. 

 “We lost track of the amulet,” Rasputin continued, as 
though Smythe had not spoken. “Essex will find his pet after 
we have served her for her part in this.” His eyes narrowed, 
and he spun in time to see Strange step from behind a 
column of stone. 

 “You!” Strange snarled, mystic defenses springing up 
around him. 

 “She is gone,” Rasputin said, contemptuous. “The 
Unseelie Court has her. A pity your senses did not detect the 
attack sooner.” 

 “I was elsewhere,” Strange murmured reflexively. He 
blinked. “The Unseelie Court defeated her here?” 

 “So it would seem,” Rasputin said shortly. “Neither of 
us are prepared to take on the Unseelie Court alone. I 
propose a truce.” His pupils vibrated with intensity as his 
staring eyes locked on the Sorcerer Supreme of Prime. 

 Strange hesitated, cautious. “Your terms?” 

 “You can have Illyana. I want the child she carries.” 
There was something breathless in his voice. 

 “You know which one is really the Darkchylde, don‟t 
you,” Strange said, rage sparking in his eyes. “We will not be 
working together, I‟m afraid. If the two of you care to do 
battle with me, here is as good a place as any.” 

 Rasputin slowly smiled. “I like a Sorcerer Supreme who 
does not need to hide behind the Web of Light,” he said. 
“But nothing would be served by a battle now. Perhaps… 
perhaps we need each other to succeed at some tasks we 
cannot attempt alone.” He offered a sardonic bow, then he 
touched Smythe, and they both slipped away from Limbo. 

 “I know you‟ll be watching,” Strange said through his 
teeth. He looked over the wilting grass, felt the abandonment 
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of the rulerless dimension. “I‟ll get her back,” he murmured. 
Then he slipped away, once again returning to Prime. 

 The throne room was quiet, then. Deathly quiet. 

 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Saturday, January 27 

 Strange strode through the Planetary magazine suite, 
headed for an office with “Stone” stenciled on the door. He 
passed the pastel and gray cubicles, then knocked on the 
door. 

 “Yeah, come in,” muttered a rough voice. 

 Strange opened the door, and stepped in, closing the 
door behind himself. This room was very different. Wood 
paneled, with old style furniture. There was a typewriter on 
the desk, a few file cabinets, slat blinds, and a slow-spinning 
ceiling fan. A potted plant languished in the corner. An 
amber bottle of whiskey, several piles of paper, and Stone‟s 
propped-up boots covered the desk. The trench-coated 
figure reclined in the office chair, his face a hazy silhouette 
wreathed in a cloud of cigar incense. “What‟s on your mind, 
Strange,” he growled. There was no sense of welcome. 

 “I like what you‟ve done with the place,” Strange said, 
glancing around. 

 “I figure that‟s enough chit chat,” Stone muttered, 
dragging his feet off the desk and leaning forward. “What do 
you want.” 

 Strange looked him in the eye. “Illyana has been hiding 
from you because she is carrying your baby. She wants to 
take the baby to term and give birth to a half-demon, which 
is a brave and dangerous thing to do. She wants this baby, 
regardless of the danger, because she loves you.” 

 Stone stared, slack-jawed and completely shocked. His 
mouth slowly closed, as Strange stood quiet, waiting. 
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 “Tell me she is still alive,” Stone scraped out, his voice 
hard, his heart stopped. 

 “I don‟t know,” Strange said, not breaking eye contact, 
honest. “The Unseelie Court got her somehow. That means 
the Shadow King. That means she‟s wrapped in her 
witchblade and it‟s not helping. I think we can assume she is 
at their mercy. And they have none.” His voice did not 
waver. 

 “Help me,” Stone said, a need too profound for begging 
pushing into his tone. 

 Strange nodded. “Neither of us can get to the Unseelie 
Court, or get in once we found it. But I have some people 
that I will bring in for this. I swear I‟ll do my best to get her 
back. I need your help to do it. I need you to be focused for 
me, Stone.” 

 “Focused?” Stone rose, glowering. “Yeah.” 

 Strange took a deep breath. “I know a ninja named 
Blade, half vampire, he has a connection to Essex. We find 
Essex, we can compel him to take us to the Shadow King. I 
also want to take an undead warrior, Spear. And a technology 
expert, to deal with some of the resistance I know we will 
meet.” 

 “I want Logan along,” Stone growled, struggling against 
his rage. 

 “You have it,” Strange said.  

 “I also need some warpstone,” Stone gritted out, staring 
at Strange. 

 Strange hesitated, but only for a moment. “How much.” 

 “About the size of a softball.” 

 Strange nodded. “You will have that too. Get Logan. 
Meet me at the Sanctum Sanctorum at noon, and we will 
go.” 

* 
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 Blade knelt on his meditation mat, ignoring the flurries 
and the slick of snow on the roof. His eyes drifted open, 
then he clasped the sword across his knees and he rose, 
turning to face the crimson-coated figure behind him. 

 “It is time,” Strange murmured, resonant. “Can you find 
Essex?” 

 “There is a sick darkness at the edge of my meditations,” 
Blade replied, mouthing at the words, his teeth a little too 
big. “From my old life. I can find it.” 

 Strange nodded. “Good.” He turned, looking at the 
figure that stood half-concealed by the chimney. “Will you 
come too?” 

 Spear nodded, the snow hissing faintly as it melted on 
the heat of his hood. 

 Strange turned back to Blade. “Say your goodbyes. Then 
meet me at the Sanctum.” He turned, vanishing around the 
roof access wall. 

 Spear scooped up his meditation mat, straightened, and 
headed for the roof access with Spear trailing behind.  

 Blade stamped the snow off his feet as he stepped into 
the loft. It was marginally warmer than the roof; winds were 
reduced to drafts, but the cold air still hung in a mass in the 
open space. One side of the loft was built into a workshop. 
Whistler looked up from the intricate work he was doing, as 
country music blared in the background. 

 “What‟s up?” Whistler demanded, gruff. 

 Blade wasn‟t looking for him. The other side of the loft 
was a work-out dojo. A slim young Asian woman was doing 
a spear kata with her eyes closed. Blade closed in on her, and 
she opened her eyes as he approached. 

 “Cain,” he said. “I am going on a mission, the most 
important one I have ever been on. I may not be coming 
back. That doesn‟t matter. This is what I was meant to do.” 
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 She nodded, solemnly, once. 

 Behind him, Whistler scowled. “I see,” he said. “Son, 
let‟s get you armed.” He raised the miniature canister mount 
he had been working on, pushed a button, and released a 
gout of flame from the end. 

 Still serious, Blade turned from Cain. Then he let a smile 
crawl across his face. 

 “Whistler,” he said, “I love the way you work.” 

* 

 Logan slumped in a comfortable chair, in a lounge with 
a wall that was one long window, watching the flurries of 
snow settle on the Stark International complex. He was 
listless, motionless, his face gray and old. 

 Footsteps strode up behind him, and he struggled to 
angle his head with a minimum of movement to see who it 
was. 

 “What happened to you?” Stone demanded. 

 “Oh, you know,” Logan muttered, lapsing back to his 
former position. “A wizard broke Darkholme out of her cell 
and hit me with some magic zap. Hurts like hell. I‟m just 
now able to move around. I guess this is what being old must 
feel like.” 

 Stone walked around in front of Logan‟s chair, the snow 
behind him. “I need your help, he said seriously. Logan sat 
up straight when he saw the look in Stone‟s eyes. 

 “Name it.” 

 “The bad guys got Illyana.” 

 Logan‟s nostrils flared, and something mean, something 
deeply buried, jumped towards the surface. He rose without a 
hitch. 
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 “There‟s more, old man,” Stone growled, putting his 
hand on Logan‟s shoulder. “I just learned it today, so I was 
not keeping anything from you.” 

 Logan could not bring himself to say anything to that. 
He waited, tense. 

 “Illyana is carrying our child. You are gonna be a 
grandpa.” Stone was completely serious. 

 Logan blinked rapidly, taking a step back, shrugging off 
Stone‟s hand. “I—a grandpa?” he managed. “Of a half-
demon?” he added, a touch of hysteria in his tone. Logan 
twitched, caught between the urge to hug somebody and to 
slug Stone, incapacitated in the collision. 

 “Bottom line,” Stone growled. “We are going to get 
Illyana and the baby back.” 

 Logan popped his claws, then retracted them. He stood 
straight, and a flush of color seeped into his cheeks as his 
eyes narrowed. “Let‟s do this,” he said, his voice cold, his 
focus back. 

 “Right this way,” Stone said, heading out the way he 
came in. “Grandpa.” 

 “That girl just never can make it easy for me,” Logan 
muttered to himself as he followed. 

* 

  Bently sat at the dining room table, her hair up in a 
towel, her body wrapped in a bathrobe. She daintily picked at 
the breakfast before her, bacon and eggs and toast, and 
Wong tidied up after his preparations. The front door to the 
Sanctum opened, and Strange stepped in. 

 “Victoria,” he said, stepping into the dining room. “I‟m 
going to go on a trip, and I need to know you‟ll be as safe as 
possible while I‟m gone.” 

 “Of course,” she said. “What is going on?” 
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 “Go to the Illuminati, that will give you a chance if 
Rasputin comes for you.” Strange sat at the table opposite 
her. “I‟ve written some instructions, you‟ll have to find them. 
They are secured in the lamasery in Tibet, where Illyana and 
Kira have their clubhouse. I am going after the Shadow King 
of the Unseelie Court. If he proves to be too much for me, 
you will be the Sorceress Supreme.” His eyes were serious. 

 “I can‟t be,” she said, her voice as even as she could 
make it. “I‟m not ready.” 

 Strange shrugged. “From time to time, in the history of 
the office, that has happened. It probably won‟t mean the 
end of the world. If we can get through the Reckoning. 
There‟s more behind what we‟re facing now, but… we will 
all do our best, and in the end, that‟s all we can hope for.” 

 “Does it have to be you to go?” she asked in a small 
voice. 

 “Illyana‟s life hangs in the balance, and that‟s enough,” 
Strange mused. “But even so, this is a crisis, one of the 
deciding points in the Reckoning. The Darkchylde. But their 
sages may not have read it as well as my Watchers have. 
Because the crisis is more than the Darkchylde. It is the 
Darkchylde and the Stone.” Strange smiled to himself. “I‟m 
taking backup.” 

 “You know the Illuminati can‟t really protect me against 
Rasputin,” Bently observed. 

 “True,” Strange agreed, honest. 

 “I‟d rather go to Xavier and his people,” Bently said, 
looking down at the table. 

 Strange paused, then nodded. “Good. They can protect 
you as well as anyone else.” He stopped there. 

 “Good luck,” she said hesitantly. 

 “Tamam Shud,” he replied, rising. 

 “Tamam Shud.” 
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* 

 “Oh God,” Illyana gasped, flinching and twitching with 
agony as a rippling contraction crawled across her belly. Her 
gag had retracted, and she could gasp and weep. The 
spectators above the thorn hedge jeered and howled with 
glee as she rolled, ungainly and painfully constricted by her 
witchblade prison. 

 Darkholme vaulted over the thorns, landing down in the 
pit, dressed in something like sheer gauzy chain mail. She 
raised her arms, circling Illyana with a sassy strut, and the 
cheering redoubled. 

 “Enjoy it while you can,” Illyana gritted out, spasming. 
“This party is almost over.” 

 Darkholme leered down at her, alien with her blue face, 
narrow features, crimson hair. “I think not, princess,” she 
snapped. “We can keep you alive and suffering as long as we 
want. We could even bind the child inside you, to make this 
last for years.” 

 “Don‟t do me any favors,” Illyana growled, unsteady 
with pain, her eyepatch bunching as she grimaced. “You 
won‟t be able to protect yourselves, much less me.” 

 “Oh, is the Sorcerer Supreme going to finally kick down 
the gates of the Unseelie Court and spank all of us, after 
these thousands of years?” Darkholme mocked. As she 
played to the crowd, a fresh swell of delight rose from the 
spectators. 

 Illyana laughed, high and fast and sardonic. “Forget 
him,” she gasped. “He‟s the least of your worries. He‟s got 
rules to play by.” Another shudder of contractions silenced 
her, except for a whine of pain wheezing between her teeth. 
The struggles of her baby were visible on her huge belly. 

 “Rasputin has contacts you don‟t understand, out in the 
endless dark,” Illyana whispered. Her whisper was magnified 
for the ears of the spectators by the nature of the pit. “He 
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doesn‟t want control of Prime. He just wants to burst the 
Web of Light.” 

 “Of course,” Darkholme jeered. 

 “Have you thought about why?” Illyana growled, 
frustrated. 

 Darkholme hesistated for a moment. 

 “The Great Old Ones,” Illyana cried out, channeling her 
pain into a plaintive shout. “Plunging from world to world. 
Oblivious to life. They feast on the web of light in this 
galaxy, they destroy nodes in it. They will eat the living 
energy of this place. Dammit, you‟re alive too!” She tucked 
her head with pain, then pushed through it. “Cthulu already 
sleeps beneath the ocean. More will come. You gonna fend 
them off with the Sons of Mars?” Her laugh was barely sane. 

 Darkholme planted a vicious kick in her back, and 
Illyana gasped for air. She managed to roll on her back, her 
shoulders twisting almost to the breaking point, still bound 
up in the witchblade. 

 “Darkholme,” she managed. “We short the defenses, 
there are things out there waiting to crash the party.” She 
made eye contact, desperately honest. “Life as we know it. 
The balance of the galaxy, the universe. Gone.” 

 “Your lies are pathetic,” Darkholme said to Illyana as 
she faced the crowd, unmoved. 

 “Then other dimensions will annex this one and you will 
have no slaves, no prey, you may even be enslaved 
yourselves,” Illyana said in a low voice. “Your mighty 
Unseelie Court—you ready for a real full scale dimensional 
invasion? You ready for Nightmare? Dormammu? Azahoth? 
Take and hold territory with nothing to feed on, no slaves, 
just a barren waste and a sea of invaders? Agamotto will have 
his revenge on those who fail,” she managed, hovering on 
the edge of consciousness. “No shortage… dimensional 
predators… waiting for the wall… to drop.” 
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 In the mass of spectators, a gap cleared, and Essex sat 
on a throne that extended out over it. At the same time, a 
throne of shadows extended over the other side. Essex 
briefly regarded the Shadow King, then looked down. 

 “She grows tiresome,” he said clearly. He looked at the 
witchblade and cocked his head. It twisted up into her 
mouth, rousing her from her half swoon. Another 
contraction rocked her, leaving her limp. 

 For a long moment, Darkholme looked down at her, 
struggling to regain her balance. Then she looked up at 
Essex. 

 “She will die soon,” she said. “The birthing will kill her.” 

 Essex shrugged. “And we‟ll have the baby. It is not so 
frail.” He laughed, and the others took up the laughter. 

 Darkholme struggled to make it sound genuine as her 
mind froze on the desolation in Rasputin‟s vision. 

 Azahoth. Dormammu. Nightmare. Her laughter 
thinned, brittle. 

 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

 Strange let himself into the hotel room, and the lean 
man by the window spun. “How did you—oh, hello, 
Strange.” Forge straightened, smoothing his shirt with his 
palms. “What brings you here?” 

 “You have the countermeasure?” 

 “Yes, of course,” Forge said, quickly rummaging in his 
suitcase. 

 As Forge pulled his technology together, Strange 
watched the dextrous movements of his metal hand. “Are 
you happy with the Illuminati, at last?” he asked quietly. 
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 Strange watched Forge as the cyborg hesitated; watched 
him thinking it through. The Illuminati told Forge to work 
with Strange, but they had not met before this week. 

 “Of course,” Forge replied. “I‟m not looking for a job, 
mister.” He lifted a bulky rifle. “This will settle the 
Sentinels.” 

 “Good,” Strange said, something sad in his eyes. “Let‟s 
go.” 

* 

 Xavier looked up as a knock hit his study door. 
“Victoria?” he said, surprised. She stepped into the room, 
and blushed slightly. 

 “Sorry to intrude,” she said. “What are you looking at?” 

 “Oh, this. A past student.” Xavier touched the 
photograph in the file; a handsome, confident Hispanic 
youth. “He met an unfortunate end. Just… reflecting on the 
past, I suppose.” He closed the file and put it aside. “What 
can I do for you?” 

 “I have a secret mission,” she said. “Strange is off saving 
the world, he will tackle some monsters and he is not sure he 
will survive.” 

 “I find that interesting,” Xavier said, leaning back and 
steepling his fingers. “Strange knows what all good generals 
know. The most formidable forces carry within them the 
seeds of their own destruction.” 

 Bently paused. “I think that‟s profound,” she said, 
thinking it through. 

 He let himself smile. “Well, that‟s flattering. What can I 
do?” 

 “Protect me, for now,” she said. “And later, I have 
another plan, and I will need your help and yours alone. 
Strange doesn‟t know what I‟m doing,” she added, “but 
that‟s part of the plan.” 
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 Xavier arched a thin eyebrow. “Sounds intriguing.” 

 “Indeed,” she nodded. “Now, may I meditate 
somewhere nearby?” 

 “You may use the meditation room down the hall,” 
Xavier said. “You are welcome here.”  

 “Thank you,” she said after a moment of hesitation. 
Then she headed down the hall, to the meditation room, and 
closed the door. She arranged herself, breathing deeply. 

 “Alright, Old Wolf,” she murmured. “Let‟s see if we 
can‟t find irresistible bait.” 

 Some time later, her astral form hovered outside Limbo.  

 Patient, she began to pick the dimensional lock that 
sealed it. 

* 

 There was a tense silence in the parlor by the entry. 
Wong stood by the door dutifully. In the parlor, Blade and 
Spear stood waiting, Stone paced, and Logan sat on the 
couch expressionless. The door opened, and Strange stepped 
into the hall, then the parlor, with Forge at his heels. 

 “We ready to go?” he asked. 

 They nodded, all rising and gathering around. Stone 
shrugged off his coat, swelling up from a big man to a huge 
demon. A massive stone gauntlet hung from one forearm, he 
had flat disks on his forehead where horns had been 
removed. He was red, his skin traced with scarring patterns 
of hyperdimensional coordinates and ancient curses. His legs 
ended in huge cloven hooves. He was bare chested, with 
shorts and a belt. The belt had several pouches, and a huge 
revolver hung from it. 

 “Got my warpstone?” he asked. Strange handed it over. 
It was a black chunk of rock with green shadows in it, and 
Stone quickly put it in one of his pouches. 
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 Blade wore body armor, with greaves mounted on his 
forearms and a number of weapons on his person here and 
there. It was easy to see the sword and the two submachine 
guns. The others were more carefully concealed. He wore 
sunglasses, and his haircut had been tidied up for the 
mission. 

 Logan wore jeans, a tee shirt, a leather jacket, cowboy 
boots. 

 Spear was wrapped in leather, a harpoon on a chain 
tucked behind him, a sword on his back. He was masked as a 
ninja, and a baleful light seeped from his eyes. 

 Forge wore tactical armor, his cybers gleaming as he 
shrugged off his trench coat and tossed it to the side. He 
hefted a big rifle, and several other guns were strapped to his 
person. His hair was pulled back in a ponytail, and his face 
was drawn and grim. One arm and one leg were fully 
replaced, and they bristled with readouts and interfaces. 

 Strange looked around, then nodded to himself. He 
wore his red coat, over a pale shirt and pants. He carried no 
weapons. He closed his eyes briefly, then sighed.  

 “Let‟s go,” he said. “Blade will be homing in on the 
sense of Essex, and I will be following his lead. When we 
arrive, hit Essex hard, and we‟ll get him to retreat to the 
Shadow King. Spear: use your stare on Essex. He feeds on 
suffering, but feeling it from the other end will be like trying 
to breathe your food. We must make him choke, one way or 
the other. We follow, and do our best to save Illyana.” 

 “Piece of cake,” Stone growled, nothing humorous in 
his restrained fury. 

 Strange opened the Web of Light, and they were gone.  

 Wong bowed his head, hardly daring to hope for their 
return. 

* 
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 Illyana screamed, struggled, bled. The witchblade cut her 
cruelly, but she did not dare commit suicide by running; she 
did not know what would happen to the child. So she 
endured. She forced her body into proper position as best 
she could, the witchblade restraints slicing deep into her 
flesh, and she bled as she prepared to give birth. The baby 
struggled, and she would not have remained conscious 
except for the power of the Shadow King keeping her awake 
for every taste of the pain. 

 Like the crowd at a football game, the Court cheered 
and mocked, wildly laughing, drunk on the exquisite pain that 
drifted up from the pit of suffering. Darkholme continued to 
circle and mock her, but fear had settled in the shapeshifter‟s 
chest, robbing her of the fun. The contractions eased off, 
and Darkholme stepped to the foot of Essex‟s throne. 

 “Should we not keep her for leverage with the Sorcerer 
Supreme?” she murmured for his ears only. “Should we 
throw this opportunity away?” 

 Essex waved her off. “She will die. The end is near for 
the Sorcerer Supreme. He no longer matters.” 

 Darkholme, for the first time in her long, long life, 
wavered. She turned, whispering to the witchblade. It relaxed 
and repositioned, allowing her to be in the proper position 
for childbirth. 

 Keep her alive, Darkholme whispered to it. Unreadable, 
she watched. She pretended not to feel the stony stare of 
Essex boring into her back. 

 The witchblade tendrils rose, wavered, then dropped. 
They slit her stomach open wide, then coiled in and drew 
forth the baby, as ichorous goo slopped everywhere. Illyana 
gasped shallowly with the unbearable pain. The baby dangled 
by one ankle, suspended, then it coughed and wailed. 

 It was a skinny gray runty thing, long and lean. The 
tendrils of living steel coiled and looped down, laying the 
baby on Illyana‟s heaving breast. She clutched it to herself, 
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unable to even open her eyes, reflexive in her love for it 
already. So light, after being so heavy. The witchblade 
prodded her wound shut, twitched and hissed at it, sealing 
the flesh as the green-tinted amniotic ichor sizzled on the 
bare earth and blistered her skin. 

 “Now,” Essex said, rising from his throne and quieting 
the riotous crowd of the Court, “I will pronounce sentence. 
The baby will grow up here, and the breeder will be 
destroyed.” He seated himself, smug, his razor plumes pert. 
The Court whistled and cheered approval. 

 Darkholme looked down into Illyana‟s half-open eyes. 

 Unbidden, images of pictures from happier days rose in 
her mind. 

 Logan. Damn him. 

 Damn it all. 

 She still felt the chill of the wasteland. 

 Darkholme spun, and threw herself down at the foot of 
the Shadow King‟s throne. 

 Utter silence shocked across the Court. 

 For a long moment, the Shadow King did not react. 
Darkholme was ready for her potential destruction, for her 
presumption. But she waited nonetheless. 

 Child, murmured the Shadow King, you belong to Essex. 

 “I serve you through my service to him,” she said 
quickly, in her own language. “When I traveled in Rasputin‟s 
cloak, I saw his vision for the future, the vision we are 
helping to put within his grasp. He is insane, he will destroy 
everything. I was frightened. I do not think even our court 
can stand before the darkness he will bring. Please, use her to 
make the Sorcerer Supreme stop him, before it is too late. 
Then we can destroy the defenders of the Web of Light.” 
Her voice quivered, and she waited for the inevitable 
consequences of her defiance. 
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 A silence so complete had not touched the Court for 
centuries. 

 The Shadow King chuckled, a sensation that moved the 
entire Court and Essex too. Essex stared at him, his face 
motionless, and Darkholme quivered. 

 I like your pet, Essex, crooned the Shadow King. I may 
keep it. In the meantime, they both live. 

 Essex said nothing. 

 Don’t be grumpy, the Shadow King soothed, patronizing. 
You have bigger problems. You must leave, for you are being tracked as 
we speak. By the Sorcerer Supreme himself, outside the Web of Light. 
There was a sense of curling satisfaction behind the shadow 
veils. 

 Essex drew himself up. “I will bring you his head.” The 
Unseelie Court howled laughter and vile encouragement, and 
the invisible dimensional gates opened a crack, enough for 
Essex to slip away. 

 Darkholme was startled that she was still alive when they 
snapped shut again. 

 Care for the child and the mother, the Shadow King 
murmured, for there is much yet to unfold this day. 

* 

 “Rest here,” Strange murmured, as the rescuers 
materialized. They stood on a chunk of stone, a weird 
ethereal glimmer on everything, somersaulting rocks playing 
around a floating water droplet that oozed and twitched, 
reflective. 

 “Where the hell are we?” demanded Logan. 

 “Prime spins off fragments,” Strange explained as they 
looked around the surreal scene. “Like a body sheds hair, 
fingernail clippings, dead skin. They are short-lived, generally, 
and underpopulated, mostly creatures of aether. They are real 
enough in their own contexts.” 
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 “Are we closing in?” Forge asked, panting in the strange 
air. 

 “We close,” Blade muttered, taking a few steps away and 
looking around. “Real close. He‟s getting closer right now.” 

 “Must have sensed our approach,” Strange said. “That 
might be good for us. We‟re not getting into the Unseelie 
Court without him.” 

 “Great,” Forge muttered. “Brilliant.” 

 From the shadows, four dark figures rose. 

 “Sentinels!” Forge shouted, raising his gun-like device. 
“I got it!” He triggered it, and a swell rolled out that knocked 
all four to dust. 

 “Very nice,” Strange observed. 

 Razor ribbon exploded up from the stone, neatly slicing 
Forge‟s gun in half. He scrambled back, swearing, and Blade 
spun with his sword, shearing off one that shot up for him. 
They pulled back, and Strange whipped up a mystic defense 
sphere. 

 “There,” Strange murmured, and a silhouette in the 
shadows was picked out by a weird dancing glow over its 
outline. 

 “This time you die,” Essex breathed, striding from the 
shadows, his razor ribbon cape retracting its strands. “I can 
leave any time I like, but the idea of slaughtering the Sorcerer 
Supreme outside the Web of Light appeals to me.” He 
smiled, showing his translucent, smoky black teeth. His face 
was dead white, his nostrils and lips rimed black as though 
sooty. His eyes were a dull red, as was the gem set in his 
forehead. He was clad in banded steel, and he stood before 
them unafraid. “You stole some of my finest warriors, 
Strange. Now I will take some of yours.” 

 “Talk talk talk,” Blade muttered. “Why they always gotta 
talk so much?” 
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 “Let‟s make him stop,” Stone growled. The two of them 
charged out of Strange‟s defenses, with Spear sidling to one 
side and Logan darting off to the other. Forge dropped to his 
knees, checking the damage on his weapon. Strange focused, 
closing the porous dimensional barrier tighter around Essex. 

 Essex darted forward with shocking speed, backhanding 
Stone away. Blade dropped and rolled, coming up with a 
vicious swipe that severed two of the razor ribbons. 

 “No!” Essex shouted, spinning and darting a punch at 
him that was almost parried by the sword, knocking him 
back. 

 “Right,” Logan muttered, charging, slashing at the 
ribbons. As Essex whirled to deal with him, Spear dashed in, 
tugging his hood and mask away, his dead flesh withering 
back to reveal the baleful skull beneath.  

 Three ribbons punched through Logan, tossing him 
aside, and as Essex turned, Spear sprang, snatching his 
shoulders and staring at him. 

 Punish the Guilty, Spear roared in Silent Speech. As 
his burning sockets connected with Essex‟s eyes, for just a 
moment they were locked, hovering on the edge of pouring 
all the suffering Essex had caused into one moment. 

 “Back!” Essex snarled, batting Spear away. He was 
blindsided by Stone, who charged into his flank with his 
shoulder, knocking him back. Then the stone gauntlet came 
around, and Essex barely squirmed aside. Blade plunged his 
sword in Essex‟s exposed torso, and Logan chopped and 
chopped at the whipping razors, disconnecting Essex from 
the ground. 

 “You wanna cheat?” Essex gasped, surprised by the 
enthusiasm of the onslaught. “Fine—” 

 Stone‟s fist, the size of Essex‟s head, crashed into his 
face. Spinning with a backwards slice, Blade cut halfway 
through the back of his knee. 
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 “This isn‟t your pocket dimension,” Strange called out. 
“Different rules.” 

 “Smug—” Essex began, but he was interrupted by the 
harpoon laced with hellfire that managed to slice through the 
armor of his neck, digging deep. Cut up by his efforts, Logan 
was undeterred chopping his way closer to Essex‟s back. 
Essex slung a lethal clawed strike into Stone‟s chest, 
surprised to find it as solid as it was. The demon flew back, 
trailing blood, and Blade dropped back to one knee and fired 
a volley of needles from a wrist greave. They sprayed Essex‟s 
face, then the white phosphorous beads on the end popped 
open. Exposed to air, they flared impossibly bright, melting 
metal and dribbling intense fire all down his front. 

 “Vampires love those,” Blade grinned. His sword rose in 
a cutting arc that drew sparks up Essex‟s torso, nearly slitting 
his armor. 

 Essex swung at him, but he rolled again, this time 
popping up with a canister. He triggered it, spraying flame all 
over Essex. Essex leaped to the side with a shout. 

 “No web of shadows here,” Strange said sharply. “Better 
fall back. The Shadow King will kill us for you.” 

 Essex savagely kicked Blade away. “Found me twice in 
one lifetime, Strange,” he growled as he drove Logan back in 
a hail of razor strikes. “I‟m slipping. You‟ve got to die.” 

 Spear reared up before him, harpoon in one hand and 
flaring sword in the other. Snarling, Essex punched into his 
chest to tear his heart out— 

 With a cry, he jerked his hand back from the smoking 
crater, live embers tumbling from Spear‟s ever-dead, ever-
burning corpse. The undead ninja drove the sword into one 
shoulder, the harpoon into the other, and once again stared 
into his eyes. 

 You will feel suffering, he shouted in the Silent 
Speech. 
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 Just a taste. 

 Screaming in genuine agony, Essex dug deep into 
himself and sent out a pulse that nearly tore Spear apart, 
flinging him a dozen meters away. Staggering, limping, 
sobbing with dry alien pain, he twisted out of the dimension. 

 “Now!” Strange shouted, snatching his defenders and 
straining his dimensional savvy to give chase. 

 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

 By the barest fraction, Strange pulled them through the 
swiftly sealing dimensional gate, right behind Essex. They 
rose up out of the shadow of a hedge of thorns, surrounded 
by throngs of the Court. 

 “Crap,” Forge whispered. 

 “Didja fix it?” Logan growled to Forge as fifteen 
Sentinels moved through the crowd, circling them. 

 “Sort of,” Forge shrugged. “It‟s got one area of effect 
pop now.” 

 “Well do it,” Stone muttered. 

 The Sentinels prepared to fight, morphing into the weird 
shapes of the fey in the court. Forge flicked a couple settings, 
cranked one dial, then tossed it. The device burst in a spray 
of metal, but a shock rolled across the Sentinels, and they 
flew apart into dust. 

 Squeals of surprise, dismay, and delight rippled through 
the court, and they pulled back to leave room. Twenty tall 
creatures ringed the invaders. They were tall, chitinous, pale, 
and vicious. Heavily muscled limbs ended in claws, they were 
balanced with whip-like tails. 

 “Sons of Mars,” Strange said, terse. “Don‟t like fire. 
Shapeshifters.” 
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 “I know,” Stone growled. He pulled out the warpstone, 
ignoring the blood seeping out of his chest wound. He bit a 
chunk out of the warpstone as though it was an apple. The 
interior of the warpstone was smooth, glassy green. 

 A throne drifted above those assembled to do battle, a 
throne veiled in shadow. Strange, we meet again. 

 “Yes,” Strange replied shortly. 

 I thought we had an agreement. 

 “I have honored all agreements we had,” Strange said, 
“including the understanding that for the Reckoning, we do 
what we must. And this is the crisis of the Darkchylde and 
the Stone. Give me Illyana. And her child.” 

 I do not think I will do that, mused the Shadow King. No, I 
am sure of it. I will not. 

 Stone finished the warpstone in two bites, hardly 
chewing. 

 “You can‟t win this Reckoning, one way or another,” 
Strange said. “There are too many contenders, and you have 
grown too weak to take the dimension over. All you can do 
is hurt me, and that strengthens the others. You do not have 
understandings with them. Not ones that mean anything.” 

 The world is changing, the Shadow King purred. This is our 
last chance to win a Reckoning. Or we must fade and perish. 

 “That became inevitable when the Web of Light was 
created,” Strange said quietly, nothing of mercy in his tone. 
“Your denial changes nothing, Shadow King.” 

 It changes everything! In an electric moment, the Shadow 
King crossed space with his essence, and crushed into the 
Sorcerer Supreme‟s psychic defenses— 

 And rebounded, squalling and burned. 

 “Something of the Web of Light is bound up in me, you 
should know that,” Strange said mildly. “Don‟t do that again. 
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You know you cannot bear the light. And that is what I 
command. Do you want me to show you?” 

 “You did your thing, Strange,” Stone rumbled. “Let me 
take a shot.” He rose up, taller, his chest deeper and fully 
healed. He was almost three meters, solid with power and 
bulk. His horns hissed as they grew out, sleek, curving and 
recurving over his head. He clenched his fists as a hellish 
light gleamed at the bottom of the runes carved in his skin. A 
ball of flame hovered between his horns as his eyes smoked, 
flaring with unholy fire in their depths. Light curved and 
curled through the carvings on his stone fist, and it croaked 
as it expanded, splitting apart into plates, growing spines and 
spikes. 

 Strange stepped back, motioning to the others. “Let him 
do this,” he murmured. “It‟s what the Shadow King will 
understand.” There was something almost hungry in his eyes 
as he threw up mystic defenses, to protect them. All but 
Stone. 

 “Here‟s the deal, Smoky,” he said, the growl under his 
voice resonating in the chests of the others. “Give me Illyana 
and the baby. Or I dedicate my long, long life to destroying 
you. All of you. No negotiation. That‟s the deal.” The stone 
rasped and rubbed as the spikes lengthened and deepened; 
his stone hand was not much use as a hand. It had become a 
weapon. The rest of him steamed as the heat of hell radiated 
from him; he shimmered with power. 

 Ah, the Shadow King murmured. A threat. I know what to 
do with threats. 

 As one, the Unseelie Court rushed in to do battle. A 
dozen witchblade-armed courtiers whipped their weapons 
around and blasted razors and mystic bolts at him. The 
blades drew sparks from his crisping, curing armor skin, and 
the heat wilted them back. The bolts dissipated or 
rebounded. 
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 “Stings,” Stone growled, his grin showing off massive 
fangs that were deepening and growing out. “Let‟s get this 
started. 

 A few witchblades dug into the cracks in his armor, into 
the heat, but if it hurt him he did not show it. He sprang at 
the Sons of Mars, who hesitated. Then he flexed hard, and a 
gush of greenish red flame shot from his maw, roaring across 
them and sending them writhing and screaming back. They 
leaped at him from behind, and several clawed at him before 
he spun, snatching with his war gauntlet, impaling one on his 
flaming horns, crushing and striking carelessly, leaving 
shattered shapeshifters in his wake. 

 “Come on, dammit!” he roared. “Make me earn it!” 
He was lost to fury, he charged at the shocked court, driving 
them back as they struggled with the shift in the battle‟s 
momentum. He sprang at the Shadow King‟s pavilion, and 
the Shadow King swarmed around him, insubstantial and 
lethal, then drove to possess his magnificent power— 

 “What?!” Stone bellowed. “Don‟t like fire?!” The 
Shadow King recoiled. With one swipe of his fist, Stone 
shattered the throne, spraying shards into the Court. The fey 
screamed dismay at the destruction, and he plunged his hand 
into the base, rising up with a crown fused to an alien skull. 

 “This is your power,” he growled. “The head you 
lost to Kull, right?” 

 One more move! squealed the Shadow King. One more, and 
she dies! 

 Courtiers perched on the wall of thorns, witchblades 
cradling Illyana‟s half-conscious body, and the squalling gray 
baby. 

 “Let‟s make this easy,” Stone shouted, his voice 
causing physical pain to those near it. He raised the crowned 
skull in his stone war gauntlet. “Do what you gotta do.” 
His eyes held no mercy and no threat. He stood in the center 
of the court‟s power, unmoved. 
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 The Shadow King hesitated. 

 “Master!” Essex said, shocked. 

 Give the woman and her child to Strange, the Shadow King 
whispered, profoundly reluctant. 

 Stone stared across the distance at Essex, who did not 
close to challenge him. His eyes were cruel. “Tell you what, 
Snow White. You put together some kind of wacky plan 
and come at me with your seven dwarves in a few 
decades, when you‟ve got all the crap scraped out of 
your tin pants. Till then? You open your mouth and I 
will crush you. And your boss‟s hat.” His grip flexed on 
the skull and crown, and it creaked. 

 Connected to the seething welter of the Unseelie Court‟s 
seat of power, Essex‟s eyes flared with stung pride, and he 
rose up—only to be pulled back by half a dozen courtiers 
more connected to the will of their Shadow King. 

 “Up to you,” Stone said, generally regarding the 
Shadow King‟s echoes in the thorn wall, Essex, and all the 
courtiers. A few surviving Sons of Mars hung back, wary and 
singed. 

 “Logan,” Strange murmured as he took Illyana and the 
child. He leaned Illyana onto Logan‟s shoulders and she 
gripped him hard. Strange handed the baby to Forge. “Stone 
will need some time to come to grips with himself again. I 
need you to look after the family.” 

 “I‟ll do it,” Logan growled. “Oh, baby, c‟mere.” He held 
Illyana in his arms. 

 “Gimme outa here,” Illyana snuffled. 

 “Guess it‟s my job ta keep pullin you out a hell,” Logan 
murmured. “Ssh.” He stroked her hair. 

 Strange looked up at Stone, who looked down from the 
crushed throne hovering over the battle. He tossed the 
crowned skull over his shoulder, and a dozen courtiers 
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sprang to catch it. They cradled it, careful. Stone hopped 
down off the broken throne, and stared at Essex. Then 
shrugged and headed for the group that brought him. 

 “Good call, I figure,” he muttered. “Prancy bunch a 
pansies.” 

 Strange stepped forward, hair and coat blown by the 
heat rolling off Stone as the demon clopped past. “Shadow 
King,” he said. “Unless you want to rebuild your army before 
the Reckoning is over, I think we had best agree that you 
give up your claim to this round.” 

 The Shadow King shifted around in the hedge of thorns, 
restless with fury. Essex trembled with shame and rage. 

 You! the Shadow King called to Darkholme, by her true 
name. She slunk out of hiding, before him. You are banished 
forever because of this. The ground opened, and she twirled 
away, lost to the Unseelie Court. 

 “Stop stalling,” Strange said quietly. “The decision is 
made.” 

 I give up my claim. 

 Furious, Essex wheeled, and stalked out of the 
dimension on one of the old roads. 

 Strange just smiled, a peculiar, sad smile. Then they were 
gone. 

* 

 They dropped back into Prime in a back alley. Logan 
sniffed once. “Manhattan, New York, New York,” he sighed.  

 “Hey, listen,” Blade said to Illyana. “I brought that 
bastard back. I wish it had not happened.” 

 “Forget it,” she said, bleary. “I brought Rasputin back. 
We all screw up sometimes.” She tried to breathed deep, and 
couldn‟t. “I need my baby.” Forge handed the child to her, 
and something in her face softened. 
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 “How about that,” Logan said, mystified by the lean, 
gray, wrinkled baby girl. Her eyes were very dark, almost 
purple, and a few wisps of black hair were glued to her head. 
He poked his finger at it, and the baby grabbed the finger, 
squeezing. “Quick learner.” He blinked, shrugged. “Won‟t be 
the first demon brat I‟ve loved.” He offered a shy smile to 
Illyana. “What‟s her name?” 

 “Gotta ask the father before I answer that,” Illyana 
managed, unsteady on her feet. 

 “Alright,” Strange said curtly. “To limbo. Both of you.” 
Ignoring the heat, he touched Stone‟s arm, and Illyana. 

“Take me home,” Stone said, breathing hard, 
locked in tension, roiling with power. 

She nodded, and stepped over to lean on him. A 
stepping disk struggled with his energy, but managed to crawl 
up over them both. 

 There was a moment of quiet, except for shouts and 
engines and horns and squeals from the street by the alley. 
The building next door was thumping music. A slit of sky 
was visible overhead. 

 “Well,” Forge said, wiping his hands against each other. 
“It has been a hell of a weird day. I‟m going home.” 

 “I need a drink,” Logan muttered. 

 “On second thought, that sounds better,” Forge agreed. 
“Mind if I come along?” 

 “Sure. I‟m buyin. I‟m a grandpa!” he grinned. They 
headed for the mouth of the alley. 

 Strange turned to Spear and Blade. “Thank you,” he said 
simply. 

 Blade managed half a smile, then he turned and ran 
down the alley, a fully regenerated Spear at his heels. 

 Strange stood alone. “That could have gone a lot 
worse.” He sighed slightly, glancing around. “I could use a 
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nap,” he mused, and he left the alley and vanished into the 
city. 

 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

 For a long, tense moment nothing moved. Illyana drew 
strength from her realm, cradling her baby in her arms, 
watching Stone‟s back. He stood stock still, except for his 
heaving breath, shimmering and smoking. 

 He twitched violently. “Cut these damn things off, I 
can‟t think with all the noise,” he growled as he gripped 
his horns. He focused, withdrawing his energy into his core, 
so the carved sigils glowed bright as roused embers. The ball 
of flame between his horns winked out. Illyana flexed, her 
witchblade slipping down her arm into blades. She focused 
for a moment, sharpening the eldritch weapon impossibly, 
then she whipped it down at the base of his horns. The 
horns were cleanly sheared off, clattering to the paving as 
gouts of flame burst from the stumps for a solid ten seconds, 
flaring high into the sky. 

 Slightly staggered, Stone stared at the witchblade, saying 
nothing. 

 “I‟m still going to use it,” Illyana said, looking at the 
gleaming organic energy weapon. “It is a risk, but it is worth 
the price.” 

 “Like me?” Stone growled, his jaw jutting out. 

 Illyana sighed, dropped to her knees. A cradle formed 
itself out of the stone, and she lay her baby in it. The baby 
smiled and cooed, kicking. Illyana‟s face warmed with 
tenderness as she looked down at the scrawny child. Then 
she closed her eyes, focusing harder. Most of the burns on 
her torso faded, the cut sealed and the ugliness of the wound 
paled, though it was still a ragged scar. 

 “Can‟t fix that?” Stone gestured. 
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 “There was too much mystic charge, and warpstone, in 
the birth fluids,” Illyana said quietly. “Maybe in time. Not 
right now.” She contemplated the ragged scar down her 
torso. “I‟m not sure I want to.” 

 Demons crept from the brush and the corners of the 
throne room, gathering in a circle around the cradle, 
transfixed with wonder. They paid homage, largely ignored 
by the parents. 

 “Where is Sym?” Illyana wondered, looking around. She 
snapped her fingers, and he pulled together, recorporating. 

 “Sym thanks you,” he said, wincing and clutching his 
gut. 

 “No harm comes to this child here,” Illyana said sternly. 

 “No harm, Swordbearer. No harm ever.” Sym bowed so 
low he had to kneel and touch the floor with his face. Then 
he scrambled up. “Congratulations, dad,” he said, offering a 
cigar to Stone. 

 Stone ignored him. 

 Sym stepped backward, retreated. 

 Illyana looked at the tense, unmoving bulk of Stone. 
“I‟m sorry,” she whispered. “I was a coward. I was afraid to 
admit to you that—” She tightened her jaw. “That I was 
carrying our baby,” she said firmly. “Especially since I had 
morning sickness, just didn‟t know it, before the warpstone 
overload in Kansas. Before the cultists hit me with warpstone 
attacks. I didn‟t know what to expect, and I didn‟t want to 
hurt you.” Tears spilled down her cheeks, and still Stone 
faced away, unable to move. “The baby survived, Stone, and 
that means she is going to have one hell of a talent for magic. 
Our little demon sorceress.” She sniffled, pinched between 
fear and pride. 

 “You shouldn‟t have risked yourself,” growled Stone. 
“You shouldn‟t have hidden this from me. You should have 
told me what was going on. Not ditched me for a few 
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months. I should have faced this with you.” His voice was 
hard, to keep it from trembling. 

 Illyana rose, stooped, picked up the child. She circled 
Stone, faced him. Her eyes were deep and sincere. “My 
love,” she whispered, “I wanted something to give you.” He 
held the child up to him. 

 Something in Stone melted, and he looked Illyana in the 
eye, then looked at the baby as though he had not seen her 
before. Kneeling, he banged his fist against the rock; some 
things retracted, some broke off, but the stone fist was much 
like it had been before the warpstone. “Got a blanket?” he 
asked out of the side of his mouth, almost smiling. He 
cupped his stone hand. Illyana snapped, plucked one from 
somewhere, and draped it over his cupped hand. Then she 
lay the small newborn in that massive cradle. 

 “My daughter,” Stone said over the lump in his throat. 
Tears carved down his face, sizzling with warpstone. He 
offered the baby his flesh finger, which she could not quite 
grasp, but she gurgled happily and looked at him with her 
odd, purplish eyes, kicking. His tears fell to the stone and 
hissed. 

 “Weedy little runt,” Stone said, his voice tender, 
roughened with tears. “Most beautiful thing I‟ve ever seen.” 
He looked at Illyana, all the fire gone from his eyes. “What 
should we name her?” 

 Illyana shrugged. “I don‟t fully understand why, but 
Raven Darkholme saved my life. She defied Essex and the 
whole Court to do it. She may have saved Prime.” Illyana 
looked at the baby. “I want our child to have that kind of 
courage. No matter what her background is, or what her 
heritage is.” She looked up at Stone. 

 “I think Raven is a perfect name,” he agreed. 

 They embraced, and all was forgiven. 

* 
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 The metal door to the roof access slammed, and two 
sets of boots clattered down the stairs. Cain looked over at 
Whistler, and they both held their breath, wondering who 
would come in. 

 Blade and Spear strolled into the loft. 

 “Well, how did it go?” Whistler asked casually. 

 Blade shrugged. “We beat Essex, but he‟s still out 
there,” he said. 

 “How do you feel?” Whistler pressed. 

 Blade thought it over for a minute, then grinned. 
“Better,” he said. He sauntered towards his corner of the 
loft, pretending not to see Cain‟s wide smile. 

 “Hey,” Whistler called after him. “Yer still gonna hunt 
vampires, right?” 

 “Yes,” Blade called over his shoulder. 

 “Good,” Whistler said with an almost boyish grin of 
relief. Spear pulled on another hood. 

* 

 “Xavier,” Bently said quietly. He looked up, unsurprised. 
“It‟s time. Will you come with me? I have a plan. You can 
look at it if you want.” She tapped her temple. 

 Xavier leaned back in his chair. “I thought you meant a 
few days from now.” 

 “I‟ve succeeded already. We need to move on to the 
next phase.” She watched him, guarded. 

 “Alright,” he shrugged. “Let‟s see this plan.” His mind 
touched at hers, taking what it offered. A slow smile spread 
across his face. 

 “It seems I have a stake in this after all,” he murmured. 
He rose, the braces on his legs whining. “Let‟s go.” 

* 
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 Logan took another sip from his beer, then he squinted 
around. The juke box was cranking out country hits from 
twenty years ago, and there was the pleasantly full chatter of 
a bar on Saturday night. Something else, though. 

 Strange settled on the bar stool next to him, and Logan 
let a grin show half his teeth. “Hey, Doc.” 

 “I thought Forge was going with you,” Strange 
observed, glancing around the bar. 

 “I never would have expected to see you here,” Logan 
said, blinking. “Takes a minute to get use ta it. Anyhow, 
Forge, he had a beer and left. Turns out we didn‟t have much 
to talk about after all.” He shrugged. 

 “I came here to thank you, Logan,” Strange said. He 
nodded to the barkeep, got a beer. He looked down at it. 
“You did a hell of a job raising Illyana.” 

 “I think that sums it up,” Logan shrugged. “She was a 
hellion when she left me.” 

 “No no, not what I meant,” Strange said quickly. 

 “I know what ya meant,” Logan growled playfully. “Just 
funnun ya. Sorcerer Supreme hangin out talkin ta me. Hah.” 
He swigged his beer. 

 “You taught her well,” Strange said, his beer still 
untouched. “Because of you, she had the foundation, the 
ideals that she reconnected with when she came to her 
senses. You gave her a moral guide when she needed it, 
whether she liked it or not. You may have saved the world by 
doing that.” 

 “Yer gonna make me blush,” Logan said, finishing his 
beer. Strange slid his over, and Logan chuckled. “Never 
thought of it quite that way.” 

 The door to the bar swung open, and a desperate young 
man barged in, looking around dramatically, pushing his way 
to Logan. “Logan!” he said in his outside voice. “What of 
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Illyana? I just got your voice mail, that she could be in peril!” 
Sweat was beaded on his face, he was distraught. 

 “It‟s all fine now, ya big galoot. And you are an uncle.” 
Logan grinned at him. 

 “Me—an uncle!? Really? You mean my sister Illyana has 
had a child?” His eyes were round with shock. 

 Logan‟s grin was now pained. “Unless you can dream up 
another way you could be an uncle, yeah.” 

 “A boy?!” Piotr‟s face almost glowed with enthusiasm, 
his worry forgotten. 

 “Fifty fifty chance, figures you‟d guess wrong,” Logan 
sighed. 

 “A girl?!” 

 “Yes,” Logan said, at a loss for anything else to say. 

 “Ha ha!” Piotr said, and he swept Logan off his bar stool 
and into a bear hug. Then he dropped him. “I must call her 
at once!” He raced out of the bar. 

 Logan shook his head. “Wonder if he knows what it 
means, that she‟s in another dimension,” he mused. He 
shook his head. “Dork.” 

 “I should let you get back to it,” Strange said with a 
small smile, rising. 

 “I‟m glad it‟s over,” Logan sighed. 

 “It‟s not, you know,” Strange shrugged. “Rasputin and 
Essex are still out there.” 

 “You‟ll figger it out,” Logan nodded. “And if you want 
help, it‟s yours.” 

 “Thanks,” Strange said. He tossed some cash on the bar, 
turned, and left, strolling down the sidewalk. He pulled out 
his phone, called Bently. There was no answer. He called 
Xavier‟s number. No answer. 
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 His steps turned towards the Sanctum. 

 “Time I was getting back,” he murmured. 

* 

 Xavier and Bently stepped out of the shadow of a 
standing stone, climbing up into Limbo. “My magic will 
mask our presence from Illyana if she is distracted,” Bently 
murmured, “but let‟s not make any unnecessary noise.” 
Xavier nodded. He looked at the carpet of dead leaves, and 
at the freshly unfurled greenery. 

 “What happened here?” he murmured. “This is Illyana‟s 
interior space, right?” 

 “Yes,” Bently nodded. “When she inherited it, the whole 
place was stone, lava flows, blood, flaming sky, the whole 
hellish bit. She made it a garden,” Bently said, touching her 
fingertip to a blooming flower. 

 “The dead leaves?” 

 “She must have abandoned it, then returned with a 
happy ending. My plan is on track,” Bently whispered. “This 
is Limbo. She is sorceress supreme here, like Strange is on 
Prime. This dimension is fairly self-contained. I had to pick 
the lock to get in. Let‟s move, see if we can find them.” 

 Xavier nodded. “That way,” he said, pointing. “She left a 
serious mental trail.” He glanced at Bently. “Does Strange 
know you are here?” 

 “No,” she said, shaking her head as she followed 
Xavier‟s lead through the garden. “I‟d rather show him 
success, instead of a plan. I know what is about to happen. 
Evil is… predictable, in its way.” She set her jaw. 

 “I‟m taking a bigger risk than I normally would,” Xavier 
admitted. “However, your plan appeals to me. I think it is 
worth the risk.” 

 “Good, because we‟re close,” Bently whispered. She 
crouched behind the bush, and watched Stone and Illyana 
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sitting on a bench, looking down at the precious bundle 
Illyana held. 

 As if on cue, the shadows trembled, and a robed figure 
rose from them. “Well well well,” Rasputin crooned. “How is 
„happily ever after‟ working out?” 

 Illyana and Stone shot to their feet, Illyana cradling the 
baby close. “Get out of here,” she said through her teeth. 

 “Hello, daughter,” Rasputin replied. “My two favorite 
children, making me a most favorite grandchild. It is 
touching.” 

 “Over our dead bodies,” Stone growled, some of the 
warpstone still in his system and bulking him up. 

 “I‟m strong enough to take what I want and leave you 
alive,” Rasputin corrected. “Perhaps you will make me another 
child.” His smile reeked of madness. 

 “Not today. You have taken enough children.” Xavier 
crossed his arms over his chest, and Bently stood at his side. 
Rasputin let a smile touch his face. Then his smile dropped, 
and his eyes bulged. 

 “What?” he gasped. Then, with a small cry, he was 
forced back into his Shroud— 

 

 Execution. Centuries ago, his first or second lifetime. Rasputin, in 
a tattered robe, forced to his knees before the headsman’s block. The 
headsman loomed over him, axe in both hands; Rasputin recognized 
Xavier. 

 “What is this?” he demanded. 

 “You’ve been insane all along,” Xavier replied solemnly. “Take 
another look around.” 

 Rasputin glanced around, then shook his head. “No! No, it’s not 
possible!” The hyperdimensional coordinates that flickered in every 
shadow faded, leaving only blocked light and dimness. The aether no 
longer rubbed against the back of the sky with nightmarish faces 
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pressing on reality. Rasputin’s perceptions scaled back to consensual 
reality. He grimaced. 

 “Your magic will not work on me!” he cried. 

 “There is no magic,” Xavier said relentlessly. “There were never 
any great old ones to serve. You have been insane this whole time, your 
life a deluded fantasy as you awaited execution.” Xavier concentrated, 
his will intensifying, driving into the formidable power of Rasputin’s 
conviction. “There is nothing beyond the confines of this atmosphere, 
nothing sleeping at the bottom of the ocean, there is no dream city of 
C’thon, no such thing as magic. You are insane.” Xavier was freely 
sweating as Rasputin gasped against the truth forced upon him. 

 “No!” he cried. “No! I will rise again!” 

 “Not this time,” Xavier said. “You are mortal, and mortals die 
once.” 

 “No!” Rasputin wailed. This time, it was a wail of despair. He 
was shoved down, Xavier raised the axe, and dropped it— 

 

 Gasping, choking, Xavier stumbled back as an unearthly, 
piercing wail shrilled out of the Shroud. It was an utterly 
despairing, insane scream that penetrated their souls. The 
shroud briefly thrashed as it consumed its host, feeding on 
despair. The cloth twirled down, laying inert on the 
flagstones of Illyana‟s throne room. 

 “It‟s done,” Xavier panted. “I managed it. It was damn 
close.” 

 “Thank you,” Bently said, hugging him. 

 “The Shroud,” Illyana said, her voice full of wonder. 
“You made him despair, and it ate him!” Her face lit up. 
“That means he‟s not coming back!” 

 “I don‟t think so,” Xavier agreed with a smile. 

 “I knew we could not simply kill him,” Bently said, “so I 
put a lot of time into thinking about what we could do. What 
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weapons we could use. Then I realized he was wearing it.” 
She smiled, satisfied. “Welcome home, Illyana.” 

 “Hell of a house warming gift,” Stone mugged, his grin 
self-conscious. 

 “More of a baby shower,” Illyana said. “Look! Raven 
Rasputin.” She offered the baby to Bently and Xavier, for 
inspection. 

 “I got a baby girl,” Stone said, goofy. 

 “I don‟t think we‟ll ever let her date,” Illyana said, 
almost giggling. 

 “Sounds good to me,” Stone shrugged. “We‟ll just keep 
her.” 

 “It‟s good to plan ahead,” Bently said with a wry smile. 

 Xavier stepped to the side, stooped, and picked up the 
fabric. “The world is safer for your child, that‟s certain,” he 
said, and he folded the cloth, smoothing it against his chest. 

 “What did Rasputin do to you?” Stone asked, subdued. 

 “Threw my brother to a shoggoth,” Xavier replied, 
contemplating the fabric. He looked up at Stone, and smiled 
faintly. “I was repaying a favor Victoria did for me this week. 
She saved my brother.” 

 “Same one?” Stone said, surprised. “He must be a tough 
dude.” 

 “He was,” Xavier shrugged. 

 “Stone, this is Xavier. Xavier, Stone. See, last time 
Xavier saved me, he saved all of Prime, too. I gotta get you 
on my speed dial,” Illyana said thoughtfully. 

“That won‟t be necessary,” Xavier shrugged, “but it 
was a pleasure working with you again.” 

“Looks like we kept the balance for another day,” 
Bently said, cocking her head to the side with a charming 
smile. 
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 “It‟s what we do,” Illyana agreed. “How did you know 
Rasputin would come here?” 

 “I knew that if my plan with Xavier was to work, we 
would only get to strike once, and we must strike true,” 
Bently said. She hesitated. “And, well, Strange confided in 
me about your condition. I knew that Rasputin would come 
to claim the child when our guard dropped. I had to carry 
out the plan before Rasputin learned what Xavier could do, 
or we were doomed.” 

 “There‟s a fine Sorceress Supreme in there, I can see 
that now,” Illyana said with a fond smile. “Good work, 
Victoria.” 
 “Why thank you,” Bently replied with a shallow curtsey.  

 “Do be a dear,” Illyana continued, “and take that to 
Enitharmon the Weaver, have it unmade. It‟s caused enough 
sorrow on Prime. Don‟t consult with the Sorcerer Supreme, 
either, just, you know,” she grinned, “expedite.” 

 “I‟ll take your counsel under advisement,” Bently 
replied, arch. She took the heavy pile of fabric from Xavier. 
“And now we will take our leave.” She smiled at them, took 
Xavier‟s hand, and enjoyed Illyana‟s stepping disk home. It 
was far less effort. 

 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

 Strange was sitting in the study on the third floor, 
unmoving, when the door creaked open and Bently stepped 
in. “Am I interrupting?” 

 “I‟ve been waiting for you,” he said. He gestured at a 
chair, and she sat. Then he focused on the Shroud. “Is that—
” 

 “I got him,” Bently said proudly. “Xavier drove him to 
despair. The Shroud devoured him.” She could not contain 
her grin. 
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 “I am very proud of you,” Strange said with a smile. 
“That was a clever scheme. Dangerous, but clever.” 

 “A sorcerer must take risks,” she replied. “Even 
sorcerers who are not supreme.” 

 “It has been a week for unexpected gifts. Illyana‟s child, 
now Rasputin is gone. In the same day,” Strange mused. 

 “Balance?” Bently inquired, mock serious, eyebrow 
arched. “We regulate our Rasputin population closely.” 

 Strange chuckled. “You may be on to something,” he 
sighed. “Cutting the Unseelie Court out of the balance, and 
Rasputin both, helps us a great deal. But we have not made it 
through the Reckoning yet.” 

 “You got Essex?” Bently said. “Then we are home free!” 

 “No,” Strange corrected. “The Unseelie Court is out. 
But Essex has usually operated outside their approval 
anyway, and he will continue to do so. We‟ll see what else 
takes shape.” 

 “In the meantime, Illyana suggested I take this to 
Enitharmon and get it unwoven,” Bently said. “She 
suggested I would be well served by not consulting with you 
first.” 

 “Shows what she knows,” Strange said with a faint 
smile. “Are you not tempted to try to use it for good?” 

 Bently thought for a moment. “Not in the least.” 

 Strange nodded. “You dispatched Rasputin, against all 
odds. I‟ll bow to your judgment on this.” 

 “That‟s a fine note for the end of the day,” she said. 

 “I‟ll even take you to Enitharmon, if you like.” 

 “Would you?” Her eyes lit up. 

* 
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 Uncounted time had passed, between trailing the astral 
currents of interstellar, interdimensional travel and the 
laborious picking of a path through the maze surrounding 
Enitharmon‟s nerve center. Finally, Strange and Bently were 
fully material, standing at the edge of a vast loom. 

 “This is Oa,” Strange said. “Be respectful. Best if you 
don‟t say anything.” 

 Bently nodded, wide-eyed. 

 They were surrounded by a vast, perfectly ordered tangle 
of reality. It drew from some strands, sent others out, and 
sometimes it seemed to do both at once. The mortal mind 
could not grasp it. Enmeshed in the center of the loom was a 
short, purple creature with six limbs and a fleshy beak. 

 “Strange!” Enitharmon chirped. “Good to see you again. 
What have you got for me?” 

 Strange held out the fabric. “This keeps threatening 
Prime. I don‟t know if you want to unweave it or keep it, but 
it has a predator inside. Shadow dimensions, hallucination, 
despair. That kind of thing.” 

 “Ooh, great flexibility. I sent this to Prime because it 
was causing such trouble elsewhere, and Nightmare seemed 
to want Prime more than most of my real estate,” 
Enitharmon croaked. “Still, some treasures are more 
dangerous than others. I‟ll take care of this one for you.” 

 “Thanks,” Strange said. “This is my apprentice, Victoria 
Bently.” 

 “Pleased to meet you,” Victoria said as Enitharmon 
stumped up to them. She was taller than he was, and she 
could not help but smile at his grandfatherly benign grin, his 
peculiar beak. 

 “The pleasure is mine. Your teacher does a great job of 
covering my east flank, you know that? He‟s masterful with 
this current Reckoning, on Prime.” 
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 “Oh, it‟s just Prime?” she said, surprised. 

 “Everybody is on a different schedule, it is a headache,” 
Enitharmon agreed with a twinkle in his eye. “Strange is 
doing a good job with you, too, dearie. Pay lots of attention. 
You know he won‟t be around forever.” 

 “I do my best to learn from him,” Bently said. “He has 
taught me a great deal about what it means to be a wizard.” 

 “And that‟ll do,” Strange said. “Enjoyed the maze 
getting in, as always, and having dropped this off I think I 
have a Reckoning to tend to.” 

 “Always a pleasure, Strange,” Enitharmon said, still 
genial, though there was something else behind his eyes. “Be 
careful.” 

 “I‟ll be back,” Strange said with half a smile. “See you on 
the other side.” 

 Enitharmon waved, then they vanished back into the 
aether. 

 “See you on the other side,” Enitharmon echoed. 

 Then he climbed back into his loom, and the universe 
continued unfolding. 

* 

 “Hell,” Stone muttered when they were alone again, 
“let‟s lock the door and take the phone off the hook. I‟ve 
missed you, a lot.” He pressed her hand to his chest, looked 
into her eyes. 

 “Sounds good, you big red monkey,” Illyana murmured. 
“Let‟s keep the baby handy too, huh?” 

 “Perfect,” Stone said. He relaxed back on the bench as it 
became a roomy bed, and Illyana snuggled with him, the 
baby on her chest. 

 “Eventually,” Stone said, his voice relaxed enough to be 
slurred, “we should put some diapers on the kid.” 
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 “Yeah,” Illyana said dreamily. “Eventually. I‟ll whip 
something up.” She grinned, and tugged at his short beard. 
He growled playfully, and then they sighed deeply, looking 
up at the clear blue sky above. 

Epilogue 

 The chains rattled in the dungeon as the prisoner shifted 
position. “Hello?” he said, his voice rough with suffering and 
disuse. 

 “It is me,” Essex growled, able to see clearly in the dark. 
“Rise, Primus. Rise, Scott Summers. The time has come for 
us to dedicate ourselves to the destruction of the Sorcerer 
Supreme, and his defenders. You have been sidelined long 
enough.” 

 “Please,” Scott begged. “Please, kill me. I can‟t go on. I 
can‟t see, I—let it end. I can‟t be Primus again.” He could 
not weep, his eyes were burst and destroyed. 

 “I will only destroy Scott Summers,” Essex said coldly. 
“I need Primus, now more than ever.” He jerked the chain 
from where it was bolted in the wall, dropping it to the floor. 
“Let me remind you of what you had.” 

 Primus felt his sight return, he felt the cosmic power he 
had once commanded flow through his nerves again. He was 
energized, and he saw with a vision that needed no eyes. 
“Please, no,” he said faintly. 

 “The Illuminati that betrayed you? Unpunished,” Essex 
murmured. “Strange, who prolonged your life out of pity and 
remorse? Still free. Kira, who swore to protect you then 
forgot you existed? She has not remembered you in all this 
time.” Essex leaned close. “It is not too late to take part in 
ruling the world, Primus.” 

 The slim man unsteadily rose. “You are right,” he said, 
his voice rough. “We will need an army.” 
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 “We will need far more than that,” Essex purred. “But 
you leave that to me.” His eyes narrowed, glowing in the 
darkness. 

 “Leave everything to me.” 
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Points of Decision 
 

CHAPTER ONE 

Saturday, February 5, 2006 

 The universe flexed and swayed, tiny points of 
connection sparkling across it as other connections flared 
and went dead. In the soul of the universe, one of its deepest 
dimensions of reality, everything tied back to a vast ball of 
creation and destruction that regulated its unimaginable 
energy. 

 Nearly any rational creature in the universe would recoil 
from this machine that was not a machine, mind reeling back 
from what the senses tried to report. From the center, a small 
creature uncoiled a path out for a moment, and strolled 
down to a more understandable reality. 

 This creature did not look like a god. Almost a meter 
and a half tall, he was purple, with a beak-like dinosaur face 
and a twisted walking cane, his tail stiff behind him. He wore 
small round spectacles, and croaked, stretching his neck, his 
tongue small and black like that of a parrot. 

 “Greetings, Enitharmon the Weaver,” intoned the 
creature that was waiting for him. His head was double the 
size of his body, his eyes almost senseless with wisdom. He 
seemed unable to focus. He wore a sort of toga, its excesses 
draped over one stubby arm. It was impossible to tell how 
tall he was, as his dimensions shifted like the distorted image 
viewed through the thick wall of a big water tank. 

 Enitharmon stopped, and his fleshy beak seemed to 
twitch up into a smile. “Uuatu. I hope you are bringing me 
good news.” 

 “The Order of the Ring has succeeded in restoring 
balance between New Genesis and Darkseid‟s forces. Where 
Darkseid hoped to cripple the defenses of the galactic 
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network in that whole sector, instead he has retreated to his 
war world of Apokalypse, where he will nurse his wounds for 
a time as he rebuilds his strength. That decision point is 
secure in this Reckoning. The balance has survived.” 

 “I take it your star player, Katya, was again able to 
manage victory against what looked like insurmountable 
odds?” Enitharmon‟s beady black eyes glittered. 

 “She did indeed,” Uuatu murmured. “She has been 
invaluable in this Reckoning. Without her efforts, the balance 
would have shifted irrevocably, and the next thousand years 
would have been… darker.”  

 “I don‟t suppose you have a few warriors of the Order 
of the Ring laying about bored, do you?” Enitharmon asked 
almost wistfully. “This galactic Reckoning only has one key 
decision point left to determine whether it is won or lost.” 
He gestured with his cane, and the magnificent light show 
behind him effortlessly projected a starmap, showing the 
systems and how ribbons of light stretched across the 
vastness of space and dimensions, connecting points of 
energy. For a quiet moment, the two powerful beings 
considered the map, and its implications; threats, defenses, 
balance. 

 “I did not fully realize Prime was an unobtrusive access 
point to so many dimensional vulnerabilities,” Uuatu 
growled, his placid features seemingly unable to frown.  

 “You didn‟t realize it because it never came up,” 
Enitharmon shrugged. “That is the domain of Dr. Stephen 
Strange, Sorcerer Supreme of Prime. When Prime built its 
own web of light in its prehistoric time, it connected to the 
wider network. Since then, they‟ve had some great defenders, 
but I am delighted with Strange. He came in from the 
outside, but he has kept Prime safe, therefore our back 
doors.” 

 “But that kind of success draws opposition and 
attention,” Uuatu noted, observing the stain of some 
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powerful dimensions rotating into alignment with the bright 
star of Prime‟s energy defenses. 

 “That‟s the trouble with dimensional defense,” 
Enitharmon agreed. “We deal in potentials, in balances, you 
must understand the background or it will rise up and repulse 
you.” He peered at Prime. “We play a subtle and terrible 
game,” he murmured, “and we‟ve played it well to this point. 
But if Prime falls, then Attilan is vulnerable, and New 
Genesis, and the Negari Spheres, and so on. Here,” he 
pointed with his stick, lighting up a dimension sliding 
through the ether towards Prime, roiling in eldritch power. 
“That‟s the Dark Dimension, Dormammu is getting bold in 
his bid for control. And here,” he pointed, “Outworld has 
stayed out of these other confrontations, so it is still 
powerful while we are dispersed and weak. Both are closing 
with Prime.” 

 “Should Prime fall, the cascade of consequences would 
be disaster,” Uuatu intoned. “Shall I pull the Order of the 
Ring from their other duties and concentrate here?” 

 “That would be equally disastrous,” Enitharmon 
shrugged. “We may have protected the balance so far this 
Reckoning… but you above all others know how fragile it is, 
and you must regulate the work of the Order of the Ring to 
keep things on an even keel. No, Strange will have to play 
this one out with whatever defenses he has managed to 
gather.” 

 They were silent for a time, watching the star map, 
absorbing the gravity of the situation, tempering the savor of 
victory with a bitter element of chance.  

 “This is the sally port in our mighty wall,” Enitharmon 
said at last. “Katya is the best. We‟ll send her to support 
Strange. When can she be ready?” 

 “She was wounded in a battle with the demons of 
Apocalypse,” Uuatu resonated. “She needs some time to 
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heal. Then she will be free to assist the Sorcerer Supreme of 
Prime. Can he hold until then?” 

 “He must,” Enitharmon replied simply. 

* 

 “Let‟s kill the wizard and go home,” the man-shaped 
monster croaked in the vile speech of Outworld, his jaws 
slick with drool and gore, ragged meat hanging in his razored 
teeth. His wrinkled face seemed incapable of expression; his 
yellow eyes were lidless, and no lips covered his protruding 
fangs. He crouched on the flagstones, a dead monk gripped 
in his fists. The corpse was missing its throat and half its 
chest, and still the warrior had not finished his meal. 

 The throne room was airy and spacious, but it was at the 
same time uncomfortably stuffy and chilly. A massive throne 
was on the dais, and behind the throne a column of green 
energy twisted and writhed, painful to the eye, washing the 
room in sickly light. Several monks stood by doorways 
leading out of the throne room, seemingly unmoved by the 
fate of their chewed-upon brother. A huge figure lay on a 
low couch. He was over two meters tall, hairless except for a 
black topknot. He was a mass of muscle, no fat anywhere on 
his form. His yellow hide had brown spots, and looked 
leprous in the wavering light. He had two powerful arms, and 
his hands and feet had digits like two fingers and a thumb or 
dewclaw. He wore a bronze belt with a loincloth. He had no 
other weapons or armor, but he was clearly a warrior. His 
head was round, his features humanoid in their way; a slit of 
a mouth, flat nose with small nostril holes, soulless black 
eyes. He laced his fingers behind his head, and gestured with 
one of his other arms. 

 “You know better, Baraka. I know you only pretend to 
be stupid,” he said with a patronizing sneer. “His Majesty 
Shao Khan was sent to conquer Prime. But he was assigned a 
stupid little Primeling wizard to help. And Primelings are 
good for two things. Come on, we‟ve had this conversation.” 
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 Baraka‟s feral eyes lit up, and he made a vile slurping 
sound. “Good for crushing, and good for defending Prime. 
That‟s all!” 

 “Right, that‟s all,” the huge four-armed monster sighed. 

 “And one more!” Baraka continued, caught up in the 
fun. “One more, Prince Goro! Eating!” 

 Goro stared at him blankly for a moment. “Eating, sure. 
So when we expected the Primeling Shang Tsung to help, he 
failed. We were almost destroyed. How do you get through 
the Web of Light that protects Prime from being invaded?” 
Boredom seeped from the mighty prince. 

 Baraka paused, a long string of bloody drool stretching 
to the floor. “A soul,” he muttered. “When they die, their 
souls go into the Web of Light and make it stronger. A 
Primeling soul can get you through the Web of Light.” 

 “You are doing well today,” Goro nodded. “So the 
wizard tore another little piece of his Primeling soul, and got 
us back to this dimension that is near Prime but not 
connected to it.” He gestured around. “Shimura. And here 
we are trapped until we can get our hands on a Primeling to 
kill, and ritualistically ride its soul to the Web of Light so we 
can sneak past it back down to Prime.” He paused. “Or go 
home to Outworld and crush the Web with our armies.” He 
shrugged. “Either or.” 

 “Why can‟t we use one of these?” Baraka asked, 
gesturing at one of the silent monks. 

 “Shang Tsung already took their souls to bolster his 
own,” Goro replied. “They are shells. Just meat. No soul 
left.” 

 “Taste the same,” Baraka shrugged, and he nuzzled into 
the still-warm corpse and crunched his powerful teeth 
through something that buckled and squelched. 

 Powerful boot-falls rang through the shadowed throne 
room, and Goro rose to his feet. Baraka looked up, eyes 
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glinting, and then shoved the corpse to slide across the floor. 
He rose, wiping at his face, pushing the ooze away. From the 
shadows of an archway, Shao Khan strode into the presence 
of his servants. 

 “My lord,” they said, bowing. He did not acknowledge 
them. Instead, he crossed to the throne. Its arms lay in 
crumpled pieces next to the throne; at two meters tall and 
hugely muscled, the warlord would not fit in the seat with 
them in place. He was half-naked, all rippling muscle and 
armor and leather. His helmet swept up and back like a 
samurai mask, a steel skull face mask was in place over his 
own. In one hand he gripped a mighty hammer, almost as 
long as he was tall, with a massive crushing head. 

 He paused before the throne, looking his warriors over. 
“I‟ve been across every patch of this cursed island,” he said 
in the speech of Outworld. “It is a pocket dimension, 
nothing more, designed to host the tournaments. But we are 
through with ritual combat, and it is time to invade in force. 
Show me the wizard.” 

 The monks dutifully pulled back a heavy shadowed 
drape, showing a painfully gaunt man floating in a bubble of 
green energy. He was weightless, his long hair floating 
around him, his eyes staring and empty. Shao Khan sighed 
audibly. 

 “The Tournament of Veils should be started by now. 
These monks should be preparing it. Lord Rayden should be 
issuing invitations to his fighters. We should be meeting 
them to see if we can conquer Prime at last in this 
generation.” He shook his head. “Instead, the long dance is 
over, and we will smash their forces and take what we want.” 

 “When we get free of Shimura,” Goro added, almost sly. 

 “When we get free of Shimura,” Shao Khan repeated 
tonelessly. His knuckles whitened on the haft of his hammer. 
“Something is shifting, I can feel it all over this island. My 
master Dread Dormammu will have Prime added to his 
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holdings. In the meantime, sooner or later he will notice we 
did not return from our mission, and he will investigate.” 

 “So you come to the throne room, because of the 
summoning circle,” Goro observed. 

 “Surely by now even you can feel it. The pressure. 
Something is coming.” Shao Khan seated himself, regal. 
“Prepare yourselves.” 

 The circle on the floor was three meters across, some 
odd metal laid into the stonework. The circle began to hiss, 
steam rose, then the dimension parted, torn open, and a 
visage hung in the circle, facing the throne. An elfin face, 
upswept features, hair swirling into the vapors surrounding it. 
One thin eyebrow on the painfully beautiful face arched. 

 “Well well,” she said. “There you are.” 

 Goro and Baraka lay face-down on the stone, revering 
the image, and even the mighty Shao Khan knelt before her. 
“Majesty, Dread Umar,” he murmured. “You have found us 
at last.” 

 “Don‟t be pleased,” she sneered. “My brother, the 
Dread Dormammu, noticed that a little civil war broke out in 
his war dimension of Outworld. The Tarkatans” (she nodded 
at Baraka) “and the Shokan” (she nodded at Goro) “tearing 
each other apart. He wondered how that happened, as Shao 
Khan is a king who is skilled at keeping order in his armies. 
Then, Dormammu remembered a trifling errand he sent 
Shao Khan to complete.” She paused. “The Tournament of 
Veils is not being prepared. The invading dimension of 
Outworld is a complete mess. And here you sit.” Her visage 
darkened. “I‟m in a killing mood, little king. Make me 
happy.” 

 “Indeed, your Dread Majesty,” Shao Khan agreed 
sourly. “Relying on mortals is always disappointing. Look at 
that mess.” He gestured at Shang Tsung, the wasted sorcerer 
hanging in green energy. “He lost about all the soul he had 
left just getting us out of a run-in with some of Prime‟s 
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defenders. So here we are, trapped. Dread Dormammu 
graciously transported us here, and this runt transported us 
to Prime; we are unable to move on our own, or that 
dimension would be smoking rubble by now.” 

 “As it is, Outworld is a mess instead.” She scowled. 
“Dread Dormammu likes the way you run his war 
dimension, or I would leave you here to rot for a thousand 
years before giving you another chance. One of the down 
sides of immortality, I suppose,” she sneered. “I‟m here to 
take you back to Outworld. First, I‟ll give this worm some 
soul back. So, you know,” she added, “he‟ll suffer when I kill 
him for failing.” A shock of green twisted out of her image 
and snapped into Shang Tsung; for a moment, he clenched 
and screamed soundlessly, then the green winked out and he 
collapsed on the stone, gasping desperately. 

 “Wait!” Shang Tsung all but vomited the word out, 
holding up a shaky hand. “Wait, Dread Majesty! I will get you 
Prime!” 

 “What, you have a new scheme that will work better 
than the last five?” Her voice was wicked and sweet. As she 
looked at Shang Tsung, his skin blistered with the energy of 
so powerful a being, even projected through so many layers. 

 “If you attack directly,” he shuddered in the language of 
Outworld, “the Web of Light may destroy your dimension as 
you push across its boundaries.” 

 “Not destroy, both the Dark Dimension and Outworld 
are too powerful for that,” she scoffed. She hesitated. “But 
Dread Dormammu would rather have his shiny bauble 
without losing so much energy.” She narrowed her eyes. 
“You have a month to hold the Tournament of Veils and 
win. No more. If you have failed at that time, Outworld will 
be released through Prime‟s defenses. Shao Khan, you will 
have to take control as you once did—with your own 
strength and cunning, not by Dormammu‟s order. I have 
spoken.” She frowned. “But I have not yet killed.” Lightning 
shot out and burst one of the silent monks. All but Shao 
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Khan flinched from the explosion and sizzling gobbets that 
sprayed out like little comets. 

 “Unsatisfying,” Dread Umar growled. “I‟ll be back for 
you.” The connection winked out, and the exhausted air 
seemed to settle. Shao Khan strode forward and knelt in the 
circle, picking up an intricate box that fit neatly in his palm. 

 “What is that?” Shang Tsung asked. 

 “I can solve this, and speak to Dread Dormammu 
himself,” Shao Khan growled. “Our mission may be more 
important than Umar let on.” 

 For a moment, those in the room considered the 
implications. 

 “We eat the wizard now?” Baraka said hopefully. 

 “Shut up,” Goro grunted. 

 “Wizard,” Shao Khan said to Shang Tsung. “We need to 
get down to Prime and you need to show me what forces 
you have waiting for you there.” 

 “Yes, master,” Shang Tsung fawned. 

 “And it was clever to keep from me that you understood 
the tongue of Outworld. I spoke in Chinese so you would 
understand me.” The warlord stepped up to the wasted 
sorcerer, towering over him. “Understand that if you try to 
manipulate me, I will find out, and you will be weeks dying.” 
The threat was simple, almost dismissive. 

 “My only thought is to serve you,” Shang Tsung lied 
earnestly. “Now, I have contacts with the Lin Quei ninja 
clan, each generation brings new leadership opportunities. 
They are our primary tool on Prime. With their help, we can 
set up the Tournament of Veils in a week, so we can get 
through this in time. I‟ve never done it so quickly bef—
urk—” 

 Shao Khan lifted him by a fistful of his robe, then tossed 
him aside. “You disgust me, Primeling,” he growled. “Games 
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be damned. I rankle at this failure. I will offer Dread 
Dormammu nothing less than Prime itself. We will find 
those who maintain Prime‟s defenses, and we will destroy 
them. I have slain gods in their throne rooms, and I will have 
this dimension to add to my Lord‟s holdings.” 

 “As you wish,” Shang Tsung said with a deep bow. 
“Now, at last, to Prime,” he murmured, his eyes lighting up. 
He felt the fading energy Umar had pumped into him, and he 
touched on it to activate the portal. The metal again sizzled.  

 “Step onto the platform, my Lord,” Shang Tsung 
grinned. “Your conquest awaits.” 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

 The door to the small apartment opened, a slim 
nondescript woman stepped in and closed the door behind 
her. She heaved a small sigh, tossing her purse on the end 
table, and she padded into the living room. 

 A massive hand clamped on her head, flung her 
carelessly; she bounced off the wall and thrust down her 
hand, turning the fall into a graceful cartwheel. Without even 
looking, she dropped to her knees and pressed her face 
against the floor. 

 “My Lord,” she breathed in a language older than 
humanity. “You have found me.” 

 “You betrayed me,” growled a voice that was barely 
audible but rumbled through her bones with its power. “Why 
should I not kill you slowly?” The figure in the shadows 
seemed too big to fit in the corner of the room, the shadows 
were too dark to be real. Ribbons of steel unfurled from the 
shadow, snaking along the wall, the floor. They were razor 
sharp. 

 “I am yours, and loyal, my Lord,” she said reverently. “If 
you want my death, you have but to ask me for it and I offer 
myself to you to do as you see fit. Before I am destroyed, I 
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dearly wish to tell you what I have been doing on your 
behalf, so you may benefit from it.” 

 The shadow paused, considering. “Go on.” 

 “I have been working with Lex Luthor,” she said, 
rocking up to her knees and facing the shadow. Her skin and 
hair rippled, changed; she was blue-skinned, with pale eyes, 
and straight crimson hair. She did not look fully human, but 
instead a shape-shifting eldritch creature. “I still believe he 
can seal the Web of Light, hindering our enemies.” 

 The shadow grunted. “No, the web crawlers will not be 
so easily fooled again. He may have come close but he 
failed.” 

 “He laid the groundwork,” the woman said patiently. 
“He has obelisks of warpstone gathered from „meteor rock‟ 
fragments in Smallville. The dimensional crawlers were to 
drag those obelisks to the points where the Web of Light 
connects to the intergalactic network. By sealing it, energy 
could not flow to or from this dimension, and 
reinforcements could not travel in.” 

 “I do recall,” the shadow rumbled. “But the Sorcerer 
Supreme sent his lackeys and they defeated Luthor, releasing 
the dimensional crawlers.” 

 “Luthor still has the warpstone obelisks,” the woman 
continued. “Part of my deal with Rasputin, when he was still 
alive, was that should the Perfection Valley effort be 
compromised, the obelisks would be salvaged and returned 
to Luthor‟s warehouse. Rasputin upheld his end of the deal. 
Now, the reason we needed the crawlers was because we do 
not know where the wider Web connects to the Web of 
Light on Prime.” 

 “Don‟t toy with me, Darkholme,” the shadow 
murmured, and the steel ribbons were restless once more. 

 “The Sorcerer Supreme has an artifact, the Crystal of 
Agamotto, that maps out the Web of Light and its 
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connection points. Using that, we could chart the 
intersections between the wider Web and this dimension‟s 
defenses. This artifact was stolen from the Sorcerer Supreme 
by Rasputin, before his death. I know who has it now.” 

 “This is pointless if we cannot travel interdimensionally 
with the obelisks. You are in no position to waste my time,” 
the shadow growled.  

 Darkholme raced on. “The warpstone can be built into 
satellites as a power source, if you have the technology, 
infrastructure, and funding. Luthor has all three. He has 
crafted satellites with warpstone in them, and as they travel in 
orbit that is disruptive in multiple dimensions. We can 
position satellites to interrupt the connections between the 
webs, isolating Prime.” 

 “Why is Luthor working with you?” the shadow 
muttered, thinking it through. “After your suggestion with 
the crawlers fell through, why would he trust you again?” 

 “It wasn‟t easy,” she admitted, “but I offered him 
something he could not resist. Lex Luthor spent time as a 
young man in Smallville, Kansas, where Clark Kent also grew 
up. He knew Kent wasn‟t like other people. I filled in some 
gaps; told him Kent was an alien from another world, and 
some of his capabilities. That helped with trust, and then I 
promised him a breeding pair of aliens so he could take 
advantage of them scientifically to further his own ends.” 

 “You‟ve been working on this for some time,” the 
shadow observed. 

 “I am tireless in your service, Lord,” she replied humbly. 
“One of the aliens works for the Sorcerer Supreme. She 
could fly up and simply destroy the satellites. But Lex Luthor 
has a defense grid, and with my help, he upgraded it so all the 
weapons are fueled by warpstone. Warpstone is lethal to the 
aliens. So we should be able to protect the satellites from 
interference.” 
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 “How do you plan to get the aliens?” the shadow asked, 
amused. 

 “I will find a way,” she replied. “They crossed the 
Shadow Court, back in Smallville, trespassing in our business. 
I will repay them for that insult, and accomplish your ends, in 
one act.” 

 “Excellent. But without coordinates, the satellites will 
not be able to seal the dimension.” 

 “That‟s why we need the Crystal of Agamotto,” she 
agreed. “With it, we can make corrections to the orbits of the 
satellites as needed so they retain their effectiveness, at least 
until after the Reckoning is over and you have won, plunging 
the world into a thousand years of darkness.” 

 “Indeed. How do you plan to get the Crystal?” 
Indulgence warmed his tone. 

 “When Rasputin robbed the Sanctum Sanctorum of the 
Sorcerer Supreme, he stole a number of artifacts and the 
Crystal of Agamotto was among them. He hid them in one 
of his safehouse pocket dimensions. His apprentice, Smythe, 
explored one of these safehouses and recovered the Crystal 
for his own use. He will trade with me, giving me the 
Crystal.” 

 “Why would he trade with you?” the shadow asked. 
“Last time you had a working arrangement, you stabbed him 
and shot him and stole his prize.” 

 Darkholme shrugged. “He‟s not the type to let a grudge 
stand in the way of tangible advantage. I will offer him the 
one who killed his master, Rasputin. That will get his 
attention. He longs for revenge. I know Charles Xavier was 
the one to kill Rasputin, and I‟ve tracked him down.” 

 “He must have crossed you once,” the shadow 
observed. 
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 “No one gets away with it forever,” Darkholme 
murmured, “for I serve the Unseelie Court and my Dark 
Lord.” 

 “That‟s a good girl,” the shadow purred. “You may 
serve me awhile longer; I will put your betrayal from my 
mind for the time being. Now that I plan to let you live, you 
may assist me in some other work I have laid out. It is time 
to strip the Sorcerer Supreme of his allies and servants, so he 
will stand alone when the Reckoning is at its height, and he 
will be shattered.” 

 “I live only to serve you,” Darkholme breathed, pressing 
her forehead to the floor again. Her Dark Lord laughed, and 
reality itself shivered for a moment. 

* 

 Dusk, and snow swirled along the street tracing along 
building faces as though looking for a familiar feature. A man 
hunched in his bulky coat, standing on the front stoop of a 
brownstone mansion wedged in with other brownstone 
mansions along the Greenwich Village street. He rang the 
doorbell. 

 A shadow grew on the other side of the door, then it 
opened. A short, bald man in gray clothes like pajamas 
smiled at the guest. “Please, come in Dr. Banner.” 

 “Thanks,” grinned the man on the stoop. He stepped 
into the hall, shrugging off his coat. He was lean, but well 
muscled. His mousy hair was disheveled, and he had not 
shaved in a week or so. He squinted like a man used to 
glasses. “Is Dr. Strange in?” 

 “He is not at the moment, but I am your humble servant 
until he returns. I am Wong. Please join me in the study.” 
The Asian man noiselessly crossed to the study, and gestured 
to a couch. “May I bring you some tea and refreshments?” 

 “I‟d love that,” Banner said. “I‟ve come a long way.” 
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 “Please be comfortable. I will return.” Wong bowed and 
stepped out. Banner relaxed on the couch, and felt a moment 
of dislocation. The study was done in burgundy and dark 
paneling, with massive and old furniture; it had the feel of a 
seldom-used room, even though no dust settled anywhere. 
Banner shifted his damp shoes on the thick pad of area 
carpeting, and glanced out the bay window. The room 
seemed so immoveable and motionless, and outside, snow 
swirled down weightlessly. In the moment of silence, Banner 
heard the faint clack of seconds ticking out of a clock 
somewhere in the house. He had arrived. It hardly seemed 
real. 

 Wong returned, with a tray, bringing fresh life into the 
room. Banner reflexively smiled at him as the bald servant 
put a teapot, tea cup, plate of sandwiches, and fresh cookies 
on the table at his elbow. Banner hesitated as Wong poured 
the tea, then started on the sandwiches as steam wisped up 
from his cup. As he ate, Wong moved from lamp to 
candlestand, lighting wicks in the dim room. The study 
glowed with indirect light, and as Wong finished, he collected 
all but the teacup and pot. The food was gone. 

 “Would you like some muffins?” Wong asked. “I baked 
them this afternoon.” 

 “That was all delicious, thank you,” Banner said. 
“Muffins sound great.” 

 Banner heard someone come down the stairs into the 
hall. “Wong, I‟ve got these—oh, we have company.” She 
smiled, off balance. Her rich auburn hair was in a careless 
bun, her business casual blouse and skirt were no-nonsense 
but flattering. There was a striking intelligence in her eyes, 
and her face still held a lovely breath of youth, even as she 
was clearly an adult. Her accent carried the crisp accents of a 
British aristocrat. 

 “Doctor Bruce Banner,” Wong said, “this is Doctor 
Strange‟s apprentice, Victoria Bently.” 
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 “Pleased to meet you,” Banner said as he ducked into a 
nod. “I‟m here to see the doctor.” He tried on a smile. 

 “He‟s out at the moment,” Bently said apologetically. 

 “Yes, I know,” Banner replied. “I‟ll wait. I‟ve traveled a 
long way to get here.” 

 “He gets that a lot,” she said, amused and rueful. They 
hardly noticed Wong slipping into the kitchen. Bently 
stepped into the parlor with Banner. “Bruce Banner… 
Strange has spoken of you. You once had the Shard of 
Cttrock.” 

 “Had?” Banner said, a distant look in his eye. He 
reached into his pocket, and pulled out a ruby-red crystal, the 
length of his hand, faceted and lovely. He hefted it, and 
offered her a smile. “I‟ve come to give it to Strange for 
safekeeping.” 

 “That will certainly interest him,” Bently agreed, 
eyebrows rising with the understatement. 

 “Strange has consistently tried to help me get my head 
together over the last few years, while I was dealing with 
some… some trouble that comes from a compartmentalized 
life.” Banner shrugged. “Eventually his help paid off, and I 
want to thank him. I don‟t have a lot of commitments at this 
point in my life, and I thought maybe…” He looked out the 
window. “Maybe he could use my help for a change.” 

 “I think he gets everyone he helps to help him in 
return,” Bently said with a wry smile. “You wrote an article 
for his magazine, the Planetary. On mass displacement, 
wormholes; it was too technical for me,” she apologized. 
“Looked very interesting.” 

 He slipped the shard back in his pocket. “Well, more 
interesting to live than read. I imagine most articles in the 
Planetery magazine share that trait.” 

 She nodded. “Most.” She looked at the floor. 
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 He watched her for a moment. “Do I make you 
uncomfortable?” he asked quietly. 

 “What?” She looked him in the eye, shocked. “Of 
course not! We have only just met.” 

 “I will,” he shrugged. “Eventually I make everyone 
uncomfortable. You are Strange‟s apprentice, so you‟ll get a 
taste of real power. Then you will know what I mean.” He 
shook his head. “Power is lonely. Even other misfits are 
uncomfortable around you, eventually.” He sipped his tea. 

 For a moment, awkward quiet hung heavy in the air. 

 “If you don‟t mind,” Banner said, “I‟ve been traveling, 
and I‟d like to get some sleep before Strange gets back.” 

 “Of course,” Bently said warmly. “I‟ll tell Wong you‟re 
not to be disturbed.” She smiled at him, stood, and left, 
pulling the parlor door closed behind her. 

 “Wong?” she murmured, glancing into the kitchen 
where he puttered. 

 “I heard,” Wong replied without looking up. 

 She took a deep breath, released it, and headed up three 
flights of stairs and down the hall. She paused outside the 
double doors, rich with engravings and mystic protections. 
The doors creaked open, and she stepped through them. 

 “I was beginning to think you‟d be meditating through 
the whole rest of the Reckoning,” she said wryly. 

 A lean man stood by the coat rack in the corner of a 
room with too many corners. He had just shrugged his shirt 
on over his toned and defined torso, and he glanced over at 
her with half a smile. His tousled black hair was shot through 
with gray, and positively pale along the temples. He was a 
weapon. 

 “I would love to report it did me some good,” he 
sighed. “I chased leads. And they were faster than I, this 
time.” 
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 “We tell people you are out while you meditate,” Bently 
observed as she looked around the room. “That‟s true, to a 
point.” Shelves built into the wall were filled with tomes and 
books, odd items, jars, spheres, bits of fur and bone. The 
floor had inlaid patterns, and a throne sat on a circle of metal 
in the floor. A bed sprawled on one side, almost shapeless. 
Most of the light in the room came from a round skylight, 
laced with wood that formed a symbol cast on the floor in 
sunlight. The air moved differently here, just slightly out of 
step with the rest of the world. 

 “What do you need?” Strange asked as he tucked his 
shirt in his slacks. 

 “A visitor downstairs, Dr. Banner,” Bently reported. 
“He‟s brought you the Shard for safekeeping.” 

 Strange froze, his mind whirling, then he grinned 
broadly. “That is most excellent news!” He paused, and his 
expression darkened. “Which means the balance has finally 
shifted far enough we are headed directly into the endgame 
of the Reckoning.” There was little of delight in his eyes as 
he looked to Bently again. “Send Banner up. We have a lot to 
talk about.” 

 Bently quietly left, and by the time she returned with 
Banner, Strange was fully dressed in a pale shirt, dark slacks, 
pointed shoes, a red coat that looked comfortable even 
inside. His hair was smoothed back, he was shaved, he 
looked rested. 

 “Greetings, welcome,” Strange said as he shook 
Banner‟s hand. “I am delighted to see you.” 

 Bently backed out and closed the door as Banner rubbed 
the back of his neck, echoing Strange‟s smile. “I‟m glad to be 
here, Strange. Really glad.” 

 “You look good,” Strange nodded, glancing over the 
doctor. 
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 “I have a wormhole in me, as you know. I got used to 
either being Banner, or—chimera, wormhole, that thing. I 
followed your lead, going to Xavier, who sent me to Tibet, 
and I found the giant; this guy who had a certain shard.” He 
lifted the Shard of Cttrock out of his pocket. “I learned that 
if the Shard is given to you voluntarily, it will grant your 
wish. Then it will give you another. Then… then it is time to 
let the Shard move on.” He looked Strange in the eye. “I 
wished to have balance, Strange, control of this thing that 
shares me. And I got it. So I want more muscle?” He 
shrugged, and his clothes strained as his arms and legs 
thickened. He relaxed, shrinking back down to normal size. 
“I finally have the control I needed to live a good life. I have 
you to thank.” He glanced at the shard he held. “This 
thing… it‟s too much for me to keep it. Too much power. 
Too much danger, if the wrong person got it.” 

 “True,” Strange agreed, “but I don‟t think you‟re ready 
to let it go yet. You will know, when the time is right.” 

 “And I don‟t have my second wish yet,” Banner 
shrugged, “the one the Shard will give me. I thought maybe 
we could work together for a while, I might find it.” He 
paused. “You really think I should hang on to this for a while 
longer?” 

 “I can give it to some people for protection,” Strange 
said, “so it will be safe. All you must do is show up and ask 
for it, and they will return it to you.” 

 “That sounds good,” Banner said quietly. “Where is this 
place?” 

 “China,” Strange replied. “And we‟ll need a safe place 
for you, too. We are in the middle of a kind of crisis. If you 
were captured or killed, that could shift the balance for the 
next thousand years. So we‟ll want to keep you safe. I 
appreciate you coming to me,” Strange said, sincere. 

 “Glad to be here,” Banner smiled. “It‟s good to be on 
the right side for once.” 
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 “Speaking of being on the right side,” Strange said, “do 
you know what happened to the previous owner of the 
shard?” 

 Banner looked down at his hands. “I really don‟t,” he 
said. “We were together in the mountains, then he slipped 
off, headed for some dangerous mission he did not expect to 
survive. I don‟t know what he went to do, or how it turned 
out.” 

 “I can fill in the blanks,” Strange said, and Banner 
looked up with a new energy and attention. “Cain Marko. He 
confronted Rasputin, who nearly killed him. He was almost 
devoured, but we rescued him. He has been back just over a 
week, he is recovering under Xavier‟s care.” 

 “I would like to see him,” Banner said, “very much.” 

 “We can do that, no problem,” Strange said. “Did he tell 
you what his wishes were?” 

 Banner‟s face hitched into a peculiar half-smile. “First, 
to be unstoppable, destroy anything in his path. Then, 
later… he wanted to be strong enough to do the right thing, 
no matter the cost.” 

 For a time, they were quiet together. 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

Sunday, February 6, 2006 

 Strange leaned over the heavy book, eyes lost in the 
page. He sighed, leaned back, and pressed his hands against 
his face. “Damn,” he murmured. Then he rubbed his eyes 
once, blinked hard, then a few rapid blinks more, and he 
leaned back over the book. 

 The library was washed in a pale, dark light for a 
moment as fire swept down out of nowhere. Then it was 
gone, and an attractive blonde leaned against the table. Her 
hair was back in a pony tail, an eyepatch made her heart-
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shaped face oddly sinister, and her smile shamed that of the 
cat that ate the canary. “I got your message, Strange,” she 
said. “Here I am.” 

 “Illyana,” Strange said, leaning back in his chair, not 
even startled. “Thank you for coming. I need your help.” 

 “Just ask,” she said seriously. 

 “I need to move some assets around,” Strange said, 
“and I don‟t want them targeted in transit. I need to 
supervise this personally, and I do not want to move through 
the ley lines to do it.” 

 “You are finally getting Tandy back?” Illyana asked, 
trying to sound casual. 

 “Yes. I did not tell you where I hid her, because I didn‟t 
want you to be… questioned to get that information. And I 
know you could not locate her by scrying.” Strange looked 
her in the eye. “It‟s time you knew about Prime‟s other 
defender.” 

 “Other defender?” Illyana echoed. “I thought the 
Sorcerer Supreme was in charge of regulating the energy flow 
and protecting Prime from outside interference.” 

 “That‟s true of the western hemisphere,” Strange 
nodded. “The eastern half of the world is protected by an 
ancient and primal force, one that was birthed out of the 
beginning of the Web of Light, Agamotto‟s first effort.” 

 “Why am I just now finding out about this?” Illyana 
asked lightly. “I was your apprentice for years, we‟ve been 
working together for quite a while now. And this? This is not 
a detail.” 

 “The two Prime Defenders move in separate circles, we 
have different responsibilities. I‟m telling you now,” Strange 
said in a matter-of-fact tone that did not invite further 
questions. “Possibly the safest place in the planet is the 
Temple of Light, a monastery in China. There, the White 
Lotus Society is based. They are a group of monks who hone 
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their bodies, their minds, their spirits to engage and destroy 
threats to Prime. I have responded to the individualism of 
the West in attracting agents to assist in the work, and the 
Society respond to the collective good in gathering those of 
like mindset to create an army of agents working together 
against threats. They are not as individually powerful, but 
they are very well networked and trained.” 

 “So this monastery was created in prehistoric times?” 
Illyana asked, skeptical. 

 “No, I‟m getting ahead of myself.” Strange heaved the 
big book shut. “They are dedicated to serving Rayden, the 
God of Thunder. He actually prefers lightning,” Strange 
shrugged, “but his public relations are his lookout.” 

 “So do you ever, you know, hang out and compare 
notes?” Illyana asked. 

 “Being a god, or powerful god-like being, he doesn‟t 
spend all his time in a body,” Strange replied. “He is an 
energy being, and sometimes his consciousness expands 
beyond bodies and he is lost in the Web of Light. Then, he 
concentrates down into one mortal, replacing that mortal‟s 
mind with his own, taking on a new shape. He does this 
about once every ten to twenty years. One of his 
responsibilities is the Tournament of Veils, and that is where 
the Society comes in.” 

 Illyana dragged a chair back from the table and seated 
herself. “White Lotus Society. Thunder God. Tournament of 
Veils. Okay.” 

 “Every twenty two years, roughly, Prime participates in a 
tournament. See, the Dread Dormammu is a massively 
powerful other-dimensional intellect that conquers and 
collects dimensions. He is opposed to the work of 
Enitharmon the Weaver. If he could, Dormammu would 
displace Enitharmon, respinning the galaxy to suit his tastes 
for a thousand years.” Strange paused. “We wouldn‟t like it,” 
he clarified. “Now, many dimensions are protected, as Prime 
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is. So Dormammu would lay siege to these dimensions and 
eventually tear them down and absorb them, but that was an 
expensive and difficult, not to mention boring, process. A 
coalition of dimensions he sought to conquer banded 
together, and offered the Tournament of Veils. In this 
tournament, each dimension submits four or six of their very 
best fighters. They duel with representatives from Outworld. 
If they win, Outworld cannot attack until the next 
tournament. A dimension must lose ten tournaments in a 
row before Outworld can conquer them without the other 
dimensions in the tournament counterattacking. If Outworld 
or Dormammu cheats outrageously then all the participants will 
band together and attack them. It systematizes the violence.” 

 “So are we on the edge or what?” Illyana asked, 
concerned. 

 “We won a tournament, six back, it was Kung Lao of 
the Temple of Light, leader of the Society of the White 
Lotus. He fought and defeated everyone in the tournament. 
It was a good year, from what I‟m told,” Strange shrugged. 
“That‟s not our problem. Our problem is that the 
Tournament of Veils is not being prepared, and we are due 
to participate in it.” 

 “Not being prepared?” 

 “Shimura is an island, or so it seems. It is a half-step off 
Prime, and a sorcerer named Shang Tsung runs it. He invites 
half the fighters from Prime, Rayden invites the other half. 
Because, see, Shang Tsung is from Prime. As host, he 
demands the right to choose some of the participants. It is a 
way to weaken us.” Strange sighed. “Also, Rayden tends to 
incarnate to prepare fighters, then to watch over them and 
check for cheating. He has not incarnated in this cycle, and 
he‟s behind.” Strange paused. “Dangerously behind. But I 
don‟t want to pick up the slack, because he is devious and 
has plans within plans. Besides, I have my own business to 
mind.” 

 “Can we look for Rayden?” Illyana asked. 
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 “He tends to crop up in the most unexpected places,” 
Strange said vaguely. “We don‟t tie him to our plans. We just 
hope he will back us up in the most opportune moments.” 

 “Right. But you think it might not hurt to check in with 
his home base.” 

 Strange smiled. “You are correct. While we‟re sharing, I 
have another fun fact. Doctor Bruce Banner came to me and 
offered his help.” 

 “Really?” Illyana blinked. “That—is so cool,” she grinned. 
“Is he here? I‟d like to talk to him.” 

 “In a minute,” Strange said. “Remember, he‟s one of the 
decision points in the Reckoning. We must do everything we 
can to protect him.” 

 “Sounds good to me,” Illyana grinned. “Anything else?” 

 “Yes,” Strange said. He looked at her sheepishly. “Yes 
indeed. Forgive me. I‟m being greedy. I… how is your 
daughter Raven?” He paused. “How is life going, Illyana?” 
He leaned back in his chair, his defenses lowered, a teacher 
to his former student; a friend. 

 Illyana chuckled. “Don‟t worry about it. You have a lot 
on your mind. My baby girl is doing great. I have a demon 
looking after her day and night, I can mystically replenish my 
energy instead of sleeping, and so I get to really focus on the 
good parts instead of the hard and messy work. I‟m a mother, 
which is still damned hard to grasp. I‟m living the good life.” 
She paused. “And I‟d like to hang on to it, so let‟s please win 
this Reckoning.” 

 “Right.” Strange rose. “That‟s a big part of why we do 
what we do. Protect the world so our children have a chance 
to leave it better than they found it.” 

 They left the library, headed down the stairs, and found 
Wong and Banner in the kitchen. 
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 “These are delicious,” Banner was saying as they came 
in. “Care to give me a recipe?” 

 “It is one of many ancient secrets in this house,” Wong 
said with a bit of a grin, obviously flattered. “I will make 
them for you any time you want.” 

 “Doctor Banner!” Illyana said, striding into the kitchen. 
“Seems like it‟s been forever!” 

 “Well, hello there,” Banner replied, rising to give her a 
hug. He let her go, and they regarded each other for a 
moment. “Good to see you in the house of heroes,” Banner 
said. 

 “You too, big guy,” Illyana replied. “You don‟t look like 
a geek at all.” 

 “I‟ve been, well, working out,” he said with a wry smile. 
“It‟s good to have some kind of hope for the future. Makes a 
big difference.”  

 “Damn straight,” Illyana nodded. “Hey, I‟ve got this guy 
in my life now, we have a kid. I probably wouldn‟t even still 
be alive now if we hadn‟t talked, back when we first met in 
Canada. So… it‟s great to see you again, all in one piece.” 

 “And thriving,” Banner nodded. “I like what I see in the 
mirror.” He frowned. “You lost an eye?” 

 Illyana touched at the eyepatch. “It‟s a great life, but it 
isn‟t free,” she said with a shrug. Banner nodded, looking 
away. 

 “We are headed to a safehouse for you,” Strange said. 
“Did you want to make a stop first?” 

 “Yes, if that‟s alright,” Banner nodded.  

 “Let‟s go,” Illyana said. She looked to Strange, who put 
a hand over Banner‟s chest, suppressing his interdimensional 
link for a moment. Then pale dark flame swirled up around 
them, leaving Wong in the kitchen alone. He smiled to 
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himself, picked up the empty plates, and put them by the 
sink. 

 The flame whisked away, leaving Strange, Illyana, and 
Banner standing on a deep carpet of moss. To one side, a 
clear pool, and a much bigger pool some distance to the 
other side. A dais rose up to a throne, which had an elaborate 
back hung with more moss. Flowerbeds surrounded the great 
stone throne room and audience chamber. Illyana squatted 
by one pool, peering in. 

 “Imagine where you want to go,” she said to Banner. He 
nodded, and a castle came into view in the clear water of the 
pool. Illyana smiled, flame rushed over them again, and when 
it vanished, they stood on the moor before a lonely castle. 

 “Here we are,” she said, and they approached the front 
gate. 

 “What is that you did there?” Banner asked, a bit 
breathless. 

 “My stepping disks allow me to move between Prime 
and Limbo, a dimension where I am Sorceress Supreme. I 
can see out of Limbo to Prime. That‟s how we steered here.” 
She shrugged. “It is how I escaped from the Project base in 
Canada, how I came back and rescued my friends.” 

 “Neat trick,” he said, shaking his head. “Saves on 
frequent flyer miles.” 

 “Illyana is a great help to me,” Strange said, “and 
teleportation is only one reason.” 

 The massive gate creaked open, pushed by a single 
teenager. He grinned as he trotted out to meet them. “Hey, 
Banner!” he called out. “And you have friends! We just had 
you out here, it‟s good to see you back so soon. Are you 
staying?” He was rangy, with the enthusiasm of youth, his 
features strong and defined under a mop of fine chestnut 
hair.  
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 “Hello, Rich,” Banner said. “No, not staying. Dr. 
Strange, tells me that Cain Marko is here.” 

 “Oh, he is, we have him in our kind of medical bay 
thing,” Rich said quickly. “Come on in.” He led them 
through the castle gate, across a courtyard and into a 
structure that had once been a chapel. Inside, there were a 
number of beds, and several ranks of medical equipment. On 
one bed, a man lay wrapped entirely in bandages, only bloody 
slits in the gauze for his eyes, mouth, and nose. Here and 
there, ugly rust colored patches rose up almost to the surface 
of the bandages. 

 “What happened to him?” Banner said, breathless. 

 “He was an irresistible force,” murmured a cultured 
voice from the doorway behind them. “He met an 
immoveable object.” 

 They turned to see a bald man in a wheelchair, his 
features fine and delicate. “He was sent to another world, 
and he battled a monster that cannot be killed. It drained all 
his supernatural might.” He paused. “It is good to see you 
again so soon, Bruce.” 

 Banner nodded. “Good to see you too, Xavier. I‟m glad 
to see Cain is in good hands.” 

 Xavier looked to Strange. “Why don‟t we catch up on 
things over some tea,” he suggested. He backed his chair, 
turned, and hummed down the hall on the electric powered 
wheelchair. Strange and Illyana followed. 

 Banner sat on a chair by the bed. “How are you doing, 
Cain?” he asked. 

 “I hurt. Everywhere.” Marko shifted slightly. “But I‟m 
alive and I‟ll heal.” A little more blood soaked into the corner 
of his mouth bandage as he talked. Banner wondered if his 
skin was torn inside his mouth, too. Marko struggled to 
breathe. “Who are you?” 
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 Banner chuckled. “You asked me that every day, up in 
the mountains.” 

 “I asked…myself…the same question…twice a day.” 
Marko‟s bandaged features were unreadable. 

 Banner let out a small sigh, struggling. “I hope you like 
the answer,” he said, lightly touching one of Marko‟s 
bandaged arms. “You did a very brave thing, going up against 
whatever you faced, expecting to die. I am so glad you lived.” 

 “Still working…on that gratitude,” Marko wheezed, 
more blood oozing. “I will heal.” 

 “I got my first wish,” Banner said. “I can control my 
transformations. Now, I am wondering what the second will 
be.” 

 “Mine brought me… peace,” Marko managed. “Free of 
the burden…of power…of fury…of desire. I am at peace.” 

 “Rest,” Banner said, patting his arm gently. “I‟ll come 
back to see you when this big crisis is over.” He smiled at the 
bandaged man. 

 As he left, Marko was strangely quiet. 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

 The flames curled to nothing in an instant, leaving 
Illyana, Strange, and Banner standing on a broad porch. The 
solid house rose up on one side, and all around several feet 
of snow covered the ground. The door banged open, and a 
lithe man sprang out—his skin seemed blue, it was covered 
in close velvety fur. His yellow eyes were narrowed, his tail 
lashed. With the skill and poise of an expert swordsman, he 
pointed a rapier at the trio for a moment before his eyes 
widened. 

 “I hope I did not startle you as much as you startled 
me,” he said apologetically in a smooth Germanic accent. 
“Please, come inside where it is warm.” 
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 “Sorry to come in so close, Kurt,” Illyana said, “but my 
friends are not as Russian as I am, and they might not like 
the depth of snow you have out there tonight.” 

 Kurt chuckled, then led them into the house, speaking 
to a communicator built into his thumbnail: “All clear, it is 
Strange and his friends.” 

 By the time Strange, Illyana, and Banner were seated on 
the comfortable couch before the fireplace, in the spacious 
living room that looked like a resort hotel‟s lobby, the other 
residents had gathered. 

 Strange rose to shake a lean man‟s hand. “Reed, thank 
you for your hospitality,” Strange said. “We have need of the 
Illuminati.” 

 “We stand ready to serve the Sorcerer Supreme in 
Agamotto‟s legacy, defending Prime from whatever threats 
rise against it,” Reed said. His auburn hair was streaked pale 
at the temples, his eyes were magnetically commanding, he 
was strong and slim. At his side was a curvaceous and ageless 
blonde. At his other side, a tall athletic man with pale hair 
who had a dangerous look to him. In the shadows, a massive 
stone statue of a man—with blue eyes and mobile features. 

 “Where are the rest of the Illuminati?” Strange asked. 

 “They are working on a few projects in the basement,” 
Reed replied. “I assumed your business would be with me.” 

 “So it is,” Strange nodded. “You know this is the 
Reckoning.” 

 “I do,” Reed nodded.  

 Strange turned to regard Banner. “This is Doctor Bruce 
Banner. He is critical to our plans. I need you to keep him 
safe from anyone who would try to capture or harm him.” 

 “A fellow scientist,” Reed said with a radiant smile. “I 
must say, your article in the Planetary piqued my interest in 
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planchette layered dimensional harmonics, and their response 
to neuralkinetic fields.” 

 “Of course, that was for a magazine, so I couldn‟t show 
the math, but I think there could be some interesting 
applications,” Banner agreed. “Strange has told me some 
about your technology—forget what I bring to the table, I 
want to play with your toys. Do you really have a working 
personal stealth field?” 

 Reed thought a moment. “Why, yes we do,” he smiled. 
“I think you might be more interested in a zero-resistance 
generative battery. It‟s this big,” he said with a grin, pinching 
his fingers so he could put a marble between them. Banner‟s 
eyes lit up. 

 “Why don‟t we go on and let you two catch up on,” 
Illyana gestured vaguely, “all the science. Thanks for 
protecting Banner for us.” 

 “Our pleasure,” Reed said. “Good hunting.” 

 With that, fire swirled up again, Strange and Illyana 
vanished. Fire skirled away, leaving them in Limbo. 

 “I remember when your teleportation was like stepping 
disks,” Strange said. “Now, it‟s almost a ball of fire.” 

 “I‟m more powerful than I was,” Illyana shrugged, “and 
my magic more flexible. You have a lot to do with that. So 
where are we headed now?” 

 “To China, to the monastery of the Society of the White 
Lotus. Like my Sanctum Sanctorum, it is a quarter step off 
Prime. They have taken pains to conceal the Light they 
gather from the overall geomantic pattern; it does not appear 
on the Crystal of Agamotto, or to geomantic investigation. 
Unless you know just where to look.” 

 Strange adjusted her scry. “Now, through that passage 
between the stones. How close can you teleport us in?” 
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 She guided the scry, and Light gushed up out of it, 
spraying into Limbo. “Not close,” she muttered. “How far 
do you think we‟ll have to walk?” 

 “Maybe a kilometer,” Strange said. “Go ahead and drop 
us at the door.” 

 A moment later they stood in the scene they had 
watched through the mystic pool. A lone man in a pajama-
like gi stepped out of a small hut just past the stones. 

 “No one passes,” he said in Chinese. 

 “I need to speak with Kung Lao,” Strange replied in 
Chinese, bowing deeply. Off balance, Illyana bowed too. 

 “Who shall I say has come?” 

 “Doctor Stephen Strange. He will know me.” Strange 
offered the sentry an enigmatic smile. 

 The sentry nodded and headed back into the hut. 

 “This looks like lousy security to me,” Illyana said. “I 
don‟t even see any glyphs or wards or defenses.” 

 “Yes, it is tempting to ignore him and simply go do what 
we want, isn‟t it,” Strange said with a peculiar smile. “It is 
supposed to be tempting. This sentry is not just to handle 
violence, you know. It is about respect as well. It is all too 
easy for those who have real power, good or evil, to brush 
aside those who do not. That is one of the deepest 
advantages the Society has.” 

 “So if you charge in you get bushwhacked, is that it?” 

 “You scried,” Strange said. “This place is the safest in 
the world.” He shrugged to settle his coat as the sentry 
returned. 

 “Please follow me,” the sentry said, bowing low. 

 They passed the standing stones and the hut, then a 
thick stand of trees, a bridge over a stream, around a corner 
to a meadow. Atop the meadow‟s hill, a massive Buddhist 
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monastery compound dominated the skyline, oddly dreamy. 
It did not take long to reach it. 

 The monk that waited for them was lithe, toned, his 
body a weapon. “Welcome!” Illyana reflexively smiled to hear 
him speak English. He smiled broadly, a look that flattered 
his round face and feathered black hair. “I am Liu Kang,” he 
continued. “How may I help the Sorcerer Supreme?” 

 “Please take Illyana to Tandy, we have come to collect 
her,” Strange said. “I need to speak to Kung Lao, if he is 
available.” 

 “For you, he is available,” Liu Kang said. He smiled at 
Illyana. “Come with me, please.” 

 Another monk escorted Strange through the monastery 
to an inner garden, leaving him at the door. Strange stepped 
through, and sparrows flitted past. The garden was cool and 
dim, a stream gurgling to itself behind a screen of plants, 
sending clear water rilling across black stone. A path of 
stones led to a porch, where a table and two chairs were set. 
Tea was laid out and ready, and a man sat waiting, eyes nearly 
closed, hands clasped in his sleeves. He rose to face Strange. 
He wore the simple gi the other monks wore, but there was a 
resonance in his eyes and a fluidity to his grace, a gravity of 
presence that suggested he was something more. 

 Strange bowed deeply. “Kung Lao,” he said, “I am 
honored to be once again in your presence, and I am grateful 
for the sanctuary you have offered Tandy Bowen.” 

 Kung Lao bowed to Strange. “You honor me with your 
presence,” he said, “and any service to the Sorcerer Supreme 
is a gift we receive as we give it.” 

 They sat together, and shared tea for a quiet time. 

 “I tried to keep the Eye apart from myself,” Strange said 
after the silence had grown comfortable. “I wanted to protect 
her, protect myself. Our most… mobile opponent has been 
dealt with.” He sipped his tea. 
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 “Yet it is not the danger that has changed,” Kung Lao 
observed, almost to himself. “The Reckoning still unfolds 
around us, and she is still one of the decision points.” 

 “I…need her,” Strange murmured, looking down. “She 
has been too long away. I cannot do this on my own.” 

 The quietness stretched on, clarifying, like a reflection 
after the disturbance fades away. 

 “Has your master, Lord Rayden, incarnated yet?” 
Strange asked. 

 “Not yet,” replied Kung Lao. “The signs are right, 
though, the time is close. We should have seen him by now, 
the Tournament of Veils will begin soon.” 

 “That is troubling. He is overdue,” Strange frowned. He 
sighed. “I have another favor to ask, another priceless 
treasure that I want you to defend for me.” 

 “You have but to ask.” 

 Strange pulled the red shard from his pocket, regarding 
it. Kung Lao‟s eyebrows raised as he saw more than a simple 
material crystal. Strange pulled out a picture as well, and 
handed it to Kung Lao. 

 “This man is Dr. Bruce Banner, he has some 
shapeshifting powers and a bit of darkness to him. This 
crystal is his. Should he ask for it, please give it to him. But 
do not give it to anyone else.” 

 “The fate of Prime hangs in the balance, as usual,” Kung 
Lao said with half a smile. 

 “If it was less critical, I‟d keep it myself,” Strange agreed. 

 “We will defend it with our lives,” Kung Lao promised. 

 “That‟s what it may come down to.” Strange shook his 
head. “I guarantee I am not the only one interested in that 
shard.” 
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 “This is the Reckoning, the time my people have trained 
for their whole lives,” Kung Lao replied. “If this is where we 
fail, then the rest serves no purpose.” 

 “Yes,” Strange said. “Yes.” He looked out over the 
peaceful garden, quieting his thoughts. 

 Kung Lao regarded him, smiled to himself, and returned 
his attention to his tea. 

* 

 Illyana followed the stone corridor with Liu Kang. “I am 
really glad you speak English,” she said. “For all the 
dimension hopping I do, I don‟t really spend a lot of time 
with Asia.” 

 “That‟s because Lord Rayden has entrusted defense of 
the East to the Society, and some other allies,” Liu Kang 
replied. “I was educated in America, and that is very helpful 
sometimes when it comes to dealing with outsiders.” He 
grinned at her. “The mighty Illyana Rasputin. I‟ve heard all 
kinds of stories about your adventures.” 

 “And I haven‟t heard one about your people,” she said, 
annoyed. “I really should have, before we faced the end of 
the world, you know?” 

 Liu Kang chuckled. “We prefer the secrecy, actually. It 
makes our work easier. Those who need to know of us, who 
have reason to fear us, find out the hard way. Otherwise, 
invisibility solves many problems. We have hundreds of 
agents all over the place. Strange is right to keep quiet about 
us.” 

 They walked along a balcony overlooking a courtyard 
where over two hundred monks stood in rows, following the 
kata led by the leader on the stage. As they barked out 
Chinese words and shifted stances, Illyana watched. 

 “You guys train hard,” she said. 
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 “Oh yes,” Liu Kang agreed. “Weapons, unarmed 
combat, espionage, marksmanship, languages… history, 
calligraphy, meditation…” He grinned. “We hone the whole, 
instead of focusing on a few elements. The tragedy is even 
greater when we lose an agent, but our agents can handle 
many things that might surprise you.” 

 “I‟m harder to surprise every day,” Illyana said with a 
grin. “I hope your people are up to it, this Reckoning may 
take everything we‟ve got. And Strange has put you right in 
the middle of it.” 

 “More worrisome than that is the continuing absence of 
Lord Rayden.” Liu Kang glanced at her, and shrugged. 
“Anyway, up ahead is Tandy Bowen‟s bodyguard, L‟Avenir. 
She‟s quite a swordswoman.” 

 “That‟s why she‟s still alive,” Illyana agreed. They 
paused as they reached the balcony overlooking a self-
contained stone courtyard below. 

  A lovely woman with blonde hair done up in a bun 
stood, focused. She wore a gi, as did her sparring partners, 
and it flattered her. She gripped a straight tai chi sword, 
upright before her, her free hand pressed against the flat of 
the blade, her eyes closed. Five men surrounded her, armed 
with similar swords.  

 “This will be good,” Liu Kang grinned. 

 One moved to attack the woman, and she spun, the 
sharp impact of her blade tossing his aside as her swing 
effortlessly flowed into a kick that shoved the man back in a 
rapid stumble. Two others darted in from opposite sides, and 
she formed a bridge of her weapon in a tight arc that 
rebounded one assailant‟s blade as she twirled towards him, 
the other blade hissing in her wake. Her pommel darted 
sideways to crack off one attacker‟s head, sending him 
staggering, and she faced the other three with a level and 
unwavering sword, no longer surrounded. 
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 As they padded quickly to the sides, again surrounding 
her, she darted at one on her flank, offering a thrust he easily 
parried before spinning to slap the flat of her blade against 
his exposed ribs. He yelped, then backpedaled and bowed 
out. The two she already hit were back, so she faced four 
eager foes, their swords ready. 

 She smiled, almost a snarl, and she charged. 

 One lunged at her, she spun out of the way and beside 
his strike, immediately in his face. She snatched the surprised 
man and tossed him over her leg, knocking him off balance 
to thud into another attacker. They both went down in a 
heap, she ducked away from a wild swing from one of the 
others and poked her sword down twice. Both men on the 
ground yelped, then rolled out of the way and trotted 
towards the wall, out of the fight. 

 The remaining two swordsmen settled their grips on 
their blades, flicking the tips, holding the swordswoman at 
bay. It was clear they were no longer the attackers. She sidled 
around, and pounced on one. She thrust, he deflected the 
thrust, and she twisted her blade so they were fist to fist, 
swords pointed up. He flung a head butt at her, and she 
shifted her stance so he staggered; a moment later she had 
plucked his sword from his grip, and she swatted him with 
the flat of the blade. He yelped, then jogged out of the way. 
The swordswoman spun the two swords, settling her grip, 
and the remaining man charged with a howl. The 
swordswoman dropped into a leg sweep that caught his 
running foot as it landed, flinging him forward to thud down. 
She rose over him, and thrust a blade into the ground on 
either side of his head. He awkwardly rose to his feet, joined 
by the others, and they bowed to her as she bowed back. 

 “L‟Avenir! You have a guest!” Liu Kang called down. 
She looked up, and a broad smile stretched her face. She 
headed for the stairs up to the balcony as Liu turned back to 
Illyana. 
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 “She has a very different style, but she‟s one of the best 
swordsmen in the compound, and that‟s saying something. 
We‟ve been teaching her some of our martial arts techniques. 
I‟ve never seen such a student; she soaked it up.” He turned 
as L‟Avenir approached. “We were just talking about you,” 
he said. 

 “That was some fine work,” Illyana said. “I need you to 
be one of the teachers in my martial arts dojo. You‟ve got 
serious moves, girlfriend. We are lucky to have you as 
Tandy‟s bodyguard.” 

 “You are too kind, as always,” L‟Avenir replied, a 
French accent flavoring her words. “In this place, Tandy 
needs little guarding. I‟ve been making the most of my time. 
I still cannot beat this one,” she said with a nod to Liu Kang. 
“Maybe before I go you will give me one more chance to put 
you on the mat.” Her eyes held equal parts challenge and 
playfulness. 

 “Unarmed, I do much better,” Liu Kang clarified 
modestly. “My swordwork does not approach hers. Maybe 
when we‟ve saved the world, you can come back for another 
round.” He grinned at L‟Avenir. 

 “I assume you are back to collect us,” L‟Avenir said to 
Illyana. 

 “Right,” Illyana nodded. “Time to go back to New 
York.” 

 “I will miss this place,” L‟Avenir said, looking around as 
they continued walking. “It is very peaceful. And there is so 
much to learn.” 

 “I am truly amazed at what Tandy has learned,” Liu 
Kang said as they approached a doorway with four guards. 
“We taught her the basics of self-defense, building on the 
foundation your class gave her,” he said with a nod to 
Illyana. “She also studied our meditation techniques. With 
the Light within her…” He shook his head. “She can do 
amazing things,” he said, his tone subdued. They passed the 
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guards, headed down several flights of stairs, and came out 
into a gallery that overlooked the valley behind the 
monastery. They had to shield their eyes, and they were not 
yet in the room. 

 “Others come here to meditate,” Liu Kang murmured. 
“To bask in the clarity of the Light.” He said nothing further. 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

 In the center of the room, a beautiful woman sat in lotus 
position, a meter above the floor, serene and weightless. Her 
shoulder-length hair drifted around her, as though she was 
underwater, and its spun gold shimmered in her glow. An 
oval of light circled one eye. Light radiated from her, filled 
the room, a silent deep shine. Twenty monks sat on the floor 
pointed towards her, meditating. Many of them had tears 
trickling down from closed eyes. The room was soundless, a 
deep and gentle quiet. Illyana looked down at her hands; she 
could sense bones, blood vessels, her pulse, the life in her 
body as it did its work. She was aware of those who flanked 
her. She sensed them differently as they stepped into the 
Light. There was a soft moment of loss as the Light faded 
back, and Tandy drifted down to a seated position on the 
flagstones. The monks stirred, some of them opening their 
eyes. Illyana made eye contact with one monk, and saw 
something like grief as the Light waned. 

 Tandy rose, a bit unsteady, and picked up her meditation 
mat. She soundlessly crossed the room to join them. Even 
the monks who were no longer meditating could not yet 
move, not yet break the spell and rouse themselves to leave. 

 As Tandy, Liu Kang, Illyana, and L‟Avenir reached the 
top of the stairs, Illyana threw a hug around Tandy. “Oh, 
we‟ve missed you!” she said. “All of us.” She hugged her again. 

 Tandy laughed. “I‟ve missed all of you too,” she said, 
“but it will not be easy to leave this place. Even the air 
here… there is a deep wisdom, joy, and sadness all built into 
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this place. These people are so—so real.” She turned to 
L‟Avenir. “Are you ready to go?” 

 “My backpack is packed,” L‟Avenir shrugged. 

 “Then please, I would very much like to see Stephen,” 
Tandy said to Illyana and Liu Kang. 

 “I‟ll meet you at the front gate,” L‟Avenir said with a 
discreet smile, and she jogged off. 

 As they headed down the corridors towards Kung Lao‟s 
garden, Tandy shook her head. “When I leave here, this will 
all seem like a dream,” she murmured. “I‟ve never had 
anything like this.” She looked at Liu Kang. “I will be back,” 
she said simply. She was not asking for an invitation; she 
knew how welcome she was. 

 “So what else can you do with the Light now?” Illyana 
asked. 

 “Barriers, solid light, I can change my own physical 
composition.” She hesitated. “I think… I think I can cure 
cancer.” That sober moment stood between them, then they 
were at a massive double door flanked by guards. The door 
opened, and Kung Lao and Strange joined them. 

 Illyana and Liu Kang didn‟t say anything. As Strange and 
Tandy looked into each other‟s eyes, there was a hesitation 
with Strange, almost pain; a tenderness. A vulnerability. An 
intense desire at every level of his being. He pulled her into 
an embrace, and the others struggled not to feel like 
intruders. Then Strange released her, his eyes oddly resonant. 
“Excellent,” he said unsteadily. “Kung Lao, thank you as 
always for your generosity. We must be leaving.” 

 “You are welcome back anytime,” Kung Lao said to the 
group. He nodded to Liu Kang. 

 “This way,” Liu Kang said, and he headed down the 
corridors leading the group towards the front gate. 
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 Without fanfare, Strange clasped Tandy‟s hand in his 
own as they walked, wordless. 

 “I knew you would come, somehow,” Tandy murmured. 
She looked over at Strange. “I‟ve made arrangements for an 
„Eyes Open‟ concert this weekend. I have some… new 
material to share with the band‟s fanbase.” 

 He looked straight ahead. “That‟s dangerous,” he said 
simply.  

 “True,” she agreed. “The Reckoning. The fate of the 
world hangs on our actions.” She paused. “I must,” she 
shrugged. 

 “Well then,” Strange sighed quietly, “you must.” 

 Then, the front gate. They quickly exchanged goodbyes 
with Liu Kang, who hugged L‟Avenir and Tandy. Flame 
carried them from Prime, and they reappeared in the upper 
hallway in the Sanctum in New York. 

 “I never will get used to that,” L‟Avenir said unsteadily. 

 “Well,” Illyana said brightly, “L‟Avenir and me have lots 
to do. Elsewhere. Lots.” She arched her eyebrow at Strange 
significantly, then linked elbows with L‟Avenir and headed 
for the stairs, madly grinning. 

 They heard the Sanctum Sanctorum doors click shut 
behind them before they made it to the stairs. 

 As Illyana and L‟Avenir reached the kitchen, they heard 
laughter. They leaned in, and saw Wong finishing up a stir-
fry, with a lean, olive-skinned teenager and a narrow-faced 
young man at the table. 

 “Well hello there,” Illyana said, stepping into the 
kitchen. “Doug and Dani. You two are so alliterative. We just 
got Tandy back from China.” 

 “And me,” L‟Avenir added. “What? I‟m chopped liver?” 

 “They can see you,” Illyana said, testy. “You itching for a 
swordfight or what?” she grinned. 
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 “Hello ladies,” Doug said. “Wong, do we have enough 
food for these people too? Or do we need to wrap this up 
and get rid of them before lunch is ready?” 

 “L‟Avenir is fine,” Wong said, serene, “but the other 
one eats like a horse.” 

 “Watch it, buster,” Illyana said, deliberately seating 
herself at the table. “I know where you live.” 

 “We can always make more rice, I suppose,” Wong 
deadpanned. 

 “Master Wong, I finally know where you got your 
moves,” L‟Avenir said. “Perhaps we can spar later, and you 
can point out what your friends at the Society of the White 
Lotus missed in my instruction.” 

 “You were not there long enough to become more than 
a novice,” Wong said, “but that makes you a better fighter 
than most.” A small smile shaped his face. 

 “What?” Illyana said. “I didn‟t know you trained with 
those guys! Man!” 

 “Until Strange took you to the temple, you didn‟t know 
„those guys‟ existed,” Wong pointed out. 

 “Every day,” Illyana grumbled, “I learn more that I 
didn‟t know I didn‟t know.” 

 “I feel your pain,” Dani agreed. 

 “This will continue,” Wong said as he pulled the stir fry 
off the burner, “as long as you serve the Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 “What, you get surprised every day?” Illyana said with a 
cocked eyebrow. 

 “Of course,” Wong replied. “But I do not wear my 
every thought on my face and tongue.” He started pushing 
lunch into bowls. 

 “Why is Wong picking on me?” Illyana asked Doug. 
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 “The answer,” Doug said sagely, “may surprise you.” He 
paused. “Like everything else.” A small grin. 

 “When Doug gets in on the act,” Illyana said, cocking an 
eyebrow, “you know everyone is picking on you.” She sniffed 
the aroma of stir fry. “Feed me and I‟ll forgive you all,” she 
said imperiously. 

 “I thought you might,” Wong said with a smile as he put 
extra noodles in her bowl. 

* 

 “Rasputin is dead,” Strange said quietly as he shrugged 
out of his coat and hung it on the rack. “For good, this time. 
The Shadow King has conceded his part in the Reckoning. 
Only Essex is left—Essex, and other forces I can feel in the 
background, though I cannot yet name them.” He turned to 
face her. For a moment, he paused, absorbed in her 
unconscious beauty. She blushed slightly, smiling, then 
moved to sit in his throne. He paced to the shelf, looked at 
some of the bookspines, reading nothing. 

 “They are working against me, though I cannot yet 
name them,” he murmured. “I‟m racing through the dark, as 
fast as I can. It is only a matter of time… until disaster 
strikes.” He turned to face her. “My whole world,” he said 
with a tremor in his voice, “has been dark without you.” He 
looked her in the eye, drank in her presence. “I risked 
everything bringing you out in the open during this crisis,” he 
said softly, “but I could not go to you, and… and…” 

 She rose, stepped over to him, touched his lips with a 
finger. Her flesh was cool, her eyes bright. “I missed you 
too,” she said, “but I never really felt you were gone. You are 
with me now, always.” She touched his chest. “Your heart 
beats with mine.” 

 “I don‟t want to be the one,” Strange mouthed, almost 
inaudible. “I don‟t want to be the Sorcerer Supreme who 
loses Prime.” For a moment, he was weary, fearful, thin, 
spent. “Not after all these centuries.” 
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 “I know,” she whispered. She kissed him. They kissed. 

 They were lost, for a time, in Light. 

* 

 The stone giant was arranged, seated, eyes closed, 
meditating. His mind soared into the astral plane, pulling 
time strangely, so he could see the past and the future and 
the present with an attentiveness that shattered against the 
stimuli of concrete reality alone. 

 He focused as a presence swirled up to him; an odd 
presence, dark, strange. Finally, it thought at him. Finally found 
you. 

 What are you? the stone giant wondered. 

 I am the last of my kind, the last untamed primal spirit that does 
not bow to the Sorcerer Supreme. The spirit blurred and sharpened 
a few times, as though unused to communication. 

 What do you want? 

 The spirit trembled with excitement. I have waited for you, 
it thought. For one that could use the secret. The secret of how to 
become a god. 

 Why would you share that with me? the giant asked, 
narrowing its focus on the spirit. 

 You bear the capacity for Light, and the world needs you more 
than ever. Will you come to my sage? The one who can share with you 
the secret, for a modest price? 

 Yes. 

 Knowledge passed between the astral form of the giant, 
and the spirit. Then the giant‟s eyes snapped open. 

 “We must see this,” he breathed. 

* 

 Banner perched on the steel table, his shirt in a wad 
beside him. A slim man stood next to him, his long black 
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hair in a braid down his back, his complexion olive and his 
features hawkish. Banner relaxed as the other man tagged 
small sensors on him. 

 “Those things are chilly, Forge,” Banner said. 

 “You‟ll be used to it in no time,” Forge grinned. He 
flexed his cybernetic arm, and reached for more sensors. One 
of his legs was cybernetic also. “Besides, think of all the cool 
data streams this will let us collect.” 

 “It will take weeks just sorting through it,” Banner 
agreed. “I can‟t believe this facility. This technology makes 
next generation stuff look like a kid‟s microscope.” 

 “I read your file, you know,” Forge said. “With the 
Project, I mean. How you are Chimera, or Wormhole. The 
accident, where you got your unique powers. The drug 
Bryant devised to keep you contained in your nerdy scientist 
form.” He shook his head. “Based on all that, I never figured 
you‟d get full control of your shape changing.” 

 “I didn‟t know you worked for the Project,” Banner 
said, his voice neutral. 

 “I worked for the Parapsychological Studies Institute, 
too,” Forge said. “It‟s… complicated. I tend to leave 
smoking ruins behind me. We have two others that dealt 
with the Project, too. Hank McCoy, he was a German 
scientist who protested their ethics and became an 
experiment. And Kurt Wagner, I think you knew him as 
Trespasser.” 

 “Really!” Banner said. “So all that time, Trespasser was 
spying on the Project, working for—for you guys?” 

 “For the Illuminati, yeah,” Forge said with a wry grin. 
“Funny how these things come full circle. Here we are, a 
bunch of Project malcontents, and we‟ve finally found a 
place to call home.” 

 “So that‟s you, and Kurt, and Hank,” Banner said. 
“What about the other four?” 
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 “They were working an archeological dig,” Forge said, 
distracted as he sorted sensors. “Found some kind of cloak. 
It gave them—light, I guess. Each one got a different aspect 
of that light, of that power, and they use it to defend the 
world. Reed figures that they got this power for a reason, 
that someday they‟ll figure out how to make the most of it, 
that he‟ll be—well, enlightened, I guess.” 

 Footfalls clattered down the steps. John Storm paused, 
spotting Forge. “No experiment today,” he said quickly. 
“Reed is assembling the Illuminati. Ben got a lead on a 
source of tremendous power.” 

 “Great,” Forge said. “Where are we going?” 

 “China. Get it in gear.” John moved to go. 

 “Wait, what about Banner?” 

 “Bring him!” 

 John was gone, and Forge and Banner exchanged a long 
look. 

 “I figure I can pull these off as we go,” Banner said, 
picking up his shirt in one hand and prodding a sensor with 
the other. 

 A moment later, they were up the stairs, racing to the 
aircraft. 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

 The unbearable flash of light winked out, leaving the 
thin sorcerer spent and gasping in the alley. Shao Khan, 
Goro, and Baraka looked around dispassionately as Shang 
Tsung lowered to one knee, wheezing and clutching his 
chest. Close brick walls, barred doors, garbage, a dead 
homeless man. 

 “This is a wasteland,” Shao Khan observed. “Where is 
the army you spoke of?” 
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 “You know how Prime‟s defenses work,” Shang Tsung 
managed. “Any big display would fall apart. No, we must be 
stealthy and subtle in our work.” 

 “Well, time‟s up for that,” Shao Khan rumbled.  

 “The last time we came, when we moved to the island, 
we fought the Illuminati,” Shang Tsung said in a tone that 
sounded almost mocking. “We attacked directly, and we were 
defeated directly. If you want to win, you must play by the 
rules.” 

 “I hope that felt good,” Shao Khan reflected. “If I hear 
disrespect from you once more, I will break you.” 

 “My Lord, I am sorry—it was the shock of travel that 
unhinged me,” Shang Tsung said in an oily tone as he bowed 
deeply. “We are here because inside is the headquarters of 
the Lin Quei ninja clan, a secret army that has served me for 
hundreds of years. They serve me still.” He stepped over to 
the door, put his palm flat on it, and it soundlessly opened as 
magic flared around its edges. 

 He stepped in, and several men rose from a card table, 
spinning, bringing up Uzis. Shang Tsung frowned, flinging 
his hand towards them; a sizzling orange beam sprang from 
his palm, curling through the air and thrusting across the 
three men. They flipped back, agile ninja warriors, but did 
not fire their guns. The beam vanished. “I am Shang Tsung,” 
the wizard intoned. “Who is your leader now?” 

 “By what sign are you known?” one ninja demanded. 

 Shang Tsung reached into his robe and pulled out a 
medallion, holding it up to the light. A black dragon 
silhouette on a gold background. The three ninja bowed 
deeply. 

 “Master,” one said, “please follow me.” His eyes 
widened as Goro and Baraka and Shao Khan pushed through 
the door, standing with Shang Tsung. “All of you.” 
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 Shang Tsung tucked the amulet away, and followed the 
ninja. They crossed the floor of the loft, and headed up 
stairs. A large open space, a woman kneeling on a cushion, 
her back to the stairs. 

 “I said I was not to be disturbed,” she said softly in a 
voice that sent chills racing across the skin of those who 
heard. 

 “Mistress Karai, it is Shang Tsung. He has returned.” 

 The slender woman was immediately on her feet, facing 
the newcomers. She was shapely, toned, every inch a warrior 
and a woman. She wore a simple black bodysuit. She held a 
brush in her hand, its tip black with ink. Her eyes were wide, 
giving her lovely smooth features an almost comical 
appearance. 

 “You are the otherworldly sorcerer himself, eh,” she 
said. “Please show your most humble servant the proof we 
require, the symbol that is ageless as the dark itself.” 

 He once again produced the amulet. She stepped over to 
him and took the amulet in her hand, studying it over; close 
up, the black behind the dragon silhouette was a thousand 
runes, interlaced over each other to create a shifting shadow. 
She handed the amulet back, and knelt before Shang Tsung. 

 “The Lin Quei are yours to command, Master,” she said. 
“We are ready to prepare the Tournament of Veils.” 

 “No time for that now,” Shao Khan said in rusty 
Chinese. He passed her, and looked with interest at the 
calligraphy she had been drawing. “We will have no 
tournament. It is time to conquer the world.” 

 She rose, looking from Shang Tsung to Shao Khan. 
Shang Tsung nodded at the giant warrior, and Karai 
addressed him. “We are designed for stealth, espionage, 
assassination. We are poorly prepared to take geopolitical 
control of the world.” 
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 “But you thought about it,” Shao Khan said, his smile 
audible. 

 “We try to serve in every way we can,” Karai said warily. 
“We were at the peak of our power, but in New York, we 
tried more than once to tear down the Web of Light forever. 
We lost all of our ninja masters, except only myself and a few 
others who have duties already. We lost many warriors. Our 
efforts to destroy the Web of Light have cost us. Again and 
again, the Illuminati have risen in our path.” 

 “They have it coming, don‟t they,” Shao Khan mused. 
“I grow to dislike that name, a great deal.” He turned to 
Karai. “Pretty scribbles you have there. Now it is time to go 
to work. I don‟t think much of your pajama party. I think 
your group is of very limited use to me in conquering this 
world.” 

 Shang Tsung, looking ahead at where this conversation 
would go, interrupted. “Karai may not command legions, but 
she does have all kinds of plans, schemes, useful distractions, 
vulnerable prizes. Don‟t you, Karai,” he said as his eyebrows 
drew together. 

 “Yes, of course, we have cultivated many alliances,” 
Karai said. “For example, one man has a great wealthy 
empire, and guns in the sky, all manner of weapons, and he 
too wishes to rule the world. We are prepared to manipulate 
Lex Luthor to accomplish our goals.” 

 “You are not prepared to wield authority and political 
power,” Shao Khan noted. 

 “We could do a serviceable job with your leadership,” 
Karai said. 

 “No no, I don‟t want to rule this world,” Shao Khan 
growled. “I want to crush it. I want it to grovel in the gory 
mud at my feet, and then slowly crumple beneath my boot.” 
He met Karai‟s eyes. “I want your ninja to be agents of 
chaos, not a new order. Chaos will be the new order.” 
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 “So,” Shang Tsung asserted himself, “set up a meeting 
with this Luthor person to see what you can then offer us. In 
the meantime, I need souls, at least a dozen. They don‟t have 
to be in perfect shape, just get me some people I can drain.” 

 “Yes master,” Karai said, bowing to Shang Tsung then 
bowing to Shao Khan. She turned and headed down the 
stairs, barking orders; ninja swiftly and efficiently prepared 
for action. 

 “I have a good feeling about all this,” Shang Tsung said 
with a fake smile. 

 Shao Khan ignored him. 

* 

 The engines sent a dull thrum through the cockpit. The 
cockpit itself had eight seats in its long, wide space, an 
interior space bigger than seemed possible looking at the 
outside of the sleek craft. Running in stealth mode, the craft 
covered incredible distances in impossibly short time; 
occasionally a burst of light would flash over the ship, and 
they would be hundreds of kilometers further towards their 
destination. 

 Banner sat in the very back, wide-eyed and quiet. The 
craft was like something from space, to his eyes; indeed, it 
probably was space-worthy. Beside him sat Kurt. 

 The blue-skinned man leaned over. “It hardly seems 
possible so much time has passed since we first met in 
Canada,” he murmured, his words marked by a Germanic 
Romany cadence. “And the entire Project, destroyed, except 
for some leftovers in the American West. Its power is 
broken, the dark intellect that steered it has abandoned the 
ruins.” 

 “Good riddance,” Banner muttered. “It gives me hope. 
Something so—so dangerous and powerful can be defeated. 
You know who did it? A bunch of kids. A Project 
experiment that got out of their control and came crashing 
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back.” He shook his head. “All the assassins and spies they 
churned out, and in the end, a bunch of kids took them 
down.” 

 “You really never can tell,” Kurt said. “When we first 
met, you volunteered to be hostage. Sort of passive 
aggressive with your employers.” 

 “I paid for it,” Banner shrugged, “when their killers 
tracked me down and did their best to end me.” He paused. 
“I‟m tough to kill,” he said. “They learned that 
lesson…slowly. Just kept sending assassins after me.” 

 “You are safe now, my friend,” Kurt said with a bright 
white smile. 

 Forge was in the seat ahead of Kurt, and Hank was in 
the seat ahead of Banner. Hank was huge, almost square in 
silhouette, with massive strong arms. He was covered in 
black fur with blue highlights, his fangs were intimidating, his 
eyes pale. He looked monstrous—but then he spoke, and 
assumptions collided. 

 “Forge, my esteemed colleague,” Hank said in rapid 
German-accented English, “When we get back, I will be free 
to assist you in some of the dimensional cross-referencing 
that is made possible by an accessible source of trans-
dimensional flexibility. I am excited about what this could 
mean for our research of gate technology.” 

 “Indeed,” Forge nodded. “We could have a real 
breakthrough in making bigger gate openings, and working 
on better steering mechanisms. I think we might really be on 
to something.” 

 “Hey kids, settle down,” John Storm said in a flinty 
voice, mostly kidding. “We‟re getting close.” He sat in the 
front, piloting the craft, next to Reed. Behind them, Sue was 
quiet with her own thoughts, and the stone man, Ben, stared 
out the window. 
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 The ship heeled around and lowered to a meadow. At 
the edge of the meadow was a stone shrine, and the grass 
was tall all around it. The ship flattened the grass with a 
strange force field as it lowered, then its weight was 
noiselessly settled. The first four in the craft released 
restraints and stood. 

 “Kurt, Forge, Beast, stay here and protect Banner at all 
costs. We will return soon.” Reed led the other founding 
members of the Illuminati off the ship. 

 “Good luck,” Kurt said softly as he watched them go. 

 The four strode across the field, and the ship faded from 
view behind them, wrapped in a cloaking field. Reed led the 
way into the shrine; it was lit only by a feeble fire. An elderly 
man sat on a pile of skins, absently tossing handfuls of twigs 
on the flame. He looked up as they came in. He smiled, 
revealing a few yellowed teeth jutting out of his jaw. 

 “Welcome,” he said in English. “I have been waiting for 
the Enlightened all my life,” he creaked, his aged voice 
brittle. “I have no time left for small talk or banter.” With a 
wheezing grunt, he leaned forward. “My spirit companion 
found you, at last, and it is time for you to save the world.” 

 “Go on,” Reed said with a nod. 

 “The Sorcerer Supreme is a coward,” the sage said, 
shaking his head. “He hides behind the Balance, and lets the 
world smolder and decay. But I know of the key to attune 
those with Light, such as yourselves,” he gestured, “to the 
Web of Light. That is the final step to becoming the Gods 
that will rule and protect Prime.” 

 “What is this key?” Reed asked, struggling to keep the 
demand out of his voice. 

 “The key is the Shard of Cttrock,” the sage replied, “a 
shard that manipulates the chance and coincidence of the 
Web of Light so its bearer is changed. With that, you could 
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attune to the Web of Light and claim its power for your 
own.” 

 “What about the Sorcerer Supreme?” Reed asked. 
“Does he know of this shard?” 

 “Know of it?” the old sage wheezed. “He hides it from 
you, even now. He fears your godhood, so he has worked to 
keep you humbled with a mere taste of your destiny. He fears 
you. He could have made you gods any time he wanted to, 
but he withheld your birthright from Agamotto.” The sage 
paused, unsteady, and caught his breath. “When you get the 
shard, you will know what to do. But if the Sorcerer Supreme 
is loose, he can stop you; it is his gift. He is the steward, 
rendered impotent with the return of the Lord who takes 
rightful possession as in Agamotto‟s time.” 

 “Does this shard have a price? How can we get it?” 
Reed asked. 

 “I can get it for you,” the sage shrugged, “three days 
hence. But I need a trade. Surrender Banner to the ancient 
forces of this world, and you will get the key to Prime. Off 
the fence, into the Reckoning. Win it, and shape the world 
for the next thousand years…” the sage‟s cat-like eyes almost 
glowed in the feeble firelight. “You are Prime‟s only hope 
against the forces now arrayed against it.” 

 Reed nodded. “I need to discuss this with my people,” 
he murmured. “Three days?”  

 “I will meet you here,” the sage agreed. 

 Reed turned, striding back towards his craft, and the 
others followed. Sue glanced back at the sage, who watched 
them, expressionless. 

 “Well?” Reed asked under his breath. 

 “We do it,” John said, not hesitating. 

 Ben nodded. “Strange is not as we are, he cannot 
understand or defend the world so well as those who are part 
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of Agamotto‟s living Light. Even if he clutches a woman full 
of Light to himself, he struggles to own her. And we are not 
to be owned.” 

 Sue said nothing. 

 “Then we are agreed,” Reed growled after a moment. 
“Sue, arrange a meeting with Strange.” Sue nodded. 

 They climbed up into the ship after it faded into view. 
As they resumed their seats, Reed chuckled. 

 “A solid lead!” he said. “We may win the Reckoning in 
three days to a week. This is almost over.” 

 Banner smiled. “That‟s a relief,” he said. 

 Forge shifted uncomfortably in his seat as his instincts 
hummed with discontent. 

 Below, as the craft lifted into the sky and shimmered out 
of sight, the sage smiled. His eyes turned catlike and yellow. 
He picked up a phone from under the skirt of the pile of 
furs. “My Dark Lord,” the sage said in a feminine voice, 
“they took the bait as you knew they would.” The sage‟s 
features blurred, then they were blue, her hair red, a beautiful 
and poisonous eldritch spy. She nodded. “Yes, it is indeed 
time to steal the Shard of Cttrock…” 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Monday, February 6, 2006 

 “Doug,” Strange called, “could you join me in my office 
for a minute?” Strange returned to his tidy desk and seated 
himself with a small sigh. The door opened, the light caught 
on the nameplate: “Stephen Strange, Planetary Editor in 
Chief.” Doug closed the door behind himself, and they were 
alone. Outside, the early morning was just beginning to warm 
the sky over a dark horizon. 

 “I need your help with something,” Strange said slowly. 
Only then did he raise his eyes from the desk blotter to 
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consider his employee. “I didn‟t want to bring you in,” he 
explained. “I am running out of options. I know you haven‟t 
been back long.” Strange looked back down at the desk 
blotter as Doug waited, uncomfortable. 

 “I have my head together again,” Doug said quickly. 
“I‟m careful not to get over stimulated, and things are really 
working out well.” 

 “That‟s not the problem,” Strange said, “I knew you‟d 
do fine. No, I‟m afraid I need to ask you to take a real risk.” 
He paused. “There is an artifact, the Scrolls of Skelos. Every 
thousand years, there is a Reckoning, where coincidence 
gathers all the threats against Prime and gives them every 
opportunity to smash its defenses and remake this place in 
their image. And every thousand years, the Sorcerer Supreme 
marshals Prime‟s defenders and counters those threats. 
Defending the title.” 

 “I know all that,” Doug said, waiting for it. 

 “The Scrolls are enchanted,” Strange continued. “They 
tend to disappear between Reckonings, to be found shortly 
before they are needed. For a thousand years, they…they 
soak up Prime‟s energy, then they shape their text to describe 
the points of decision, the core conflicts that each Reckoning 
shapes, that establish who will win. Which battles will carry 
the war, one way or the other. Plus, signs, so those 
participating can keep an eye out for the events leading to the 
Reckoning.” 

 “Sounds like a handy document,” Doug observed. 

 “Unfortunately, it‟s protected. Encoded.” 

 “No problem,” Doug said with half a grin. “You should 
have brought me on earlier. I can solve any code, just by 
looking at it.” He sighed. “So tell me about the defenses.” 

 “The scrolls show the viewer what the viewer wants, or 
expects, to see,” Strange said. “Only a few madmen have 
ever been able to read it, and most of the scholarship 
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interprets their ranting and raving. Worse, the scrolls get 
more accurate the closer to the Reckoning you get, and as the 
possibilities settle into probabilities, then history, the text 
itself shifts.” Strange looked Doug in the eye. “This is 
dangerous for you. The scroll reads you, and you read the 
scroll. At this point, the runes shift daily.” 

 “Dani‟s abilities show you what you most fear, or what 
you most desire,” Doug observed, “and when I look at her it 
pushes my sanity to the limits. So you think this would surely 
put me over the top.” 

 “I didn‟t want to involve you,” Strange said, more 
forcefully than he meant to. “But… you can crack code, 
anything from algorithms to body language. And I‟m getting 
desperate. A group works with me, the Watchers, and their 
best minds are studying the scrolls. I just need to boost the 
progress. I am hoping that Tandy‟s light can protect your 
mind as you look at these. I‟m bringing Dani along too.” 

 “But the Watchers don‟t know you are the Sorcerer 
Supreme,” Doug clarified. “I mean, they think they work for 
some guy in Tibet, right?” 

 “One of them, Giles, knows who and what I am,” 
Strange said. “He‟s been leading the research on the scrolls. 
The rest of them think I am a wizard of the ancient order, 
the Arcanum.” He paused. “Will you try?” 

 “I will,” Doug said. 

 “We are going tonight. I‟ll let you know. And Doug.” 
Strange paused. “I admire your courage.” 

 Doug flashed him a smile, and left the office. As he left, 
Tandy stepped in. 

 “Hello there,” Strange said with a genuine smile. Tandy 
was dressed for business, with an attractive skirt, blouse, and 
jacket, wire frame glasses, lace, her hair in a bun. She arched 
an eyebrow at him. 
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 “Strictly business, Dr. Strange,” she said in a warm 
voice. “Dani agreed to go with us tonight. I take it Doug did 
too.” 

 “Right,” Strange sighed, “and Victoria will meet us 
there.” 

 “How is your apprentice doing?” Tandy asked. “I 
haven‟t seen her since I got back.” 

 “Maybe I didn‟t want to share,” Strange said 
thoughtfully. “Anyway, she‟s been doing very well. Got some 
field work on her resume, and now she‟s working with the 
Watchers on cracking the wild image patterns in the scrolls.” 

 “It‟s not easy to concentrate on doing work for the 
Planetary with all this in the background,” Tandy observed. 

 “Well, Parker is a good editor, he keeps it all running 
pretty smoothly. I‟m trying to keep him out of this… so we 
have reserves, for one, and because his talents…” Strange 
gazed out the window, at something no one else could see, 
for a long moment. “Just once,” he murmured, “I want 
someone to get to hang on to a happy ending. A happily-
ever-after.” 

 “We‟re in line for something like that too,” Tandy 
pointed out. 

 Strange glanced at her. “Of course,” he said, almost too 
quickly. “All of us are.” 

* 

 Two men squared off, brandishing katanas at each other. 
Neither was fully human, nor fully inhuman. One was pale, 
gaunt, weedy, his lank hair hanging about his face as an 
unnatural strength turned his thin muscles to steel cables, his 
clumsy pose to a graceful crouch. He was pale almost to the 
point of translucence. 

 The other was strong, taut, his skin a deep brown that 
was almost red, with a peculiar gray undertone that gave his 
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chiseled musculature a sense of obsidian. His hair was a 
carefully groomed sculpture, close to his head; his face was a 
mask of concentration and contempt, his lips thrust out and 
hiding the painfully white teeth, the pointed incisors. 

 They were both half-vampires. 

 “Come on then,” the black man said through his scowl. 
The pale man lunged, swiping with the sweeping curve of the 
blade. With casual skill and strength, his target deflected the 
sweep and flicked the tip of his sword up, ready. “Morbius. 
I‟m not your grandmother. Fight like you mean it.” 

 Morbius frowned, then lunged with a thrust. Again, the 
sword was effortlessly deflected. “Come on, Blade,” Morbius 
sighed. “Are you going to actually teach me how to use the 
sword, or just let me embarrass myself?” 

 “I don‟t even have to let you,” Blade shrugged. “You 
always embarrass youself.” 

 “So you were going to teach me something,” Morbius 
said pointedly. “I don‟t think what I‟m learning is going to 
help me in a fight; I already know you are a self-conscious 
arrogant poser with self-esteem issues who would rather kill 
than have a decent conversation.” 

 “Oh no you didn‟t,” Blade said, looking off to the side. 
His sword shot out, disarming Morbius with a ringing strike, 
and Blade twitched the sword so it pressed into the side of 
his throat as Morbius‟s supernatural reflexes twitched his 
already-empty fingers. “I‟m the arrogant poser gonna pull yo 
ass out of whatever mess you slung it into.” 

 “You do have a thing for violence, you‟re like some 
autistic genius there,” Morbius agreed, tired. “Look, we both 
know you are not going to scare me by cutting my neck.” 

 “Now you wanna be a tough guy?” Blade growled, 
whites of his rolling eyes visible through his sunglasses. 

 “I‟d rather you be a tough guy,” Morbius retorted. He 
glanced over to the side. 
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 The two half-vampires were sparring in a large open 
space, deeply chilled as a couple broken windows high up on 
the warehouse wall let in the occasional gust of snow. To one 
side, stairs led up to an office area. Tall piles of boxes walled 
off the opposite side. Across the room, a pair of meditation 
mats were unrolled. A pale ninja knelt on one, a slim Asian 
woman on the other, and sticks of incense curled and wisped 
off a thin haze of flavored air between them.  

 “What,” Blade said, looking over at the pair that 
Morbius watched. 

 “Everybody knows you like her,” Morbius muttered, 
nodding to the meditating young woman. “Everybody, man.” 
He looked at the smooth beauty of her face, the iridescent 
shine of her dark hair. “She‟s a weapon. She might be the 
only person I know who can kick your butt. She likes you 
too—” 

 “Save it, man,” Blade growled, shoving Morbius and 
flicking his sword around so the back of the blade lined up 
past his shoulder. “You imagine things.” 

 “What, you worried about cooties?” Morbius asked with 
a wry twist. 

 “Wake up,” Blade snapped, rounding on the other half-
vampire. “We hunt, and we kill, and we protect the world by 
killing off the blood-suckers. Don‟t make this more than it is. 
She is a good fighter. The best. She is fluent in the only 
language that makes sense to me. And that‟s all.” 

 “Yeah; what‟s the point of love if the world is about to 
end, right?” Morbius asked quietly. 

 “Damn straight.” Blade glowered. 

 Morbius looked up into the shadows of the ceiling, 
seeing everything in the darkness. “I thought the same thing 
when I was dying of a rare blood disease. Then one day… I 
realized the world wasn‟t going to end after all. When I got 
my… miracle cure.” He spread his hands, looking down at 
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his half-dead body. “You can‟t see the future. Better to love 
and lose, my friend, than never to love at all.” 

 “You love somebody?” 

 “Marie Saint,” Morbius said with a half smile, half wince. 
“Beautiful.” 

 “So much for your happy ending, lone wolf,” Blade said 
with a too-white grin. 

 “The story isn‟t over yet,” Morbius shrugged, “and that‟s 
the point. The Watchers have been studying the Scrolls for 
months. They‟ll get this thing figured out, we‟ll get through 
it… and life will go on.” 

 “You must a growed up in the suburbs,” Blade sneered. 

 “Actually, I did,” Morbius said reflectively. “I know you 
like to see the world as some kind of war zone where your 
army already lost. I lived with a terminal disease, and it taught 
me what is helpful and what is not when you look at the 
future.” He cocked his head to the side. “Really, Blade. What 
would you do differently if you assumed that the Watchers 
would fail and the whole world would slide into 
destruction?” 

 “Not a goddamn thing,” Blade growled. 

 “Same here,” Morbius nodded. “Because I want to live 
like there is a future. And you want to live like there isn‟t. So 
I guess neither one of us is going to change his mind.” There 
was something sad in his tone. 

 “You are complacent,” Blade said, disapproving. 
“Gonna make you sloppy.” 

 Morbius looked over to where the pale ninja and the 
young woman rose without speaking, squared off, and 
started to spar. Both moved like experienced and lethal 
warriors, even as they warmed up. Strike and counterstrike, 
grip and twist, duck and tug. “Tell me, Blade,” Morbius 
murmured. “Do you think hope is more numbing than 
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despair?” He looked Blade in the eye. “Living life is better 
than preparing to die.” 

 Blade said nothing in reply, shaking his head and turning 
away. He stalked into the shadows between the wall and the 
mound of boxes. Morbius watched him go, then glanced up 
at the office. “Make me right,” he whispered. Then he 
paused, his supernatural senses prickling. 

 Five intruders strode out of the shadows, from between 
rows of shelving, into the light. Strange led them, with Tandy 
on one side and Doug on the other, Dani and L‟Avenir 
behind them. Morbius nodded respectfully to Strange, who 
nodded back. The five mounted the stairs to the office. 

 Four muscled men with submachine guns stood at the 
top of the stairs, wordlessly blocking the way. 

 “I am here for Rupert Giles,” Strange said quietly. 
“Doctor Strange, of the Arcanum. He expects me.” 

 One of the guards glanced at another, who stepped 
inside the office with the frosted windows. “Who are these?” 
another guard growled. 

 “My personal assistants,” Strange replied. “The 
Watchers are awfully tense these days.” 

 “Comes with the Reckoning,” the leader said. The other 
Watcher guard stepped out and nodded. “In you go.” He 
stepped out of the way. 

 Strange led the others into a room stuffed with books. 
The walls were lined with shelves made of concrete blocks 
and planks, on all sides. Two desks overflowed with books 
and papers and odd paperweights, and another desk was bare 
except for an ancient scroll and a pair of gloves. Several 
lights had been strung up with extension cords. Only a few 
bare drafts managed to push past the paper into the room to 
caress chills across flesh, but they carried the smell of ancient 
parchment into the air so it was hard to breathe with the 
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close stuffy concentration of knowledge and age. Strange 
smiled as he saw his apprentice and another scholar. 

 “I‟m delighted to see you both,” Strange said. He pulled 
the woman into a hug. “Victoria Bently, you look positively 
worn out.” He released her, looking into her shadowed eyes. 
Her aristocratic British beauty was marred with exhaustion 
and bad lighting, but she tried on a smile. He turned to the 
scholar. 

 “Giles. It‟s been too long.” 

 “You‟ve been busy,” Giles replied, his voice oddly 
muted, like a self-conscious mutter of a man as used to 
speaking to himself as others. “As have I. The phased 
morphing of the glyphs is quantifiable, photographs do 
record it, though they don‟t seem as useful as…as they 
might.” He squinted at some pictures he lifted from a desk, 
then he tossed them back. They slid down into a sinkhole 
towards the middle of the clutter, but he did not seem to 
notice. “We are close to a breakthrough. I‟ve teased out the 
signs that will alert us that the Reckoning is upon us, but 
that‟s hardly news.” He handed a legal pad covered with 
crabbed scribble to Strange, who squinted at it. 

 “Signs,” Strange read, bemused. “Let‟s see. „The 
Daywalker, the Turncoat, and the Slayer unite with the 
Flaming Dead to slay the Master.‟ And here. „The sky folded, 
and the Great Sleeper stirred.‟ „The Desert Trap broke.‟” 

 “That was Perfection Valley,” Bently clarified. 

 “Ah. „Sea Children Drink Deep.‟ „The Door Unsealed.‟” 
He skimmed. “Here, „The Alien Slave Allied with the 
Ancient Prince.‟” 

 “That was a mess,” Tandy muttered. 

 Dani looked over his shoulder. “‟Sun Gods Ended the 
Maimed King.‟ Huh.” 

 “There‟s more,” Giles said, handing Strange another 
pad. “Some of… well, I think this describes some of the 
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crisis points we‟ve already seen and dealt with. I think there 
are maybe three or four left.” 

 “We‟re so close to the end?” Strange asked, almost 
wistful. 

 “This seems straightforward enough,” Doug said 
dubiously. 

 “Right,” Strange nodded, “but before they happened 
they were vague. They were missing parts. They began to 
form a question we did not yet know to ask. The Scrolls do 
not lightly give up their secrets.” 

 Tandy peered at the pad, and Strange handed it to her as 
he listened thoughtfully. 

 “The Stone found the Darkchylde,” Tandy read. “The 
Mad Darkness fell through Shadow. The Empty Ship of 
Souls never sailed.” She looked up quizzically. 

 “That was the Illuminati,” Strange murmured. He 
looked at the list. “The Howling Giant found peace. Looks 
like we‟ve won them all so far.” 

 “Not a good time to get cocky,” Giles sighed. “These 
are left, and whatever I do, I can‟t get into them.” 

 They gathered around the scroll, looking down at the 
almost desperate scritch of text that covered the unrolled 
section. “This scroll is about nine thousand years old,” 
Strange said, “and its magics keep it intact through the 
relentless crush of time. This is the ninth Reckoning they 
have interpreted.” 

 “So, this Reckoning?” L‟Avenir said. “We win to rule 
the world?” 

 “No,” Strange replied, “all of Prime‟s attackers 
coincidentally line up for their shot at taking over Prime, and 
we try to stop them. Whoever wins gets to set the tone for 
the next thousand years. Some want to enslave humanity, or 
destroy life here… we want to maintain the balance, so 
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humanity can decide who they want to be, instead of having 
that decision made for them by alien overlords.” 

 “Ah.” 

 Doug settled himself before the scroll, taking a deep 
breath, his eyes closed. “Are we ready to do this?” he asked. 

 “Go ahead,” Strange replied. 

 Doug opened his eyes, looked down at the scroll, then 
flinched back, his eyes snapping shut. “Oh,” he muttered. 

 Strange looked to Giles. “Doug instinctively solves 
codes, languages, encryption, equations. I was hoping he 
could see the pattern in the scrolls.” 

 “It is reactive,” Doug said, rubbing at his eyes. “I look at 
it, and it shifts under me, it adapts as fast as I begin to 
understand.” 

 “I had my hopes, but this is what I expected,” Strange 
said. “Dani, care to try?” 

 “Why might Dani be able to read it?” Giles asked. 

 “She spent…some time in the border between the 
nightmare realm and this one,” Strange replied as Doug rose 
and stepped away, still touching at his eyes, and the slim 
Native American teenager seated herself before the scrolls. 
“She can pull out a vision of what people most desire, or 
what they most fear.” 

 “I see,” Giles nodded. 

 “Creepy!” Dani almost barked. “It—it moves.” She 
shuddered, and looked away. “Wow. I‟ve never seen anything 
like that.” 

 “So what do you do?” Giles asked L‟Avenir. 

 “I‟m the bodyguard,” she replied with a sweet smile. 
Giles felt his face shift into a wry grin; it had been a while 
since he smiled. 
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 “Doug,” Strange said, “I want you to try again, under 
the Light this time.” He nodded to Tandy. 

 She stepped up to the document, and extended her hand 
over it. Her palm began to glow, and a haze of Light that was 
more than energy in the visible spectrum, but energy across 
multiple dimensions, grew and swelled in the air. The room 
was clarified, and a peculiar beauty infused everything the 
Light touched. Doug leaned over, looking down at the scroll. 
Then he blinked and looked away. “I don‟t dare,” he said 
simply. “Not for more than a few seconds.” 

 The light faded, leaving the room feeling cold, grimy, 
empty, dim. 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

 “A word, sir?” Giles said to Strange. The Watcher 
crossed to the other side of the room, and Strange followed 
him. “The text on the scrolls has been fading,” Giles 
murmured earnestly. “As the variables solve, as the portents 
of the Reckoning are fulfilled, they fade after a time. This 
small block of text is all that is left on the scrolls, only about 
a third of a meter of writing. We are literally in the end times, 
and I have nothing left to offer. Unless…” he paused, 
nervously licking his lips. 

 “Yes?” 

 “You are the Sorcerer Supreme, guardian of the Web of 
Light,” Giles continued earnestly, keeping his voice down. 
“The scrolls organize what is in the reader‟s mind, pulling out 
the patterns of the Reckoning. I did not mention it before 
because of the danger, but… well, no one lives out the 
patterns of Prime better than you. The Sorcerer Supreme 
does not normally study these, but… but you could be the 
breakthrough.” His blood-shot eyes were earnest, his mouth 
a thin line. 
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 “All I risk is going mad and leaving the defenders 
leaderless,” Strange observed. 

 “There is that,” Giles agreed ruefully. “We cannot lose 
you. Forget I mentioned it.” 

 Strange squinted at a row of book spines, thoughtful, 
not seeing the books at all. “Prime deals in potentials,” he 
said slowly. “Balancing potentials. Maybe the information we 
would gain would balance my incapacitation.” He thought 
about it for a long moment. 

 “Sir,” Giles said, “maybe…” 

 “Relax, Giles,” Strange said firmly. “However this 
Reckoning ends up, I don‟t want to leave anything at the 
table when I walk away.” His smile turned crafty. “I haven‟t 
made it this far by taking stupid chances. I work with my 
team. We‟ll be alright.” He returned to the table. 

 “I brought each of you here for a reason,” Strange said 
as he looked at his assistants. Doug. Dani. Bently. L‟Avenir. 
Tandy. Giles. “Working together, we can get a sense of what 
lies before us in the Reckoning. But we must work together, 
and this is not…without risks. So we will take care of some 
business before we begin.” He cleared his throat. “Giles and 
L‟Avenir, you are both witnesses. I choose Victoria Bently to 
be the next Sorceress Supreme, should something happen to 
me.” He did not glance over to see the shock on Bently‟s 
face. “You need to be able to verify each others‟ word, 
should something happen to the rest of us.” He looked to 
Giles. “Take notes, please.” 

 Giles fumbled at his pad, his pen, then he was ready. 
Pale, worn, apprehensive…but ready. 

 Strange turned to the others. “Doug,” he said, “I will be 
in my astral form, I will hover some into you, so I can get a 
sense of things from your eyes, however incompletely.” He 
turned to Dani. “Pour your energy at the scroll, to disrupt its 
defense, which is showing me what it thinks I want to see. 
Drag the dream patterns away from it so I can see what lies 
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beneath.” He looked to Tandy. “You know what to do,” he 
said softly. 

 “Strange, please,” Bently pleaded, “be careful, for God‟s 
sake.” 

 He offered her a slight smile. “I‟ll be back,” he said. 
Then he seated himself at the table, and immediately slipped 
into an unnatural calm.  

 Doug struggled, sipping at the air, fear clutching his 
chest as he kept his eyes tight shut. “Oh,” he breathed, 
feeling Dani lean over the scroll, feeling her reach deep, press 
out an energy that swarmed around her down, out, onto the 
symbols. He did not need to open his eyes to feel the Light, 
it warmed through his eyelids, it filled the room and all 
dimensions that touched that room with a clear and steady 
clarity and beauty, and shadows could not survive contact 
with it. Then he felt the cool, light, unreal pressure of 
another mind gentling over his own. 

 Doug knew that if he looked into that mass of thrashing 
power, it may be the last thing he ever saw, as the person he 
now was. His sanity could be utterly shattered, and perhaps 
Strange would be lost too. Perhaps the whole world would 
end. His eyelids fluttered, unable to open in the face of the 
pressure, and blood streaked down from the corner of his 
eye. 

 His jaw gritted, but he felt no pain as he clutched the 
table, unable to breathe, unable to keep his eyes closed, 
unable to open them. He reached deep inside. 

 “Better me than the world,” he breathed. 

 His eyes opened, and he was lost. 

 Strange focused through Doug‟s refractive aura, in a 
peculiar way experiencing a bit of the way Doug saw the 
world. The code squirmed, defiant and ferocious, and 
Strange tightened Doug‟s focus on it—he could skim the 
first few. The Darkchylde, Mad Darkness, Empty Ship, 
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Howling Giant; those symbols twitched and slid away, and he 
knew them already. His eyes slowed as he grappled with the 
last set, the endgame. 

 “The Drifting Light,” Doug murmured, his voice not his 
own, blood sliding past the corner of his lips. Giles scribbled. 
“The Drifting Light—something about a river. A—a dam. 
Next, the Dark Ferryman… the Dark Ferryman…” Doug‟s 
brow creased as Strange clamped down on the squirming 
symbols. “A thousand roads. I don‟t know. Next. The Keys 
of Light. Three… one… Living, Crystal, Keeper.” Doug 
coughed, a choke. Dani let out a whining breath as the 
pressure mounted, and she focused hard. 

 “The Mighty Grail—” Doug flew back out of his chair 
as every muscle flexed hard at once. He toppled to the floor, 
and Strange slid down to the floor. Dani stumbled back. 

 “Oh no,” Giles muttered. “Doug? Strange?” 

 Bently was at Doug‟s side, propping him up as his eyes 
wildly danced and twitched independent of each other, and 
drool foamed at the corner of his mouth. Dani dropped to 
her knees, and Tandy swelled the Light up still more as she 
cradled Strange in her arms. 

 Strange‟s eyes snapped open, he looked up at Tandy, 
then he struggled to rise. Once on his feet, he turned to 
Doug. 

 “He‟ll need your beacon to find his way back,” he said 
to Tandy. “He got pushed pretty far back in the darkness.” 
Blood rolled from the corner of Strange‟s eye; one eye‟s 
white filled red with blood, the other was still normal. 
“That… that was intense.” He turned to Giles as Tandy 
beamed light into Doug‟s senseless form. “What did we get?” 

 “All the decision points, now,” Giles said, “Unless you 
didn‟t make it to the end of the list?” 

 “The last point of decision was the Mighty Grail,” 
Strange said grimly. 
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 “Right then. Here is the list.” He regarded the pad. 

 

1. The Edgeless Blade balanced. 
2. The Stone found the Darkchylde. 
3. The Mad Darkness fell through Shadow. 
4. The Empty Ship of Souls never sailed. 
5. The Howling Giant found peace. 
6. The Drifting Light [a river, a dam] 
7. The Dark Ferryman [a thousand roads] 
8. The Keys of Light [Three, one, living, crystal, keeper] 
9. The Mighty Grail 

 

 After a moment of quiet, Giles cleared his throat. “So… 
what can this mean?” 

 “The most important elements of what‟s left,” Strange 
murmured, “the Grail and the Keys. That‟s the heart of it.” 

 “The Grail?” 

 Strange unsteadily lowered himself to a chair, regarding 
Giles. “Nightmare tried to use vampires to clear the way for 
him to conquer Prime, some years back,” Strange said. “His 
prophecies referred to a Mighty Grail, a source of energy 
vampires could use forever that would never wear out or 
degrade. He was talking about Bruce Banner; the 
otherworldly connection he has means you can pull energy 
out of him forever. He made some extraordinary vampires 
who battened on that otherworldly energy.” Strange‟s brow 
creased with concern. “They will try to capture Banner and 
turn him into a giant battery again. That‟s why I left him with 
the Illuminati, they should be able to protect him. As well as 
anyone can.” 

 “Living, crystal, keeper,” Giles reflected. “Tandy is the 
Living Light, the key to the Web of Light, since she absorbed 
an Immortal‟s Quickening.” 
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 “Right,” Strange nodded, “and the Shard of Cttrock is 
tuned to the Web of Light, so that is a key to our defenses.” 

 “What is the keeper?” Giles asked. 

 Strange said nothing, lost in thought. “There are a 
number of possibilities,” he said, “but it is too soon to be 
certain, or to speculate responsibly.” 

 “Wizards,” Giles said with half a smile. 

 “That‟s right,” Strange nodded, “we‟re enigmatic and 
difficult. Listen, Giles, I need you to scatter the Watchers. 
Until this is over. It has gotten too dangerous for me to 
continue to use you. And what we got from the scroll? That‟s 
all we‟re likely to get.” His pupils wavered, and more blood 
came from his eye. “That was closer than I want anyone to 
know,” he murmured under his breath. 

 “Will Doug be alright?” 

 “I hope so,” Strange said as he rose. “We must make the 
most of this. I‟m not sure who the Ferryman is, or the 
Drifting Light, but we‟ve got enough to go on for now.” 

 “The Dark Ferryman,” Bently said, a tint of bitterness in 
her voice. “That‟s clear enough. It‟s Essex. He travels the 
roads of the Unseelie Court, the dark paths within Prime. 
He‟s like a ferryman. He travels a thousand roads, in any 
case.” 

 “That may well be,” Strange agreed.  

 Giles rolled up the scroll. “Once this text fades,” he said, 
“we are not likely to have more for at least a hundred years.” 

 “Take care of that, and the Sorcerer Supreme a thousand 
years from now will thank you,” Strange said. “We need to 
get along our way, and let you take care of your business on 
this end. Bently, help Giles communicate with the Watchers, 
then meet up with us at the Sanctum later.” 

 “Yes, of course,” she nodded. 
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 He looked her in the eye. “I don‟t plan to be a martyr,” 
he said. “See you tonight.” 

 She smiled at him, watched him trace a sigil in the air. A 
few seconds later, dark and pale flame roiled around them. 
Strange, Doug, Tandy, L‟Avenir, and Dani vanished. Bently 
looked over at Giles, and sighed. 

 “Seems like a rather odd ending to this research 
project,” she said, bemused. 

 “If you don‟t mind me asking a personal question,” 
Giles said, polishing his glasses. 

 “After the days and nights we‟ve been going from 
bunker to bunker, poring through old documents?” Victoria 
said wryly. “Feel free to ask me anything. I may not answer, 
of course,” she added with a charming smile. 

 “How do you bear up under it?” Giles asked, not yet 
putting his glasses back on. “The shadow? Knowing… 
knowing you‟re next?” 

 “I vaguely remember a time when I wanted to be 
Sorceress Supreme,” Victoria mused. “I look after my 
supporters, do my best, and trust the Web of Light.” She 
paused. “That‟s really all we can do.” 

 “Lucky for me,” said a cultured voice from the corner. 
Bently and Giles whirled to see the corner of the room flex 
as a man stepped through it from somewhere else. He was 
dapper, in an expensive suit, and he wore an overcoat and 
top hat, a silver-headed cane gripped in his gloved hand. His 
eyes were cruel. “I thought Strange would never leave.” 

 Victoria slashed out a gesture, snarling an invocation to 
Cttrock, but the newcomer batted it aside impatiently and 
swore a mighty oath at the only door leading in; instead of 
opening to the balcony, it stretched into an endless corridor. 
“Now we‟re alone,” he said mildly. 

 “You keep dying, Smythe,” Bently said through her 
teeth. “For once, could you stay dead?” 
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 “Not my style, sweet,” he replied with a smile that 
showed all his gleaming teeth. “The Watchers must not be 
disbanded, I will have that scroll, I will enjoy reading through 
your research, I will use hostages when I confront Strange—” 

 He may have had more to say, but a stinging blast of 
sorcery arced from Bently to Smythe and scattered against 
his mystic defenses; he shifted back to reinforce them. Giles 
swept up a peculiar hatchet from the cluttered desk and 
lashed at Smythe; the wizard chuckled as he twitched a 
gesture at the Watcher, knocking him back against the wall; 
the sheetrock warped, sprouted dozens of hands and fangs, 
and snatched at the unfortunate man. Giles screamed as the 
wall‟s fangs poked into him, flexing, drawing blood. 

 “Lest we forget,” Smythe added as he blared twisted 
Cthonian magic into Bently‟s waning defenses, “I‟m here to 
kill you. Those that find your remains will never be the same.” 

 “You‟ll have to try harder,” Bently said crisply, focusing 
and gesturing, pulling geomantic energies to defend her 
mortal frame. 

 “I cannot believe that somehow you managed to destroy 
Rasputin,” Smythe said with a shake of his head, “but all the 
evidence points in that direction. That insult will not go 
unanswered.” 

 “I have not yet begun to insult you,” Bently said, and she 
pivoted and blasted the wall to flinders, shredded books 
scattering in a wash of ashes. Too late, Smythe realized what 
she was doing. 

 The door was blocked. So she made another one. And 
what was on the other side? 

 Blade, Morbius, and the other two vampire hunters 
darted into the room. Smythe stepped back and flexed his 
hands, and from the shadows came a throaty, throbbing 
growl. Two monsters sprang into the room. 
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 “Alright, let‟s escalate this properly,” Smythe said, 
madness dancing in his eyes. “Cthuga—slay them!” 

 The monsters were three meters long, with six stubby 
clawed legs. Their backs rose to a ridge, almost two meters 
tall; lashing tails flexed behind them, and their tiny mad eyes 
gleamed hate. They sucked at the air, as though it was too 
thin to support them. Long curving mandibles flanked their 
ruthless, hideous faces. They slunk to the sides, choosing 
victims, coiled to spring. 

 “Kroenen is close too!” Blade said sharply as he twirled 
his katana once to settle it in his grip. “Cain! Morbius! Keep 
the monsters busy—Spear, protect Bently!” 

 “Let‟s finish this,” Smythe said, contemptuous. He flung 
a sizzling, twisting bolt at Blade, who dove out of the way, 
then another handful of sorcery blasted Bently‟s defenses. As 
she staggered back, timespace twitched behind her, and a 
figure clad in black leather with a faceless goggled mask 
slashed supernaturally sharp bladed tonfa across the backside 
of her defenses, flinging colorless sparks into the air and the 
aether. She cried out with pain as her forces buckled. 

 Kroenen, the figure in black leather, leaned back with 
superhuman reflexes as Spear flung a harpoon on a cable at 
his head. The harpoon slammed into the opposite wall, but 
Spear flicked the line, and it looped up and neatly dropped 
over Kroenen‟s head. Spear tugged, snapping Kroenen‟s 
neck, and followed up with a devastating kick that pounded 
Kroenen back into the wall. Kroenen shrugged, and with a 
dull crunch his spine re-seated; his blades whickered and 
sang, ringing from the katana that Spear whipped at him. The 
two darted and twitched their best attacks at each other.  

 Flaring pages from destroyed books gushed around the 
room along with a heady swirl of ashes. The noise of the 
violence numbed those fighting, and surreal energies clashed 
in desperate battle. 
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 Cain sprang at a cthuga, flinging a dart into one of its 
eyes. It roared, pouncing, and she ran up its face and leaped 
from its hump; startled, it backpedaled, but its head lodged in 
the timespace trap Smythe set on the door. With an unholy 
squeal, it was dragged into an infinite space by suction. 

 Morbius leaped on the other, sinking his teeth into its 
tough hide, thrusting hard to try to get through it to actual 
blood; he had no idea what its blood would do to or for him, 
but this was the time to find out. Blade slashed and chopped 
at its head, clattering parries off its mandibles, cutting its 
snout open so bone gleamed through the glop of iridescent 
green and black blood. 

 Cain flung a number of throwing irons into Smythe‟s 
defenses, watching them paff into mist upon contacting his 
nets of sorcery. Smythe ignored her, tearing at Bently‟s 
defenses as she cried out with pain. Bently bolstered her 
protections with her mind, then her heart, then her blood, 
then her bones as Smythe ripped her defenses apart. 

 “I‟ve been more powerful than you are now for at least a 
century,” he growled as he burst her invocational defenses 
and tore into her geomantic shielding. “I transcend death.” 
He loomed over her, only a meter away. “You do not.” 

 Kroenen flung Spear back with a blur of strikes that 
knocked his katana to the side and punched a blade through 
his sword arm. As Spear staggered, Kroenen realized too 
late—Blade spun with a backswing that lopped his head 
clean off. For a riposte, Blade transfixed Kroenen‟s metal 
undead heart. Ripping his sword free, he squinted at the 
heavy puff of dust that sprayed up from the severed neck 
stump. Then his sword shot down through the body, cutting 
Kroenen‟s torso in half. Three pieces of the undead monster 
fell to the ground, and Blade felt a strange relief that the 
world was finally free of Smythe‟s lacky. “Come back from 
that,” he growled to the swirl of dust that gushed out of the 
corpse. 
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 “Help,” Morbius said shortly as the cthuga leaned 
against the wall, pinning him. Cain ducked the lashing tail, 
sidled up beside the cthuga, and let her eyes drift half-
focused for a moment. Then she plunged her fist forward, 
punching through hide, between ribs, sinking her fist to the 
heel of her hand in the throbbing heart-meat of the monster. 
Vile blood sprayed around the wound as her arm bunched 
and pain screamed up her whole arm, but she gripped the 
heart, her fingers sinking into the meat in the middle of the 
monster‟s chest. The whole cthuga convulsed, shuddering its 
whole length; it seemed unable to do more. 

 As Spear yanked Giles off the wall, leaving a bloody 
silhouette behind, Smythe tore at the last of Bently‟s 
defenses. 

 “You are powerful,” she said, a whine of pain embedded 
in her breath. “Deep magic.” Her face was a mask of blood, 
from thin cuts across her skin, magic that had actually 
penetrated the last level of her defenses. 

 “I will have you in every way that matters,” Smythe 
growled, unnatural lust burning in him. 

 “No,” she whispered, then in a single smooth flicker of 
motion she drew a boot knife and lunged forward, thrusting 
it into his guts. 

 Smythe gasped, his eyes round with shock. For a 
moment, his defenses flickered. 

 A harpoon, blade tinged with magic, shot through the 
vulnerable moment and sank deep into his shoulder. 
Inhumanly powerful muscles yanked the cable connecting 
the harpoon to the ninja that threw it. The ninja clamped a 
grip on Smythe‟s throat, staring deep into his eyes—Smythe 
tried to look away, but it was already too late. 

 Punish the Guilty. The thought was a tangible force, 
rippling with the unnatural heat that rolled from the dead 
ninja who clutched the Cthonian sorcerer. The dark pits of 
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the ninja‟s eyes flared, and Smythe was flooded with the pain 
he had inflicted on others. 

 It was too much to bear. 

 Smythe screamed, high and terrible, and he released a 
desperate burst of wicked magics across Spear. The ninja was 
flung to the side, on fire, and Smythe staggered back into the 
corner. Reality twitched and folded, and he was gone, only 
the stink of his magics and his burning flesh left behind. 

 “That was very nice,” Morbius said in the moment of 
stunned shock. He nodded to Bently. “The knife. Not very 
ladylike,” he admitted, “but satisfying to watch.” 

 “I love your—your thing,” Blade said with a grimace of a 
smile, nodding to Spear. “That whole—burn the face off 
thing.” 

 “Very impressive indeed,” Giles winced as he pulled 
himself off the ground in the corner, his back freely bleeding, 
a piece of one ear missing. “I suspect our research may have 
suffered some,” he added dryly, looking at the shredded 
books, torn spines, the small fires that provided the room‟s 
only light. He cleared his throat. “We are running out of 
time.” 

 Bently wiped her knife and sheathed it in her boot again. 
“Strange will come up with something,” she said with an 
attempt at conviction. “I just hope it won‟t be too late.” 

 

CHAPTER NINE 

 The dim corner of the ancient mansion flexed, and 
Smythe tumbled out, catching himself on the corner of a 
desk. His clothes and flesh still smoked, he clutched his face, 
and swore mightily. The desk cracked under the force of his 
oath. 

 A slender figure seated behind his desk cleared her 
throat, her feet up on the blotter. “That‟s unpleasant,” she 
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observed as he glanced up, exposed bone cracked and singed 
in some of the deep burns on his face. 

 “Raven Darkholme, as I live and breathe,” he growled. 
“Just in time to die.” Sorcery tugged out of the aether and 
flared around his fists in crackling bands of death. 

 “Wait,” she said mildly. “I want the Crystal of Agamotto 
and I‟m willing to trade for it.” 

 He was stunned speechless. But only for a moment. “So 
much for a quick death, you bitch.” 

 “Oh, what,” she said, irritable. “You‟re fine. Calm down. 
This is business.” 

 “Business?” he said in a somewhat strangled voice. “Last 
time we worked together, you stabbed me and shot me. This 
lovely meat wrapper, and you mussed it up in a somewhat 
lethal way!” 

 “Yet here you are, none the worse for wear. At least,” 
she added, cocking her head to the side, “I had nothing to do 
with this batch of damage. Maybe this time it‟s your turn to 
betray me.” 

 “If you want the Crystal of Agamotto, and you know 
I‟ve got it, why didn‟t you just steal it?” he demanded. 

 “Technology I can circumvent,” she shrugged. “You 
probably wrapped timespace around this and marked it so 
any thief would be devoured by monsters. I‟d rather deal. 
Besides, I have something you want.” 

 “Just a minute,” he said, and he massaged at his face. 
The meat blurred and ran together, and when he lowered his 
hands, his face was intact. Only his brows and hairline still 
showed singing. “I‟ll fix the rest of that later. Damned 
inconvenient, having your face burned off.” 

 “I‟d think you would try to make yourself more 
intimidating with half a face,” Darkholme mused. 
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 “Only works on innocents, my sweet,” Smythe 
muttered. “What are you offering me? The Crystal is a choice 
prize.” 

 “I offer you the man who killed Rasputin, your teacher,” 
Darkholme said, meeting his eyes with a level gaze. 

 “You are sure?” he asked, an eyebrow arched. “My 
sources tell me Bently did it.” 

 “She paved the way, it was her plan, and she deserves 
whatever she gets,” Darkholme clarified. “But the one who 
did the deed… I can give him to you gift-wrapped.” 

 “Let me guess. He crossed you once,” Smythe replied, 
sardonic. 

 “In point of fact he did,” Darkholme replied, 
emotionless. She sipped from the tumbler of Smythe‟s 
brandy she held. 

 “That clarifies the picture some,” Smythe admitted. 
“Maybe we can do business. But one person, no matter how 
formidable, is not enough for a prize like the Crystal. I don‟t 
rate my revenge as highly as you do, buttercup.”  

 “I‟ll throw in ten pounds of refined warpstone,” 
Darkholme said, flat. 

 “Done and done,” Smythe grinned. “You know you 
have to shake on it.” 

 She paused, then slowly nodded. “I will.” 

 “Then here is the Crystal,” Smythe said, crossing the 
room to a large painting. He took the edge of the framed 
painting, concentrated, then swung it outward. In the niche 
behind the painting, a stand held a domed cylinder. He 
hefted it out, put it on the floor. The dome was waist high. 
“All yours,” he said. “I‟m not as interested in destroying the 
world as Rasputin was. This has… more limited use for me.” 
His hand touched the dome. 
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 Darkholme rose and approached him. “I may need a few 
days.”  

 “Up to you, really, how long you take,” he said with a 
predatory smile. She offered her hand, and he slapped his 
against it, gripping her. Something shifted in his hand, then 
he released her. She looked down at the dark warty stain on 
the flesh of her palm. 

 “You know about the Mark,” Smythe said. “You know 
what it means if I send monsters to find you.” 

 “I know,” she replied, her voice surprisingly level. “I‟m 
easy to find. No matter what or where.” 

 “Or even when,” he agreed, his teeth sharp in his smile. 

 “Then I had best return in a timely fashion,” she said, 
looking him in the eye. 

 “Don‟t you want to open the case, look at the Crystal?” 
He was neutral, curious. 

 “You know who I serve,” she replied quietly. “You 
know better than to cheat me so blatantly, up front. Save 
your treachery for when you can get away with it.” 

 He chuckled, she hefted the Crystal case, and their 
business was concluded. 

* 

 The pale, dark flame whisked away, leaving Strange, 
Tandy, Doug, Dani, and L‟Avenir standing in Illyana‟s throne 
room. Illyana lounged on the throne. Her slender body was 
relaxed on the stone of the massive chair, her legs over the 
arm. Instead of ending in feet, her ankles shifted to fetlocks, 
her feet replaced by dainty cloven hooves. Graceful horns 
swept up out of her forehead, her eyes were chips of baleful 
red, her teeth sharpened to fangs. 

 “Well hello there,” she said. “I responded to your 
summons. Here we are.” 
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 “Here we are indeed,” Strange said. “Thank you for the 
lift.” 

 “Still can‟t get used to that,” L‟Avenir said, looking at 
her hands, flexing. 

 “Illyana,” Strange said, “Can you help Doug?” 

 “Sure,” Illyana said. “Sensory overload again?” 

 “Yes. Can your healing pool…help him organize 
things?” 

 “Let‟s find out. Shouldn‟t be a problem.” Illyana hefted 
Doug and slid him into a hot-tub sized pool. It bubbled, and 
he seemed to rest easier. “I‟ll look after him. Maybe a day or 
two.” 

 “He did his part, and we‟ve got the rest of the crisis 
points. Clues, anyway,” Strange muttered. “So it‟s time to 
pursue investigating those clues. Tandy, time to go back to 
the Temple of Light.” 

 “Friday, Eyes Open concert,” she reminded him. She 
regarded him, serious. “We can‟t hide forever. We‟ll be fairly 
secure.” 

 “Alright,” Strange said without enthusiasm. “Illyana, 
send Dani, Tandy, and L‟Avenir back to the Sanctum.” 

 Flame whirled up, and they were gone. 

 “So fill me in already,” Illyana said. “What did we 
learn?” 

 “Three keys,” Strange said. “Tandy is the Living Key, 
the Shard of Cttrock the Crystal Key, and the Keeper Key… 
I suspect we may need that one. Two out of three are in 
hand. The other decisive point is the Mighty Grail.” 

 “And the Illuminati are keeping him safe,” Illyana 
finished. “So have we won?” 

 “Too many pieces still on the board,” Strange replied, 
eyes narrowing. “Still too much that can go wrong.” 
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 “So are you going to keep me in suspense, for what else 
was on the scroll?” 

 “No,” Strange said. He glanced around, then Illyana 
gestured, and a chair rose up out of the stone floor. He sank 
into it, then shook his head. “I disbanded the Watchers, until 
this craziness is over,” he said. “The Sorcerer Supreme needs 
them. To keep track of immortals, and their dangerous 
Game. To look after vampire hunters. For a hundred other 
things. But it‟s simply too dangerous to keep them in play. 
We risk losing what has taken centuries to build.” He was 
quiet, Illyana said nothing. 

 In the background, a baby began to wail. Strange and 
Illyana looked over to see a big red demon, almost two 
meters tall, hefting the baby and walking along, murmuring 
to the child. Illyana raised up stone walls, isolating herself 
with the Sorcerer Supreme. 

 Strange watched the ground between his feet. “I took a 
risk, to read the scroll, so before I did it I told Giles that 
Victoria Bently is the next Sorceress Supreme.” 

 “Wow,” Illyana said. 

 “I think the Dread Dormammu is closing in on us,” 
Strange continued. “He has an ancient and implacable hate 
of Prime, because he has not been able to push through our 
Web of Light. The energy it would cost to burst it would 
make him vulnerable to his enemies. Sooner or later, either 
our defenses will drop or he‟ll be willing to take the risk of an 
all-out attack.” 

 They were quiet together for a time. Strange sighed, 
oddly soft. 

 “This isn‟t what you want to tell me,” Illyana observed. 
“I‟m here, Strange.” 

 “I know,” he replied. “You are. And you may be the 
only one that understands… I mean, Prime deals in 
potentials, and we face Dormammu, Smythe, Essex, and 
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others who I am sure wait in the wings. We are facing 
significant power. The only way to be safe from that power is 
to drop some of them from the equation. And to balance, 
then, we‟ll drop some from our side.” He looked her in the 
eye. “So to strike the balance, we‟re going to take losses.” For 
a moment, that admission was profoundly personal. “Before 
this is over,” he whispered over the lump in his throat, 
“Prime is going to need a new Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 Illyana did not encourage him to think positive, she did 
not deny the possibility, she did not urge him to be careful, 
or to hide. There were a hundred things Illyana did not do. 
“Oh, Strange,” she murmured. She rose, taking his hands and 
pulling him to his feet, and she embraced him, holding his 
oddly warm body, her arms tight around him. 

 She could think of nothing to say. 

 Strange released her, nodded. Wiped at his face, cleared 
his throat. “Send me home,” he said, looking her in the eye. 
“I‟m proud of you, Illyana.” 

 She smiled, and fire washed up, and he was gone. 

 Illyana let the wall drop, heard the crying baby once 
again. Stone wandered over as the baby stopped crying. 

 “How about that,” he said with a grin. “Some peace and 
quiet. Good timing.” He squinted at Illyana. “Is everything 
okay?” 

 She thought about that, and no answer came to her. She 
thought about it some more. Then she leaned against Stone. 

 “I wish I knew,” she sighed. “Every now and then, I 
wish we were heroes, instead of what we are.” 

 “What are we?” Stone asked. 

 “Stewards of the Balance,” she murmured. 

 “So… what‟s going on?” Stone asked, his brow 
furrowing. 
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 She leaned against him and said nothing, a peculiar grief 
already stealing through her blood. After a moment, he put 
his arm around her, and they were quiet together. 

 

Tuesday, February 7, 2006 

 The young man at the computer had short curly hair, 
almost orange. He was enthusiastically clicking with the 
mouse, working on photos, cropping and adjusting them. He 
glanced over at the other young man in the apartment. 

 “These are some great shots I got,” he said. “Hey, Kyle. 
What are you doing, anyway?” 

 The other young man didn‟t even look up. His cell 
phone blathered away, his friend‟s voice tinny on the other 
side. His other ear was occupied by an earbud hooked up to 
his MP3 player. In the background, anime roared and fired 
away on the television. On his lap, he idly leafed through the 
pages of the latest issue of the Planetary magazine. He was 
lanky, athletic, trim, and relaxed as he sprawled on the couch. 

 “Nice to hear your shots worked out,” Kyle said as he 
put a hand over the cell phone receiver. “Do you mind? I‟m 
reading.” He grinned to himself as he glanced at the 
television, then back down to the magazine. 

 “Does that mean I can shut off the tv?” the young man 
at the computer asked with a smirk. 

 “Only if you like it when I slap you, Jimmy,” came the 
reply.  

 “You really should pick something and do it,” Jimmy 
said, shaking his head. “Prolly gonna get brain cancer or 
something.” 

 “Catch you later, man,” Kyle said into the phone, and he 
snapped it shut. He tossed the phone off to the side, and 
started channel surfing, glancing at the magazine as he flicked 
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between commercials. “I focus on what‟s important, 
Jimster,” he said. “Don‟t you worry about me.” 

 “Speaking of what‟s important,” Jimmy said, “There‟s an 
Eyes Open special engagement concert Friday. You hear 
about it?” 

 “I hear about everything,” Kyle replied, “and I‟ve got 
tickets. I wish Eyes Open would go into a recording studio.” 
He sighed, the television flicking in the background. 

 “Have you ever missed one of their concerts?” Jimmy 
was half serious. 

 “Not one I knew about,” Kyle shrugged. “They have 
this awesome—this awesome energy, you know?” He sighed. 

 “I know,” Jimmy nodded. “I got to meet Ms. Bowen, 
working at the Planetary. That‟s pretty cool. She is this 
incredible smokin-hot fox.” 

 “Oh, like I‟m some kind of troll?” Kyle retorted. 

 “Wha—you think you?” Jimmy chortled. “Wow. She‟s 
like a celebrity, like somebody that paparazzi will be chasing 
someday. She‟s not like somebody who would, you know, 
date you.” 

 “I‟m just saying, it‟s Ms. Bowen, and she lives here in 
New York, not up on Olympus,” Kyle said. He turned the 
page in his magazine. “I have a lot to offer a classy woman.” 

 “So you ever send her fan mail or anything?” Jimmy 
asked, trying to restrain his grin. “Or does all this work better 
in your head? Like with that total hottie French girl who lives 
next door—you work up the nerve to ask her to dinner, or 
are you saving yourself for Tandy?” He let a chuckle slip. 

 “That‟s the thing, a photographer should understand 
this,” Kyle sighed. “Timing. Timing is everything.” 

 “Well, both of them are knockouts, way out of your 
league,” Jimmy decided. 
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 “Yeah,” Kyle mused, “and some people let that stop 
them.” 

 

CHAPTER TEN 

 Banner shrugged, settling his backpack. He approached 
the upright stone doorway. A guard stepped out to stop him. 
“I‟m Bruce Banner,” he explained. “I‟m here to see Kung 
Lao.” The guard gestured for him to wait, then disappeared. 
A few minutes later, the guard reappeared, and beckoned 
Banner to follow. 

 They headed through the trees, and came to the foot of 
the rise leading to the Temple of Light. A few minutes later, 
they were before Kung Lao and a contingent of monks. 

 “I‟m Bruce Banner,” he repeated. “You must be Kung 
Lao.” 

 “There is something about you,” Kung Lao said in 
English, “that is most unsettling.” 

 Banner nodded. “You know who I am,” he said. “There 
is a portal in me. I can… change.” He raised his hand, it 
shifted to twice its size, and back again. “You have my Shard. 
I know what I need to do with it now.” 

 Kung Lao nodded. He pulled the Shard of Cttrock from 
his sleeve. “Strange said you might be by to pick this up. Do 
you need an escort? Strange felt your safety, and the safety of 
the Shard, were critical.” 

 “I‟ll be fine,” Banner nodded. “We have other 
arrangements. Time is short.” 

 “I understand,” Kung Lao said. He bowed. “Good 
luck.” 

 Banner nodded, pocketed the Shard, turned, and strode 
down the path, through the trees, out the gate, down the 
road. He paused in the deep shadow of a tree. 
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 “All too easy,” Darkholme said, still wearing Banner‟s 
face. She lit up an expensive, slim cigarette. “Let‟s go.” 

 A massive figure stirred in the shadows, then the elder 
paths swallowed them into darkness, and they were gone. A 
wicked chuckle rolled into the emptiness in their wake. 

 

Wednesday, February 8, 2006 

 Doug raised the coffee cup to his lips, sipped, closed his 
eyes, smoothed the world around him, and then opened his 
eyes again. Back to normal. Nearly. 

 Before him, half a dozen computer monitors flicked 
through a deep pile of continually updating sources, based on 
an algorithm he wrote himself. Meanwhile, two other screens 
held his work as he handled project management, scheduling, 
and finances. He hadn‟t started yet, but he had already done 
more than some people did in a full workday. 

 “Doug, good to have you back with us,” said a dapper 
young man, strolling towards his station. He had sleek brown 
hair, an athletic build, he was wiry and quick, his eyes were 
bright. “Have we figured out what Luthor is up to yet?” 

 “Not yet, Peter Parker, Mild-Mannered Editor in Chief,” 
Doug muttered. “But you‟ve gotten everyone‟s attention.” 
He did not turn around, nor did he need to. Other staffers 
approached, ears perked up at the possibility of working on 
the Luthor story. 

 “I‟ve got some background,” said a perky teenage 
blonde girl, bringing a portfolio over. “Here is the brochure, 
the pitch, some news articles.” 

 “Thank you, Chloe,” Parker said, plucking the file and 
glancing through it. 

 “Been through all that,” Doug said absently, “and most 
of it doesn‟t make sense.” 
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 A rangy young man with dark, tousled hair and a square 
frame approached, accompanied by a classically beautiful 
woman with strawberry-blonde hair cut chin length. “Hey, is 
this the Luthor story?” he asked. 

 Parker glanced up. “Kent, Kira, good. I want you two to 
take a closer look at this. Especially you, Kent; you used to 
know Luthor, right?” 

 “Yeah, in high school,” Kent shrugged. 

 “Ooh, big gap, like two years ago,” Chloe muttered 
under her breath. 

 Kira glanced around. “We got some new photos that 
Olson kid was working on,” she said. “Jimmy!” 

 The young man with almost orange hair jogged over, 
grinning madly. “I got some killer shots,” he said. “Check 
this out.”  

 The small staff meeting around Doug‟s station began 
animatedly comparing evidence. 

 “Ho!” Parker said. “Now let‟s get this organized and get 
a sense of what‟s going on. Overall—Lex Luthor has a 
satellite program that is supposed to gather solar energy from 
the light side of the planet any time day or night, and beam it 
to a solar collector in Africa to provide free sub-Saharan 
power. So what‟s the deal?” 

 “Mini-nuke batteries,” Kira said, pointing in the 
brochure. “No science has made mini-nuke batteries that can 
run unattended this long, and for solar collectors it doesn‟t 
make sense.” 

 “Forty two,” Chloe said. “I found a couple online posts 
from scientists who work with geosynchronous orbits, and 
there‟s no way that number of satellites makes sense, unless 
you have a serious itch for redundancy.” 

 “Luthor has arms deals with almost every warlord in 
Africa,” Doug pointed out, “and it is impossible to miss the 
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implications of the collector‟s destructive power should it 
miss the dish target. Free power, and it‟s not the common 
people who will get rich. Seems there are all kinds of power.” 

 “Luthor converted his Perfection Valley facility to a 
launch site, and he uses it to put these satellites in orbit,” 
Jimmy chimed in. “I got some pictures of the satellites, with 
the biggest honkin zoom lens you‟ve ever seen.” 

 Kira paged through the enlarged photos, shook her 
head. “These are all wrong. Look at the payload spaces in 
these unmanned space launch tugs. The payload is big, but is 
it big enough to be moving these high-tech satellites?” She 
passed the grainy photos to Chloe, who peered at them with 
interest. 

 “I hacked the weather satellite system,” Doug said, 
pointing at a screen, “and built a relative composite model of 
the orbits of Luthor‟s satellites. Whatever they are doing, 
they are not focused on collecting sunlight. I‟ve never seen 
such odd orbits. No idea what they‟re up to.” 

 “That‟s good work, Doug, keep on it,” Kira said as she 
put her hand on his shoulder. 

 “I think we need to sneak over and see what Luthor is 
launching from Perfection Valley,” Chloe said as she tapped 
the photos into a neat stack. She shook her head. “I can‟t 
believe I‟m a journalist in the business of preventing good 
stories.” 

 “That‟s too dangerous,” Peter said, shaking his head. 
“You keep up the pressure of phoning Lexcorp‟s employees 
and asking questions. Don‟t go putting yourself in illegal 
physical danger. We have many other employees I like far 
less.” He looked to Doug. “Do you remember when Stone‟s 
paternity time is up?” he asked. 

 The elevator dinged, and the impromptu meeting paused 
as everyone looked over. The doors rolled open. Strange 
strode in, looking dapper, and offered them all a cheery 
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smile. “Good morning,” he said, and he was whistling as he 
headed into his office. 

 A moment of silence spread in his wake. 

 “What,” Chloe said. “What‟s the big deal? That‟s 
Strange—you know, our boss?” 

 “Yeah,” Parker said, “but for the last couple of months 
he‟s walked around like he‟s trying to calculate coefficients in 
his head. He‟s been kind of distracted. I don‟t think I‟ve ever 
heard him whistle.” 

 “Oh,” Doug said mildly, “did I neglect to mention that 
Tandy is back in town?” 

 “Heh.” Peter stood straight, grinning. “Looks like the 
Eyes Open concert is a go. I know she set it up, but I didn‟t 
figure Strange would let her go through with it, times being 
what they are. Right then. Friday night we‟ll be playing a gig. 
Tandy called from China to arrange for a modest venue so 
we could do a jam session with people allowed to watch, I 
got us a warehouse nightclub, with the understanding we 
might have to cancel. Looks like it‟s gonna happen!” His grin 
almost stretched past the limits of what his face could 
manage. 

 “Strange is happy about the band?” Kira asked, lost. 

 “Not so much,” Peter replied. “Strange and Tandy—
they are an item.” 

 “A couple,” Doug clarified. 

 “Oh!” Kira said, recoiling slightly with a grimace. 
“Really? But—but he‟s twice her age. And her boss. I mean, 
the girl just graduated from college.” 

 Peter shrugged. “Nobody knows how old Strange is, and 
it barely matters. Tandy, she‟s not like other girls.” He looked 
her in the eye, sincere. “This is a good thing. I‟d leave it 
alone.” He shrugged. “Anyway, I‟m going to go give Tandy a 
call. Kira, keep all this excitement rolling,” he said, gesturing 
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at the Luthor investigation think-tank. He trotted off to his 
office. 

 Jimmy leaned over to Doug. “My roomie knew about 
this concert before Parker did, and Parker is in the band,” he 
said. 

 “No, your roommate knew the concert was a 
possibility—a possibility Parker himself arranged,” Doug 
replied calmly as his eyes flicked from monitor to monitor.  

 “Think they will take me on as band photographer?” 

 “Stranger things have happened,” Doug murmured. 

 Peter just hung up the phone in his office as Kent 
knocked on the doorframe. “Hey there, chief,” Kent said 
hesitantly. “Got a minute?” 

 “Sure,” Parker said, dropping into his chair. 

 “I, uh, heard about the band. It sounds really great,” he 
said, trying not to be too eager. “Can I try out or 
something?” 

 “It‟s a pretty tight-knit group,” Parker said, on the edge 
of apologetic. 

 “I totally get it,” Kent said quickly. “I mean you guys are 
all out of college and everything, you‟ve been together way 
longer. No, it‟s totally cool.” 

 “Why don‟t you come to the practice tonight?” Parker 
said with a small smile that covered the sigh. “We‟ll be going 
through some songs to get ready for Friday. If you want, 
maybe you can sit in. We are short a guitar player,” he added, 
something distant in his eyes. 

 Kent grinned. “I‟m totally looking forward to it,” he 
said. “You know, whatever happens. Cool.” He turned, and 
jogged off. 

 “Cool,” Parker echoed, watching him go. Feeling the 
world change under him. 
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* 

 The sorcerer‟s hand flexed, and the homeless man 
gurgled, unable to scream. His chest quivered, and a thin 
silver energy twisted out of him and coiled into the sorcerer‟s 
palm. The man fell dead, and Shang Tsung clenched his fist, 
sealing to himself his victim‟s life energy. A smile crossed his 
face. He looked slender instead of skinny, now, and he 
looked to be in his late forties instead of his late sixties. He 
turned, a new energy in his step, a new gloss to his hair. 

 “Put him with the others,” he said to one of the ninja 
who was attending him. The ninja dutifully hefted the corpse 
and headed for the door. 

 “Master,” Karai said, bowing to him. “I‟ve been 
checking into how we can use Luthor.” 

 “Keep your voice down when you are being pathetic,” 
Shang Tsung replied mildly without turning, “Or Shao Khan 
will hear and kill us both.” 

 “Pathetic?” Karai echoed. 

 “Yes,” Shang Tsung nodded. “Shao Khan thinks we 
have some kind of ninja army to assassinate world leaders 
and unbalance the world so he can conquer it. In a month, 
no less. We‟ve lost days already, and if the best we can do is a 
little research, we are neither of us long for this world.” 

 “I have acquired Luthor‟s schedule, and done some 
espionage to discover where his resources are focused right 
now,” Karai said, muted. “Not many on this planet could 
have accomplished that in this time frame. I will get him to 
help us, and his help will be influential. He can move with far 
more freedom and with far fewer scruples than a 
government. He‟s working on a satellite network with a beam 
cannon. We can use that.” 

 “A what?” 

 “Satellites are machines launched up to float over the 
sky, and he‟s got a network of them that can fire energy 
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down to destroy or fuel something on the planet surface,” 
Karai clarified, remembering that Shang Tsung had last 
updated himself on culture over twenty years ago, trying to 
picture what he might remember from the eighties. “He is 
also stockpiling Ingredient 279, whatever that is, and sending 
blocks of it into orbit. 

 “You have some kind of documentation, pictures?” 
Shang Tsung asked, finally turning. Karai pleased his eyes; 
she wore black jeans, a red t-shirt, slippers. Her hair was 
back, exposing the curve of her neck down to shoulders. Her 
almond eyes held something of wisdom and danger. He let 
his lips tighten in a wicked smirk. 

 Karai crossed the room to a laptop on a table, she sat 
and tapped at it. Moments later, a stolen file was recalled. 
There, the earth, and forty two geosynchronous orbits. 

 Shang Tsung regarded the model, then his eyes widened. 
“I may know what Ingredient 279 is,” he murmured, “and 
those orbits—there is only one possibility. Somehow, Luthor 
knows enough to try to seal the Web of Light, disrupting its 
contact with the wider universe. The question now, is he the 
Sorcerer Supreme‟s lackey, or is he competing for the honor 
of destroying Prime‟s defenses?” He thought a long moment. 
“If we take him out, that could be a flank attack against the 
Sorcerer Supreme. If he is a villain, we can use him. Prove 
you‟re worth something besides decoration,” he growled at 
Karai. “Arrange a meeting. If we can neutralize the Sorcerer 
Supreme, the rest of this is practically easy.” 

 “Say the word, tell me who he is, and I will kill him,” 
Karai said easily. 

 “Foolish sow,” Shang Tsung snapped. “We dare not 
attract his attention before we know who he is, what he is 
planning. Coincidence protects him. You just do as you are 
told.” 

 “It will be done,” Karai said without meeting his eyes. 

* 
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 Forks clinked against plates in the quiet kitchen. Wong 
put some more chicken dumplings out, then sat at the table 
with the others. Tandy and Strange sat opposite each other, 
and Illyana sat across from Bently. Steam rose from the rice, 
the vegetables, the dumplings; outside, snow glittered in the 
streetlights as it drifted past the house. 

 “I am most impressed with your coordination of the 
Watchers and their warriors,” Strange said to Bently. The 
cuts on her face were mostly healed already. 

 “Thank you,” she nodded. “It was a nasty surprise, but I 
think Smythe will think twice before coming at us again.” 

 “I wouldn‟t be so sure,” Strange said mildly. “Smythe 
can be persistent, and a little stabbing and burning won‟t 
slow him down for long. I wonder what his overall role in 
this Reckoning is to be.” 

 “If he shows up again, do you have any advice for 
handling him?” Bently asked. 

 “Nothing you don‟t know,” Strange shrugged. “He is 
most vulnerable when he thinks he‟s won. And your boot 
knife demonstrated your masterful grasp of that notion.” He 
smiled. 

 “Are you coming to the concert on Friday?” Tandy 
asked Strange. 

 “I hope to,” Strange replied. “I have not seen your band 
play, except at the Christmas party.” He looked her in the 
eye. “I have to make time for the important things. If this 
concert is important enough to keep you out in the open, 
then I need to be there.” 

 “Speaking of important things,” Tandy said, “have you 
noticed something odd about the Web of Light?” 

 “I have,” Bently replied, “It‟s off balance somehow. 
Floats things up off their moorings.” She shook her head. “I 
can‟t figure out what‟s going on.” 
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 “I will meditate on it after supper,” Strange said. “With 
so much going on, it‟s easy to lose track of the simple things, 
like food. And when the moments come, we want to be as 
well-fortified as possible to overcome the challenge.” He 
took another deliberate bite of his supper. “I have no idea 
what incantation could be powerful enough to affect the 
whole flow of the Web of Light.” 

 “What else could it be?” Bently asked. 

 Strange chuckled, looking down at his food. 

 “Every day,” Illyana said quietly, “I find out something 
new about the Balance in the Web. It could be just about 
anything.” 

 “Of course,” Bently said, her tone chilly. “But we can 
guess.” 

 “I am reluctant to cloud my thinking by trying to justify 
a guess,” Strange said, looking at Bently, “and it is often 
harmful to suggest the threat is one thing, when it is not, 
because those who trust your judgment develop doubts 
about trusting you to know what‟s going on.” He shrugged. 
“That‟s a big part of why we are so mysterious. Unknown 
quantities, both in wisdom and in power, encourage more 
respect from challengers and supporters alike.” 

 “Have it your way,” Bently said, reserved. 

 The phone rang, and Wong crossed the kitchen to 
answer it. “Strange residence, this is Wong. Yes, he‟s here.” 
He brought the cordless phone to Strange. “It is Reed 
Richards,” he said. 

 Strange took the phone with a nod. “Yes, Reed, good to 
hear from you. A meeting? You‟ve found something…yes, 
I‟ll be there shortly. Goodbye.” He handed the phone back 
to Wong. “Ladies, I‟m afraid I must go. Illyana?” 

 “Right,” Illyana said, rising, still holding her bowl of 
food. “I‟ll bring the dishes back,” she grinned at Wong, “but 
I‟m going to finish this absolutely wonderful meal.” Flame 
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rushed up around her and around Strange, and as it twirled 
away they were in Limbo. Illyana mounted her throne, 
putting the bowl down on its broad arm. “I rule here, so 
nobody is going to get into my food while I‟m gone,” she 
explained. “Okay, Iceland it is. You want backup?” 

 “No, the Illuminati is there. I can call you in if I need 
you. You‟ve got me marked, right?” 

 “I can find you anywhere on Prime,” Illyana nodded. “I 
hate to let you go alone. I‟m a little paranoid, this is the 
Reckoning after all.” 

 “True,” Strange nodded, “but you can‟t scry for me in 
the Illuminati base, it is too well shielded. I‟ll check in if we 
decide to go after something.” 

 “Good enough,” Illyana said, and flame roared around 
him, leaving him on the porch of the shielded house. 

 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

 The door opened, and Kurt bowed to Strange. “Please 
come in,” he said, stepping aside. Strange followed the trim 
acrobat, and they headed through the plush entry and living 
room, to the parlor. A fireplace was built into the center of a 
box of couches, creating a very cozy area. To the side, a 
holographic projector beamed up a picture of Prime, the 
Web of Light, some objects. 

 “Hello,” Reed said, coming in from the kitchen. “You 
make good time.” Sue followed, with a tray of drinks. 

 “Naturally,” Strange nodded. “Is Banner alright?” 

 “Doing fine,” Reed smiled. “Let me show you the 
anomaly I have uncovered.” He turned to the hologram as 
Strange took the tea Sue offered. “I have found a weakness 
in the Web of Light, one that can be exploited.” 

 “Oh?” Strange sipped his tea; the warmth spread 
through him quickly and pleasantly. 
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 “Indeed,” Reed said. “The geomantic energies around 
the earth are not being used to their full potential.” 

 Strange paused, arched an eyebrow, suddenly wary. 
“What do you mean?” 

 The drug in the tea flashed through his nervous system, 
and Sue caught his falling body, lowering him to the floor. 
The teacup smashed on the hardwood, tea and sharp china 
shards glinting, sharp and hot. 

 “He looks dead,” John observed from the doorway. 

 “I had to angle the medication to put him in a coma, not 
just knock him out,” Reed shrugged. “He is far too 
dangerous to be given the slightest opportunity to 
communicate or protect himself. John, go put him in the life 
support crèche and turn on the dimensional destabilizer. We 
don‟t want him waking up enough to send his astral form for 
help, and we don‟t want anyone searching Prime for him and 
finding that we‟ve got him.” He turned to Sue. “Go get 
Banner.” 

 As Sue rose and left the parlor, John hefted Strange over 
his shoulder, easily carried the slender man to the stairs and 
down to the lab. Forge and Hank looked up, surprised, and 
John kicked the control to open the crèche, slinging the 
unconscious Sorcerer Supreme into its padded interior. It 
closed and locked, and he smoothed his hair as he looked at 
the scientists. 

 “Is that Dr. Strange?” Forge asked, uncomfortable. 

 “All part of the plan, boys, don‟t you worry about it. 
He‟ll be fine,” John said. “Meantime, don‟t tell anybody. 
Especially not Banner. Got it?” 

 “Got it,” Hank echoed impassively. John flashed a smile 
at them and jogged up the stairs. 

 As he came out into the hall, he met Sue and Banner 
headed to the parlor. 
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 “Where are we going this time?” Banner asked, almost 
eager. 

 “Reed will handle that,” Sue assured him. “Here we 
are.” 

 All in the parlor, they turned to Reed. “We will take the 
jet, now,” Reed said. He put his hand on Banner‟s shoulder. 
“All this crazy mess that has you on the run is almost over,” 
he assured him, his forceful intellect giving his eyes an almost 
hypnotic power. “The end of the Reckoning is at hand.” 

 Madness lurked at the edges of his smile. 

* 

 Enitharmon regarded the light map, silent and still. Then 
he heard the arrival of another, and he turned to see Uuatu 
deliberately pacing towards him, a slender crimson-skinned 
beauty at his side. Her hair was black, trimmed close to her 
head, and she wore a single piece black bodysuit. On her 
middle finger, she wore a green ring. 

 “Ah, Katya, I do not see you often enough,” 
Enitharmon said, flexing his grip on his walking stick. “I 
hope you are feeling better.” 

 “Some, but certainly not fully healed,” Katya said in a 
lilting murmur. “Uuatu said we have an emergency.” 

 “So we do,” Enitharmon agreed. “See here. The Web of 
Light around Prime, at this point the linchpin of our 
defenses. We are coming up on the end of the Reckoning, 
and things are moving fast now. If we lose Prime, we may 
lose everything.” 

 “I thought we almost won,” Katya said, cocking her 
head to the side. 

 “True,” Enitharmon nodded. “Almost. But this is 
worrisome. And,” he added, “some force on Prime is 
blocking its connections to the wider Web, so as power 
cannot be regulated in there, it will swell some, and we can‟t 
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communicate with Strange at all.” He paused. “Strange may 
not be able to escape. He may not be able to call for help. I 
hope this mission does not involve combat,” Enitharmon 
shrugged, “but we need you to go, regardless.” 

 “More than one mission, I am afraid,” Uuatu said 
tonelessly. “You are one of our best, a true Master of the 
Order of the Ring. We must put our fates in your hands.” 

 “That‟s enough melodrama,” Katya said dryly. “Is it 
Attilan again?” 

 “Indeed,” Uuatu intoned. “King Bolt must be reassured 
that the Order is still capable of assisting his negotiations 
with his mad brother. Attilan is on the way to Prime, and 
you‟ve worked with Bolt before. He likes you. Check in on 
him on your way to Prime.” 

 “But don‟t linger,” Enitharmon said, concerned. “Send a 
communication as you see what is going on in Prime‟s Web 
of Light.” 

 “Alright,” Katya nodded. “I‟m ready for whatever 
background you‟ve got. I have not dealt with Prime before.” 

 Enitharmon cleared his throat. “Prime joined 
voluntarily, connected to the galactic Web by Agamotto, 
their first Defender, their Liberator. Here is a taste of the 
local Light.” Enitharmon beamed a light out of the map and 
into Katya‟s ring, which glowed for a moment then went dim 
again. “Follow that Light, the strongest concentrations will 
take you to Prime‟s defenders, probably the Sorcerer 
Supreme. His name is Stephen Strange.” Images and files 
were loading to the Ring from the web hologram as 
Enitharmon talked. Top ten languages, updated as of five 
years ago. Basic geography, maps, political history. 

 “I‟m ready,” Katya said simply. “This place has a 
functional Guardian, right? I‟ll find him,” she said as his 
image flashed through her mind, her ring pulsing with new 
information, “and we‟ll work together to sort this out. I‟ve 
done it a hundred times.” 
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 Enitharmon‟s fleshy beak curved in an odd smile. 
“Good luck.” He gestured, and a whip of energy touched 
her, she was pulled into the Web and propelled on her way. 

 “We take a terrible risk,” Uuatu observed. “Her wounds 
from Apokalypse. If she dies and Strange is out of 
commission, we will be terribly exposed.” 

 “We must know why Prime is sealed,” Enitharmon 
countered, “and Katya is skilled and brave.” He paused. “We 
can‟t wait,” he said simply. 

 Silent, the two powerful beings considered the spinning 
glory of the light map, lost in thought. 

* 

 The jet landed softly in the clearing, and the old sage 
stood with his robes whipping in the displaced wind. Reed 
saw him through the cloaked jet‟s cockpit, turned, nodded to 
Sue. 

 “Here,” Sue said to Banner, pulling out a helmet from a 
locker. “This will protect you from psychic attacks,” she said. 

 Banner ducked into the helmet, and strapped it on. 
“How does it—” he began, then he slumped over as the 
helmet activated and knocked him out. 

 “Excellent,” Reed said, rising from his seat. “Ben, bring 
our guest.” 

 The four founding members of the Illuminati, the 
enlightened ones, strode to meet the sage. Ben carried 
Banner‟s body as though it was nothing. 

 “He will remain unconscious as long as he wears the 
helmet,” Reed said without preamble. The sage nodded, 
solemn. 

 “The crystal awaits you at home,” he said, and he took 
the limp body from Ben. 

 “That‟s not nearly good enough,” Reed frowned. “Sue.” 
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 She pulled out a slim phone, placed a call. “Kurt. Look 
for a red crystal.” She looked to the sage. 

 “On the fireplace mantle,” the sage said. 

 “Fireplace. Right.” She looked into Reed‟s eyes. “It‟s 
there.” 

 “Excellent,” Reed said, turning to where the sage had 
been a moment ago. Chilled, they realized they were alone. 

 “A neat trick,” Reed observed. “Back to the jet.”  

 As they once again settled into their seats, Reed squinted 
at the instruments. “Now we will go home, and meditate 
with the crystal, tuning to it, so we can be in tune with the 
Web of Light. We will drain it into ourselves, and become 
gods. Finally, we have won.” 

 The jet lifted into the darkness that endured between 
lights on the surface of the planet, and the far away stars. 
Then it was gone. 

* 

 A huge man stepped out of the impenetrable shadow. 
He was tall, a pallor beyond bloodlessness to his face. His 
eyes were red, baleful, his features sensual but classically 
handsome. Passionless. His black hair was combed back flat. 
He wore a suit of banded steel, with gloves and odd slippers. 
A cloak of razor-edged steel streamers sprayed up from his 
shoulders, bowed by gravity and possibly other forces to 
dangle around his back. 

 He pulled the sage with him by the elbow; the old man 
ran together and shifted, becoming Darkholme. Banner was 
draped over her shoulder. She dumped him on the ground. 

 “We win again, my Dark Lord,” Darkholme said with a 
smirk. 

 “Indeed,” he growled, his voice like a crawling darkness. 
“We have manipulated the Illuminati into eliminating the 
Sorcerer Supreme, draining the Web of Light, and giving us 
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the weapon that will make us invincible,” he said as he 
nudged Banner with his foot. 

 They were surrounded by the uneven gloom of shadow 
and stone, a place a half-step off Prime, a place where the 
Dark Lord‟s power outstripped that of any mere mortals, a 
place mortals could not find. 

 “Let me sample his power,” the Dark Lord murmured. 
One of his razor streamers twitched down and slit into 
Banner‟s torso, between his ribcage and hip. Banner shifted 
and groaned softly, but the Dark Lord‟s face shifted to an 
expression savoring delight. “Magnificent,” the Dark Lord 
murmured. “Limitless power to pour into my shadowed 
network. He will regenerate his energy faster than I can use 
it. At last, nothing can stop me; the Web of Light will protect 
a new ruler, a new Shadow King. This Reckoning is where 
the line of the Sorcerer Supreme ends at last.” 

 “I wonder if you might be willing to use that power to 
collect Xavier,” Darkholme said humbly as she rubbed at the 
dark stain on her hand. 

 He indulged her with a smile. “It will serve me well to 
take down a powerful mentalist and his lackeys. That will be 
good practice.” 

 “Thank you very much,” she said earnestly. “I will 
continue to work with Luthor, keeping the Order of the Ring 
out of this until even they cannot stand before your power.” 

 He flexed, his body swelling a bit as his power 
deepened. “This is good,” he murmured. He gestured, and 
Banner was tugged from the ground and slammed into the 
wall, the wall growing shackles of ridiculous dimensions to 
swathe over him several times, chaining him so he could not 
so much as shift position. In the helmet, Banner still slept. 

 His dreams were dark and relentless, for he could not 
escape them. 
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PART TWO 

 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

 The drum thumped, strutted, and stung as Parker‟s 
sticks slammed and teased the striking surfaces. The very air 
danced to his beat. Illyana strolled up to him, and he 
wrapped up his impromptu solo. 

 “That‟s a great sound,” Illyana admitted. “Just when I 
think you are a hopeless dweeb, you do something cool. The 
man can play.” 

 “Must you put every compliment in the context of my 
overall dweebdom?” Parker asked, squinting at Illyana. “It 
sort of takes all the satisfaction out of you admitting you are 
wrong to think of me as a nerd.” 

 “I‟d hate to contribute to an overall excess of ego,” 
Illyana said, eye wide with artificial concern. 

 The door into the spacious loft slammed, and a curvy 
red-head confidently crossed the space to where amps, 
microphones, and music stands were already basically 
arranged. “Hey there, Illyana!” she said with a grin. 

 “Mary Jane Parker, as I live and breathe,” Illyana said 
wryly. “And here I was waiting for you to call and tell me you 
were running late and needed some kind of emergency 
magical teleportation.” 

 “I wouldn‟t dare abuse our friendship that way,” Mary 
Jane said, furrowing her brow, “unless I also offered you ice 
cream.” 

 “That‟s true,” Illyana reflected. “I do like ice cream.” 

 Tandy came out of the loft‟s office. “Thanks for letting 
us practice at the dojo,” she said. 

 “No problem, most of you spend plenty of time here 
anyway,” Illyana replied with a smile. “Besides, it‟s easy to 
keep an eye on you here, and Strange would be impossible to 
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live with if anything happened to, you know, the band.” 
Illyana cleared her throat. “Or anybody in it. So, I‟ve got 
some scry work to do for Strange, and I‟ll catch up to you all 
later!” Fire carried her off. 

 Tandy double-checked her cords, arranged her setup, 
Mary Jane pulled her bass guitar out of the case and plugged 
it in, tuned it. Peter made a triangle out of his thumbs, 
forefingers, and drumsticks using his adhesive fingertips. 

 The dojo door opened again, and all three looked over 
to see Clark Kent come through, brushing snow off his 
jacket and hefting a guitar case. 

 “Oh, right,” Parker said, “I invited Kent here.” He did a 
brief drumroll, followed by a sting; blushing, Kent bowed 
like a ringleader at a circus. “Can‟t believe I forgot to 
mention it. He‟s a cool guy.” He glanced at Tandy as though 
this was no big thing, their eyes met for a moment. 

 “Cool guitar,” Mary Jane said. “What do you have 
there?” 

 Red, white, blue, electric guitar. “Stratocaster, you know, 
the guy at the music store recommended it. I like the colors.” 
He plugged it into the amp. 

 “What can you do with it?” Mary Jane asked. 

 Kent tuned it briefly, then played a simple syncopated 
verse of “Mary Had a Little Lamb.” He grinned at them, 
goofy and vulnerable. 

 “That‟s an interesting tune to pick,” Tandy said, neutral. 

 “I checked around,” Kent confessed. He cleared his 
throat, shifting his weight, nervous. 

 “Do you think you can replace Tyrone?” Tandy asked 
him directly. “He played the guitar.” 

 “Replace?” Kent shook his head. “No.” Something 
distant was beginning to settle in him, overextended. He 
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hesitated, moments away from unplugging the guitar and 
walking away. 

 “Plus you‟re not all that good,” Parker noted. 

 “Hey now,” Kent retorted, “I picked this thing up for 
the first time this afternoon. Give me a week, and see how 
good I am. Kira gave me some pointers on how to pick up 
an instrument fast. I may be able to show you something 
you‟ve never seen before.” Serious, he held up his hand. “No 
calluses.” 

 “We are in the middle of the Reckoning,” Tandy said. 
“The world may come crashing down any minute now. You 
are surrounded by better things to do. Why do you even 
want to be part of this?” 

 Kent looked her in the eye, felt the glow of Light that 
breathed from her even when it wasn‟t visible. “For the same 
reason I came from Smallville to New York. Same reason 
I‟m with the Planetary. I want to be part of something 
important.” He shrugged. 

 Tandy considered him, and sensed the loneliness of an 
alien among mortals. She nodded to herself. “Maybe you can 
belong with us,” she said. “We‟ll have to see. Tyrone would 
not want us to lose him and the band too, and we do need 
somebody on guitar. We have a concert on Friday night. So 
let‟s go over the playlist so you can learn what‟s what. I didn‟t 
bring you any music, though.” 

 “Here‟s a copy,” Parker said, handing over a sheaf of 
paper. “What, you give me music, I just ignore the stuff on 
the page.” He smiled at Tandy. 

 Kent took the sheet music. He turned to Tandy. “I‟ll 
never be Tyrone,” he said. 

 “I know,” Tandy nodded. “That‟s true. But I need this 
concert, to remember him right. To…to grieve him,” she 
said quietly. “So let‟s have fun with this. But also be reverent. 
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This is really kind of a memorial service, so I can put Tyrone 
where he belongs in my life, and move on.” 

 “More like a wake, actually,” Parker mused. “People will 
be drinking and hollering.” 

 “That‟s what Tyrone would have enjoyed,” Mary Jane 
agreed. “He loved being in this band.” 

 A moment of quiet. 

 “Spyhunter,” Tandy said, sitting at the keyboard. They 
readied their instruments and followed her lead through the 
slinky rendition of a classic. 

 Mary Jane shook her head, disgusted, as they finished 
the second time through. “You‟re already better than me,” 
she scowled at Kent. “It‟s just—wrong.” 

 “I‟d rather watch you play any time, pretty lady,” Parker 
grinned wolfishly. 

 “Settle down,” Mary Jane said, arching an eyebrow to 
match the curve of her grin. 

 Tandy pulled a set of music out of her bag. “Here we 
go,” she said. “Chiaroscuro in D.” She handed the music out.  

 “What‟s that mean?” Kent asked. 

 Peter shifted on his stool. “Chiaroscuro is how painters 
use light and shadow in a picture.” Kent and Mary Jane 
looked at him blankly. He shrugged. “Photographer,” he 
explained. 

 “Let‟s hear it,” Tandy said. “Take your time, feel it out.” 

 They experimented with the first page, and Kent shook 
his head. “This is some crazy stuff, man,” he said with half a 
smile. 

 “Tandy is the brains,” Mary Jane explained, “Peter here 
is the wild genius, and you and me? We try to keep up.” 

 “This is my song about Tyrone,” Tandy explained. 
“So… it‟s really the point of this concert. I need to perform 
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this. I need your help to do it right. I need to—to make this 
contribution to the world, I guess. To get it out there. To 
connect with all these people, and to the memory of Tyrone, 
to maybe share with them a little of what he meant to me.” 

 “Seems like a pretty damn important thing to do,” 
Parker said, looking her in the eye. 

 “Even in the middle of a Reckoning?” He heard the first 
hint of self-doubt in Tandy‟s voice. 

 “Especially in a Reckoning,” Parker shrugged. “If we 
lose, then this song never gets out.” He looked at Mary 
Jane‟s music. “One of a hundred million consequential 
tragedies.” His voice was oddly soft. 

 “You guys thought of a name for your first album?” 
Kent asked with the first hint of a grin. “I kind of like 
„consequential tragedies.‟” 

 “Let‟s just play this thing,” Mary Jane said as she rolled 
her eyes. 

* 

 The yacht was big enough to minimize the pitch and roll 
of cruising in the harbor. Strains of the string quartet‟s 
masterful treatment of Hayden drifted across the deck, where 
men and women in all their finery were mingling, dancing, or 
relaxing. The evening was chilly, but quite a few were up on 
the deck, as well as inside, where meshed-in fireplaces roared 
with flame and laughter glittered over the party. 

 The young woman leaning on the rail was stunning in 
her beauty; she wore a black dress that fit her closely, with a 
slit up the side and a deep scoop in the back as the front 
sheathed her all the way to the neck. Her upper arms were 
bare, but she wore silk gloves that came up to her biceps. 
Her hair was short, iridescent dark, delicately styled 
simplicity. She was Asian and breathtaking. A slight smile 
adjusted her lips as she heard two people approach from 
behind as she gazed at the New York lights. 
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 “Perhaps I should introduce myself,” said the trim 
young man in a tuxedo, the lights glimmering on his smooth 
scalp. 

 “Everyone knows Lex Luthor,” the woman at the rail 
said without turning. 

 A smile tugged at Luthor‟s narrow face. “Especially at 
my own party, where I made up the guest list. So 
introductions are especially awkward.” His eyes narrowed 
slightly, and a young blonde beauty was at his side in a 
moment. It was clear by her stance that she was not his date, 
but perhaps she served in a more official and violent 
capacity. 

 “Hm,” the Asian chuckled. She turned to face him, 
languid. “I planned to speak to you tonight.” 

 “Did you have difficulty finding me?” Luthor asked, a 
tightness creeping into his smile. 

 “No, not especially,” she shrugged, “but I knew you‟d 
come to me. You are a man who doesn‟t like loose ends and 
mysteries, not so close to your person.” Her voice was gentle 
and soft and warm, handling words carefully, muting her 
accent. 

 “This banter is charming,” Luthor said through his 
teeth, “but I really do need to know what you want, so I can 
decide if you get to swim home, or if what‟s left of you floats 
to shore.” He took a sip from his champagne flute, and the 
woman at his side relaxed, ready for anything, reflexes in 
high gear. 

 “I do love Hayden,” the Asian woman replied, nodding 
at the glassed-in string quartet. “I think I‟ll stay.” Moving 
with shocking speed, she was next to the blonde bodyguard, 
and she thrust out her hand, her thumb hitting something in 
the woman‟s lower back before she could react. The woman 
stiffened, her cheek shivering, her eyes wide. She froze, and 
the Asian woman languorously draped an arm over her 
shoulders, looking casual. 
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 “You worked with my colleague, Gauntlet,” the Asian 
woman said. “My name is Karai. I have come to you because 
I am looking for a supply of Ingredient 279, and you collect 
it in Smallville, Kansas.” 

 “I‟m not a supplier,” Luthor replied, eyeing his 
bodyguard as she shivered and twitched. “I clean up 
hazardous waste.” 

 “Then I want to partner with you in handling it,” Karai 
shrugged. “I represent an interest that has resources and 
scope of more interest to you than the Ingredient alone. My 
employer wants to meet you as soon as possible.” 

 “Interesting,” Luthor admitted. “Tomorrow, ten o‟clock 
in the morning, my office downtown. And Mercy had better 
be undamaged.” 

 Karai smiled at that, then rubbed three spots on Mercy‟s 
back. Released, the bodyguard snatched at the rail and 
hunched over, shaking, breathing hard. 

 “She‟ll be fine,” Karai said. 

 Luthor arched an eyebrow. “Before you go, care for a 
dance?” 

 “That sounds lovely,” she nodded.  

 Then they had the dance floor on the aft deck of the 
yacht almost entirely to themselves. Luthor swept her into a 
waltz, and they moved gracefully, fluidly together. 

 “I‟ve had trouble with ninja before,” he murmured, his 
mouth by her ear.  

 “It is never as clear as it seems,” she agreed. 

 “Am I in danger from your boss?” he asked. 

 “Not yet. A lot depends…on tomorrow.” 

 “This is about more than the ingredient,” Luthor flatly 
stated.  
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 “The ingredient is like money, no?” Karai mouthed by 
his ear. “Only useful as currency, as a symbol. For what it 
can get you, that you can get no other way.” 

 His eyes narrowed, he leaned back and looked her in the 
eye. “Who is your employer?” he demanded. “How much 
does he know?” 

 She kissed him on the cheek and slipped away from him, 
through the glass doors to the yacht interior in a moment. 
She vanished in the crowd. Luthor did not pursue, instead 
moving to the sparsely crowded bar inside. 

 Mercy was by his side in a moment. “Want to find and, 
you know, kill her?” Mercy said, trying to keep her tone light. 

 “Let her go. She‟ll bring her boss by the office in the 
morning,” Luthor said. “Then we‟ll find out what all this is 
about.” 

 

Thursday, February 9, 2006 

 Tandy paced, gripping a stone and rubbing the glyph on 
it with her thumb. Fire embraced her and roared away, and 
she came out in Limbo before Illyana‟s throne. 

 “What‟s up?” Illyana asked, serious. “You called?” 

 “Yes, sorry about that, but Strange didn‟t come home 
last night,” Tandy said. “He didn‟t call, no message. He just 
didn‟t turn up.” 

 “Yeah, that‟s not like him,” Illyana frowned. “He went 
to see the Illuminati yesterday.” A small teleportation portal 
twitched open, and she pulled out her cell phone. It got 
signal in the other dimension, transmitting through the 
portal. She punched in a number, and maneuvered her scry. 
The scry could not penetrate the dense shield of Light over 
the Illuminati headquarters. Forge answered her call. 

 “This is Forge,” he said, “how can I help you?” 

 “This is Illyana, I‟m looking for Strange.” 
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 “Oh, right, he dropped in briefly yesterday. Then he 
talked to Reed about something, and headed off to Germany. 
I don‟t know the details. Some kind of disruption in the 
aether or something.” 

 “Who might know more?” Illyana pressed. 

 “The Enlightened Founders are in meditation to try to 
help out, and they are the only ones who were part of that 
conversation,” Forge apologized. “I‟ll have them call you as 
soon as possible.” 

 “Thanks,” Illyana said, and she snapped the phone shut. 
“Damn. Germany? He would have called somebody.” 

 “Is he on Prime?” Tandy asked. 

 Illyana settled before her scry and shaped a rune in the 
air. It shimmered, and the scrying pool flickered with scenes 
from all over the world. 

 “That tag I put on him should bring him up no matter 
where he is,” Illyana said. “So. He‟s probably in some pocket 
dimension just off Prime, or pulled into a wild adventure.” 
She did not mention the possibility he might be dead. She 
didn‟t have to. “Look, Tandy, I know you have your concert 
tomorrow. But you have to be careful today. Keep your head 
down. Until we figure out what happened with Strange.” 

 “Right,” Tandy nodded. 

 Illyana teleported her back to the Sanctum. “Look after 
her, Wong,” she murmured, “or we might lose this whole 
shooting match.” Her scry flickered again, following another 
tag, and settled on Bently. “Right,” Illyana muttered, and 
flame raced up over her, pale and dark and eldritch. 

 When the flame slid into nothingness, she stood in the 
dojo, facing Bently. Bently knelt, comfortable, meditating. 
Illyana cleared her throat. 
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 “No need for that,” Bently said, her accent crisp. “Your 
entrance was sufficiently dramatic to break my 
concentration.” Her eyes remained closed. 

 “I‟m surprised to find you here, of all places,” Illyana 
said gesturing around the dojo. “Not your favorite spot.” 

 “True,” Bently murmured, “but you taught me much 
here, Illyana, and don‟t think I‟m not grateful. Besides, the 
Sanctum is getting a little—crowded, with Tandy back.” She 
failed to hide the sour note that struck in her tone. 

 “Strange has gone missing,” Illyana said, blunt. 

 “It‟s worse than that, even,” Bently said as she opened 
her eyes. “The whole Web—have you ever felt it fade like 
this? It‟s nearly a quarter less than it was yesterday.” 

 “I‟ve never even heard of anything like this,” Illyana 
frowned. “Some huge drain, but I can‟t find it. I mean, all this 
energy has to be going somewhere.” 

 “That‟s what I‟m looking for,” Bently said. “This would 
be easy, if we had the Crystal of Agamotto. A map of the 
Web would show the currents clearly, as it were.” 

 “Well you keep that up, and I‟ll keep looking for 
Strange.” Illyana ran her hands through her hair. “We are in 
some serious trouble, with a quarter of the power down and 
no sign of the Sorcerer Supreme. Be ready for anything.” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

 Banner hung on the wall, profoundly shackled, 
unconscious with his helmet still humming. He had grown in 
size, and his chains clinked slightly as he shifted position, like 
a dreamer having a bad dream. Three razor strips were in 
him, draining him. Only one pale witch light drifted in the 
other-dimensional darkness, offering enough light to define 
the scope and scale of the darkness that pressed in. 
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 A skinny man stumbled out of the darkness, a rag tied 
over his eyes, his wrists and ankles healing from shackle 
friction. He coughed, a ragged thin sound. Behind him, the 
Dark Lord loomed. 

 “Here, Primus,” the Dark Lord said. “Here is our 
ultimate victory.” He touched Primus‟s shoulder, and the 
skinny man dropped to his knees with a gasp as power 
flowed into him. “Store up as much as you can hold, and 
more,” the Dark Lord murmured. “The Illuminati have 
disabled the Sorcerer Supreme for us, in their mad lust for 
power. Even now, they are drawing down the defenses of 
Prime into themselves, greedily sucking it in, thinking power 
alone will make them gods.” He chuckled, a deeply unsettling 
sound. “But you can be a Godslayer, for you will channel 
limitless power, pour it into them. And I will be behind you.” 

 The Dark Lord looked down at his slave fondly as steam 
rose from the man absorbing the power of the Grail. “They 
draw from the life of Prime, and we draw from a dimension 
beyond. Who will find their limits first?” he mused. 
“Remember this: the Illuminati betrayed you, forgot you, just 
as they betrayed and forgot Banner here.” 

 Primus frowned as his empty eye sockets filled with 
Light. “It is time I reminded them,” he growled with a voice 
hoarse from alternating disuse and screaming. 

 The Dark Lord smiled. “Stay here and feed. I have 
another errand to attend to.” As he faded back into shadow, 
Primus concentrated, his shoulders hitching as he panted, the 
power rushing in, in, deeper into his bones. 

* 

 “Well, sorcerer, whatever you are doing is working very 
well!” Shao Khan boomed, smiling. “To think I was 
considering how best to order your death.” 

 “In a day, maybe two, Dormammu can burst the last 
remnants and walk onto Prime itself,” Shang Tsung nodded. 
“It is indeed all going according to plan, now that I have 
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found their weakness.” He turned to Karai. “Let‟s go talk to 
Luthor.” 

 She fell in step with him, leaving the concrete bunker 
that had been hastily outfitted to be a throne room. Shang 
Tsung gestured, and tugged the ninja master with him, out of 
time and space, and back in a block down from Lexcorp‟s 
headquarters. 

 “You have no idea what‟s causing the drain,” Karai said 
flatly. 

 “So much as whisper that idea again and I‟ll slaughter 
you,” Shang Tsung growled. His features blurred and shifted; 
his hawk-like narrow sneering face became a round, bland 
Chinese stereotype. His lank black hair shifted back to a well-
coiffed mat. His body filled out some. “Ah. This is the form 
of a Chinese farmer I killed four hundred years ago,” Shang 
Tsung mused. “No one should recognize it.” A dangerous 
smile looked out of place on the benign face. Shang Tsung 
followed Karai towards the headquarters.  

 They crossed the plaza, not bothering to crane their 
necks to look up the monolithic face of the building. In the 
lobby, they were met by Mercy. She was dressed 
professionally, and she was not alone; a broad-shouldered 
man in an ill-fitting suit, topped with an ugly face and a bad 
shelf of hair, waited with her. “Mr. Luthor is expecting you,” 
Mercy said to Karai. She turned and led the way to the 
elevator. She put in a special key and a nine digit code, then 
the elevator shot up the shaft all the way to the top floor of 
the building. 

 The door slid open, and they stepped out into a spacious 
office with a massive desk at the far end. The windows along 
three sides of the room were floor-to-ceiling, overlooking 
New York from a dizzying height. Luthor stood at his desk, 
waiting for them. They approached, Mercy to one side, the 
big ugly man to the other. Karai glanced around, as did 
Shang Tsung, but any threats were well concealed. 
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 “Good morning,” Luthor said mildly, his face 
deceptively amused. “You‟ve met my associates, Mercy and 
Garrett. What can I help you with?” 

 “Tell me,” Shang Tsung said, his eyes narrowing, “why 
are you trying to isolate the Web of Light?” 

 Luthor blinked. “Come again?” 

 “Satellites full of warpstone,” Shang Tsung frowned. 

 “Ah, now that‟s interesting,” Luthor murmured. “Tell 
me about this „web of light.‟” 

 Shang Tsung thought it over for a moment, then he 
scowled. “I don‟t have time to play around,” he muttered.  

 Mercy whipped out a gun from the small of her back, 
and Garrett pulled a hand cannon out of his coat as Shang 
Tsung darted forward with superhuman speed. His hand 
flicked out, and a blast of mystic energy flattened Mercy.  

 Karai pounced on Garrett, her fingers slamming into a 
pressure point that would neutralize him. Instead, she hit 
metal; shocked, she ducked as he lined up and squeezed off a 
booming round that knocked the corner off the desk. 

 Luthor leaped behind Garrett as Shang Tsung angled for 
him. Snarling impatiently, Shang Tsung fired a bolt into 
Garrett‟s torso, and Garrett did not even flinch; his cannon 
bucked again, again, but Shang Tsung twirled out of the way, 
a consummate martial artist, knocking Garrett‟s wrist aside 
and pounding a superhumanly strong blow into his chest. 

 Luthor sprang out of the way as Garrett shot backward 
and slammed into the armored glass, cracking it. Shang 
Tsung cocked an eyebrow, then leaped up and blasted a 
mighty kick into him, knocking him clear through the glass 
to awkwardly tumble end for end through the air. He would 
reach escape velocity long before he hit the concrete. 

 “Give him to me!” Shang Tsung hissed at Karai with a 
wild gesture at Luthor. She was on him, snatching his wrist 
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and cranking it around, tossing him at the sorcerer. Shang 
Tsung took up a shoulder grip and dropped Luthor below 
the sight line of the desk as security slung the doors open, 
five armed men rushing in. 

 “Back to your stations, and don‟t disturb me again! 
Everything is fine!” Shang Tsung roared at them, copying 
Luthor‟s voice and appearance. The security hesitated, then 
withdrew. The door closed behind them. 

 Karai moved over to stand in the shadow by the door. 
Mercy twitched and groaned. Shang Tsung hefted Luthor up 
to look into his own face. 

 “I am a sorcerer,” Shang Tsung said conversationally. “I 
can hurt you in ways you cannot imagine, and will not 
believe. Be honest and tell me what I want to know, or you 
will die, skinned by insects. This may take weeks.” 

 “Relax,” Luthor gritted out through the pain. “Let‟s start 
over.” 

 “No, I like it this way,” Shang Tsung growled through 
his grin, tightening his grip. “Talk.” 

 “A woman, Raven Darkholme, contacted me,” Luthor 
managed. “She was interested in Ingredient 279.” 

 “What is that?” Shang Tsung demanded. 

 “Green meteor rock! Ow!” Luthor protested as his arm 
cranked ever close to breaking. Shang Tsung relaxed his grip 
a little. 

 “Ah. Warpstone. Continue.” 

 “Warpstone, whatever,” Luthor panted. “She told me 
how to refine it. She wanted me to launch this satellite 
network, and put them in certain orbits, in exchange for 
information and assistance. I don‟t know why.” 

 “This is tiresome,” Shang Tsung sighed. Then a bullet 
slammed through his forearm, the force of the hit yanking 
him off his feet and slamming him against the glass. 
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 Karai spun to see a woman standing by the door, a .50 
caliber Desert Eagle in each hand, both pointed unswervingly 
at those threatening Luthor.  

 “Find out what you wanted to know?” the shapely 
brunette asked, batting her green eyes as she adjusted her aim 
at Karai. 

 “More or less,” Luthor said, rising, straightening his tie. 
He brushed himself off as Mercy groaned, propping herself 
up, struggling to muster the strength to stand. Luthor turned 
to Shang Tsung as the sorcerer rose to his feet, warily eyeing 
the brunette with the hand cannons, gauging her speed. 

 “I let this go as far as it did,” Luthor said to Shang 
Tsung, “because I wanted to know what you were after. I 
thought it would be best if you could be honest.” He nodded 
to Shang Tsung‟s shattered arm, as the sorcerer cradled it to 
his chest. “Know that this is my office, and I can have all of 
you killed any time it serves me to do so.” 

 “Master?” Karai said, edgy. 

 “Wait,” Shang Tsung growled. “Alright. Let‟s talk. What 
do you know about the Web of Light?” he said to Luthor. 

 The brunette cocked her head to the side. “For that you 
talk to me,” she purred. 

 Shang Tsung studied her face for a long moment, then 
shook his head. “I suspected the work was defensive,” he 
said, “helping the Sorcerer Supreme. I‟m not sure what you 
are, but I can sense whose you are, so you could not be 
working for the Sorcerer Supreme. All is well.” 

 Her eyes narrowed. “Who are you?” 

 “Shang Tsung,” he said with a shallow bow. 

 “Ah,” she nodded, holstering her weapons. “For the 
moment, anyway, we are on the same side.” 

 Almost unnoticed, Karai blinked and staggered a bit, 
then rubbed at her eyes. 
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 “I‟m delighted we are all getting on so well,” Luthor said 
with a sharp grin, “but even with the broken window we are 
quickly reaching the point where this conversation is going to 
move.” 

 “What?” Shang Tsung scowled quizzically at the bald 
billionaire. 

 “I did mention this is my office,” Luthor clarified. He 
shrugged apologetically as Karai fell face-first on the floor. 
Darkholme realized too late what was going on, as she 
sagged down. Shang Tsung managed a wild-eyed snarl as he 
toppled, the sleeping gas doing its work. 

 Mercy rose awkwardly. “Took long enough,” she 
grumbled. 

 “The broken window didn‟t help,” Luthor sighed, 
“letting in all that fresh air. But I could feel the gas pushing 
on my resistance, so I knew they had to be close to falling 
over. Anyway. Fit them with collars and get them to the 
safehouse in Queens. I want to continue this conversation 
somewhere less conspicuous. Also, get Garrett back up 
here.” He paused. “And do something about that burn.” 

 “Yes sir,” Mercy said, and she set his plans in motion. 

* 

 “I just wanted to check in,” Xavier said into the phone, 
the sunlight gleaming off his bald scalp. “You know how it 
is, Emma. I can sense a massive threat to the world, but I am 
not really in a position to identify or deal with it. So I wanted 
to make sure everything was going alright at the California 
school.” He paused to listen. “The psychic levels of the 
world are shifting somehow, be on alert. I have Rich and 
Kitty and Saint here, so I should be fine at the castle, they are 
very capable bodyguards. Do check in, will you? Even if 
nothing is going on?” He shook his head. “My foreboding is 
increasing by the hour, and not knowing why has left me… 
unsettled. Yes, take care. See you soon.” He hung up. 
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 As if on cue, the door opened, and Rich strolled in along 
with a young woman. Rich looked especially windblown, his 
curly chestnut hair wild over his bright eyes and square jaw. 
The chill outside seemed to tighten his muscles so he looked 
even more ripped in his t-shirt and jeans. The woman at his 
side was confident to the point of sass, her muscle tone in 
fine form to accent her womanly curves. Her face was more 
rounded, and her chin-length auburn hair had a thick white 
streak in front.  

 “Moira says everything is normal in town, and we just 
checked the grounds again,” Rich said. “We‟re good. Kitty is 
taking it easy, still recovering from that nasty burn last 
month. So, could you remind me,” he said as he scratched 
his neck, “why we came all the way to Muir Island?” 

 “He already told us, sugah,” Saint said with her breathy 
Southern accent, arching an eyebrow at him. “World‟s in 
peril.” 

 “Rasputin‟s death was not the end of this,” Xavier 
murmured. “Something else is going on. The whole flavor of 
the astral plane is shifting, and not for the better. 
Something…something is coming.” He shivered slightly. “I 
did not want to concentrate the whole school in one place, 
nor did I want too many people interfering. I don‟t want…if 
it comes down to it, I don‟t want to repeat the battle that left 
us leaderless last time.” 

 “You make this sound pretty serious,” Saint said, 
uncertain. 

 “Glad to know I am communicating,” Xavier replied 
solemnly, “because this is serious. I hope to get to the 
bottom of it before it is too late.” 

 Xavier froze. “Something,” he breathed. “Something is 
here. In the main hall. Not human. Flush with power.” 

 Saint looked to Rich. “May I?” 
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 He nodded. She grabbed his arm, and her unique power 
connected with him; Rich grunted, frowning, as his 
abundance of strength, his toughness, and his power of flight 
drained through the connection, empowering Saint. She let 
go before his formidable reserves were used up; now both of 
them had his powers. 

 Rich turned to Xavier. “Can I take you to the main 
hall?” he asked. 

 “Please,” Xavier nodded. Rich easily hefted the 
wheelchair and zoomed through the corridors, coming to the 
balcony overlooking the main hall, with Saint right behind 
him. 

 “I have alerted Kitty,” Xavier muttered, “to serve as 
backup. Even with her injuries, she may be able to help.” 

 “You think we might need it?” Rich asked, worried. 

 Xavier did not reply. He stared at the man standing 
alone in the middle of the main hall. 

 “What do you want?” Xavier demanded, his hands 
shaking as his psychic powers skirted the edges of the 
creature‟s psyche. He found only darkness, a malicious bog 
of agony and death. 

 The Dark Lord laughed. “I don‟t care about the others,” 
he said, his voice seeming to slither to them. “I am not 
leaving here without you, Xavier. The Web of Light wanes. It 
is unlikely your luck will hold.” His red eyes flared, then he 
dropped through his own shadow, vanishing. 

 “Go!” Xavier yelled, pointing out over the hall; Rich 
snatched his chair and hurled out over space, Saint at his 
heels, as razored ribbons shot out of the shadows behind 
them and narrowly missed puncturing them. Rich hovered 
over the main hall, Saint watching his back. The Dark Lord 
laughed, the sound squirming around them where they kept a 
close eye out for the next attack, glancing up and down 
frequently. 
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 “He is like a vampire, but different,” Xavier murmured. 

 “How do we get away?” Saint demanded, her voice 
brittle. 

 “Maybe Kitty can phase him into the floor,” Rich 
suggested. 

 “Kitty is in position, and I‟ve psychically instructed 
Moira to make a run for it,” Xavier said under his breath. 
“Now we need to lure him into the open.” 

 “Can you break his brain?” Rich asked hopefully. 

 “He is connected to a deep network, and he‟s not 
human,” Xavier replied. “I can try.” 

 Xavier concentrated on the oily presence of the monster 
that stalked them; he sensed its edges, and feinted. The 
monster swelled at his psyche, he slid around to the side and 
pushed as hard as he dared. 

 The Dark Lord stumbled out of a shadow, then stared 
up at Xavier and his students where they hovered. 
“Impressive,” he sneered. “Care to try that again?” 

 A hand slipped up out of the floor, grabbing his ankle, 
and pulling him out of phase so he would drop into the 
floor. He chuckled, stooping to snatch the wrist and pull the 
young woman out of the floor. 

 “Child, I exist in many dimensions, and this is but one of 
my forms,” he said as he stared into her terrified face. She 
was in her early twenties, hastily dressed, bandaged from 
burns. He flung her at the wall, and she phased to go through 
it instead of hitting with bone shattering force. 

 Then the monster was moving; razor ribbons shot out at 
Rich and Saint, and they scattered. The Dark Lord dropped 
into shadow and leaped out, smashing into Rich and 
snatching Xavier out of his chair. Rich recovered, snapping a 
powerful hit across the Dark Lord‟s face. Unfazed, the Dark 
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Lord pounded a blow into Rich that sent him through the 
stone wall with a resounding bang. 

 The Dark Lord landed with the grace of a cat, squaring 
off with Saint. Xavier shouted, driving a powerful psychic 
assault into the monster that held him.  

 The Dark Lord chuckled. He turned, his empty red eyes 
glowing at Xavier. “I may just let you probe the depths of my 
mind,” he murmured, “so I can watch you go mad with the 
secret knowledge I bear.” Xavier stopped struggling, staring 
into those mad eyes. 

 “Is this about me?” Xavier asked directly. 

 “Yes.” 

 “Please,” Xavier said, “leave them out of it. I will go 
with you if you leave them alone.” 

 “I don‟t care about them,” the Dark Lord said. 

 Xavier glanced over at where Saint was working out a 
flank attack. “It‟s alright,” he said softly. He touched their 
minds; Saint, Rich, Kitty. In a moment, he stilled their 
confusion, fear, pain, and anger. They paused, unable to do 
more. 

 “I am so proud of you,” he whispered, and he let them 
feel it. Then he looked the Dark Lord in the eye. 

 “Let‟s go.” 

 The Dark Lord gestured, and Xavier was asleep. 
Together, they dropped through the shadows, leaving Muir 
Island far behind. 

 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

 The Dark Lord came out of shadows in one of his many 
hidden dimensions. He tossed Xavier aside, careless, and 
twitched a scry open. “Come now, Darkholme,” he 
murmured, “let‟s get that mark off you so we can finish this 
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game up.” He found her, seeing her seated at a table with her 
face down on it, a collar around her neck. “Interesting.” He 
watched as she stirred, then woke. 

 Luthor sat at the head of the table, Garrett on one side 
and Mercy on the other. Karai and Shang Tsung sat on one 
side of the table, Darkholme on the other. Luthor pushed a 
button on his remote, and all three of his prisoners stirred, 
then sat up. All three wore slim collars. 

 “Let me begin the conversation,” Luthor said mildly. 
“Anyone who misbehaves has a head that turns into red mist. 
Anyone who mouths off does an electricity dance. This is 
behavior modification assisted by technology. Now, if we are 
indeed all on the same side, let‟s have a little less flexing and 
growling, and a little more of „what‟s in it for Lex Luthor.‟” 
He sat back. “Go ahead.” 

 “I thought we had a deal,” Darkholme said, grim. “Your 
loose interpretation of our partnership may come back to 
haunt you.” 

 “Possible,” Luthor agreed, “but any more veiled threats 
get a little zap.” His smile was thin. 

 “Enough!” Shang Tsung snapped, rising to his feet. “I 
am amazed that one such as you dares to touch, much less—” 
His tirade was cut short by a choking scream as electricity 
coursed through him; the others felt the hum in their skin as 
he crackled then sagged back in his chair, panting. 

 “That‟s how it works,” Luthor said, calm. 

 Shang Tsung‟s eyes were wild with rage, and he sprang 
at Luthor. The shock convulsed him midair, and Garrett 
rose, clotheslining him; the sorcerer slammed down on the 
table on his back, and Garrett shoved him to slide down the 
table and off it. Steaming, the panting sorcerer pulled himself 
up into his chair, unsteady with pain. He clutched at the cast 
set on his arm as the gunshot wound began to bleed again. 

 Karai said nothing, watchful. 
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 “With the pleasantries out of the way,” Luthor said, “I 
am intrigued by this web of light. And also that you all seem 
to know each other. Darkholme?” 

 “The Web of Light is a barrier that protects Earth from 
being invaded by monsters from beyond our space.” She 
nodded at the steaming sorcerer. “Shang Tsung is a wizard 
who serves some of those monsters. He tries to bring down 
Prime‟s defenses, he‟s been at it for hundreds of years, trying 
to help those monsters conquer his home planet.” 

 “Is that what I‟ve been doing?” Luthor asked, still calm, 
but with steel in his voice. “Have I been endangering this 
planet? Risking invasion?” 

 “No,” Darkholme said, shaking her head. “Your satellite 
system has been preventing any of those allied to Earth‟s 
defenders from providing backup. Limiting the playing field. 
But the defense network won‟t be a problem much longer—
” 

 Shang Tsung teleported out of the collar, instantly next 
to Luthor, snatching his throat. Garrett‟s reflexes were 
uncanny as he gripped the sorcerer by the scruff of the neck 
and flung him headfirst into the wall, catching him on the 
rebound and pinning him to the wall hard enough to crack 
the concrete. 

 “I will end you,” he growled in Shang Tsung‟s ear, and 
he leaned his impressive might on the thin man. 

 No one else moved. 

 “I like you people,” Luthor admitted. “You are really 
resourceful. To continue—what lies beyond this world?” he 
asked Darkholme. 

 “I have little interest beyond this world,” Darkholme 
replied. “Mind if I smoke?”  

 “Go ahead,” Luthor nodded, and Darkholme produced 
a thin cigarette, lit it, inhaled. 
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 “I can tell you what lies beyond,” Shang Tsung 
managed, his face mashed against the wall. Luthor nodded at 
Garrett, who released the sorcerer and took a small step 
back. The thin man sagged out of the wall, his face a bloody 
mess. 

 Shang Tsung pressed at his face, resuming his natural 
features, wiping the blood away. He looked almost normal. 
“My master rules countless worlds, and he is always on the 
lookout for those who can be vassals in his mighty empire. 
You have a firm hand, and you are open to new possibilities. 
My master likes those qualities in one of his captains.” 

 Luthor crossed his arms. “Tell me more.” 

 “Earth will not be destroyed,” Shang Tsung said as he 
wiped at his eye with the back of one hand, ginger and 
careful. “It will be ruled as a tributary to the empire. Those 
with ambition and ability rise quickly through the ranks. If 
you assist in the defeat of this mudball, that would catch the 
attention of its conquerors, especially with me at your side.” 

 “What stops your masters from ruling now?” Luthor 
asked. 

 “The rapidly failing Web of Light does, and this is the 
time to show yourself as helpful. If you wait until the 
defenses are gone, then it will be too late to assist the 
invaders and cooperate.” 

 “Well, you make it sound so tempting, I‟m ready to 
cooperate now,” Luthor said, unreadable. “You have ninja,” 
he added, nodding at Karai. “Could I borrow some to assist 
in carrying out a mission?” 

 “Possibly,” Shang Tsung shrugged, enjoying his new-
found power in the situation.  

 “Two aliens are hiding on Earth,” Luthor said, “they are 
powerful enough to do significant damage to an army of 
invaders. They are from a planet long-since destroyed, their 
might is unbelievable. I know their weakness, and I can 
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minimize the risk your ninja take. But we must do this 
quickly, and it must be done right the first time, or they will 
fly out of reach and figure out who is behind it. That‟s bad,” 
he clarified. “If you get them to me, I have medical teams 
I‟ve been preparing for months to get samples and to study 
them. Learning to create more of these superbeings as 
soldiers could be worth a lot more to your master and to me 
than ruling this planet.” He shrugged. “I was about to 
conquer this world anyway,” he added, offhand. 

 “Intriguing,” Shang Tsung said, narrowing his eyes at 
the billionaire. “I will loan you a contingent of ninja to 
accomplish this capture, and you will keep me informed on 
how it goes.” 

 “Agreed,” Luthor said. “Mercy will see you out. And do 
not think to make any dramatic gesture to teach me a lesson 
about capturing you,” he added seriously. “If you do, I will 
see to it that you regret it. Let‟s keep this professional.” 

 He pushed a button on his remote, and Karai‟s collar 
unclipped. She took it off, put it on the table, and left with 
Shang Tsung and Mercy. The door closed behind them. 

 For a long moment, Darkholme and Luthor regarded 
each other. 

 “What,” Luthor shrugged, “you were going to get me the 
Kryptonians, now they are. One less job for you to look 
after.” 

 “Take this damn collar off,” she said, flat. 

 He pushed a button, the collar popped open. She 
shrugged out of it and flung it away. Garrett put her weapons 
on the table and slid them down to her; she wasted no time 
re-arming herself. 

 “I do not easily forgive those who pretend to control 
me,” she snarled. 

 “Please forgive me,” Luthor replied with a thin smile, 
“as you take your ten pounds of refined Ingredient 279.” 
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Garrett slid the case down the table to her, and Darkholme 
hefted it and nodded at him. 

 “You are a woman after my own heart,” Luthor said. “I 
don‟t like being threatened either. Bear that in mind. 
Especially since my satellite network is carrying your payload, 
as per your instructions. I‟ve found you to be a valuable 
source for unusual leads, I don‟t want that to dry up over a 
little flexing and growling,” he said soothingly. 

 “Fair enough,” Darkholme shrugged, a dangerous smile 
lurking in the corners of her features. “I‟m walking out now.” 

 Luthor nodded, and she walked out. She dropped into 
shadow before Garrett opened the door to look after her. 

 “Nice,” Luthor nodded. “Alright, it‟s time we were 
headed back.” 

 The scry closed, and the Dark Lord regarded 
Darkholme. “You have the warpstone,” he murmured. 

 “And you have Xavier,” she agreed, nodding at the man 
on the floor. “Shang Tsung did not recognize me from the 
two times I entered the Tournament of Veils, as far as I can 
tell.” 

 “Excellent,” the Dark Lord murmured. “Let‟s visit 
Smythe.” He hefted Xavier, and handed him to his 
surprisingly strong servant. Then he traveled the shadows, 
and released Darkholme into a small wooden room. 

 She opened the door leading out of the closet, and 
Smythe spun to face her. “Well hello there,” he said. “I was 
wondering when you were planning to come. I was also 
deciding what to send after you first.” His smile was too 
bright, his teeth too sharp. The room was grimy, she could 
not see out the windows, and the cloying odor of fish slime 
permeated the air and lay against her skin. 

 Darkholme tossed the case of warpstone on the desk, 
and flopped the unconscious psycher over the desk too. 
“There is my end,” she said, passionless. 
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 Smythe popped the latches and opened the case, bathed 
in a green glow. He closed the case again. “Superb,” he said. 
“You are a joy to work with.” 

 She offered him her hand, the black mark an ugly stain 
on her palm. 

 “A deal is a deal,” Smythe agreed. He clapped his hand 
to hers, and shook once. Then he grimaced slightly, and let 
go. The stain was gone. He opened a drawer, and pulled out 
a mesh helmet covered with gleaming wires and runes. “This 
should keep our dear Professor subdued,” he said as he fitted 
the helmet to Xavier‟s bald scalp. “He‟ll have a few twists 
and turns to solveif he wants out of his own skull.” 

 “This place stinks of fish,” Darkholme said. She turned 
to go. “Enjoy.” 

 “Before you go,” Smythe said, “How did you get past 
my defenses?” 

 Darkholme paused, turned, and offered him an eerie 
smile. “Against me,” she said quietly, “you have no defenses.” 
She vanished into the shadowed corner. 

 Expressionless, Smythe watched her go. “That‟s what 
you think,” he murmured. 

 Not far away, something bellowed in the night. 

 

Friday, February 10, 2006 

 Pale eldritch flame vanished, leaving Illyana in their 
wake. “Did you find anything?” Illyana asked. 

 Bently sighed, rubbing at her eyes, the afternoon sun 
slanted in the kitchen of the Sanctum. “Close enough,” she 
said grimly. “A few strongholds are staying bright. The 
Temple of Light, the Illuminati, maybe a few others resisting 
the drain. Overall, the Web of Light is fading with dangerous 
speed.” 
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 Heavy knocking at the door, and Wong drifted out of 
the parlor to answer it. Blade stepped in, looking oddly out 
of place in sunlight. He did not have his body armor on, but 
his leather coat and black sunglasses were intimidating 
enough. Wong escorted him into the kitchen. 

 “You called,” he reminded Bently. “What‟s going on?” 

 Bently regarded both Illyana and Blade. “I can no longer 
afford to be passive in this search, hoping something will 
turn up,” she said. “We need to find Strange. He‟s missing,” 
she clarified for Blade. “If he is dead, we need to know. If 
not, we need to rescue him, or at least find him. This time 
tomorrow the Web of Light will be drained to virtually 
nothing. I have identified two places we can search.” 

 “I didn‟t know Strange was out of action,” Blade said, 
troubled. “We gotta get him back.” 

 “That‟s where you come in,” Bently said. “I have 
identified two probable sources for the drain and the 
disappearance of the Sorcerer Supreme, maybe related and 
maybe not. Both are incredibly dangerous. I‟ll check one, and 
I want you to check the other,” she said to Illyana. She 
looked to Blade. “We will need backup, your hunters.” 

 “You have it,” Blade said without hesitating. 

 Wong answered the front door again, this time letting 
Kira in.  

 “Glad you could make it,” Bently said to Kira. “We were 
just starting. I‟ve discovered that Smythe, Rasputin‟s 
apprentice, is massing a force to assault and kill those who 
try to defend Prime. With the Web of Light fading, the 
normal checks and balances are fading too; soon, the Old 
Ones may begin to wake. As I was searching the Web of 
Light, I felt the first tremors of the Sleeper Beneath the 
Ocean beginning to stir.” 

 “That‟s really, tremendously not good,” Kira frowned. 
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 “A strike force can target Smythe,” Bently continued. 
“Wipe him out if possible, disrupt the attack, knock apart the 
beacon they are erecting to summon their unholy masters. I 
would not put it past Smythe to have snatched Strange 
before beginning this; they have a history, and Smythe has 
his reasons to want Strange dead. Strange has crossed his 
path a number of times.” 

 “Where is Smythe hiding out?” Illyana asked, grim. 

 “A small town on the eastern seaboard, name of 
Innsmouth,” Bently replied. “Looks to me like they‟ve run 
the last of the decent people out, and it‟s swarming with 
monsters now.” 

 “I‟ve been to Innsmouth,” Kira said distastefully, “after 
Logan and Stone went there. I helped to clean up some of 
those monsters last time.” She shook her head. “Should have 
burned it to the ground. It is a disgusting place.” 

 “I sure don‟t care much for the first target you‟ve picked 
for us,” Illyana said. “What is the other?” 

 “As I have studied the Web of Light over the last few 
months, I have done a lot of reading. I‟ve discovered 
something called the Tournament of Veils. That‟s where 
Outworld has a tournament, and if Prime sends fighters that 
lose, eventually Outworld can get through the Web of Light 
unscathed to conquer the place.” She paused for breath. 
“The Thunder God Rayden normally supervises getting 
some fighters ready to go do this, but he has not yet 
incarnated into physical form. No preparations have been 
made for the Tournament. That implies to me that Shang 
Tsung and his dark masters are preparing for an all-out 
assault instead of fooling with the Tournament, and that 
seems to connect nicely with the timing of the Web of Light 
draining somehow.” 

 “This one isn‟t sounding much better,” Illyana sighed. 

 “We need a team to go to Outworld,” Bently continued, 
“to see if they‟ve dealt with Strange. To try to stop the drain 
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of the Web of Light. See what‟s going on. It is an armored 
dimension, so it is impossible to scry there. Someone will 
have to go there directly.” 

 “I‟ll take Stone and go deal with Outworld,” Illyana said. 
“I have the most flexibility, and the Sorceress Supreme Elect 
really should stay with Prime. Baby Raven‟s grandpa can look 
after her until we get back.” 

 “Done,” Bently nodded. “I will take the hunters to 
Innsmouth. Do you think you all will be up for some 
monster hunting?” she asked Blade, wry. 

 “We owe Smythe one for attacking our research site 
anyway,” Blade scowled. “We‟ve settled his monsters before. 
We can do it again.” 

 Bently looked at Kira. “Which effort do you want to 
support?” she asked. “You are incredibly powerful, and you 
can fly; you‟d be a great help to either effort. But both 
involve magic, so there are risks even for you.” 

 “With all due respect,” Kira said, “you are hardly 
Strange. You are casting your net too narrowly, you are not 
taking in the big picture. All you can think of is two places to 
investigate?” 

 “Whether Strange is in either place or not, it is my 
judgment that they are great threats to Prime that must be 
held in check,” Bently said coolly. “I don‟t dare spread our 
forces too thin, considering our greatest weapon is waning 
fast. Let‟s hear your better idea, then.” 

 “I‟m not sure, but I know I haven‟t heard it yet,” Kira 
shrugged. “I can find Strange faster by scanning for him, I 
mean to keep up my own search.” 

 “I‟ve been scrying,” Illyana said. “Strange is not on 
Prime.” 

 “Not that you could find,” Kira corrected her. “I will see 
if the Temple of Light has any suggestions. They‟ve been at 
this „defending Prime‟ business for a long time. Good luck 
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with your little missions.” She turned, and strode out. The 
door closed behind her. 

 Bently shrugged. “Stay in touch if you can,” she said to 
Illyana. “If you are out of contact for three days, I will 
assume you cannot return voluntarily.” She turned to Blade. 
“We can leave at dawn tomorrow. Get everything prepared. 
We cannot lapse in our vigilance. I have some more 
preparation to do.” 

 He nodded, and left. As he reached the door and 
opened it, he took a step back. 

 “Hey there,” Stone said, hidden in a human form. The 
big demon shouldered in, grinned briefly at Blade, and 
walked into the kitchen. “You rang?” he said to Bently. 

 Illyana slugged him on the shoulder. “Hey there, big 
guy,” she said with a grin. “You and me are going to 
Outworld to do some sneaking around, and probably some 
violence.” 

 “That doesn‟t sound really great to me,” Stone said, 
slightly alarmed.  

 “Before that, I need your help,” Bently said. “The most 
up-to-date map I have of Innsmouth is from the 20s. You 
were there a bit more recently.” 

 “Yeah, Logan and me knocked down one of their fish 
gods last March,” Stone agreed. He looked over at Illyana. 
“Outworld is sounding better all the time. I don‟t want to go 
back to that stinking pile. It‟s creepy as hell.” 

 Bently spread a crackling map of Innsmouth on the 
table. “How about it.” 

 Stone leaned over the map, considering. “Let‟s see,” he 
muttered. “Okay. The refinery is still here, the temple of the 
Esoteric Order of Dagon used to be the Masonic Lodge—
there it is. That‟s a big spot to hit. They‟ve got a pit in the 
main room that leads down to tunnels with the shoggoth. 
And when Kira went back to clean up the town, she didn‟t 
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find the shoggoth, so it‟s probably still around there 
somewhere. Out here, the reef, with its steps down to the 
underwater city.” 

 “Great,” Bently sighed. She consulted some notes. 
“Strange kept fairly close track of defense activities and 
missions he sent you all on, and Illyana and Kira did close 
some entrances and knock some monsters down. But they 
didn‟t deal with the shoggoth, and there could be other nasty 
things summoned from the deep.” 

 “The shoggoth is an army all by itself,” Stone said 
darkly.  

 “Take care of yourself tomorrow,” Bently said to him. “I 
got something that might help you.” She offered him a small 
rock, the size of a silver dollar. “It‟s warpstone,” she said as 
he examined the blackened surface of the rough rock. 

 “Yeah, I know that,” he replied, his voice tight. 
“Thanks, this might come in handy. Does Strange stockpile 
the stuff?” 

 “Actually, yes,” Bently sighed. “Mostly confiscated from 
naughty wizards. Good luck tomorrow,” she said.  

 “We‟ll need it,” Illyana replied, and she threaded her arm 
through the crook of Stone‟s arm as flame rushed up around 
them, leaving Bently alone with Wong. 

 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

 Bently took a deep breath, then let it out. She steeled 
herself, then rolled up the map. She rose, just as the phone 
rang. Wong answered. 

 “Strange residence, this is Wong,” he said politely. He 
frowned. “Please, slow down,” he said, raising his voice a bit. 
“No, Strange is not here. No, he—just a moment,” Wong 
said, and he wordlessly offered the phone to Bently. 
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 She took it. “Hello, what‟s all this then?” she said, her 
accent crisp. 

 “Victoria, thank God,” Rich said. “Xavier was grabbed. 
Some monster guy with a white face who could teleport all 
over the place and shrug off my punches, and Xavier 
couldn‟t even get into his head, he was everywhere at once 
and Kitty couldn‟t phase him into the floor, and Xavier 
surrendered to him and we gotta get him back!” 

 “Right, right,” Bently said. “We‟ll do what we can. Right 
now we‟re looking for Strange, he‟s been captured too.” A 
thought struck her. “Perhaps you could help. We‟re raiding a 
site tomorrow that may give us some answers. I suspect that 
what you‟re dealing with might turn out to be related to our 
disappearance, and it doesn‟t sound like we have many clues 
for either one.” 

 “Xavier worked with Strange all the time, and that 
usually turned out pretty good,” Rich said as he thought it 
over. 

 Bently nodded. “Right then. Whoever is willing to help 
us with our difficulty, get them ready in a couple of 
centralized locations. I‟ll have Illyana pick you up and bring 
you here, we will all go together. I do hope Xavier is alright,” 
Bently said, her forehead creasing with concern. “You know, 
the site I want your help with, that we are attacking 
tomorrow… that‟s Smythe‟s outfit, and Smythe was 
Rasputin‟s apprentice. He‟s been trying to get me, to punish 
me for killing Rasputin. If he‟s figured out Xavier was 
involved too,” she said grimly, “we might both get what 
we‟re after in one fell swoop. I hope I‟m wrong about that, 
actually,” she admitted, “but Rasputin worked with Essex, 
the Dark Lord you fought, before Rasputin was forcibly 
removed from the picture. Smythe could be cooperating with 
him now.” 

 “If we do run into this Essex guy we‟ll need your help,” 
Rich growled, “because he tossed Saint, Kitty, and me 
around like we were toys.” 
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 “We‟ll get him,” Bently said. “Alright, get your people 
together and call me.” 

 “Will do,” Rich said, and he hung up. 

 Bently hung up slowly, then drew the knife concealed at 
her side. It was bigger than the boot knife, and stitched with 
glittering runes, runes giving off light that stung if the eye 
lingered on them. “The Web of Light isn‟t gone yet,” she 
murmured. She regarded the blade thoughtfully. “We still 
have a chance.” She shivered slightly, then sheathed the 
blade. 

* 

 “Thanks, Illyana. And good luck,” Tandy said, troubled. 
She hung up the backstage phone, and turned to Parker. He 
stood almost at her elbow. 

 “Well?” 

 “People are going on missions, trying to rescue Strange,” 
Tandy said distantly.  

 “I feel like we should be in on it,” Parker muttered. 

 “I understand, believe me,” Tandy sighed. “But Illyana 
and Bently are right. We do need to have some reserve, in 
case someone gets in trouble and we‟ve got to handle it from 
New York. And me, I‟m a decision point in all of this, they 
can‟t just put me out there to get snapped up by some 
monster. That‟s a more or less direct quote,” she sighed. 

 “Strange always did want people to keep the Planetary 
running in case something happened to him and his people, 
to keep the home fires burning. I guess that‟s us,” Parker 
said. “Doug and Dani, too. We don‟t do a whole lot of field 
work. And we‟ve got a pretty important job—keeping you 
safe.” He flashed her a smile. 

 L‟Avenir stepped up, dressed in a leather outfit. “That‟s 
why I‟ll be backstage, so if there is any trouble you just let me 
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know and I‟ll be there in a second.” Her lovely green eyes 
were serious. 

 “Thank you,” Tandy said to L‟Avenir. “You really do 
put my mind at ease.” 

 “It is my pleasure, Mademoiselle,” L‟Avenir said with a 
playful mock curtsey. “Now go and make the beautiful 
music.” 

 Mary Jane and Kent found them by the phone. “Hey 
there, guys, you ready to do this thing?” Mary Jane asked 
with a fierce kind of grin. 

 “Totally,” Tandy nodded. “Need to get my mind off 
things anyway. They are splitting up for a lot of missions to 
go look for Strange.” 

 “Damn,” Kent muttered, almost wistful. “I thought 
they‟d invite me along for some of that.” 

 “You are helping protect me,” Tandy said, “and that‟s 
pretty important. Besides, you wanted to be in the band. And 
what we do tonight…tonight we respond to the draining of 
Light from the world by putting some back. We remember 
the fallen, and we remember the hope for the future, past all 
this.” 

 “Sounds good to me,” Parker said. 

 Light blinked at them, leaving a black shadow on their 
eyes with its intensity. “Hey, guys,” the enthusiastic redhead 
said. “Cool candid shot. I‟m your band photographer, 
remember?” He grinned. 

 “Hey there, Olson,” Parker said with half a chuckle. 
“This is probably not the best moment to startle us.” 

 “Thanks for the two free tickets and backstage passes, 
guys. My roomie won‟t shut up about how awesome you 
guys are, he‟s got up to the front already. He‟s nuts. A man 
could get crushed in the crowd out there tonight. He even 
gave me his wallet for safekeeping! I don‟t know if he thinks 
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he‟s going to be crowd surfing or what. Anyway, looking 
forward to a great show. Group shot? First one without 
Tyrone?” He lifted his camera as the band dutifully bunched 
up. “Looking forward to hearing your stuff, Kent!” Olson 
said as he snapped off half a dozen pictures. “Okay, I‟m out. 
I‟ll get some shots of the show. Break a leg!” He displayed 
one last grin, and he turned and shouldered through the busy 
backstage crew. 

 “The warmup band is done,” Parker said, “they are 
leaving the stage.” 

 The stage manager came over. “On in five,” he said, 
terse, then he nodded and chased other details. 

 They looked to Tandy. 

 “What we are doing tonight is important,” she said. “In 
a different way, but not in a lesser way. This is part of who I 
am, what I offer. I need to say goodbye to Tyrone. I need to 
somehow deal with my—my fear of losing Strange. My worry 
for him. And I need to deal with being one of the keys that 
could destroy the whole dimension. And,” she said with half 
a smile, “to welcome Kent to the band. This is it,” she said 
simply. “I could not do it without you guys. I really 
appreciate it.” 

 “The pleasure is ours,” Mary Jane said, equally serious. 

 “Yeah, thanks,” Kent agreed. 

 Parker nodded. 

 Another nervous minute or two drifted past, but time 
had lost its normal flow in the face of what they were about 
to do. Then they were on stage, setting into their positions, 
preparing their instruments. The curtain swept back on the 
nightclub stage, revealing a floor and balcony packed to 
standing room only, the people a swarm of dimness behind 
the glaring stage lights. The crowd roared, a wall of sound 
the band could feel in their bones. Tandy flashed a brilliant 
smile. 
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 They kicked it off with “Mary Had a Little Lamb, three 
times through. At that moment, all was right with the world. 
They lost themselves in the music, the first nimbus of light 
picked up the highlights and shadows. Parker looked over at 
Tandy, and Mary Jane, and Clark. His heart was full. 

 “Let‟s do this properly,” he said, knowing no one could 
hear him over the drum set. But he was not speaking to 
them. A darkness in him relaxed, unfurled into the drums, 
into the sound, into the hearts of the listeners. And Parker 
had a quiet moment in the middle of everything. A quiet 
moment to think, and to feel. 

 The crowd went wild. 

* 

 Katya slid out of the Web of Light and gracefully halted, 
hanging in the hard vacuum of deep space, protected by a 
filmy green bubble. Her eyes widened with shock as she 
stared at the dim glimmering of what had once been a robust 
energy shell. She could see large patches where no protection 
armored the dimension between the land and space, except 
the skin of atmosphere that clung to the planet. Frowning, 
she readied her ring. It projected a light, and she spoke into 
the light. 

 “This is Katya,” she said. “King Bolt is greatly reassured, 
and he still has his throne; he survived a coup with my 
assistance, but I think he is safe now, the situation is mostly 
stable. I am continuing to my second mission, Prime‟s 
defense. The Web of Light has been blocked, and something 
is draining it inside. The ring has no record of its defenses 
ever being this depleted. I do not yet know what is going on, 
but I will find out what is obstructing connection to the 
wider Web, then I will find the Defender. End.” She focused, 
and the ring concentrated a packet of green energy and 
flicked it off into the Web of Light, speeding to Enitharmon 
and Uuatu. 
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 Katya whipped through space, hovering over where the 
health of the Galactic Web was decaying as it failed to 
connect to Prime‟s Web of Light. There, where invisible arcs 
of energy should meet, she saw a pulsing green field. She 
approached warily. 

 In the center of the roiling disruption of energy, a 
satellite hung in orbit. It generated a warp field through 
multiple dimensions. 

 “That should not be an intentional effect,” Katya 
murmured. “Have they accidentally sealed themselves?” She 
dismissed the thought as soon as it came. She drifted in for a 
closer look. 

 Katya raised her ring, and it hummed for a moment as 
she worked to match frequencies with the warp field to learn 
more. A red light flashed rapidly on the side of the cylinder, 
and it released its solar wings to drift away. Katya frowned at 
it. Then it burst. 

 Warpstone fragments sprayed out in a cloud, shooting 
out with the force of shrapnel. The wave of energy hit Katya 
just as she bolstered her defenses, and warpstone scored the 
sphere of protective force; it flinched and wibbled a bit, 
struggling against the chips and waves of warpstone energy. 

 Too soon for this; she felt the strain on her injured 
body, as a little blood warmed the back of her mouth. She 
scowled. Her ring cycled through all the transmissions and 
fields in the area that might have connected to the satellite, 
and she found a signal from a central processor. Something 
was giving that satellite orders. She traced the signal, and 
drifted through the unfriendly sky. “The Order of the Ring 
does not teach its warriors to give up so easily,” she 
murmured. She saw a larger satellite, almost ten meters long, 
with multiple solar sails and numerous instruments housed 
on its shell. 
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 As she approached, a light winked on the big satellite. 
Other satellites nearby began to shift. She squinted at it, 
uncertain. 

 A lance of warpstone-fueled energy thrust into her 
defenses from behind. She spun, lining up, and a green jet of 
energy returned fire, focused through the ring. As the satellite 
disintegrated, too late she realized it had distracted it from 
the mother satellite—the satellite with the big cannon. 

 The beam walloped her energy shield, smashing it, 
sending her tumbling as she reflexively threw up life support 
before space killed her. Dizzy, she dropped down towards 
the planet as half a dozen drone satellites fired after her. She 
felt blood in her eyes, in her nose; for a panicked moment 
she could not breathe, reeling from the hit and clogged with 
blood as her injuries re-opened. 

 She aimed for the North American eastern seaboard, 
unsteady over the Atlantic when another beam shot through 
her defenses and plunged her down, down, to crash into and 
through the surface of the ocean. She struggled to breathe as 
the warpstone energies flared through her, corrupting her, 
and her wounded chest and torso bled freely. She spat blood, 
squinted out of her good eye, and struggled with the injuries 
from the satellite defenses. 

 Her ring murmured to her always, and she began to 
realize that she was running out of time, as the poison sank 
deeper. 

 Hoping the satellites would leave her for dead, she 
drifted up out of the sea, then pointed herself towards the 
mighty city of lights. Consciousness hovered at the edges of 
her vision as she struggled against the last, greatest darkness. 

* 

 “So tonight,” Tandy said into the microphone, “we 
dedicate this concert to Tyrone Johnson. He was a guitar 
player, a member of the band, he died in a car accident. And 
this song… this was written for him.” 
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 She leaned back. Even in the chilly converted 
warehouse, those on stage were sweating under the lights, 
under the wash of crowd response. Tandy started to play, her 
keyboard sounding like a harpsichord, dropping from 
simplicity to a dizzying complexity as the others joined in 
one at a time. 

 Parker waited for it; for the first complete arc of the 
music, for the first exploration of the harpsichord and the 
electric guitar. Then he came in, he gave a fresh shape and 
form and energy to the music as it continued on, turning 
inside out and outside in, introspective and expressive. Hints 
of metal, of piano, scales up and down of learning the music 
and how to play together, to trade off the lead and the 
support. Tears flowed down Tandy‟s face as she hit the 
refrain of the instrumental song. The light that had bloomed 
in the open spaces on the stage began to intensify, the 
shadows contributing their darkness and giving it up so the 
light could be ever more solid and real.  

 Parker did not have to look out at the crowd to know 
what was happening. He could feel the intense connection 
Tandy felt, he could feel the Light touching them and 
bringing them together with each other and with the music, 
and he could feel the thousands of racing hearts all sensing 
the patter of the hearts around them, all realizing their 
heartbeats were a choir and not a one voice. The joy and the 
sorrow of the world flowed together, bitter and delicious, an 
irresistible draught of real feeling. 

 Then the hope, the gratitude. The band realized that 
they had not yet reached down to everything they were 
offering. The complexity of the music swept away the 
musicians, leaving an outpour of heart, of Light. Then the 
performance reached the end of the song, and concluded. 

 Applause was too tame a word for the response of the 
audience. As those who could howled and shouted for more, 
others stood transfixed and reeling with the resonance of the 
experience. 
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 A startling flare of green flashed down on the stage, 
leaving in its wake a woman with crimson skin in a black 
bodysuit. Kent and Parker were at her side in a moment, 
supporting her; Parker looked down at the blood on his 
hands. 

 “What?” she managed, oddly beautiful even as she 
slipped into death. “Where is—Sorcerer Su—the Light…” 
She reached up a wavering hand to touch at Parker‟s face, 
then her pupils went slack, her hand gracefully fell to the 
side. Something slipped off with a ping, bouncing into the 
crowd.  

 Kent and Parker recoiled as the body condensed to an 
ultra-fine green beam that winked up into the sky, leaving 
only a little blood on the stage. 

 The crowd loved the special effect. 

 Parker and Tandy exchanged a look. Finish the set? 

 Hell yes. 

 Moments later, with the musicians settled, the first 
strains of a “Ghostbusters” cover rolled out over the crowd. 

 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

 He could feel the contact high of breathing the cloudy 
air—that must be it. Eyes Open kicked a jazzy metallic 
rendition of “Goodnight Sweetheart,” and Kyle felt 
everything. He knew things. His mind knew things with a 
certainty he could not possibly possess about things he never 
heard about. 

 As he sang along, he knew that the light on the stage 
matched the signature of the Agamotto strain developed for 
connection with the intergalactic web. He knew that the 
defender matched the profile as being a designate inheritor 
of an artifact incarnating the Light of Agamotto into a living 
form. He knew one member was an alien, another infected 
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with the dark energy of the dimension‟s original sentients, 
that the ambient energy level was dangerously low compared 
to what it should be. He screamed for an encore, like those 
around him, and a distant part of his mind wondered if he 
was going mad. 

 Something stubbornly resisted dismissal. Stephen 
Strange was the primary Defender, designate Sorcerer 
Supreme in this tradition. Kyle sensed knowledge of ten 
primary languages and their idiosyncrasies as of five standard 
cycles ago, contextualized time interpretation in different 
cultures, inconspicuous models of dress to project. 

 As his wild applause blended with that of those around 
him, he caught a flash of light reflected from his hand. He 
was wearing a ring. He stopped to look; the ring was on his 
middle finger, he did not remember putting it on. It had 
etching, or hairline cracks, that glimmered with light. The 
ring was green, unadorned. It fit perfectly. Overall, as he 
looked at the ring, he found it to be strange, disorienting. He 
tried to tug it off, but the ring seemed firmly fixed on his 
finger. He was jostled by fans on all sides, and suddenly he 
could not tolerate the close quarters. He began to push his 
way out. As he reached the edge of the crowd, Eyes Open 
started to play “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” 

 He stumbled out of the club, and walked down the 
street, a crisp wind etching his edges more clearly in his own 
mind. Better. But a powerful thought, like remembering, 
pressed at him; it is imperative to find Stephen Strange. He 
could picture the man in detail. He must know him from 
somewhere. 

 Kyle struggled to focus, feeling sluggish, pushing against 
a stream of data. “Too much pot in there,” Kyle muttered—
yet, the ring. He pulled at it again. It was warm, and he 
sensed it did not want to leave his finger—whatever that 
meant. As he walked, lazy numbers rolled around in his 
mind; windspeed, temperature, whispers of thoughts in his 
surroundings. He shook his head. 
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 “This is not too much noise for Kyle Raynor,” he 
growled to himself. “Until I figure this thing out, the ring is 
just—just a radio that‟s playing in the background,” he 
muttered, “playing while I do my thing. Yeah.” He focused. 
“Yeah.” He started across the street. 

 A blaring horn jarred him, he whirled to see the flat 
incoming front of a bus. He threw up his hands, a pathetic 
reflexive gesture, and green flashed. A moment later, nothing 
had happened. He opened his eyes. 

 The bus was stopped less than a meter from him, and he 
was centered before its grill. The bus was not wrecked or 
damaged. But it stopped moving. He made eye contact with 
the wide-eyed bus driver, then turned and darted to the edge 
of the front of the bus, looked both ways, and sprinted 
across the street and away. 

 “Okay,” he admitted, slowing to catch his breath in the 
shadow of the bridge. “A really bad-ass radio.” He squinted 
down at the ring again. “Or I‟m hallucinating.” 

 No. This is real. The thoughts were as insistent and 
natural as his own, and he shivered. “Whatever,” he 
muttered. He thought briefly about flagging down a taxi to 
get home, but he wasn‟t ready for another hallucination. He 
started down the sidewalk, noting that the street lights on 
this stretch had all been broken. He hesitated, not wanting to 
trip or fall prey to any of the city‟s very real dangers when his 
head was in such an unreal place. On instinct, he lifted his 
hand towards the dark street, and the ring glowed, projecting 
light in a green cone. He thought it over for a minute, then 
jogged down the two dark blocks, and the light winked out as 
he got back to lit territory. 

 Kyle jammed his hand in his pocket, more worried than 
ever, striding towards his apartment. 

 

 The stairs creaked under his tread as he climbed them 
fast, reaching his hallway and heading for his room. He saw 
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his neighbor, the gorgeous French student, fumbling with 
her lock next door as he approached his door. 

 “Good evening,” Kyle heard himself say in French. 
“You look like you‟ve had a long day.” He smiled at her. 

 She turned, shocked, and grinned at him, radiant. “Why 
Mister Raynor, you have been fooling your poor neighbor,” 
she said in rapid French. “You led me to believe you did not 
speak French! And now I must think back through 
everything I have said to see if I embarrassed myself.” She 
offered him a shy smile, a stain of blush on her cheeks. 
“Already I am less homesick.” 

 “Maybe things have changed since yesterday,” Kyle said, 
suave. “Would you like to go out for lunch sometime?” 

 “Silly boy, we live next door to one another,” she said 
with a pursed smile. “Perhaps we could compare our cooking 
some night next week.” 

 “I would like that very much,” Kyle grinned, then he 
swiftly unlocked his apartment and stepped in closing the 
door behind himself. His hands were shaking. He kissed the 
ring, then looked at it. “Sure didn‟t take long for that power 
to get to my head,” he muttered. “I wonder what it costs?” 

 Unnerved, he turned on all the lights as he heard his 
neighbor manage her door and go into her rooms, humming 
to herself. He turned on the television, flopped on the couch, 
arranged his mp3 player, and started sketching, looking for 
space to think this through in his own mind. Sleep was not 
an option as his wired brain raced through new knowledge. A 
face took shape as he sketched; a man with thin, haunting, 
dark features, almost disturbing. 

 Later. 

 The door opened, and Jimmy Olson strolled in. “Hey, 
Kyle,” he said, cocking his head to the side. “Missed you 
backstage. I figured you were worn out, but I should have 
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known better. Even after that concert you are looking for 
some more stimulation.” His grin was bemused. 

 “I got distracted,” Kyle said. Then he slapped his 
forehead. “Dammit! I missed the chance to meet Eyes 
Open!” 

 “And Tandy,” Jimmy agreed. He looked down at Kyle‟s 
pad. “Hey, that‟s a great sketch of Dr. Strange,” he said. “I 
didn‟t realize you had met.” 

 Kyle looked down at his pad. “What?” 

 “You know,” Jimmy said, picking up Kyle‟s copy of the 
Planetary and flipping to the back, showing the picture of the 
Editor in Chief. “Doctor Stephen Strange. Same guy. Cool 
angle, though,” Jimmy said as he regarded the sketch. “You 
got the eyes just right.” 

 “Hey, maybe you could take me to meet the Planetary 
staff tomorrow,” Kyle said, his mind racing with possibilities 
as he thought of the Planetary‟s articles, and of his strange 
new ring. 

 “Yeah, except tomorrow is Saturday.” 

 “Right. Monday maybe?” Kyle said hopefully. He 
paused. “You think this Strange guy would still be up 
tonight?” 

 “I don‟t know what you are thinking, but I don‟t like it,” 
Jimmy said as he shrugged his coat off and hung it in the 
closet. “I don‟t want to mess up a good thing by bringing 
sightseers through the workplace. Besides, I got you 
backstage passes! And that wasn‟t easy, my friend.” Jimmy 
shook his head. “I can‟t believe you passed up the chance to 
meet them in person, now you‟re bugging me about going to 
the office.” 

 “Things change,” Kyle murmured, looking down at the 
ring. “Since yesterday, even.” 

 Jimmy paused, looking at Kyle. “You okay, man?” 
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 “I will be tomorrow. I‟m beat,” Kyle said, rising and 
turning the electronics off. “I‟m headed to bed. Thanks for 
the tickets, that was a mind-blowingly awesome concert.” 

 “It‟s true,” Jimmy reflected. “See you tomorrow.” He 
headed for the bathroom. 

 Skipping his night-time rituals, Kyle crossed the room 
and pushed a curtain aside, crawling into the tiny space with 
cushions that served as his bed in the two-man apartment. 
He tugged the curtain in place behind himself, then looked at 
the glittering ring in the dimness. 

 “Alright,” he said, “How many channels do you have?” 

 Find Stephen Strange. “Right, I got that message,” Kyle 
sighed. “Anything else? Are you a recording, or are you 
interactive? Can you hear me? Who are you?” 

 A tool and a weapon, forged on Oa, at the center of all 
that is, of the Light. You are now a member of the Order of 
the Ring. 

 “What can you do?” Kyle breathed, struggling with the 
surreal feeling that unmoored him. 

 What do you want me to do? I am powered by 
imagination and will. Flight, strength, defense, attack, 
illusion, knowledge. Kyle felt his mind unfold under the 
strangely too-familiar touch of the Ring. “I need more space 
between us when we‟re not working together,” he said, 
shivering. 

 I can be more separate, the ring sent.  

 “Better,” Kyle nodded. “Do you have a name?” 

 Kyle Raynor, it replied. You have been chosen and I am now 
part of you. 

 “Who chose me?” 

 My last bearer perished upon the stage and sent me to find one 
who would save the world. You will save the world. 
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 “Save the world from what?” Kyle demanded in a hiss, 
sweating. 

 That is what you must discover, and why you must speak to 
Stephen Strange. 

 Kyle lay back. “Right…brain overload now,” he said, 
feeling an expansion of his mental capacity as the ring‟s 
energy and persona touched at his mind‟s corners and center. 
“Wake me in the morning.” 

 You will grow accustomed to this, the ring promised. I will 
train you tonight as you sleep… 

 

Saturday, February 11, 2006 

 “We have drawn enough energy from the Web of Light 
to erase the Sorcerer Supreme‟s claim,” Reed intoned, 
anchored to the crystal shard in a sea of energy. “We defend 
Prime. We are the new Supreme Protectors. We have 
transcended human forms and limitations.” 

 Each word sent a ripple through the three energy beings 
that were melded with the ocean of Light they had siphoned 
off the Web of Light into their own energy patterns. 

 Reed continued. “We are gods, in a dimension we 
created, ready to return to Prime now that it is too late for 
anyone to stop us. We are the four aspects of Agamotto‟s 
teaching. I am rational and enlightened thought.” He looked 
to his wife Sue, beautiful in shades of rippling color. “The 
invisible application of force.” He looked to his wife‟s 
brother John, wreathed in flame that was not mere fire. “The 
cleansing flame of wrath.” He looked to his old friend, the 
stone giant Ben. “Unshakeable calm and meditation. 
Together, we will rule all.” 

 “But, my love,” Sue said, “what will we do next? We 
have drained the Web of Light, leaving it severely weakened. 
We must tend to the threats that will now rise up.” 
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 “First we must replenish the Web of Light,” Reed 
murmured. “Replace the energies we are now using. The 
Temple of Light, in China, holds a vast reserve of Light. 
Destroying the Temple will release that Light back into the 
Web of Light, significantly increasing our defenses.” He 
smiled, satisfied. “It should be easy enough for the Gods of 
Prime to dismantle the core where the energy is held. The 
services of the White Lotus Society will be revised to assist in 
intelligence operations, relaying information back to us so we 
can personally deal with any threats. If Rayden himself 
opposed us now, we could dismantle him once more. I have 
learned so much from the earth spirits we assimilated in our 
ascension,” he said clearly. 

 “The old systems are obsolete,” John agreed. “It is time 
we swept them away. Without Strange, his network will fall 
apart with little persuasion.” 

 “Indeed,” Reed nodded. “Still, we must seek a way to 
siphon all this power into a single rarified form, to truly 
incarnate into godhood like nothing this dimension has seen 
before. Let us return to physical form.” 

 Reality began to coalesce around them as they soaked all 
the ambient energy into themselves, glowing brighter and 
brighter as things like walls, floor, and ceiling became 
tangible. Once again, they were in the chamber of meditation 
in their headquarters. 

 “Be gentle,” Reed cautioned the others. “Those who see 
us in our full radiance may well be destroyed, so conceal your 
new natures lest we do unwitting harm.” 

 “We have absorbed all but a third or so of the Web of 
Light,” Ben said. “We are truly mighty.” 

 “Sue,” Reed said, “go tell the other members of the 
Illuminati that we have achieved most of our goal, and we 
will be back when we have defended Prime from some of the 
threats it faces. I want them to continue work on our 
bionanotech, creating a way for pure energy to carry the 
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psychic signature of intellect and spirit. We will not be 
limited by our flesh forms forever.” 

 “Your command is my desire,” she replied, and she 
vanished; matter had no more meaning for her than the 
meaning she gave it, so she easily slid through the floor and 
walls, homing in on the life-light of her companions. 

 She moved through the corner of the ceiling and wall, 
hovering in the air before Hank and Forge and Kurt. They 
recoiled, exclaiming, covering their eyes, and she toned down 
still further, suppressing a sea of power in her slender, half-
remembered physical form. 

 “My friends,” she said warmly, lowering herself to stand 
on the floor, reviving vague memories of being in a body, 
using air and meat to shape ideas into sounds instead of the 
much easier mental communication. “We have succeeded in 
gathering god-like power to ourselves. We will release some 
reserves into the Web of Light, then we will deal with some 
threats. Meanwhile, Forge, work with Hank on refining the 
biotech. There is yet a greater level of godhood to reach, and 
we must not be imprisoned by flesh for all time.” She smiled 
at them, and moved up and out and away, to rejoin the 
others.  

 Forge watched as the hauntingly beautiful woman once 
again turned to light, and the walls still held a fading glow as 
she moved away. 

 “Gott in Himmel,” Kurt managed. 

 “Indeed, that is a most impressive parlor trick, even for 
jaded veterans like ourselves,” Hank agreed. “It looks like 
they got what they‟ve been after all along,” he observed 
without enthusiasm. 

 “I wonder what this means,” Forge said with a slight 
squint as he thought it over. 

 “Apparently,” Hank replied carefully, “we will be 
favored henchmen working for gods.” 
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 The three of them looked at each other, working 
through how that felt. 

 A warning alarm pinged, and field projectors mounted 
on flexible arms halfway across the lab swiveled and oriented, 
then activated. The cross-section of field they illuminated 
held a strange three-dimensional hologram of Strange‟s 
ghostly image. 

 Hank slapped at some controls, adjusting them, then 
turned to regard the ghost trapped in the projectors. 
“Spellcasting is futile,” he pointed out, “the beam has 
countermeasures. Should you somehow escape it, these walls 
are laced with something Reed is sure will contain you.” 
There was a smug confidence in his German accented tone. 

 Forge looked to Hank. “How did he get out of the 
crèche?” he asked, pointing at the suspension capsule where 
his body was sedated. 

 Strange spoke, his lips and his words out of synch. “The 
crèche is a quarter step off Prime,” he said, his voice an eerie 
mist of tones not pushed by air. “I was trapped, but I 
followed a beacon—I followed Light.” 

 “Ah,” Hank said, confident. “The way back to Prime is 
confusing, from this little out of synch dimension, but Sue‟s 
Light drew him. Showed the way.” Hank adjusted a few 
more settings, sharpening up the astral projection of the 
Sorcerer Supreme. 

 “Even trapped, I can feel it,” Strange said. “I am no 
longer Sorcerer Supreme, exactly, and the Web of Light is 
badly damaged. What has happened?” He tried to keep his 
tone level. 

 “The Illuminati defend Prime now,” Forge said. “They 
sure do have the power.” 

 “What about the balance?” Strange asked, arching a 
spectral eyebrow. “Do they know what a „cthulu‟ is, or how 
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to deal with a super-intelligent malignant multi-dimensional 
intellect?” 

 “Reed is prepared for anything,” Hank assured the 
ghost.  

 “Time is short,” Strange replied, serious. 

 “You know we can‟t let you out,” Forge explained, “not 
even your astral form. We don‟t want to fight off the army 
you‟d bring back with you, and we don‟t want to kill you, 
while you are helpless or otherwise.” Forge tried to hide how 
sour the words tasted in his mouth. Hank began making 
further adjustments to another control panel as the 
conversation continued. 

 Strange‟s image looked him in the eye. “Forge,” he said 
quietly, “it is time to think over your history. Why would this 
chapter end differently?” 

 Forge stared at him, anger swelling in his eyes. “What do 
you think you—” Forge began, indignant. 

 “HA!” Hank said, pushing a button. The projectors 
wavered, then tilted, and Strange‟s image went into a glass 
container. Mist swirled around it as the machine hissed and 
hummed, then he was well and truly trapped. “I got him in 
the etheric bottle,” Hank said, confident. “Now his body is in 
one place, his mind in another. He is twice as secure.” He 
looked to Forge. “What was he going on about?” 

 “Don‟t you worry about that,” Forge gritted out, pale 
and furious. “Don‟t you worry about that at all.” He glared at 
Strange, but worry began to infect the corners of his 
expression. He opened a computer panel, and pulled out 
some half-finished gadgets. “Come on, Hank. We have work 
to do.” 
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PART THREE 

 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

 “I love the wee hours of the morning,” Illyana muttered, 
“because I can get all sorts of things done.” She was clasped 
in etched, chased silver armor studded with alien gems and 
runes. Her horns and hooves were worked into the armor, 
and her red eyes and sharp teeth completed the picture of a 
demon sorceress. Her eyepatch was buried in a slick plate of 
armor, adding a peculiar asymmetrical menace to her 
demeanor. 

 “Almost makes a guy want to go back to sleep,” 
muttered a rough voice in one of the archways of her throne 
room. “Just to wake up and see that.” The big red demon 
grinned. In one arm, the arm with the stone forearm and fist, 
he cradled the lanky gray baby. The baby shifted and snitted 
slightly, mostly asleep. 

 “Let‟s drop Baby Raven off with dad,” Illyana said. 
“You big smoothie.” She offered her demon a grin, then 
gestured at the scry. It revealed a bed, warm and mussed with 
sleep, a lovely woman sleeping on her side and a short hairy 
man gently snoring on his back. Illyana gestured, and the 
teleporting flame flared around the baby, briefly lighting the 
bedroom. The hairy man snorted, blinked, noticed the baby 
now at his side. The baby settled down at once, cozying up 
to him. He put his arm around the child, then looked at the 
ceiling. 

 “Good luck, kid,” he murmured. Then he sighed, and 
adjusted himself, pretending to drift back to sleep. 

 “What, no goodbyes?” Stone said. 

 “He knows everything I‟m thinking,” Illyana said after a 
moment. “I can‟t bear what would have to be said.” 

 Stone nodded. “You get all Xavier‟s people to Bently?” 
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 “Some from California, some from Scotland,” she 
nodded. She swirled a gray cloak on, a cloak that defied the 
eye‟s attempt to define its shape. At her throat, she clasped 
an amulet. “Okay. I‟m as ready as I‟ll get.” She looked the 
demon in the eye. “How about it, lover? Ready to kick down 
the door to Outworld and take on its armies?” 

 “I thought the plan was to sneak in,” he growled 
diplomatically. 

 “Oh, that‟s how it usually starts,” she agreed. “The end? 
Usually running top speed and diving to safety after killing a 
whole lot of stuff.” 

 “I think you had a rough childhood,” Stone reflected. 

 “You don‟t know the half of it,” Illyana nodded. “Did 
anybody explain how Outworld works to you?” 

 “Not that I remember,” Stone shrugged. 

 “Okay,” Illyana said. “Some interdimensional 
conquerors take a single dimension, then conquer other 
dimensions and anchor them to a central hub using gates, or 
rites, or technology. Then the central dimension siphons off 
these other dimensions‟ energies and pours them into 
battering rams and defensive shielding. So you have one 
dimension with lots of conquered battery dimensions trailing 
in its wake. Outworld and Apokalypse are two we‟ve tangled 
with in the past; and by „we‟ I mean Prime, not me, because 
this was before my time. Anyway,” she continued, “I can‟t 
scry past the defenses, and armies can‟t move in past the 
defenses, but we can find a crack big enough for two of us to 
slip in and wreak untold havoc.” 

 “I have questions about this plan,” Roger growled. 

 “But it‟s all so obvious,” Illyana retorted wryly. 

 “Huh. So, human souls feed into the Web of Light when 
they die. It‟s like necromantic energy, forged out of the spent 
life-force of humanity, to protect humanity‟s future. Right?” 
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 “Right,” Illyana nodded. 

 “So for a war dimension?” 

 “Instead of pulling from its inhabitants, who are mostly 
imported armies, the weaponry pulls from the life force of 
conquered dimensions,” Illyana explained. 

 “So people like rulers of Outworld want to conquer 
Prime so they can hook the Web of Light up to their weapon 
and shield system.” 

 “You‟re so good at this,” Illyana said, scrunching up her 
nose. “They also want to turn humans into another 
expendable slave army for conquest. Places like Outworld 
specialize in massive armies that swarm the ground and take 
over that way, where some war dimensions like Apokalypse 
strip tech and defenses like the Web of Light, so their smaller 
and more focused army can do a more systematic job.” 

 “Tell me more about these imported armies.” 

 “The Shokan are half dragon, half human, blended long 
ago to form a warrior race. They have four arms, not much 
hair, ugly as hell. You could take one or two of them.” 

 “You don‟t have much faith in me,” Stone reflected. 

 “Tough guys,” Illyana shrugged, “I‟m telling it like it is. 
Also Tarkatans, who have these fanged faces and these bone 
blades that shoot out of their forearms. Much bigger than 
dad‟s little blades. Not as sharp, though. Let‟s see, there are 
some Centaurans, half horse lizard thing, half sort of human 
thing. All bad temper. Without fear of a greater violence, or 
offer of plunder, they spend a lot of time fighting each other. 
And there are more armies in tow, but those are the most 
fierce and the ones that get sent in when the fighting gets 
serious.” 

 “You sure know a lot about this.” 

 “Strange never has been shy about giving me 
homework,” Illyana sighed. “So. Now I need to pick the lock 
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to Outworld, and get the two of us in. Then we can get 
started. Who knows? We may get back before Bently takes 
her crew to Innsmouth, so you could go to that too.” She 
offered Stone her sweetest smile. 

 “I‟d rather go to some war dimension and face more or 
less certain death because we have no real plan,” Stone 
admitted. 

 “I thought you wanted to go to protect me,” Illyana 
mock-protested. 

 “When it comes to dimension hopping,” Stone 
shrugged, “I kind of need you to protect me.” 

 “Smoothie,” Illyana said with a hopelessly romantic sigh. 
“Okay. On to dimensional lock-picking.” 

* 

 “I know it is early,” Bently said, “but I want us to get 
there first thing. The only reason we‟ve waited is because I 
did not feel it wise to engage in darkness.” She looked 
around the room. “Thank you for coming, really,” she said 
seriously. 

 The Sanctum basement had standing room only. On one 
side, Xavier‟s students and colleagues were grim and anxious. 
Emma Frost, a pale woman dressed in white leather for the 
day‟s activities. Marie Saint and Rich Rider stood to one side, 
recovered from the beating Essex handed them. 
Reinforcements from the school in California had joined 
them; Skids, an attractive young blonde; Robert Drake, a tall 
and broad-shouldered man dressed as a ninja; Arrow, 
another ninja dressed in green sporting a longbow, his golden 
hair and goatee giving him a dashing look. And in the back, 
looking sulky, a mop-haired Cajun in a leather trench coat, 
Remy LeBeau. All of them were ready to do what was 
necessary to rescue Charles Xavier. 

 On the other side of the room, Blade stood with his 
arms crossed. Behind him, Morbius, Cain, and Spear waited, 
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along with a teenage woman with a recurve bow and leather 
sleeves, named Anna Whistler. If they could hunt vampires, 
they could hunt monsters. 

 Bently spread out a map of the town. She looked sharp 
in her leather coat, her wrist greaves, and her blades hanging 
in the coat. Her hair was braided, then curled into a bun. She 
looked capable of taking care of herself. 

 “You need to have a basic understanding of what we 
face,” Bently said. “We will confront Cthonian sorcery. This 
magic allows wizards and their servants to move through 
angles, adjusting timespace to suit them. Watch your back, 
and be careful of doorways, as they can enchant portals to be 
timespace traps. Killing them is effective for getting them out 
of the way, but they have life beyond physical bodies, so 
don‟t be surprised when they pop up again later.” 

 She looked around the room. “We will also face an 
ancient threat indeed. A Great Old One sleeps beneath the 
ocean, and over the countless aeons, its dreams have shaped 
our world. Certain prehistoric islanders connected mystically 
to those dreams, and were changed; they were made 
immortal, but they turned into fish-people, stinking, strong, 
with tough hides and sensitive eyes. These fish people we call 
Deep Ones, and they build cities on the ocean floor. Because 
they are immortal, their women are possessed of an instinct 
to kill babies, to control the population.” 

 She paused, frowned, and continued. “To get around 
this, some communities make pacts with human settlements 
by the ocean, near an underwater city. In exchange for 
tainted undersea gold, eventually they want sexual access to 
humans, so their hybrids can be raised to adults who are safe 
from being murdered by their mothers. Later in life, most of 
these hybrids change into Deep Ones and are lost to the sea. 
This increases their numbers in a way they otherwise could 
not. The town of Innsmouth has honored a pact of this sort, 
several times in their history. As outsiders become aware of 
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it, they attack the town and drive the monsters out of it. But 
then greed sets in, and the unnatural pact resumes.” 

 “That‟s pretty gross,” Arrow said. “Still, if the fish 
people are like, you know, tough humans… we sure do have 
a lot of firepower assembled to tackle them.” 

 “Even if the Deep Ones and Cthonian sorcerers were 
our only considerations, it does not do to be hasty or cocky,” 
Bently replied. “And we do have worse that we will face. You 
see, for those tainted by blood that traces back to the 
Sleeper, Cthulu, when Cthulu dreams, they are… they are 
changed. They live into those dreams. There are spawn, huge 
as a house, monstrously deadly. But there are smaller 
monstrosities as well, mutants of hybrids, that have been 
caressed and shaped by the Great Old One‟s dreams. And 
Smythe has been known to recruit monsters from still other 
dimensions.” 

 “It‟s true,” Blade nodded. “And they are a handful.” He 
grimaced a smile. 

 “Bearing all that in mind,” Bently said, “I would remind 
Xavier‟s students that I convinced him to help me dispose of 
Rasputin not long ago, and Rasputin was Smythe‟s teacher, 
and Smythe is the one who is gathering this carnival of 
monsters in ruined Innsmouth and preparing to unleash 
them on the world. So, there is a chance that our man 
Smythe knows more about Xavier than he otherwise might 
were they strangers to one another.” 

 “What‟s our plan?” Drake asked. 

 “We will split into three teams, to discover where 
focusing our efforts serves us best,” Bently said, her accent 
crisp. “Rider and Saint will fly over the reef, because it 
connects to the undersea city. See if there is anything going 
on there we need to know about. In any case, then meet the 
team that needs backup the most.” She looked over at Blade. 
“You will take a team and check the Masonic Hall, named 
the Esoteric Order of Dagon. There are tunnels under that 
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building that lead all the way to the water.” She looked at the 
others. “I will lead a team to the refinery, which is the 
economic center of town. I‟ll take Whistler, Arrow, Remy, 
Drake, Skids, and Frost. Whistler?” 

 The young woman cleared her throat. “I have a tactical 
network set for everybody. Get your tac net, get oriented, 
and we‟ll stay in touch during the raid. We will have to be 
disciplined about chatter.” 

 “Remember we have three primary missions,” Bently 
said as Whistler handed out the tac nets. “First, find Stephen 
Strange.” She handed Morbius a stack of paper, and he 
started handing copies out. “There is a picture of him on that 
sheet. We need him back alive. He is a wizard with the 
Arcanum, and he has some valuable clues and expertise we 
need to win this Reckoning. The second picture on the sheet 
is Smythe. He‟s bad news. Kill him if you can.” 

 “Excuse me?” Rich said, startled. 

 “He won‟t die,” Bently said patiently. “He‟s a powerful 
Cthonian wizard. We need him out of the way, and 
restraining him is something only a few wizards are powerful 
enough to do. I am not one of them. So we need him dealt 
with. He will be back. The third picture is Charles Xavier. We 
suspect that a vengeful Smythe may have been involved in an 
alliance to kidnap him. So don‟t get confused; two out of the 
three pictures are of people we want intact, that will not come 
back if killed. Any questions?” 

 Bently looked over her strike force. Lucky thirteen. She 
sighed. “Remember. Do not hesitate today, for the things we 
hunt will not hesitate to kill you. Everything we fight today 
will either be alien, collaborating with aliens to destroy our 
world, or corrupted by aliens. Allow that to shape your 
decision making. As the Mighty Cthulu dreams, those dreams 
wake up in flesh, and that flesh will try to kill us.” She looked 
around once more. “Let‟s head for the ley line in the park,” 
she said simply, and they started up the stairs, still fiddling 
with paper and tac nets. 
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* 

 “Easy enough, finding a gap big enough to squeeze two 
in,” Illyana murmured. Flame swirled, and she stood next to 
Stone on a blasted shelf of rock. 

 “Yeah, this already sucks,” Stone said as he looked out 
over the landscape. The sky was darkened by endless firepits 
burning corpses and settlements, dust from battles and 
marching armies mingling to seal the dreariness of the sky. 
Whole fields of crucifixes and other methods of deadly 
torture stretched on and on, from cages with skeletons in 
them to staked-out bones, chewed to fragments. Here and 
there, massive statutes to some big man in a skull mask 
reared against the dark earth. Some of the statutes were 
toppled and broken. Mangled siege engines decorated the 
landscape, presumably having been used against a vast 
fortress that stretched up into the low clouds, its top hidden. 
Additional smoke came up from far-flung camp cities full of 
armies. 

 “The ley lines are used to section out the terrain, you see 
the roads?” Illyana murmured. “All the ley lines converge in 
the fortress. So he must slice the pie to give each army its 
home territory.” 

 “Great, so now what?” Stone growled. “We go into that 
fort?” 

 Illyana signaled him to be quiet, and she crouched down, 
her cloak shifting to perfectly blend. Stone dropped too, 
looking over the edge of the rock shelf. 

 Below, a battle had been fought not long before. A few 
fanged Tarkatans hunched over bodies, feasting. There were 
dozens of dead Tarkatans, and maybe ten Shokan corpses, 
their yellow bodies maimed and splayed on the ground, 
senseless in death. 

 “Looks like civil unrest,” Illyana observed. “Think we 
could question one of the scavengers?” 
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 “Who knows?” Stone shrugged. “We could at least see 
what languages they speak.” 

 They were halfway down the slope, picking their way 
quietly, when one of the Tarkatans stopped, raising its face 
all slick with blood, sniffing. Its forehead bunched up, and it 
growled. Then it looked to the side, scrambled to its feet, and 
dashed off. 

 All the Tarkatan scavengers did. A minute later, a 
warband marched into view. 

 “Probably take a dim view of desertion,” Illyana 
murmured. 

 The warband of twenty marched by. They wore 
lacquered armor, helmets, a few other weapons. Their bony 
and pitted forearms seemed to have the main weapon they 
would need—long retractable spines of bone for slashing and 
impaling. 

 Illyana and Stone ghosted them for a couple dozen 
meters before realizing those in the back were sniffing and 
glancing around. They headed for higher ground, still trying 
to keep them in sight. After a couple kilometers, Stone put 
his hand out to stop Illyana.  

 “There,” he said, pointing down into a curve in the road, 
flanked by hills and stunted shrubbery.  

 Illyana looked, spotting an argument in progress. A 
woman dressed in flowing white silk, with purple hair that 
fell almost to her ankles, spoke animatedly, with big gestures. 
She was shapely, possibly early middle age, curvaceous. The 
woman she was talking to had black hair, but could be her 
daughter, they shared such similarities. She scowled, her arms 
crossed over her chest. A man standing to the side wore a 
triangular purple poncho, and his face was covered. He and 
several others garbed in purple seemed impatient to 
continue. 
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 They paused, listening, then scattered to the stunted 
briars and rocks on the side of the road, with obviously 
limited success. They continued scrambling for cover, but 
there wasn‟t much to be had.  

 The warband rounded the corner, marching past the 
spot. Illyana found herself holding her breath. 

 When they were level with where the meeting had 
occurred, the warband split in two, half rushing one side of 
the road and half the other, without a visible command from 
their leader. In moments, pitched combat disadvantaged 
those who had tried to hide, and several were immediately 
killed. 

 “What do you think?” Stone asked, terse, eyes on the 
fight. 

 “They look human, they seem the underdog,” Illyana 
replied. “Let‟s go.” 

 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

 Meanwhile, blades three times longer than should be 
possible had shot out of the Tarkatan forearms, and three of 
the group wearing purple were downed, probably with 
mortal wounds. Illyana sprang at five of them that had the 
woman in silk cornered with the black-haired woman. Stone 
charged the leader and his two guards. 

 A beam of light shot from the amulet at Illyana‟s neck, 
holing one monster; as the Tarkatan fell, the other four 
whirled. The black-haired woman decapitated one, and 
Illyana‟s forearm armor grew razored whips that shot out and 
slashed another one, sending him staggering and clutching 
his face. Blades shot out over the backs of her hands, and she 
was whirling, kicking, dancing the fight as the victims of the 
attack rallied and counterattacked in turn. 

 Stone slugged one, sending him crashing into a rock 
four meters away. He caught a bone blade on his stone 
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forearm, and slammed a head-butt into the Tarkatan, 
smashing his head in. Another lunged at him; he caught the 
blade with his hand, jerking his leg up and holding on to the 
arm as he crushed a kick into the Tarkatan‟s chest, breaking a 
number of bones. 

 The Tarkatan attackers that could escape staggered and 
ran; it was clear which side would win this skirmish. Illyana 
and Stone faced off with the purple-clothed group, both 
sides wary.  

 “Do you speak English?” Illyana asked carefully. They 
looked puzzled or shook their heads. One of them spoke, 
and Illyana shook her head. She tried out Latin: no luck. 
They tried another language. 

 “Are you okay?” Stone grumbled in Cthonian. 

 “Hai!” the purple-haired leader said immediately. “We 
speak language of evil masters.” 

 “Right,” Illyana muttered. “Who are you?” she managed, 
a bit halting. 

 “I am Sindell, king of Edenia, a dimension enslaved by 
Outworld. Shao Khan make me not-wife, put me in palace. I 
hear a legend older than Outworld, maybe we be free.” 

 “Again, slower please,” Illyana said. The queen nodded, 
patient, and repeated her message. 

 “We should get moving,” Stone muttered. Apparently 
some others had the same idea. Illyana nodded, and the small 
band headed up into the rocks, one of their number 
confusing the trail behind them. 

 After twenty minutes of walking, they ended by a 
brackish stream. 

 “What is all this about?” Illyana asked. 

 Sindell replied, struggling with basic Cthonian. “I hear 
story that might make us free. Kitana, my daughter. She 
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makes fight in Edenia. These are friends—trust. We fight for 
be free.” 

 “Sounds good,” Stone muttered in Cthonian. “But they 
figured you out.” 

 Sindell nodded. “Shao Khan gone, but palace guards are 
smart and hard. Send warband to kill me, and all of us,” she 
solemnly reflected. “Which dimension sent you?” She asked 
Illyana and Stone. 

 “I‟m from Limbo,” Illyana said after a moment‟s 
hesitation. 

 “I come from C‟thon itself,” Stone grimaced. “It‟s not 
much to look at either. We‟re looking for captured 
Primelings.” Illyana looked over at him, impressed with his 
fluency. 

 “I do not know,” Sindell admitted, “No one is taking 
prisoners right now,” she said, something distant in her eyes 
as she regarded the smoking plain of war. 

 “Tell me more about what you discovered, how you 
might free Edenia,” Illyana said. 

 Sindell took a deep breath, shifted her regal pose, and 
began to tell the story slowly, in the simplest words she 
could. “Shao Khan was not always ruler here. He serves the 
Dark Dimension, and Dormammu wears the Flames of 
Rulership. He has ruled for the last ten thousand years. In a 
lost age, another ruled. This other was the first to blend the 
blood of dragons with humanity. He was Onaga, the Dragon 
King. He was mighty, he could slay cosmic rulers, in the 
Dominion War, far before humanity began. He assassinated 
gods. He could kill anything.” 

 She paused, and Illyana nodded, so she continued. The 
speech sounded like it reflected well-worn story, repeating 
phrases easier for Sindell than making conversation. “After 
centuries, he retired to his own dimension. He made it a 
healthy jungle. He ruled his subjects with an undead army he 
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created, because he did not trust the Shokan, his half-dragon 
army, to be faithful. This was wise. 

 “Shao Khan also slew gods. He and the Shokan army 
were sent to avenge those Onaga had destroyed. They tricked 
him and killed him, but he rose again and sought his revenge. 
Hard pressed, Shao Khan and his Shokan army hired a 
Cthonian sorcerer. Legend says the sorcerer was weak, but he 
had a great black sword that killed anything it touched, giving 
strength to its bearer. The sword was put through Onaga‟s 
chest, killing him and keeping him from regenerating.” 

 “Bummer,” Illyana muttered, not bothering to translate 
the sentiment to Cthonian. 

 “Once he had the sorcerer‟s blade, he no longer needed 
the sorcerer. Shao Khan killed him. Then he turned Onaga‟s 
dimension into Outworld, conquering and connecting other 
dimensions. The energy drain turned the jungle into this,” 
Sindell said, gesturing over the blasted waste. “Armies fight 
to prove themselves, so they will be favored in the next 
invasion and get a greater share of the spoils. Edenia was one 
conquest.” She shook her head. “The point—that fortress is 
built over Onaga‟s ziggurat. Onaga‟s tomb is below the 
fortress. And I found a way to reach it,” she said, beaming 
with pride. “If we can remove the sword from Onaga‟s chest, 
he will revive, and call forth his undead army, and retake 
Outworld. I doubt he will want to keep all the conquered 
dimensions. He will release them, and Onaga will be more 
than powerful enough to push invaders back and rebuild his 
home.” 

 “Sounds thin,” Stone growled in English. 

 “But if it works,” Illyana replied, “we could seriously 
dent Dormammu‟s threat to Prime.” 

 “I know about these ancient godslayers,” Stone said 
darkly. “Releasing this Onaga guy is something we might live 
to regret, if he is the conqueror he sounds like.” 
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 “But he and Shao Khan might get in a grudge match and 
sort each other out.” 

 Stone rolled his eyes. “You know better,” he said, almost 
scolding. 

 “True,” she reflected. She looked him in the eye. “It‟s a 
risk I‟m willing to take. If Outworld breaches the Web of 
Light, I don‟t think Prime can repel these alien armies. If 
Onaga can buy us some time…if we can have leverage with 
him because we released him…it‟s worth the risk.” 

 “You‟re the brains of this outfit,” Stone shrugged. 

 “If you can lead the way,” Illyana said in Cthonian, “we 
will free Onaga.” 

 The Edenians had their own conversation, with glances 
at Illyana and Stone, and hot feelings on several points of 
view. 

 “I will go with you, and the others will meet me at an 
escape point,” Sindell said calmly. “Are you ready to go?” 
 “Wait,” Illyana said, “how will you meet up with your 
people? You should not travel alone in this dangerous 
territory.” 

 “Don‟t worry about me, I am not as helpless as I look,” 
Sindell replied. “Numbers bring more danger than safety 
where we are going.” 

 “Then let‟s get moving,” Stone growled. 

* 

 A faint mist hung around the thirteen as they walked 
towards the park. Bently had conjured it to deflect attention 
from them while they headed for the nearest ley line to travel 
to their destination. 

 Towards the front of the group, Morbius walked beside 
Saint. “Seems like a strange road to bring us to this point,” 
Morbius reflected. 
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 “Ah‟m just glad ta see you in such good shape,” Saint 
replied. “Out in sunlight and all. Blade must have showed 
you a few things about how to handle your condition.” 

 “I‟ve stabilized,” Morbius agreed. “And in the 
meantime, I‟ve seen things—done things—I never would 
have dreamed could happen in this world.” He shook his 
head. “A few of them were good. But Blade, he‟s a 
consistently mean son of a bitch day or night. It inspires me 
with a real role model to look up to,” he said, deadpan. “The 
good news is, if we do any tunnel tracking in Innsmouth, 
that‟s become my specialty.” He squinted at Saint. “How are 
the One Worlder‟s doing?” 

 “Doin good,” Saint nodded. “Mah power stabilized, and 
Ah do like teachin better than conquerin th world.” She 
looked at him sideways. “Any luck towards curin what‟s 
wrong with you? For good?” 

 Morbius sighed. “I‟d be dead now without this half-
vampire curse,” he said. “Let‟s not look at it too closely for 
the down side. The point is, I‟m here now.” 

 “About that,” Saint murmured. “Ah‟m through with 
Remy, for good and for always. Ah‟ve had enough of him for 
a life time.” 

 “Then the up side of my condition is better than I 
hoped,” Morbius said with half a smile, looking ahead. 

 Saint took his hand in her gloved hand, and he let her. 
For a while, they walked without speaking. Morbius glanced 
back at Blade. Hope, indeed. 

 

 Further back down the line, Arrow fell in step next to 
Whistler, glancing her over. “Hey,” he said. “That‟s a pretty 
tough bow you have there. Did you string it all by yourself?” 

 “Yes,” she said shortly. His eyes lingered on the curve of 
her neck, the rounded muscle of her shoulder, pert breasts, 
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her sleek torso with bared midriff, the taut lines of her thighs 
and legs. He smiled to himself.  

 “Pretty impressive. That compound bow has some real 
power to it. Now, my longbow here, it‟s not compound. But 
it does take real strength to use it. I don‟t have the wheels 
and pullies there to add that extra kick.” He smiled widely. 
“I‟m all natural. And you should see the penetration I can get 
with this weapon.” 

 “Nice,” she sighed, barely believing what she was 
hearing. “Don‟t you have somebody else you can talk to?” 

 “Hey, we are both archers,” Arrow pointed out. 
“Whistler, right? Do you have distraction arrows? That 
whistle? I mean, you‟ve got some pretty great gear. I‟d love to 
handle it sometime, see how it sings.” 

 She slowed, looking him in the eyes, eyebrows drawn. 
“You may not want to handle anything I‟ve got. It‟s all 
custom. Anybody who puts his paws on it may be in for an 
unpleasant surprise.” The threat was not veiled. 

 Behind Arrow, Blade chuckled. 

 “I imagine,” Arrow continued, undaunted, “all your 
equipment is willing enough in your hands, or with your 
consent.” 

 “Let it go,” Blade advised. 

 “What, are you trying to protect her?” Arrow said, 
incredulous. “She‟s doing fine.” 

 “No no,” Blade clarified, “I know the fate of the world 
may hang on your shooting, and I don‟t want you to break an 
arm over something stupid. Right, Whistler?” 

 “Bullseye,” she agreed with a wicked grin, and she 
slapped Blade a high-five with a little chuckle. 

  “Okay, okay,” Arrow shrugged. “I‟m a friend of Blade, 
and I‟ve been out with that school in California, so I came 
here with Frost. I‟m not one of your little monster hunting 
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squad. But the more I see of it, the more interested I get,” he 
said. 

 “All the women at the school learn your moves?” Blade 
asked with academic interest. 

 “All the ones that interest me,” Arrow shrugged. “I have 
a new interest.” 

 “So, if I do have to kill this asshole,” Whistler said 
directly to Blade. 

 “No jury will convict you,” Blade assured her, finishing 
the thought. 

 “Excellent.” 

 “You haven‟t seen me in action yet,” Arrow said. “It‟s 
like poetry. When I move, it is art.” 

 “Let‟s hope it‟s not Pollack,” Whistler said, baited to 
respond. “Right now, you‟re all Picasso.” 

 “Yeah,” Arrow grinned. “This is gonna be fun.” His 
eyes were already wandering up the backside of Skids, who 
walked in front of him ignoring the whole conversation. 

 

 Further back in the line, bringing up the rear, Drake 
walked next to Remy. Remy glanced over the group. “I was 
sort of hoping we would have more ninja,” he admitted, his 
Cajun accent flavoring the words. 

 “Well, Silent and Shadow had their own horizons to 
find,” Drake said with a shrug. “My boy Tim is a great 
fighter, but I want him to grow up all the way before getting 
killed. He can just stay at the school.” Drake looked Remy 
over. “You really should finish your ninja training sometime 
so you don‟t look so pathetic when we get into it.” 

 “Ver funny, ha ha,” Remy said without laughing. “I take 
care of myself.” 
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 “Oh, sure, for things like using toilets and buying 
booze,” Drake quickly agreed. “Though you do buy foul 
cheap booze, and dress like a homeless man. The point is, 
when I watch you fight, I wonder how you survived all this 
time without a bodyguard.” He shook his head. “My boy 
could flatten you, LeBeau, and that‟s kind of embarrassing 
for a man with your background.” 

 “What‟s your problem, Drake?” Remy demanded. 
“What you want me to say?” 

 “He‟s just blowing off steam,” Frost said over her 
shoulder. “He‟s nervous about this fight. So he‟s picking on 
you. He thinks he is funny. But really, he‟s a bully. It worked 
in the Lin Quei, and now that he‟s disavowed, he thinks it 
will work here.” She shrugged. “You are the weakest, most 
obnoxious target. Ignore him. We‟ll be in Innsmouth soon.” 

 “Pretty much all true there,” Drake agreed. “Let‟s not 
forget, though, LeBeau really is kind of pathetic.” 

 “Well, yes,” Frost conceded, “but rubbing his face in it? 
That shows poor upbringing.” 

 “That‟s like the very smoothest way I‟ve ever had my 
mother insulted,” Drake said reflectively, and Frost chuckled. 

 Remy frowned. “I might have to find my own horizon 
before long,” he grumbled to himself. 

 Up ahead, Bently turned to face them. “Here we are,” 
she said. They stood on the sidewalk up against a wall 
between the park and the street. “Take hands.” They all held 
hands. Then, for a moment, the world twisted intolerably. 
They became one with Light. 

* 

 Their backtrail was a gulch between armies, piled with 
corpses. They added a few as they stealthily worked past 
pickets and sentries. After a few kilometers, they had reached 
the grating separating the bowels of the castle from the 
battlefield. 
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 They crouched, resting. Sindell gestured at the fortress. 

 “The Centaurians hold the lower levels of the fortress. 
Shokan and Tarkatans fight out here,” she said. “Down here? 
This is where deserters and prisoners are locked in the 
tunnels, to kill each other. Darker things.” They did not have 
enough shared vocabulary for her to give them more 
warning. 

 “You can get us to the tomb?” Illyana said, her mind 
already reeling at the tunnels and corridors that must underlie 
the fortress. 

 “I marked it with magic,” Sindell nodded, “and it calls to 
me. I can go to it, straight.” 

 Stone eyed the grate. “They made this sturdy. Looks like 
bone blades and big four-armed guys have tried to open it, 
and really meant it, but failed.” He eyed the lock that held the 
clasp shut. “We‟re better off going after the bars than the 
lock.” 

 “Yep,” Illyana agreed, and she focused. Her armor slid 
out a sturdy blade, and as she concentrated it became 
impossibly sharp. Then it sizzled with peculiar magic. She 
swiped, cutting one bar through, then she cut another. She 
stepped back, and Stone grabbed the cut ends and hefted up 
with all his strength; with a groan, the bars bent up enough 
for them to crawl in. They promptly did, and Stone bent the 
bars back more or less in place. 

 “Now we‟re under it,” Illyana growled. The tunnel was 
three meters across, a rough tube. They headed into the 
darkness, stepping through and over squelching piles of 
waste and the dead. Illyana tossed a witch light in the air, and 
it glowed as it paced them down the tunnel. 

 Sindell led confidently, and after a few minutes they 
came to a lit area. Echoes of fighting and screaming echoed 
in the tunnels, but the tunnels were spread out enough that 
they did not encounter anyone or anything. 
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 As they came out on a balcony, they looked down to see 
massive pits of acid. The stench was incredible, fumes stung 
their eyes. 

 “Part of the weapon foundries and refineries,” Sindell 
explained. They kept to the high walkways, and then they 
were in darkness once more. 

 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

 Illyana lost all track of time; it seemed like hours, 
cautiously following the winding tunnels, choosing one after 
the other, Sindell pausing for her bearings but never 
confused. Eventually, they reached a wall of green stone, 
different than the surrounding material. 

 “This is where it gets hard,” Sindell apologized, her 
limited grasp of Cthonian making conversation difficult. 
“This leads to the ziggurat. Onaga built from the world‟s 
bones, Shao Khan from the world‟s skin.” She pointed at the 
greenish stone, and the black, volcanic rock the rest of the 
fortress was hewn from. “If we can get past that, we will be 
close.” 

 “It could take days to find a way around,” Illyana said, 
dismayed. 

 “If there even is one,” Stone agreed. “Well, maybe this is 
a door, not a wall.” 

 “What?” Illyana said, confused. 

 “Only one way to be sure,” Stone shrugged. “Let‟s 
knock.” He settled himself, then drove his stone fist into the 
wall with all the might at his command. The shock of stone 
on stone was palpable in the bones of those looking on, such 
was the impact.  

 One tiny crack stretched up the rock. Stone grinned. 

 “Here we go.” Four, six, ten hits. A spiderweb of cracks 
grew in the wall, but the magic of the stone fist protected it 
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from shattering. Stone yanked a broken block out, and a gust 
of foul wind poured over them, trying to equalize the airtight 
chambers below with the surface world. Stone smashed his 
shoulder into the wall, then dragged out some of the 
fragments, making a hole just barely big enough for him to 
squeeze through. 

 Illyana turned to Sindell. “Did you mark the location 
even within this?” she asked. “Anything else we need to 
know?” 

 “Only two traps,” Sindell said. “There is a maze leading 
to the tomb, a maze no mortal may solve. And there is a 
guardian, a terrible demon from before time. It will slay 
anyone who gets close to the Dragon King. An Oni.” She 
shook her head. “My people would not be able to slay it, nor 
will you. Our only hope was to get the sword out of Onaga‟s 
chest.” She paused. “I did not plan to return.” 

 “Can we handle this?” Illyana asked Stone. 

 He shrugged. “I‟ve navigated my share of Cthonian 
mazes,” he said. “And this demon guy? Well, I wouldn‟t ask 
her to take him on.” 

 “Fair enough,” Illyana nodded. She turned to Sindell. 
“Go. You have helped us.”  

 Sindell hesitated, but only for a moment. She bowed 
deeply. “You will always have friends in Edenia,” she said 
seriously. Then she turned to go, and Illyana blew on the 
witch light, sending it along until its magic faded. 

 There was no need for further discussion. Stone crawled 
through the hole, and Illyana was right behind him. Illyana 
conjured a new witch light, and the pair looked around. 

 Sand lay thick on the ground, and a steady wind still 
blew. The walls were greenish stone, reminiscent of C‟thon 
itself, and runes glittered, set high in the wall. 

 “Any of that make sense to you?” Illyana asked as she 
squinted at them. 
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 “Sure,” he rumbled. “It‟s an old dialect, really old, even 
in Cthonian terms. Talks about conquests. This hall 
dedicated to a campaign in the place they will name R‟Lyeh.” 
He blinked, squinted again. “Holy crap,” he muttered. 

 “Uh, Stone?” Illyana said uncomfortably. “I figured out 
why we had to break the wall.” 

 “Yeah?” 

 “This air current. Anything that comes looking for us 
will know where and when we entered.” 

 “Then we better get moving.” 

 They followed the corridor, half choked on the must of 
the ages. Runes were set in the walls at each intersection, and 
Stone paused to ponder each. After what could have been 
hours, eventually Illyana began to sense that they had been in 
this maze forever, that they would be here forever. She felt 
no need for rest, for sleep, for food or water; there was only 
the maze, the next turn. She felt a force pushing on her will, 
and she held tight to Stone‟s arm as he relentlessly continued, 
engaged, solving the maze. 

 Eventually, Stone stopped. He frowned at the arch 
before them, an arch stitched in runes, gleaming in the witch 
light. “It sure as hell isn‟t where we came in, and I don‟t like 
the smell of it. I think we found the tomb.” 

 Illyana took one hesitant step, then another. “Okay 
then,” she said. “Let‟s see what‟s inside.” 

 Stone walked at her side as they crossed under the rune-
crusted arch, but nothing seemed to happen. They looked 
around, and Illyana added more energy to the light, so its 
glow intensified and pushed at darkness that was thousands 
of years old. 

 They entered a vast chamber, its borders stretching 
beyond the meager capability of the witch light to find them. 
They followed a walkway lined with corpses in lacquered 
armor, all kneeling facing the center of the room. Rank upon 
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rank were still and silent, as though waiting. Illyana and Stone 
cautiously approached, and twenty meters down they found 
the central dais.  

 A stone wall had been built in the middle of the dais, 
and the Dragon King‟s dead body was nailed to it with a 
black sword. Other swords were through the limbs and 
wings, to spread him out like a bug in a collection; his wings 
spanned almost four meters, he was two meters tall. His 
recurve legs and hooves hung limp and withered, his scaly 
torso was empty of its strength, his horned head with its too-
human scaled face lolled to the side. Massive hands had two 
clawed fingers and a thumb. A limp tail hung to the ground. 
Even being dead for thousands of years had not fully robbed 
the magnificent corpse of its majesty. He looked mummified. 

 The sword was a two-handed blade, jet black, with 
remarkable clean lines and grace and no visible runes or 
ornamentation. It was a weapon, clean and plain and simple; 
not decoration, not a trophy, not a tool for intimidation. It 
was made to kill, and every choice that went into its creation 
reinforced that simple and singular purpose. Its pommel, 
grip, and crosspiece were less than a third of a meter out 
from the chest of the body, the blade had been thrust in so 
deeply, sinking into stone after coming out his back. 

 “I think we found the Dragon King,” Illyana murmured. 

 “We do not want to mess with that,” Stone said fiercely, 
pointing at the sword. “I‟ve seen those before. It is not really 
a sword. It is alive. It‟s a demon in a sword shape; not a 
friendly demon like me, but one of the guys that is out to 
drink the stars and swallow the blackness of space so they are 
all that remain. You don‟t understand what this thing can 
do,” Stone said, nervous. 

 “What am I missing?” Illyana asked, looking him in the 
eye. 

 “This thing sucks life out of the victim and gives it to 
the bearer. It‟s intoxicating,” Stone said, his voice a growl. “A 
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thousand were made, to make war on the gods of C‟thon. 
That war has been over for a long, long time. The blades that 
survived were hidden in temples in C‟thon, with boobytraps 
and guardians and warnings. Because when they get out, a lot 
of things die. They killed the gods, then the blades turned on 
the other warriors, and the killing didn‟t stop when all the 
monsters, gods, and armies were destroyed. They need more. 
They always needed more.” He stopped, then shrugged, 
looking at Illyana. “C‟thon is a dead city that dreams of more 
death. It is a nightmarish place. And here is one of the blades 
that made it that way.” He nodded at the sword in the 
Dragon King‟s chest. 

 “At least we know where to put it when we‟re done with 
it,” Illyana said. “Let‟s get this over with.” 

 Stone yelped as a massive metal ball slammed into his 
side, sending him off the path to plow through ranks of dead 
warriors; they sprayed everywhere in his wake. The ball sang 
back to slam home in the powerful paw of a huge monster. 

 Hunched over, it was two meters tall, with grayish blue 
skin and three eyes. It was gangly and awkward, with huge 
hands and feet, and a wide drooling mouth full of flat yellow 
teeth. It roared, shaking its mane. Its wrecking ball was 
almost a meter across, fastened to a heavy chain, and it flexed 
as it hefted the ball and stared at Illyana. 

 “That would be the guardian,” Illyana muttered to 
herself as armor flashed across her body. 

 Stone rolled over, hefting a huge six shooter pistol 
scaled to his giant frame. He half-grinned as he opened up, 
slamming shots at the demon. The shots seemed to sear 
through the air, they were not mere bullets. They stung off 
the demon‟s hide, driving it back a few steps. Then it 
growled. Stone holstered the weapon awkwardly, and 
struggled to stand, favoring the elbow of his flesh hand. 

 The whole battle played out at top speed in Illyana‟s 
mind. She saw the cables of sinew, the muscles under 
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muscles, the iron bones of this monster. She knew that while 
Stone could possibly hold his own, he could not win. Even 
with her witch blade and sorcery. This demon was armored 
against that kind of attack. They might be able to accomplish 
their mission and run, but getting out of the maze… 

 She really didn‟t see any other options. 

 Stepping back, she snatched the haft of the blade in the 
Dragon King‟s chest. With a ringing slit, she dragged it clear 
of his carcass; he hung on the other blades that pinned him 
to the wall. Spinning, she swung the sword around to face 
the monstrous Oni that was shambling towards Stone as he 
rose to his hooves. 

 The moment she touched the demon sword, her 
witchblade retracted to a jeweled anklet, as far from the 
sword as it could get. She felt her skin and bones swarm with 
mighty magic, with invincible sorcery. And she let out a cry 
as she swung the sword over her head once then settled in a 
stance, facing the demon. 

 “I have something for you,” she said, malicious. 

 The Oni roared, and charged her. She sprang, a dark joy 
flashing through her, and swept the blade down. The Oni 
reached for her, and her sword attack shot between its 
grasping hands and shoved into its chest. The monster‟s 
muscles were as hard as wood, it was so dense and powerful, 
but the blade hissed through as though it was styrofoam. The 
Oni‟s three eyes shot wide, and its cheek twitched. Illyana 
heard a scream of wicked delight burst out of her, but she 
was completely absorbed in the rush of immortal power as 
the deathless creature on her sword gave up its life into her. 
As power gushed through her, every nerve and sense buzzed 
and sang, overloaded; she staggered back, dragging the sword 
free, and the monster keeled over dead. 

 “Holy crap,” Illyana gasped. “Wow!” She realized the 
sword had grown even more mighty in its thousands of years 
feeding on a truly immortal monster that could not be killed, 
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even by this weapon. She vaguely registered falling to her 
knees. “Wow,” she repeated, barely able to breathe. 

 “Great,” Stone muttered. Carefully watching her, he 
stepped around, and leaned in to examine Onaga. He 
touched the clean slit in Onaga‟s chest, and the flesh 
twitched and sealed a few centimeters. “I think he might pull 
through,” Stone said reflectively. “We better stick around to 
make sure. I don‟t want to be the one to tell Strange we may 
or may not have roused the Dragon King.” 

 “See, normally, I‟d say you were crazy for wanting to 
wait until this guy woke up,” Illyana mused. “But, when you 
put it that way…” she was panting lightly, struggling for air 
as her whole body burned with power. “We should make a 
fire or something.” 

 Wordless, Stone gathered up some old fabric, and pulled 
a lighter out of his pocket. “Don‟t know how long it will 
burn,” he said shortly, but he lit the fabric and it flared and 
flickered in no time. He piled some wood from weapon hafts 
on the flame. 

 Illyana felt almost drowsy. She could feel the flicker of 
the fire in the blade that she held loosely. “You know,” she 
said, lazy, “this sword…” She paused as though listening to 
something no one else could hear. “It could really be the 
turning point on Prime. I bet it could kill Essex.” 

 “No,” Strange said, flat. “I won‟t fight near you if you 
want to carry that thing around. That‟s how the sword 
isolates its bearer; oops, a little slip here, a moment of 
reaction there, and before you know it you‟ve got dead lovers 
and dead friends. Then, sooner or later,” he added darkly, “it 
turns on its bearer.” 

 “You‟re not being entirely fair,” Illyana frowned. “My 
witchblade turned on me, but you don‟t mind that I use that 
when I fight next to you.” 

 “You think it‟s the same?” Stone asked, voice tight. 
“The witchblade there is not nearly as smart as the black 
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sword of C‟thon. And, your little fairy toy can‟t kill me with a 
single swipe. The Unseelie Court is a bunch of prancy, limp-
wristed ballerinas. That thing,” he continued, pointing at the 
black sword, “comes from demonic pacts ancient beyond 
calculation, for the purpose of slaying cosmic forces.” He 
shrugged. “Not really in the same ballpark. And you do not 
want that thing loose on Prime.” 

 “Loose?” Illyana protested. “I‟d keep it under control.” 

 “Maybe at first,” Stone shrugged. “Maybe for a while. 
Look. I don‟t want to talk about this anymore.” 

 “Fine,” Illyana grumped. She pushed the sword arm‟s 
length away from her, on the stone by itself. Not a drop of 
blood lingered on the blade. “I don‟t want to look at that—
thing,” she said, nodding at the dead Oni. Stone sighed, and 
grabbed it. He slung the corpse off to the side, clattering 
among the dead army. He sat down opposite the small fire. 

 “Better?” 

 “Yes,” she nodded primly. “So… where do you think 
Strange is? I‟ve pulled him out of collapsing pocket 
dimensions, I‟ve seen him wander the depths of the Aether 
looking for sages to consult, I‟ve seen him consort with the 
fey. He had the stones to confront the Sleeper Beneath the 
Ocean once.” She shook her head. “He could be anywhere, 
doing anything.” 

 “But he normally leaves a note, right?” Stone asked, 
looking into the fire. 

 “Yeah, he does,” Illyana agrees. She rose, turning to face 
the Dragon King‟s body. “He looks a lot the same,” she 
observed, seeing a few places where his limp skin had filled 
slightly. “I thought he would get better, you know, faster.” 

 “Something might be wrong. Missing. Maybe I‟m 
underestimating what the sword did to him,” Stone 
muttered. 
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 “So, what if he doesn‟t wake up?” Illyana asked. “How 
long do we wait?” 

 Stone had no answer. 

* 

 Kira drifted down out of the sky, and was met on the 
stone terrace of the Temple of Light by about twenty armed 
warriors. “Relax,” she said, “I come in peace.” 

 “We‟ve heard that once too often of late,” Kung Lao 
said, joining them from an adjacent corridor. Liu Kang was 
at his side, and he jogged over to Kira. 

 “What‟s going on?” she demanded. 

 “Identify yourself,” Liu Kang replied. 

 “I am Kira, I work for Strange, and I‟m here to see if 
you have any ideas about who might have captured or killed 
him. He‟s missing,” she explained. 

 Kung Lao had been studying her intently. “She is an 
alien,” he confirmed. “She is not the one who fooled me 
before.” 

 “What do you mean, „fooled you before,‟” Kira said, 
confused. 

 “A powerful, dark presence is lurking nearby,” Kung 
Lao said. “We have sensed it, but we cannot find it. If we 
allow distractions, this dark presence may get on the grounds. 
We must be alert.” He cocked his head to the side. “It is bad 
news indeed that Strange is missing. I sent a message to him 
and got no response. I now see why.” 

 They all paused as the light in the sky subtly shifted, 
then four comets of pure light streaked down, through the 
invisible protections of the Temple, and slammed into the 
courtyard. Warriors swarmed around the comets and the 
resulting brilliant light, but they were repulsed, as by heat 
from a huge fire. Four figures stood within the mass of 
flaring energy. 
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 “Excuse me,” Kung Lao said, “I must take the lead here. 
This is my trust. You may wait, and take action if it seems 
necessary. Give me the space to handle this.” He strode to 
the top of the stairs leading into the Temple of Light. It rose 
behind him, impressive, and rank upon rank of warriors lined 
up on either side of their leader. At the bottom of the stairs, 
the four energy beings realized that Kung Lao stood between 
them and their prize. He stood alone, and waited. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

 As some of the warriors who were scattered and 
sprawled in the aftershock of the Light began to pull 
themselves to their feet, Reed dimmed down to radiant, and 
led the other three up the stairs towards the Temple. Waves 
of Light rolled from them, stunning any who got too close. 
Kira stood off to the side, on the walk up above, watching 
and waiting, feeling unpleasantly helpless. 

 “Stop here,” Kung Lao said with gentle authority. “What 
are you trying to do?” 

 Reed stopped. “The Web of Light needs the energy 
reserve you are hoarding here, and I am the master of the 
flow of energy in the Web of Light. Both the Sorcerer 
Supreme and Lord Rayden are out of the picture, so you 
serve me now. I require your reserve to be released.” His 
confidence did not admit the possibility of disagreement, 
much less disobedience. 

 “Do you know why the reserve exists? Do you 
understand its purpose?” Kung Lao asked. 

 “Of course,” Reed replied. “For emergencies like this 
one.” 

 “No otherworldly attacker has come as close to erasing 
this temple as you have already,” Kung Lao pointed out. 
“Consider that, as you think about how to defend Prime.” 
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 “We need the power,” Reed said simply. “We are gods 
now, and we require your cache to secure the world. This is 
not complicated. You lack our perspective,” he explained 
patiently, “so with your record of good service I will 
overlook your lack of cooperation. But my patience has 
limits,” he added, a slight frown creeping in on his benign 
tolerance. 

 “Where is the Sorcerer Supreme?” Kung Lao asked. 

 “We have replaced him,” Reed replied. “Enough 
maintenance, now it is time for active involvement. I rapidly 
weary of bandying words with a steward.” He frowned. 

 Kung Lao was unimpressed, but a faint smile lingered 
on his placid features. “The true Sorcerer Supreme knows 
that it is not a matter of how much power you have, but how 
you use that power.” 

 “I have no time for riddles,” Reed said impatiently.  

 “You should make time,” Kung Lao nodded, “for I will 
not let you pass.” He sighed. “I sure could use Lord Rayden 
right now,” he mused. “But the gods have always worked in 
mysterious ways.” 

 “Enough,” Reed said. “I‟ve heard you out, and now you 
must honor my request. The Thunder God and the Sorcerer 
Supreme gave you your sacred trust; the Thunder God has 
abandoned you, and I assure you the Sorcerer Supreme has 
no further need of your services. The new defenders of 
Prime require your cooperation. Out of the way.” 

 Kung Lao raised his eyebrows. “You really should have 
known it would not be that easy,” he said. Then he assumed 
a horse stance, gestured, and clapped his fist into his palm. 
For a moment his eyes writhed back in his head, then he 
refocused, and shimmered.  

 “I have connected myself, my very life force, to the 
barrier between you and the temple,” he said, his voice oddly 
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muted. “Decide. What are you willing to do to enforce your 
idea, and yours alone, of how to make the world safe?” 

 Reed shook his head. “A waste,” he said clearly. “Ben.” 

 Kira watched, breathless, waiting to see how Kung Lao 
would call their bluff, or defend himself. The stone man 
lumbered up to the unresisting monk. 

 “You are a good man,” Ben intoned. “You should have 
let us through.” He slung a single punch into the center of 
the field, mighty beyond reason. The blow folded the barrier. 
Kung Lao slid to the ground, dead. 

 “No!” Kira shouted, and with impossible speed she shot 
into Ben, her fist sending him plowing through a row of 
stone walls before anyone knew she was moving. John 
reacted first, his cosmic flame blaring across Kira with a 
force that made a wrecking ball feel like a tap. She shot back, 
her body smashing into the temple. The whole building 
shuddered as the tower split, and from out of that crack, 
Light gushed up into the sky with breathtaking incandescent 
beauty. Kira slammed down on the paving, then she was up 
and furious. 

 “There,” Reed murmured with satisfaction as the sky 
filled with Light. “Now we‟re getting somewhere.” 

 Kira darted up to him, slugged him across the face, and 
retreated to hang in the air in a fraction of a second, lovely 
and dangerous, roused in her mighty anger. Time and space 
croaked and folded around Reed, and he was staggered but 
unhurt by her cheap shot. 

 “You think power alone makes you a god?” Kira 
growled. “Come then. Let us gods do battle.” 

 Again cosmic flame gushed up at her, but this time she 
was to the side before it hit, and her eyes focused, and 
focused again; intense red beams sprang from her eyes and 
slit through her powerful attacker. He shifted to be mostly 
energy, and laughed the damage off. Ben sprang at her, she 
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caught him midair and flung him down at Reed, who flexed; 
somehow, Ben crashed into him, through him, and timespace 
bent and dumped him out gently as Reed stood unmoved. 

 “John, Sue, prepare while I distract her,” Reed said. 
Then he stretched impossibly, and he was all around Kira, 
everywhere, constricting her movement. Kira punched, 
kicked, fired her eyebeams, but Reed was not there when the 
blows landed; somehow, he was confusing the time and 
space so he was everywhere when he needed to be, and 
nowhere when it suited him. 

 Kira scowled, then took a deep breath and gusted out in 
front of herself; cosmic chill jetted out of her, freezing and 
confusing Reed for a moment, and she slugged the center of 
his iced hesitation as hard as she could, sending him out of 
the fight as he twirled and stretched and broke. 

 Then Kira found herself trapped in a globe of invisible 
force, and she looked down to see Sue focusing so hard she 
was reduced to a physical form, her cosmic energy bent on 
containing Kira. Kira punched the bubble, then fired a rapid 
set of at least a hundred punches into the barrier in different 
places in a single second. Sue staggered, but concentrated. 

 “So mighty!” she gasped. “Never felt anything like it!” 

 “I‟ll help,” John said, mild, and his most intense fire 
filled the bubble, needing no air to burn; Kira was trapped 
and seared, screaming her rage. Sue was unsteady with the 
effort, completely focused on containing the alien. 

 Reality itself twitched with the power of the beam of 
energy that fired from behind the battle. Sue was cored, half 
her chest disintegrated; silent, she flew forward with the 
force, and toppled, instantly dead. John spun to see a slim 
man with auburn hair, his face a sneering mask of revenge, 
his eyes burning like twin suns in his face. 

 “No!” Reed shouted. 
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 “Seer of Light!” John yelled as he flared up into his 
energy form, gusting cosmic flame at the attacker. The Seer 
of Light, Primus, dropped into shadow a moment before the 
attack connected, John knew he didn‟t hit him. His escape 
was prepared already. 

 Kira held back, unsure, watching Reed cradle the corpse 
of his wife as Ben and John approached, warily glancing 
around. 

 “No, no, no,” Reed shuddered in a half-choked voice. 
“Not my Susan. No. Pull in your Light, baby. Pull in your 
Light and heal.” 

 Movement caught Kira‟s eye, and she saw Liu Kang 
pulling Kung Lao‟s robe off, and his round hat. “What are 
you doing?” she hissed as he shrugged the outer garments 
on. 

 “I am Kung Lao now,” Liu Kang explained, 
expressionless. “I will mourn later. Now, I must think as he 
thought, and do as he did.” He offered Kira a wry smile. “We 
all look alike, after all.” He headed down the steps towards 
the grieving Illuminati, backlit by the gush of mystic energy 
into the sky. 

 “You have lost a quarter of your power,” the new Kung 
Lao said quietly. “You are vulnerable. Now you see that. You 
began by attacking your allies before you even learned what it 
means to carry your power.” He shook his head. “There are a 
thousand ways you could defend yourselves from that kind 
of sneak attack. Methods that take centuries to discover and 
perfect. But you are gods, after all,” he said, relentless. “Can 
you bring her back?” 

 “Watch your mouth,” John snarled. 

 “Mortals grieve as do gods, when those they love are 
senselessly killed,” Kung Lao replied. “My master and friend 
lies dead on these steps too, remember.” He was 
expressionless. “Do you begrudge me my anger and my 
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sorrow?” He looked down at Sue‟s body. “A corpse tends to 
reinforce what matters in life,” he added. 

 “I can bring her back,” Reed growled. He focused, 
pouring Light into the body, tugging at the still-living corners 
of her physical remains. A ghostly shape took form in the 
Light, blinking and looking around, indistinct. 

 what happened? she asked. I feel so…so strange. 

 “You were killed,” Reed said, “but I will find a way to 
bring you back to life, a way to restore you to your glory. 
Some kind of—of nanotech bioenergy conversion matrix in 
a stable helical morphigenic adaptive field.” 

 how could this happen? She was distraught. I thought we would 
be gods, unstoppable, immortal… 

 “We will be,” Reed assured her. “This is a glitch, early in 
the process.” Pain hitched in his voice, he could not keep 
this focus of Light up forever. “We need more power.” 

 “What will you do with it?” Kung Lao asked. “Can you 
pump blood with a construct of Light? Can you refresh a 
body without sleep? Digest food?” 

 “There must be a way!” John shouted. “Reed, you want 
me to question this guy?” 

 “I don‟t know how to do these things,” Kung Lao 
shrugged, “but the Sorcerer Supreme does. He is a master of 
energy and matter both.” 

 “We are supreme now,” Reed said, cold.  

 “Then heal her,” Kung Lao said, the challenge in his 
eyes direct. 

 “You walk a dangerous path,” Reed growled. “You are a 
breath from destruction, little man.” 

 “So far all you know how to do is threaten and destroy,” 
Kung Lao replied, raising his empty hands. “That is not good 
enough, for a defender.” 
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 “Not every god,” murmured a chilling, deep voice, “is a 
god of light.” 

 Ben and John spun to see the tall, pale figure standing 
behind them, in banded steel with a razor-ribbon cloak, some 
draped over one arm. The pale man smiled, revealing dark, 
translucent teeth. He raised one hand. “Be calm,” he said, 
“for I am here to help.” He stepped forward. 

 “Don‟t let him touch her!” Kira shouted. “He‟s pure 
evil! Accept nothing from him!” She was shrill, ignored, and 
yet reluctant to charge him. She remembered Essex‟s power, 
the Dark Lord‟s sorcery. 

 Reed, caught in a storm of conflicting emotions, did 
nothing as Essex squatted beside him, reeking of death and 
cold dampness. The Dark Lord stretched out his hand over 
Sue. Her chest grew together with an odd swallowing squish. 
She coughed, then gasped, gripping her husband. Light 
began to well up in her once more. With a satisfied smile, 
Essex stood and stepped back. 

 Reed looked up at him, choked with tears, eyes 
brimming. “Thank you,” he muttered, lips quivering. “I 
thought she was lost to me.” 

 “I have had a millennia of practice,” Essex admitted. 
“Consider this a gift. One god to another.” 

 “And yet,” Ben growled, “you pulse with the same 
power that killed her.” He scowled, and on his carved stone 
face, that was a terrifying expression. 

 “True,” Essex agreed. “Primus, the Seer of Light, was 
used as a weapon to kill her. I considered attacking you all as 
you were distracted, and claiming another one or two of you. 
But I was moved,” he said, touching his chest, “deeply, by 
your compassion for one another. By your struggle with your 
newfound power.” He shook his head. “Together, we could 
protect the earth. The Illuminati could rule the light, and I 
could look after the shadows. You‟ve already drained the 
Web of Light down to a transit system, back in balance with 
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the Web of Shadows below it. You have power,” he said, 
“and I have experience.” 

 “Why the change in heart?” John asked with a squint, “if 
you‟ll pardon the expression.” 

 “I have thrown hundreds of invaders off Prime,” Essex 
said. “I have been cultivating the power of my Web of 
Shadows so there would be defenses even if the Web of 
Light fails, which it is in the midst of doing.” He sighed. 
“The Sorcerer Supreme was too narrow-minded to work 
with me, to understand my usefulness. Instead, he attacked 
me over and over. Perhaps you might see the benefits of 
cooperation, making the world truly safe.” 

 “Your points have merit,” Reed said, rising and clearing 
his throat. “We will certainly consider the possibilities. Let‟s 
continue this conversation elsewhere,” he said with a 
sideways look at Kira. 

 “Very well,” Essex agreed. Light engulfed the Illuminati 
and their new friend, and they were gone. 

 “That is a disaster,” Kira observed. 

 “And we have lost two decades of stored power,” the 
new Kung Lao agreed, looking up at the broken temple. “We 
are in a bad spot that is likely to get worse before it gets 
better.” He sighed. “We can‟t win without either Rayden or 
the Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 “If that alliance holds?” Kira replied. “Getting both may 
not matter.” 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY ONE 

 Reality flexed, releasing the band of thirteen into knee-
deep salty mud, surrounded by sawgrass. The sky was leaden 
and overcast as they splatted and splotched into the goo. 

 “That—that‟s just great!” Drake said through his teeth. 
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 “I‟m grateful there was enough Web left for us to get to 
the outskirts of this town,” Bently replied, getting her bearing 
and slogging towards firmer ground. “We are on the edge of 
Innsmouth, ladies and gentlemen.” The cold was penetrating. 
“It doesn‟t get better from here.” 

 They all managed to drag their heavy legs through the 
mud to climb onto safer ground. Bently faced them. 
“Alright,” she said. “At least for a while, let‟s keep as low a 
profile as we can. We will have plenty of time for fireworks 
later, let‟s find out what we can first. Priority: finding 
information on the whereabouts of Strange or Xavier. Take 
your cues from the ninja, and be safe.” She shrugged. “Good 
hunting.” 

 Saint touched Rider, siphoning off some of his power, 
then the two of them took to the skies and zipped eastward, 
towards the coast and the reef. 

 Blade, Cain, Morbius, and Spear jogged up the gorse-
choked hillside towards the road leading into Innsmouth, not 
looking at each other or speaking. They were professionals 
when it came to assaulting monster lairs, they knew their jobs 
and their limits. 

 Bently brushed at the mud clinging to her legs, and 
glanced at Skids, who stood innocently looking around, 
protected by a force field mere centimeters thick at the 
moment—but more than enough to repel the mud. “Are we 
ready to go?” Bently asked the biggest group of attackers. 

 Whistler and Arrow nodded. Remy glanced up, 
distracted from trying to scrape the sole of his boot off on 
the tough grass, and he smiled. Drake pulled his ninja mask 
down as Frost paused, eyes half closed. 

 “They might know we are here,” she murmured. “Hard 
to read, there‟s a lot of noise. And precious little of the 
thoughts from that town are fully human.” 

 “Let‟s get to the refinery and sort this out,” Bently said 
grimly. They started slogging after the path the ninja took. 
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 Saint and Ryder soared over the town. It was close-
packed, with buildings at odd angles, curving streets. No city 
planning had shaped the layout, it was almost as though 
buildings had settled on a peculiar topography that existed 
before anything was built. A few cars were parked here and 
there, but no traffic rolled along the streets. The town looked 
deserted. An invisible, intangible miasma seemed to roil up 
from the old, sagging buildings as the two invaders soared 
high over them. 

 “Looks peaceful enough,” Rider said loud enough for 
Saint to hear. She shook her head. A moment later they were 
beyond the town, their shadows perhaps still lost within it as 
they sailed out over the leaden gray waters of the bay. 
Unenthusiastic breakers slopped against the foul beach. The 
fliers slowed, hanging in the air high above the reef. Its 
outline was clearly visible from above, as were the murky 
shapes that slipped through the dim waters beneath the 
surface. The crescent of reef looked like it had been damaged 
in some explosive battle at some point, or maybe several 
times through the decades. 

 “Not much ta see,” Saint muttered. “If they got Strange 
down there, we wouldn‟t know it, and it would be plain 
dumb for us ta spend ourselfs brawlin at this point.” 

 “Agreed,” Rider nodded. “Let‟s get back and help the 
others.” 

 Neither of them made eye contact with the other, or 
admitted to the crawling unease that tightened their guts. 
They spun in the air, and zipped back to Innsmouth. 

 

 Blade led the way, his heavy boots making surprisingly 
little sound as they crunched over the grit, gravel, and trash 
that littered the alleyway. Cain ghosted behind him, then 
Spear bringing up the rear. Morbius trailed down a parallel 
alley, keeping in vague contact with Blade as they glanced at 
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each other‟s shadows, sensing each other‟s vampiric 
presence. 

 No dogs. No cats. No rats. No people. Blade scowled as 
he led the invaders through the alley and then out, down a 
street, and over. 

 They did not need to look at each other to communicate 
the growing instinctive certainty that they were walking into a 
trap. They did not hesitate for a moment as they wound their 
way into the heart of the trap, already tasting the foulness of 
the blood that would be sprayed across this filthy landscape. 

 Blade‟s memory served them well. They crouched 
behind a broken down doghouse, peering over it to see 
across the street. A grimy, squat Masonic hall complete with 
porch and columns hosted some activity; the windows were 
dull with filth, but light and movement showed through. 
Morbius and Blade traded a significant look. 

 “Seems like we found the headquarters of whatever‟s 
going on,” Blade muttered. “Let‟s get a closer look.” 

 They darted behind a house, circling to the end of the 
block, racing across the street and slipping through narrow 
passages between houses until they had a clear view of the 
back of the hall. They stayed together, fleet and noiseless as 
they crossed the distance to get close enough to peer through 
the windows. 

 Inside, the hall was crowded with over fifty people. 
Several leaders wore heavy robes, standing at the front of the 
room. The presenter gripped a pointer, and he tapped at 
points on a big map of the eastern seaboard. His voice was 
croaking and choked, hard to hear from outside. The back of 
the room was piled with backpacks, duffel bags, briefcases, 
and sacks. 

 Blade concentrated, listening. 

 “Put the lures in out-of-the-way places,” the leader 
struggled to croak out. “At midnight tonight, smear a little 
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blood on them, and say your right words. Then trigger the 
explosives at the local police precincts. The wave of the 
Sleeper‟s Spawn will bear down human infrastructure.” 
Vague gurgling and delight drifted out of the crowd. 

 “That will do,” Blade growled. “Leader is mine. Cain, his 
guards. Spear, backup.” 

 “Me?” Morbius asked. 

 “Bat cleanup,” Blade muttered, eyes locked on the leader 
as he stood with his nose almost touching the window. The 
band of attackers faded back into the scenery, and Blade 
took one deep breath, kicking it out hard and flexing his 
torso. He nodded. Then he strode around to the back door.  

 “Hey!” yelled one of the two sullen men armed with 
shotguns that stood flanking the door. Blade flung a flat 
panther knuckle strike into his forehead, snapping his head 
back, as the other guard hefted his shotgun up to his 
shoulder. Blade slapped the barrel aside and snatched his 
head, whipping it against the stone of the lodge. With a 
crunch, the man rebounded, eyes rolling back. Blade was 
stronger than a normal man—a lot stronger. 

 He was without doubt. Hesitation had no place in him. 
It was time to kill. 

 The door flew open, the lock spraying away from the 
cracked doorjamb as Blade kicked it with all his might. Both 
his hands rose as the door twirled out of the way, as those in 
the back of the room turned; time seemed almost leisurely, as 
though his senses spun their tires, responding to demands 
beyond what physics would allow so everything else seemed 
to slow. In each hand, he held a grenade launcher pistol. 

 Paired clicks. Paired puffs of smoke. Two canisters spun 
as they shot out at the wall of greasy, sallow, wide-eyed 
cultists. Then the bang. 

 Windows sprayed out and bodies flew as Blade tossed 
the spent pistols aside, darting into the smoke and gore and 
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confusion with the ringing slit of his ninja sword 
unsheathing. He was among them. 

 Half human and half vampire, both of Blade‟s natures 
merged in a poetry of death. He spun and slashed, his sword 
a glint of light describing arcs and thrusts, and where he 
moved, blood followed. Gurgles and shouts and cursing 
swirled around him like the incense from candles winking out 
as death followed his strokes. He wasted no motion, and as 
limbs and parts of torsos thudded down or bounced away, 
those who could screamed in horror and pain. 

 He crossed the room, and nothing stood before him. 

 Blade was vaguely aware of Spear reaching the room 
behind him, engaging the cultists as they tried to mass for a 
rush, tried to react to the thrust of carnage that had pierced 
their ranks to reach their leader. A gust of flame, the chilling 
rattle of a chain whipping out at high speed. Lethal 
distraction. The leader would have no help from his flock. 

 Five robed figures dispassionately glared at Blade. They 
were no longer passable for humans; their features had 
mottled and warped, their noses flattened to slits, their eyes 
bulging and luminescent, their ridged cartilage of lips and 
jaws echoing fish features. Webbed hands had been freed of 
gloves. Some of them gripped staves made of peculiar coral 
and metals. For a wordless moment, they glared at Blade, and 
he sensed no fear from them. 

 A vicious smile carved his face into a shape that had 
nothing to do with pleasure. Yet, he hesitated for one 
moment more. 

 One of the bodyguards hunched, spraying brackish 
blood from his face, then he dropped as the one next to him 
choked and fell. The other guards turned, shocked, to see a 
slip of a girl twirl two knives, ready for them. As their minds 
struggled to grasp where she may have come from, their 
leader chanted, crooked scaled fingers leveled at Blade. A 
swipe from a straight sword took both hands off at the wrist, 
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and Blade‟s riposte shoved through the shocked leader‟s face, 
then whipped up through the top of his head. The body 
staggered, seemed to almost recover. Blade struck his torso 
with the sword, cutting him in half, and the sloppy pieces 
squelched down in a tangle of heavy torn cloth and sheared 
bony meat. 

 Cain looked him in the eye, standing over the other dead 
guards. Their faces were expressionless, but for just a 
moment, their eyes smiled at each other. 

 The floor bucked once, jouncing bodies up into the air 
in the middle of the smoky room. Then the floor burst, and 
in a sinuous squirm, two massive cthuga uncoiled into the 
battle. They had six legs each, long whip-like tails, reptilian 
bodies that stretched almost two meters off the floor with a 
ridge of hair, beady eyes, and scything mandibles. One roared 
as the other rushed at Spear. 

 Spear flexed down and back, hiccupping in time and 
space, flaring out of a gust of mystic smoke behind the 
cthuga; its instincts were prepared, and its back hips twitched 
up, raising its two back legs as its spine rippled and sent the 
lethal tail whipping across the startled dead ninja. Spear sailed 
across the room, smacking off the window frame and 
crashing into a house. 

 “Great,” Blade growled. “Take this outside!” He ran to 
the front door; halfway there, a cthuga spotted him and 
pounced, just missing him as he tucked down and sprinted. 
He flung himself into the door, even though it was barred 
from the inside. His body smacked into the door, splintering 
the bar and spilling him down the front steps and past two 
guards. They ran with a shriek as the cthuga shot out after 
him— 

 Snatched mid-leap, the cthuga bellowed rage as Saint 
shot up in the air carrying the huge, ungainly prisoner. The 
cthuga thrashed like a cat as Saint flexed her grip and roared, 
flinging the monster as hard as she could. It clenched midair, 
sending its tail around to slam across her and send her 
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tumbling up into the sky as it sprawled, helpless without 
leverage, falling. 

 Rider slammed into the cthuga from the land side, 
changing the fall to an arc that would deposit the monster in 
the bay. He staggered back through the air, gripping his 
shoulder, suddenly pale. 

 “Those things are damned heavy!” he managed, winded. 

 Saint managed to right herself, still dizzy from the hit. 
Then she dropped towards the fight in the street. Rider was 
right behind her. 

 The cthuga sprang at Blade, and he popped up his 
forearm, triggering a greave device. Needles sprayed the 
cthuga‟s face, and as they were exposed to air, globs on the 
back of the needle flared with painful light. The white 
phosphorus could burn through metal in seconds, and it 
spattered the cthuga‟s face. As the monster howled rage and 
pain, the two fliers snatched the ridge over his shoulders and 
back hips, then curved up in the air as fast and violently as 
they could, aiming for the sea; they released the thrashing 
monster, and it curved end for end, scrabbling at its face, 
yowling. Whether it hit the sea or land, crashing down would 
slow it some. 

 “Good work,” Blade growled as they landed. Spear 
jogged towards them, and Cain stepped out of the shadows. 
Blade glanced around, and spotted Morbius already inside the 
smoky hall. The fight was more or less over for the moment. 
“Let‟s see what they were up to.” 

 They entered the swirling smoke of the gore-sprayed hall 
to see Morbius crouched over the bags, with several open. 

 “Runes,” he said. “Like the ones Stone found out on the 
reef. They said something about putting blood on them.” 

 “Summoning. Cover the coast with monsters,” Blade 
agreed. “See what the Sorcerer Supreme could do about 
that.” He shook his head. “Hell of a distraction.” 
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 “That kind of thing will distract you to death,” Rider 
muttered. “We better check on the others. I think we are 
done here.” 

 “Unless somebody wants to go down in the monster 
hole,” Saint said, nodding to the broken floor where the 
cthuga burst up. 

 “Refinery it is,” Morbius shrugged. The fliers darted out 
through the doors, and the ninja followed. 

 Still, the town was hushed and quiet. Now, it watched 
them. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY TWO 

 Stone hesitated, sniffing, his craggy face intimidating in 
the feeble light of the fire. “Tarkatan,” he growled. “They‟ve 
found us.” He was up on his hooves in a moment, growling, 
facing the darkness between their odd campfire and the 
entrance to the tomb chamber. 

 Illyana reflexively picked up the seething black sword, 
and wordlessly she followed Stone to the entrance twenty 
meters from the pinned-up corpse. She slipped off to one 
side of the portal leading in, he took the other; they waited, 
just out of sight, hoping the ancient musk of death would 
cover their more vital scents. 

 Wary shadows cat-footed in past them, glancing around, 
their eyes luminous in the dim. The witch light and fire were 
twenty meters away, and the Tarkatans slipped in and 
oriented on the light. Five. Ten of them. Fifteen. Twenty. 
More than a scouting group. 

 One towards the back of the line glanced to the side, 
and his eyes widened as he stiffened.  

 “Right,” Illyana growled through her teeth, and she 
sprang at them before they could react. Her blade hissed, 
leaving a green filmy stain of power in the air behind it as it 
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shot home into the chest of the Tarkatan who saw her. He 
let out a shriek and flew back, instantly dead, his power 
flaring through Illyana like a handful of leaves thrown on a 
fire. The blade was already back and around, chopping 
through another Tarkatan‟s head and driving into a third. 
They died as the other Tarkatans flexed their arms, bone 
blades shooting out; the brutal warriors scrambled to 
surround Illyana, untroubled by losing some of their number 
in ambush. 

 The blade—so long in the Dragon King, so mighty—
now awash in a fresh thirst for new blood, shallow cheap 
blood. Illyana felt herself unsteadily riding a tide of energy 
and alien lust that demanded the deaths of these monstrous 
foes, demanded they end at her hand, demanded they fuel 
her singing blood and the strength of her hand. She howled 
with glee as she drove them back, and the intimidated 
monsters fell before her. 

 Stone stepped out of the shadow and pounded shots out 
of his huge pistol, knocking Tarkatans down and back, 
aiming at the fringe that were maneuvering for Illyana‟s flank. 
Three jumped at him, and he spun the revolver around and 
holstered it, then caught the first strike on his stone fist, 
slapping another away with his flesh hand, and he stomped a 
kick into the chest of an attacker. 

 Some detached corner of Illyana‟s mind was attuned to 
details beyond the fight; it was not compelling enough to 
keep her interest, it was a foregone conclusion as the sword 
used her to propel itself through their meager sparks of life. 
Illyana simultaneously felt her senses sharpen, and they 
attended to something happening in the range of the 
witchlight. A grunt. A shift.  

 Sounds of carnage, the clash of weapons, blood sprayed 
around in stinking spurts, sorcery flaring through the 
room—this jolted the long-dormant system of the immortal 
monster pinned to the stone wall. His flesh began to shift as 
something flowed beneath the skin. As new vitality filled out 
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one of his hands, his fingers twitched, then flexed into a 
snap. The sound was more than a sound, it was a spark that 
fell upon a mystic oil-soaked field. Something stirred in the 
aether, the whole room shifted in its balance as the last five 
Tarkatans went back to back, caught between Stone and 
Illyana. 

 Then the undead army rustled, like wind in leaves. There 
was no wind. Points of green light dully glowed in their 
sockets, then flared, like ashes under a breeze. Long dead 
hands gripped weapons with new awareness and resolve. 

 “Illyana!” Stone growled forcefully. “Illyana, back off! 
Let them go!” He looked around wildly, flexing his hands, 
ready to face a new potential threat. 

 Reluctant, Illyana backed towards Stone, her magnificent 
sword between herself and the remaining Tarkatans. The 
dead scouts lay sprawled on the ground, unmoving, not even 
crying out in mortal pain. They were simply ended, dead, 
incapable of further suffering. The survivors took one look at 
the rustling undead army, then screamed and raced back out 
the way they came. 

 Stone looked over his shoulder at the Dragon King. The 
monstrous immortal‟s leathery limbs were twitching, shifting, 
filling out with new life. “Looks like he needed some battle 
to wake him up,” Stone muttered. “So I think he‟ll be fine.” 

 Illyana stared at the Dragon King as the monster flexed 
his wings forward, tearing them loose of the blades that 
pinned the wings on the stone. Leather ripped, but already 
began to shift and heal. 

 The undead warriors began a creaking, unsteady jog past 
Illyana and Stone, into the maze. The adventurers watched 
the undead as they passed on either side, not sparing a glance 
to the two standing on the path to the dais. One in red 
lacquered armor stopped, directly between them and the 
Dragon King, meeting their eyes with sorcerously lit sockets. 
Illyana and Stone watched, wary, unsure what to do. 
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 Illyana saw the Dragon King shift, then nod at them, the 
suggestion of a cruel smile on his inhuman features. The 
undead officer that faced them wore an ancient sword that 
suggested high rank, and the officer bowed to them deeply, 
fist over his chest. Illyana and Stone nodded back at the 
Dragon King, with the feeling that something had passed 
between them. An understanding. 

 “Let‟s get out of here,” Stone growled. The officer 
passed between them, then paused, glancing back. 

 “Lead the way,” Illyana said to the undead soldier. Then 
they left the chamber, left the sound of ancient leathern 
limbs tearing loose of blades and stone, left the endless ranks 
of stirring deathless warriors. The maze was easily solved by 
their undead guide, and soldiers were before them and 
behind them in the shadows as Illyana conjured a new witch 
light. 

 They realized that the undead in the chamber were only 
one reserve, as others came in like tributaries into a stream, 
then a river. By the time they reached the grating, a mass of 
undead soldiers were pouring from the grates below the 
castle, relentlessly flowing up to the Tarkatan and Shokan 
positions. Startled warriors were desperate in their defense as 
a surprise attack offered no mercy and no quarter; the bigger 
warriors knocked the undead down easily enough, but more 
came, and more, and those that were destroyed did not stay 
destroyed. Screams floated through the thick air at the foot 
of Shao Khan‟s fortress, and Outworld‟s rhythm shifted 
palpably. 

 Once again, the rhythm of reality was linked to the 
undying heart of the dimension‟s lord and master. For 
Outworld had but one true ruler, and he did not share 
power. 

 Stone and Illyana looked around at the surreal tide of 
undead warriors, feeling ignored, and grateful to be spared 
battling the deathless army. “We going to check the fortress 
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for Strange before all this goes down?” Stone asked, 
squinting up at the huge fortress. 

 “No,” Illyana said distantly. “If Shao Khan is the ruler 
of this realm, and he has access to it right now, then there 
would not be all the civil war before all this went down.” She 
shook her head. “He would not risk a prize like the Sorcerer 
Supreme of Prime without looking after him personally, and 
he‟s obviously not here or we would have had to deal with 
him by now. If he got Strange,” Illyana said coolly, “then 
Strange is dead.” 

 “Right,” Stone nodded. “Okay. Take us home.” His eyes 
were fixed on the blade Illyana carried. “Leave that here.” 

 Illyana looked at the seething demon sword. “I‟ve dealt 
with a lot of demonic stuff through the years,” she said 
quietly. “But you know, this is different. I like it. A lot.” She 
looked Stone in the eye. “You are right. It‟s on a whole other 
scale. We should leave it.” 

 Stone glanced around, then spotted a shelf of rock that 
topped the low hill. He braced himself, exerted, tilting it up a 
meter. Illyana hesitated only a moment, then slid the sword 
into the darkness. Stone stepped back, and the hilltop 
crushed back down in place. 

 “Good,” Stone said. “Now let‟s go home.” 

* 

 Bently crouched in the shadowed alley with Remy, Skids, 
and Frost. She watched as Whistler, Arrow, and Drake 
jogged across the open space towards them. The refinery was 
a hulking mass in the background, and they had slit the fence 
open to go investigate. Their lack of caution gave her a sense 
of what was coming. 

 “This place is abandoned,” Arrow said as they closed in. 
“Whatever is going on here, this is not a coordination center. 
The place is shut down, looks like it has not been used in 
weeks.” 
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 “What else is close to the water,” Bently murmured, eyes 
half shut as she recalled the map. 

 “The cannery,” Drake said firmly. “It‟s out on the bay, 
not on the river here, and it is roomy.” 

 “Of course,” Bently nodded. They stiffened and turned 
as one, hearing the muffled explosions some distance away. 
“That must be the breakdown of stealth engaging the 
Esoteric Order of Dagon.” She looked towards the sea, and 
spotted two specks flying high. “Looks like they‟ll get backup 
here shortly.” 

 “We better move fast,” Whistler said. Bently nodded, 
and all seven of the invaders followed the fence, headed for 
the street, and from there, towards the cannery. 

 As they jogged down the cracked sidewalk, they sensed 
the unease of the empty streets, they instinctively felt the 
caution of prey intruding on a well-marked hunting territory. 
Sound grew peculiar and muffled, as though they were 
enclosed somehow. The air itself became harder to breathe. 
Bently unsheathed her rune blade, clutching it tightly as she 
looked around, not slowing. 

 “Something is coming,” Frost said, terse. “Something 
inhuman.” 

 Then, the squelch. A peculiar chatter, and under it, a 
thoroughly insane giggle. Ahead.  

 Their minds reeled as they saw the squirt of the 
amorphous jelly-like slide of material out on the street ahead 
of them. It had surface area like a drop of water, or lava, but 
it squirmed and twisted, eyes forming, mouths forming, 
bearing no relation to one another as the formless thing 
murmured and whispered blasphemous things to itself. 
Water seeks the path of least resistance, but this near-liquid 
had no such law; it defied the natural order as it flowed over 
the street, almost translucent, almost aware, thoroughly 
malicious. Then, the first wave of its stink reached them as 
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bioluminescence breathed with new life through the 
monstrous bulk. 

 Its size was impossible to gauge, as it was no more than 
a meter deep at any point, a surging tide of evil filth that 
rolled over itself, shaping and reshaping, swelling at them 
driven by its own eldritch winds and strength.  

 “A shoggoth. Hit it,” Bently said, her voice tight with 
fear that she dared not confront. 

 Drake stepped forward and flexed, and a blast of 
supernatural chill flowed from him, crystallizing the front 
running tendrils of the mass and stiffening them. Bently 
gestured, stepping back as her hands busily traced paths that 
focused her invocation of greater powers; bands of red 
energy sprang up around it, caging it, tightening around its 
mass as LeBeau squatted and picked up a handful of gravel, 
charging bits and flicking them at the creature to pop with 
muffled explosions. 

 Hardly noticing, the foul bulk of the incoming thing 
flowed through the gaps in Bently‟s barrier, absorbed the 
frozen bits of tendril and swelled on regardless, and let its 
surface crater and reform under the small explosions. With a 
distressing gurgle, it swept towards them, now only a handful 
of meters away. 

 Bently cried out as she flared mystic attacks into it, and 
Drake thrust his hands forward, spearing the bulk with 
crystalline spikes. LeBeau charged a handful of arrows, and 
Whistler and Arrow fired deep into the bulk. As the arrows 
impaled the goo and blew inside the creature, the shoggoth 
twisted and recoiled, then hesitated for a moment, and 
squirmed down a side street. 

 “Run,” Frost said through her teeth. “We‟ve only made 
it curious so far.” 

 The seven invaders did not need to debate the point. 
They sprinted for the end of the street, closing in on the not-
too-distant hulk of the cannery. 
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 Four blocks later, Bently raised her hand, and they 
paused. 

 “We have to hit them fast, before they know everything 
we can do,” Bently said, her accent crisp as her lungs 
struggled to normalize her breathing. “We must also move 
secretly. Smythe will have his home base ready for us. It will 
not be pleasant.” She focused. “We will need multiple waves, 
stealth, approaching multiple entrances. We need to handle 
this with distraction and misdirection. He will have traps that 
alter our perception of time, of distance, he will be defended 
by monsters, we must be on the lookout for a variety of 
disabling or lethal glyphs and sigils. He has had time to use 
rituals, which really opens the field of what we might expect 
of him…” She trailed off, distracted, eyes distant. The others 
watched her, concerned. 

 “I just talked myself out of the subtle approach,” she 
murmured with a hint of wonder in her voice. “So,” she 
continued, shaking off the moment, “How do we best use 
our advantages to create a direct approach?” 

 “Now you‟re talking,” Arrow said with a broad grin, 
voicing the relief of the group. 

 Not far behind, the shoggoth squelched and shifted, 
slipping around for a better position to strike. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY THREE 

 Shang Tsung was preoccupied with his own thoughts as 
he pushed through the door into his temporary base of 
operations in the Lin Kui warehouse compound. He was not 
at all prepared to respond as he was snatched by the throat 
and effortlessly hoisted off his feet. 

 “Show me progress,” Shao Khan growled in Chinese, 
“or I take over. I grow weary of this hiding. We waste time.” 

 “Special job,” Shang Tsung wheezed. Shao Khan tossed 
him back, and the sorcerer landed on his feet. “I have been 
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making arrangements, a strike force of Luthor‟s people and 
ourselves will attack a mansion in this city. An alien, Clark 
Kent, has incredible powers. In disabling him and giving him 
to Luthor, we buy ourselves unlimited funds and significant 
technology, and we will have a foundation for our next 
moves. Luthor is greedy and easily manipulated.” Shang 
Tsung did not reveal any sign of resentment for being 
manhandled and threatened. 

 “That‟s it? Attack an alien?” Shao Khan said, not 
bothering to hide the disgust in his voice. 

 “I examined the site personally,” Shang Tsung 
continued, “and with the Web of Light so low, I saw an 
energy signature that would normally be obscured against the 
background. An intense expression of Light, my master. I did 
some checking, and I think I have found the Sorceress 
Supreme. Destroying her will neutralize most of the 
effectiveness of what‟s left of the Web of Light. This could 
be our masterstroke.” His eyes glittered. “The alien protects 
our foe. We can buy Luthor and further our own ends in a 
single attack.” 

 “Better,” Shao Khan nodded. “Let the ninja and 
Luthor‟s people lead the initial attack to get the alien, and 
then we can move in with our elite force to take out the 
Sorceress Supreme and return here.” 

 “No sense in capturing her at this stage,” Shang Tsung 
shrugged. 

 “About time you said something sensible,” Shao Khan 
agreed. 

* 

 Outside the cannery, reality slid sideways, and seemed to 
evade making much sense. 

 The pickup that flew through the air towards the broad 
wall was glowing, no shadows in its crevices anywhere as it 
shone with surreal crackling power. The charged truck 
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touched the distortion shimmer that surrounded the building, 
and detonated, releasing its matter into a raging energy blast 
that tore at the other field, sending reality and its next of kin 
swirling and spraying away from the ragged breach in the 
cannery wall. 

 Gunfire roared out from a mass of people who seemed 
unfazed by the unusual behavior of the truck and the wall. 
Many of the people in the gang had sallow features, patchy 
hair, glassy eyes, a wattle of flesh at the throat. They roared 
and fired, their bullets rattling and spraying off a pale reddish 
wall of energy protecting the invaders. 

 Meanwhile, LeBeau pressed his hands flat on the street, 
facing away from the invaders, and the whole street began to 
heat up with a reddish glow, charging. 

 “Drake, stay with LeBeau,” Bently snapped. “The rest of 
you—take them down!” She sprinted towards the cannery, 
gunfire stinging off her mystic shield in all directions. Skids, 
Frost, Whistler, and Arrow ran behind her, readying 
themselves. 

 The pincer movement flowed shut; Innsmouth residents 
gushed out of the cannery, firing weapons and howling for 
blood, while other things shifted in the dark interior of the 
building. Behind the invaders, the shoggoth flowed over 
several parked cars, effortlessly crushing them, racing with 
unnatural speed towards the rear of the party, heedlessly 
roiling over the brightening pavement. LeBeau panted, his 
breathing shallow, his staring eyes sightless and his pale face 
beaded with sweat with the effort of pouring a deeper charge 
into the street, and Drake took a wide stance, ready for the 
blast— 

 The street exploded, roaring up in a geyser of energy, 
right under the shoggoth as it closed with the invaders. 
Gobbets of the monster twirled and sprayed everywhere as 
the main bulk of it was hurled back, slamming into the front 
of buildings, pounding through doors and windows with the 
shock that tilted away from the invaders. Braced against the 
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shock, Drake was ready to flare out bursts of icy cold, 
freezing and scattering globs that rained down close enough 
to pose a threat. 

 Backlit by the burst, the other five invaders swept into 
the charging cultists. Bently flung handfuls of sorcery at 
them, blasting unconsciousness across a wedge of attackers 
as Skids projected a field that shunted them to the side. 
Whistler and Arrow fired concussion arrows into the mass, 
bursts of force sending the charging defenders sprawling. 

 Those cultists still standing did not have any fight left in 
them as the seven invaders raced through the breach in the 
wall. Several knots pulled back, going for cover or fleeing the 
scene.  

 A long moment was oddly quiet as all opposition pulled 
back, leaving them disoriented. Rider and Saint dropped out 
of the sky, and there were nine invaders in the sudden 
stillness in the cannery. 

 “What now?” Saint asked Bently out of the side of her 
mouth as she warily scanned the catwalks, vats, and shadows 
of the cannery. 

 A figure stepped into view on a catwalk. Dressed nattily, 
Smythe did not seem the least bit upset that the invaders 
stood before him unopposed. He leaned on the railing, 
regarding them with a bemused smile. 

 “If I were you,” he said just loud enough for them to 
hear, “I would wonder what was about to happen to me.” 

 “Blade is right behind us, with his team,” Rider muttered 
to Bently. 

 “Perhaps you‟ll confess,” Bently said clearly, eyes on 
Smythe, “and tell us you‟ve got some of our people. Perhaps 
you‟re interested in, just once, letting this be easy for 
everyone. Maybe we‟ll even let you go.” 

 Smythe chuckled. “They are so adorable when they are 
young and starry-eyed. Let me go, indeed.” He threw his 
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head back and laughed, and the whole cannery bucked with 
unnatural force; as the invaders staggered, Smythe howled at 
them: 

 “I serve powers beyond your comprehension!” he 
shouted. “Behold!” 

 Another surge of power hit the floor of the cannery, 
bursting it, and a monstrous force roared up out of the 
ruptured wood as the angles of the decrepit building shifted 
dangerously. 

 “That‟s a monster,” Arrow noted helpfully. 

 “Father Dagon, the Sleeper‟s eldest child, reincarnated 
as necessary,” Bently managed, short of breath. 

 A vast hand the size of a city bus shoved out of the hole, 
slapping its webbed fingers down on the shattered flooring as 
untold bulk heaved against the yielding foundation. The 
stench of long-dead rotten fish sweltered over the invaders, 
and the dull shine from a luminescent eye corrupted the 
room. 

 “What do we have that can deal with that?” Drake 
demanded of Bently. 

 “Nothing, really,” Bently said through her teeth. “We‟ll 
just have to give it our best. You all engage it, keep it busy. 
I‟m going after Smythe.” 

 “Which half of that plan is more suicidal?” Skids 
demanded, sweat beading on her brow. 

 Bently looked her in the eye. “We do our best,” she said 
calmly, “and we don‟t give up. You never know when our 
luck will change.” Her half smile had something dangerous in 
it— 

 Then a section of roof sprayed down as something shot 
through it, pounding deep into the thing clawing its way up; a 
strangled squeal resonated in their bones a split-second 
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before the sonic boom hit, tumbling invaders, defenders, and 
debris alike. 

 Kira rebounded back up into the room, resplendent in 
her power, a shock of water jetting up in her wake. Twin 
lances of painfully intense light shot down through the water, 
boiling it and cutting into something that bawled mournfully, 
retreating into the deep. 

 “That‟ll do,” Bently nodded, and she wrapped Kira in a 
cocoon of mystic defenses. She saw a flicker of shadows on 
the catwalk, and her eyes narrowed. Blade and his people, 
surely. 

 “And even with all this, still I have the upper hand,” 
Smythe said casually. He spoke a Word, and it triggered a 
prepared ritual. Runes splayed in the space around him, 
fading out of the spectrum of visible sight, shimmering in the 
air as they protected him. He turned, bending over, and he 
hauled someone up into view who had been laying on the 
catwalk. 

 “Here we are,” Smythe said through a vicious smile. 
“Professor Xavier, we are under attack! Monsters have 
subdued your teammates, they are closing in on you!” 

 Frost gasped as she saw Xavier. The powerful psychic 
had a net mesh on his bare scalp, each intersection in its 
peculiar craftsmanship etched with a rune of power. His eyes 
snapped open, and madness shone out.  

 She knew he only saw what Smythe wished him to see, 
and a chill slid through her blood as she realized what that 
could mean for those in his path. 

 “Goodbye,” Smythe said mildly, offering a shrug to the 
invaders. 

 “No… my friends,” Xavier breathed, then his forehead 
creased with rage and focus. “You will pay for what you did 
to my friends!” 
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 Frost was startled by Saint thudding to the ground 
behind her, snatching the exposed back of her neck. She 
wilted in that grip as Saint drained off some of her vitality— 

 Some of her power. 

 Saint, Frost thought, the helmet is a maze, and Xavier is lost 
in it. He needs a beacon— 

 Saint was already thrusting off the ground, whipping 
through the air, gilded with Bently‟s mystic protections. 
Smythe‟s suspicion kicked in almost fast enough, as a 
Cthonian barrage of mystic death tore at Saint; she spun 
through it, shocked and winded, blood trailing through the 
air after her. But she shot through Kira‟s defenses and 
latched on to her with both bare hands. 

 Power gushed out from Xavier. Blade and his team were 
hurled physically back by the force of the rage and 
desperation in the wave assault, they squirmed on the catwalk 
as their minds writhed under the attack. Bently tucked into 
herself, hiding behind incantations, still shoved down to her 
knees by the pressure as others screamed and staggered, 
clutching their heads. Blood started from sinuses here and 
there—in seconds, Xavier would destroy them. 

 He has followed both of us out of darkness before, Saint thought 
to Kira as they touched, flesh to flesh, both of them now 
resonant with the power Saint stole from Frost. Show him the 
sun. 

 Kira‟s mental defenses buckled under Xavier‟s wild and 
unfocused assault, but she had the breathing space she 
needed to retreat into her vision of the sun, the sun that gave 
her power, and the light that it poured upon the earth to fuel 
all life. She let the vision of the sun engulf her as Saint reeled, 
shocked nearly senseless by the assault. 

 Not enough, Saint thought to Kira as her mind spiraled 
out of focus under the rage and death. Touch him—and 
something in her went silent as her eyes erupted with blood. 
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She fell out of the air, tumbling towards the broken planks 
below. 

 Kira darted at Smythe, lashing through his runic 
protections, taking the hit. She snatched Xavier with both 
hands and pressed her forehead to his, and focused 
everything she had. 

 Xavier—come to me, I am here— 

 LIGHT 

 She felt something shift in the rage and pain rolling out 
of Xavier. She felt him solving the maze of the mesh helmet, 
it sprayed sparks and a foul smoke as Smythe rounded on her 
and she darted to the side with inhuman speed, avoiding the 
slew of dark magic Smythe sprayed at her. She hoped it was 
enough. 

 The attack ended abruptly, and for the endless space of 
a single second, the only sound was the brittle ping of the 
mesh helmet bouncing off the catwalk. 

 Kira hung in the air, resplendent with alien power, 
glaring at Smythe. His wards shifted around him, gathering 
unholy power. He slid a knife from his sleeve, considering 
his chances of finishing Xavier before Kira got to him. 

 Bently managed to refocus her mystic protections 
around Kira, and in that moment Smythe made up his mind. 

 “Enjoy your victory,” he snarled, and he leaped 
backwards, slipping out of reality. Vanishing. Escaping. 

 Debris and litter from the groaning building still 
clattered down as the invaders tried to gather their wits, 
brushing blood away from their ears, noses, eyes. Xavier sank 
down, unconscious from the strain. 

 “Everyone! Outside!” Bently called out as the last 
foundation balance began to creak over. Those who needed 
help were supported as the invaders headed for the exits, 
regrouping on the street outside. Kira landed holding Saint 
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over one shoulder and Xavier over the other. She knelt and 
laid them on the street as the cannery rumbled and cracked, 
toppling down into the hole the monster from the deep 
made in the foundation. 

 Bently regained her composure as she waited for the 
noise to die down. She looked around at the invaders, 
pleased to see all of them accounted for. 

 “I came to find you at once,” Kira said. “I remembered 
your plan, that some of you would be here. I have terrible 
news.”  

 “Go on,” Bently nodded. 

 “The Illuminati are the ones that have been draining the 
Web of Light,” Kira said, scowling, “and they have joined 
forces… with Essex.” 

 Bently blinked, then a broad grin stretched her face. 
“Delightful!” she said, relieved. “Good work, Kira.” 

 “Did you not understand me?” Kira demanded. 

 “It‟s a lead,” Bently clarified. “The Illuminati had to 
disable Strange before they could do what has been done to 
the Web of Light, so my guess is if we go to their lair we will 
get a sense of what they are up to, and a chance to rescue 
Strange. You‟ve found us a target to focus our efforts. Maybe 
it is bleak,” she agreed, “but at least now we have a 
direction.” 

 “Well timed,” Frost said to Bently, “because true to your 
word you‟ve recovered Xavier for us. What can we do to 
thank you?” Her eyes were serious. 

 “Take your people and guard Tandy with your lives,” 
Bently replied. “She may be the key to winning or losing this 
conflict, and I am not sure she has enough protection. I will 
send you through the Web of Light.” 

 “Agreed,” Frost nodded. Bently turned to Blade. 
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 “I need you and your hunters,” Bently said. “It is time to 
confront the Illuminati.” 

 “We are yours,” Blade nodded. 

 Bently glanced over the hissing ruin of the area, the pall 
of smoke hanging over Innsmouth. “No time to savor our 
victory,” she murmured, feeling the dark energies that had 
coalesced in this foul place beginning to drift apart. She 
focused again. “We‟ve much to do.” 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR 

 Karai tugged her gloves tight and glanced at the others. 
“Garrett,” she said. “Tell me the plan again. I want to be sure 
we all know it.” 

 The tall, broad, ugly man nodded to himself. “I have a 
sniper positioned to cover the front door, and another to 
cover the back door. Your ninja pizza boy goes up to the 
front door,” he said, nodding at the only ninja who did not 
wear the black garb. “Takes out whoever answers, or plays it 
by ear, depending. If it is a blonde woman, take her out with 
a lethal hit.” 

 “Then when those in the house react, realize something 
is wrong,” Karai prompted. 

 “Then I go in shooting, and the rest of the ninja. We get 
this guy,” Garrett said, clapping a hand on the picture of 
Clark Kent. “We take him outside, and the Lexcorp driver 
has an armored car we can toss him into that has been 
specially prepared with Ingredient 279 to keep him under 
wraps until we‟ve got him in a secure facility.” 

 Karai checked her watch. “Let‟s do it.” 

 The ninja pizza boy took a pepperoni pizza out of the 
oven, tossing it on the cardboard box and slotting it into the 
insulated bag. He put a silenced pistol in the bag under the 
pizza box, then he took a deep breath and left the semi trailer 
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where the meeting took place. Others followed him out of 
the trailer, ghosting towards their positions as he headed a 
few blocks over, targeting a brownstone mansion. 

 As the pizza delivery ninja closed on the mansion, he 
saw the vague shadow of Baraka retreat into an alley, 
watching and waiting. Part of the second wave. Part of the 
rest of the plan. 

 The ninja hopped up the stairs and rang the doorbell. 
Steps approached the door, opened it. A lovely blonde 
smiled at him. “Yes?” He could hear the French flavor in her 
voice. 

 Blonde. She must die. 

 “Got a pizza here for a Clark Kent,” the ninja said 
casually, referring to an order slip. 

 “Really?” the blonde said, puzzled. She leaned back, 
shouting up the stairs. “Kent! Did you order a pi—” 

 The ninja whipped the pistol out and fired three shots 
through her body, another into her head. Each silenced shot 
was like a clap, and the spent casings twirled out of the gun, 
pinging off the wall and bouncing on the floor. The woman 
was flung backwards, and she bucked with the force of the 
shots, then collapsed dying. The ninja tossed the pizza box to 
the side in the hallway, kicking the door shut; he caught a 
glimpse of movement at the top of the stairs as Kent peered 
down to see what was going on. The ninja darted up the 
stairs, expecting to chase Kent. 

 Instead, Kent came to him. Halfway up the stairs the 
ninja twirled to the side as the impetuous youth leaped at him 
with a tackle; Kent sprawled, topping down the stairs, bullets 
kicking into him from the ninja‟s gun. 

 Faster than the human eye could follow, Kent was back 
on his feet, back up the stairs, snatching the gun from the 
ninja; the startled man did not have time to reflexively blink 
before Kent backhanded him, far stronger than a human 
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could strike. The ninja shot up the stairs, pounding into the 
wall, senseless. Kent scowled, clenching his hand into a fist, 
crumpling the gun like a beer can. 

 Parker looked down the stairwell. “What‟s going on?” he 
demanded. 

 “An assassin just attacked,” Kent replied. “There might 
be more.” 

 “MJ! Wong! To the basement!” Parker yelled in a tone 
that did not invite debate. “Tandy! We have company!” 

 Kent looked to the bottom of the stairs. “L‟Avenir is 
down!” 

 “She‟ll be fine,” Parker replied, snatching Mary Jane and 
expertly sliding down the banisters, hopping from one to 
another on his way down from the third floor. Wong was 
right behind him, surprisingly agile. Tandy‟s light tread 
creaked the stairs after him, in less of a hurry. 

 “Peter, she was shot,” Kent argued. “A lot. And in the 
head.” 

 “She‟ll be fine,” Parker repeated, swinging past Kent to 
open the door to the basement. Mary Jane trundled down the 
stairs as fast as she could go, Wong at her heels. Parker 
slammed the door behind them. “We‟ve got other things to 
worry about—” 

 The front door exploded in, and smoke bombs banged 
through the windows facing the street. A double handful of 
razored shuriken hissed through the air and ricocheted off of 
Kent as Parker darted into the kitchen, blindsiding one of the 
incoming ninja and smashing him into the counter with a 
crunch. 

 Two ninja whipped through the front door; one whirled 
a blade at Kent, slitting across his face (but not breaking 
skin), and the other drove a two-palmed strike into his torso, 
firing him back through the wood of the stairs with the force 
of the hit. Kent bounced back, palm striking one; the angle 
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was off, so instead of going out the door as he came in it, the 
ninja smashed into the wall next to the door, blowing the 
coat rack to flinders and cracking bones in a hit that 
resonated the whole house. Kent fired a punch at the other 
ninja, who dodged around it with uncanny speed as the ninja 
snatched his wrist and flexed, sending Kent sprawling into 
the parlor. 

 Three ninja waited for him there. Two lashed out with 
weighted chains, their eerie skill whipping the chains around 
his forearms as the third fired a knuckle strike into his 
forehead with all the chi at his command. Kent‟s head 
whipped back as the chains held him against the force; for a 
breathless second the ninja wondered if they had restrained 
the mighty alien. 

 Kent flexed, and the ninja were jerked towards each 
other on their chains. They twisted to avoid crashing 
together, and yanked on the chains, restraining his arms 
across his chest. Red light darted from his eyes and seared 
the ninja that punched him, sending him staggering back 
with a gurgle, clutching his holed shoulder. The other two 
adjusted their chains, cranked them around, securing Kent. 

 He shrugged, bursting his restraints, and chain links 
sprayed the room, denting the wood panels of the walls and 
embedding in the plaster of the ceiling. The ninja pulled 
back, shielding themselves; Kent snatched an ottoman and 
flung it at one startled ninja, blasting him out the front 
window. The other ninja blew smoke at him; he reflexively 
puffed breath that was more than air out through his teeth, 
and a wildly unnatural wind scattered the dust back at the 
ninja. Kent backhanded him through the piano with a 
discordant clang, scattering splinters across the parlor. 

 The ninja in the stairwell turned to look up the stairs, 
and saw a woman dressed in white—no, surrounded in a 
nimbus of living Light. Then the shadow warrior was pierced 
by Light, his body untouched but his mind confronted with 
the pain he had caused in the world, with no barrier of 
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rationale or ideology or reward to balance it. With a shriek, 
he toppled back, clawing at his mask, lost in his own mind. 
Apparently, it was not a very nice place to get lost. 

 The ninja in the parlor with the hole in his shoulder 
leaped for the broken front door in the haze of smoke; Kent 
saw him, and puffed air at him, knocking him off course to 
rebound off the wall. Then Kent crossed the space between 
them in half a heartbeat and slapped the back of his head, 
knocking him against the wall again. The ninja sagged down, 
senseless. Tandy raced down the stairs, jumping over the 
broken part, and grabbed L‟Avenir, hefting her up the 
broken steps as best she could. 

 “Kent!” Parker said sharply. 

 “I‟m here,” Kent replied, grim. “You?” 

 “Yeah, let‟s wrap up this pajama rodeo and see what the 
hell is going on.” Parker tossed one ninja into the hall from 
the kitchen, then he sprang at Kent, gripping his chest with 
one adhesive hand and tossing him up to the landing on the 
broken stairs as gunfire stitched the front of the house. 
Parker twirled and spun up to the ceiling as the gunfire 
blasted through the hall where he had been a moment 
before. 

 Kent focused his eyes, they gleamed pale as he saw 
through the smoke and the front of the house. “There is one 
more, in the street,” Kent said. “He‟s coming. And—and 
he‟s not human!” 

 The ugly man loomed out of the dissipating ninja 
smoke, and Parker frowned. “Garrett?” 

 “You know me?” the big man said, squinting at Parker. 
“I don‟t know you.” 

 “I‟ve seen your handiwork,” Parker growled as he 
sprang. The big man moved faster than a human could, 
ducking to the side and swinging his M-60 heavy assault rifle 
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around for a shot. Parker kicked off the gun barrel—
“Yours!” he yelled. 

 Kent was down the stairs in the blink of an eye, 
unloading a mighty punch on Garrett. The big man flew back 
through the doorframe, across the street, and into the 
building across the street. Rapid bangs suggested that he 
went through a few more walls before coming to a stop. 

 “Nice hit,” Parker said, eyebrows raised and eyes wide. 

 “He is a cyborg, I saw his metal parts under plastic 
skin,” Kent replied. He shook his hand. “He can take it. And 
I think he‟s coming back.” 

 “This is too close quarters,” Parker began, an edge to his 
voice; then he sprang at the stairs again, firing webbing back 
at Kent. Kent was moving too, dodging the webbing and 
springing up the stairs as the grenade hissed through the 
doorway and detonated, spraying the foyer in white 
phosphorus flame that blazed through what it touched. 

 “Mary Jane! Wong!” Parker shouted, eyes staring with 
sudden panic. 

 “I‟m on it,” Kent replied with a curt nod. He leaped 
down into the fire, superfast dodging to the basement door, 
down the stairs as the first fire licked down them. Mary Jane 
and Wong had a startled moment to register him before he 
shoulder-checked the wall, scrabbled fast, then turned to 
them. 

 “Come on,” he said curtly. They ran over to him as he 
blurred at the wall, and dirt and stone flew. Moments later, 
he was in the alley behind the mansion, and he darted down 
and pulled them out. 

 “You have a safe place?” he demanded. 

 Mary Jane nodded breathlessly. “I will protect her,” 
Wong promised. He jerked back as Kent‟s hand darted out—
a sharp crack sounded from a rooftop. Kent glanced down at 
the bullet he caught in his fist, then he tossed the bullet aside 
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as Mary Jane and Wong sprinted down the alley. Kent 
answered the sniper‟s shot with eye beams that holed the 
sniper‟s cover. Gurgling and clutching at his shoulder, the 
sniper reared up and staggered. Kent darted around the 
building, a blur too fast for the eye to register. He reached 
the front as Garrett raced across the street to rejoin the 
battle. 

 “Hey!” Kent yelled, seething with fury. “Stop trashing 
the house. It‟s me you‟re after.” 

 Sirens wailed nearby as Garrett turned to face Kent. 
“You are so right, kid,” he growled.  

 “You can‟t beat me,” Kent scowled. “Not before this 
gets really public.” He cocked his head to the side. “That‟s 
not what you want.” 

 “Actually, we‟re about done here,” Garrett said. He 
shrugged out of his shirt and jacket, they dropped to the 
street. His chest had a dent the size of Kent‟s fist in it, but 
not bad. Kent was vaguely unsettled by the cyborg‟s 
resilience. The cyborg‟s replacements had been built and 
masked so they almost passed as flesh, if they were not 
examined. 

 “What‟s this—” Kent began before the nausea tinged 
this throat. 

 Oh no. 

 Garrett‟s lead-lined chest popped open, and inside, a 
fist-sized chunk of green rock was wired into him. It glowed, 
cycling the power that drove the cyborg.  

 “Surprise,” Garrett said mildly, then a lance of green 
energy darted out and sank into Kent. The alien teenager was 
flattened by the shot, and he curled up on the ground, fetal 
and suffering. 

 “Heyo,” Parker said as his foot slammed square into the 
side of Garrett‟s head, flinging the cyborg across the street. 
“I‟ll take that—” he sprayed a webline at the rock in 
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Garrett‟s chest, but the compartment snapped shut and the 
webbing hit the cyborg‟s exterior. Parker yanked on the line, 
hauling the massive cyborg towards him, and he drew back 
and unloaded a punch. 

 Parker underestimated Garrett‟s reflexes; the cyborg 
twitched up a block that deflected the punch, and used his 
whole momentum to crash into Parker, driving him back 
onto the stairs of the flaming brownstone mansion. Parker 
squirmed free as they rose, and Garrett fired out a kick that 
caught him square in the back, knocking him into the 
burning building with the force of a wrecking ball. 

 The armored car screeched to a halt in front of Kent, 
and a slim woman in ninja gear darted out of the cab and 
over to him. He rolled over, and his eyes glowed, then she 
slammed a hit across his face with brass knuckles—studded 
with green stones. Blood sprayed from his face as he toppled. 
She snatched him, hefted him around to the back of the car, 
and secured him as Garret sprang into the building after 
Parker. 

 As the armored car roared off down the street, Garrett 
froze on the landing, looking up. One blonde woman sat on 
the stairs, cradling another blonde woman. He shrugged, 
“Sorry ladies,” he muttered, “but it‟s time to die.” 

 Then the Light. 

 As it seared into the cyborg, it found him encased in 
metal and technology. Garrett felt his body smile in the gush 
of supernatural energy. He unholstered a pair of .50 caliber 
pistols and lined them up on the startled woman. 

 Then webbing snapped into the side of his head, and he 
was yanked down into the smoking hallway; the white 
phosphorous had burned itself out, and rendered the first 
floor unrecognizable. Garrett swung the pistols, but he was 
not fast enough; one hit slammed the top of his head, 
propelling him through the broken stairs and finishing them 
off entirely this time. Another hit to his chest knocked him 
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back into the wall, another punch through that wall and the 
closet; the rapidly changing scenery was disorienting as 
another blow and another drove him through a narrow water 
closet to tumble into a back library, through wall after wall, 
lathe and plaster and wood spraying everywhere. 

 No real damage. And one more massive blow knocked 
him across the library, through a bookshelf, and through the 
wall on the other side. He tumbled into the alley in a shower 
of brick, stone, wood, and cascading books. 

 He almost didn‟t register Parker spitting on him. He 
distantly noted that the weirdness in this smash-and-grab had 
really ramped up. Who was that skinny guy, anyway? 

 As Garrett rolled awkwardly to the side and rose, his 
sensors estimated less than three minutes until the police 
arrived. 

 Inside, Tandy dragged L‟Avenir up the steps. The bullet-
riddled body twitched and flinched, then coughed heavily. 
Tandy paused, looking down at her recovering bodyguard. 
She had warning; a booted foot kicking up, off the wall, 
claws snatching at the landing and hauling the assassin up. 
Tandy squared off with Baraka as the leering monster flexed 
his forearms, firing out long bone spurs.  

 Tandy blared Light into his face, and the lidless eyes 
quivered and flinched as Baraka staggered back, flinging his 
arms up to protect himself. Tandy slung a solid kick into his 
exposed ribs, and he stumbled to the side just enough for her 
jump kick to smack into him, flinging him back to smash 
through the window and sail down to the alley behind the 
mansion. Baraka crashed down, blinded, the fall hard even 
on his tough system. 

 Parker did not even acknowledge the assassin; his 
attention was riveted inside, where Goro ducked into the 
destroyed foyer. Only seeing the huge figure dimly through 
the smoke and dust, Parker frowned. He kicked Garret‟s 
battered wrist aside as Garret unsteadily pointed a gun at 
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him, then snatched the huge man, and spun into a fling back 
through the house. His aim was true, and the cyborg 
smashed into the huge Shokan prince, knocking both of 
them staggering out to fall to the street. 

 Parker ducked to the side, out of sight, as a huge man 
stepped up into the ruin of the foyer. Not the one that had 
toppled out, or Garrett; someone else. Someone who exuded 
authority, rage, an almost limitless capacity for violence. The 
landing began to breathe out a deep shine. 

 Tandy stared down at the two meter tall giant, mostly 
naked, a metal skull mask and samurai helmet decorating his 
head. He hefted a massive warhammer. She hesitated only a 
moment longer as she felt the malice in his stare, then she 
gushed Light onto him, through him, inexorably tearing him 
down. Only he stood still, motionless, as though the Light 
was without substance. His chuckle was steeped in amused 
contempt. 

 “I am immortal, Sorcerer,” he muttered in Chinese. “I 
have withstood the light of a god.” 

 Tandy did not understand him, but she released the 
Light, panting slightly, wondering what to do next— 

 Wham! A beam of solid green light shot into the giant‟s 
back from behind, from the street, knocking him forward 
and through the tatters of the house‟s center with a deep 
grunt. In a green haze, a young man leaped up into the foyer. 
“Takes all kinds of light,” he said seriously, the Chinese 
sounding fluent as he spoke. 

 Shao Khan rebounded from the back of the opposite 
house, crashing down into the alley where Baraka stood 
unsteadily, facing off with Parker. Shao Khan was on his feet 
in a single fluid movement, and he shoved Baraka towards 
Parker. “Kill him!” he demanded in the foul language of 
Outworld. 

 Parker kicked Baraka‟s leg out from under him, 
snatching him by the forearm and swinging him around to 
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crunch off the brick building and fly back, unconscious. 
“Don‟t dismiss me yet, Tarzan,” he growled. “Maybe I‟m 
next on your dance card.” 

 Shao Khan did not understand English, but Parker‟s 
intent was clear enough. Still, Shao Khan turned his back on 
the lithe young man, ducking back into the house. Parker 
sprang at him, fuming, realizing too late that perhaps the 
massive warrior had not dismissed him after all. 

 Shao Khan‟s elbow shot out, too fast for even Parker to 
dodge, catching him in the chest and knocking the air out of 
him. The giant moved fast, back through the demolished 
ground floor of the house as Parker bounced off the 
opposite building and landed staggering, gasping. As Shao 
Khan loomed over the young man in the green haze, Goro 
leaped in from the street, his four arms snapping into a 
relentless grip around the young man as the haze intensified 
into a green protective bubble. 

 “Now you are in trouble,” Shao Khan smirked as he 
stared at the dim figure in the bright green shield. “Try to 
push Goro around, and he‟ll squeeze his way in.” 

 Light arced from the landing, past Shao Khan, sinking 
into Goro; the Shokan prince howled in pain and staggered 
back, clutching at his face. The dimly seen figure in the green 
shield grinned, and flexed forward; Shao Khan dove to the 
side too slowly, and the green lance crashed into him and 
fired him back through the house again, this time at a 
different angle so he knocked a new tunnel through the 
supporting walls. The Sanctum creaked and shifted as Shao 
Khan blew out the back and caromed off the brick of the 
opposite building. 

 He rolled out of the dent in the brick, masonry flowing 
out around him, just in time to catch a glimpse of the 
incoming foot—Parker slammed a kick across his head, 
tearing his metal skull mask off and sending it whirling down 
the alley like a Frisbee as Shao Khan whacked back into the 
wall, crumbling it around him in an avalanche of brick as the 
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roof several stories above sagged. Shao Khan swiped with his 
muscled arm, but Parker ducked under the swipe and planted 
a heavy blow in the big man‟s ribs with an old metal 
drainpipe; the pipe broke with a crunch, and Shao Khan 
grunted. 

 Shao Khan shouted something, then snatched at Parker, 
his open palm ending in hooked fingers. Parker ducked away 
skillfully, glancing back down the alley as Baraka clambered 
unsteadily into the house. 

 “Nice,” Parker gritted through his teeth, springing back 
from Shao Khan and firing a webline down the alley, yanking 
himself to the opening in a moment, swinging in with a 
dodge. Predictably enough, Baraka‟s bone blades tore the air 
as they slashed at him, but he was under them. Rebounding 
with uncanny speed, he slapped the hulking warrior, 
knocking him back to crash into a bookshelf. The unsteady 
supports shifted, dumping an avalanche of books down on 
the assassin as Parker looked through the house to see Goro 
dashing away. Sirens closed in on the street brawl. 

 He leaned out of the alley and looked the other way, but 
Shao Khan had escaped. 

 Parker thought hard for a moment.  

 “Tandy—you okay?” he yelled. 

 “Yes!” 

 “I‟m going after Kent!” Parker flicked a webline at the 
opposite building, and tugged up on its resilience, springing 
to the roof and racing away. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE 

 Inside, Tandy looked down at the destroyed foyer as the 
green glow receeded, revealing an unassuming slender young 
man, maybe college age, jeans and a tee shirt and a leather 
jacket. He grinned at her, his narrow features cocky, his short 
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black hair almost spiked. “Hi,” he said. “Who were those 
guys?” 

 “Question is, who are you?” Tandy asked, cocking an 
eyebrow, not realizing she was copying one of Strange‟s 
mannerisms. 

 “Kyle Raynor. I‟m a big fan, really hoping Eyes Open 
gets some studio time this year,” he said with the casual air of 
a man past the point of commenting on the surreal 
circumstances. Police cars screeched to a halt in the debris in 
front of the mansion. 

 “Oh, I had better handle this,” Tandy said with a slight 
crease between her eyes. She awkwardly crouched at the edge 
of the rubble. “Maybe you could help,” she said, eyeing the 
broken boards and general danger of the crushed walls and 
flooring. 

 “Aw, damn, what was I thinking?” Raynor said, his face 
flushing crimson as he pointed at the broken floor; a green 
slide whipped up, and she trusted her weight to it, slipping 
down to the floor unhurt. She stepped past him to the 
doorway as four cops ran from their cars, hands on their 
guns, staring at the broken building. 

 “Thank you for coming, officers,” she said kindly. “I‟m 
sorry to trouble you, we had an air conditioner fall out of an 
upper story. Made quite a crash, but we‟re all fine. Again, 
really sorry.” A peculiar liquid shine flowed through the air, 
over the police. 

 “Man,” the one in the lead said, straightening and 
adjusting his hat. “I‟m glad to see it was nothing. We heard 
reports of gunfire.” 

 “Landed on trash cans,” she shrugged. “Sorry to waste 
your time.” 

 The officers smiled, bemused, and one shook his head. 
“Be more careful next time,” he said. 
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 She nodded. “Will do. Thanks for checking on us, 
officers.” 

 One waved as they climbed back in their cars, and drove 
away from the demolished mansion. 

 Tandy turned to Raynor. “I don‟t suppose you could 
scoop all the wreckage over here, could you?” 

 “I think I can,” he nodded. “Still figuring all that out, 
actually.” He focused, and a translucent green dustpan the 
size of a car scraped around the street and sidewalk, heaping 
the debris in front of the mansion. The abused building 
creaked, an unsettling sound. 

 “You seem to be taking all this pretty well,” Tandy said. 

 “Yeah, last night took the edge off all the weirdness,” 
Raynor sighed. He held up his hand, displaying his peculiar 
unmarked and delicately filigreed ring. “This is the source of 
the power. It—it speaks to me. Tells me things. Lets me do 
whatever I can think of.” 

 “So what brings you here?” Tandy asked. “Accident?” 

 “The Planetary,” Raynor clarified. “Dr. Strange. And, 
you know, if I ran into you,” he shrugged, again blushing 
furiously, “that would not really be so bad. Imagine my 
delight when I get to save the damsel in distress.” His grin 
was crooked, but thoroughly sincere. “My roommate is 
Jimmy Olson—band photographer, freelance with the 
Planetary? Right, you know him. So he wanted me to wait 
until Monday, but damn; this ring has a serious itch to meet 
the Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 Something shuffled and rustled in the library as the 
building swayed slightly. “Do you think you could hold this 
thing up for a while?” Tandy asked. “I‟m sorry, I really don‟t 
know what you can do.” 

 “I probably can, sure,” he shrugged. “I don‟t quite know 
either. Why not just, you know, relocate?” He squinted at the 
broken walls. 
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 “My friends can find us here,” she said, “and there are 
mystic wards around the place that will distract the casual 
passer by to not even look at us. Her jaw flexed a moment as 
she looked away. 

 “What? What‟s wrong?” Raynor asked quickly. 

 “The attackers took Kent, one of our friends,” she said 
stiffly. “It‟s like they were after him all along, and getting me 
was bonus.” She shook her head. “Then Peter ran off after 
them. I hope his wife got away. Wong was with her, she 
should be fine.” Her jaw tightened. “I don‟t like getting 
attacked. Especially not here, a safe place.” 

 “We better get upstairs,” Raynor soothed, glancing 
around. “They might come back.”  

 “Yes,” she agreed, her hand collecting itself into a fist. 
“They might.” She looked around once more, then Raynor 
created a green platform. They stood on it, and it hovered up 
to the second floor. They joined L‟Avenir, who was sitting 
on the steps looking hung over, her clothes bloody. 

 “We chased them off?” she asked, her voice sour. 

 “For now,” Tandy murmured, moving up to relative 
safety. 

 Her profile passed in front of a window. From the 
shadows of an alley across the way, a dark figure hissed to 
himself. “There,” he murmured in Chinese, watching Raynor 
pass the window. “The Order of the Ring has sent me a gift, 
on the hand of a novice!” He trembled with lust. His eye 
caught a flash of movement; Baraka slipping away down a 
side alley. A frown of irritation marred his manic grin, and he 
withdrew further into shadow. 

 “This prize will be mine alone…” 

* 

 Essex smoothly emerged from the web of shadows, into 
a strange cavern just off Prime. A moment later, his path 
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peeled open and brilliant figures sprang out of it, 
transforming the space with the pure light that flowed from 
them. 

 “Please,” Essex murmured, squinting, “I know you had 
to tone down your light to follow the shadowpath, but if you 
could continue to do so, that would be better for me.” His 
grimace tried to be a smile. “Really. Or your light will dispel 
all shadow, and this place will be gone.” 

 They dimmed to luminescence. “Alright,” Reed said, 
“we have followed you. What do you have to say?” 

 “I will admit, I was surprised,” Essex said, mounting a 
dais to settle on a throne. He tossed an armful of razor 
ribbons over one arm as he sat, and he leaned to the side, 
contemplating the four gods before him. “When I first 
became aware of you, I thought you were lapdogs of the 
Sorcerer Supreme. It has comforted me to see that you are 
reasonable people, with opinions of your own.” 

 “Mm,” Reed said, squinting at the dark figure. “Perhaps 
I can speed this up.” He raised his hand, and a startling 
shock of light connected Essex and the leader of the 
Illuminati. “Hold on,” Reed said through a feral grin. “This 
will be a new experience for both of us. It is time for you to 
be honest.” 

 After an intolerable moment, the light flicked out, and 
Reed turned his back on Essex. “Essex used the Seer of 
Light to blackmail us,” he began. “He manipulated us into 
being part of his schemes, until the Sorcerer Supreme caught 
up to him and discorporated his form, ruining generations of 
work. Essex is the one who set up the illusion of a sage, to 
get Banner and give us the crystal. Now he is feeding from 
Banner‟s energy.” 

 “That‟s fine as far as it goes,” Essex murmured, his 
voice compelling. He slumped on the throne, his hand 
shadowing his eyes; they glinted behind his fingers. 
“Consider this, while we are bandying truth around. I 
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positioned you to become gods by stealing something the 
Sorcerer Supreme could have given you any time he wanted 
to. Strange is more concerned with his precious Web of 
Light than with his friends and allies. You say I manipulated 
you, used you. But now here I am, talking to you, after 
helping you grow to equal my power. Compare that to your 
relationship with the Sorcerer Supreme.” 

 “He has a point,” John shrugged. 

 “My enemies,” Essex continued, “are the Sorcerer 
Supreme and the Web of Light. You did more to incapacitate 
them in days than I could do in generations. Why should we 
not be allies?” 

 Reed stared at him, bemused. “He speaks truthfully, he 
has no choice, not with my Light still in him,” Reed 
murmured in a soft voice the others had not often heard. 
“How about that.” 

 “He is a creature of reflexive betrayal,” Ben reminded 
the leader. 

 “True,” Reed nodded, again decisive. “Let‟s trace your 
power to its new source, shall we?” 

 “I‟d rather you didn‟t,” Essex growled, but it was too 
late; Reed rose, resplendent in Light, then dove into Essex 
and vanished as the big manlike thing twitched. 

 A moment later, Reed slid out of the dark roads, into a 
very dark place indeed. Reed flexed enough Light out to seal 
the area, so only energy could flow through the direct ties. 
He felt it unlikely Essex could overhear. 

 Reed gazed at the slab of rock, swathed in chains. 
Banner hung on it, restrained with ridiculous excess. He was 
almost twice the size he normally was, as the transformation 
fed in power that was siphoned off. In the blaze of silent, 
heatless Light, Banner stirred, then raised his head. His hair 
was lank, a certain muzziness was in his eyes. The helmet was 
still clamped in place. 
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 “Reed,” he said softly. “You‟ve come to save me.” Reed 
heard the weary disbelief under the tone. 

 “Regrettably, that is not my primary objective,” Reed 
said, trying to lighten the news with half a smile.  

 “You turned on Strange,” Banner said, his head sinking 
down again as though it bore the weight of the chains that 
wrapped him. “Still, there‟s something I must do.” 

 “Oh?” Reed watched, fascinated, as the razored ribbons 
shifted and drank from the infinite power. 

 “You have the crystal,” Banner said. 

 “Yes, we used it to tune to the Web of Light.” 

 “It can do so much more,” Banner murmured, barely 
audible. “If it is freely given, then it grants one wish to its 
bearer. Damn near anything. Then it gives its bearer a new 
wish. I‟m the current bearer, even if you possess it.” 

 “I see,” Reed said, nodding, his smile more genuine. 
“You wish to bargain your freedom for rightful possession.” 

 “Not at all,” Banner mumbled. He shifted in his chains, 
looked up, met Reed‟s eye. “If you were truly enlightened, 
you wouldn‟t leave me here, deal or no deal,” he said with a 
quiet certainty. Reed almost flinched, fidgeting, looking away. 
“No, you can‟t barter for possession of the crystal. I give it to 
you freely.” 

 “No strings?” Reed said, startled and wary. 

 “No strings,” Banner wearily agreed. “That‟s not how it 
works. Up to you whether you leave me here.” His eyes were 
haunting. 

 Reed watched him for a long moment, then compacted 
to Light and vanished, and the darkness clamped in as 
Banner passed out. 

 A moment later, Reed stood before Essex and the rest 
of the Illuminati. “Well then,” he said, businesslike, as Essex 
eyed him warily. Reed grinned at him, fierce. “Doesn‟t pay to 
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come this far out in the open, does it? Used to the catspaws 
being baffled, never the cat.” He tilted his head to Essex, 
almost condescending. 

 “Now what?” Essex asked, wary. 

 “I have some work to do in my lab. I‟ll most likely be in 
touch,” Reed said with a shrug. “I have some new insights, 
new perceptive talents, and I simply must try them out.” He 
flashed a winning smile at Essex. “Goodbye for now.” In a 
burst of Light, the Illuminati were gone. 

 The edges of the dimension had been burst loose with 
all the Light, and it began to slide and blur and fade. Essex 
finally allowed the grin of pure delight to cross his features. 
“Oh, this could not be better,” he breathed. “Perfect. The 
Web of Light will be no more.” He looked around the 
discorporating shadow, and felt his escapes hum inside him. 
“Very well, enough of this. I too have work to do.” He 
vanished, a shadow among shadows, and there was nothing 
in his wake. 

* 

 The low ebb of the ley line flexed, disgorging Bently, 
Kira, Blade, Whistler, Cain, Morbius, and Spear. “Welcome 
to Reykjavik, Iceland,” Bently said grimly. They looked up 
the snow-clad hill to see the hulking lodge, smoke drifting up 
from multiple chimneys. 

 “You think Strange is in there?” Kira said, dubious. 

 “If not, there are people there who know where he is,” 
Bently said. “Be careful.” 

 “Careful, right,” Kira mused. 

 “Even you,” Bently insisted. “These people have science 
perfected to mystic levels. If they nabbed Strange, they can 
get us too. So don‟t get cocky.” 

 “Right,” Kira shrugged. “How do you want this 
played?” 
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 “Fan out, approach the house, enter multiple vectors,” 
Bently said. “Their defenses are likely to be damned good, so 
watch yourself.”  

 Kira rolled her eyes. “I‟ll be careful,” she sighed. 

 

 The beast cackled delight. “She has no idea!” he 
chortled, watching her image on the security monitor. Kurt 
and Forge ran over to him, looking over his shoulder in the 
subbasement of the house, watching with interest as Hank‟s 
hands flowed and clattered over the keyboards, pointing and 
calibrating instrumentation as the intruders began to slink up 
the hill towards the house. 

 “Arm up?” Kurt asked. 

 “Hardly!” Hank barked. 

 “What‟s the score?” Forge asked as his eyes followed the 
same data flow as Hank‟s. 

 “I have tagged their systems, no sneaking up now. This 
one,” he pointed at Bently, “manipulates a sub-quantum 
energy through subconscious interface. These two,” he 
pointed at the leather-clad man with a sword and his skinny 
companion hunching through the brush, “are half vampire. 
This fellow is but necrotic matter with a neural imprint and 
subcorporated structure,” he grinned as he slapped at the 
monitor showing Spear stalking through the snow. “Finally 
this one brims with cosmic energy, like a space being!” He 
pointed at Kira. “We can take all of them down to the 
ground.” 

 “Those two?” Kurt asked, pointing at the archer woman 
and the slip of shadow that was an Asian martial artist. 

 “Little girls,” Hank shrugged, dismissive. “Hunting little 
girls! Ha! Ha! I am the big bad wolf!” His huge white teeth 
were ferociously bright against his dark fur as he clattered 
more commands into the defense system. “Now we attack!” 
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 As he began isolating energy frequencies, Forge turned 
to Kurt. “Get a phase disharmonizer, put it on the necrotic 
one,” he said. “He teleports, like you, and that should catch 
him out of phase. Get him off our backs.” Kurt nodded, and 
sprang to the cabinet. He snatched a piece of equipment, and 
disappeared in a blast of foul smoke. Forge sighed, firing up 
a lighter and singing the tip of his cigarette, blowing his own 
smoke into the curling mist. 

 “She won‟t like this at all,” Hank confided, and he 
pushed a button. On the screen, Forge saw several projectors 
tilt out of cover and peg the blonde, the cosmic powered 
woman. Intense red beams, concentrated energy, flared into 
her cellular structure, and she glowed red. She gasped, 
staggering. “Ha!” Hank said, slapping his knee. “No flying 
now! No tossing bus!” 

 Forge saw the wizard leader glance at Kira. “Scatter!” 
They raced up towards the house, through the defenses. 
Hank was typing with manic speed. 

 “Door projectors on lockdown. Force bubble on cosmic 
girl.” A forcefield swelled around Kira, isolating her in the 
red light. “Now we peek in on little magic girl,” he said, 
aiming a projector with a ball mouse. Bently darted up to the 
back of the house, and began to gesture. Hank pushed the 
button, and a lance of peculiar energy darted into her. She 
staggered, then swooned back. “Nervous system should stay 
in the body where it belongs, not go out in subquantum 
etherics,” Hank scolded her with a broad grin. “Or else! 
Indeed! Else!” He cackled, then oriented swiftly on Blade. 
“Him, I bet, not so bright.” 

 Blade stuffed his blade into the steel shutter of the door, 
and a gush of electricity raced through him, blowing him off 
the door. He slammed into a tree trunk and crashed down, 
steaming, as the tree avalanched down its load of snow and 
buried him. 

 “Zap,” Hank observed sagely. He swiveled to see the 
moving tag; Spear teleported into the house. Right in front of 
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Kurt, who slapped a fist-sized device on the center of his 
back. Spear whirled, and struck, but his fist passed right 
through Kurt. Kurt chuckled, and vanished in his own cloud 
of smoke. Spear stared down at his hands—through his 
hands, as he became more and more transparent. 

 “The girly vampire will not escape,” Hank intoned as he 
watched Morbius scurry for cover, back down the hill. He 
punched in the lineup and release, and a projector fired a 
cable net that scooped the half vampire up and constricted 
around him, rolling the hapless intruder down the hill. A UV 
projector tagged him as he rolled, and he screamed, then 
passed out. 

 “All that is left is little girls,” Hank said, mock sad, his 
accent thick with his excitement. Cain and Whistler had 
flanked the house, coming at it from the far side.  

 “What are we going to do with them?” Forge asked. “I 
mean, do we take all of them prisoner?” 

 “Yes,” Hank replied. “Put them with Sorcerer Supreme, 
let Grand Master decide what to do with them.” He watched 
the two remaining girls consider a shutter. The fun seemed to 
have gone out of it for him as he refused to meet Forge‟s 
eyes. 

 Whistler fired an arrow at the shutter, and it exploded; 
Cain darted through the small hole before Hank got the 
projector screen up, and Whistler followed.  

 “I got this,” Kurt said to a camera in the attic as he 
watched on his wrist screen. He teleported behind Cain— 

 No human could react that fast! She spun with her 
shortsword, pinning him to the wall before he fully 
materialized; he choked and fumbled at the sword hilt for a 
moment, then passed out with the shock. 

 Hank stared for a moment, then his expression 
darkened. “See how you like poison gas, for stabbing my 
friend,” he growled. 
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 A whining hiss reverberated in the basement, and 
Hank‟s eyes widened. He cranked around in the chair to see 
Forge standing with a pair of injector guns. 

 “Sorry, my friend,” Forge said softly, “I know these 
people.” Hank slumped out of the chair, toppling to the 
floor, and Forge tossed the guns away in disgust. “Damn,” 
he growled. He shook his head. “We were even on the same 
side once.” He closed his eyes. When they opened, his mind 
was made up. He leaned forward and pushed the button on 
the microphone. “Ladies, we are in the basement.” He 
turned, and crossed the room to the crèche that held the 
Sorcerer Supreme. He pushed a number of buttons, resetting 
it, merging its contents back to Prime, then he turned to the 
etheric bottle and powered it down. He leaned back on the 
counter and smoked his cigarette, watching. 

 Strange coughed, twitched, then sat up. His eyes 
snapped open, then unfocused, and he wavered. “Forge,” he 
rasped, his abused voice unsurprised. “So they finally crossed 
the line.” 

 “I didn‟t do this for you,” Forge snarled. “I don‟t work 
for you. I have friends whose lives are at stake, and this is not 
something you do halfway.” 

 “I understand,” Strange croaked, levering himself up. 
“Believe me, I understand.” 

 Cain and Whistler came down the stairs, weapons at the 
ready. “It‟s alright,” Strange rasped. He turned to Forge. 
“Anything done with my body,” he paused for breath, “sigils, 
tracers, anything I should know about?” 

 “No,” Forge said, his mouth twisted as though he tasted 
something bitter. “They just wanted you out of the way. 
Until it didn‟t matter anymore.” 

 Strange let his eyes drift half shut. “They‟ve nearly lost 
us everything,” he murmured. Then his eyes opened, he 
focused on Forge. “Do you want me to protect you?” he 
asked directly. 
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 “No,” Forge sighed. “I need to face this. Can‟t run 
forever.” He looked at Strange, his eyes pained. “It‟s not like 
you‟d hire me, with my track record. Only a matter of time, 
right? Until it is your turn.” He threw his cigarette on the 
floor and stubbed it out as though it was disgusting, 
contemptible. 

 “You might be surprised,” Strange whispered. He tried 
to clear his throat, failed. Then he struggled to rise. Cain and 
Whistler were with him immediately. 

 “Let‟s collect our fallen and go. Anyone hurt?” Strange 
asked. 

 Forge pushed a button on the console, and Spear phased 
back in as the device fell off him. “You have an electrocuted 
half-vampire. Everyone else will be okay.” 

 “Thank you,” Strange said seriously. Then the women 
helped him up the stairs. 

 Cain blew Forge a kiss, then they were gone. 

 Forge sighed, rubbing his face. “I had better collect my 
own wounded,” he said, pulling out an antigrav stretcher.  

 “Damn.” 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY SIX 

 Shao Khan ducked into the warehouse, the door ajar 
behind him. He glared at Goro, who sulked on one couch, 
and Baraka, who licked a long cut on his arm. Shao Khan 
crossed the room with his long strides. “Are either of you 
badly hurt?” 

 “Scratches and bruises,” Goro growled, disgusted. 
“Pride.” 

 “And Shang Tsung? Captured, dead?” 

 “Run away,” Baraka shrugged. “Probably skulking 
around. Probably lacks balls to talk to you.” 
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 “Not wholly stupid,” Shao Khan nodded. “I tire of 
subterfuge and sneaking around. Let‟s do this properly.” As 
he talked, several of the Lin Quei ninja stepped into the 
room, ready to be of service to the master of their master‟s 
master. 

 Shao Khan knelt in the middle of the floor, and Baraka 
and Goro sat up and paid attention. The huge emperor 
pulled the puzzle box from his belt, and solved it with god-
like skill. Then he put it on the floor and waited as light 
coalesced over the device. 

 A flaming skull flared above the box, its image alone 
transmitting incredible power. “What.” 

 “Dread Dormammu, your faithful servant reports.” 
Shao Khan bowed his head to the floor before the image, on 
his knees. 

 “This ought to be good,” Dormammu sneered. “Go 
on.” 

 “The Web of Light is weak, almost gone. Please bring 
Outworld in. The time is ripe to crush them. Never in my 
long life has the Web been so depleted.” 

 “Oh yes, Outworld, glad you remember it after all this 
time,” Dormammu said. “You‟ve been gone a while now. 
There is the matter of the civil war tearing Outworld to 
pieces.” 

 “They are fighters born,” Shao Khan shrugged. “Their 
squabbles do not affect the energy pattern. When I get back, 
I‟ll have that sorted out in a matter of hours.” 

 Dormammu glared at him for a moment. “Oh, that, you 
mean the armies picking at each other. No no. That is, of 
course, foolish and wasteful, and you should have prevented 
it. But that is not what I‟m talking about,” the skull snarled. 
“You have been out of touch. Mere hours ago, the Dragon 
King awoke, and his undead armies are sweeping Outworld.” 
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 “What?!” Shao Khan roared before he could stop 
himself. “What do you mean?” 

 “The other armies are falling back in terror, fleeing to 
connected dimensions and unmooring them,” Dormammu 
continued relentlessly. “Onaga has already contacted me, 
asked me if I care to turn this into a war. As my general, what 
do you advise?” Dormammu mocked. 

 Shao Khan‟s shoulders were tight as he shrugged. 
“Outworld can be rebuilt, or another one built out of other 
dimensions. We can reuse this one when I have had a chance 
to assassinate Onaga again,” he gritted out.  

 “Big words from the one who has not yet subjugated 
Prime,” Dormammu sneered. 

 Shao Khan barely heard him. “Who did this? Who woke 
up the Dragon King? Do we know?” 

 “Not that it matters,” Dormammu replied, “but the 
Edenians were behind it. You know, the people you failed to 
suppress. Led by the whore you did not tame in your bed. 
They imported Primelings, from a dimension you failed to 
conquer. They fought through the armies, put down the Oni 
Moloch, removed the Darkblade, and stood off attackers 
until he revived. I… I cannot express the depths of my 
annoyance,” Dormammu seethed, “but here is a taste.”  

 Flame gushed out of the image, bathing Shao Khan, 
who roared with the pain. The flame settled around his head 
for a moment, then leaped back into the image. 

 “You are right about one thing,” Dormammu growled. 
“The Web of Light is incredibly low. Never since its 
inception has it been this depleted. We do not need 
Outworld. I will bring the Dark Dimension close, and a tide 
of Mindless Ones will pave the way. I will follow personally. 
As for you,” he said to the steaming emperor, “You must 
prove yourself by making Prime my new war dimension. You 
must do so on your own, without my assistance, and it must 
be done in time to crush Enitharmon once and for all.” 
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 “It shall be as you say,” Shao Khan growled, a little 
blood trickling from his eyes and nose. The flame winked 
out, and Dormammu was gone. 

 A long silence followed. 

 “Sire?” Goro murmured, wary. 

 “I did not expect to lose Outworld,” Shao Khan 
muttered. “When this is over, there will be blood. Onaga is 
not the only one with the power to slay cosmic beings.” His 
fist tightened until bones creaked in the grip of sinew and 
muscle. 

 No one spoke or attracted his attention. No one wanted 
it. Shao Khan was ready to kill. 

* 

 The little-used solarium on the Sanctum‟s third floor 
was packed with people. Twelve defenders sat on the chairs, 
couches, and floor, all turned to watch Frost speak. 

 “So we pretty much thrashed Innsmouth,” Frost 
concluded, “and Smythe will have to start all over. He can‟t 
possibly get a threat together in time affect the rest of this 
Reckoning. We came here to protect you, a little late it seems, 
and Bently took the rest to Iceland.” 

 “Quite a story,” Tandy said, shaking her head, trying to 
conceal the pain of her hope. “Thank you all for coming.” 
She looked at the Innsmouth survivors; Frost, Xavier, Skids, 
Arrow, Remy, Drake, Rider, and Saint. “I‟m glad I wasn‟t 
waiting for you. My people took care of me,” she said, 
looking over at MJ (who had returned from her apartment,) 
L‟Avenir, and Raynor. 

 The door opened, and Wong entered with two balanced 
trays of snacks. “The tea cart is in the hall, I will bring it in a 
moment,” he said.  

 “So Wong,” Drake said. “Did you help out in this dust-
up here?” 
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 “No,” Wong replied. “I am a simple housekeeper.” 

 “He was protecting Mary Jane,” L‟Avenir shrugged. 

 “So if the kitchen be trashed,” Remy piped up, “where 
de snacks come from?” 

 “Second kitchen, second floor, for receptions,” Wong 
replied calmly. 

 “The Sorcerer Supreme prepares for all contingencies,” 
Arrow said with a straight face. 

 “So it seems,” said an amused voice at the doorway. 
People leaped to their feet, whirling to look at the newcomer. 
Stephen Strange, Sorcerer Supreme, smiled at them. He was 
pale and unsteady, but present and alive and undamaged. 

 “Strange!” Xavier said. “I say, well done!” 

 Strange moved into the room, shaking hands, his 
defenders clapping him on the back. Behind him, Bently, 
Kira, Blade, Morbius, Whistler, Cain, and Spear filed into the 
room, so it was nearly standing room only. 

 When the commotion died down, all looked expectantly 
to Strange. “I have not had an opportunity to properly thank 
Bently for her excellent work in rescuing myself and Xavier,” 
Strange said, turning to his apprentice. “Thank you. You 
saved my life, and the entire dimension.” Applause from the 
whole room, more hearty in some quarters than others.  

 “Just glad to be in your shadow once more,” Bently said 
wryly. 

 Strange‟s eye settled on Raynor, who was grinning at 
him. “And we have someone new.” 

 “Kyle Raynor,” the young man said seriously, extending 
his hand to shake. Strange took his hand, examined the ring. 
His expression was inscrutable. 

 “You are now a member of the Order of the Ring,” 
Strange said quietly as the others watched. He looked Raynor 
in the eye. “A seasoned veteran, a wise warrior gave this up.” 
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He shook his head slightly. “Welcome. We will have to talk,” 
he said as he shook Raynor‟s hand. “But first: assignments.” 

 Light flared, and in an already full room they made space 
for Illyana Rasputin. She grabbed Strange in a fierce hug, and 
did not seem inclined to release him. 

 “Good to see you too,” he whispered in her ear, too soft 
to be heard. 

 She released him and stepped back, sniffed a bit. “Glad 
you could make it to your own party,” she said. “Really, 
though. I heard you mention homework. Pulls me in like a 
magnet. Reminds me of my apprentice days.” Her defenses 
were almost fully repaired. 

 “We have lost the Shard of Cttrock, one of the keys,” 
Strange said. “And we have lost the Grail. It is too soon to 
despair, but not too soon to prepare for the last stand.” He 
turned to Illyana. “Get Doug, Dani, Mary Jane here, any of 
the defenders who are willing to help defend the fortress in 
Tibet. Not the Illuminati, they have betrayed us.” 

 “Hell yes, I‟ll go,” Mary Jane said quickly. 

 “Me too,” Raynor added. 

 “Not you,” Strange said, turning to him. “I have another 
task for you. I also need Wong, and Parker, here in New 
York.” 

 “Peter?” Mary Jane said, startled. 

 “Yes,” Strange said firmly. He turned to Bently. “I need 
you to take charge of ordering our defenses in Tibet. We are 
on the anvil there, and it is only a matter of time before the 
hammers start to fall. Concentrate geomantic energies to 
defend that location, above all else.” 

 “What about the rest of Prime?” Bently asked, 
breathless. 

 Strange looked her in the eye, and shrugged. “We will 
reclaim it, if it comes to that,” he said. Something flinty made 
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his tone sharp. “Protect Tandy at all costs.” He still had not 
looked Tandy in the eye. 

 “Agreed,” Bently nodded. 

 “Can we still win?” Xavier asked, collected. 
“Truthfully?” 

 “Yes,” Strange said with an odd smile. “The forces 
arrayed against us approach the peak of their strength. That‟s 
where things start to fall apart. There is a rhythm to these 
things. Keep your head, do not allow anything to shake you.”  

 He turned to the room at large. “This is where we face 
the dragon, my friends. This is where we walk out under the 
lights. Play for keeps. Be alert. Be patient. We will win.” 

 A certain relief did move through the room, and as 
Strange regarded his defenders, he saw the strain in Illyana‟s 
eyes, and felt it from Tandy. He still could not meet her eyes, 
and he knew she understood. Beneath them, the unsteady 
foundations of the Sanctum creaked, shifting under the 
weight of the assembled defenders. 

 Illyana caught hold of his forearm. “I‟ll watch Tandy,” 
she said under her breath. 

 “Keep an eye on all of us,” Strange replied quietly. 
“These missions we‟re about to begin are all critical.”  

 Illyana nodded, then looked around the room. “Okay, 
the Tibet Express is leaving now. So let‟s get everybody 
headed out of town all together.” Shuffling started. 

 “Where is Kent?” Kira asked, her voice firm and clear. 

 “Oh,” Tandy said. “When we were attacked here, some 
ninja grabbed him. Parker is off to rescue him.” 

 Strange and Illyana made eye contact, and Illyana 
nodded. “Okay, let‟s get this moving so I can help him out,” 
she said. 

 “I‟m not going to Tibet,” Kira said with a shrug. “I‟ll 
find Kent myself.” 
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 “Kira,” Strange said. 

 “No, I don‟t want to hear it, Stephen,” Kira said sharply. 
“Kent must not be allowed to teach our enemies the 
weaknesses of Kryptonians. I will find him.” 

 “We will get him,” Illyana said. “You are needed to 
protect the fortress.” 

 “You‟ll get him,” Kira echoed. “You couldn‟t find 
Strange. I did. All our enemies can hide things a half step off 
Prime, and you can‟t find them. No, I will trust myself on 
this one.” 

 “Strange hired you to help out,” Illyana protested, and 
Strange put his hand on her arm, restraining her. She glanced 
at him, and subsided, her face dark. 

 “That was a long time ago,” Kira said, eyebrows raised 
as she looked at Strange and Illyana. She turned to Tandy. 
“Who took him? What did they look like?” 

 “Perhaps I can help you describe him,” Xavier said 
dryly. Tandy nodded, and Xavier entered her mind, 
sharpened up the picture of Garrett and Karai, then 
projected the images. 

 “Ho, hang on,” Drake said. “The woman is Karai, she‟s 
the leader of the Lin Quei. That‟s seriously bad news.” He 
looked around. “For most people. For you all, enh.” He 
shrugged. 

 “Dat odder one, de ugly man, he work for de Project, 
ExTechOps,” Remy said. Skids blanched at the image, 
covering her eyes, pushing it out of her mind. “I tought dey 
were done!” 

 Cain raised her hand, and one of Xavier‟s eyebrows shot 
up. “Interesting. While Cain was working for LexCorp, 
before she defected, she knew that Luthor was rebuilding a 
cyborg. Luthor was rebuilding this man. She saw his image in 
her partner‟s mind.” 
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 Blade frowned. “We know the Lin Quei and Luthor 
have worked together before. Why would they want Kent?” 

 “They grew up in the same small town,” Raynor said 
suddenly. “My roommate, Jimmy Olson, works at the 
Planetary. He was telling me about this cute blonde, Chloe 
Sullivan—” 

 “Can we get to the point?” Blade growled. 

 “No no,” Arrow said, “go on. Chloe, you said?” 

 “She worked on the school paper with Kent,” Raynor 
said, determined, “she was buddies with him and she knew 
Luthor from when they were in high school. Luthor and 
Kent grew up together.” 

 “More than I need,” Kira said. “I will scan Lexcorp 
facilities until I find one that is shielded against me, then I‟ll 
investigate. Do whatever you need to do, in Tibet.” She 
hesitated. “Maybe I‟ll catch up.” She left the room, and no 
one stood in her way. 

 “Strange?” Illyana said, under her breath and between 
her teeth. 

 “Let her go,” Strange said quietly. He looked Illyana in 
the eye. “We lose the fortress, we lose it all. Do you 
understand?” Illyana nodded, sober. “It will be difficult for 
Essex to approach there. Centuries of Light have worn the 
old shadow roads to nothing in that area. That is why the 
Ancient One lived there, why Mordo rebuilt there. That‟s 
why we make our last stand there, and protect Tandy in that 
place.” 

 “What is the plan after that?” Blade asked. 

 “We are repositioning, shifting our vulnerabilities, 
consolidating,” Strange said. 

 “For our last defense?” Blade growled, flexing. 

 Strange smiled, a peculiar and dangerous smile. “No,” he 
said. “Not at all.” He was almost surprised. He looked Illyana 
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in the eye. “For our counter-attack.” His grin was almost 
rakish. “Tamam Shud.” 

 “Tamam Shud,” she replied.  

 It felt good to have the Sorcerer Supreme back. 
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PART FOUR 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN 

 “Wake up, sunshine.” 

 Kent groggily reared his head, blinking, bleary. He wore 
red goggles. He hung in restraints set with chips of 
warpstone. 

 “It could have been simple,” Luthor mused. Behind 
him, Mercy watched impassively, her beautiful features 
schooled almost to boredom, her hair back and out of the 
way. “Try this on,” Lex continued. “„Hey Lex, I am an alien 
with super powers. I am hiding on Earth. I saved you from 
that car crash because I am super-strong and invulnerable, so 
a speeding car doesn‟t hurt me.‟” 

 “Yeah,” Kent spat, “look where it would have gotten 
me.” He feebly jerked in the restraints. 

 Luthor regarded him with lidded eyes. “That‟s what 
unites us, unites our fathers,” he murmured. “You get used 
to hating a thing. It gets comfortable. The idea of losing that 
hate is increasingly distressing. We want a face for our fears, 
a symbol to carry the weight of our inadequacies. For my 
father… it was having an heir. The threat I represented as I 
lived out what he taught me. For your father, anything with 
the „Luthor‟ name on it. For you, eventually… it was me. 
That someone you knew, cared about, could become evil. 
Could make the wrong choices, give in. We were friends. 
You used me to remind yourself why you could never, ever, 
trust anyone, no matter what it cost you. That symbol, that 
reminder was more important to you than I ever was. You 
needed me to be evil. I want you to understand that. Because 
when we met… you were the last person I knew who might 
trust me. And it turns out you aren‟t even from this planet.” 
Luthor abruptly stopped talking. 

 “What about you?” Kent snapped. “What do you hate?” 
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 Luthor watched him for a long moment. “Maybe I 
wanted your trust so badly because it represented something 
I could never have in this world,” he said. “Or maybe, once I 
discovered you were an alien, you represented what I have 
always hated most. The interloper, the invader, coming in 
from outside and taking over. Taking business, jobs, homes, 
love, money, security, whatever.” He approached Kent. “You 
are from the outside. And you have taken from me. So here 
we are. I know everything I need to know about you, without 
you saying a single word.” Something ruthless glinted in his 
eyes. 

 “How is that possible?” Kent strained, eyes bulging, 
genuine alarm in his voice. 

 “Don‟t you worry about that,” Luthor smiled. “The 
good news is, I will soon have a male and a female 
Kryptonian. Then I can start making use of the secrets I have 
acquired. Not the ones anyone gave me. No no. I had to take 
these secrets. I got them on my own initiative.” His smile 
widened, unpleasant. “So I decide what to do with them. 
They never were something we shared.” He chuckled. “The 
idea of flying, bullet-proof special forces is attractive. 
Especially with such convenient leashes,” he added, 
regarding his large ring, set with a black stone tinted green, 
cut and polished and smooth. 

 “You can‟t!” Kent choked out. 

 Luthor sighed. “I‟m so sorry, Clark. You came to a 
human planet, now you play by human rules.” 

 “Why should I?” Kent retorted. “You don‟t!” 

 “Oh, you are confusing rules with laws,” Luthor said, 
bemused. “You really shouldn‟t. I‟m talking about rules. The 
rules that laws are passed to suppress. The rule that the 
strongest will use the weak to further their own ends. The 
rule that cheerful service will always break down in the face 
of greed and apathy. The rule that we will always, always 
want most the thing we cannot have.” He shook his head. 
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“In this case, Kent… I‟m kind of sad that I‟m right and you 
are wrong. But here we are. Me,” he pointed to himself, “and 
you.” He pointed at the frame set with warpstone chips, 
bathed in red light, where Kent hung helpless. He shook his 
head. “Maybe in another life,” he murmured. He glanced at 
Mercy, then strode out. 

 Mercy followed, and as the door closed, three guard 
robots clanked forward a step. Each was equipped with a 
machine gun arm and a warpstone medallion set in the chest. 
Their presence burned Kent. He hung, panting shallow 
breaths, burns stinging into him. 

 “Come on, guys,” he whispered. “Find me.” 

* 

 Light made the room translucent as Forge ground out 
the butt of the last cigarette in the pack. He stood beside the 
empty crèche. As Reed and the rest of the Illuminati came 
through the wall, he faced them, his rage and despair 
overwhelming his fear. 

 “What is the meaning of this?” Reed demanded, 
shocked. Hank cowered back, eyes wide, silent. Forge stared 
right into Reed‟s godlike eyes. 

 “Bently brought a team to rescue Strange,” Forge said 
simply. “Kurt was stabbed tangling with them. The intruders 
were getting knocked down. They forced the issue, and I had 
to choose between killing them or letting Strange go.” 

 “I am—this is vile betrayal! We trusted you, Forge!” Reed 
said, towering and magnificent and awful. 

 “Strong language,” Forge said, forcing the words out. 
“You betrayed your leader and raped the world‟s defenses for 
your own gain.” He shrugged. “Vile betrayal.” 

 “You will not speak to us like that,” Reed said in a deadly 
soft voice. “Not now, not ever.” 
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 “The truly Enlightened are above revenge, surely,” 
Forge said, hearing the words but hardly registering speaking 
them. “Your comfort is in being right. You can ignore your 
slaves and their limited perspectives. The bodycount of 
friends.” 

 “Forge,” Sue said sharply, aghast. Forge looked up into 
her eyes. 

 “I found a home, here, at last, with you,” he said. 

 “Last to prove your loyalty,” Reed snapped. “First to 
withdraw it.” 

 “You turned out to be something other than what I 
hoped you would be, needed you to be,” Forge said, still 
speaking to Sue. He shook his head. “You were my last, best 
hope for finding people who genuinely wanted the best for 
the world.” Her eyes were luminous blue, their beauty cut 
Forge to his heart. 

 “It is too late for you to be part of that,” Reed said 
sternly. “We are interested in what is best for the world. You 
simply cannot see that.” His tone became dismissive. “We 
have work to do.” He gestured, catching Forge out of time, a 
frozen image that could not see or hear his surroundings. 

 “Ridiculous,” Reed muttered, turning to the rest of the 
Illuminati, ignoring Hank in the corner. “Now. Banner talked 
about the crystal.” Reed reached into his torso and pulled it 
out. “He said it could grant a wish, if it was freely given, then 
he freely gave it to me. We must scan it, analyze it, discover 
the mechanistic properties that allow for a rearrangement of 
consensual reality—” 

 “Husband,” Sue said, putting her hand on his arm. “No 
need for all that. Just set up the equipment, turn on all 
sensors, and voice your deepest wish.” Her smile was warm. 
“Sort out the mechanics later.” 

 Reed echoed her smile. “Your enlightenment is wise, 
and grounding, as always, my wife.” He crossed to the sensor 
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array, flicked the master switch, and stood in the center 
where everything measurable was recorded. He cleared his 
throat from old habit, and lifted the crystal. “I wish to focus 
all cosmic power in myself, to be the One God, to be the 
deity Agamotto gave me the desire to become; to be truly 
enlightened.” His head rolled back, and his image began to 
run and blur. His eyes snapped open. “Oh, it is working! I 
can feel it working!” 

 Sue and Ben knelt before him, and their outlines also 
shifted, fading and flaring as something intangible streaked 
into Reed. 

 “I need a cigarette first,” John muttered around an unlit 
cigarette. He lit it with his fingertip, and glanced over at 
Hank, where the beast warily hid behind a chair. He chuckled 
mirthlessly to himself, and shook his head. “Yeah, I sure 
hope this works.” Inscrutable, he watched Reed shimmer as 
power flowed deeper into him. John looked down at his 
hands. They began to blur and run, and power siphoned off 
towards Reed. A quick pull on the cigarette burned all the 
paper and tobacco to ash, and he spat the filter aside. “Hell 
with it.”  

 He knelt with the others, in the rushing current of Light. 

 

Sunday, February 12 

 “What do you know about the Order of the Ring?” 
Strange asked Raynor. The young man leaned back in his 
lounge chair. 

 “Just what the ring told me,” he said. “They have a 
network of life energy that spans the galaxy and holds it 
together in its current shape.” 

 “Right,” Strange nodded. “The master of the Web of 
Light is currently Enitharmon the Weaver. The Head of the 
Order of the Ring is Uuatu, the Watcher. The Order of the 
Ring is the militant arm of the defenders of the galaxy. The 
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ring itself is made of warpstone, a mystic substance that 
changes “what is” to “what if.” Refined as it is, and shaped 
by the most powerful technology and sorcery I‟ve ever even 
heard of, those rings allow their bearers to shape reality to 
reflect their desires. If they have the will.” 

 “Yeah, it‟s a trip,” Raynor agreed. 

 “If you have questions, the ring or myself can make an 
attempt to answer,” Strange said, quietly pleased at Raynor‟s 
composure. “Don‟t lose the ring, don‟t give it up. The ring 
chose you, and it seems it chose well.” He paused. “So. I 
have an errand for you to run.” 

 Raynor‟s forehead creased. “Really. It‟s two in the 
morning.” 

 “True,” Strange nodded. “I have my own business to 
look after, this is no time for sleeping. Wong?” 

 The housekeeper was at his elbow in a moment. “Take 
Raynor and go for a walk in the park, would you? I think 
we‟re long overdue for that kind of exercise.” 

 Wong‟s expression did not change. He bowed stiffly. 
“Yes, master,” he said. “It will be so.” 

 “What, seriously?” Raynor said, his smile fading. “A 
walk in the park.” 

 “An errand easy enough to be proverbial,” Wong said 
seriously, nodding. “Please come. We will get coats and get 
exercise.” 

 “I‟m sure you know what you‟re doing,” Kyle muttered, 
glancing at the ring. Then he rose and followed the 
housekeeper out, looking back over his shoulder, unable to 
form the question in a new way that would somehow help 
him make sense of what was going on. 

 Strange rose to his feet, once again refreshing the mystic 
supports that held the Sanctum up. He headed down the hall, 
through the mystically guarded runes, into the Sanctum 
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Sanctorum. He settled on the throne that was centered in a 
silver circle engraved in the floor. A moment of 
concentration later, his astral form rose from his body, then 
flitted out of the Web of Light, around the warpstone blocks, 
into the galactic web, merging into a wild swirl of psychedelic 
energies. 

 For one brief moment, Strange reflected on the irony of 
the brilliant colors and shifting patterns of the “Dark 
Dimension.” Then he touched on the surface, and vanished 
into its defenses, springing clear near a throbbing center of 
power. 

 A sea of grinding rock and blaring energy unfolded 
below Strange‟s astral form. Huge stone men with no faces 
and a slit where eyes should be clomped and battered each 
other senselessly, releasing gouts of energy through their 
eyeslits at random. Soaring above that carpet of violence, 
Strange oriented on a mystical column of rock that rose high 
above the noise and dust. Upon it was a throne, surrounded 
by chains leading out to exhausted men, naked, lying limp 
and senseless around the throne, discarded where they 
landed. On the throne itself, an unnaturally gorgeous woman 
was tucked in a meditative position, motionless. 

 Strange hovered over the decadent scene for a moment, 
noting the satin drapes and pillows, cushions, and silks 
draped over the rock and under the concubines. Then the 
figure on the throne stirred, and opened her eyes. The energy 
of the act nearly battered Strange‟s projection back away 
from the column, but the female figure restrained her power 
as her awareness returned. 

 “Sorcerer,” she purred. “Come to join my harem? Or 
have you another gift to offer me in exchange for entering 
my presence?” She was not kidding. 

 “Dread Umar, I bring thee greetings from Prime. I am 
Doctor Stephen Strange, Sorcerer Supreme. Were I willing to 
risk joining your harem, I would have brought a body,” 
Strange said wryly. “I bring you a more interesting gift.” 
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 “Prove it,” she said with a languorous stretch. Several of 
her manslaves winced and twitched in their exhausted sleep. 

 “The Dark Dimension, the unmapped corner of the 
Galactic Web is closing in on Prime,” Strange observed. 

 Umar nodded. “Soon we can have this conversation in 
person.” Strange could see her toying with the notion of 
trapping his astral form, and he grinned a dark and 
dangerous grin. 

 “You know, better than your brother the Dread 
Dormammu, the poisonous victory Prime offers,” he said. 
“Prime tends to rob its conquerors of any satisfaction. It just 
never goes smoothly, right?” 

 “True,” Umar said, her eyes following his lines, gauging 
his stamina and durability, her attention wandering. He did 
not measure up to the stallions of many species and gifts 
scattered around her throne. 

 “You also know your brother thoroughly enough to 
know he can‟t leave well enough alone.” 

 “Also true,” Umar sighed. Her eyes sharpened. “So?” 

 “Dread Dormammu will stop at nothing to get his 
prize.” Strange‟s grin was full of what he was not saying. 

 “What are you getting at?” Umar demanded. She sat up 
straight, her mind working. “What do you want, exactly?” 

 “I want what you want,” Strange replied. “And we can 
have it.” 

 “I love it when a man talks dirty,” Umar growled, 
settling back into her throne as understanding dawned in her 
eyes. 

* 

 Raynor and Wong paced along the path in Central Park 
as a light snow flurried around them. Wong walked with his 
hands tucked in his sleeves, looking around the park, at 
peace, his stride measured. Raynor slouched along beside 
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him, hands dug deep in his pockets, looking around in vague 
rebellious bewilderment. 

 “Take a walk?” he echoed yet again. “Isn‟t this kind of 
dangerous, at this point in the big contest?” 

 Wong‟s smile was secretive and small. “I am not afraid. I 
have you to protect me.” 

 “Great,” Raynor muttered, and he dropped it, squinting 
into the dimness around them. The light drifting up from 
New York was caught in the snow and carried back down 
into the shadows. “So,” Raynor said brightly, making 
conversation, “You know Tandy Bowen pretty well?” 

 “Yes,” Wong nodded. 

 “She‟s crazy about Strange. I can see it in her eyes,” 
Raynor sighed. 

 “Yes.” 

 Raynor pulled his hand out of his pocket and looked 
down at the ring. “I wonder if this thing can store MP3s,” he 
muttered, bored. 

 “You do many things at once, Kyle Raynor,” Wong said 
quietly. “This is a strength, when it is needed. But many 
times, you may find great power in doing one thing, doing it 
well. Being fully present to it.” 

 “That‟s not my style,” Raynor shrugged. 

 “Your style is a strength,” Wong admitted. “But not the 
greatest strength.” 

 “What is the greatest strength?” Raynor asked, relieved 
to be free of the silence under the crunch of their feet on the 
path. 

 “Every thing you do is a thing that attaches to you. Like 
wearing armor. And when you wear armor, when you move, 
you must move it all. In the middle of many opinions, each 
one must be moved when you move your thinking. In the 
middle of many assumptions, your thought moves through 
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each one before arriving at its destination.” He paused. “Be 
present. Allow your mind to stop sifting and sorting every 
thing, and allow it to let all things go but the one. The one 
before you. And when you can let everything go but the one, 
then you will find that you are present in many ways. Now, 
you are only a little present to me,” he said, watching the 
path ahead. “When you let go of all the many other things, 
then when you do one, all of you can be there, and it can be 
real.” He shook his head. “Not a voice in a choir. But the 
voice. The voice of the one you love, which is the moment 
you live inside. It does not attach to you, Kyle Raynor. You 
attach to it.” 

 As they walked, there was a long quiet. “I don‟t think I 
get it,” Raynor said. “Armor?” 

 “What you carry encumbers you. The more you carry, 
the less flexible and strong you are.” 

 “So if I‟m watching tv and reading and talking on the 
cell phone,” Raynor prompted, “I‟m encumbered.” 

 “Slow to react to new ideas, or sloppy in doing so,” 
Wong nodded. “How many lamp posts have we passed since 
the last entrance?” 

 Raynor looked over his shoulder. “Uh, when was the 
last entrance?” 

 “We have passed two,” Wong nodded. “I think maybe 
one tenth of you is present here with me, but it is the tenth 
that currently has the body.” He sighed slightly, his breath 
pluming out. “It will take time.” 

 “I really am not sure I get this,” Raynor admitted. “Did 
Strange send me out here so you could teach me some kind 
of zen thing to control the ring?” 

 “The ring does not matter,” Wong said softly. “The ring 
makes your will real. So why would the ring matter if the will 
does not understand what true desire means?” He shrugged 
deeper into his coat. “Besides. We are not here to talk. We 
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await attack. It will come soon. We are far from the 
Sanctum.” 

 “Hang on, attack?” Raynor suspiciously eyed a homeless 
man tucked under a frayed blanket on a park bench. 

 “Yes,” Wong nodded. “Allow it to happen. Respond 
naturally.” 

 “Natural response is to run,” Raynor protested. 

 A small smile touched Wong‟s face. “We will see,” he 
said. He glanced up as a jogger headed through the snow. 
She wore a jogging suit in the light snowfall, and her cheeks 
were bright and ruddy. Raynor grinned a bit as she jogged 
towards them; she was checking him out. She paused to 
stretch by a lamp post in their path. 

 “Hi,” Raynor said. “Don‟t see many joggers out here at, 
you know,” he glanced at his watch, “quarter after two in the 
morning.” 

 “Seems more stupid with every passing minute,” the 
woman agreed ruefully, eyeing him like he was a delicious 
dessert. “Do you think there is a coffee place open nearby? 
I‟m new to the area.” 

 “I bet there is,” Raynor responded with a big grin. “Hey, 
this is New York! This city doesn‟t even drowse. There has 
got to be nearby coffee.” 

 “Your friend can come too—” the woman started to 
say, then her eyes widened and she fell back, blocking a fluid 
strike that whipped from Wong and almost took her head 
off. Wong followed up with a spinning kick and two more 
strikes that looked as easy as clapping when they flowed out 
of his whirling, weightless form. 

 

CHAPTER TWENTY EIGHT 

 “Wong!” Raynor shouted. “Hey!” Then he paused; the 
woman was holding her own, her own strikes and 
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counterstrikes meshing with Wong‟s attack like a high speed 
gear mechanism. The two whipped strikes and kicks at each 
other, spinning and flicking deadly force into the dance. 
Wong leaped up over a sweep and spun in the air, on his way 
down landing a brutal kick that took the woman off her feet 
and sent her sailing back into a metal lamp post. She 
rebounded with a clang, staggering, her form running and 
flowing. 

 “Shapeshifting sorcerer,” Wong explained, sipping air 
lightly as he stood by Raynor‟s side, resting easy in horse 
stance. “Shang Tsung. He wants your ring.” 

 The sorcerer looked up with furious cat eyes, fury writ 
large in his stance. “Kung Lao?” he asked, pushing hard to 
conceal the fear in his voice. 

 “Almost, long ago,” Wong replied. 

 “Too bad,” Shang Tsung replied, now dressed in 
flowing robes, his hair and beard too silky to be disheveled in 
the battle. He flicked his hand out, and a jet of orange energy 
closed the distance too fast to dodge, slamming into Wong‟s 
face and flinging him back several meters to land on the cold 
ground and roll. Raynor staggered back, green energy flaring 
around him, enfolding him in protections.  

 “What did you do that for?” he demanded, not sure 
what else to say. 

 “I‟ll have that ring, or the hand that bears it,” Shang 
Tsung snarled.  

 “Look, if you know anything about this, you know I 
can‟t take it off on purpose!” Raynor shouted. 

 “Let‟s prove it,” Shang Tsung snapped. He darted to the 
side, and got a good handful of the homeless man‟s hair 
dragging the drunk off the bench and wrapping his forearm 
around the man‟s throat. The bum choked and scrabbled at 
the arm, his eyes large as Shang Tsung pointed a glowing fist 
at the man‟s head. 
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 “Let‟s blow this fellow‟s head off if you don‟t give me 
the ring in five seconds.” 

 “Don‟t do it,” Raynor said, eyes wide. He paused only a 
second, then dragged at the ring, trying to pull it off his 
finger as the light redoubled. “Come on, come on—” 

 “Time‟s up,” Shang Tsung growled. Sorcery swelled 
around his fist. 

 “No!” Raynor shouted, flinging his fist forward. Green 
energy flared out, moving at the speed of light, crossing the 
distance in a flicker of motion. Still, only a paper thin sheet 
of protection was fast enough to get between the man and 
the bolt. The homeless man was burned some, and with a cry 
he dropped to his knees. Raynor ran to him, enveloping 
them both in the green bubble. 

 “Dude, you okay?” Raynor asked as he clasped the 
homeless man‟s shoulder. 

 The homeless bum looked up, the green reflecting oddly 
in his light. “It‟s like coming home,” he breathed, the stink of 
body odor and alcohol swarming up around Raynor. 

 “Ho there buddy, we gotta get you a bath,” Raynor said, 
relieved to see no burns on the homeless man. The bum rose 
and turned to face Shang Tsung. He reached forward and 
parted the protection like a bead curtain, stepping out.  

 Shang Tsung sneered, about to say something. Then his 
eyes widened, he took a hesitant step back, and with a 
whimper he turned and sprinted into the night. 

 Wong rose to his feet, joining them as the green glow 
faded to nothing. The old man turned to Wong; Raynor 
noticed the bum had Chinese features. Raynor had not 
noticed that before. 

 Wong dropped to his knees and bowed to the bum, his 
forehead on the path. 
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 “Sorry about this,” Raynor said, acutely embarrassed as 
he tried to pull Wong up. “He just got hit on the head.” 

 “Rise, faithful servant,” the bum said in Chinese. 
“Thanks for waking me up.” He glanced at Raynor. “I think I 
overslept,” he said in amused English. 

 Raynor blinked as Wong stood under his own power. 
“It‟s hours till dawn,” he explained. 

 “This one is new,” the bum said conspiratorially to 
Wong, who nodded with half a grin. The bum shrugged. “Uf. 
Feels like I woke up on the wrong side of the world. Hah. 
Strange still in charge?” 

 “Yes,” Wong nodded. 

 “Well he‟s doing a lousy job,” the bum growled. “Let‟s 
get back to the Sanctum.” 

 “Clearly,” Kyle said to his ring, “I‟m the only one here 
who is confused.” He shrugged, and followed the others. 

* 

 The wall exploded inward, scattering expensive 
equipment and security personnel. The goddess who 
swooped in glanced disdainfully at the men with guns, her 
eyes searing beams through them so they dropped screaming, 
boiling, their guns sliced in half. She shoved a heavy door 
away with contempt, and all the terrified technicians and 
guards backed away as she walked into the security center. 
She looked at the flaring wall screen, flashing crimson around 
the text “Warning” as it monitored air traffic around the tall 
building. She looked the guards over, then ignored them as 
she tapped on the keyboards, pulling different views up on 
the monitors. She got one that had a sarcophagus-like box in 
an armored room. 

 “Where is that,” she demanded, without looking over at 
the guards. 
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 “D-down the hall, to the left,” one of them managed. 
She turned to look at all of them, anger seething in her. 

 “You worms work for Luthor. Helped him capture one 
of us,” she growled. 

 One tech, not knowing what else to do, nodded. 

 Kira clapped, pointing the force into the corner of the 
box where they all huddled. The shockwave broke them. 
Kira‟s nose and lip curled. 

 “It stinks in here,” she said, her voice heavy with 
contempt that masked the fear. She strode out of the security 
room to see six guards setting up two heavy guns. Her eye 
beams played over each gun and crew for less than a second, 
and that effort was over with. Inexorable, she moved 
between the hissing guns and gurgling guards, ignoring their 
twitching as she closed in on her destination. A squad of 
armored troops ran around the corner and lined up on her. 
Eyes flashed, guards were crippled or killed as they staggered 
back. Without even pausing to make sure she had disabled all 
the guards, she smashed a punch into the lead-lined vault 
door on the left. It crumpled. She hit it again, again, and it 
toppled inward. She followed the door into the vault. 

 No one tried to stop her. The room was empty except 
for scientific equipment, built into the walls and on rolling 
carts, and the huge sarcophagus box in the middle of the 
room. She stepped in, and crossed to the readouts. Skin 
temperature, metabolic activity, blood pressure, neural 
network… all the readouts were consistent with Kent. She 
had made a point of studying and memorizing his baselines, 
in case it ever became important. 

 “Found you at last, without any help,” she said to the 
box in the middle of the room. “Unless you count all the 
LexCorp staff that failed their flying lessons, before I finally 
found this location.” She dug her fingers into the edges of 
the lid, and wrenched the box open— 

 Not Kent. 
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 Garrett‟s chest was already open, and the warpstone 
beam shot into Kira, knocking her back with the force, 
blazing through her pores and nerves and blood. Garrett 
sprang up out of the box, the beam trained on Kira. 

 “Too late, sweet thing,” he said dispassionately. “Kent 
taught us your weaknesses.” Covers snapped off wall 
projectors, and the room was flooded with intense red light. 
“You aren‟t getting out of here under your own power.” A 
sneer under his words made his ugly face into something 
rather worse, more bestial. Nerve gas pumped into the room, 
and he ignored it as Kira struggled to cope with all the noise, 
her power flaring and dying under the assault. 

 “I‟ve got backup on the way!” she shouted. 

 Garrett shrugged. “Don‟t care,” he said. “We‟ve got you, 
and by the time they get here, you‟ll be somewhere else.” 

 Kira sprang at him, her fist hissing out at superhuman 
speeds, though she was not a fraction of herself. Her fist 
bashed Garrett, and he stumbled back obligingly, then 
snatched her with his robotic strength and dragged her over, 
shoving her down into the lead-lined box. She sensed the 
warpstone chips embedded in the walls and began to struggle 
in earnest. She let out a scream, hating the sound, feeling a 
horrifying helplessness in this big man‟s grip. Casual strength 
shoved her down, and she thought she heard a heartless 
chuckle. 

 Garrett grabbed her legs and tilted her up and over; for a 
moment she gathered her strength and shoved him away. He 
stumbled back, surprised at the alien might that resisted the 
warpstone and red light. Kira leaped out of the box, her 
forearms knocking Garrett back to the wall. He grinned. 

 “Hope you liked that,” he said, “cause it‟s over—” 

  A massive beam built in the kryptonite that served as 
his power core, it burned like a star as he prepared the bolt to 
knock her out. At the same moment, the last of her strength 
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fired her fist forward and hit it dead on. The refined, 
processed stone twitched. 

 “NO!” Garrett shouted, desperately shunting power out 
of the unstable rock as it broke loose and ground back into 
his nerve clusters— 

 A boom shook everything within several kilometers, and 
the green ball of flame roared out and dissolved the top third 
of the building. The smoke that boiled from it was a flat 
cloud that rose on a stem, like a nuclear explosion. Car 
alarms and sirens were distant echoes of the death screams of 
everything within that ball of flaring death. The falling debris 
clattered like the polite applause of a distant, dispassionate 
audience. 

* 

 “Garrett! Report!” Luthor demanded into the hissing 
static of the communicator. He threw it on the counter, 
swearing, and leaned back in his chair. A third of the 
monitors at his station had gone to static. He looked at 
Kent‟s vitals, which were still reporting steadily from the 
building where Luthor waited. Luthor turned and looked 
over his shoulder. 

 “Mercy. Go find out what happened.” She nodded 
curtly, and left. Luthor leaned back again, regarding the 
screens. “At least she took the bait,” he murmured.  

 One of his monitors pinged. He looked over at it, and 
smiled to himself at the blip on the roof of the building 
across the street. “This group is full of surprises,” he 
murmured to himself. He watched the blip a moment longer, 
then rose, grabbed his equipment, and headed out to prepare 
for his guest. 

* 

 Parker stood on the roof, in the dim swirl of snow, 
regarding the apartment building. This is where the 
pheromone tracer led him. Where Clark Kent was prisoner. 
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The snow thickened as Parker took a swig of his thick 
coffee‟s dregs. He grimaced, listening to sirens in the 
distance, feeling the whole city shift in the thinness, the grip 
of invaders closing tighter. He wore a black leotard spun 
from his own silk, the hood with its pale eyespots currently 
pushed up on his forehead. 

 “That‟s cosmic,” he said aloud, “but this is a friend.” He 
crumpled the cup and tossed it down in the alley; it twirled 
down like the snow, and was lost in mounds of garbage. “At 
least that one won‟t make it to a landfill,” he muttered. Then 
he pulled the hood down on his mesh, and examined the 
building once more as he squatted. “Hang in there, Clark.” 

 Looked like an abandoned apartment building, but it 
had a reinforced ground floor and basement, and motion 
sensors and tripwires everywhere. A special security elevator, 
recent addition, on the northwest corner. Probably went all 
the way to the basement. Armored. Parker fired out a 
webline and swung through the intervening space, popping 
up over the roof and noting the motion sensor detectors and 
infra red beamers. His senses calculated the thickness and 
angles of the infrared, and he dropped with a twirl, missing 
them. Landing on the roof, he knew the motion sensors 
probably detected him; what kind of response could they 
muster? He hoped they were not loaded for Kira as he thrust 
his hands into the roofing and tore a swath up, avoiding the 
certainly booby trapped door. 

 As Parker dropped in free-fall in the elevator shaft, he 
twisted and twirled, using his webs at short range to pull him 
out of the infra-red sensor detectors.  

 “What kind of a whackadoodle puts security in the 
elevator shaft?” he muttered. Then he splayed out and landed 
with a bump and a whisper on top of the elevator. 

 His acute senses swarmed with danger, and he sprang 
up, catching on the cable. The car was dangerous; loaded 
with explosives, who knows what else. He spotted an air duct 
that opened to the elevator shaft. A quick tug, and he was in 
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the shaft, hoping for the best. He crawled down and almost 
silently tore a rent in the side, slipping outside once it was 
not encased in concrete. He dropped into a storage room, 
hearing boots slapping the floor as security teams set up to 
repel anything trying to come in through the elevator shaft. A 
moment later he had looked up, seen drop-tile ceilings, 
leaped into position, and gotten above them. He crawled out 
over the hallway, over the earnest security teams, around the 
sensors. In a matter of minutes he dropped through a tile and 
landed between two guards, who stood before a great vault 
door. 

 They registered his presence at the same moment. A 
little later in that same moment, one was facedown on the 
floor with Parker‟s foot on the back of his head, and the 
other was cranked around with his arm in a devastating grip, 
a centimeter from tendon damage. 

 “This is how we do things in spiderghost town,” Parker 
said. “I don‟t plan to kill either of you. But one of you will be 
in a neckbrace, the other in a cast, until the end of summer 
maybe. Lots of painful physical therapy. And that will be 
fully justified by the trouble you cause me if you don‟t open 
this door.” 

 “Okay!” the guard in the arm grip wheezed. “Lemme 
open it!” 

 The spiderghost relaxed his grip a fraction, and the 
guard punched in a code. The door clanked, and Parker 
pushed on it. The door drifted open. 

 “Thanks, guy!” Parker said. “I appreciate being spared 
the need for brutality. You all go along and sound the alarm 
and then go home and have a good night‟s sleep. If anybody 
asks, tell „em I said you could.” He released the guards, and 
they staggered off down the corridor, throwing disbelieving 
looks back over their shoulders. Parker stepped into the 
secured room and shut the door behind himself. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE 

 The centerpiece of the room was the red-lit frame with 
Kent hanging in it, unconscious. A syringe of liquid 
warpstone was in his neck, but the plunger was not 
depressed. Parker immediately noticed Luthor standing in an 
alcove, flanked by robots equipped with machine guns and 
flame thrower nozzles. Luthor had his finger on a button. 

 “If that‟s the alarm, it‟s too late,” Parker said mildly. 

 “You are very impressive,” Luthor admitted, seating 
himself behind a windshield in the armored alcove. “You 
only tripped four alarms coming in. This system was 
designed to repel Kryptonians.” 

 “Like that one?” Parker asked, nodding at Kent. 

 “Very much like that one,” Luthor agreed. “If anything 
happens to me, I let go of this switch, and the plunger in his 
neck activates, and he is dead in less than a second. He is 
already weakened by the kryptonite and red sunlight.” He 
cocked his head to the side, regarding Parker. “So what now? 
Your move.” 

 “Hell of a game,” Parker muttered. “Now we negotiate. 
I want Kent.” 

 “He is not on the table,” Luthor said. “I‟m keeping that 
one.” 

 “Another bioweapon plan, huh,” Parker said. “Because 
the dimensional crawlers didn‟t work out so well, did they.” 

 Luthor was suddenly serious, his face deadly calm. 
“Remove your mask. No one knows about that.” 

 “Hah,” Parker replied. “You think Kent is not part of the 
bargaining equation; you should see how not-available my 
identity is. Makes Kent look like a one-dollar bill.” 

 “Surely you know I will analyze every trace you leave 
behind,” Luthor said calmly. “I will find out who and what 
you are. I have a gift for it.” 
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 “Then I might have to come back,” Parker shrugged. 
“Be as stupid as you like. For that matter, kill Kent. He‟s 
your golden goose. Might as well make do with frozen 
samples. I mean, what possible use could you have for the 
living specimen?” he mocked. “You really don‟t believe I 
could be fooled into thinking you‟d kill Kent just so you 
could say „so there‟ to a faceless intruder. Maybe you think 
I‟ll, what, pick him up and run out with him. Please.” 

 “You are right, as long as there is no risk of Kent 
escaping, his life is safe.” Luthor regarded the spiderghost. 
“You are smarter than you look.” 

 “Harder for you than me, because you look awfully smart 
in that suit,” Parker prattled. “But here‟s the thing. You are 
dumb. You are actively helping aliens invade Earth.” 

 Luthor scowled, but hesitated. Parker pressed on. 

 “I read the Daily Bugle. About how you‟re always in a 
dust-up with somebody, consolidating everything into your 
personal empire. Mine, mine, mine. People accuse you of 
things, and it doesn‟t stick. Fine and good. That works pretty 
well when you‟re in your own little pond. But now you‟re 
messing with aliens, creatures who don‟t give a damn about 
the stock options or fancy cars or teams of mercenaries or 
courtroom rulings. You are helping bad guys get through 
Earth‟s defenses. And when they do, you won‟t be some kind 
of king for helping them. You won‟t even be upper middle 
class. In fact, you‟re connected and smart and well armed, so 
you‟ll look a lot like a threat. And they will deal with you. You 
will be dealt with. That does not sound nice because it is not 
nice. You‟ll probably live long enough to rise to the 
leadership of a rock-throwing underground resistance.” 
Parker shook his head. “The food is lousy in rebellions. You 
are better off as a sleazy billionaire.” 

 “Well, you know,” Luthor said casually. “Better to rule 
in hell than serve in heaven.” 
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 “That‟s my point,” Parker insisted. “Serving in hell 
sucks.” 

 Luthor chuckled. “Assuming what you say is true, and 
aliens are trying to take over the world, and me incapacitating 
Kent here is helping them do it. You don‟t understand my 
perspective. I have a gift for being useful to powerful people 
until I replace them. I‟ll be fine. It‟s a matter of attracting the 
attention of the powerful, giving them what they need, and 
winning their confidence. Vistas open up to the prepared and 
the alert, my boy,” he said sardonically. “Me? I‟m alert and 
prepared.” 

 “You have no idea,” Parker said, his voice full of 
wonder. “These things that are invading? They aren‟t like us. 
Would you make a chimp a vice president? Even if it was the 
smartest chimp, that could always ruthlessly collect bananas 
from the lesser chimps?” 

 “I have no idea?” Luthor scoffed. “What do you know 
of my technologies, my plans, my back up plans, by 
contingencies. I have no reason to even still be talking to you. 
I will be fine. I supplement my preparation every day. I am 
not an easy target.” 

 Parker shook his head. “I bet everybody you worked 
with felt the same way, right up until you took them out.” 

 “You might want to tone your attitude down,” Luthor 
growled. “You are not going to scare me, and it is time for 
you to surrender.” 

 “What, because of your security?” Parker said with half a 
chuckle. 

 “These walls are thick, the guns have real bullets, I have 
a small army outside, and enough technology to defeat a 
couple battalions of the US military,” Luthor said, his calm 
eroding. “Electrified steel shutters, invisible laser fields, it 
goes on and on.” 
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 “But I could grab you and break things, one at a time, 
until they let me out,” Parker noted. 

 “You think I am a good hostage?” Luthor said, his 
eyebrows high. “If you could get to me through this kiosk‟s 
defenses, and I don‟t think you could, these machines would 
gun you down before you touched me.” 

 “You just don‟t get it,” Parker said quietly, steel in his 
voice. “I will leave here. You may kill Kent. But I will not be 
restrained by the likes of you. And you may not survive this.” 
His eyespots were bland and expressionless, but something 
alien breathed from him, a resolve beyond human. He did 
not move, but Luthor instinctively pulled back a little, all the 
way across the room. A cold sweat beaded on the small of 
his back. “This is it,” Parker continued. “Your last chance to 
reconsider.” 

 “I‟m impressed,” Luthor confessed. “You have courage, 
that‟s for sure. But the answer is no.” He leaned back in his 
kiosk, eyes glittering. “I wonder what you‟ll do now.” 

 “Something wicked cool,” Parker said, certain. “You 
have no idea.” 

 Then a flare of pale, dark light, and Kent was gone. The 
syringe swung in empty space as Luthor started forward, 
shocked.  

 “No!” he roared. “Kill him!” 

 The guns opened up as the spider ghost sprang to the 
side, into a flaring explosion of flame that whisked away 
leaving nothing behind as bullets chopped divots out of the 
wall behind where he had been. 

 Luthor was already scrambling, sprinting out of the 
room and down the hall. A moment later he was in a small 
square room, and he slapped a panic button. A hum 
swarmed through the air, which seemed to vibrate faintly. 

 “Now I understand,” Luthor panted, eyes shining with 
something between fear and rage. “I got these „safe room‟ 
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plans from Stark years ago, but didn‟t understand the 
paranoia.” He picked up the phone, punched in a number. 
“Teleportation. Damn.” He wondered what else Stark might 
know about that he did not. 

 “Mercy,” came the voice on the other end. 

 “Kent escaped. What happened with Garrett?” 

 “Looks like a core overload,” Mercy said, subdued. 
“Wiped out the building. No way anything survived that. Not 
even, you know.” 

 “Bring me bodies,” Luthor said, his voice flat. “Pieces. 
Something.” 

 After a moment‟s hesitation, Mercy cleared her throat. 
“You got it, boss.” Luthor hung up, and let out a deep sigh 
as he scrubbed at his eyes with the heels of his hands. Kent 
on the loose. His stomach lurched just slightly. Not good. 

* 

 “So were you enjoying the show, or was that a last-
minute save?” Parker demanded as he yanked the hood back 
on his black leotard. He glanced over to see Kent in the 
healing pool, sighing as the effects of the warpstone were 
pushed from his system. 

 “You were doing great,” Illyana soothed. “I didn‟t want 
to interrupt the witty banter. I mean, I have you marked so I 
can always find you in a hurry if you are on Prime. That‟s a 
great way to jump right into whatever trouble is brewing, 
because, you know, there you are!” she said with a disarming 
grin. 

 “Fantastic,” Parker growled. 

 Stone stood at his side, holding a sleeping baby in his 
great stone hand. “So what was the plan, anyway?” he asked, 
mystified. “I couldn‟t tell,” he admitted. 

 “Uh, bluffing mostly,” Parker said with a shrug. “I don‟t 
believe in plans.” 
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 “He‟s being modest,” Illyana confided. “This guy is 
downright devious. He just plays dumb all the time. Don‟t 
fall for it, no matter how convincing.” She nodded solemnly. 

 “Actually, I did not expect Luthor to be quite so 
cunning a chimp,” Parker confessed. “I mean, a warpstone 
syringe? Really? Who does that?” He shook his head. “I‟m just 
glad you two are back from your adventures in one piece.” 

 Stone poked him in the shoulder. Parker turned to look 
at him, and Stone offered him a banana, his face deadpan. 
“Lots of potassium,” he said, studiously not looking at 
Illyana, who was struggling with a guffaw that was pushing 
itself out. 

 Parker set his jaw and took the banana. “See, that‟s how 
you can tell the good guys,” he said, pointing a wet-cat look 
at Illyana, his hair spiky from being under the hood. “We 
share our bananas.” 

 Illyana lost it. The baby just yawned and blinked. 

* 

 The Sanctum creaked slightly, settling its weight as 
Strange tread out the hallway on the way to the catering 
kitchen on the second floor. He saw light, and leaned on the 
doorframe, looking in. “Back so soon?” he said, seeing Wong 
and Raynor and their guest. 

 “About time,” the bum grumbled. Strange looked at his 
face for a long moment, then pushed himself up off the 
doorframe and shook his head.  

 “You cunning dog,” he said. “I should have guessed. 
Should have seen it coming, and going. But you were 
operating in my territory, my side of the fence. I wasn‟t even 
looking for you.” 

 The old Chinese bum shrugged. “So sue me. Got me 
killed, didn‟t it.” 
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 “I guess it did,” Strange agreed. “To clarify—you were 
waiting for me?” 

 “Bah,” said the bum. 

 “Would it kill you just this once to make it easy to work 
together?” Strange sighed. “To celebrate a thousand years of 
building to this point?” 

 “Meh,” the bum shrugged. “Good tea. You don‟t 
deserve Wong.” 

 “He was one of yours,” Strange agreed, “but you 
fumbled him, didn‟t you.” 

 “Let‟s not get personal or anything,” the bum said with a 
vicious half-grin. 

 “Let‟s not—oh, it‟s been a while,” Strange said, catching 
himself. He cleared his throat. “Best get this part over with. I 
am honored to again be in your presence,” he said with a 
deep formal bow. 

 The bum barked a laugh. Raynor looked back and forth 
between them. 

 “Okay guys, fun joke, but let the newbie in. What the 
hell?” he demanded. 

 “Newbie—I like that word,” the bum reflected. 

 “Try to be civil,” Strange said with an arched eyebrow. 
“Raynor, let me introduce you to Lord Rayden, God of 
Thunder. He protects half of the Web of Light, and he is 
here to help us out of this little jam we‟re in.” 

 “You‟ve sort of lost track of the Web of Light while I‟ve 
been away,” Rayden grumbled, and he sipped his tea. 

 “All is not as it appears,” Strange replied. “I have a few 
tricks lined up. It serves us well to appear weak just now.” 

 “Unless,” Rayden retorted, “someone gets an attack off 
before your precious music box winds up.” 
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 “True,” Strange shrugged. “We are vulnerable and we 
could lose it all right now.” He looked Rayden in the eye. 
“I‟m doing my best.” 

 “It‟ll have to do,” Rayden grunted. 

 “Can we go back to the part where you are a thunder 
god?” Raynor asked, pointing at Rayden. 

 “Sure,” Rayden said affably. He leaned forward, intently 
looking Raynor in the eye. “I. Am. A. Thunder. God.” He 
leaned back, satisfied. “Got it?” 

 Raynor looked at him helplessly for a moment, then 
looked to Strange. “These guys are a little too zen for me. Or 
stinky. Come on, man, help me out. My ring says you‟ve got 
all the answers.” 

 “Rayden is a god, so he doesn‟t spend much time in a 
body,” Strange said, seating himself at the table with the 
other three. “I needed him to incarnate, and I figured maybe 
he got lost. He likes to incarnate in the bodies of old men, 
bums, beggars. He feels he gets a more honest reaction from 
people when he doesn‟t look godlike. All part of the fun for 
him. So I sent you and Wong to a place where there was 
isolation and homeless people, to try to make a big enough 
signal to catch Rayden‟s attention and to give him a host.” 
Strange nodded at the bum-god. “It worked. I assume you 
were attacked, and in the resulting greenery, Rayden 
appeared.” 

 “Smartass,” Rayden grumbled. He turned to Raynor. 
“Don‟t worry. Before this is over, I‟ll be seven feet tall and 
spraying lightning everywhere.” His grin was half populated 
by teeth, and thoroughly disturbing. 

 “Did Wong catch you up on current events?” Strange 
asked. 

 “What? You expect your housekeeper to do everything for 
you, you‟re one of those,” Rayden said, disgusted. “He didn‟t 
balance the ley lines or recruit all the defenders either. Maybe 
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that‟s part of his job description.” A certain willful ignorance 
blended with glee on the old Chinese face. Strange sighed. 

 “The Illuminati attacked the Temple of Light and killed 
Kung Lao,” Strange said quietly. “A successor took on the 
mantle.” 

 Rayden squinted, then nodded. “Liu Kang is a good 
man,” he said. “He will be a good Kung Lao. They are 
already rebuilding.” 

 “I‟m sorry we do not have your reserve of power ready 
for you,” Strange continued. 

 “Bah,” Rayden shrugged. “We both know it is not about 
how much power you have, but how you play out the 
confrontations. What are you doing about the Illuminati?” 
There was something of a stormcloud about the corner of 
his features, a hint of godlike displeasure leaked through the 
façade of the bum‟s face. 

 “They have the Shard, they have drained most of the 
Light out of the Web, and my last report is that they left with 
Essex.” Strange toyed with a teacup on the table. 

 Rayden sat, thoughtful. “You have a plan. I can smell 
it.” He shook his head. “It smells worse than me.” 

 “I have my suspicious about how it will play out,” 
Strange replied, unruffled. “I know them. We just need to 
give it a little more time. Then we will strike a decisive blow. 
In the meantime, Outworld is lost to Dormammu. He is 
maneuvering the Dark Dimension close to Prime, the first 
time ever he has even considered attacking without using a 
war dimension.” 

 “You‟re suggesting,” Rayden said with a squint, “when 
he reaches near space he‟ll load us up with Mindless Ones 
and hopped up agents drinking from his well of power.” 

 “If that happens, all is lost,” Strange agreed, looking into 
his teacup. Wong refilled it. 
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 “Not a chance,” Rayden said dismissively. “His Dark 
Dimension is too precious to risk something happening if we 
find a way to fight back.” 

 “That‟s why he‟ll look for another nearby dimension so 
he can punch through it and funnel his forces in,” Strange 
agreed. 

 “You knew this Reckoning was coming, right?” Rayden 
said, wincing. “You did your housekeeping? Not a lot of 
dimensions on our doorstep?” 

 “Just two,” Strange replied. “Outworld and Shimura. 
Outworld is out of the picture, we woke up the Dragon 
King.” 

 Rayden stared at him for a moment. “Well, that was—a 
fresh move,” he said. “I mean… if it wasn‟t so inspired, I‟d 
say it was retarded and outrageous.” 

 “I‟ll pass that on to Illyana, my protégé, Sorceress 
Supreme of Limbo, and her demon consort. They did a fine 
job,” Strange said. “And… I think they‟ll understand what 
you‟re trying to get at.” He hid his smile with a sip from the 
teacup. 

 “With two in place, Dormammu would be too cocky to 
think he might need a third,” Rayden mused. “Has 
preparation gone on for the Tournament of Veils at 
Shimura?” 

 “No, you and Shang Tsung both slept in,” Strange said. 
“Shimura is practically abandoned. 

 Rayden watched him for a long moment, thinking. “Of 
course you want me to go there,” he said. “That‟s why you 
went fishing for me tonight.” 

 “You bear the ability to take fighters to Shimura, I 
don‟t,” Strange said. “You are the one the contract for the 
Tournament invokes.” 
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 “And we can shut down the Pillar of Souls that connects 
Shimura to the Dark Dimension and Prime,” Rayden 
finished. 

 “That protects our flanks. So if Dormammu wants to hit 
us with the Dark Dimension, that is his only option. And by 
then, the Web of Light may yet be restored. We just need 
time, and a little luck.” 

 “And a thunder god, apparently,” Raynor said with dry 
humor. 

 “I like the kid, I‟ll take him along,” Rayden said. 
“Anybody else we can spare?” 

 Raynor sat up and paid attention, unsure of whether to 
object or thank the smelly god. He wisely said nothing at all. 

 “Well,” Strange smiled, “we have my people, of course. 
We have your people too. The ones you were working on. 
But they are a little more spread out.” 

 “Can we spare the time?” Rayden asked, something 
serious in his tone. 

 “For you?” Strange replied, arching an eyebrow. “Yes. I 
am sure we can.” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY 

 “You wanted to see me.” Even though her form was 
different, her eyes, her body language were unmistakable. 
Luthor smiled as Darkholme stepped into his thrumming 
room and closed the door. 

 “We talked on the phone. You have some technology 
that can prevent magical observation and relocation.” 

 “And you accept my terms,” Darkholme clarified. 

 “You want me to fire the solar collector at a point in 
Tibet,” Luthor repeated. “You gave me coordinates.” 

 “Can it be done?” 
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 Luthor paused. “Why that target? There are only a 
handful of people there. Who are they?” 

 “No one political. Consider it a religiously motivated 
killing,” she said, her voice flat and uninviting. “Just squatters 
in an old stone ruin.” 

 “You understand that in using the collector that way, I 
risk revealing that it is a weapon,” Luthor pointed out. 

 “My dear,” Darkholme replied, “I know you are not so 
stupid you mention this as a point of interest, and you are 
also not trying to drive a harder bargain. I could also point 
out that all your schemes come to nothing if you are mind 
controlled, magically observed, or teleported into danger.” 

 “Point,” Luthor shrugged. “I‟ll fire the gun, sure.” 

 “Then here is your vest. We want you nice and safe,” 
Darkholme said, her eyes bright yellow as she handed him a 
padded vest. She slid it on him, and he shrugged a sweater on 
over it. 

 “Good,” she said. She paused. “A pleasure doing 
business with you,” she said seriously. “I look forward to 
seeing what your collector can unload. I will call you when 
the moment is right, and you‟ll wipe that spot off the face of 
the earth.” 

 He watched her for a moment, sifting her signals, then 
he nodded. “I will be in touch,” he said. 

 Darkholme left. After a moment, Luthor turned off the 
vibrations that shielded the room. Nothing happened. 
Nothing continued to happen. He let out the breath he had 
been holding. Then he started tapping on the console. 

 Lining up the geosynchronous orbits. Still, he was 
uneasy. 

 “Nothing this simple is simple,” he murmured to 
himself, eyeing the heat signatures. “Ever.” 

* 
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 “You‟ll like this,” Shang Tsung snarled in Chinese as he 
strode into the safehouse, hours before dawn. “Rayden has 
awoken in this dimension.” He squared off with Shao Khan. 
“You‟ll finally have your chance to kill him again.” His face 
was distorted with frustration. 

 “We have bigger problems,” Shao Khan growled. “The 
Dragon King has risen in Outworld.” He shook his head. 
“While I‟ve been trapped here, Primelings have been 
scampering around in my territory.” Too late, Shang Tsung 
noticed Goro and Baraka were in the far corners of the 
room, out of easy range. Shao Khan‟s Wrath Hammer was 
propped up against the makeshift throne. Shang Tsung was 
unable to swallow as he saw the very slight quiver in Shao 
Khan‟s hands—a sure sign of his need to kill something in a 
very personal and tactile way. 

 Another realization crashed in on Shang Tsung. 
“Rayden—if Outworld is out of commission, then they‟ll be 
targeting the Pillar of Souls on Shimura!” He glanced at the 
Outworlders. “Rayden has contractual power to take fighters 
to Shimura. Only a few. But they could destroy our ability to 
use it!” 

 For a long, tense moment, they all looked to Shao Khan. 

 “Fine,” the emperor growled. “We will take the Lin 
Quei, my entourage, and you,” he said to Shang Tsung. 
“When they arrive, we will destroy them there, where Rayden 
cannot access the Web of Light. Where I can kill him, and 
he‟ll stay dead for a while.” 

 “Most excellent plan, my lord,” Shang Tsung said, 
bowing low and backing out of reach. 

 “That won‟t be enough,” murmured a cold voice from 
the shadows. They all turned to look at a deepening shadow 
that disgorged a tall man, almost the size of Shao Khan, 
dressed in black banded steel, with dead white features and 
black lips. His razor cape sprang from his back and was 
bowed by gravity, lost in the shadows behind him. 
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 Goro charged him, slamming a punch into his chest. 
The visitor was unmoved. Goro snatched him in a hug with 
all four massy arms, and razored ribbons punched into his 
ribs, slicing his armpits and shoulders. The Shokan prince 
staggered back clutching at himself with a bellow as his 
greenish-black blood spurted down his sides and slopped on 
the floor.  

 Shao Khan hefted his Wrath Hammer. “This hammer 
kills gods,” he said quietly. “Speak your piece, or be 
crushed.” A sizzle flowed out of the skin of the 
hammerhead, and it smoked and steamed as it began to 
channel the divine wrath of the god-emperor wielding it.  

 “I am an ancient guardian of this world, from before the 
Web of Light,” Essex said, and each heard in the language 
most comfortable to them. “You will need my help to defeat 
Rayden.” 

 “Have you been spying on us?” Shang Tsung demanded, 
shocked, his mind running back over all he had said. 

 “I have been observing all those who have a chance of 
winning the Reckoning,” Essex replied smoothly. “I have 
determined that you have the best chance. So I want to help 
you.” His smile was equal parts winning charisma and 
intimidation. 

 “What do you want out of this?” Shao Khan demanded. 

 “I want to rule Prime for you,” Essex replied. “Simple 
enough. None of you want to do it,” he pointed out.  

 “What assistance do you offer?” Shao Khan asked as the 
picture clarified. 

 “I will send my general, Primus,” Essex said. A slim man 
stepped out of his shadow, a man with a visor locked in 
place, and peculiar fey armor. “He kills things by looking at 
them.” Essex shared a faint smile. 

 “What about you?” Shao Khan asked. 
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 “I will mind the big picture while you defend the gate. 
Take Primus along. He will quickly show you how valuable 
he can be.” 
 “We will consider it,” Shao Khan said. Essex nodded, 
and stepped back into shadow.  

 “Doublecross?” Goro asked in the foul tongue of 
Outworld. 

 “Of course,” Shao Khan replied, annoyed. “But I am 
curious. I can sense a weapon when I see one, and this 
Primus will certainly surprise Rayden. We will see where it 
goes.” 

* 

 Dawn. 

 A lean man with copper hair was well into his workout 
routine. An old iron bedframe was on its end, and he was 
doing pull-ups hanging on to its crossbar. His body was lean, 
toned, deeply tanned. Many scars criss-crossed his skin. Wind 
toyed with the desert sand, the brush, flowing around the 
mobile home that broke down somewhere in the fastness of 
the desert. A gym of sorts was littered around the mobile 
home.  

 Lightning flared, and in its wake, a thin old man stood in 
the rush of desert wind. His stink was somewhat mitigated by 
ozone. The lean man dropped from his pull-ups, snatching 
up a stick. 

 “You!” he shouted. “It can‟t be you! You are dead! Stay 
dead!” He charged, stick whistling towards the intruder. 

 Rayden slapped the first two attacks away, stepped to 
the side, sighed. Took the club away from the lean man, 
thrust it at his torso, and sent him flying three meters back, 
crashing down on the rock and sand to skid another meter 
before he curled up, coughing. 
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 “I suppose in the time since we last met I could have 
forgotten enough about martial arts for you to touch me, 
Shadow,” the old man said reflectively. 

 “Not—you don‟t get—not Shadow,” the man gasped, 
struggling to regain his feet. “I am Matthew Murdock!” Real 
rage fueled his recovery. “And the last time we met, your 
heart was torn out by a monster, and your body lost in 
another dimension!” 

 “So—help me be clear,” Rayden said. “Are you more 
upset that I left, or that I came back?” He examined the 
taped and balanced broom handle approvingly, only half 
paying attention. 

 “I‟m upset because it is always a game with you!” 
Murdock shouted.  

 Rayden sighed. “You are right. Time for honesty. Once 
I‟ve picked up a few more people.” He leaned towards 
Murdock with a conspiratorial whisper. “I hate repeating 
myself.” 

 Lightning flared down and snatched them both away. 

* 

 Hypnotic trance techno blared out of the boom box as a 
handful of scruffy thugs loaded crates onto a delivery van. 
About twelve guards stood around the dock, alert, well 
armed with submachine guns, knives, pistols, and grenades.  

 “This can‟t go on,” a guard with a red hat said to the 
guard next to him as they looked out over the alley, where 
the van would drive out of the warehouse. “I heard we lost 
the Front Street operation.” 

 “Yeah,” growled the other guard, a man with big hoop 
earrings. “Some kind a eerie ghost lady working with the 
Benton crew. Supposed to be some kind of unstoppable 
killer.” 
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 “Ain‟t nobody unstoppable,” Red Hat said, sighting 
along the barrel of his .357 Magnum pistol. “Nobody.” 

 “Hey,” Hoop said, looking back over his shoulder. 
“Hey!” 

 No one was loading the truck. 

 “She‟s here!” yelled one on the balcony. Then he 
gurgled, sinking back out of sight. Two of the guards opened 
up on the walkway, not realizing he had been killed with a 
distance attack. Six ran up to the truck, putting their backs to 
it and looking around, guns out, wary; some of these had 
been special forces before the circumstances of their lives led 
them to be muscle for gangs. 

 “Hurg!” one yelled as a shortsword flew out of the 
darkness and pinned him to the side of the truck. As the 
others opened up on the shadows, the rest of the thugs 
bunched up together. 

 “She can‟t get us all!” hollered one of them, spittle 
flying. He cocked his submachine gun, raised it to a ready 
position. 

 Foolish children. The thought spoke to their minds 
directly. As they staggered in weird shock, a silent Shout 
pounded them back against the truck, disorienting them for a 
moment, shifting their formation. And in that moment, she 
was among them. 

 Bones broke. Throats caved. Eye sockets gushed. Jaws 
dislocated. 

 Then she drew her other shortsword. For variety. 

 Hoop staggered back, clutching at a seeping gut wound. 
He fell, realizing his spine no longer worked. She stepped 
past him, her muscles hard and pale, every inch a weapon. 
Her long black hair fanned down over one shoulder, like a 
curtain closing at the end of a play. And her eyes. God, her 
eyes. 
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 Red Hat heard himself squealing in terror, as if from a 
distance.  

 She took the .357 from his hand, gently.  

 He died. 

 Her finger tapped the “off” button on the boom box. 
The quietness settled like snow over the scene of carnage. 

 “You just killed a lot of people,” Rayden said quietly, 
from the entrance to the dock. 

 Please, Master, the ninja woman replied. Let us speak 
silently. 

 Very well. He stood impassive. 

 She sensed explanation was in order. I was hired by a crime 
syndicate. I got bored. So, a gang war. To occupy my time. She 
paused. “You are supposed to be dead,” she said, her voice 
rusty with disuse, her eyes glittering as they revealed 
something profoundly wicked. 

 “Yes,” he replied simply. 

 Her anger built momentum; he sensed it was the first 
thing she had felt in some time. “I followed your rules,” she 
said, hoarse. “I purged the evil influence of the Beast within 
me. I did my best to atone for my past. But your Chosen 
One. Your golden boy. He still wanted nothing to do with 
me.” She paused. “I thought this time you would stay dead 
forever. This time. The one time I needed you most.” I never 
thought I would have to see myself through your eyes again. I thought I 
would never get to see myself as you saw me. 

 “You have lost your way,” Rayden observed. “You are 
lost. But that is neither important, nor forever. I need your 
help.” He looked around at the carnage. The heaps of meat 
that had been people two minutes ago. The delicate oozing 
deltas of blood, the arcs and sprays of arterial life. I know you 
would not have become this if I had still been here. He looked her in 
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the eye. I sure did not mean to get killed. There was something of 
apology, of regret, but only in passing. 

 The future lie before them, soundless and invisible. 

 “I don‟t want to waste your preparation,” Rayden said. 

 How did you come back this time? The glitter of death in her 
eye was almost sorrow, almost unexpressed emotion. 

 “I‟ll explain when we are all together,” Rayden said with 
the faintest smile. 

 “No.” She glared at him. I can’t do it again. Whatever you 
try, I will evade it. I will not join you. 

 “When we are all together, I‟ll tell my story,” Rayden 
said. “How I came back this time. Why I will always be with 
you. What I want this time.” 

 Last time, she thought, we went to a monster’s home dimension 
and you were killed. 

 “It‟ll be different this time,” Rayden said. “I‟ll be seven 
feet tall and gushing lightning all over the place.” His grin 
was missing teeth, but not ferocity. 

 “You supposed to be some kind of angel now?” she 
asked, her voice painful. 

 “No. Not even a little bit.” He hesitated. Then he 
offered her his hand. “Come with me. I will give you purpose 
again. I do not judge you,” he said, stating simple fact. 
“Everything you have done feeds into who you will be, but it 
does not change who you are, or who I need you to be.” His 
smile changed tone. “Honey… I need you.” Below even the 
Silent Speech, she felt the faintest echo between them, 
reverberating. I love you. 

 She took his hand. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY ONE 
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 “It‟s in the blood. I know you‟ll do great,” Arrow said as 
he pulled the slender Native American teen up close to his 
torso, her back to him. “Now, you hold the bow like this.” 
Her slender arm was dark against his pale sculpted muscles as 
she gripped the bow above his grip. “Very good, excellent. 
Plant your feet—right, you got it, look at you. Now, when 
you draw the arrow, you sight down… hey, you‟re a natural,” 
he murmured in her ear, his voice warm as Dani looked 
down the arrow. 

 “Is verr bad when you disgust me,” Remy said with 
clinical disinterest from the doorway. “You are a shameless 
lecher.” He shook his head. “De poor girl, she be what, half 
your age?” 

 The wind howled outside the Tibetan lamasery. Arrow, 
Dani, and Remy stood in one of the interior courtyards, out 
of the teeth of the wind. A makeshift archery butt was rolled 
out of hay.  

 “Just trying to stay warm,” Arrow pointed out. “It‟s 
cold. This is a big, drafty fortress.” 

 “Don‟t you have something else to do?” Dani 
demanded, eyebrows raised, lips pursed, eyes unwelcoming 
as she took in the scarecrow Cajun with his mop of greasy 
hair and his hollow features. 

 “Actually, I do,” Remy sighed. “Can you believe Bently 
had Frost draw up duty schedules? Mon Dieu, I am to be on 
kitchen duty right now!” Despairing, he shook his head. 

 “By all means, come and join us,” Arrow said quickly as 
he stepped away from Dani. He leaned over to her. “Last 
time he was in a kitchen—my guts ache at the memory.” He 
shot a fake smile at Remy. “Bother us some more! Please! 
But stay away from the food.” His smile was a wince. Remy 
could not tell if he was kidding or not. 

 “De gumbo, she be good when she be spicy,” he 
growled. 
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 “See, Dani, Cajun people base their cuisine around 
things no one else would eat. That‟s all that was left when the 
rich people made real food,” Arrow explained earnestly. 
“Things like waterbugs and pig feet and entrails. Remy likes 
it. Look how skinny he is,” Arrow shrugged. 

 “Dats enough,” Remy growled. “Nobody can even be 
decent to ole Remy, here to save de world!” 

 “You did kind of interrupt something,” Dani said, 
unsympathetic. “I was learning to shoot. Did you want 
something, or were you just here to insult Arrow?” 

 “I think he‟s lonely,” Arrow confided in Dani. He 
looked over at Remy. “Was Drake picking on you again?” 

 “Dat chien. No,” Remy lied. 

 Arrow hesitated only a moment. “Would you like an 
archery lesson too, Remy?” he asked. 

 Lightning blared down out of the clouds, blasting the 
stone of the courtyard, sending sizzling flinders in all 
directions as their hair stood up and the air was hard to 
breathe, filled with ozone. In the wake of the lighting, 
Rayden stood with a pale, hard woman and a copper-haired 
lean man who was seriously underdressed for the cold. 

 “Tibet!” Rayden said. “Neat.” 

 “I knew it!” Remy shouted. “You ol bastard! I knew you 
weren‟t dead!” 

 Arrow pragmatically lined up and fired off an arrow, 
right at Rayden‟s heart. Rayden caught it and twirled it 
around, grinning. 

 “Hello there, Stick,” Arrow said, saluting. “Just 
checking. Good to have you back. What the hell.” He leaned 
over to Dani. “I knew he wasn‟t dead. Stick is never quite all 
dead.” He nodded knowingly. 

 “Ah, my students, it does my heart good to have you 
here together. I figure Blade will be along,” Rayden said.  
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 “I‟m glad it does your heart good,” Remy said acidly. 
“Las time I see you, your heart be on the ground, tore out!” 
He stamped his foot. “Stop playing dead!” he yelled. “No 
one is impressed!” 

 “I wasn‟t playing, not that time,” Rayden said. “Hey 
there, little girl, what‟s your name?” 

 “Danielle Moonstar,” she said, blushing. 

 “Do be a dear and run off. If you run into Blade, send 
him this way.”  

 “Yes sir,” she said breathlessly. She left as Murdock, the 
ninja woman, Arrow, and Remy considered Rayden. 

 “Let me lay it out for you,” Rayden said. “You knew me 
as Stick. I was a zen archer, blinded by Alex Summers and 
pressed into service training anyone he sent to me, anyone 
who asked, but never to completion. I worked with each of 
you to lay a foundation for supernatural ninjitsu and mind 
powers.” 

 “What do you mean, as Stick,” Arrow pressed. 

 “Like each of you, I have a real name, or a truer name,” 
Rayden said. “I am Rayden, Chinese God of Thunder.” 

 “Only after eating beans,” Remy scoffed. 

 “I move these godlike powers into a mortal frame, to 
work on Prime,” Rayden continued. “I save my power for 
when I need it. The Sorcerer Supreme handles protecting and 
balancing the Western Web of Light, I handle the Eastern 
Web of Light.” He shrugged. “I was not supposed to be 
running around in the Western half training students, so 
Strange did not recognize me. My body was blinded, and I 
was playing it low key, so I didn‟t fix the eyes. Didn‟t need 
„em anyway. The problem was, I did not expect Essex to kill 
me. When he did, I was outside the Web of Light, in a 
pocket dimension. So I didn‟t merge with the Web like I 
usually do. Frankly, I got lost,” he said, looking them in the 
eye. 
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 “How did you get back?” Arrow asked. 

 “Strange set up a beacon, and I followed it; a kind of 
galactic light that flagged me back to Prime. I took over a 
homeless guy‟s body in New York, and here I am.” He 
grinned, his face seaming like a baseball glove.  

 “Why did you train us,” Murdock asked, forcing the 
question out past his sullenness. 

 “Every twenty-two years, the Tournament of Veils takes 
place on Shimura Island,” Rayden said seriously. “Shimura is 
a pocket dimension adjacent to Prime, just like that 
orphanage in Nebraska was. Like in that battle, my power is 
restricted when I disconnect from the Web of Light. Once 
upon a time, the armored dimension of Outworld raided 
smaller dimensions, conquering them and feeding from 
them, attaching them like batteries. A bunch of dimensions 
banded together and ritualized the combat, to protect 
themselves from raiding by giving Outworld another way to 
legitimately gain access to their bounty. That‟s the 
Tournament of Veils, hosted in Shimura. If Outworld beats 
you in the tournament ten times in a row, they get to invade, 
and no other dimensions can help you in that fight. If 
Outworld broke the rules,” Rayden shrugged, “then all the 
dimensions represented in the tournament gang up on them, 
and that‟s something they might win but wouldn‟t enjoy.” 

 “So you‟re training and recruiting for this tournament,” 
Arrow said with a big grin. “Are we going to have it now?” 

 “No, not now,” Rayden said. “Outworld is distracted, 
part of all the maneuvering for the Reckoning. But I picked 
you all to participate, with your peculiar abilities and ninjitsu 
training. Bo, Arrow, Silent… Murdock.” He shrugged. “A 
couple months ago, we would have had the throwdown. But 
I was lost, Shang Tsung must have been out of 
commission… anyway, it‟s on for a real fight now. Lots of 
dimensions are all confused, sitting on their fighters.” 
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 “Why tell us this?” Murdock demanded. “What do you 
really want?” 

 “The Dark Dimension is Outworld‟s sponsoring 
empire,” Rayden said, “and they are connected to Shimura by 
this column full of souls. Shimura is connected to Prime by 
the same column. Right now, the Dread Dormammu can 
funnel his forces into Shimura, then onto Prime, without 
risking the Dark Dimension.” 

 “Break the link,” Arrow said, snapping his fingers. “Stop 
the guy who sounds like some kind of Saturday morning 
cartoon bad guy.” 

 “Dread Dormammu, right,” Rayden agreed. “You 
always were one of my least dumb students.” He beamed. 

 “De eye contact be freaking me out,” Remy grumbled, 
sullen. 

 “What can I say?” Rayden shrugged. “This body isn‟t 
blind. Deal with it. Are you all in?” 

 “I don‟t know,” Arrow said, scratching the back of his 
head. “I‟ve never seen so many really powerful people. Why 
would you pick us when there are some demigods running 
around? I mean, why do you even need us?” He shook his 
head. “I shoot arrows, punch, kick, jump around. That‟s 
nothing compared to what some of these crazy freaks can 
do. We don‟t, you know, seal dimensions.” 

 “Let me worry about that,” Rayden said. “I have always 
loved my students. But this group, you all...” He looked 
around at them. “You have always been special to me,” he 
said. “To see you together gives me great pride, even though 
things didn‟t work out the way I hoped they would.” 

 “You were never clear,” the ninja woman said, her voice 
harsh, “about what you hoped.” She scowled. “Even when I 
ran from you. I always did what you wanted me to.” 
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 Rayden regarded her for a moment, then cocked his 
head to the side. “Another discussion, for another time,” he 
said. “Are you in?” 

 “What choice do we have?” Murdock asked, bitter, 
clutching his arms to his freezing torso. 

 “Hm,” Rayden said, and his posture subtly shifted. The 
others suddenly paid close attention; something about him 
changed. “Hungry people choose to eat. Sleepy people 
choose to sleep. Horny people choose to screw. Or, hungry 
people are forced to eat by their hunger. Sleepy people pass 
out. Horny people are victims of their lust. People have 
needs. When they try to fill those needs, they either act or 
react. You‟ve got needs; to be a hero, to have purpose, to 
navigate in a dark world. I helped you meet those needs. So 
you need to decide, at some point, whether you are a victim 
or whether you could use the help. You can fall down the hill 
or you can go sledding. Gravity is gravity.” 

 A long moment of silence followed. 

 “Murdock is a victim,” Silent said reflectively, tossing 
her dark hair over a shoulder. 

 “Yeah,” Arrow agreed. 

 “Seems clear,” Remy chimed in. 

 “It—it‟s a false choice!” Murdock protested, furious. 
“The options Stick presents are not the only options 
available to us! It‟s not like we give in to every need we feel; I 
mean, he trained us, disciplined us. Taught us to rise above 
our needs. So it‟s not fair to say that when we are ruthlessly 
manipulated, we are choosing to be victims, and the outcome 
would be the same either way! Don‟t let this bastard frame 
the question,” Murdock said hotly. 

 “It‟s Rayden, by the way,” the god said mildly. 

 “When Blade killed Karen,” Murdock said, his voice 
brittle, “he framed me for it, destroyed my „normal life‟ as an 
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attorney by making Matthew Murdock a wanted man. That 
was not fulfilling some secret need I had to be a hero!” 

 “Sounds like a man with a grudge,” Blade drawled from 
the doorway. “Stick. I felt your presence. You‟re dead, old 
man.” 

 “I got better,” Rayden shrugged. “Just like Essex did 
when he was pulled outa you. Undid all our good work in 
Nebraska. We old ones have a residue that finds its way back, 
sometimes.” 

 “Or you a shapeshifter,” Blade growled. He darted at 
Rayden, flung a few strikes and kicks at the old man.  

 “Everybody‟s a critic,” Rayden muttered, and he shot a 
palm strike into Blade‟s torso. The half-vampire ninja sailed 
across the courtyard and cracked brick with his body, 
staggering away from the wall unsteadily, unable to breathe. 

 “You Stick all right,” Blade wheezed. “Good to see you, 
m‟man.” He managed his first wavering breath. 

 “Dat‟s what you wanted with Leech,” Remy said 
suddenly. “Twenty-two years—he would be in his prime. 
One of your warriors.” 

 “And he could turn off other powers,” Rayden nodded. 
“Very good.” 

 “Well he died,” Remy said bluntly. “So much for dat 
destiny.” 

 Rayden sighed. “Too bad. But we deal in potentials. 
Other warriors will rise. It takes time to train people like 
you,” he said. “Except Blade. Best quickie training ever. 
Look at him go,” he said, looking fondly at the half-vampire, 
who stood hunched over with his arms around his torso, 
slowly and steadily remembering to breathe. 

 “Unless we bust up the Dark Dimension and Outworld 
and everything. Then, no Tournament,” Arrow said, thinking 
it through. 
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 “Maybe so!” Rayden agreed. “Okay, I‟m all talked out. 
Who is going with me?” 

 “I‟m in,” Blade said. 

 “Me,” Silent agreed. 

 “You two are bug-nuts,” Arrow grinned. “I‟m in, just 
not as excited. Damn.” 

 “I will go,” Remy said. 

 “I guess I might as well,” Murdock said, sour. 

 “Let‟s get out of the cold,” Rayden said, and lightning 
gushed down to engulf them. 

 

 Lightning flared down, leaving six in its wake. Rayden 
staggered and gasped, clutching his chest. “Usually—a boat, 
to do this—they sure don‟t want us here—” 

 “Trouble,” Arrow said, drawing from his quiver. 
“Remy?” He held his arrows over by the Cajun. 

 “Yeah,” Remy said, charging a few arrows to explode, 
his eyes lost on the scene before them. 

 A massive winding stair, six meters across, worked up 
towards the fortress atop the spire. 

 Swarming down the stairs, an undead army of human 
warriors, undead Shokan, undead Tarkatans. 

 “This is foreplay,” Rayden wheezed. “Don‟t give it all 
here.” 

 “Okay,” Arrow said, and the charged shafts flew into the 
ranks, blowing ragged holes in the charging mass of warriors 
as the skeletons sprayed apart or flew through the air. 

 Rayden threw a couple fistfuls of electric arcing at the 
incoming force. Silent glanced over at him. 

 “Not impressive,” she observed. 
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 “Wait for it,” he said with a grin. “You and Murdock. At 
the next landing, there is an entry to the tunnels riddling the 
rock. Meet us in the throne room.” He nodded at her. “You 
two can see in the dark, after all.”  

 She nodded, then the group charged up the stairs and 
clashed with the first wave of the island‟s defenses. Undead 
slid apart as Blade‟s sword whickered and slid in tight, vicious 
arcs. Remy grabbed one of the undead, charged it, and flung 
it back to its mates, where it exploded and blew a clear area 
the warriors immediately filled on their way up the stairs. 

 They reached the landing.  

 Rayden blew the lid off a grate. “Go for it,” he said, and 
Silent grabbed Murdock. They leaped down into the tunnels; 
a brief and gory fight followed, and they raced away from the 
entry, leaving the guardians burst and bleeding behind. 

 “New plan,” Blade said, not even winded. “Arrow, save 
those arrows for real bad guys. How about I just go up first 
and everybody else handle leftovers?” 

 “Lead the way, big guy,” Rayden grinned. The next wave 
flowed down, and the warriors ran up the stairs. 

 Blade had their rhythm down. He slashed at legs, 
disabling the undead, or chopped off heads, whipped his 
blade through chests. Some fell and tripped others, and as 
they were staggering down stairs that was disastrous. As the 
others hung back, Blade did a surgical job of taking masses 
of skeletons out of the fight. 

 “He really is quite talented, you know,” Arrow said 
sagely to Remy as he leaned on his bow. 

 “Good technique,” Remy nodded. “Excellent energy on 
de follow-tru.” He gestured to demonstrate. 

 “Okay, wise guys,” Rayden said, “get moving. Back the 
man up.” They trudged up the stairs, occasionally kicking 
one of the eager undead out of the way. “I think this was 
meant to stop more pansy warriors.” 
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 Here we are again, sent into the stinking darkness by Stick, 
Murdock thought bitterly. 

 We will come out somewhere important. We might make all the 
difference, Silent thought in reply. 

 Like that makes all this worth it. Stick back. Again, another 
dimension, another mission with no reward, for madmen and zealots. 
He shook his head. Madness. 

 “The good news,” Silent murmured, “is that an island 
full of undead has relatively tidy underground passages. Not 
a lot of sewage.” She squinted up a ladder, her senses 
outlining it in the darkness. No opposition. 

 “Do… do you ever think about… you know, us?” 
Murdock whispered. He was blind, his senses strobing out to 
paint a picture of his surroundings no sight could ever begin 
to match. 

 I am not having that conversation again, she replied in the 
Silent Speech, forcefully enough to make him wince. Not after 
how it turned out last time. 

 The next ten minutes were periods of stealthy traversing 
of tunnels, punctuated by the occasional slaying of one of the 
dark things that scurried in the eternal night. Neither had 
much more to say to the other. At last, they closed in on the 
faint light filtering through a grating in the throne room. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY TWO 

 Shao Khan sat on the throne, the arms laying on the 
ground next to it. On his right, Goro. At his left, Baraka. 
Shang Tsung sat cross legged, facing the emperor and the 
glowing, twisting column of green behind him. The 
warpstone column contained a profound depth of soul 
energy; not for consumption, or travel, but having only two 
purposes. Connecting dimensions, and violence. 
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 We will go around, shatter the pillar, Silent thought. Murdock 
shrugged fatalistically, like one in a dream that allows no 
waking.  

 The doors on the far side of the chamber banged open, 
and a swarm of undead fell apart before the ruthless 
onslaught of the other four warriors. Remy filled one with 
energy, and Rayden gestured, wind bearing it towards the 
emperor on the throne. Shang Tsung rose, turning, and 
blasted the corpse so it exploded over the center of the vast 
throne room. 

 Arrow skulked along one side, a shaft nocked at the 
bow. Blade trotted down the other flank, alert and ready to 
fight. Remy and Rayden stood in the middle. 

 “You know what we‟re here for,” Rayden said without 
preamble. 

 “And I know you won‟t get it,” Shang Tsung said with 
poisonous confidence. He looked twenty years younger, his 
fists clenched, his black hair fanned out over his back, his 
arms tight with muscle. He smiled, a thoroughly dark 
sorcerer poised over the seat of his power. “You will meet 
your destruction here.” 

 I don’t like it, Silent murmured to Rayden in the Silent 
Speech. There is something else too. 

 Yes, Rayden replied. Then he was too busy to respond 
further, as Shang Tsung unloaded a mighty burst of magic 
that would have flayed all the flesh from Rayden and Remy‟s 
bones. Rayden flared lighting at the incoming attack, spraying 
it to pieces, and the fight was on. 

 Ninja of the Lin Quei darted out of concealment, five 
on Arrow and ten on Blade. As Arrow and Blade spun and 
twirled, startled by the deadly skill of their opponents after 
dulling their vigilance on the undead, Rayden focused on 
deflecting the vicious attacks Shang Tsung unloaded from 
the reserve of the Pillar of Souls. For a wavering moment, 
the defenders hung on the edge of total defeat on all fronts. 
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 Silent could bear no more. She darted from hiding, 
racing up to Shang Tsung, bent on a single strike before she 
was hewn down. Only Shao Khan spotted her and reacted in 
time, rising from his throne and thrusting with his Wrath 
Hammer. She dropped to the floor, sliding under his attack, 
and did a kippup on the other side. As Shang Tsung realized 
she had appeared and flanked him, he struggled to change 
gears, but her strike pounded his jaw hinge, setting up a 
biofeedback reaction that staggered and silenced him for at 
least a few seconds. 

 Shao Khan shoved Shang Tsung out of the way and 
towered over Silent, impassive, deadly. Silent fired a palm 
strike at a nerve cluster in his torso, but as she hit she felt the 
aggressive backwash of a vitality too profound to be checked 
by mere physical attacks. He frowned, feeling the sting of her 
attack, but not slowed in the least as his hammer hissed 
through the air; she darted back, and the hammer shattered a 
meter wide hole in the floor of the throne room. On her 
guard, Silent spun and slapped Baraka‟s blade aside, head-
butting him in the face and popping some of his teeth loose. 
He staggered back, she swept him with a delicate half-back 
maneuver, swinging him around to throw at Shao Khan. The 
emperor batted him aside to sprawl into the battle around 
Blade. Shao Khan closed with Silent. 

 His hammer darted out, and he was almost as fast as she 
was—impossible, given his size, but he was not wholly 
restricted by his muscled body. She writhed aside, striking 
three points on his forearm. Maybe cumulatively, he would 
be slowed. He whipped his hammer through her space as she 
flipped aside, grinning madly—finally, a real fight. She sprang 
at him, slashing her hand across his throat and actually 
drawing a single drop of blood. He roared approval, and bent 
his will to crushing her. They danced, too fast for the eye to 
follow, strike and counterstrike. If he could hit her solidly, 
once, the fight would be over. They knew it, and that rule 
shaped their attacks and defenses. 
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  Shang Tsung was momentarily hampered by his 
inability to speak, so he darted into the combat around 
Arrow as the ninja put down the last of the Lin Quei with a 
brutal heel strike to the hip, breaking loadbearing bones. 
Arrow twirled his unstrung bow, using it as a sharp-tipped 
staff, and Shang Tsung sparred with him for a moment, 
testing strength. 

 Meanwhile, Blade had hewn down all his opponents, 
though he bled freely. Goro tramped towards him, reaching 
to a harness on his back, pulling loose four butterfly knives 
each almost the size of Blade‟s torso. A monstrous grin 
twisted the giant‟s face. Blade thought it over, eyes narrow, 
his ninja sword oozing blood. 

 “Remy! Charge the throne!” Rayden shouted as he 
blared through the last of the obstacles between himself and 
the Pillar. Then he hesitated as a slim figure in fey armor 
rounded the column, striding into view. 

 “Ut oh,” he muttered. Then he flared in a swarm of 
electricity, reforming across the room as Primus pounded a 
thin, flat beam of light through where his chest had been. 
The beam cut through the rock, possibly all the way to the 
outside air. 

 Primus touched his visor, turning to Remy, who leaped 
away from a charged flagstone. The floor exploded, flinging 
Primus back and disrupting fights all over the throne room. 

 Silent leaped forward, jamming her shortsword in Shao 
Khan‟s chest and twisting, snapping the blade at the hilt. He 
roared, and almost winged her with the hammer as she 
flipped away. Then with a chuckle he tugged the length of 
blade out, bright with his blood, and tossed it away. It 
clattered on the stone, and already the wound began to seal. 

 “You cannot defeat me,” he growled as his burst eye 
already reformed. “I am a godslayer. You? You are designed 
to end frail humans. Nothing like me.” 
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 “I have not yet encountered that which I could not 
end,” Silent murmured. “Give me a little time.” 

 Murdock, watching, realized they could not win. As he 
tried to gauge where to attack, despair touched his heart. 

 “Might as well go out with a bang,” he thought to 
himself. He gathered to spring into combat. 

 Then Primus turned, focused, and blew the Pillar of 
Souls to flinders. 

 A shock of foul warpstone sorcery flattened everyone in 
the throne room for a moment, as did the horrific screeching 
of a million souls gushing to freedom. The whole throne 
room trembled. 

 “This place is coming apart!” Rayden shouted. “To me!” 

 “No!” Shang Tsung screamed, grasping at the escaping 
energies. “NO!” 

 In the moment of disarray, Blade chopped clear of 
Goro‟s wild defensive net and sprang to Rayden‟s side, along 
with Remy, Silent, Murdock, and Arrow. 

 A burst of lightning engulfed them just before the next 
shock of warpstone turned the stone to gel, and the whole 
fortress began to slide along oblique lines.  

 Shadows flicked and whickered all through the throne 
room. 

 Then it was no more. 

 

 A moment later, Shao Khan was still roaring his rage. 
He stood in a shadowed, many-pooled cave lit by 
phosphorescence. Shang Tsung burst up through a pool on 
one side, with Baraka. Goro blasted up through another. 
Several of the Lin Quei crawled up wet and coughing. A 
throne on one side seated Essex, and at his side, Primus 
stood ready for a fight. 
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 “You betrayed us,” Shao Khan growled, no sign of 
surprise in his voice. “A bit premature, don‟t you think? We 
almost had the Thunder God himself.” 

 “Maybe,” Essex murmured. “I was following the battle 
quite closely. Another of their number was in the wings. He 
could have rushed the pillar, taken it out when I was not 
prepared to rescue your forces. Maybe the collapse claimed a 
few of them.” 

 “Maybe you sabotaged us on purpose. I want to know 
more,” Shao Khan growled, his hammer hissing. 

 “Shimura is lost to you,” Essex nodded, “but so is 
Shang Tsung‟s claim in the Reckoning. He thought about 
betraying you when he controlled the checkpoint, and 
claiming a devastated Prime for himself. I found that 
shameful. As of now, he is nothing more than a tool in this 
Reckoning.” As Shang Tsung‟s eyes widened, he stumbled 
out of Shao Khan‟s reach, stammering his innocence. 

 “No matter what he says,” Shao Khan growled towards 
Essex, “your point is too perceptive.” He rounded on Essex. 
“Primelings disrupt plans to conquer Prime. I learn this 
lesson over and over. From my bootlick, and now from you 
too.” He snorted. “I am not normally this slow.” 

 “They think you defeated, Emperor,” Essex murmured 
from behind steepled fingers, “and you want them to believe 
that. For you are not defeated. You traded Shimura for their 
false assumption. All is going according to plan. After all, if 
you have Prime, you do not need Shimura. Only Shang Tsung 
does. And he is less than nothing.” 

 Shang Tsung quivered with fury. “I will show you what I 
am,” he snarled, and a bolt of sorcery licked out at Essex. A 
razored ribbon whipped up, deflecting the magic, and 
another sprang from the shadows behind the wizard, neatly 
punching into his side. He shuddered and gasped, white to 
the lips, and he sank to his knees unable to clutch the 
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wounding ribbon because of its carefully calculated oblique 
angle. 

 “Please,” Essex said to Shao Khan, “let us speak as 
those to whom Primelings are insects.” 

 “Go on,” Shao Khan nodded, ignoring Shang Tsung‟s 
whining squirm on the impaling blade. 

 “It is time for you to meet the Unseelie Court,” Essex 
said, his narrow nostrils flaring as his eyes deepened. 
“Prime‟s ultimate vulnerabilty. Your ultimate victory.” 

* 

 Lightning flared away, leaving the band of ninja standing 
in the stone courtyard they had left. They stood in the same 
blackened singe mark. Arrow groaned and sank to one knee, 
his hands pressing against several slashes that leaked blood. 
Remy fell on his backside, then back, and lay looking up into 
the cloudy sky through the gusts of his own hot breath. 
Silent stood unmoved as Murdock shook his head and Blade 
carefully slid his ninja sword through his gloved grip to free it 
of blood before sheathing it. 

 “Rayden,” Strange said from the shadows, “I was 
waiting for your return. I felt your success.” 

 “Shimura is history,” Rayden nodded. 

 “Walk with me,” Strange said to the Thunder God. 
Rayden nodded and fell in step beside him, back into the 
lamasery.  

 They were halfway up the stairs when a flare of pale, 
dark energy swarmed over them and they were gone. 

 “That‟s surprising,” Rayden said mildly, “But Strange 
didn‟t seem to mind, so I played along.” 

 “My most capable ally, Illyana, is a demon sorceress,” 
Strange explained, looking around her throne room. “This is 
where we are having a war council.” 
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 Illyana and Bently were on all fours peering down into 
the scrying pool, Stone leaned casually against one of the 
pillars.  

 “Hey there,” Stone said to Rayden. “I hear you‟re one of 
the old gods.” 

 “Yes,” Rayden nodded. 

 “Cool.” 

 Strange cleared his throat, and Illyana and Bently looked 
up. “Hey, Strange,” Illyana said, scrambling to her feet. “So 
far nothing.” 

 Bently rose more gracefully. “Banner is well hidden. I 
take it we are now one-on-one with the Dark Dimension?” 

 “Right,” Rayden said. “We took out the Pillar of Souls, 
Shimura is done.” 

 Strange turned to Rayden. “We have focused on finding 
the Grail. Pulling Banner out would make a big difference in 
the power at Essex‟s disposal.” 

 “Essex has some mobile artillery, a guy tied into his 
network who can shoot energy out of his eyes. Nearly 
clocked us at Shimura,” Rayden said. 

 “That would be Primus,” Strange said tightly. “We tried 
to save him from Essex, but apparently we failed.” 

 “Can he be turned?” Rayden asked, calculating. 

 “I have no idea,” Strange admitted. “We used him to kill 
Essex last time, but it didn‟t take.” He turned to Illyana. 
“Check the Unseelie Court boltholes, hiding places, 
everywhere we can think to look for Banner. Essex had to 
stash him somewhere.” He looked to Bently. “Have you 
found the Crystal of Agamotto?” 

 “Not yet,” she scowled. “I know it is tiresome to hear, 
but… it is not on Prime.” 
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 “You‟ll need to use it on Prime, in the lamasery,” 
Strange pointed out. “Good luck finding it.” She nodded. “I 
have earth spirits looking for Banner. Bently, when you go 
back to Prime, get Xavier looking for him too, his psychic 
signature. We need to turn him up. Go on.” 

 Illyana gestured, and a flare of energy carried Bently 
back to Prime. Strange looked Rayden in the eye. 

 “I have a special task for you,” he said to the Thunder 
God as Illyana returned to scrying, scenes flicking in her 
pool. 

 “Oh?” 

 Strange‟s smile was wry. “The time has come. I need you 
to help a man find enlightenment.” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY THREE 

 The dimension threatened to shake apart with the 
turbulence gushing through its clouded ether. The creature at 
the center was vastly powerful, a giant compacted to 
humanoid shape in the astral plane, shining divine energy 
into the physical world, pushing against its moorings of 
reality and physical form. 

 The Illuminati were sprawled on the floor, senseless, as 
the house creaked and breathed with the energy flowing 
through its every pore.  

 I am a God, breathed what had once been Reed 
Richards, Grand Master of the Seventh Seal, ruler of the 
Illuminati. His mind reflexively shaped and solved a 
thousand scientific questions he had not yet asked. So 
clear—he sensed the truth of gravity at long last, and it 
pleased him. 

 The door opened, and an old man limped in, leaning on 
a walking stick, wearing a robe and a conical straw hat. He 
glanced into the Light, and smiled a gap-toothed grin. 
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 “Hello there,” he said. “You‟re about to give Prime an 
ulcer. Can we talk, a little higher and off-center?” 

 Without bothering to stoop to spoken words, Reed 
gestured, and the old man was swept up with him to a pocket 
dimension he effortlessly fashioned in Prime‟s orbit at the 
edge of the atmosphere. Energy radiated from Reed, brilliant, 
but did not rebound from so much of Prime‟s material in this 
place. 

 I sense you are a god as well, Reed intoned, but you 
cannot match my power. 

 “Heh. That‟s true on a number of levels,” the old man 
agreed. “I am one of the older gods, Rayden, god of 
thunder.” 

 Show me your true form, not that meatsack. They 
rose higher, higher still, further from Prime, and the 
turbulence eased off to almost nothing. 

 “This is one of my true forms,” Rayden shrugged. “Try 
not to get hung up on the technicalities. Besides, I like this 
meatsack; I spend a lot of time discorporated, this is like a 
vacation for me.” He looked Reed over. “I didn‟t come with 
a body in the first place. When I take one over, I like to 
honor its original owner by taking care of it as long as 
possible, until the inevitable end.” 

 Are you here to stop me? 

 “No no, not at all,” Rayden said. “Just wanted to check 
things out from a newcomer‟s perspective. You lose all sense 
of wonder in this job,” he confided to Reed. “I‟m a defender 
from way back, from the early days of the Web of Light. The 
Web fashioned me much as it did you, long ago,” he 
continued. “As the Web was still experimenting with how to 
defend itself. Made an avatar of its power—me.” Rayden 
shrugged. “Of course I have an interest in the Web being 
drained down to—well, look at it.” He gestured down at the 
Earth, its main dimension Prime, and the low tide of 
glittering silver threads that the once-magnificent Web of 
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Light had drained to. “How do you figure we‟ll defend 
ourselves?” Rayden asked, squinting at Reed. 

 Are you serious? Reed demanded. I have more than 
enough power to defend us from any attack, now.  

 “Ever heard of the Dark Dimension? An entire 
dimension of raw power? Probably not,” Rayden reflected. 
“I‟ve been at this for almost the entirety of human history, 
and I get surprised every time out.” He shook his head. “You 
are a scientist, right?” 

 I was. I am now so much more. 

 “Sure. Einstein was one of yours. He said something 
like, „No problem can be solved at the level of consciousness 
that created it.‟ Something along those lines. But you are now 
a higher level of consciousness, with all that power, so you 
can see things that mortals can‟t. Right so far?” 

 Of course. Reed‟s skin was a touch point on infinity, his 
very being flowed out of the center of his intellect and then 
moved in oblique ways to the unthinkable energy that 
hummed in his being. 

 “Let me tell you a story,” Rayden said with half a smile, 
“about why I‟m a Thunder God. Indulge an old god; don‟t 
be like the mortals, and chase after something shiny when 
I‟m trying to make a point. Okay?” 

 Say your piece. I find your cross-dimensional multi-
phasic simultaneous and incongruous presence 
intriguing, as well as your reality construct, expressed 
through human tropes. Reed smiled. 

 “Thank you,” Rayden said, looking slightly puzzled. He 
shrugged. “Let me tell you why I am the Thunder God. In 
the early days of this whole mudball,” Rayden said with a 
gesture down to Prime, “it was a planet, not a dimension. As 
certain beings made their homes here, and made it more 
comfortable, then there was more than the physical material 
in physical space. A dimension developed, a reality beyond 
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the pure physical. And, as part of the overall consensual 
reality of the universe, the rules started to apply. To begin 
with, there were millions of little lakes and ponds. But the 
earth reshaped to allow this water to flow down together, to 
be vast. Water does what water does. So as the earth rose, the 
water gathered into mighty oceans, and the earth was 
pleased.” 

 Rayden gazed down at the frill of clouds below. “Then 
the skies grew bone dry, for all water was pulled down to the 
heart of the earth, and its seas. Fire sparked. Forests died. 
The sky blackened. Everything died. The earth realized it was 
selfish. But what to do? Once gathered, water cannot be 
pushed uphill very well. So the earth apologized with great 
gusting sighs, returning water to the air. I was created to 
shepherd the clouds, to return the rain to the land. Not to 
keep,” he said with half a smile. “Nobody gets to keep the 
water anymore. It joins in this cycle, going higher than the 
land, finding its way back down, then back up into the air. 
The earth stole all the water from the high places once, and 
me?” He shook his head. “I was the apology. I get to be the 
apology as long as the Web of Light continues.” He shrugged 
a bit. “Makes an old god a bit crotchety.” 

 You intend criticism of my centralization, Reed 
observed. But with my new awareness, on scales large 
and small, I can use this power precisely, instead of 
relying on ambient dissemination and chance.  

 “Are you trying to argue with me?” Rayden demanded, 
squinting at Reed. “I‟m not here to convince you. I‟m here to 
listen to you. You‟ve got the new perspective. Maybe I‟m 
obsolete. Sure would be nice to get a break,” he grinned. “I 
barely incarnated this time, with the Web of Light so low. I 
do look forward to retirement.” 

 But you think I have erred, Reed pressed. You think 
I missed the point somehow. 

 Rayden heaved a sigh. “I am long past the point I 
thought I had all the answers. Being Earth‟s living apology 
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does that to you.” Rayden thought a moment. Then he 
turned to Reed. “I am really not comfortable telling you how 
to be a god. I haven‟t figured it out myself, in all these 
centuries,” he said seriously. “But I can‟t help thinking about 
doctors. You a medical doctor?” 

 I now know the limits of all human knowledge, and 
beyond. 

 “Would you rather have a patient with a healthy immune 
system and no drugs or doctors, or a patient with the very 
best medical care and no immune system at all?” Rayden 
asked. Then he shook his head violently. “I‟m sorry, no, 
don‟t answer me. Damn, I‟m botching things. Just dropped 
by to say hello. Welcome you to the pantheon. As of now, 
you are the biggest dog on the block!” he exclaimed. “The 
others are all still too shy to come say hi. With the energy you 
kick out and all.” Rayden shifted uncomfortably. “I better be 
getting back. We‟re expecting company.” 

 Reed regarded him narrowly. Strange sent you, didn‟t 
he. The „doctor‟ bit gave it away. 

 “Strange?” Rayden said, something sad in his eyes. 
“Forget about Strange. He‟s just a human.” Rayden looked 
into Reed, but not at Reed. “I just ask that you remember, as 
I have had to,” Rayden said as he reached out and touched 
Reed‟s arm manifestation, reverently, the energy glowing 
beneath his hand. “This energy. You got it, you use it. But it 
isn‟t yours.” 

 Rayden nodded to himself, and vanished. 

 Suspicious, Reed‟s consciousness stealthily followed 
him, expecting to hear him reporting to Strange. But Rayden 
dropped to the edge of a village in China. He stumbled in, 
leaning on his cane, a beggar and nothing more. Children ran 
and laughed and played, a truck rumbled past. Rayden looked 
around the village, saw a child with spikey hair and a muddy 
face, laughing, playing in the mud. Spying on Rayden, for a 
moment Reed saw through Rayden‟s eyes; saw the calculating 
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of future potential, saw the magnificent delta of the future 
before the child, choices shifting and altering potential. The 
whole village twisted their choices together into a mighty tree 
in the forest of the world‟s future. 

 Rayden was not big enough or wise enough to take in all 
that potential and forge the future. He only worked with it as 
a medium, not the substance of his being. 

 The corner of the experience, the barest taste shocked 
Reed as he realized he had not examined the power he had 
collected. As his scientific mind analyzed its uses, he had 
neglected its substance. For a moment, he was shocked deep 
into himself. He closed his outer senses and savored his 
existence. 

 Vibrant. The energy was delicious. But it was not all 
sweet. He felt the layering, the accumulation of humanity; 
delight twined with despair, crushing sorrow shot through 
with irrepressible joy. As these things all wound through each 
human life, binding them, Reed‟s mind grasped the whole of 
what he had become; as he absorbed all these elements into 
himself, he was the ultimate human soul. In living, in dying, 
each human contributed to the Light, and the Light— 

 The Light was nothing more or less than humanity‟s 
self-determination. 

 Now he had it all within himself. 

 I will never have a light enough step, Reed breathed, 
horror thrilling through him at the antithesis he was to what 
he had absorbed. 

 Now, from the center, he sensed the true power of 
humanity. Obscured by selfishness, by greed, by atrocity, 
there was a driving engine that powered the foundation of 
human hope. Underneath all, pushed far enough, a darkness 
prevailed in the human spirit. Next to it, grappled to it, 
embracing it as a lover, was humanity‟s sacrificial love. One 
was fueled by disconnection, the other by true 
understanding. Something in Reed shifted. 
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 Connected. 

 He crossed the limits of his own wisdom, and was left 
with power alone. In a cold moment, he realized that he had 
sacrificed all connection to steal this gift for himself. 

 If only there was some way—he breathed. Then he 
realized he had a wish. A real wish. One from the foundation 
of his heart. 

 As Agamotto wished, he had become truly Enlightened. 

 The protection humanity deserves, Reed whispered 
to himself as the cosmic energy sang through him, is what 
they have earned. Not me. But… but I can give it to 
them. 

 Within his being, the Shard of Cttrock sang, resonant 
with the note that his spirit had struck upon it; the crystal 
hummed the tone that only one heartfelt wish could evoke 
from it. This, then, would be its finishing work. The second, 
and last, wish. 

 I wish humanity had the protection they deserve, 
that they bought and paid for, that they will always 
need. Reed opened himself to that need, the need bigger 
than himself, the need that fit the energy he had gathered. 
The crystal reached an intolerable resonance, then silently 
burst. Like Reed, it was no longer big enough to contain 
what lie within it. 

 Like a slow, lingering embrace, Reed stretched out to the 
world. Energy gushed back into ley lines, like molten metal 
sliding into a form. Dry beds of energy swelled again, and 
Reed felt every nuance as the energy spread, revealing the 
filigree patterns and flavors that filled each droplet of energy; 
the surface area multiplied, and his capacity for feeling spread 
with it. He felt himself dissolving, he felt his thought fading 
to a voice in a clamoring ocean of voices, and a smile pushed 
tears from his eyes. He was lost within humanity. In a flash, 
he became humanity‟s defense, not his own.  
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 This is not death, whispered from a million miles of 
streaking energy. This is my life’s work. 

 Reed‟s last act was to shrug to settle the Web of Light. 
That shrug rolled across the satellites that blocked it inside 
itself; helpless, the satellites tumbled, their warpstone fields 
crackling and arcing as they were torn out of their orbits. 

 The Web of Light was again connected. 

* 

 Tandy held Strange in her arms, and tears flowed as they 
stood in the flare of returning life. Energy soaked down, like 
rain on parched earth. The cracked places healed. Only 
geomancers could sense what was happening, but sensitives 
around the world rested easier, or had moments of weeping, 
or quiet peace they could not explain. 

 Tandy looked Strange in the eye. “What happened?” 

 “Reed Richards lived up to Agamotto‟s dream for him,” 
Strange murmured, stroking her hair. “He found true 
enlightenment.” 

 “You suspected he would,” Tandy said, almost 
suspicious. 

 “I hoped,” Strange replied softly. “I hoped.”  

* 

 The technician ran his key card through the high security 
lock, and entered the restricted room in the basement of 
LexCorp‟s satellite control division. He crossed to the 
classified nerve center of the solar collector project, and 
looked over uneasily at the case with the crystal projecting a 
hologram of the earth, now faint. The imagers on either side 
interpreted the coordinates and fed them into the navigation 
for Luthor‟s special satellites. 

 He settled in, checking the orbital paths. Then he 
recoiled, swearing and shielding his eyes. 
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 Light shone out of the case, blinding; he heard a “tink” 
as the holographic recorders snapped under its force. A 
moment later, fire swarmed up in the corner. He blinked 
hard, and when he looked again, the case and its weird crystal 
was gone. Nothing was even singed. 

 He swallowed hard, and tried to figure out how he could 
break the news to Luthor. 

* 

 “It was warded,” Illyana explained as she put the Crystal 
of Agamotto down before Bently, in a quiet room in the 
lamasery. “When the energy flowed back, though, the Crystal 
almost exploded. I looked for it, and it showed up like a 
shining star.” Illyana grinned. “Let‟s take a look.” She opened 
the case. 

 Bently pressed at the tears in her eyes as she watched the 
Crystal of Agamotto flare and ripple with the returning 
energy. “My God,” she whispered. “I didn‟t realize.” She 
looked at Illyana. “How close was the Dark Dimension?” 

 “Almost too close,” Illyana shrugged. “Back to work 
finding Banner. This isn‟t over.” 

 “Buzzkill,” Bently muttered. Then she returned her 
attention to the Crystal of Agamotto. “Alright, Banner. 
Where are you hiding?” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY FOUR 

 The luminous pools underlit the grotto where Essex 
waited. Karai‟s ninja were lined up, ready, she adjusted her 
gear. Goro, Baraka, and Shao Khan stood ready. Shang 
Tsung stood off to the side, worried, ignored. Primus 
watched him, threat enough. 

 “We are ready,” Shao Khan growled at Essex, who sat 
motionless, his eyes closed. “Why do we wait?” 
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 “Any moment now,” Essex said, his voice slightly 
strained. 

 A moment passed. 

 “I do not care to be—” Shao Khan began, when a 
thunderclap interrupted him. Time and space tore, and a 
flaming skull hung in the air before him. Its rage radiated 
power, and several ninja fell to bone and ash as the rest 
withdrew. 

 Imbicile! Dread Dormammu raged. The Web of Light 
is back up! You lost Shimura! Our chances could be 
destroyed! 

 “Dread Dormammu,” Essex murmured, “I offer your 
forces a back door.” 

 You! I know you… 

 “Thousands of years ago I supplied you with slaves,” 
Essex agreed calmly. 

 Oh, that‟s right. Before the Web of Light. 

 Essex nodded. “True. And when we have won, I will do 
so again. Appoint me ruler of Prime, and I will, right now, 
supply you with a route to get there.” 

 Shao Khan shook his head with grudging admiration of 
his traitorous ally. 

 How? 

 “I will prepare the way, and signal you when we are 
ready for your armies. How will I contact you?” 

 Shao Khan has a puzzlebox. Solve it. My forces will 
be prepared. Fail in this, and you had better not contact 
me at all. With a sucking hiss, the flaming head vanished, 
pain receeded for those who had been near it, and all was 
again dark. 

 “I hate relying on traitorous monsters like yourself,” 
Shao Khan growled. 
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 “You know them too well,” Essex replied with a thin 
smile. “Follow me, and we will destroy Prime.” 

 “Why did you wait?” Shao Khan demanded. 

 “I wanted the Web of Light back up, of course, or 
there‟s not much use bargaining with Dread Dormammu.” 
Essex felt his smile grow wider. 

 “You are playing a dangerous game. You have betrayed 
me twice.” Shao Khan was thinking about ending the game 
there as his grip tightened on the Wrath Hammer. 

 “Let me be clear,” Essex said, eyes flaring. “I want 
Prime. I want to do slave trade with Dormammu. I want a 
defensible dimension. Which part of this motivates me to 
betray you? You want Prime subjugated—I will be happy to 
torment Primelings for you. You want to get back to 
Outworld—I want you gone. Your master wants this 
territory as one of his holdings—and I am willing to run it 
for him, taking advantage of the protection that servitude 
offers. It is no worse than laboring under the Sorcerer 
Supreme for untold centuries,” he said, steel in his voice. 

 For a long moment, Shao Khan considered. Then he 
nodded. 

 “You are a good talker,” he said. “I will spare you. Cross 
me again and I‟ll destroy you.” 

 Essex only smiled. “Follow me,” he said. Turning, he 
regarded a wall, and it became shadowed, then empty. His 
razored ribbons extended, and each traveler took hold of 
one. Essex led them all down the Old Road, into the depths 
of the throbbing darkness that lie within the Web of Light. 

  They gingerly gripped the living steel of his ribboned 
cloak as they traversed the dark spaces, unsure of what they 
sensed, or how time flowed. Eventually they stepped into the 
fey gloaming at the edge of a mighty wall. 

 “What is this?” Shao Khan muttered. 
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 “These are the gates of the Unseelie Court,” Essex 
replied, his smile a snarl. The gates were vast, living trees 
packed together with steel, corpses of meat and spirit wedged 
all through them and moaning so a dull wave of pain flowed 
over all those who stood before them. They appeared 
impregnable. 

 “You see,” Essex said, “no one can find these gates that 
does not know how. But the master of the Unseelie Court, 
the Shadow King, can determine who can enter and who 
may leave.” 

 “Are you the Shadow King?” Shao Khan asked. 

 “Ask me again in five minutes,” Essex growled. 
“Primus!” 

 The energy of the Grail swelled in Primus, and he let out 
a mighty shout as he unleashed his eyebeams at the Gate. 
Swelling power, and swelling further, then a profound crack 
raced through the gates.  

 “Your hammer!” Essex shouted. Shao Khan sprang at 
the gates, his rage focused and concentrated, and swung his 
searing hammer in an arc that crashed into the weakened 
gate, crushing a hole in it. Essex led his warband inside as 
Primus staggered along, helped by ninja. His depleted 
reserves rapidly filled as the Grail‟s energy gushed into him 
through Essex‟s connection. 

 What do you mean by this? demanded the energy being, the 
shadow that coiled in the dimness atop the column that held 
the throne. Around the base, courtiers of the dark fey 
gathered, well armed with magic and blades and shadow, 
murder and fear glinting in their eyes as the unbreachable 
gate hung crooked. Thorn walls surrounded the decadent 
opulence of the peculiar magic of the Unseelie Court. I will 
destroy you this time, the Shadow King thought. Fear raced 
under his tone. 

 “Primus!” 
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 An inexorable beam of refined energy crashed into the 
column holding the throne, as Essex leaped impossibly high, 
over the beam, to land on the throne itself. The whole 
assemblage cracked and toppled, and Essex seemed for a 
moment in a glowing flaring battle with something 
incorporeal. Then he thrust an ancient, brittle skull high, and 
smashed it down on the stone. He seemed to be roaring, but 
he was breathing in, and all the darkness seemed to slide into 
him for a long moment. The dark fey hung back, uncertain. 

 When Essex recovered, rising to his full height, there 
was a new depth to his power. He reached down and 
brushed aside bone fragments, raising up a spiked crown that 
had been fused to the skull. He put it on his own head. 

 “Now,” he murmured. “I am the Shadow King.” He 
looked at Shao Khan. “Of this court, and soon, of Prime.” 

 “And then?” Shao Khan asked, terse. 

 Essex‟s smile was unsettling. “That‟s all I was created to 
want,” he said. Essex gestured, the shadows flexed, and 
Darkholme was before him. “Prepare the way for our 
assault,” he said, and she was dismissed back through 
shadow. He pointed his unpleasant smile at Shao Khan as a 
massive gate creaked own in the dimness beyond the throne. 

 “Solve your puzzle. Summon your monsters. The end is 
at hand.” 

* 

 Strange snapped awake, and quickly rose. Bently peered 
down at the Crystal of Agamotto a few meters away. 

 “My astral form was returned, something big 
happened,” Strange said. “The Unseelie Court—” 

 A dark flare of pale light, and Illyana was at his side. 
“Did you see that?” she demanded. “The Unseelie Court!” 
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 “Right,” Bently said, her words slurred as though she 
was half awake. “For just a moment, Banner surfaced, then 
gone.” She looked up, her eyes bloodshot. 

 Strange looked at Illyana. “The Shadow King withdrew 
from this round of the Reckoning,” he said. 

 “But Essex did not,” Illyana added. 

 “Essex has Banner,” Bently said, her mind racing along 
the same track. “So if Banner surfaced as the stealth magic 
around the Unseelie Court flickered—” 

 “This is bad,” Strange muttered. “Essex may well be the 
new Shadow King, and that means we have another back 
door I had not anticipated.” 

 “It‟s not so bad,” Bently insisted. “At least now we have 
a sense of where he is, and probably Banner too, since it is 
such a defensible location.” She paused. “Well, you can get 
to the Unseelie Court, can‟t you?” 

 “Right,” Strange said. “We are here for three reasons. 
We are far from a population center, the Web of Light 
defenses are weak here, and so are the old shadow paths. The 
mountains rose in response to a gap in the Web of Light, and 
the old roads… well, they didn‟t need the aggravation of 
traveling through this mess,” he said, gesturing at the 
Himalayas. “So Dormammu will try to break through the 
Web here, if anywhere. Essex will have to bring his tide of 
monsters across ground, but he will come here. This is where 
we stand or fall.” 

 Lightning flared down beside him, leaving Rayden in its 
wake. “A little melodramatic, don‟t you think?” Rayden 
observed dryly. 

 “You rode lightning in to say that to me?” Strange 
retorted, eyebrow arched. “Good work with Reed, by the 
way.” 

 “I know,” Rayden nodded. “Now. Let‟s plan Prime‟s 
defense,” he said, clapping his hands together. “I see three 
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teams. One to defend this lamasery, one to attack the 
Unseelie Court, and a third at the edge of the defenses to 
slow Dormammu down. I volunteer to lead those slowing 
Dormammu.” 

 “Excellent,” Strange said, looking him in the eye; 
something unspoken passed between them. “Bently, you will 
lead the assault on the Unseelie Court, I will defend here.” 

 “Me?” Bently squeaked. 

 “You can choose the very best to go with you,” Strange 
replied. “My duty lies with being Prime‟s last line of 
defense.” 

 “No, he‟s right,” Illyana said. “The Court will be 
vulnerable until Essex spends some time with it, replacing 
the defenses the Shadow King reflexively kept in mind.” Her 
expression hardened. “And they probably have Banner in 
there.” 

 “Indeed, I want Illyana for certain,” Bently said. “And 
Stone. Raynor, Xavier, LeBeau.” She shrugged. “Not to be 
overly greedy,” she said, subdued. 

 “Done,” Strange said. “Get them together and get out of 
here. Illyana can get you to the Unseelie Court.” 

 Bently nodded, rubbed at her eyes a moment, then 
strode into the fortress, Illyana at her heels. 

 Rayden looked Strange over, shaking his head. “Always 
working the big picture. You sly dog.” 

 “You would know,” Strange replied, allowing himself a 
small grin. 

 “She‟ll fit right in,” Rayden sighed. “Too bad everybody 
can‟t be as clever as we are.”  

 “I disagree,” Strange said firmly. “Still, we do what we 
can.” 

 “You trained her well,” Rayden said. “She‟ll do fine. 
She‟s a natural.” 
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 “We can congratulate each other some more when 
we‟ve won,” Strange said. “For now, we really should divide 
up the rest of our forces.” 

 Rayden looked Strange in the eye. “You know we won‟t 
be able to congratulate each other when we‟ve won,” he said 
quietly, certain. “Save it for the newbies. That‟s not how this 
works.” 

 “Maybe it is sometimes,” Strange replied quietly.  

 “Don‟t lose your focus,” Rayden murmured. “We need 
your head together. This is the end game.” 

 “I know,” Strange said quietly. “So let‟s divide up the 
rest of the forces to handle our end game defense.” 

 “I call Tandy,” Rayden said, settling his jacket on his 
shoulders. “Need her help to seal the gate.” He sniffed. 
Strange stared at him. Rayden grinned, small and fierce. 

 “I‟ll take Frost,” Strange said without enthusiasm. 

 “Do we have a list to work from?” Rayden asked 
innocently. 

 “This is no time for games,” Strange said through his 
teeth. 

 “Look don‟t get all grumpy. This is not personal. I don‟t 
want you getting distracted looking after your girlfriend. And 
I do need her help. I promise to take care of her,” Rayden 
promised. “No matter what.” His tone was subdued. 

 “This is not personal?” Strange echoed, anger sparking 
in his eyes. 

 “Now you‟re all focused, and that‟s a good thing,” 
Rayden said, unrepentant. “I want Spear, Saint, Ryder…” 

* 

 Luthor stood behind the technicians. “There must be a 
reason for it,” he snapped. “What pushed my satellites out of 
orbit? And what happened to the holographic crystal?” 
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 “The crystal just vanished, no idea. As for the push… It 
was not a signal from the central system,” one tech said. 
“The system would have affected more than just the handful 
that were knocked out into space. And nothing in the log 
records a transmission.” 

 “Is the collector beamer still in place,” Luthor 
demanded. 

 “It is, still in its orbit as you assigned,” another tech 
replied. 

 “Does this relate to the green light that attacked my 
satellites a couple days ago?” Luthor asked. 

 “I don‟t think so, but how can we know?” shrugged one 
tech. “We never did get an ident on what it was or where it 
went.” 

 “Something is going on up there and I don‟t like it,” 
Luthor growled. 

 The door to the control center opened, Mercy 
approached Lex with phone in hand. He glanced at her, and 
reached for the phone. “Who is it.” 

 “She wouldn‟t say,” Mercy replied, subdued. “But she 
said you had a deal.” 

 Luthor lifted the phone. “Yes.” 

 “Fire the gun.” Click. 

 Luthor swallowed hard, handed the phone back. “What 
news on Garrett and Kira?” 

 “The radiation is still too intense to get close.” 

 “Find a way,” Luthor said flatly. “I‟ll be in the secondary 
control booth.” He rerouted a few screens there, and stepped 
into the other room as Mercy left. 

 Luthor snapped on the lights, the monitor, regarded the 
heat signatures of the targets in the stone structure. He sat 
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down. Flicked the cover off the firing control. Regarded the 
mysterious screen for a long moment. Warmed up the gun. 

 Watched the yellow orange blobs he was tasked with 
destroying. 

 Wrestled with doubt. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY FIVE 

 “We cannot win a stand-up fight, nor should we try,” 
Bently said seriously to her gathered warriors. “We have but 
a single target—enter the Unseelie Court, snatch Banner, and 
get out. Otherwise, Essex and Primus have limitless power 
pulled from him.” 

 Xavier, Remy, Illyana, Stone, and Raynor stood in the 
huddle with Bently. “What is our opposition?” Xavier asked. 

 “Mindless Ones are like stone giants with laser beams 
out of their eyes; ignore them if you can, but don‟t let one get 
close. Unseelie warriors use magic, blades, who knows what; 
stay clear of them, or hit them hard and move on. They fear 
fire. Now, each of you has a role. Xavier—find Banner‟s 
mind, wake him up. If he is fighting with us, this whole battle 
is far easier. Then calm him down enough for us to get him 
out with geomancy. Raynor—you are our Moses. Part the 
violent sea, get us where we need to go, protect us. Remy—
explode things. General havoc. Stone and Illyana, 
transportation backup in case geomancy fails, and venting 
your overall feelings of how your last encounter in this place 
went.” She managed a small smile. “I imagine the Unseelie 
are terrified of you. Or should be, if they are not.” 

 “It‟s true,” Illyana agreed, rubbing at her torso and the 
ugly scar under her shirt. 

 “Scuse de question,” Remy said, “but why we tink 
Banner be wit Essex?” 
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 Bently nodded. “Right, so we gave Banner to the 
Illuminati for protection. Later, the Illuminati show up as 
gods, without Banner. They leave with Essex, new pals. Later 
still, there is a hiccup in the stealth of the Unseelie Court, and 
simultaneously I spot Banner for just a moment in the 
geomantic grids. So, it seems likely that Banner and the 
Unseelie Court are connected. Essex served the Court, and 
may still. And the Illuminati, who lost Banner, have worked 
with Essex.” 

 “Sounds thin,” Remy said warily. 

 “If Essex is the new Shadow King,” Illyana said, “he 
would move Banner to the Court. It is a pretty well fortified 
spot, normally, and hard to find unless you know how to 
look.” 

 “Which we do,” Stone added. 

 “Okay,” Remy said. “Les do dis.” 

 “Shall I, or are you up to it?” Bently asked Illyana. 

 “I got transportation,” Illyana said, and a pale flare of 
magic gushed up around the group. They vanished. 

 

 Rayden looked down from an upper window, observing 
the flash. “That team is away,” he said, “so it‟s about time for 
us to go.” He turned to the group of defenders in the upper 
room of the lamasery. L‟Avenir stood protectively at Tandy‟s 
elbow. Spear, Saint, and Rider watched Rayden, waiting.  

 “What‟s our job?” Saint asked. 

 “Simple,” Rayden grinned. “Tandy and I will basically 
reinforce the Web of Light‟s defenses. You all are backup.” 

 “That doesn‟t seem to make a lot of sense,” Rider said 
warily. 

 “That‟s because I‟m not telling you the whole plan. 
Ready? Good.” 
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 Lightning blared at them out of nowhere, and they were 
gone. 

 

 An answering flash of light from the base of the 
mountain drew Strange‟s eye. He watched, his eyes 
supernaturally focused over the distance. Mindless ones 
lumbered out, their blasts already scarring the countryside as 
they staggered up the hill. 

 “We don‟t have a lot of time,” Strange murmured. He 
turned to his two assistants. “Frost. Parker. Is all in 
readiness?” 

 “More or less,” Frost said. “When they get three 
quarters of the way up the slope, Drake will trigger an 
avalanche. This will continue until they give up.” She sighed. 
“But they won‟t.” 

 “Then?” Strange pressed. 

 “Pryde will merge the incoming attackers with stone 
from beneath. That should slow them up. Skids will draw 
their attention away from us.” 

 “That should delay them,” Strange agreed. “Parker?” 

 “I‟ve got the non-combatants protected in the basement. 
And me? I‟ll just, you know, hang out up here and 
improvise.” He shrugged. 

 “It‟ll have to do,” Strange said. “Here they come.” 

* 

 They stood outside the massive gates, noting the seared 
brittle exterior, the hole. The gates jumped and dusted as 
massive thrashing roiled against the other side. 

 “It be like sale night at de cattle barn,” Remy observed 
awed at the notion of the power that churned on the other 
side of the gates as the Mindless Ones stomped and blazed. 
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 “We need a moment‟s delay,” Bently said. “Stone, you 
know what to do.” 

 Stone pulled out a chunk of warpstone and popped it in 
his mouth, chewing, his teeth crunching through the mystic 
rock with disturbing ease. It hissed and sizzled, and green 
light flowed out of his mouth. He grinned, his teeth brilliant 
green. 

 “We also need the delay to make sure that everyone who 
is leaving to go to Prime has gone,” Bently continued. “We 
don‟t want this to be any more complicated than it must be.” 

 “I‟m not sure we want to take a lot of time banging the 
door down,” Illyana muttered. “They have defenses we may 
not know about.” 

 “Good point,” Bently agreed. “When the warpstone 
begins to take effect, Remy, charge as much of the weakened 
gate as you can.” Bently looked to Stone. “Then you hit it. 
That should make an impression.” 

 Stone‟s breathing grew labored. The flat disks of his 
horn roots flexed, bent, thrust out new horns. Spikes grew 
on his mighty stone fist and forearm cuff. He grew, both in 
depth and solidity and in size. His shoulders swelled, he 
looked up and his face was hardly recognizable. Eyes flared 
baleful green. 

 “Do it,” he whuffed to Remy. 

 The Cajun grabbed the gate at its most brittle point. He 
focused, digging deep into himself, turning the potential 
energy of the gate into a seething cauldron of unstable 
matter. After twenty seconds or so, he stumbled back, then 
ran. Bently tossed a shield around everyone but Stone as they 
huddled together. Stone clopped up to the gate.  

 “Anybody—HOME!” he bellowed, and he slung his 
stone fist into the whining hiss of the unstable gate matter. A 
massive explosion tore at Bently‟s defenses, nearly destroying 
them. She gasped and flexed down, and all around the inside 
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of the shield, instability skirled and traced obscene patterns. 
Then the explosion was past, Stone was hunched in place, 
and a massive breach was opened in the gates. Mindless 
Ones were scattered like toys. They immediately rocked and 
struggled to rise. 

 Bently looked up to see Banner chained to a massive 
obelisk where the Shadow King‟s throne had been.  

 “There! Xavier!” she cried out, pointing. The Mindless 
Ones were already snapping off blasts and lumbering 
towards the disturbance. 

 “Raynor!” Bently shouted. He nodded, and a green 
bubble protected the defenders as Xavier concentrated and 
the first shots ricocheted from the barrier around Bently‟s 
team. 

 Xavier focused. 

 Darkness, a wild rollercoaster ride through arterial, 
ceaseless black. And a lone thought, fading. Xavier clamped 
on it, drew it to himself in the grappling darkness, feeling as 
though he was tugging something pale out of an endless 
morass, but that the paleness he found might be at the heart 
of all things. 

 Come to me, he thought, and he caught a flicker as the 
shapeless mass took on form and feature. Banner. Still alive. 
Come back with me. 

 Xavier, my friend—so glad to see you at the end of things, 
Banner murmured with his thoughts, as Xavier focused so all 
things outside the interchange slowed almost to a stop in his 
perception. I did not expect you here. 

 I am here to free you from all this, to take you back to Prime, 
Xavier thought soothingly. Just a moment, and we’ll be on our 
way. 

 No. Banner‟s thought-eyes came into focus as he gazed 
into Xavier. I have something better to do than escape. 
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 What could that possibly be? 

 Banner opened his mind, and Xavier was pulled deeper 
into Banner‟s psyche. He caught glimpses, nothing more, of 
some of the darker corners of Essex‟s network, and his body 
trembled with revulsion. 

 You see, Essex connected himself to me, Banner thought, eyes 
clearing. He can only escape me if I leave. He does not have time to 
untangle from me, when he discovers my plan. I can pull him in here. In 
here with me. In this other place. 

 For the first time, Xavier realized he had gone into the 
wormhole, he was in another dimension altogether. It was 
not a reassuring thought. 

 Destroy the wormhole, and Essex—he never comes back, Banner 
thought. He was calm, reasoned, and though some fear 
struggled within him, it was swiftly overwhelmed by the need 
to end what Essex represented. 

 It—you don’t know this will work, Xavier insisted. There is 
another way. Don’t be a hero to make up for any perceived 
shortcomings. We will find another way. 

 But you see, this is my chance, and I know it will work, Banner 
thought. A smile creased his thoughts. My second wish—to free 
the world of Essex. 

 Xavier‟s thought was absolutely motionless for a 
moment. Voices in his own mind screamed, “I don‟t want to 
lose you, come back, there is another way.” But he found 
himself silent in the elegant logic of the crystallized thinking. 
Of course. Banner wished for control. And now, he was 
asked to use it; not by anyone else, but by the conscience of 
the person he had become. 

 Tell your brother, Banner thought, the faintest quiver in his 
tone. Tell him I was thinking of him. Asking myself who I am, really. 
All through this. And now, here, at the end. I still don’t know. 

 A long pause followed, where Xavier struggled to find a 
way to express himself, but all he could see in his mind‟s eye 
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was a young man hurling himself into an alien hunger to save 
others. For a moment, he could not clearly picture Banner‟s 
face. He grabbed at words, trying to find a way to make sense 
of it for Banner, a way that Banner came out alive. 

 Then he was startled as Banner pushed him with 
surprising strength, and he was whipping back up the 
corridors; he surfaced into his own thoughts again, tears 
streaming down his face, deafening banging and blasting on 
the green barrier that surrounded them. 

 He touched Bently and Raynor‟s minds. Banner can pull 
Essex through. When he gets Essex… seal him in until it is done. He 
released their minds, not wanting to feel the emotions or 
thoughts in a reply. 

 Bently squeezed his shoulder for a moment as he stared 
at his hands, at the ground, kneeling in the midst of the 
sound and fury. Xavier felt utterly alone. 

* 

 Shao Khan looked over the tide of Mindless Ones. 
Black ribbons wove between the rocks, trees, up through the 
snow, shaping a corridor to the lamasery.  

 “Neat trick,” Shao Khan noted. 

 “Yes,” Essex said through his teeth. He focused, his 
ribbons bucking and winding, herding the Mindless Ones by 
prodding them without giving them a force to resist. “I want 
to get this over with.” The Mindless Ones made it about 
three quarters of the way up the slope before a lone figure 
stood in their path, gesturing. An avalanche swept the 
Mindless Ones; they did not brace for it, so they were swept 
down in a towering wave, towards the bottom of the hill. 

 “Well, that‟s inconvenient,” Shang Tsung murmured. 
“Shall I deflect it?” 

 “Yes,” Shao Khan said. “Essex, can you—Essex?” 
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 He turned to face the pale creature, who stood with his 
eyes in a peculiar expression of wonder. “What could… No!”  

 In a flexible moment of reality, Essex was dragged back 
by the ribbons protruding from his shoulders, yanked down 
to where they thrust into the ground, then dragged out of 
sight. With a whipping whine, the ribbons forming the 
corridor up to the lamasery unreeled, retracted, vanished into 
the snow. 

 “That‟s not good,” Shao Khan said in the shadow of the 
avalanche. Then Shang Tsung howled sorcery, and the 
avalanche parted, sweeping around their position, full of 
thrashing Mindless Ones. 

 Back in the Unseelie Court, Essex fought to get free of 
Banner‟s grip, dragging against his steel ribbons like a man 
trying to walk with his parachute caught by the wind. 

 “I‟ll protect us!” Bently shouted to Raynor. “Go up in 
the air! Contain Essex!” 

 Raynor leaped up, and the ring carried him up over the 
thrashing sea of Mindless Ones, so he could see the broken 
pillar of rock, the dark creature struggling against his 
connection, pulled to the swathed chains and manacles 
around Banner. His mind swirled with noise; the blasts, the 
ring, the grating crunch of stone-like flesh on itself and other 
stone-like flesh, the possibility that the whole world could be 
destroyed, the fact that he was twenty two and wearing a 
weapon of mass destruction he knew almost nothing 
about— 

 “One thing!” Raynor shouted at the noise. He found a 
quietness inside himself. He let the Mindless Ones go. He 
relied on the ring to carry him in the air. He let go of the 
possibility of failure, the possibility of success, what had 
brought him to this moment and what he would take from it. 
Almost detached, he saw Essex snarling and thrashing like a 
panther.  
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 “I will contain you,” Raynor murmured. His ring 
projected a sphere, and it tightened, collapsing, and Essex 
pushed against it for only a moment before he was tipped 
into Banner. The body lolled to the side, twitching slightly. 
Raynor felt the Old Roads that flowed from the throne, and 
he flexed hard to clamp down on them. They whined, and 
snapped, recoiling loose as his muscles picked up definition. 
Then he was inside the moment. Something in him relaxed. 
And his grip on the Shadow Roads was absolute. 

 “You will not escape,” he heard himself whisper. 
Everything else went away. 

 Banner‟s head sank down, a look of peculiar peace on 
his tormented features. The chains rattled, then slithered into 
him as his form blurred and loosened. The rock flowed into 
him, the air. Raynor felt a cross-dimensional suction play 
across the interior of the shield he cupped the peak in. He 
wondered if he was containing the end of the world. A 
powerful pressure, then there was nothing. The rift sealed, 
normalized. He relaxed the barrier, revealing a crisp cup cut 
on the top of the pillar. Everything within the shield was 
gone. Nothing remained. Not a single trace. 

 Bently felt it; the old Shadow Roads plucked loose, 
adrift, without an anchor point. The Shadow King was 
destroyed, the Unseelie Court broken. This place… just 
another pocket dimension. Something died, a richness slid 
out of the world like a handful of cross threads in a tapestry.  

 The moment was unbearable. It was sweet, triumphant, 
devastating in the weight of its sorrow. 

 Then a roar reverberated through the air. Pure rage. 
Bently looked over to see Dormammu‟s ocean of energy 
forcing the portal to the Dark Dimension open wider, as 
more Mindless Ones poured out. Flame roiled through the 
gap as well. 

 “We must go!” she shouted. “Back to Prime!” Raynor 
was with her, his green band swiftly collected Stone where 
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the demon was venting his rage and power on the Mindless 
Ones. A moment later, Illyana‟s energy swirled around them, 
and they left the Unseelie Court to the battering of monsters 
and the roaring of a god. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY SIX 

 The clouds did not drift; all was still, hushed, breathless. 
“Where is this?” Tandy asked. 

 “The Icarus Gate,” Rayden replied. “If Strange is 
tracking us, it will annoy him to no end that I have brought 
you here.” 

 “You shouldn‟t aggravate him on purpose, not when 
you are working together,” Tandy said reproachfully. 

 “Some day you may understand,” Rayden said, squinting 
into the middle distance. “If you do, I‟ll expect you to explain 
it to me. Hah. No, we are here for a bit of quiet.” 

 “What about Dormammu pushing in?” Tandy asked, 
puzzled. All around, waist deep cloud drifted, and the sky 
was crisp overhead. The others stood off to the side, talking 
quietly or watching for a sign of danger. 

 “Dormammu is going to push in through the Unseelie 
Court, that‟s the whole point,” Rayden said patiently. 

 “Then what are we doing here?” Tandy demanded.  

 “We have a sneaky plan,” Rayden said confidentially. 

 “Yes? What is it?” Tandy asked. 

 “Patience, grasshopper,” Rayden said. “Timing is 
everything.” 

 “This from the god who showed up late for the 
Reckoning,” Tandy muttered, crossing her arms over her 
chest and giving Rayden a look of disapproval. 

 “Fashionably late,” Radyen corrected. “Feh. You worry 
too much.” 
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 Tandy had nothing to say to that. 

* 

 Strange looked down the slope. “You can feel it 
coming,” he murmured. 

 “What is it?” Frost asked, peering down through the 
snow as the Mindless Ones started battering themselves in 
the deep snow at the bottom of the hill. 

 “Get Drake out of there,” Strange said. Frost nodded, 
and the ice ninja sprinted to the side, towards the treeline. 
“It‟s almost through.” 

 “What is?” 

 “Dread Dormammu does not want to come through to 
our dimension. He will choose an avatar, load it up with his 
power, and send it through to wreak havoc on his behalf.” 
Strange strained his supernaturally keen vision, studying the 
snowscape that buried the portal. “I do not know who he 
will chose.” 

 “Probably his general, Shao Khan,” Frost frowned. 

 “No, too prone to turn on him. Dormammu abuses all 
the help,” Strange explained. “No, he‟ll be looking for an 
outsider.” 

 A ruby blast vaporized the snow on the portal, then 
swept up the slope in a chugging wall of destruction that tore 
the mountainside down to broken stone. 

 “My guess would be Primus,” Strange said through his 
teeth. “A tool without a master.” 

 “What?” Frost retorted. 

 “I felt it. Essex. Destroyed.” Strange said nothing 
further, shaking his head. “We must protect ourselves.” He 
closed his eyes, reached out his arms, then crossed them over 
his chest. It seemed the whole world rippled in response to 
that gesture, and when he opened his eyes they blazed with 
Light. 
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 For a fleeting, breathless moment, Strange knew the 
science behind the optic expression of a cosmic connection 
at a subquantum level with a continuum of power that 
interlaced—then it was lost to him. He almost smiled at the 
touch of a familiar presence, still echoing through the Web 
of Light. 

 Frost stumbled back, and ducked for cover as the beam 
plowed up, through the wall of the lamasery, and across 
Strange. There its destruction diffused, spraying away from 
the unmoved Sorcerer Supreme. 

 “Goodbye, Summers,” Strange murmured. “I wish it 
could have been different.” His hands tightened, and the 
earth itself swirled up around the avatar of Dormammu‟s 
power, encasing him in something more than simple rock. 
Summers screamed, barely audible. The earth bubble 
exploded. All that was left within was steam. 

 “Dread Dormammu,” Strange said, his voice amplified 
through the nerves and fiber of the world itself. “If you want 
this dimension, you must manifest something of yourself 
here. Your minions and lackeys cannot carry the power you 
command, they cannot begin to express it, and if they try I 
will destroy them as simply as I destroyed Primus.” Strange 
narrowed his eyes. “Primus was a shadow, and when he 
could not release what you put within him, it destroyed him 
utterly. You must face Prime‟s defender, as you did before. 
Unless you fear my power.” Nothing in his voice or stance 
suggested mercy. 

 “Careful what you wish for,” Frost muttered, crouched 
somewhere behind him and the protection he represented. 

 Strange‟s challenge did not go unanswered. The portal 
creaked wider, peeling the world itself apart, and something 
emerged. It was shaped like a man, but it was pure blazing 
energy. The edges of the world withered, rock broke, 
everything near the shape died. Prepare, then, for the end, 
Dread Dormammu intoned from within the column of flame 
as he manifested an expression on Prime. 
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 “Your opportunity of stripping Prime of its defense has 
passed,” Strange said coldly. “I have connected to the Web 
of Light, and your attacks will be spread through it. I am 
interconnected life force, and you must destroy a planet to 
destroy me now.” He was ruthless, cruel, ready for battle. His 
flesh and clothes rippled with the barely contained power 
that surged across the world. “You missed your chance. Will 
you proceed, understanding that your victory will cost you 
everything?” 

 You are a fool. I will destroy you, Dormammu roared, 
each tone jouncing the stone of the mountain.  

 “You should understand the stakes,” Strange said. “Get 
it right the first time, or I will push you from this world, 
battered and defeated. You lost Shimura, it will be at least a 
century before you get a gate like the Unseelie Court again. I 
am about to be rid of you, and it will take you centuries to 
prepare a threat like Outworld again.” 

 You might be surprised, Dormammu sneered. Either 
way, you will be dead. 

 “It is those little surprises that shape the future in an 
unexpected way, their accumulated weight,” Strange said 
quietly. “Here we are. Take your best shot.” His blood 
trembled with the force of the power at his command. 

 Then a peculiar light suffused the scene. Bits of snow 
and rock drifted up, their gravity disrupted by some powerful 
force. A warming, a bizarre weightlessness, a light in the 
sky— 

 Only connection to the Web of Light saved Strange, and 
the lamasery, from the gushing world of energy that 
connected earth and sky in the next moment. After an 
intolerable three seconds, the beam winked out; it had a 
thirty meter diameter, and it had cut a shaft too deep in the 
earth to guess at the depth. Protected by Strange, the 
lamasery perched on a neat curve of stone, next to an abyss. 
Hanging in the air, Dormammu seemed unaffected. 
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 Adorable, he barked, and he gestured up at the sky. 
Energy blazed from him, to a point beyond the reach of the 
human eye. Cute. Puny, but cute. 

 Energy arced to Dormammu from the portal, and the 
godlike intruder flexed, reconstituted. Are you ready for 
your death? I tire of this maneuvering. 

 “I‟m just getting started,” Strange replied, cold. 

* 

 Luthor stared at the monitor, hissing static. He had seen 
the energy signature that came out of the—rift? Dimensional 
gate? He had fired upon it. And it had then wiped out his 
satellite. He struggled to grasp the enormity of power he had 
witnessed, he struggled to steady his breathing. 

 Mercy stepped in. “Is that the feed for the satellite?” she 
asked. 

 “Too bad all those billions resulted in only one shot,” 
Luthor said, still dealing with the shock.  

 “Yes,” Mercy agreed. “Tragic when a plan falls apart.” 

 Luthor pulled his feet up and slapped a button on the 
counter. Electricity surged through the floor, and Darkholme 
screamed as her form wildly splayed between her Mercy 
disguise and her natural look. Luthor let up on the button, 
sprang to his feet, and slammed a punch across her face, 
knocking her down. He tugged out his phone as he shook 
out his fist, his knuckles smarting. “Sorry, love,” he growled. 
“A bit too familiar. And, to be honest, I was expecting it.” 
He attended to the phone as someone picked up on the 
other end. 

 “Security,” he said. He looked down at the knife that 
had dropped from Darkholme‟s grip; squatting, he picked it 
up, and stood, examining the clean steel. “Get in here.” He 
snapped the phone shut as three guards piled in, guns out. 
“Lock her up somewhere very secure,” Luthor said, pointing 
to Darkholme. She shifted and groaned, electricity twitching 
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across her. The guards hauled her up and dragged her out. 
Taking a deep breath, Luthor pulled out his phone and 
punched in an autodial. 

 “Mercy. What news.” 

 “Getting the hazmat crews in place, sir. Something come 
up?” 

 “Nothing, just—just wanted to be sure, you know,” his 
eyes roamed the consoles with the readouts from satellites. 
“You are okay.” 

 She paused. “Something wrong?” 

 “No, everything is fine,” Luthor said. He snapped the 
phone shut, and sat down. Tapping in commands, he altered 
the geosynchronous orbits of several spy satellites. He could 
at least watch… 

* 

 “I really need to know what our plan is,” Tandy said, 
L‟Avenir at one elbow and Saint at the other. “The Illuminati 
already betrayed Strange. I need to understand how you‟re 
still loyal.” 

 “Well played,” Rayden grinned. “Okay, imagine this. 
Imagine power is like an ocean. And in this ocean, there is a 
cave. Can the whole ocean fit in the cave?” 

 “Of course not,” Tandy said. 

 “So in this cave, there is a helmet. Will the ocean fit in 
the helmet? Even the cave full of ocean?” 

 “No.” 

 “So there is a hole in the helmet—” 

 “It won‟t. What‟s the point,” Tandy demanded, 
exasperated. Then she paused, thoughtful. 

 Rayden grinned. “So the Dark Dimension narrows to 
the Unseelie Court, which narrows to whatever shape 
Dormammu uses to push into Prime itself. Assuming Strange 
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can bait him into making an appearance. And he can be a real 
bastard when he puts his mind to it,” Rayden said.  

 “What are we doing here, off Prime?” L‟Avenir asked, 
puzzled. 

 “Flank attack,” Tandy said. “We close off Dormammu‟s 
power, his connection to the Dark Dimension. The Unseelie 
Court is a choke point, a mountain pass.” 

 “Gold star,” Rayden said triumphantly. “I see what 
Strange likes about you.” He paused. “Plus you are one hot 
mama,” he added. 

 “Alright, you lecherous god,” L‟Avenir said, “remember 
she has a chaperone.” 

 “Like I said, Strange is pretty clever,” Rayden grinned. 
“Okay, it‟s time to go. Strange probably has his cheese all the 
way out in the gale force wind by now.” Lightning swarmed 
over the defenders. 

 

 A moment later they stood on a curiously curved cup on 
top of a broken stone column in the Unseelie Court, 
surrounded by Mindless Ones.  

 “What do I do?” Tandy shouted over the noise. Rayden 
pointed at the massive gaping wound of the connection to 
the Dark Dimension. They stood in a tide of power that slid 
Mindless Ones out of the Dark Dimension, only dimly 
glimpsed, and into Prime. 

 “What is your Light?” Rayden replied. 

 Tandy stared at him a moment, then nodded. Of course. 
Agamotto‟s Light. It was an extension of the Web of Light. 
She was connected with the One Gate. Powers of access. 
Denial of access. She focused, a ring of light carved around 
her eye, and she raised her palms to the festering sore of the 
portal to the Dark Dimension. 

 “You are not welcome here!” 
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 Light welled out of her, swelling, resonating, flaring. Her 
Light struck the gate with the force of the barrier of the Web 
of Light itself. The portal, undefended, had no way to protect 
itself from the onslaught, and it began to buckle. Caught in 
the current of might that swept through, it slammed with the 
force of its own collapse. 

 “Good work,” Rayden said, watching most of the 
Mindless Ones tumble onto Prime. A few clung on here and 
there. “Everybody, protect Tandy. Somebody will be back to 
get you. Right now? Too dangerous. I‟m off. Gotta save 
Strange.” He offered them one last rakish grin, and lighting 
blared away, through the closing portal, crashing down on 
Prime. 

 Rayden stood on the rim of stone between Strange and 
Dread Dormammu. Steam rose from him, and the last of the 
bum stink was gone. He stood straight, taller than Strange 
remembered. He faced the column of flame. 

 “Did I miss anything?” Rayden asked sardonically. 

 We are full of surprises today, Dormammu observed. 
A poke of light. A thunder godling. When will you do 
your own fighting? 

 “You got a big mouth, for being stuck in here with us,” 
Rayden said through a fierce grin.  

 Stuck? I am mighty beyond your imagination, little 
god, Dormammu sneered. 

 “How much you got on you?” Something calculating 
entered Rayden‟s eyes as he regarded the flame. 

 More than enough. 

 Rayden flared an attack, focusing the energies of the 
Web of Light in a mighty strike that tore the air itself to 
pieces in its rush to rip across the intruder. A lashing grip of 
lightning shredded into the alien energies, aggressively 
digging and tearing through the patterns of energy with 
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flaring vicious skill. Strange steadied the flow, like a fireman 
supporting the hose as his partner aims the stream. 

 Rayden was magnificent, over two meters tall, gushing 
lightning everywhere, roaring with divine energy. 

 Dread Dormammu shrugged the attack off, and a 
holocaust of otherdimensional rage and power smashed 
Rayden. From inside the hail of death, Dormammu struck, 
unleashing a gush of destruction that tore through the 
lightning and scattered it, then hit with the force of 
prophecy, blasting Rayden‟s defenses apart in a gush of 
seemingly infinite vitrol. 

 “Rayden! No! Get out!” Strange bawled, but his words 
were lost in the tempest; he could not hear them himself.  

 The Thunder God went critical. In the last moment, 
Rayden winked at Strange from the heart of the inferno. 
Then, Strange caught an instantaneous glimpse of a confused 
old man. And the attack burst apart, spattered away by the 
detonation of its target. 

 Rayden was no more. 

 Strange stood breathless in the flaring, swarming shield 
of the Web of Light. Ash scattered across it, hissing faintly in 
what sounded almost like a chuckle. 

 Dormammu seemed to pant slightly, then he drew 
himself to his full height, power wreathing him. That 
changes nothing, he spat. 

 “You sure?” Strange was oddly still. “You certain you 
have another one of those in you?” His eyes were chips of 
frozen rage. “Now that you are on your own?” 

 More than enough. Dread Dormammu gathered his 
might in, coiling his power for another strike. It began to 
fray, listing out of his grip; he hesitated, his power twisting 
away. What are you doing? he demanded. 

 Strange smiled. “Nothing. Nothing at all.” 
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 Dread Dormammu‟s head rippled, the flame whisking as 
though in a strong wind. Then the flame winked out, 
revealing a seared and vicious alien skull atop a withered and 
blackened body.  

 “What? No!” Dormammu cried out, his voice odd 
without the deep resonance of otherworldly power. 

 Timespace rippled, then tore with a clean slit. A likeness 
formed from refined energy, a likeness of a beautiful, arch 
face. Her eyebrows were high and arched, her features 
contemptuous. “Hello, Brother,” said Dread Umar. “You 
poor thing. Looks like you overextended, trapped in an 
armored dimension, cut off from your reserves of power; or, 
rather, my reserves of power.” 

 “You wouldn‟t dare!” Dormammu screamed, his rage 
towering to new heights. 

 “Please,” Umar said, dispassionate. “This attack on 
Prime. Wasteful. Vain. It got expensive, my sweet. So now 
the Dark Dimension is mine. I have all the support I need. 
Don‟t worry, we‟ll take care of you,” she said, patronizing. 
She looked to Strange. “We had a deal. Finish it.” 

 Strange nodded, eyes glinting. Without fanfare, he 
channeled a gush of energy through Dormammu; stripped of 
his power, the otherworldly invader was slashed to 
unconsciousness; his body sprayed ash, and only his skull 
remained. It hovered aimlessly over the steaming deep the 
orbital cannon carved in the mountainside. 

 Strange called the skull to his hand as he released his 
connection to the Web of Light. He then tossed the still-
smoking skull at Umar‟s image, and it vanished through the 
connection. “Is our business complete?” Strange asked, the 
suggestion of an edge to his voice. 

 “I have his essence, as you promised,” Umar replied. 

 “I don‟t want hostages,” Strange said, “or enemies.” 
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 “Seems you have neither as far as I am concerned,” 
Umar shrugged. “This is object lesson enough. My brother‟s 
hubris has met its match.” She regarded Strange. “I have 
obsessions of my own, and I won‟t stoop to living out my 
brother‟s dreams. I don‟t give a damn about Prime.” 

 With that, she was gone. 

 Snow and ash blew across the naked rock, across the 
churned snow. Silence. Light streamed down out of the 
midday sky.  

 “Illyana,” Strange said.  

 “Yes,” she replied, at his elbow in a moment. 

 “Collect the rest of our defenders from the Unseelie 
Court. Then get Tandy and Bently. Meet me at the 
Sanctum.” He leaned back, closing his eyes, and 
discorporated into the Web of Light. Illyana vanished in a 
flare of magic. 

 “So… did we win?” Raynor asked quietly, almost afraid 
to hear the answer. 

 “We did,” Frost replied, standing up straight and 
squinting at the blinding snowfields. “How about that.” 

 “Is it over?” Saint asked hesitantly. 

 “As „over‟ as it gets,” Xavier said quietly, eyes closed. 
“No. Yes.” He paused. “For now.” He let out a long breath. 
“It is time for a new balance.” 
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EPILOGUE 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY SEVEN 

 First, Strange threw up screens that deflected attention. 
The Sanctum sagged before him, half gutted, its debris 
splayed in the alley behind, and heaped up in front. He 
smiled to himself. 

 “I don‟t think the world will burn after all,” he 
murmured. “So perhaps I should spruce you up, old friend.” 
He gently touched the Web of Light as his imagination 
restored the building. 

 The rubble whispered and rasped to the sides, flowing 
up into the house as Strange mounted the reconstituting, 
refurbishing front steps. As he reached for the front door, 
one firmed and solidified, and opened at his touch. Flooring 
sprang into place, walls croaked and slithered up over 
charred sticks and broken partitions. Reed smiled faintly to 
himself. His imagination was intact, remembering, and as 
boards and nails flicked into existence, he also felt the still-
tangible print of Reed in the energies; it was not enough for 
the boards to form a hardwood foyer, they assembled in 
complex knotwork and inlaid parquet. The Sanctum‟s wiring 
improved, incorporating a few ideas Reed had been toying 
with that were still very much part of him as his print faded 
in the Web of Light. 

 Strange regarded the kitchen as its appliances swelled 
back together. “This part is easy,” he murmured to himself. 
He had rebuilt the Sanctum before, after all. But this would 
be the last time. He thought of the rest of the Web of Light, 
everything that had broken loose when the Web was almost 
destroyed, incapable of holding ancient menaces in check. 

 Turning from the model of modern convenience the 
kitchen had become, Strange mounted the stairs as they 
flicked together under his feet. As he wound through the 
Sanctum, the changes tapered off; the upper floors had not 
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hosted the battle and did not need repair, except for a bit of 
structural damage, and the energy of the Web of Light made 
short work of that. Strange released it, standing in a solid 
building once more. 

 He reached the door to the Sanctum Sanctorum, and 
pressed it open. The mystic protections demurred to his 
presence. He stepped into the timeless room, a quarter step 
off Prime, and looked at the books, tools, the protective 
circles, the skylight with the pattern of Hoggoth warding off 
the dangers of starlight. Strange sighed deeply. 

 “And yet,” he murmured, “here is the most change of 
all.” 

* 

 Illyana flashed into existence. The air of the Unseelie 
Court was turgid and smoggy; the churning mass of 
Nameless Ones below was no longer visible. Tandy, 
L‟Avenir, Spear, Rider, and Saint crouched in the dimness, 
waiting.  

 “We won!” Illyana said, delighted. “We have a Prime 
dimension to call home. Let‟s go.” 

 Rider let out a whoop as the others grinned; only Spear 
was inscrutable behind his mask. Illyana hesitated as a 
massive creak echoed in the background. Turning, she saw 
the last of the wall of thorns fall before the zapping and 
thumping of the Mindless Ones. 

 “Huh,” she murmured. “That‟s where my baby girl was 
born.” She shook her head. “Serves those bastards right,” 
she muttered, surveying the ruin and utter destruction of the 
Unseelie Court. “Never thought I‟d live to see the day.” 

 “So we going home or what?” Rider asked. Pale flame 
swirled around them, and they were gone. 

 A puff of dust arrived with them in Limbo. Illyana 
squatted before her scrying pool, and it obediently revealed 
the celebrations at the lamasery. Parker hugged his wife, who 
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let out a whoop of victory. Frost and Xavier were shaking 
hands, feeling a strange relief as the very tone of the world‟s 
ambient energy shifted. Illyana pulled herself back from the 
scry. “Let‟s go join the party!” she said with a grin. 

 “Awesome,” Rider grinned, and he hugged Saint. 
“Woo!” 

 A moment later, flame whipped around them, and they 
were in Tibet. Except Illyana… andTandy. 

 “Missed one,” Tandy said wryly. 

 “Strange is not at the lamasery, and I‟m guessing you 
want to celebrate this victory with him,” Illyana said with a 
sly grin, looking even more piratical with her eyepatch. 

 “You are right. So let‟s go,” Tandy said with a shooing 
motion. 

 “Right. I teleport people through time and space, and 
still they are impatient,” Illyana said in mock despair, shaking 
her head. She peered briefly in the scrying pool, flame skirled 
away, and a startled Bently stood with them. 

 “Next stop, Sanctum,” Illyana said. 

 “Oh, right,” Bently said, still a little off balance. “Let‟s 
go, then.” 

 Flame carried them to the hallway outside the Sanctum 
Sanctorum; in a dizzying moment of vertigo, Illyana 
wondered how many times she had teleported to just this 
spot. 

 Then they noticed the doors were propped open, they 
could see into the Sanctum Sanctorum. Strange was 
shrugging off his coat. He looked up to see them. Somehow, 
he looked, he felt different. 

 Illyana ran at him and pounced, locking him in a hug as 
he stumbled back with a chuckle. He hugged her back, then 
she let go, and Tandy was there to give him a hug. He 
squeezed her back, and released her, looking at Bently. 
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 “Good job today, sir,” Bently said, her smile wry. “I do 
believe you‟ve saved the world. I can‟t believe it. I must 
admit, I am impressed. You have it all. Timing, might, 
persistence, and courage.” She extended her hand, and he 
solemnly shook it. 

 “I am so pleased you have such a commendable role 
model,” Strange said with equal seriousness. “I am retiring.” 

 Bently froze. “What?” Illyana and Tandy also pointed 
startled looks at him. 

 Strange looked Illyana in the eye, and a smile curved the 
corner of her mouth. Right. Strange took his coat, and 
draped it over Bently‟s shoulders.  

 “I would give you the Eye of Agamotto, as it has 
traditionally been the right of the Sorcerer Supreme to bear 
it,” Strange said. “But in this case, I‟m afraid I need its Light 
more than you do.” He put his arm around Tandy, and 
smiled. “If you need anything, anything at all, you can 
contact me. The Balance is settling across Prime now, in the 
wake of the Reckoning. Can you feel it? We won. It‟s over.” 
He shook his head. “The dimension is shifting, reshaping. A 
thousand years of Balance,” he murmured. 

 “Strange, please,” Bently said, finding her voice. “This—
this is too much. I‟m not ready. My training—there is so 
much! I can‟t do this!” Hysteria crept into the edges of her 
tone. She shrugged the coat off, held it in a white-knuckle 
grip. 

 “The foundations are in place, firm,” Strange soothed 
her. “Experience will teach you the rest, a little more every 
day, just as it taught me, as it will continue to teach me.” He 
reached out and pushed a curl of errant hair back from her 
face, a fond and tender gesture. “You are far more seasoned 
and capable than was I when I assumed the mantle.” 

 “I am not you!” Bently protested. 
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 “Nor should you be,” Strange agreed gently. “You are 
an increasingly accomplished geomancer, so you will 
understand this. We deal in balance,” he said, his eyes 
earnest. “At the end of the Reckoning, what has changed in 
the last few years? Keep up now. We are free of the Unseelie 
Court; the Shadow King and Essex are both destroyed, and 
Mordred, their legacy, is firmly imprisoned. Dormammu and 
the Dark Dimension are a centuries-old threat that has finally 
been dealt with, for now. Wormhole, Rasputin, Dagon and 
Hydra, Malfalax, Rasputin, Nightmare… Look at the 
opposition that has been faced and defeated! Can we risk not 
shifting our own lines? The Illuminati, Banner, and 
Rayden…those allies and more were removed from our 
strengths and vulnerabilities. But, you see… this is the time 
to strike a new balance. And that means I turn leadership and 
stewardship over to you.” 

 “You think if you stay, more powerful foes will 
immediately be attracted,” Bently said, almost bitter. “You 
think if I come in, then the Balance will not be provoked to 
account for me.” 

 “Something like that,” Strange said. “This is a good time 
for you to experiment with how you want to keep the 
balance. Many threats broke loose when the Illuminati 
drained the Web of Light. You and your defenders will have 
a lot to do, and I am willing to help. I am willing to accept 
your leadership,” he said seriously as he looked her in the 
eye. 

 Bently sank down into the nearest chair, then realized it 
was Strange‟s throne in his protective circle; she almost 
blanched, pale. The red coat of levitation was gripped in her 
lap as she touched at her forehead with a trembling hand. 
“This is a lot to take in,” she said, unsteady. 

 “That just shows you know what this means, the full 
import,” Strange said with a nod. “Think it over. I do not 
need your answer right now.” He paused. “Don‟t think it 
over too long.” 
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 He turned to Tandy. “Besides. Together we‟ve built up 
quite a team of defenders, and we all stand ready to serve. I 
will still run the Planetary. Tandy and I will move out so you 
can have the Sanctum, I imagine Wong will come with us.” 
Tandy grinned at that. 

 “He is a fabulous cook, after all,” she said. 

 Strange turned to Bently, but the intensity had 
withdrawn. “Feel free to look around, these things will be 
yours when you accept,” he said. “Consider the Sanctum and 
its Sanctum Sanctorum my parting gift to you, along with the 
Cloak of Levitation,” he nodded at the coat she still gripped. 
“We‟ll be at the lamasery, celebrating our victory. That‟s the 
only place roomy enough for everyone to share food, and to 
have a place to sleep tonight.” He looked to Illyana. “Mind 
playing host?” 

 “I‟ll help with transportation,” she said. “Frost and 
Wong took their household management seriously, I‟m sure 
they‟re already preparing for a feast. We‟ll get Kira in for 
some seriously fast service.” Illyana grinned, and hesitated, 
noting a distant look in Strange‟s eye. 

 “I think I had better go with you too,” Bently said, 
rising, releasing her grip on the coat, smoothing it, swinging 
it on. “To be there. This is a fine moment in our history, all 
of us.” She managed a smile, and fire carried them off. 

 Illyana watched the rest step out of the flame in Tibet, 
but she remained in Limbo. Her scry shifted, and she grinned 
as she plucked someone into her dimension. 

 “Whoah, hey!” Stone protested, off balance as the flame 
whipped away. Illyana pounced on him and drew him into a 
passionate kiss that went on for some time. 

 “Now, see,” Stone said a bit muzzily as they came up for 
air, “just a minute ago I was telling Raynor about what a 
circus this defending Prime can be. So, I get teleported out of 
there and get some serious tonsil hockey, and that kind of 
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proves my point.” He held her slender body to him, and 
mugged a grin at her. “Hey there, sweet stuff. We won.” 

 “Damn straight,” she said, eyes mischievous. “I‟m half 
tempted to miss the party.” 

 “Only half? I‟m losing my rugged charm,” he 
deadpanned. 

 “I missed you,” Illyana said quietly, looking up into his 
somehow softened features. “I‟m glad you got rid of the 
excess warpstone, the horns and spikes and all.” 

 “Just as soon as, you know, we won,” Stone said with 
some satisfaction. 

 “Okay,” Illyana said, businesslike. “We need to put in an 
appearance at the party. I need to get them some groceries, 
I‟ll bet. I need Kira. Need a moment with you. And I need 
my baby,” she said, squatting over the scrying pool. 

 “You are a needy woman,” Stone observed. 

 “That‟s me—high maintenance, and worth it.” She 
offered him a roguish grin. 

 In the scrying pool, Logan was sitting at the table, baby 
Raven in a high chair. The baby giggled, and Logan made 
airplane noises, his mouth wide and twisting, as he slowly 
moved the spoon full of baby food toward her mouth. 

 “That is too damned cute,” Illyana said with a straight 
face as she watched her father feed her daughter. Then she 
snatched them both in a gust of flame. 

 “The hell!” Logan said, leaping up and looking around 
wildly. Raven squealed glee and clapped. Logan recovered his 
composure. “I never do get used to that,” he said, flustered. 

 “Thankyouthankyouthankyou,” Illyana said, pulling 
Logan into a fierce hug. “We won!” 

 “Great!” he grinned, still dazed. “You got a good kid 
there,” he said, pointing at Raven. “Don‟t be a stranger.” He 
pulled Illyana into a hug. “I figger me and Betsy will celebrate 
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our overall victory,” he said with a grin. “Don‟t seem 
possible I didn‟t shed one drop of blood for this one.” 

 “You‟ve got some gallons splashed across your record,” 
Illyana said, almost teasing. “Go live happily ever after.” 

 “Yes ma‟am,” Logan grinned, and fire carried him 
home. 

 “Seriously,” Illyana said as she gazed at his image in the 
scrying pool, “I love that man.” 

 Raven made a serviceable imitation of an airplane noise, 
and squealed gleefully. “Right, the baby,” Illyana said, 
scooping her child up. She gestured, and Raven burped, 
surprised. “Baby‟s full,” Illyana said, and she looked back 
down into the scrying pool as scenes flicked by. 

 “That‟s probably not good for the baby,” Stone noted 
mildly. 

 “Bah,” Illyana said. “She‟ll be kicked around by 
warpstone energies and abused by otherdimensional 
monsters for most of her life. A little mystic force feeding 
will just toughen her up. Isn‟t that right,” she said, lapsing 
into babyspeak as she nuzzled Raven. The skinny gray baby 
babbled happily, clumsy as she gripped Illyana‟s eyepatch. 

 “Leave mommy‟s eyepatch alone,” Illyana said, 
businesslike, slinging Raven down to her hip. “That‟s funny,” 
she mused. “I don‟t see Kira on Prime.” 

 “Don‟t you have her marked?” 

 “I do,” Illyana said, frowning. “Okay, what was her last 
location?” The scry flicked again, then the water bubbled 
slightly, messing up the image. 

 “What the hell?” Stone muttered, looking down. 

 “That‟s the aftereffect of something big. Something with 
warpstone,” Illyana said, subdued. “It doesn‟t seem to be 
interfering with my ability to teleport there, but… I‟m not 
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sure I want to.” She looked up at Stone her face draining of 
color. “Kira… warpstone…” 

 “Send me.” Stone‟s face was dark. Then flame carried 
him away. 

 Stone‟s hooves crunched down on the crisp and brittle 
rubble. Around him in the greenish steam, several figures in 
hazmat suits approached; seeing him, they froze. Helicopters 
rumbled in the background, the sun pushed into the haze, 
but not through it. Stone looked down by his hooves. 

 Scraps of metal, like part of a robotic leg. And by it. 
Raw, mutilated flesh. Stone crouched, gathering what was left 
of the corpse into his arms. He glared balefully around at the 
hazmat suits, then fire carried him away. 

 Not much left. 

 Stone laid the burned, broken fragments of the body on 
the stone table. Missing an arm and a half, some of the torso, 
half the head; burned, broken. Unmistakable. 

 “Oh, Kira,” Illyana breathed as her baby gazed at the 
corpse. Her smarting eyes leaked the first tears as she 
covered her mouth, hiding the tremble of her chin. 

 “Looks like a warpstone bomb,” Stone growled, his 
voice like stones grating. 

 “Who could have done this?” Illyana whispered. 

 “We‟ll find out,” Stone nodded, sure, his stone fist 
creaking as he flexed it. 

 “We gotta tell Strange. And Clark,” Illyana said, and she 
took a moment, pursing her lips, wiping at her eyes. “Okay.” 
She cleared her throat. “We gotta go to Tibet.” 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY EIGHT 

 A huge fire roared in the fireplace. Tables were pushed 
together, the trestles screeching across the stone floor. 
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Laughter and a babble of conversation was energetic, 
infectious, flowing through the stone hallways. Stores from 
the pantry flowed up into the kitchen as Strange directed the 
preparations; Tandy, L‟Avenir, and Rider pitched in for 
cooking duty as the kitchen bustled. Wong and Dani walked 
past the main hall, arms loaded with bedding as they headed 
back to the sleeping cells. Morbius watched as Parker and 
Mary Jane collected plates and silverware for the big tables. 
He glanced over at Blade, who stood on his own two feet, 
his arms crossed, watching dispassionately. 

 “We won,” Morbius pointed out. “So, after this—you 
think vampire hunting will be, you know, anti-climactic?” 

 “No,” Blade said. He resumed ignoring Morbius, 
scowling at the party. 

 “That‟s good,” Morbius said with a wry grin. 

 “Hey there, sugah,” said a voice at his elbow. He turned 
to see Saint grinning at him. “Got a minute?” 

 “Seems I do,” Morbius replied, giving her his undivided 
attention. 

 “It‟s been good ta see you again,” Saint said, her voice 
slightly hoarse. “See that you learned lotsa stuff from Blade, 
you got this whole, you know, thang under control.” 

 “Yeah, Blade has taught me about everything I want to 
learn from him,” Morbius said conspiratorially. 

 “Come back to the school with me,” Saint said abruptly. 
Her eyes were bright, her heart racing; Morbius could feel the 
swirl of her rich blood. 

 “Why… that sounds just fine,” Morbius said, trying to 
hide his own delight. Now that the world was not, in fact, 
over. 

 Saint took him in her arms and gave him a swift, 
passionate kiss. She stepped back, and enjoyed the wide-eyed 
startlement writ large on his features. “Ah‟ve been practicin 
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mah powers,” she said. “Ah got some control Ah never had 
before.” She grinned. 

 “I guess that‟s okay too!” Morbius said, absorbing the 
news. “Wonderful!” He pulled her into a hug. 

 Across the room, Remy leaned on the fireplace. He 
sighed, and shook his head, looking away from the happy 
couple. His eyes crossed Arrow, leaning against the arch, 
chatting up a cute blonde. His features darkened. “Oh, come 
on,” he growled. He crossed the room, slipping past people 
setting up for supper. A moment later, he was at Arrow‟s 
elbow. 

 “Skids,” he said earnestly to the girl. “Dis Arrow 
person? He no good for you.” 

 “LeBeau,” Arrow said, turning to face him with a half-
curious, half-amused expression that did not quite reach his 
eyes, “Must you?” 

 “A word wit you please,” Remy said, agitated, taking a 
few steps away as Skids watched him go, unamused. Arrow 
followed, draining most of his depleted patience in a few 
steps. 

 “Skids was my girl,” Remy muttered, looking Arrow in 
the eye. 

 “And is she now?” Arrow asked, as though questioning 
a slow child. 

 “No. Still. De code!” 

 Arrow‟s jaw flexed. “Remy,” he said, “don‟t do this to 
me. There are too many beautiful women for you to declare 
all of them off limits because you liked them once. I know 
they were yours at one time,” he soothed, forestalling Remy‟s 
response, “but that just means they have low self esteem and 
flexible standards, which is encouraging really, as I am not 
looking to marry and settle down and have kids.” He rubbed 
his upper arms. “It‟s just so damn chilly here,” he said, 
almost apologetic as he grinned at the Cajun. 
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 “I know, I know,” Remy said, agitated. He walked out to 
the balcony over the courtyard; after a moment of hesitation, 
Arrow followed him. Remy glanced over. “So… do you tink 
Stick, or Rayden, he be back dis time?” 

 “Sure,” Arrow shrugged. “Now that we know he‟s a 
god, I don‟t think we can ever expect he‟ll behave himself 
and stay dead.” He grinned. “Buck up, LeBeau. Now you can 
tell people a god taught you to fight.” And he was incapable 
of leaving it at that. “Which will make you seem awesome 
until someone actually throws a punch.” 

 “You a funny guy, verr funny,” Remy growled, thinking 
through his options for responding. 

 “Scuse me, I gotta find some of your ex-girlfriends. It‟s 
time to celebrate!” Arrow said, and he slipped away with a 
grin before Remy could decide to charge something heavy 
and explode him. 

 Remy let him go, and heaved a deep sigh. 

 “I hope you‟ll come back to the school,” Frost said from 
the shadows, where she had been watching. “At least for a 
while.” 

 Remy turned to look at her. “You de firs one invite me 
to go wit dem atter all dis,” he said with a gesture, his accent 
thicker than usual. He nodded. “For a while, anyway. I godda 
find my destiny, though.” He squinted out over the abyss 
looming by the lamasery. It was still smoking. 

 “All of us do, eventually,” Frost said. She rejoined the 
party, leaving the Cajun alone with his thoughts. 

 

 In the kitchen, flame gushed up, leaving Illyana and 
Stone in its wake. Strange was chopping up vegetables, and 
he glanced over at them; catching a whiff of their serious 
demeanor, he looked them in the eye, then resumed cutting, 
his back to them. 
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 “Glad you could make it,” Strange said. “We need some 
groceries. Rider has the list.” 

 “Strange,” Illyana said, serious. She moved close enough 
that they would not be overheard. “Kira‟s dead.” 

 Only the slightest pause. “Yes, I know,” Strange said. 
The knife chopped through vegetables, a steady rhythm. 

 “How?” Illyana demanded, surprised. “We just found 
out. You didn‟t say anything. I mean…” her voice trailed off. 

 “She chose to abandon the balance and the rhythm. She 
decided to be alone when everything in this world and the 
next conspired to tear down Prime‟s defenses.” He 
swallowed. “Was it Luthor?” he asked calmly. 

 “What?” 

 “It was probably Luthor.” Ilyana could not see his face 
as he regarded his knife-work. Strange slid the vegetables off 
the board and into a bowl, then he turned to face them, 
somber. “Do you have the remains?” 

 “Yes, in Limbo,” Illyana said.  

 “Most of them,” Stone muttered darkly. 

 Strange nodded. “We‟ll have a memorial tonight, to 
honor our fallen heroes. Banner, Kira, Kung Lao, Reed 
Richards. Anyone else?” 

 “Rayden maybe?” Illyana said, a bit sharper than she 
meant to be. 

 “He‟ll be back, but sure,” Strange shrugged. 

 “I don‟t think all those guys were heroes,” Stone 
muttered. 

 “Maybe not,” Strange said with an oddly soft smile, “but 
that‟s how we‟ll choose to remember them tonight.” 

 “Has Bently accepted yet?” Illyana asked. 
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 “Give her some space, this is big. I need it to be her 
decision, not her aquiesence. For the sake of Prime,” Strange 
murmured, glancing at the other cooks as pans clattered and 
food was rubbed, chopped, and heated. “We have time 
before tonight.” 

 “Think she‟ll get cold feet?” Stone asked. 

 “Not a chance,” Strange grinned. “Deep down… she 
wants it.” His smile faded. “I need you to tell Clark about 
Kira. He should know first.” He paused, looking at Illyana. 
“Unless you think I should do it,” he said. “Normally I 
would, but as Kira said… she didn‟t work for me.” 

 “No, we got this, magista,” Illyana said. “Me and the big 
red monkey will work it out.” She slugged Stone on the arm. 
“Go back to spicing the duck,” she said to Strange. 

 Strange smiled. “Sure thing. Hey, you might want to get 
Liu Ka—Kung Lao, invite him and anyone he wants to bring 
to the party tonight.” 

 “What about the Illuminati?” Stone asked. 

 “Better leave that alone until we see where they stand,” 
Strange said. “Bently can deal with them, one way or another, 
starting tomorrow.” 

 Illyana paused. “Do you think they know what 
happened to Reed?” 

 “Some of it. That he‟s gone. Maybe he spoke to them.” 
Strange looked away. “I don‟t know. Do look after the 
monks, see if any of them want to come. The Illuminati… 
that‟s another day.” 

 “Sounds great!” Illyana said as Tandy and L‟Avenir 
bustled over with trays of duck. “Okay, let‟s get out of their 
way.” She hustled Stone out of the kitchen. 

 “Rock scissor paper,” she said to him, serious. 

 “Dammit, no, I hate this game,” Stone grumbled. 

 “You got a better idea?” 
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 “Fine.” They both feinted twice and popped out a hand 
sign. 

 “Paper beats rock,” Illyana grinned. “Hah! I wrapped up 
the Stone. See what I did there?” 

 “Yes, you are a very clever girl,” Stone growled. He 
heaved a sigh. “I‟ll go find Kent.” 

 “And I‟m going grocery shopping.” Illyana vanished in a 
whirl of fire, and Stone looked around. 

 “I love being the buzzkill,” he muttered. 

* 

 Dani hummed to herself as she made up the cot in the 
narrow cell. She stood, turned, and gasped. Bently was 
leaning in the doorway, pale, serious. 

 “Victoria! You startled me,” Dani admitted. 

 “Sorry, I was trying to avoid doing just that,” Bently 
murmured. She rubbed her palms down her sides, on her red 
coat. “I was hoping to have a word with you.” 

 “Sure,” Dani said. 

 “I am to succeed Strange. I am to be the next Sorceress 
Supreme.” Her eyes were almost bruised, she was so pale. 

 “Everyone knows that,” Dani said, concerned. 

 “No, Strange is resigning. I am to become the new 
Sorceress Supreme very soon,” Bently clarified. 

 “Really?” Dani‟s eyes widened. 

 “Really, and I‟m scared to death. Strange plans to 
announce it tonight, if I accept.” Bently looked away. “He‟s 
giving me that big drafty mansion to live in, he‟s moving out 
and taking Wong with him.” 

 “That is a lot to take in,” Dani murmured, thinking it 
over. 
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 “I don‟t want to live there alone,” Bently said. “Would 
you consider staying on? Keeping house? The pay is good, 
you could drop the Planetary.” Her eyes pleaded in a way her 
tone wouldn‟t. 

 Dani smiled broadly. “You bet,” she said. “That would 
be really cool! Thanks for thinking of me.” Impulsively, Dani 
took two steps and hugged Bently, who hugged her back. 

 “This is the start of a new age!” Dani said, excited, and 
Bently could not help but smile. 

* 

 Mary Jane raced around the table, putting plates down. 
She reached the end and spun, triumphant, to see Parker at 
her heels. He had straightened the plates, put down 
silverware, and set glasses at each place. 

 “How do you do that?” she demanded, exasperated. 

 “Eh,” he shrugged with an impish grin. “Want to go for 
a walk?”  

 “Sure,” she grinned, taking his arm. They strolled out of 
the dining room, passing Kent and Whistler. 

 “So,” Kent said, “I‟ll give you a call then, when we get 
back to New York.” 

 “I bet you‟ll be great on a vampire hunt,” Whistler 
grinned at him, somewhere between demure and wolfish. 
“You might really like it. After my first one, I was hooked.” 
She glanced over to where Cain and Blade stood next to each 
other, looking out over the snowy mountains, wordless. “I 
need to check in with my people. I‟ll see you later.” She 
smiled, and left Kent standing by the wall, looking down on a 
blank business card with a number scribbled on it. 

 “Hey, kid,” Stone said, approaching him. “I‟ve been 
looking everywhere for you.” 

 “I think I just got a date to hunt vampires,” Kent 
replied, bemused. “This is one wild party.” 
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 “Yeah, you live a weird life,” Stone said with half a grin. 
Then he was serious. “I have bad news for you.” 

 “What, we won, didn‟t we?” Kent said with a puzzled 
grin. 

 “Overall, yeah, but not every encounter,” Stone replied, 
solemn. “Kira is dead. Warpstone bomb.” He put his meat 
hand on Kent‟s shoulder. “I‟m sorry, man.” 

 Kent froze for a moment, shocked, then his mind 
numbly started up again. “I‟m the last one of us left,” he 
whispered. “I always thought—you know, someday.” He 
swallowed hard, then looked outside. “I think I need a 
minute,” he said through clenched teeth. 

 Stone squeezed his shoulder briefly, and walked away. 
He passed a balcony, glanced out to see Murdock leaned 
against the stone, ignoring the view. Stone kept walking. 

 Hello, Silent murmured without speaking, crouching on 
the balcony rail as she regarded Murdock. 

 “I figure,” Murdock said quietly, “maybe they‟ll let me 
stay here. Until I sort out my next move.” He shook his 
head. “We were trained by a god.” 

 “An avatar, anyway,” Silent said with her hoarse voice. 
“Seems like all the ninja clans that produce true masters have 
mystic backing. We had Rayden, shared him with the Temple 
of Light. The Hand had the Beast. The Lin Quei, 
Dormammu.” She shook her head. “Shadow warriors, not 
just because of darkness, but because we echo something 
powerful that wants to work its will on Prime. I wonder what 
other clans are out there that I have not yet heard of.” 

 “I‟ve had enough of human sacrifice,” Murdock said, 
bitter. “Giving my life to a god and not even knowing it.” He 
paused. “What are you going to do next?” he asked, his voice 
neutral. 

 “Meeting Stick again, finding out what his purpose was 
all along… I need a purpose of my own. When I lose 
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purpose, I slide back into that place, where the Beast left me, 
where killing is the answer to questions I no longer have.” 
She shook her head. “This time… It‟s like Stick is still with 
me. I feel his presence, somehow. I know it‟s stupid. But I 
want to be more.” She leaned back against the stone of the 
lamasery. “I think I‟ll go to California, Xavier and Frost‟s 
school, with Drake. I talked to him earlier. They are training 
up the next generation.” A smile tugged at her features. 
“Probably be supporters for the Sorcerer Supreme. He can 
be the mystical backing for this clan of ninja.” She sighed. 
“So much better, to remember the happy times. I was happy 
when I was trying to be more, and when I gave up, I was 
better off dead. Now I know that. Now I see it.” She shook 
her head. “Stick saved me again.” 

 “What about us?” Murdock asked. “What about me?” 

 “Oh, you,” Silent murmured, rising, dropping to the 
floor, crossing to him. She touched his face, her hand as cold 
as the stones. Do what you need to do. “Find a life of your own.” 

 She turned, and walked away from him. 

 

CHAPTER THIRTY NINE 

 Shao Khan stood, impassive, arms crossed over his 
chest as he stared down into the smoking abyss, across from 
the lamasery. Baraka and Goro kept their distance, back by 
the treeline, uncertain. Shang Tsung was almost hiding, some 
distance from them. Snow swirled down, and the emperor 
was motionless. 

 Eventually, he nodded. Turning, he picked up his Wrath 
Hammer, and approached Goro. “Long have I wanted a 
challenge,” he said, energy in his tone. “Now, I can begin to 
conquer Earthrealm, with my loyal servants and with Shang 
Tsung.” His tone had no trace of irony. 

 “Yes!” Baraka exclaimed, looking somewhat odd 
missing some of his front teeth. 
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 “Sounds thrilling,” Goro muttered, sullen. 

 “Sorcerer! Get over here,” Shao Khan shouted. Shang 
Tsung ran to them. “You are not much use off Prime, or for 
conquering it really, but you can help us get started before 
you betray me again.” Shao Khan smiled benevolently, and 
Shang Tsung smiled with relief. 

 Shao Khan hesitated, and reached back on his belt. He 
pulled up the puzzle box, surprised to see it solving itself. He 
tossed it on the snow, and it opened to reveal an image of 
Dread Umar, flames wreathing her head. 

 “Shao Khan,” she said. “What are you doing?” 

 “I was considering conquering this dimension,” the 
emperor shrugged. 

 “Think again,” Umar said. “Prime is overrated. You 
served my brother well. No one runs an Outworld like you. I 
want your fealty.” She looked past him. “And Prince Goro. 
The others, I do not care.” 

 Shao Khan thought it over. “Very well,” he said, 
kneeling before her. “Your Majesty. I will rule your 
Outworld, and conquer in your name. My servants will serve 
you.” 

 “Wonderful,” Umar said dryly. “Let‟s get you out of 
here.” 

 “I want Goro and Baraka,” Shao Khan said, pointing. 
“Let‟s go.”  

 Flame swept them, and they were gone.  

 Shang Tsung stood in the snow, trembling with rage, 
relief, humiliation, and weariness. 

 “That—was terrible,” he growled, thinking back over 
the last week, the last few years. “Enough of Shimura, and 
alien overlords.” He glared at the lamasery. “There have been 
upsets between Reckonings before. Prime is not beyond my 
grasp.” An evil smile twisted his face. “Time to lay the 
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groundwork for my eventual victory.” Turning, the mad 
sorcerer stalked off into the forest. 

* 

 Luthor stood outside Darkholme‟s cell, looking through 
the transparent barrier. Darkholme slumped on the bunk. 
She looked dead, somehow deflated. Her eyes were open, but 
listless. Her skin was pale, under its dark blue coloring. 

  “This is ridiculous,” Luthor said. “We should not fight 
each other. I love your style,” he said, gesturing. “Your killer 
instincts. Your charming verve, your flexible loyalty. And 
you—you keep coming back to me, because I‟m ruthless, and 
I have power. Talk to me. Tell me what‟s wrong.” He 
paused. “What happened in Tibet?” 

 She stirred, and spoke, her voice faint as though from a 
great distance. “The final punctuation…on a run-on sentence 
that has been babbling on…since the beginning of 
„civilization.‟ And my people…my people are no more.” She 
struggled to swallow, as though something sour lay on her 
tongue. 

 “It pains me to see you like this,” Luthor said, serious. 
“Say the word, and I will unlock this cell and let you out.” He 
looked her in the eye, something dangerous in his bearing. 

 “Okay,” she said listlessly. “Let me out.” 

 “That‟s not the word,” Luthor said as he shook his head.  

 She waited for him to go on, then her face contorted 
towards a snarl. “What is,” she demanded flatly. 

 “I want you to say that you‟ll fill me in on some of the 
fuzzy edges of my map, regarding this whole world of magic, 
and other dimensions,” Luthor said with an edge to his 
voice. “What is under the business, and science, and how I 
can use it to my advantage. I want your word that as long as I 
give you room to run, you will look out for my interests.” A 
smile turned up the corners of his mouth, just slightly. “You 
are the type that loves to cause chaos and disruption, 
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followed by an iron grip. I know that about you. And that‟s 
how I work too. I‟ll share my secrets with you, if you share 
yours with me. I know that is a currency you will understand. 
You can cause disruption. And me? I can bring my own 
order.” He leaned back. 

 “Tell me you‟ll work for me,” he said, “squeezing this 
world in a grip tighter than any it has known, while the 
people cheer and thank me for it. Tell me that, and I‟ll open 
this door.” 

 For a long moment, she looked him in the eye, gauging 
the depth of his sincerity. Then, something of new life was in 
her movement as she sat up, then rose, meeting his eyes as 
hers flashed yellow, catlike. 

 “I‟m yours.” 

 The cell door opened. 

* 

 A guttural growl, then, “I think I have it!” Hank 
punched a key on the projector, and a beam shot into Forge 
where he stood caught out of time. He staggered, and leaned 
back on the counter. “What—what just happened?” he 
asked. Then he blinked, and frowned. “What happened to 
you?” 

 Sue and John stood before him, all traces of 
otherworldly power gone. The stone giant was gone, and in 
its place, a stocky bald man in a bathrobe. 

 “You have been out a while,” Sue said, sardonic. “Reed 
is gone. We are powerless.” She touched the projector. 
“Well, mostly.” 

 “So… what now?” Forge asked cautiously. 

 “I‟m packed. I am leaving,” John said. “I‟ve had enough 
of all—this.” He gestured at the house. 

 “I‟ve never had a normal life, not really,” Sue said 
reflectively. “I have no idea what I‟ll do next.” She looked 
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over at Hank. “Hank and Kurt—they can‟t live among 
normal people without technology.” 

 “I am not sure I am inclined to try,” Hank admitted 
darkly, “even with technology.” 

 “No hard feelings, I hope,” Forge said, unable to meet 
Hank‟s eyes. 

 “One way or another, I suspect we would be here,” 
Hank replied. “And now, I do not have their blood on my 
hands.” 

 “I miss my power, it is true,” Ben said, flexing his pink 
hands. “But the meditation… now that I know the way, 
maybe I could…” his voice trailed off. He shrugged. 

 “Do you think our knowledge and ability to manipulate 
the machines will leave with our cosmic power?” Sue asked 
Forge. 

 “It‟s more about passion than intellect, in a lot of ways,” 
Forge replied. “I have a base, a stone fortress in the 
American Southwest. You are all welcome to join me there,” 
he said as the first stirrings of an idea came to him. “You 
know, we could do research, we‟re good at that,” Forge 
noted. “Kind of, you know, apologize to the Sorcerer 
Supreme. Work on applications for this base technology. 
Make the world a better place.” 

 “Interesting!” Hank observed. “Kurt, I am sure, will go 
too.” 

 “I could use the quiet,” Ben murmured.  

 “I‟m still out. See you all in another life,” John said. He 
turned, climbed the stairs, and was gone. 

 “Sue?” Forge asked. 

 “Change is not always bad,” she murmured. “But it is 
inevitable.” She looked into his eyes, and looked away. Forge 
was surprised that, even without cosmic power, those deep 
blue eyes had the same effect on him they had always had. 
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 “Sometimes,” he said, “change is good.”  

 He grinned. 

* 

 Cutlery rattled and clattered as the assembly of 
defenders worked their way through the great meal, fires 
roaring on the hearth, conversations crossing over each 
other. Strange eventually stood, at the head of the table. 
Stone banged his fist on the table—“Speech!” Goodnatured 
teasing made its rounds, and Strange smiled at them, 
gesturing for silence.  

 “Alright, settle down,” he said with a smile, but his eyes 
were sober. “Before this evening slips away from us, we must 
remember those who fell in defense of Prime, those who 
sadden our table with their loss. I would rather they were 
here with us, and in remembering them, some part of them 
will be. We lost some heroes, and friends. Later on, open bar, 
for those who choose to remember that way, but for now, 
I‟d like to share a few words for each of the fallen.” The 
table fell silent, the defenders pausing for a moment, 
listening. 

 “To Bruce Banner,” Strange said, hefting his cup.  

 “To Bruce Banner!” the defenders echoed. 

 “He was a good man,” Strange continued. “He was filled 
with uncontrollable energy and rage. Essex mixed that with 
supernatural power to create a dimensional monster that 
threatened all of Prime. Banner found a way to bring balance 
to that rage, to help his friends. Banner saved the world, and 
he destroyed Essex as no one else could. To Banner. Let us 
remember him a hero.” 

 He sipped, then hefted his cup after a brief pause. “To 
Kung Lao!” 

 “To Kung Lao!” 
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 “I will miss him as a friend and a teacher,” Strange said. 
“He trained warriors of Light for decades, and in the end he 
sacrificed himself to protect the people, the fortress, and the 
ideals that shaped his life. A new individual has stepped into 
the tradition, but tonight, I remember his predecessor. Wise, 
unswervingly loyal, one of Prime‟s best protectors in times of 
peace and times of war. To Kung Lao. Let us remember him 
a hero.” He drank from his cup, as did the others, and he 
paused. 

 “To Reed Richards!” 

 “To Reed Richards!” 

 “I never met anyone like him,” Strange said. “Brilliant, a 
genius, he would do anything for his family. He was misled 
through his pride, and he did reprehensible things. When he 
came to a clear view of action and consequence…” Strange 
paused, cleared his throat. “I hope someday I have the 
courage and fortitude, the wisdom, to choose as he did. Reed 
Richards saved the world and restored the Web of Light. To 
Reed Richards. Let us remember him a hero.” Strange 
quickly took a drink, as did others. 

 “To Rayden!” 

 “To Rayden!” 

 Strange paused, and smiled a bit stiffly. “He was a right 
bastard, a pain in the butt, a know-it-all. He was flashy, 
melodramatic, and manipulative. We would be lost without 
him. To Rayden. Until he comes back, we remember him a 
hero.” Strange took a drink, and others did not seem to find 
that memorial entirely out of place, though there were 
scattered chuckles. “Oh, come on,” Strange said, eyes 
brightening a bit. “He‟ll be back. And I can only guess what 
he will say at my memorial.” He took another drink for good 
measure. 

 “Most of you don‟t know about our last casualty,” 
Strange said, regarding the room as the levity faded. “Death 
comes unexpectedly sometimes. We are always surprised, 
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somehow, when death comes to the strongest among us.” 
He took a deep breath. “To Kira.” 

 Shock rippled up and down the tables, whispers, 
surprise.  

 “To Kira,” Strange repeated, forcing the words out. 

 “To Kira.” The response was a bit scattered. 

 “She was a stranger here, when she arrived,” Strange 
said. “She never did find a home in this teeming world. She 
lent her strength to the cause of good, instead of following 
her own whims. When we truly needed her, she was there. 
She had a long and difficult journey finding her own voice, 
her own culture, her own place in the world, and she left this 
world before she had finished her journey. She will serve to 
remind me how imperative it is to help the stranger find a 
home here, and how the lonely price of power is not one that 
we must pay, but one we choose to pay. To Kira. We 
remember her a hero.” He drank the last of his cup, as did 
the rest around the table. 

 Strange shook his head. “When I was a surgeon, a 
lifetime and a world away,” he began, “I did not have the 
time to help anyone who was not able to pay. Then I was in a 
car accident, I suffered nerve damage. My hands shook,” he 
explained. “I was no longer able to do delicate surgery. My 
whole world was built on my skill, and when my skill 
abandoned me, I was left without a frame of reference, I was 
alone and lost. I ran away, spent my entire fortune, and the 
fortunes of some friends of mine, looking for a cure.” He 
paused, reflective. 

 “If I had swallowed my pride, I could have lived a very 
good life, assisting other surgeons, lending my expertise, 
living quietly with family and friends. Instead, I trekked to 
the edge of India, up into impenetrable mountains, seeking 
the Ancient One, who might be a miracle healer. When I 
found the old man, I agreed to learn the arts of invocation, 
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necromancy, and geomancy, to save him from his only other 
student.” Strange shook his head. “And here we are. 

 “This lamasery, in this world, was destroyed by Chinese 
bombers with the Ancient One, Mordo, and myself inside. 
When I came from another dimension, it was a struggle to 
come to grips with how different this world is. With the 
Sorcerer Supreme tradition ended, earth spirits tried to pull 
others into the role of balancing the Web of Light, but it 
never quite worked out. Ghost hunters, archeologist 
adventurers with special powers, and wizards with parts of 
the tradition were not able to handle the task. Earth spirits 
found me, in another dimension, to come here and restore a 
badly skewed balance.” 

 Strange looked at the faces assembled. “The Reckoning 
is passed, and we are due another thousand years of Balance, 
with a Sorcerer Supreme maintaining it against all threats 
internal and external. So, for me, lessons learned the hard 
way as a washed-up surgeon are taken to heart now. The 
defense of Prime is not about me, or the attackers, or Prime 
itself. It centers in the Balance. When we see ourselves as 
part of the balance, we harmonize. When we see ourselves 
outside the balance, as individuals, we do harm that cannot 
always be undone. To learn that lesson, I gave up a life full of 
what people generally take for granted; family, unmixed 
loyalty to friends, paid vacation, a retirement plan.” He half 
smiled. 

 “I have learned the delicate art of balancing risk and 
reward. While my students have learned geomancy from me, 
I hope they have also learned how to mentor and prepare 
leaders. How to give others enough room to make mistakes, 
and to earn victories. How to reverse the enemy‟s superior 
strength. How to be gentle with their own might. How to 
understand the bigger picture, and make peace with the 
distasteful things our duty sometimes compels us to do. At 
the end of this Reckoning, the Balance is healthier than it has 
been in a long time, it is finally restored.” 
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 Strange looked into Bently‟s eyes, then back down the 
table. “When I was first gifted with the mantle of Sorcerer 
Supreme,” he said, “I was forever calling on the Ancient One 
and the Eye of Agamotto to solve my problems. I grew in 
power and wisdom. Now, the Eye of Agamotto is with me in 
a new way,” he said, moving to the side of the head of the 
table, putting his hand on Tandy‟s shoulder. “It is my turn to 
be the Ancient One, it is time for a new Sorceress Supreme.” 
He gestured to Bently, and she rose; the shocked defenders 
suddenly noticed her red coat. 

 Bently moved to the head of the table, the spot Strange 
had vacated, next to him, nervous. Strange continued, 
quieting the murmur. 

 “I pass the mantle of Sorcerer Supreme to Victoria 
Bently,” he said. “She is native to Prime, raised in the mystic 
tradition of Sir Clive Bently. She has stood at my side facing 
many adversaries, including Baron Mordo, Rasuptin, Essex, 
and Cthonian monsters. She has spanned the globe, and 
visited ruined C‟Thon. She has spoken with Enitharmon the 
Weaver. She has organized teams and conducted missions to 
save the world, she has worked extensively with the Sorcerer 
Supreme‟s allies the Watchers, she has pored over mystic 
research that held the keys to saving life as we know it. I 
could not have survived this Reckoning without her, and 
now with both of us on this side of it, I know she is the one 
to carry on the work. Support her as you would me.” Strange 
turned to Bently. “We will have a private ceremony later, to 
make it official. But know this—you have my support as you 
do what is best for Prime.” He bowed to her, deeply, and 
when he rose there was a kind of delight in his eyes. His 
normally saturnine face was almost mischevious as he turned 
to the table. 

 “My friends,” he said, “I hereby announce my 
retirement.” 

 There were pockets of delighted applause, and areas of 
stunned silence, but the overall feel was somewhat jubilant in 
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the wake of the victory. “Speech! Speech!” The demand 
traveled around the table, and Bently blushed. 

 “Alright, settle down,” she said, perhaps unconsciously 
mimicking Strange already. “Thank you for your support; I 
will need it, to be sure, in the days to come.” Her crisp 
British accent seemed to add authority to her voice. “I must 
determine how best to honor this new role. When I first met 
Banner, the only time I met him in fact, he told me he was 
used to making everyone uncomfortable. He said when I got 
a taste of real power, I would understand the loneliness that 
attends it. He said I would eventually find solace only in the 
company of other misfits. I have seen the truth of his words 
as I have watched Strange struggle, and I know I will face 
that truth in my own life. Still, I must thank you for what you 
have taught me. All of you.” 

 She turned to Illyana. “Illyana, you taught me that 
keeping the Balance has a lot to do with passion and risk, 
rather than academics and magic. And you taught me I must 
sometimes dirty my hands,” she added with a wry grin. 
“Tandy, you showed me that life must carry light and 
beauty—the world needs light and beauty at least as much as it 
needs protection.” She peered down the table. “Stone 
showed me that you best keep the things you love by 
touching them, and not grasping them. Wong, my good 
friend; service brings a meaning that glory cannot begin to 
approximate. My new friend Kyle Raynor has reminded me 
that all this has a certain barbaric splendor, and it does not 
do to lose a sense of wonder.” She smiled. 

 “All of you, down the grueling race to the end of the 
Reckoning, have taught me about what it means to be on the 
side of good, and to live a decent life. I never seriously 
aspired to be Sorceress Supreme, but as I find it thrust upon 
me, I am grateful to Doctor Stephen Strange. Because of 
him, I know that balance has light and darkness, joy and 
pain, loss and new life, connection and loneliness.” She 
looked down the table, pausing. “My friends, we begin a new 
age,” she said. 
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 “To a new age!” Parker said, rising to his feet and 
hoisting his cup. 

 “To a new age!” 

 

CHAPTER FORTY 

 Strange was subtle in shadow, bemused as he watched 
Rider enthusiastically tell a story to a small group of women. 
He gathered it had something to do with a construction site, 
and Banner. His thoughts were his own, company enough. 

 Illyana approached him. He looked up as she did. “You 
found me easily enough,” he murmured. 

 “I know where to look,” she shrugged. “You did good 
tonight, boss.” 

 “I‟m not your boss anymore,” he reproved with a gentle 
smile. 

 “You will be my boss until one of us is dead,” she said 
quietly. “But here we are, alive and unkilled. You even get to 
keep the girl,” Illyana said with a mischievous smile. 

 “Keep it down,” Strange said, glancing around. “There 
may yet be some aftershocks to the Reckoning.” 

 “Unless I misunderstand, you pointed them all at 
Bently,” Illyana grinned. “You went all „George Washington‟ 
on us. That peaceful transfer of power is a huge gift, you 
know. That example matters for generations. Maybe longer.” 
Her eyes were serious. “We‟ll look after the kid, and the 
dimension. Where will you go?” 

 “I thought about staying here, to be honest,” Strange 
said, looking around the lamasery. “Serve Rayden right for 
working on my side of the world. But I couldn‟t do that to 
the Planetary, and I don‟t want to pull Tandy away from 
New York and all her friends.” 

 “And your friends,” Illyana prodded. 
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 Strange chuckled. “My friends are all busy people, and 
they can generally teleport to find me if they miss having me 
around,” he said. “I plan to live happily ever after.” 

 “Well if you get to, I get to,” Illyana sniffed. “My baby is 
older than yours will be, and undoubtably bossier, so she‟ll 
take over any adventuring for the next generation and give 
out the marching orders.” Illyana grinned. 

 “As of tonight,” Strange mused, “even if we screw 
everything else up, we leave a better world for our children.” 
He paused. “That‟s not a bad reason to do all this.” 

 “You are different,” Illyana said, studying Strange. 
“Already. It‟s odd.” 

 “You cannot understand the weight of it,” Strange 
murmured. There were fewer creases on his forehead, his 
lines were less deep, there was an ease in his posture. His 
shirtsleeves were rolled halfway up his forearms. He looked 
almost casual. “A weight has lifted from me. Especially now 
that the Reckoning is past.” 

 “Yeah, being Sorcerer Supreme and pulling Prime 
through a Reckoning looks great on a resume,” Illyana 
mused. “I guess now you‟re just „Sorcerer.‟ Weird. You‟re 
right, though. I have a small tidy dimension. Really, that‟s 
plenty,” she grinned. She glanced down the path. “Well, I 
gotta go,” she said. “Your date is coming.” Her grin got 
wider. Then she vanished in a gush of pale, dark flame. 

 “Taking a breather from all the congratulations?” Tandy 
asked as she approached from the flame-lit interior. 

 “I need one. And to be in moonlight. The firelight is too 
dim. After being with you.” Strange looked her in the eye, 
mostly serious. 

 “I missed you,” Tandy said. “All through this, even at 
the end. I‟m glad to have you in my arms,” she said as she 
pulled him into a hug. He hugged her tightly for a moment, 
then leaned back, and she let him go. 
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 “I missed you too,” Strange murmured. “Now I will be 
with you, if you‟ll let me.” He dropped to one knee. “Tandy. 
Please. Marry me.” He opened his hand, and a ring glowed 
on his palm, the diamond refracting the moonlight as though 
it was made of the same stuff. 

 Tandy smiled to herself. “I will, of course,” she said, 
taking his hand and pulling him to his feet. He slipped the 
ring on her finger. It looked ghostly, surreal, especially 
against the pale smoothness of her skin. “It‟s beautiful, 
Stephen.” She smiled to herself as she looked him in the eye. 
“Is this why you resigned?” 

 “One of many reasons,” Strange said, leaning back 
against the wall, his smile satisfied. “Maybe the best. I‟m 
ready to have you in my life full time. Let Victoria save the 
world.” 

 “So I must know. Have you been carrying this around? 
Or did you just now fashion it out of moonlight and magic?” 
Tandy asked, half serious, studying Strange‟s face. “It‟s 
perfect. This place. This ring. You.” 

 Strange‟s smile took on a secret cast. “That would be 
telling. Sorcerers don‟t tell. They are cryptic.” 

 “But you forget, Doctor Wizard, that I bear the Light of 
Agamotto, and see through all veils!” Tandy replied in the 
same spirit. “Don‟t make me light you up.” She grinned, her 
teeth bright in the moonlit dim. 

 Strange pulled her into a kiss. A few moments later, he 
released her, and settled himself on the low wall. She sat with 
him. “You have already seen into me,” Strange said, only half 
kidding. “Now I can never let you go.” 

 For a long time, they sat quietly. 

 “I love you,” Strange murmured. Tandy put her head on 
his shoulder, under the soundless gaze of the moon. 

 “I hope now that all this is over,” Tandy said, “we can 
have more „Eyes Open‟ concerts.” 
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 “I‟ll attend every one,” Strange said. “As long as I‟m in 
this dimension, and not captured by some evil science or 
monster.” He chuckled, and she snuggled into him in the 
chill of the night air. 

 A green flash split the night, and a tall, muscled figure 
with tousled chestnut hair stood before them. He was 
dressed in a black bodysuit with green armored highlights, 
and a warpstone ring glittered on his finger. He had the 
presence of a leader, a warrior. Strange did not bat an eye. 

 “You, Stephen Strange,” the man said. “I am Hal 
Jordan, Order of the Ring. Enitharmon sent me to the 
Defender of Prime to help out with the Reckoning.” He 
looked around. “What is our status?” 

 “We won,” Strange said. “Hours ago.” 

 “Enitharmon was worried,” Jordan said. “The Web of 
Light was blocked, and the planetary network drained. When 
we got word of Katya‟s death, we feared the worst.” 

 “That‟s the trouble with eulogizing after a major clash,” 
Strange murmured, forehead creasing. “You always leave 
someone out.” 

 “What‟s that?” Jordan said, puzzled.  

 “I‟m retired,” Strange said clearly. “Bently is at the head 
table, she can help with inquiries, she‟s the new Sorceress 
Supreme. The ring chose Kyle Raynor, he is in there too. Are 
you taking him back to Oa for training?” 

 “No, actually,” Jordan replied. “Enitharmon‟s 
instructions state that if Prime wins the Reckoning, then the 
new ringbearer stays here to get hands-on training on how to 
balance and protect a Web of Light.” Jordan smiled. 
“Enitharmon has every confidence in Prime.” 

 “Well, good luck, and thank you for coming by,” 
Strange said. “There‟s some spiced duck left.” 
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 “Ah, that takes me back,” Jordan said with a half-smile. 
“Thank you for your help.” He headed into the lamasery. 

 Strange sighed, content. “I like retirement,” he said. 

 “Tell me,” Tandy mused. “When did you decide to 
retire?” 

 “Hm,” Strange murmured. “Truth. When you first rose 
out of the Shroud, resplendent in the Light. You saved 
yourself from a deathtrap not even I could overcome. It 
wasn‟t just the Light, Tandy. The Light only reveals what is 
there, it does not create beauty. The Light reveals what it 
shines within, through, and upon. In that moment, I knew 
you, as no one has before or since. What I saw left me a frail 
shadow, in comparison.” He could not look at her. “That is 
when I was pierced by a need, a need in the shape of love, a 
need so deep that I could not survive losing you. I knew 
then, that night, that I could not carry the burden of that 
need, and the burden of Prime.” He paused, she said 
nothing. “I have loved and lost before,” he said, looking 
away. “But I knew I could not lose you. My retirement was 
inevitable from that night on.” 

 “Come here, you,” Tandy said. 

 They kissed. 

* 

 “Yep,” Illyana said, “the stars are pretty here, on the 
roof of the world.” 

 “Actually, we‟re on the roof of the fort,” Stone 
muttered. Baby Raven stirred on his chest, in her thick 
blanket, under his stone hand‟s protection.  

 “Don‟t spoil the moment,” Illyana said, pretending to be 
testy. 

 “Tile roof. Cold tile. I‟m just sayin. We are not laying on 
starlight.” Stone looked up into the night, seeing the vast 
interstellar distances the Great Old Ones traversed in their 
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insatiable lust for the life that twirled through the vast void. 
The view was not overly romantic to him. 

 “Right now,” Illyana said, undeterred, “scientists all over 
the world are having little moments of insight, flashes of 
inspiration, as Reed Richards‟ influence works itself out. It 
takes time for a personality to fade out of the Web of Light 
after something that dramatic. You know, he was a god, 
however briefly.” She sighed. 

 “I‟m fireproof,” Stone continued. “Not so much 
coldproof. I can‟t feel my tail.” 

 “Not a romantic bone in your body.” Illyana shook her 
head. 

 “There might be one in my tail, but I can‟t feel it,” he 
explained. He sighed. “I‟m tired of the slumber party, babe. I 
missed you during all this Reckoning mess. I want some 
alone time with the mother of my child.” His eyes were 
serious. 

 “Okay,” Illyana said reluctantly. “Maybe some romance 
in there somewhere. You have so many bones, after all.” 

 “Yeah, shaddap and kiss me,” Stone growled. 

 They vanished in a gust of flame. 

* 

 “Oh, Peter, you take a girl to the nicest places. Tibet is 
charming,” Mary Jane mused, “but the shopping has not 
been very robust. Not so much as a single market.” 

 “That‟s because the evil other-dimensional Baron 
Mordo built it out of the Web of Light‟s energies back when 
he almost took over the world, and nobody lives here, except 
Illyana sometimes, and Kira sometimes.” Parker stopped 
abruptly. “Though I guess not anymore.” 

 “Well, it‟s about time to head back to our small house in 
New York City,” Mary Jane said, hugging Parker‟s arm 
closer. “The utilities are more manageable, and we have ready 
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access to public transportation. Though we do not have 
abysses carved by orbital lasers, or heart-stopping mountain 
vistas,” she conceded. “There, we have many restaurants. 
Here, we have leftover duck.” 

 “Yeah,” Parker said, half listening. “Victoria is going to 
build her own network, you know. The Planetary might be 
sidelined. I could be another step removed from working 
with defending the world.” He shrugged deeper in his coat. 
“Not so bad, these days.” A wry grin touched his face. 

 “There are other adventures to be had,” Mary Jane 
shrugged. “Besides, I suspect Bently might keep a close eye 
on you regardless.” 

 “Me? Why?” Parker retorted, looking at his wife. 

 “You are a trouble magnet, sweetie,” Mary Jane said, the 
picture of innocence. “Anything weird happens in the area, it 
happens to you.” She sniffed. “Made Strange lazy. He just 
watched you, and took on anything that threatened the 
Balance on the Eastern Seaboard.” 

 “Alright then, let‟s go with your little theory,” Parker 
said with a grin. “Strange may be a lazy defender, but what 
were you thinking to marry me? I mean, did you want all the 
weirdness, or did you marry me because you are part of the 
weirdness?” His eyes widened. “I found enlightenment in 
Tibet, and all I got was this lousy tee shirt,” he said, deadpan. 
“It all makes sense!” 

 “You do know that most of the weirdness is capable of 
kicking your butt,” Mary Jane pretended to growl. “Speaking 
of which, it‟s about time I got my own super power.” 

 “Oh, not that again,” Parker groaned. 

* 

 The fire was low. Raynor and Bently were the last two in 
the dining room. Neither looked particularly sleepy. They 
had swung massive chairs around, and they sat facing the 
bank of embers with a little flame dancing on top. 
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 Bently shook her head. “Strange is forwarding all the 
earth spirits to me with their reports and updates, of all the 
damage,” she murmured. “I don‟t know how he stood it 
without going mad.” 

 “I know what you mean,” Raynor nodded, looking at 
the tracings and patterns in his smooth ring as it reflected the 
firelight. “My ring. It never really shuts up.” 

 Bently sighed. “It will take weeks. Maybe years. Getting 
all this sorted out, back to how it was before the Illuminati 
drained off the defenses.” 

 “I‟m glad to help,” Raynor said. “Jordan came to me 
from the Order of the Ring. I‟ll visit there, sure, but he said 
to get trained here, on how to hold the Balance. So, I can 
give you a hand fighting the monsters and ghosts and 
demons and stuff.” His smile was sincere, but reserved. A 
green tendril snaked from his hand and prodded the fire, 
stirring it to fresh life. The tendril winked out. 

 “Do you over feel overwhelmed?” Bently asked him, 
frank. 

 “Nah,” he lied. “You?” 

 “Naturally not,” she retorted, sharing his smile. “Strange 
has prepared me, you see.” 

 They shared a quiet moment together. 

 Bently shrugged, struggling to sit up in the chair. “You 
know, one of the hardest parts,” she said. “Keeping track of 
who is on which side. I mean, sometimes it is relatively easy, 
like with Stone. Even then—do you trust a demon? But you 
look at the others. The Illuminati, saving and threatening the 
world by turns. They captured the Sorcerer Supreme and 
drained the Web of Light, but then turned around and 
restored it through self-sacrifice.” She shook her head. 
“Xavier and Illyana change sides like changing socks, it 
seems. For a while there, anyway. At the end, I am not even 
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sure whose side Kira was on.” Bently looked Raynor in the 
eye. “Be a good guy. Please.” 

 “I will,” Raynor solemnly promised. “Goodnight, 
Victoria.” 

 “Goodnight then, see you in the morning,” she 
muttered as she hauled herself up out of the chair. She 
stretched, and the surreal day played out in her mind. “It 
could have gone differently, you know,” she said from 
behind a screen of hair as she looked into the fire. Then she 
shrugged the thought away, and shuffled off to bed. 

 Raynor sat alone, looking into the fire, contemplating. 

 Then he started, and sat up. He held out his ring hand, 
and a face projected through it, modeled in green light. 

 “Raynor,” Jordan said. “I‟m on my way back to 
Enitharmon. Follow at some point, get oriented. The ring 
knows the way.” 

 “I will,” Raynor nodded. 

 “Remember this,” Jordan said. “If nothing else, 
remember this. We are now bound by self-sacrifice, we owe 
our all to the common good. That is the price of the ring. We 
have lost the luxury of self-gratification. You are no longer 
one of them.” 

 “Thank you for the reminder, sir,” Raynor said, keeping 
his thoughts to himself. “Have a good trip.” 

 Jordan nodded, and his image winked out. Raynor sat 
back in the chair, reviewing the day, the week in his mind. 

 “Maybe, now,” he murmured, “I am one of them.” 

 The moon rose. At last, all was quiet. 

 


